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Abstract 
This work develops an historically substantiated anthropological thesis about 
non-state local governance and its relations with the State in Solomon Islands 
over time. Set in the context of the coup and subsequent crisis of the State in 
Solomon Islands, the thesis takes as an example Kolombangara, a forest resource 
rich Western Province island. The thesis argues that the consequences of 
successive local negotiations of world influences from early contact times 
through colonialism and on to the post Independence period are embedded in 
present-day social structures and political events at the local level. This process of 
local negotiation draws on cultural resources held within the local society but in 
so doing repositions actors in relation to those resources, creating social tensions 
that further drive politics at the local level. The form of these negotiations is 
specific to any one place in Solomon Islands. Nevertheless, the logic applied by 
actors in any one place is informative of processes more widespread across the 
country. For Kolombangara these processes begin with a reorganisation of 
frontier period (late C19) maritime exchange oriented 'house groups' into land-
oriented descent groups as a response to early colonialism. A process of social 
mobility follows this as the State is nationalised, resulting in stratification of local 
society (the 'Honiara elite'). This articulates with a fractionation of loca] society 
into groups competing for 'large scale' or 'small scale' forest resource 
development. The crosscutting social differentiation drives conflict between 
'entrepreneurial landowners' and ' traditionalist smallholders' over forest 
resources and generates competing island-level political associations. Such 
island-level dynamics drive the Western Province 'statehood' agenda for control 
of resource management and revenue distribution. This development pathway 
competes at the national level against the interests of resource-poor provinces. 
The result has been one of the major political dynamics involved in the recent 
crisis of the State in Solomon Islands. 
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Orthography 
Nduke (pron. N-doo-kay) language is one of the languages identified by Ross 
(1988) as stemming from the Oceanic proto-New Georgia-Isabel group. With 
these languages it shares grammatic and phonetic similarities. The phonology is 
similar to two other languages in this group that have been described previously. 
These are Roviana, which has been described by Tryon (1995), and Hoava, 
described in detail by Davis (2003). 
The first systematic orthography applied to these languages was employed by 
the early ethnographer Hocart, who for Nduke used the following alphabet to 
represent the phonetic elements: 
a mb nd e gh h i k l m n ng ngg o p r s t u v z 
While this system is adequate to represent the language and is compatible with 
the phonologies given by Tryon and Davis, it has no modern currency in the 
region. The languages of the New Georgia Group, including th.ose mentioned 
above, have instead been the subject of two differing mission orthographies, 
originally used for scripture translations. Following the geographiieal distribution 
of the competing missions' influence, the Seventh-day Adventist orthography in 
general gained currency over much of Kolombangara, Marovo and Rendova, 
while the Methodist orthography in general gained currency throughout 
Roviana, Vella-lavella and Simbo. Methodist villages (now United Church or 
Christian Fellowship Church) on Kolombangara also use this latter system. The 
BSIP government favoured use of the Methodist system in the Kolombangara-
Roviana area. The notation of the Nduke alphabet in these two systems is: 
SDA: a b d e gh h i k l m n ng g o p r s t u v z 
Methodist: a b d e g h i k l m n n q o p r s t u v z 
The differences lie in treatment of the sounds represented initially by Hocart as 
in the following table: 
Hocart SDA Methodist Composite 
gh gh g gh 
ng ng n ng 
ngg g q q 
Confusion can, and does, easily arise in the sound represented by the letter g. For 
this reason, and in order to remain unaligned in terms of support of one or other 
mission system on an island populated by both groups, I have applied 
throughout a composite system drawing on both mission orthogiraphies. This is 
used in all but quotations. The differences are shown in the table above, and in 
full the alphabet used here is: 
Composite: a b d e gh h i k l m n ng q o p r s t u v z 
The greatest advantage of this composite system is that it is unambiguous for 
representation of sounds throughout the wider region covered by the thesis. It is 
also intelligible to both mission communities (with minor complaints also from 
both) in a way that special phonetic symbols would not be. It neE~ds to be noted 
IX 
though that two more symbols are required to cover sounds used in other parts 
of the New Georgia region, but not used in Nduke: j and ch. 
Phonology 
Waterhouse (1949) provided a description of the phonology that is a useful 
approximation of the full descriptions provided by Tryon (1995) and Davis 
(2003). Although this was written in reference to Roviana, it is equally applicable 
to the neighbouring Nduke: 
The vowels in Roviana have the same sound as in Italian. Of the 
consonants there is no c, f, w, x or y. Bis always mb, d is always nd; .. . j 
is like John, but some give it almost a soft z sound; v as in English, 
although in a few words it changes - Vona Vona (the name of an 
adjoining lagoon) becomes almost Wona Wona. Z has the sound of z in 
zenith. In pronunciation, the accent in the great majority of cases falls on 
the first syllable (1949:6) 
Further, the sound represented by gh, unknown in English, is a soft: sound 
sometimes confused by English speakers with r or the soft v described by 
Waterhouse above. The ng sound is as in 'singing' and q represents 'hard g' 
sound as in 'finger'. In most cases a finale is pronounced as in ' souffle' . Nduke 
speakers frequently drop vowels where these fall at the end of a word within a 
phrase. This can also apply to proper names made up of noun segments, e.g. 
Kol'bangara instead of Kolobangara (the name of a land estate on the island). 
Geographic naming conventions 
'Western': A convention has been used within this thesis that references to the 
Western Province, its population or any of its other attributes that are within or 
of consequence because of the Provincial boundary, can be abbreviated to ' the 
West' or 'Western'. This does not mean, as is usual, Western European. Where 
the reference is to the 'wider west' including southern Bougainville, Chois:eul and 
even western Isabel, the lower case form, e.g. 'the w est' or 'western Solomons' is 
used. 'European' is used if a reference has to be made to the ' Western World' . 
Orthographic inconsistency in place names. In some cases, wider conventional use of 
particular place-name spellings is best preserved to avoid confusion. Thus 
instead of following the phonetic spelling rules outlined above, some widely 
known places are written as follows: Bambatana (Babatana), Nduke (Duke), 
Ghanongga (Ghanoqa), Gizo (Ghizo), Hunda (Huda), Kohinggo (Kohiqo), 
Kolombangara (Kolobangara), Kukundu (Kukudu), Lembako (Lebako), Munda 
(Muda), Rendova (Redova), Ringgi (Riqi), Simbo (Sibo) and Tambatamba 
(Tabataba). 
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Introduction 
Important to understanding the current crisis of the State in Solomon Islands is to 
see clearly the bases of the conflict that led up to the coup in 2000 and its 
aftermath. Here the conflict is seen through the lens of the long-running conflict 
between different agendas among customary landowners, and between 
customary landowners and the State, over issues of resource development, 
focussing particularly on the forests. Unless these issues are dealt with· through 
better articulation of local level resources governance and development 
aspirations to the State, conflict will continue to be generated at both local and 
State levels. 
This study is set in the Western Province of Solomon Islands (figure 1). The main 
fieldwork site was the island of Kolombangara, where I was based in the village 
of Ghatere. This village is an original mission village located at the centre of the 
customary coastal area in the southwest of the island. This area, its people and its 
language are known in Solomon Islands as Nduke, although locally it is known 
as Dughore. My PhD fieldwork was conducted in Nduke for approximately 24 
months in successive visits between 1998 and 2002. Previously I had made three 
shorter stays in the area between 1990 and 1993 as a volunteer working on a 
village-based micro-hydroelectricity scheme. Although my work at that earlier 
time was primarily technical (designing and then helping Ghatere village people 
to construct the civil works for the hydro), my interest in the culture was 
aroused. Following further undergraduate study (an honours thesis summarised 
as Scales 1994), I joined the Australian National University as an anthropology 
PhD candidate. Early on during fieldwork under this candidature I began 
documenting Nduke language and studying ethno-environmental knowledge 
and traditional resource use. It was only later that I tum.ed to serious 
investigation of local island politics. 
The national political unrest of 1999 and 2000 in Solomon Islands convinced me 
that I should prioritise my understanding of local politics. This seemed to be 
linked, in ways that varied with the locale, to the wider provincial and national 
political events. In this thesis I have attempted to make sense of the wider events 
by looking at the local politics of Kolombangara. In order to do this I have drawn 
from the island's history to try and locate the emergence of the social structures 
and processes and the political contradictions that I think are driving present-day 
conflict on the island. I have identified this conflict as one over forest resources, 
which is linked very much to the wider provincial political issues. In 
Kolombangara unlike some other parts of Western Province, reefs are not 
extensive and so fishing resources are unsuitable for commercial exploitation. 
The wealth of the island lies in the forests, both as a high-yielding timber 
resource , and in some areas once cleared, as agricultural land. Thi:! politics of the 
Chapter 1 
forests and of development are largely one and the same on Kolombangara. The 
political issues that I see on Kolombangara are not confined to that island. They 
are part of the overall political milieu of much of Western Province and even 
more widely in other parts of Solomon Islands. 
The work with which this thesis has most resonance is Bennett's (2000) Pacific 
Forest, a history of the forest resource in Solomon Islands generally. The title of 
my thesis here, The Social Forest, to some extent plays on the title of Bennett's 
work. The thesis complements Bennett's historical overview by providing a 
detailed local perspective to forest resource development issues, and linking the 
intricate politics of forest ownership and identity to national issues of 
development control and conflict. I have also used for the most part a different 
set of historical records from that of Bennett (1987 and 2000). My style has been to 
try to throw up in sharp relief underlying long term social processes and in this 
way provoke unfamiliar ways of seeing the political dimensions of society in 
Solomon Islands. In choosing my theme of relating local level politics to conflict 
over development at provincial and national levels I have engaged with different 
issues from those of the two most recent major works on Western Province 
society written from an anthropological perspective, those of Dureau (1993) and 
Hviding (1995). In Simbo, Dureau focussed on gender relations, a topic largely 
absent from my coverage of the male world of public politics in Nduke. Hviding 
took as his theme indigenous coastal resource management, but his concerns 
largely avoided the internal conflicts and divisions over resources that I have 
highlighted. Whereas Hviding sees a harmonious world of resource 'guardians' 
watching out against foreign threats to their natural and cultural heritage in 
Marovo, I see multi-layered internal conflict, resource stripping and radical 
cultural change in Nduke. Ours are two different views of very similar local 
island societies. 
Outline of the argument 
I see development as the driving issue in Solomon Islands politics ever since 
colonisation by the British in 1893. Conflict is driven in the first instance by 
differing State and local agendas for development. In the Solomon Islands, the 
State, both in its colonial form of Protectorate Administration and its post-
colonial form of independent National Government (theoretically with the 
Provincial Governments under wing), encourages certain forms of devellopment 
according to its policies and informal practices. A constant feature of the State in 
Solomon Islands is the seeking of revenue from resources exploitation and 
foreign investment in productive capital, even if only to encourage i:!ntry of 
foreign logging companies, as has happened over the last 30 years. In the west of 
the country, the conflict between agendas (visions of the development process 
and its outcomes) has in particular been over forest resources and forested land. 
In an historical process, the modes of the conflict have emerged over time. In 
some cases, the local body politic residing in the forested area resists the State. In 
other cases the local body politic is split, with some supporting and others 
resisting the State's agenda. This has resulted in elaboration of local-level 
political associations through which competition over resources and governance 
is played out. 
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Introduction 
The analysis used in the thesis tacitly assumes an underlying world/local 
dialectic, meaning that local social processes are structured in response to the 
global, and that contradictions at the local level occur as a result of the kinds of 
responses people make to the global. A significant force that emeirged in the late 
Colonial/ early Independence period as a result of global articulation has been 
emergence of an entrepreneurial landowner fraction of local socielty. The manner 
ill which this articulates with traditional cultural identity (kastom) has been a 
major source of such contradictions. I have phrased this articulation in the thesis 
through a tracing of the changing ideas of ground and changing modes of 
mobility in the social order of island society. I now give an outline of the main 
argument in the thesis as it appears in the following chapters. 
Chapter 2 looks at the events of 2000 from the point of view of the Western 
Province statehood agenda, which was reawakened after lying dormant since 
Independence was declared. The way the conflict was played ou1t in the west in 
2000 involved a shift from a specifically ethnic framing of the conflict into a direct 
clash between the landowner-entrepreneurial fraction of Western Province 
society and the national State. This was a new twist to the long-standing agenda 
of the Western landowners to wrest control from the national government of 
legislative codes for management of its forest and land resources and control of 
revenues derived from resources use. Once the Western lamdowners are 
identified as such a powerful force, the question is set up as to their grounding 
and political agendas within their own home base in island resources politics. 
Chapter 3 looks at the pre-colonial maritime exchange networks in the western 
Solomons. Both because there is, as the previous chapter raised, an underlying 
construct of ethnicity in the West partly based on the imagined pre-State world, 
and partly because the cultural regime of maritime exchange structured western 
Solomons societies in ways that will become important to understand in the next 
chapter, this chapter reconstructs some features of the exchange networks of 
western Solomons in frontier times. It considers this in terms of 'horizontal 
mobility', the extensive maritime geography of movement and inter-group 
exchange based on goods transfer. The exchange network described here has 
involved a re-orienting of colonial frames of reference that have obscured it from 
historical view. 
Chapter 4 continues the investigation of the pre-colonial world, looking 
particularly at the local level in Nduke. It introduces the idea of the house group 
as central to frontier social organisation. The canoe house group that the 
anthropologist Hocart spent time with in Nduke in 1908 and documented in field 
notes reflected its context of inter-island maritime exchange. The chapter revises. 
long standing assumptions that pre-colonial society was organised into descent 
groups in the New Georgia islands. This revision is based on a hermeneutic 
analysis of Hocart' s fieldnotes. The question is raised that if the group was not 
organised as a descent group, with a corresponding descent group estate as later 
assumed, then how was it organised? The chapter answers this in terms of social 
3 
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grounding in locale attuned to the needs of participation in the maritime 
exchange system, with the canoe house the hub of mobility in the local landscape. 
Chapter 5 looks at the emergence of descent group estates and landowners as 
cultural concepts during the early colonial period. Local groups initially 
constructed the modern concept of descent group land estates out of pre-existing 
cultural concepts in response to colonial land grabbing. The descen1t group 
replaced the canoe house group as a central organizing factor. In so doing the 
discourse of land was made sensible to the British in terms that were 
semantically related to local concepts but attuned to a colonial land sensibility, in 
a classically dialectical process. 
Chapter 6 then looks at social mobility and what I have termed insularisation 
since early colonial times. In the early colonial period the Mission was adopted 
for two reasons: to address the immediate need for literacy to counter colonial 
power, and more broadly because while the colonial administrative structures 
attempted to stop mobility by a process of peasantisation, the Mission created 
space for social mobility. This mobility was 'vertical' in the sense that Mission 
organisational logic was hierarchical: horizons were broadened by utpwards 
movement within the organisation. The later opening of the late colonial State to 
Islanders allowed similar mobility through the civil service and political arm, a 
process continued on with Independence. The net result was the formation of the 
'Honiara elite' stratum of island society. This is articulated with the new 
competing development agendas that also come from Independence: a 
grounding in kastom identities and a desire for increased social mobility through 
modem entrepreneurialism. The result is a cross-cutting stratification and 
fractionation of island society that drives the political emergence of new 
associations for island resources governance. 
Chapter 7 covers details of systems of governance and smallholding that are at 
the heart of local-level society in current-day Nduke. A major similarity that 
present-day society has to the frontier period is its organisation as a smallholder 
society. Stature within this forms the customary grounding of people to place 
and to others in Nduke. The emergence of descent group estates since frontier 
times has seen the appearance of 'landowners' within the society, based also on 
'customary' ancestral notions of place and belonging that had their roots in 
smallholder social organisation. Other forms of locally recognised stature, 
grounded in Mission and State hierarchies, have also emerged since frontier 
times. This creates a complex situation, summed up by one interlocutor as that in 
island politics, players will 'stand on church or government or custom', often 
switching between these to suit their interests. At the same time, the smallholders 
have developed a form of local governance that provides speaking platforms for 
all of these positions within their society. 
In the final chapter before concluding, I look at the sequence of island resource 
politics in the post-War period, in particular the last three decades. The object of 
this chapter is to demonstrate the emergence of island politics as a result of 
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development pressures played through the accumulated complexities just 
described. The world forces of State and foreign company pressures for large-
scale resource profiteering meet identities grounded in small-scale concepts of 
locale and community. Added to this is the way that smallholders have chosen 
one or other of these paths as fitting their aspirations, and then seek among their 
elite support for their vision. Elites too play out their agendas at the local level; 
those with business interests in particular foster local alliances with 
entrepreneurial landowners. A continuing emergence of new island-level 
associations follows political rifts between existing associations as members of 
the island's body politic come to grips with a changing external context and new 
forms of the internal tensions between approaches to development based on 
custom and approaches based on modernity. 
The study area: physical environment 
Figure 2 is a map of Kolombangara Island. Kolombangara is part of the 
volcanically-formed New Georgia islands stretching between Marovo in the east 
to Vella Lavella in the west. It is itself an extinct Plio-Pleistocene age symmetrical 
volcanic cone, roughly circular in plan, with a diameter of about 30km. It rises to 
a height of 1760m and has a central crater over lOOOm deep (Dunkley 1986, Mann 
et. al. 1998). Appearing as a 'splendid shattered crater' (SomerviUe 1897:359), the 
island rises from a narrow coastal plain through broad, flat··topped ridges 
growing increasingly steep and narrow up to the rugged crater rim. The drainage 
pattern is predominantly radial. To the south-west in the Nduke region, a 
secondary and later volcanic focus has resulted in a distinct elongated coastal 
range with a maximum height of 600m. Above 200 m it is characterised by deeply 
eroded volcanic ridges. The island's natural cover is tropical rainforest. The 
coastal lowlands have around much of the island have been classified as 
Agricultural Opportunity Areas by Wall and Hansell (1975). The island 
experiences heavy rainfall throughout the year with 3000 to 3500 mm annually 
around the coast, and perhaps 8250mm on the crater rim (Whitmore 1969) with a 
January-April maximum. Temperature on the coast ranges between an average 
maximum of about 31°c in December and an average minimum of about 23oc in 
July/ August, with a high degree of uniformity. Further description of the 
physical environment in the Nduke region is contained in chapter ·4. 
Forests 
The living environment of Nduke is rich in species, with greatly varied 
environments found near the coast and also variation in upland environments 
correlated with altitude. Chapter 4 gives a description of these. Nduke language 
differentiates over 430 different plants and about 300 sea and 200 land creatures 
living in their environment.1 Beyond the coastal reefs, bays, mangroves, swamps, 
coconut plantations and gardens, most of Kolombangara is covered in 'medium 
crowned, close-canopy hill forest' (Wall and Hansell 1975: map 4h) or in places of 
My Nduke dictionary database (work in progress) contains about 170 fish, 80 
molluscs, 80 birds, 70 insects, 40 reptiles, 30 crustaceans and about 20 other sea and 
land creatures. About 380 of the plants occur outside cultivation. For both plants and 
animals, there are in some cases further sub-entries that constitute different varieties. 
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disturbance by cyclones or past human occupation as 'hill forest with a broken 
canopy'. Forest canopies are mixtures of many species, some of which have a 
high commercial value. The five commonest forest tree species in unlogged hill 
forests on the west coast are the hardwoods Dillenia salomonensis (NDU muquhu), 
Parinari salomonensis {NDU tita), Callophyllum kajewskii (NDU buni) and Eugenia 
spp., and the softwood Campnosperma brevipetiolatum {NDU maghera) (Whitmore 
1974:14, 55). The forests of Kolombangara were recognized in the earliest days of 
colonial exploration as a 'lordly growth of giant timber' .2 Commercial 
exploitation did not begin until the early 1960s, burgeoning into industrial 
logging of almost the entire lowlands from the late 1960s to the early 1980s (as 
explained in chapter 8). Those areas missed by logging at that time, and regrowth 
in those areas then logged, continue to attract attention from logging companies. 
Burslem and Whitmore (1996) and AIDAB et.al. (1995) presented further data on 
Kolombangara relevant to commercial forest exploitation. 
Mapping 
Use has been made here of geographical information systems (GIS) software to 
build up a spatial database for mapping aspects of Kolombangara nahual and 
human geography, the results of which appear in the maps accompanying the 
text. These are based on my own digitised versions of the original topographic 
survey maps from the 1960s (DOS 1968 and 1969), additional spatial data from 
the geological map (SIG 1984), cadastral data from Sll.S (1988) and various aerial 
photographs. Further data was obtained using a handheld GPS receiver. 
Individual maps reproduced in the text note the extra data sources on which they 
are based.3 
Land tenure 
Land tenure on Kolombangara is a major topic of this thesis, so a summary only 
is required here. Kolombangara is characterised by its overall division into two 
forms of land tenure: the south-western customary land and the 'Levers' 
alienated land. This dual tenure has driven many of the political dynamics of the 
island as will be discussed throughout much of the thesis. The alienated land 
area at 45,600 ha is two-thirds of the total island area of 68,800 ha. It is currently 
occupied by Kolombangara Forest Products Limited (KFPL) who operate a large 
timber plantation in the lowlands. This area has many recently established family 
settlements around its coastal edge. The south-western customary area is divided 
into ancestrally-based descent group estates and supports the original 
indigenous population of Nduke. They also claim rights to the rest of the island 
through its occupation by people they say are their ancestors. In contrast to this, 
the reason that two-thirds of the island was declared 'wasteland' and alienated in 
1904 was that this area was judged unoccupied at the time the Administration 
was hunting for land to develop at the turn of the century (1900); indigenous 
2 Captain Langdale (who visited Kolombangara in March 1900) quoted in WPHC MP 
274/1932 'Census of the BSIP for 1932', p.28. 
3 The maps in the text were post-processed from the GIS map data using illlustration 
graphics software, where text was also added. An elevation model derived from the 
contour data was combined with the line work to create the shaded relief. 
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people only occupied the southwest. It is mostly these Nduke people who have 
recently occupied the coastal strip around the alienated land, a major source of 
political friction. Figure 2 shows the location of the boundary between the 
alienated and customary land areas. 
Population 
There are at present about 5,600 people living on Kolombangara. About 3,550 of 
these are living in about 115 villages and hamlets around the island's coast, and 
the other 2,070 or so are living on premises of various institutions:i These include 
the KFPL company town at Ringgi, the KFPL stations at Poitete and Manighisi, the 
Seventh-day Adventist mission at Kukundu and the Roman Catholic Rural 
Training Centre at Vanga. That is, about 63% of the island's people are village 
based, and the other 37% are based in institutional settings. Of the 63% of the 
population living in village settings, about 35% of the island's population live in 
the 79 or so hamlets and villages on the alienated land area between Bohu and 
Ropa (see figure 2 for locations of places mentioned). Another 28% live in about 
36 hamlets and villages in the customary land area in the southwest of the island. 
About 27% of the total population live in the KFPL settlements, making it a 
significant stakeholder in Kolombangara.s The inland hills are w:ti.nhabited, but 
were not always so. Expatriate Europeans on the island are very few in number 
and all are confined to institutional settings. 
Population growth, dispersal and migration 
Two basic factors drive the resources politics on Kolombangara. One of these is 
the differing agendas for development that is the main topic of lthis thesis. The 
other is the population growth and movement that provides the background of 
population pressure on the island. The population of Nduke has expanded 
rapidly since the Second World War. According to census data, this expansion is 
from a village population of 250 in 1931, to around 2100 in 1999. The population 
of the original five mission villages established in Nduke in the 1920s has grown 
somewhat, but most of the expanded population has settled elsewhere around 
Kolombangara by processes of dispersal and migration. These combined 
processes of population growth, dispersal and migration on Kolombangara were 
initially identified in BSIP (1977) .6 The overall patterns can be seen in the time 
series population mapping of the island using data from six census reports 
between 1931and1999 (figures 4 to 9). Dispersal has involved an infilling of the 
4 These figures are rounded numbers derived from the results of the 1999 National 
Census (taken in November 1999). These figures are unofficial results obtained prior 
to release of the 1999 National Census report. 
5 Population data was derived from published sources BSIP 1970, SIG 1980, SIG 1986, 
SIG 1999 and unpublished sources: Data was taken from the Census of the British 
Salamon Islands Protectorate for 1931. (WPHC MP 274/1932, microfilm NLA Mfm 
G6719); and for 1959 data, BSIP Assistant District Headman (ADH) quarterly reports 
for Nduke were used (BSIP 7/I/DCW164, held SINA). Population data from various 
ADH reports was available for the years about 1959; 1959 data was chosen to match 
data in BSIP 1961 which omitted Kolombangara. 
6 BSIP 1977. Kolombangara Lands Use Planning Working Partt; Reporlt (Green Paper). 
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands, Honiara, October 1977. 
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coast in the vicinity of the five old villages with a great number of new offshoot 
villages, while migration out of the old villages has involved the new settlement 
of the coast of the unoccupied land alienated in 1904, which for a long time was 
held off-limits to indigenous people. Population dispersal and migration, 
involved as they are in the establishment of new villages on Kolombangara, is 
always associated with politics of land and hinterland forest resources. 
Population growth by sector 
Each of the national census collections provided data for population by 
settlement name. This permits a component analysis of population growth. The 
population recorded in each census was initially divided into two components: 
• Village sector population, including all villages and hamlets, and 
• Institutional sector population, including all settlements supported or 
maintained by outside institutions. 
The division relied on local knowledge of which settlements are indigenous 
villages or hamlets and which are settlements built or maintained by institutions. 
Figures 4 to 9 show these two types as orange and purple population bubbles 
respectively. 
Table 1 shows the overall rates of growth during each intercensus period. It 
shows a fairly steady rise in village population, with a fluctuating institutional 
population. The main perturbation, a dip in 1986, can be attributed to the scaling-
down of Levers Pacific Timbers (LPT) logging operations during the early 1980s, 
and a subsequent expansion with the establishment of the KFPL re-afforestation 
enterprise at the beginning of the 1990s. The fluctuation affects the trend in 
overall population growth, which also shows a dip in growth rate in 1986 .. 
Table 1. Kolombangara population growth rates for each intercensus period. 
1970-76 1976-86 1986-99 1970-99 
Village sector population growth (%) 35 55 67 248 
Institutional sector population growth(%) 15 -36 118 59 
Overall Kolombangara population growth(%) 23 8 82 142 
National population growth(%) 22 45 43 154 
It is interesting to compare the growth of the Kolombangara village population, 
which increased by 67% between 1986 and 1999, with the population growth of 
43% across the nation as a whole for the same period.7The1999 National. Census 
report described the national population growth of 43 % in that period as 'among 
the highest in the world', and it follows that Kolombangara's village poipulation 
growth of 67% shares. the distinction. Further comparisons in table 1 ]between 
national growth rates and the Kolombangara village population growth rate 
shows Kolombangara rates are much higher overall than the national rate. Over 
7 National figures are from the Solomon Islands 1999 Population and Housing Census. 
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the 30 years of -measurement, Kolombangara's village population has grown at 
1.6 times the national rate. 
Village sector population growth and spatial distribution 
When figures 3 to 9 are read in conjunction with some historical knowledge, a 
narrative of village sector population expansion can be given. The southwest is 
the original settlement area. The villages shown in 1923 (figure 3) are those 
existing just after the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) Mission arrived and colonial 
indirect rule was established, but before the Mission villages were properly 
consolidated. These villages were established between 1915 and the mid 1920s 
from scattered pre-Christian Nduke hamlet populations living in hilltop 
settlements. Prior to the Missions there were no coastal villages, and social 
organisation was much different (as detailed in chapter 4-6). Some settlements in 
the southeast alienated land area were enclaves belonging to Levers plantations, 
populated by European management and largely Malaitan labour. They had little 
to do with the customary village populations of the southwest. 
By 1931 (figure 4), the five pre-World War Two Mission villages of Habere, 
Vavanga, Ghatere, Hunda and Kuzi were established in the southwest. These 
agglomerated the previously dispersed population. In 1959 (figure 5), well after 
World War Two had swept through, a new period of northward dispersal had 
begun with the establishment of Patupaele, Iriri and Pepel1e, while some 
population growth had occurred in the original five villages. Kukundu SDA 
Mission headquarters had been established and the plantation enclaves in the 
southeast had largely disappeared. 
By 1970 (figure 6), little further population growth had occurred in the original 
pre-War villages but dispersal along the west coast had intensified. Some 
migration had occurred into the alienated land area along the noirth coast. These 
northern hamlets signal an incipient expansive movement of the population from 
the southwest villages of Habere, Vavanga and Ghatere into the northern 
alienated land area. The settlements in the southeast, which have long 
disappeared, were probably settlings by Malaitan labourers associated with the 
Levers Pacific Plantations Limited (LPPL) plantations in the area. The LPT base at 
Ringgi had appeared in the southeast. 
In 1976 (figure 7) new dispersal hamlets were beginning to appeair running along 
the central west coast, with slight growth in· the old southwest village area. 
Significant consolidation and establishment of hamlets in the north was 
occurring. Very little new establishment was occurring in the southeast region, 
and that which was occurring was concentrated toward the north. There was no 
apparent activity to the south, which still appears dominated by the institutional 
settlements of LPT and LPPL. 
Ten years later, in 1986 (figure 8), the process of settlement and consolidation 
around the central west and north w as further intensifying. A number of 
institutional settlements have also appeared in the north associated with the 
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Government re-afforestation program that replaced LPT, including the large new 
settlement at Poitete. New settlement was taking off in the southeast region. This 
is especially noticeable in the Vovohe to Ringgi Cove area, but also around Vila 
and Teme. This migration was occurring in the wake of closure and reoccupation 
of the LPPL plantations in the south. Numerous small dispersal hamlE!ts were 
established in the southwest customary land area, with slightly higher growth 
rates also of the largest southwest villages. 
By 1999 (figure 9) the largest villages in the southwest customary land area have 
grown significantly larger, while the hamlets interspersed between them that 
were established by 1986 have all contracted. Establishment on the west coast has 
been almost exhausted, but hamlets that first appeared in the 1976 and 1986 maps 
are growing into larger villages. This trend is also noticeable in the north, where 
again few new settlements have been established, but those established by 1986 
are consolidating, some quite rapidly. In the southeast region, the take-off seen 
for the first time in 1986 is continuing with many more new settlements and 
rapid consolidation of existing settlements. 
To generalise about this island demography, the village population can be 
divided into three population regions of approximately equal area, each of which 
is found to exhibit different growth characteristics. They are: 
A. Villages and hamlets in the south-western customary land area (Bohu 
to Varu), 
B. Villages and hamlets in the south-eastern Bohu-Vao alienated land 
area, and 
C. Villages and hamlets in the northern alienated land area (Varu to 
Vao). 
These divisions reflect the extent of the population movement processes 
described above. From analysis of aggregates for village populations (without 
including institutional populations) in each of the three areas, the following is 
observed. From 1970 there was a population take-off in the north, which has 
tailed off (although the 1986-99 growth rate is still a very high 64%). The 
southeast had a later take-off, with the growth rate in the latest period an 
extraordinary 161 %. It has to be kept in mind that to some extent these high rates 
are attributable to the start from near-zero population in the case of both the 
north and southeast regions. That this is so can be seen by reference to the 
comparatively lower rates of growth in the southwest customary land area, the 
main settlements of which were established early last century. Table 2 ]presents 
actual population figures for each of the component regions. 
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Table 2. Population figures for each component region of the village sector. 
1970 1976 1986 1999 
Southwest customary land region 962 1077 1371 1973 
North alienated land region 35 215 414 678 
Southeast alienated land region 24 83 345 900 
Total Kolombangara village sector population 1021 1375 2130 3551 
Further aspects of the study area 
As has been in part explained in the above section on population, Kolombangara 
is undergoing rapid social change. Further introduction to the situation and 
changes in the study area is provided here. 
Ethnicity, religion and language 
Ethnicity, religion and language in Kolombangara are historically intertwined. 
Analysis of data published in the 1999 census revealed that most of the 
population of Kolombangara is made up of people born with:iin the Western 
Province (about 83%). Another 7% come from Malaita, 4% from Choiseul, 2% 
from Guadalcanal and the other 4 % is made up of people from the other five 
rural provinces.s While the 1999 census did not report population by religion at 
the island level, the available data of this type from the 1986 census is still 
generally valid. In 1986, religion in Kolombangara was 54% SDA, 16% United 
Church and 10% Christian Fellowship Church (CFC). Another 20% were a 
mixture of Roman Catholic, Church of Melanesia and South Seas Evangelical 
Church, but this is mainly attributed to the population of the institutional 
settlements. 9 
The different languages spoken on Kolombangara are a reflection of both 
regional descent affiliation (a major factor in ethnic identity) and religious 
affiliation. Most of the village people on Kolombangara speak Nduke as their 
first language. Roughly estimated, about 3,500 to 4,000 people on the island can 
speak Nduke, making it the majority indigenous language, and is second only to 
Solomon Islands Pijin in terms of number of speakers. Pijin can be spoken by 
almost everyone, including the non-indigenous people living in the institutional 
settlements. Nduke language originated in the island's southwest,. which still has 
the densest village population on the island, and is the 'homeland region' of the 
island from which people have spread out to other parts of the island. Nduke has 
not been linguistically described except by my own continuing work.to It is an 
Oceanic language closely related to 10 other Oceanic languages known from the 
8 These figures are rounded numbers derived from SIG (1999) National Census, P2.7 
'Total population, by place of birth and by province and ward of enumeration' . 
Proportions have been calculated by stripping out people born in other countries, 
'not stated' or 'born in Honiara', and taking ratios from the residual population data. 
9 SIG (1986), table P.11. RC 6.3%, CoM 5.8%, SSEC 5.8% of total 1986 pop. 3096. 
10 My Nduke dictionary database presently contains just under 4,000 main entries. 
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New Georgia islands, the most prevalent of which are the old church lingua franca 
Roviana (Methodist) and Marovo {SDA). 
The predominance of the SDA on Kolombangara, has, as a result of the typically 
endogamous pattern of religious-group marriage among the New Georgia 
islands, meant that Kolombangara SDA people tend to marry only to other SDA 
people, whether also from Kolombangara or from other parts of the country. As a 
result, there are very many marriages with Marovo groups, which also has an 
extensive SDA population. As a result of this and the erstwhile use of Marovo as 
a Mission lingua franca, the second indigenous language for many Kolombangara 
people is Marovo. SDA is also strong in the Langalanga area of Malaita, arid inter-
marriage with this group has been extensive as well. These in-laws almost never 
speak their Malaitan language, due to tacit pressure on Malaitans 1to drop 
cultural signs of their ethnic background when married into the West. 
In the south of the island (Bere to Teme) a majority of villagers speak Roviana as 
their first language. These Roviana speakers are migrants from the closely 
neighbouring island of Kohinggo in the south, mostly arriving in the alienated 
land areas during the mid 1980s. Many indigenous Nduke people in Kuzi village 
in the customary southwest are bilingual in Roviana, due to maintenance of 
descent affiliation with these same Kohinggo groups. Roviana language is also 
much spoken in the CFC villages of Kena and Votuana in the southwest, but for 
different reasons; it is because these Nduke people maintain strong church ties to 
the CFC bastions in Roviana and North New Georgia regions. Roviana too is the 
second indigenous language for many Nduke people in Hunda and Pine villages 
(also in the southwest) as a result of their affiliation to the United Church, which 
still uses its predecessor's (Methodist Mission) lingua franca for much church 
business. The north and northwest alienated land area of the island is mainly 
settled by SDA affiliated Nduke people from the old southwest villages of 
Ghatere, Vavanga and Habere. The east and southeast is mainly settled by two 
distinct groups, one derived from the old southwest SDA village of Kuzi 
(mentioned above) and its Kohinggo-derived affiliates, the other being people 
derived from the original southwest Methodist village of Hunda (also mentioned 
above). In addition, some Malaitans derived from plantation or logging labour 
have settlements on or near alienated land in Vovohe and Nusa Tuva in the 
southwest and Jack Harbour in the southeast. 
Economy 
The village economic base is principally made up of food gardens on family 
smallholdings near the villages. Sweet potato is the staple crop. Cash income is 
derived from copra, logging, local market agricultural produce sales, han.dicrafts, 
fishing and migratory wage labour and remittances. Copra and wage labour 
remittances are the main sources of village family income. In the alienated land 
area KFPL operates a large-scale forestry operation supporting about 100 
permanent workers and many out-contractors. This provides many 
Kolombangara families with a sigrtificant source of income. A proportion of 
educated 'elite' from the island have work in the Provincial and National 
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Governments. They return remittances to their village families. Village income 
from logging royalties is sporadic. Large scale logging occurred on the island 
between 1968 and 1982, exhausting most of the commercial timber resource. 
Since then, a smaller logging operation in 1995-96 exhausted one of only two 
remaining commercial timber resources. The other is currently about to be logged 
pending resolution of local objections. Matured residual timber in customary 
land from the 1968-1982 operation may become commercially viable as primary 
forest across the rest of the country is exhausted in the next decade. 
Seroices 
Services, in the form of churches, schools, clinics, water supplies, wharves, 
airfields, licensed radio transceivers, electricity and petrol retailers on the island 
are mapped, as of ~001, in figure 10. Village stores are also numE~rous but often 
small and short-lived. The presence of a church often signifies thalt the settlement 
is a village agglomeration of a few households rather than a single family hamlet. 
There are 44 churches, eight primary schools, two secondary schools, then the 
Vanga Point Roman Catholic Rural Training Centre and the SICHE-run Poitete 
Forestry School. Five of the primary schools are SDA-run, one is United Church-
run (at Hunda) and two Government-run (Poitete and Ringgi). The SDA-run 
Kukundu High School admits students up to form six, while th1e Government-
run Ringgi Cove Junior Secondary School admits students up to form three. The 
clinics at Poitete and Ringgi Cove are sponsored by KFPL, as are the primary and 
secondary schools at those places. The clinic at Ghatere is community run but 
Provincial Government sponsored. Petrol retailers are private affairs that come 
and go, like the village stores. Usually a petrol seller sets up a shed in which he 
or she uses a manual pump to sell from one or two 200 litre drums bought in 
Gizo or Noro. The village stores usually sell essentials only (rice, noodles, hard 
biscuits, soap, matches, kerosene and torch batteries are typical). They usually 
operate from a kiosk set up under a private house. Water supplies are common 
on the west coast but not the east, north or south. They are correlated in 
distribution with the churches. The relative absence of both in alienated land 
areas is due to the pattern of settlement in those places, which tends to be small 
family hamlets. These cannot easily raise the installation capital for water 
supplies (whereas the larger villages on the west coast often can), and 
prevarication over tenure arrangements with KFPL is an additional factor. Diesel 
electricity generators are run by each of the institutions at their settlements 
(Kukundu, Vanga, Poitete and Ringgi). Unusually for Solomon Islands two 
villages are also electrified, Iriri and Vavanga. Airfields exist at the SDA Western 
Solomon Islands Mission headquarters at Kukundu and at the Ringgi Cove KFPL 
forestry base but are not on regular routes; they are used onlly to set down 
chartered flights. Telephones have not come to Kolombangara yet except at 
Ringgi Cove. Shortwave radio transceivers are regularly operated at the 
institutional settlements. Some villages have them but government license fees 
and electricity for power are obstacles to their regular use. 
Kolombangara is located about 15km across the Blackett strait from Gizo, the 
Western Provincial town. The Nduke coast of the island is the closest to Gizo, 
with travel by outboard motor-powered canoe, the predominant mode of 
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transport, taking about 30 to 45 minutes. Apart from the provincial offices, Gizo 
also has a produce market, wharf, small airport nearby, hospital, provincial radio 
station ('Radio Happy Lagoon'), police, prison, three banks, a hotel and various 
'rest house' lodgings, two tourism operators, churches, primary and high schools, 
some non-government organisations and perhaps two dozen retail stores, mostly 
of the 'general goods' variety lined along the dusty main road. Gizo has a 
resident population of about 3,000 people mostly drawn from its 1Nestern 
Province hinterland, and many more visitors come from the surrounding islands 
each day for business, hospital or shopping. After the capital city Honiara, Gizo 
is the largest and most prosperous town in the country, although the Taiyo tuna 
cannery town of Noro about 15km south of Kolombangara, also across Blackett 
Strait, had a larger population before the 2000 crisis, mostly made up of cannery 
workers, but has fewer services.11 Nduke is one of the most fortunate village 
areas in the Western Province, and hence the country, because of its close 
proximity to town services and local employment while sufficiently sepairated by 
the wide Blackett Strait to remain aloof from undesired urban spillove:r effects 
(loiterers and crime). 
Travel, study and work beyond the Province 
Many Kolombangara people live and work in Honiara. Others visit for shopping, 
health services and government business. Honiara is accessible by three hour 
aeroplane flight twice daily from the airport near Gizo. The expensive fare makes 
such flights attractive generally only to the elite politicians and civil servants 
visiting the province on business. A shipping service departs on an overnight run 
to Honiara each week, with extra services at ends and beginnings of school 
terms. The ship fare is more accessible to ordinary villagers. Many young people 
who graduate from primary school are sent to secondary boarding schools 
around the Western Province or in Honiara, as secondary schooling capacity on 
Kolombangara is limited. Tertiary studies are usually conducted to a certificate or 
diploma level at SICHE in Honiara. An increasing but still small number of 
tertiary students continue on scholarships to complete bachelors or masters 
degrees at universities in Papua New Guinea, Fiji or occasionally New Zealand 
and Australia. 
Issues in writing about people and events in Nduke 
One of the striking aspects to emerge in researching Kolombangara (Nduke) 
society and politics is the degree to which local meetings are minuted and 
communications made in writing. This is a result of the high level of literacy in 
the Western Province, itself the consequence of cultural attitudes discussed in 
chapter 5 and 6. The amount of documentation supplied by various people 
locally on the island, by Government and Court officers in Gizo and National 
Archives staff provided an opportunity to deal in a precise manner with local 
political developments, especially since the late 1960s. Any idea of an 
'ethnographic present' of islands lost in time has evaporated and in its place a 
11 Gizo population size of 2,960 and Noro size of 3,482 from SIG 1999 (cen:sus) table 
B2.04. Noro was intended as a growth centre based around its 1980s-built deep water 
port facilities but apart from the export cannery has so far not taken off. 
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conviction that I was dealing with a modern, albeit culturally different, society 
right next door to my own in Australia. This has meant a very different approach 
in my anthropology, which clearly tends toward a political or sociological 
history, from that of, say, Scott (2001) who treats Makira society in the more 
traditional anthropological vein of finding a cradle of humankind somewhere in 
the remote (from America) Pacific. 
In writing in detail about a specific place in Solomon Islands some issues are 
raised. The people of Nduke are as mentioned mostly literate, and will have 
access to this thesis. This is the first book-length treatment of Nduke, and its 
impact on local society, discussing as it does the politics of the place, could be 
significant. Written as it is by an outsider respected as of relatively high status it 
could have a cachet of legitimacy or truth in Nduke. There is not likely to be an 
alternative book-length interpretation of Nduke for some time yet. Under these 
. circumstances there are some responsibilities that have affected my choice of 
content. 
After discussion with various people in Kolombangara, I have chosen not to use 
pseudonyms for people and places. This would make the subject matter rather 
unreal, and comes back to the 'cradle of humankind' view that these places only 
need to exist in the imagination. It would also reduce the use of the thesis to 
people on Kolombangara who are interested in an outsider's view of their politics 
and place in the world. My approach of writing Nduke into the real world of the 
Solomon Islands national process has had an impact on what I can write. Firstly, I 
have had to assure Kolombangara people that I am not writing a legal or moral 
judgement on any events they were active in. As far as I can, I have tried to 
ensure that all local stakeholders see their point of view accurately represented. 
Secondly, in order to preserve confidentiality I have also omitted those things I 
have heard that have not already been documented somewhere or could increase 
dispute. This also involves the question of admissibility of this thesis as evidence 
in land courts. Under the Land and Titles Act (Solomon Islands 1988) written 
evidence may be submissible in court as evidence to a claim. Because that could 
include this thesis, I have chosen not to introduce information for analysis of land 
disputes beyond the evidence found on public written record. Maps that 
represent regions, places or boundaries are to be treated only as indications of 
evidence stated to me or found in records; I do not endorse any such information 
as necessarily true. Maps have been marked with sources and disclaimers, and in 
the event that they are presented to court as evidence those disclaimers should be 
noted and the original sources consulted. 
Finally, there is the question of contemporaneity of historical evidence. That is, 
something said in the past about some condition at that time can indeed be 
treated as an accurate reflection of some political position (perhaps innate rather 
than overt) of that time. On the other hand, something said in the present about 
the past has to be considered as only an accurate reflection of some political 
position of the present. Foreign researchers can be at fault by confusing the two, in 
which case their work then leads to myth building. Those myths are the 
15 
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underpinnings of some political position that is not the researcher's place to 
contribute to. Much caution should be exercised in accepting a modem statement 
as an accurate reflection of some past condition. This stricture is very necessary 
in Nduke, where many statements about the past made by some groups are 
disputed by other groups. In Nduke as elsewhere the past is always being re-
interpreted. I have attempted a clear separation between what was said in the 
past, and what is said about the past. I have also tried to reduce such confusion by 
leaving copious footnotes. I can say however that where in N duke it is possible to 
check modern Nduke accounts of past events and old documentary records of 
the same, the agreement is usually good. 
Conclusion 
It is my hope that this thesis will be recognized as a contribution to an 
understanding of the local island-level processes that en masse culminate in the 
nation-wide politics of development In Solomon Islands and more widely in the 
Pacific. This politics has now been shown to have the potential of erupting into 
widespread violence as contradictions between traditional aspects of culture and 
modern social aspirations become ever more apparent. It is timely now that 
Solomon Islands has been so affected by such conflict to review the outdated 
'happy isles' sociology of the past that emphasised harmony and traditional 
order. A newer, anthropologically and historically informed sociology that 
recognises the political complexity of Solomon Islands and the divisions that 
development creates is now necessary. By challenging previous assumptions and 
looking to new areas of study this thesis is intended as a step in that direction. 
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Modern contest for the State 
The prevailing policy discourse in the Solomon Islands is always about 
development. A main factor for establishing the colonial Protectorate - the first 
form of State in Solomon Islands - in 1893 was the self-serving proposal that 
development would pay for the Protectorate's administration (Heath 1974, 
Bennett 1987:105-6). After Independence in 1978, there have been at both State 
and Provincial levels development plan after development plan, every one a 
detailed compendium of needs and major proposals, launched by successive 
governments. In the Western Province, political candidates for national 
constituency and provincial ward seats invariably promise that this is the main 
issue they wish to push. Development in the West means service delivery 
(especially health, education and transport) and the structuring of development 
corporations that can fund these services, based on the abundant land and sea 
resources of the Province. Most of these resources are held under the customary 
landowning groups to which almost every Westerner belongs. These groups 
themselves are organised, for the purposes of major resource development of 
their forests and reefs, under leadership of 'landowners', who are the spokesmen 
of the groups and often entrepreneurially inclined. Western people have also 
been successful over the last decades in developing a large, well educated 
professional force of development-oriented government officials and business 
entrepreneurs, some of whom are landowners in their own right and many who 
are not, but allied to the landowners in a common spirit of 1entrepreneurial 
development of the natural resource base in the western Solomons. The great 
problem is that all the talk of development often seems to go nowhere. The 
Development Plans gather dust, the parties argue as to what needs to be 
reformed and the donor partner schemes come and go. 
Calls for greater regional autonomy have come from the western Solomons since 
National Independence was declared in 1978. The main reason for this is that 
Westerners see the centralised State as taking too much of their resources without 
delivering sufficient services in return. They want to develop the resources 
themselves and use the profits to provide the services more direcitly, without the 
process going through the State. After a flurry of activity centred round a 
Western secession movement on the eve of National Independence,1 the issue 
largely disappeared from the formal political agenda for many years, although 
received an airing during successive reviews of the provincial government 
system. Since 1998 the background issues of the autonomy mov1ement were re-
ignited by the Malaita-Guadalcanal ethnic conflict. Concurrently, the National 
Government concluded a long-running review of the provincial government 
system with a proposal to remove the provincial tier of government. These 
1 Premdas, Steeves and Larmour (1983). See also Dureau (1998). 
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combined events propelled Western political leaders into a call in 2000 as the 
June coup and crisis of the State reached its peak, for a federal system of 
government with the West given a much greater level of autonomy. 
Ethnicity played a great overt role in the 1998-2000 national conflict, including 
the way it played out in the West. Ultimately though, as far as Western interests 
were concerned this was a conflict based on the underlying economic features 
referred to above of the relationship between the State and the Western people, 
particularly the powerful landowner fraction. The 1998-2000 conflict in the West 
began with ethnic violence, but was quickly channeled away from a specific 
conflict with Malaitans and propelled into a direct contestation with the State 
over its failure to serve landowner interests. 
The provinces of Solomon Islands 
Solomon Islands has nine rural provinces, and Honiara, which is statutorily a 
Town Council separate from Guadalcanal (figure 1). Production from primary 
resources is almost the sole means of the nation for earning money from exports. 
The resources are not evenly distributed (figure 11 band c, timber and copra by 
province). At the same time, population is also not evenly distributed (figure 11 
a, population by province). Particularly in the case of Malaita, there is a mis-
match between a high population and poor export resources. 
All provinces in Solomons are undergoing effects of pressure on land tenure 
systems due to high population growth. Since 1970, the country has experienced 
a population growth of 254%. In Malaita, the growth has been 237% over that 
period. In Guadalcanal growth was 251 %. In the West it was 259%. There is 
evidence of a variety of responses to land pressure, and some of thc~se have 
fuelled conflict. In particular, there has been the diaspora of Malaitans 
throughout Solomons, with some of these people ending up in 'New Mala' 
settlements that are located on old plantations and unoccupied customary land 
dotted around the country. 
Besides these land pressures, there has been a set of underlying resentments, 
differing depending on province, that the National Government is not properly 
balancing revenue generation from land resources with service delivery to rural 
people. For example, people in the West think they are being 'ripped off', and 
people in Temotu think they have been forgotten. 
In the lead-up to Independence, there was a challenge from Solomon Islanders 
representing rural interests to the presumption in Honiara that the central 
Government should control the resource base of the proposed new provinces. 
The old BSIP Western District, which was to become the Western Province, 
instead thought of declaring its own national independence. In August 1977 a 
motion was moved in the Legislative Assembly that the central government 
'amicably agree' to the West becoming a separate nation.2 Makira-Ulawa too 
2 News Drum 28August1977. 
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called for a 'full devolution of power' to each province in June 1978, a month 
before National Independence.3 Although the Makira-Ulawa call did not gather 
much momentum, the political situation in the west developed into a crisis for 
the government, with a very serious 'breakaway movement' developing which 
led to the Western Province boycotting the Solomon Islands' Independence, 
although it eventually stopped short of declaring its own. 
Identity and difference in the West 
The 'West' in common parlance means the islands of the New Georgia Group 
and Shortlands, with Choiseul either included or named separately. Occasionally 
western Isabel is also alluded to as part of the west, but it falls into Isabel 
Province. The New Georgia islands and Shortlands are the current members of 
the Western Province, while Choiseul, formerly a part of the Western Province, 
split off into its own province in March 1991. 
It is interesting at this point to reflect on how, from the indigenous point of view, 
the western region had become defined in political terms by 1978. The thinking 
of the western leaders at the time provides insight. Prior to colonial rule the 
western Solomons, like any other part of island Melanesia, was a mass of small 
local polities tied by exchange and alliance, but not under any wider form of 
authority. This is discussed in the next chapter. It was the British who brought 
these together under the Districts (including the Giza District in 1904, which later 
formed much of the Western Solomons District).4 Gradually they introduced a 
geography of governance in terms of sub-Districts, Districts and the Protectorate 
as a whole. 
In 1975 the Western Submission to the Kausimae Committee on Provincial 
Government phrased the experience of defining a regional identity as follows: 
Take the formation of the Western Council. The move of the different 
local government councils in the Western District to form the Western 
Council was initiated by local leaders with government encouratgement. 
These leaders, through the increased awareness of their people in 
knowing that the Western District is in fact for them all and not for the 
Choiseul man or Marovo man only, came to realize that having one 
council would be better than having several. So the process of unity 
gradually grew. Many other factors contributed to the Western Council, 
but the process of unity and identity has spread from a tribe to a village, 
to a locality, to a whole island, to a district.S 
The main point here is that tribes and localities saw a common interest in 
amalgamating the five local councils in the West to form a more powerful 
3 News Drum June 16 1978. 
4 Bennett 1987:398. The Western Solomons District was a post-war (April 1944) 
amalgamation of the Gizo, Shortland and Ysabel Adminstrative Districts. See District 
of Western Solomons Annual Report 1951, BSIP 7 /I/DCW 140A (SINA). 
5 Submission of the Western Council, August 1975. Special Committee on Provincial 
Government, Background Paper No. 28 (mimeo). 
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identity-based political structure, the District Council, which happened in 1972.6 
What of the 'other factors' mentioned? The effect of the British early on defining 
a 'Western District' is itself an important factor, because it was through this 
institution that the people of the West first experienced intimate Colonial 
governance back in the early 1920s. Coupled with this was the coterminous 
extent of the Methodist and Seventh-day Adventist missions, which in their early 
days operated exclusively in the West, adopting the Western languages of 
Roviana and Marovo respectively as their lingua franca. Other parts of Solomon 
Islands were under different Missions, adopting different lingua franca as their 
working platform. 
The third major factor in provincial identity has to be indigenous understanding 
of pre-Protectorate history in terms of their own kindreds and customs, when all 
the islands of the west were linked by alliance or warfare, exclusively of what 
was happening to the east. Local populations in the New Georgia islands were 
by late frontier times populated by a mixture of people from all the islands of the 
West (particularly Choiseul, the New Georgia islands and western Isabel), under 
the mantle of the various local descent groups, each in control of their area. Thus 
in any modern village in the west, a number of people trace their ancestry at 
grandparent and great-grandparent level to all parts of the Western Solomons, 
especially between Choiseul, New Georgia islands and Western Isabel. At this 
level of ancestry, cases of descent from eastern Solomon Islands are very rare. 
Since colonialisation and formation of the nation-State have expanded eastward 
the borders of the broad cultural area in which people live, there have been many 
more marriages with the east. The presence now of the very large numbers of 
people in the villages of the west who trace one of their parents to Malaitan, 
Rennell-Bellonese, Guadalcanal or other eastern Solomons origin, has little 
bearing on the sense of Western identity. 
In a more complex sense, the West is also a reference to that which is a general 
feature of ethnic identity anywhere, a third-person group which acts as a 
counterpoint in the construct of identity. The nationally powerful Malaitans 
figured large as this Other to the Western sense of identity during most of the 
post-Independence period, especially during the recent national conflict of 1998-
2000. The combination of shared kindreds and customs, the regionally specific 
Colonial District and Mission territories, and the sense of difference in identity 
from the eastern Solomons bequeaths a rich set of referents to 'Westernn.ess' that 
can be worked and reworked according to the political identity needs of the day. 
The relationship between Bougainville and the western Solomons. 
The one area of politics of the west not so far discussed here is the special case of 
the Shortland islands, which are part of the Western Province. Here the colonial 
history was different from the rest of the West, in that the Catholic mission held 
sway, and the British had between 1906 and 1942 a separate 'Shortlands District' 
with its own District Officer. 
6 Campbell (1974) cited in Premdas, Steeves and Larmour (1983). 
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In early times, the Shortland Islands and southern Bougainville were together 
known as Sonto by people to their east, and by all accounts had much in 
common. The Germans and English drew their revised border through this old 
unity in 1897. In the early post-Second World War period, C.H. Allen discussed 
the problems of administering a border drawn inconveniently across the heavily 
trafficked strait, where people on one side had land interests and 1relatives on the 
other. Allen raised the question of 'ceding the Shortlands to the Australian New 
Guinea administration' only to dismiss it, but the question has lingered in one 
form or other.7 Again in 1974, when it was thought that Bougainville might form 
its own government once PNG became independent, there was much talk about 
whether Bougainville would join Solomons, or Bougainville and Shortlands 
could together become an independent entity. This talk was heard in 
Bougainville among the secessionists, and in Shortlands among the islands' 
leaders. s Neither of these options eventuated. 
Expressions of connectedness between Bougainville and the west dramatically 
resurfaced during the Bougainville armed conflict of 1988-1999 when refugees 
and casualties flooded into the Western Province who offered shelter and 
treatment, the supply links between Bougainville militants and Western Province 
goods markets, and eventually the invasion and attack by PNGDF forces on 
Solomon Islands civilians in Shortlands and Choiseul as part of their counter-
insurgency operations. These events cemented many links of :friendship and 
sympathy between Bougainvilleans and western Solomon people during the 
1990s. 
Malaitan settlement in the West 
In Colonial times Malaitan plantation labourers came into the West as outsiders. 
They were brought in by white plantation bosses to live and work in labour 
enclaves separated from the indigenous West both by space and cultural 
circumstances. The whites found Malaitans to be more suitable labourers than 
the local Westerners. Problems appear to have arisen between the two groups 
early in some regions: there is a surviving District Officer's report from 1913 
detailing a fight between Roviana and Malaita boys on Rendova.9 These 
plantation enclave labourers remained working throughout the west until the 
Second World War, which in general finished off the old plantation days. From 
that time until the present, the story is diverse. Some remnants of the Malaitan 
labour remained on the alienated land of the plantations, and more enclave 
labour came in from Malaita in logging operations of the 1960s onwards. Very 
little is known of the demography and history of such Malaitan settlement in the 
West. However, by the 1990s Malaitan settlements were dotted around the West, 
7 Draft of letter to District Commissioner Western, 25-06-46. C.H. Allen papers, PMB 
1189 (microfilm). See also Bennett 2000b. 
8 Hannett, L., 1975. The case for Bougainville Secession. Meanjin Quarterly, Spring, pp. 
286-93; BSI News Sheet No. 22, 6 December 1974. 
9 Report, District Officer, Gizo to Resident Commissioner, 10/ 01/ 1913. BSIP 21/ 1/7, 
Solomon Islands National Archives. 
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often on the so-called Alienated Land areas. These were areas where title was 
acquired by the State in Colonial times and continues to be held, but often the 
land is left in a dormant condition. Although there are underlays of indigenous 
ownership claims to all these areas stemming from various versions of pre-
Colonial histories of ownership, the people who regard themselves as the 
landowners of these areas at present are frustrated in terms of developing these 
lands. In the first instance this is due to the hurdle created by the State holding 
title. In the ensuing hiatus, Malaitan groups moving in have occupied some of 
these land areas.10 An additional complication occurs in some areas that there is 
more than one set of claimants to alienated land among the local landowners, 
and it has happened, at least on Kolombangara, there was agreement on the part 
of some landowners to allow occupation by the Malaitan settlers, as a strategy in 
their local contests over who are the true owners. 
Attitudes to Malaitans 
Of all Solomons ethnic groups coming to the west, historically Malaita:ns have 
been the most contentious, with a long history of disharmony between the two 
groups. Often Westerners explain this as due to Malaitans' aggressive response if 
their customs are offended and their ensuing demands for large sums of 
compensation money in some cases. Justly or not, many Westerners also 
perceive thieving and sometimes sexual assault to be a trait of Malaitan settler 
communities in the west. While this is a common set of themes when talking 
about Malaitans, it is also true that many Malaitans are married into western 
communities thereby becoming in-law relatives. Malaitan-Western children born 
either by these marriages or liaisons with Western girls 'by the road' are well 
integrated into Western communities. These people are usually not the target of 
the types of comments mentioned above. 
The situation was different in the 1960s and 70s when marriages to Malaitans 
were novel. At that time there was much argument in villages over such mixed 
marriages. This is true for example on Kolombangara, where a number of local 
girls married Langalanga youths in the 1960s.11 There are some who hold that 
those marriages were never right, but since that time the families concerned have 
matured and become integral to the village, so the issue has ceased to matter in 
most contexts. Elsewhere on Kolombangara and presumably elsewhere in the 
West, the anti-mixing attitude resurfaced during the 1998-2000 crisis, in some 
cases with girls gathered together while their elders exhorted that they should 
not marry to Malaitans. 
10 See e.g. Renea Solomon (General secretary KILTF) c.1992, 'Kolombangara Land and 
Development Issues: review analysis and alternative resolutions' (TS held KFPL office). He 
attributed Malaitan settlement in east Kolombangara since c.1980 to the use of such 
settlers as pawns in local contests over who among Kolombangara people has 
putative landowner status over the area still alienated as 'wasteland' from 1904. 
11 Silas Bio, Ghatere village, pers. comm. 
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Beginnings of ethnic tension in the Western Province 
Ethnic conflict between Guadalcanal and Malaita groups emerged in November 
1998 with a spate of violence and a number of demands by Guadalcanal leaders 
to the National Government. In the West the demands of the Guadalcanal people 
were generally heard with sympathy. The ethnic conflict on Guadalcanal ramped 
up again in June 1999, with fighting encroaching on the outskirts of Honiara and 
the setting up of roadblocks that isolated the capital from the ruiral hinterlands. 
At that time large numbers of Malaita people were displaced from Guadalcanal 
rural areas, either camping in town or moving to Malaita or other islands. 
Guadalcanal people similarly left town for the rural areas. Panic swept Honiara 
in June and large numbers of people from other Provinces left to go back to those 
provinces. These events have been chronicled by Dinnen (2002). Large numbers 
of people were flowing into the Western Province that month; a situation 
compounded by the usual influx from the mid-year school and college holidays. 
A common perception, by hearsay if not by observation, was that large numbers 
of Malaitans were among the influx and were joining relatives in settler camps all 
across the West. June 1999 also saw the beginnings of related inter-ethnic 
violence in Western Province, with reported house-burnings along the Noro-
Munda road in New Georgia, in the area locally known as Ziata. It seems that 
boys around Munda, who had long grievances with Malaitan youths from 
squatter settlements in the bush in Ziata, began the burnings with the aim of 
driving the Malaitans away, a la Guadalcanal. 
The Noro-Munda area continued to be the main hotspot of ethnic tension in the 
West. In early March 2000, Police intelligence identified two Bougainville men 
living in Munda who were alleged to have been collaborating with local men in 
either restoring WWII guns or producing home made guns that worked with 
recovered WWII ammunition. A number of these guns were distributed locally, 
and there seemed to be connections to Guadalcanal militant activity .12 Late the 
following month, following an emerging trend in the Solomons, the Munda 
Police Station was raided ('by unknown elements') and eight small-calibre rifles 
taken.13 
Western political response to the ethnic tension 
In June 1999 the then Premier of Western Province, Clement Base, outlined in an 
SIBC radio interview a hard-line position of the Western Province in relation to 
Malaitan people arriving in the West as a result of the then recent inter-ethnic 
conflict in Honiara. In response, the Western members of National Parliament 
met in Honiara with concerns that the interview could provoke an attack on 
Western Province people living in Honiara. Jackson Piasi (MP, 
Gizo/Kolombangara) released a media statement rebuffing the Premier' s 
statement, and organised a National Parliamentary representation to the Premier. 
12 'Western Provincial Assembly: Budget Session 1999/ 2000'. Proceedings of the 
Western Province Assembly meeting 25 March - 3 April 2000. 147 pp. (Note: despite 
the title of the document, the budget is for the 2000/2001 fiscal year) . 
13 The raid occurred on 26/ 4. 'Raid of Munda Police Station', Solomon Star 4 May 2000. 
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The Parliamentary committee consisting of Jackson Piasi, Nelson Boso (MP, 
Western New Georgia/Vonavona) and Job Dudley Tausinga (MP, North New 
Georgia) met with the Premier and Executive of the Western Province 
Government on 25 June 1999. At this meeting the problem outlined by the 
Premier was increased agitation by western landowners over 'settlers' or 
'squatters' from Malaita on or near their lands. The perception of many people in 
the west, he said, was that immigrants who were not rooted by marriage or work 
were responsible for much violence and theft, particularly around townships. 
Members of the meeting reported trouble experienced in specific parts of the 
Province, particularly the Munda/Noro region (including Ziata) and Gizo, with 
trouble also reported from Kolombangara, Ghanongga and Rendova. Towns, 
TOL (Temporary Occupation License) areas and old European plantations on 
alienated lands were identified as the main places Malaitan settlers were to be 
found. The trouble reported had often to do with theft of private or tribal-
resource property (e.g. reef resources, timber), and demands for high monetary 
compensation when wronged (which is not generally a western Solomons 
practice).14 
Munda Accord, July 1999 
The meeting developed a set of resolutions known as the 'Munda Accord',1s 
which more or less proposed further consultations and investigation into the 
problem by the Province and the Parliamentary Committee. In addition a set of 
'conclusions' to this document expressed guiding sentiments for futur1:! action. 
Among these, 
• 'Western Province wants to restrict the movement of 'lius' in their 
Province, especially people from outside their province', 
• 'Western Province wants to set down stringent measures against its own 
people who allow their land to be settled by outsiders', and 
• 'Direct allocation of land other than for the purposes of public interest 
must be stopped outright over land in Western Province'. 
In August 1999 the Premier for Malaita Province and the Premier for Western 
Province co-signed a 'Communique: Western Province Ethnic Tension' .16 In this 
the Premier of Western Province agreed to 'abide by the Munda Accord for a 
peaceful repatriation of undesirable settlers who have caused pain and suffering 
to his people.' The most salient of the five points the Premier of Malaita Province 
agreed to was a call to Malaitans 'not engaged in formal employment, nor in any 
productive activities and who are staying without proper legal arrangements to 
14 'Western Provincial Headquarters, Gizo: Report of the Spill-over Effect and 
Contingency Plan'. 15 pp. document, dated 5th July 1999. 
15 ibid. 
16 'Communique: The Western Province Ethnic Tension: Malaita Western - Premiers 
Excursion'. 3 pp. document, signed on 18August1999 by Hon. David Oeta., Premier 
for Malaita Province and Hon. Clement Base, Premier for Western Province. 
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voluntarily return to Malaita Province and participate in the deve~lopment of the 
Province' .17 
Implementation of the Munda Accord resolutions was slow, but began when 
members for a new 'Western Province Co-ordinating Committee for Spill Over 
Effect' (WPCCSOE) were chosen among the Western Provincial Assembly 
members at a Provincial Caucus meeting on 21-22 March 2000.18 As this was 
occurring, another explosive element in the situation was bubbling to the surface 
from within the National Government. 
The Provincial Government Review and the Western response 
While never completely forgotten, the issues of regionalism were not decisively 
dealt with by any government in the Solomon Islands over the first 21 years of 
post-Independence politics. The National constitution, drafted prior to 
Independence, deferred the details of regional governance to a fatter time, when 
they could be debated in Parliament on the recommendations of a review 
committee. This, the Kausimae Committee on Provincial Government, released 
its report in June 1979, 11 months after Independence. This was equivocal on the 
issue of regional autonomy, and preferred not to raise mention of the word 
'State'. A Provincial Government Act was introduced in 1981, which importantly 
followed section 106 of the Constitution that 'no taxation shall be imposed or 
altered except by or under an Act of Parliament', limiting the power of the 
provinces to raise revenue. The Act also provided the Provinces no powers to 
make laws affecting trade and commerce with countries outside Solomon 
Islands. 
A review of the constitution was ordered by the Mamaloni Government in 1987, 
dealing substantially with the issue of devolution of legislative and revenue-
raising power to the provinces. The report was not tabled in Parliament and the 
issue remained suppressed until 1996. In 1996, Mamaloni, by then heading a new 
Government, revisited the issue of Provincial powers in a review of governance 
in the Solomon Islands. The Local Area Councils were abolished, ,and plans were 
set to abolish the provinces, and replace them with Provincial Councils and a 
President instead of a Chairman. Chiefs and elders were to be appointed as 
members of new Area Assemblies, along with some elected members. Powers to 
the proposed Councils were not increased, and indeed the Western and 
Guadalcanal Provinces at the time argued that powers were effectively 
diminished and the proposed changes were a bid by Mamaloni' s government to 
increase its own powers. The changes did not proceed because the Mamaloni 
government was voted out of office. 
The new Ulufa'alu Government elected in 1997 continued to work on the issue of 
provincial government reform as part of its commitment to overall structural 
17 ibid. 
18 'Minutes of the 3rd Caucus meeting of Hon. R. Lilo's Government', 21-22 March 2000, 
10pp. 
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reform of the government and economy of Solomon Islands. It set up a Provincial 
Government Review Committee in May 1998, and this Committee began its work 
after some delay a year later. This proceeded as the ethnic conflict in Guadalcanal 
gained momentum; but was haplessly set in pre-conflict terms of reference. The 
National Government completed a draft of the resulting Provincial Government 
Decentralisation Bill by late January 1999.19 This was due to go to Parliament in 
April 2000 and was a topic of controversy as the Government, in the climate of 
rising · ethnic tension, was keeping secret the contents of the Bill al.though 
rumours circulated that the legislation would indeed de-institutionalise the 
Provinces. 
Meanwhile, the Western Provincial Government elections were conducted in 
December 1999. In early January 2000 the new Provincial Assembly members 
elected their Premier, Reuben Lilo.20 Lilo came in on a platform of reform echoing 
the concerns of the SIAC Government in Honiara. In his first Assembly meeting 
in late March he told the members that: 
The need is urgent to establish "good" governance and transparency, 
restoration of financial stability, improving the quality of Provincial staff 
... and more importantly the development of the private sector.21 
Tension was also expressed in his speech over the old issue of resources 
distributed to the Province by the National Government: 
. . . we have been handicapped by the limited areas devolved by the 
National Government in which to legislate and to collect much needed 
funds to finance our projects and programmes.22 
Lilo was the West's man, representing the dominant entrepreneurial interests in 
the provincial town and among the landholders and ordinary villagers. He spoke 
the language of development that the West likes to hear, and his success 
depended on how well he could carry it through. 
Eventually, in mid March 2000 the draft Decentralisation Bill was sent to the 
Provincial Premiers for comment, and coincidentally Premier Lilo was irtvited to 
speak on the Provincial Government Review at a conference in Honiara where 
Milner Tozaka, at that time the Chairman of the Review Committee, was also 
making the first public presentation of the results of the Review. The new system, 
Tozaka said, would be a 'two-tier constituency based system', removing the 
current Provincial Assembly and Executive structures. Constituency Governing 
Councils (CGCs) would be formed instead, each covering a ward area (there are 
currently 26 wards in the Western Province). A Provincial Congress made up of 
the Presidents of the CGCs, headed by an elected Governor would 'coordinate' 
the CGCs within a Province while not actually forming a separate tier of 
19 'Draft law completed'. Solomon Star 24 January 2000. 
20 'Premier Lilo appoints new executive Govt', Solomon Star 18 January 2000. 
21 'Premier's address to the full Assembly - March/ April 2000.' In Proceedings of the 
Western Province Assembly meeting 25 March- 3 April 2000. 
22 'Premier's address to the full Assembly - March/ April 2000.' In Proceedings of the 
Western Province Assembly meeting 25 March - 3 April 2000. 
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government. The Governor would take the place of the current Premier, and 
would mediate between the CGCs and the National Government.23 
Various advantages were touted in Tozaka's paper for the new system, including 
greater grassroots participation in formal politics through the CGCs (whose 
members were to include chiefs, women and youth representatives), greater 
public benefit through articulation of provincial-level planning with nationally-
coordinated service delivery agencies, and a more active role for MPs at the 
Provincial level. 
Criticism of the proposed system was heavy during the conference session, both 
because the Bill had been kept secret rather than going through a 'green paper' 
public response stage, and criticism, led particularly by Western Solomons 
people in the audience, that the proposal would lead to central government 
control with weak regional representation. The first critique from the audience 
came from a well-known successful Honiara businessman, influential civil 
servant and powerful Roviana landowner, followed by an emerituts Central Bank 
Governor based in the West who called the plan 'stupid'. In his own response, 
Premier Lilo, while noting the National Government's fault in not providing him 
with the document early enough for him to read it thoroughly, rebutted the 
proposed system as being the antithesis of regional autonomy, which Lilo 
stressed was the wish of people in the West. 
Lilo returned to the west quite concerned about the contents of the proposed Bill. 
In response to the news, the Provincial Assembly, which met a few days later, 
passed a motion calling for Western Province to attain statehood under a federal 
government system by 2005. The main rationale given for the motion by the 
member tabling it (Thornley Hite) was that the annual grant from the National 
Government, on which the Province bases most of its budget, was insufficient to 
maintain Provincial services. At the same time the Province has few powers to 
raise revenue itself. He raised the old theme that relative to olther provinces, 
Westerners .' produce more but receive less'. In the discussion prior to passing this 
motion sentiments were expressed that this was a 'long awaited' motion. The 
Premier noted that according his reading of the Provincial Government Review 
Committee Report, a number of submissions from other Provinces had called for 
a federal system. 24 An interesting reflection by one member was that the issue of 
autonomy had been hard to raise since the separation of Choiseul Province from 
Western. As it was, the motion before the Assembly included a clause for a new 
'Federal statehood' working committee to look into the re-amalgamation of 
Choiseul and Western Provinces as one state. 
23 Milner Tozaka, 'Provincial Government Review'. Paper presented to the SICHE-ANU 
Governance and Economics Update conference, 16-17 March 2000, Honiara (5 pp.). I 
was also in attendance at the conference. 
24 'Western Provincial Assembly: Budget Session [2000/ 2001]'. Proceedings of the 
Western Province Assembly meeting 25 March- 3 April 2000. 147 pp. 
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Western Leader's Communique, April 2000 
Coming out from the Assembly meeting, Premier Lilo set a joint meeting of the 
Provincial and National political representatives to form a Western Province 
response to the issue.25 The Western Leaders Consultative Meeting was held in 
Gizo in early April, two weeks after the Honiara conference. The attendants to 
the meeting included Western politicians in National and Provincial seats, 
Provincial business arm professionals, town business leaders and a number of 
landowners from nearby islands. 26 
The Western Leaders Consultative Meeting, which began the next week, then 
went on to develop a set of resolutions for delivery to the National 
Government.27 The preamble to the resolutions noted that 'the way forward 
economically and politically lies in greater political and economic autonomy of 
the Province' and 'real and sustainable development can only occur in an 
environment of peace and security as well as in the ownership and control of all 
natural resources in the Province'. Following from this, the crux of the 
resolutions were that: 
• 'a substantial portion of the revenue generated in the Western Province be 
retained in the Province and relevant legislation be amended accordingly.' 
• 'security issues should be addressed immediately in line with the Munda 
Accord.' 
• 'the National Government with immediate effect prepare the Province for the 
attainment of State Government by 2005, and that it should reconsider the 
implementation of the proposed Provincial Government Bill.' and 
• 'the National Government immediately transfer all alienated land and other 
government assets to the government and people of Western Province.' 
The resolution also included a number of demands relating to economic 
development in the Province, including building the international airport at 
Munda and implementation of other Provincial development projects previously 
agreed to, but never enacted, by the National Government. 
A 'Second Western Leaders Consultative Meeting' was held in late May. The call 
for a 'Federal State Government system' was re-iterated. In order to develop a 
constitution for the new state entity and to report of the desired changes to the 
National constitution, a task force for statehood was established at this meeting, 
and it was agreed that it should report by September 2000. Comments were made 
at the meeting that the security situation was deteriorating in the Solomons, with 
the Police virtually inoperational. A Western Province Security Cow1cil was 
initiated at the meeting. The members included the Police Commander (Aloysius 
Ora), the Premier, and Hons. Jackson Piasi, MP for Gizo/Kolombang;ara and 
25 'Minutes of the 3rd Caucus meeting of Hon. R. Lila's Government' , 21-22 March 2000, 
lOpp. 
26 'Programme', Western Leaders Consultative Meeting 3-4 April 2000, 6 pp. I was also 
in attendance at this and some subsequent leaders meetings. 
27 'A joint communique by the leaders of the Western Province', dated Gizo 4 April 
2000. 3pp. 
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Albert Laore, MP for Shortlands. They were to set up a plan that included 
recruiting a Western Province constabulary and put in place a 'security 
consultative arrangement' .2s 
Armed groups and the June 5th Take-over 
On the same weekend as the Leader's meeting, a notice was put up around Gizo 
telling Malaitans they had three weeks to get out of Gizo. 29 It was signed by 
'Black Shark'. At the time there was a lot of speculation as to who posted the 
notice. One theory was that it was a Malaitan, John Fo' ogau, (who turned up a 
few days later in the front page photograph in the Solomon Star, in an MEF unit 
holding an automatic weapon), who posted the notice in order to destabilise the 
situation. Another theory had it that the notice was put up by th.e 'Black Shark' 
armed combatant group from southern Bougainville (who were alleged to soon 
after shoot dead one of Fo'ogau's boys). This group was also referred to as 
'Spear'.30 In later allegations the notice was said to be the Black Shark's effort to. 
create a situation in which the Province would contract them for security. The 
conflicting rumours flying around Gizo as to which outside force was to blame 
indicate how quickly the situation was becoming confused. The notice had a 
dramatic effect. Police were dispatched to various centres in the '!\'est, including 
Ringgi on Kolombangara, requesting people not to spread unsubstantiated 
rumours or exaggerated stories about anti-Malaitan activities. Their fear was that 
the MEF or other Malaitans in Honiara would pick up on those stories and 
retaliate against Western people in the capital.31 
Some days after the second leader's meeting, the Police armoury at Rove was 
overrun and Andrew Nori announced that the MEF and the Joint Operations 
force had 'declared war' against the IFM.32 By this time, various Bougainville 
combatant leaders had arrived and were holding various negotiations in the 
Western Province. Ishmael Toroama, a BRA commander from Central 
Bougainville was in the area, on agreement to provide security to one of the SIAC 
MPs who had returned home from Honiara after receiving threats. Others, 
apparently from rival Southern Bougainville factions led by Cornelius Solomon, 
were in the Munda area. The combatants from Bougainvillie were battle-
hardened, fully armed guerilla soldiers who had been active fighters in the 
Bougainville insurgency against PNGDF troops. 
28 'Resolution of the Western Leaders Consultative Meeting, "Diversi~y in Unity". 5pp, 
dated 31 May 2000. 
29 I did not see a copy of this notice, and do not know what the exact wording was. 
Apparently it was posted on Sunday night, 28 May. 
30 A corruption of SBIA, the South Bougainville Interim Administration, a turncoat 
PNGDF-supporting organisation which was by then already disbanded. (Tony 
Regan, pers. comm. 2001) 
31 Two police visited Ringgi on weekend of 3-4 June with this message. 
32 Transcript of radio broadcast by Andrew Nori, SIBC 6:00 PM news Wednesday 7 
June 2000. 
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In the early morning of Sunday 11 June a contingent of well-armed Bougainville 
men, accompanied by some Western Solomon Islanders, arrived in Gizo by 
canoe. Most of these combatants were from southern Bougainville. They publicly 
announced their intention to protect Western Province in the case of any 
insurgency by Malaitans or attempt by the MEF to take over the Provincial town. 
In this they apparently had tacit support of the Province and the police in Gizo. 
While not stated as such, this appeared to be part of the 'security consultative 
arrangement' mentioned in the Western Leaders' meeting of late May. 
A few days of mayhem followed. There was a general fear that the MEF would 
sweep in, take control of Gizo and thence the West. Some of the Bougainville 
combatants who had suddenly materialised visited a house in Gizo looking for 
MEF sympathisers and their weapons, ending with the shooting of a youth said 
to have produced a pistol.33 Simultaneously, some youths in Dunde, :Roviana 
went wild, brandishing 'home guns' (home made light firearms), taking 
outboard motors and demanding people hand over their pigeon rifles. This 
group was suppressed by Bougainville combatants.34 Meanwhile, the General 
Secretary of the BRA, Robinson Asotau issued a press statement denying the 
involvement of the BRA in the Gizo shooting, but saying a 'man from Buin' 
(south Bougainville) was involved.35 The President of the Bougainville Peoples 
Congress, Joseph Kabui, also denied BRA involvement in the Gizo events.36 In 
any case, a large army of Bougainville counter insurgents in motley combat 
fatigues had occupied Gizo. More armed combatants in 21-foot 'Yamaha Boats', a 
hallmark of the BRA, were patrolling the waters around the islands every night. 
Mae karangge nius (rumours) of an imminent MEF insurgence abounded in the 
townships and villages of the West. 
Malaitans continued to leave the West in the face of threats to theiir safety. 
Around 50 left the alienated land area of Kolombangara, while many left from 
the Koqulavata and Fishing Village areas in Gizo. Two months later, the Malaita 
Premier, David Oeta, claimed 500 Malaitans had fled the West.37 It is difficult to 
determine accuracy of that figure, but my impression is that most who fled did so 
during June. The flow of Malaitans out was matched by a flow of Westerners and 
their luggage in from Honiara to Gizo and elsewhere in the Province. Although 
people had been moving to the West for months as a result of the general unrest 
(a phenomenon first seen in June 1999), a new incentive for relocating was fear of 
reprisal attacks by Malaitans on Western people in Honiara, which had begun to 
happen. The situation was exacerbated when a Malaitan church leader publicly 
declared later in June that Malaitans were being actively harassed to m ove. The 
Premier desperately denied in the media ' that Malaitans leaving Western 
Province have been displaced due to threats from people of Western Province'.38 
33 See e.g. SIBC news, 12 June 2000. 
34 Email from [name suppressed] dated 25 June 2000. 
35 SIBC news 12 June 2000. 
36 Solomon Star 14 June 2000. 
37 SIBC news 9 August 2000. 
38 Solomon Star 29 June 2000. See also SIBC news 28 June 2000. 
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The Western State declaration 
The take-over of the National State apparatus in Honiara by Malaitan forces 
projected the ethnic dimension of the conflict holus-bolus into an issue of who 
should control the State. The powerful underlying forces of Malaitan 'labour' 
agendas for the State, stenuning from their own long history of contest with the 
State (notably including the Ma'asina Rule movement of the 1940s), confronted 
directly the Western 'natural resources' agendas for the State. On Monday 26 
June the executives of both Choiseul and Western Provinces sat in a joint meeting 
and decided to declare on National Independence Day, July 7, their intention to 
form a joint State Government.39 This was the cementing of the Western and 
Choiseul forces mooted back in the March Provincial Assembly meeting as 
necessary to fully invigorate the long-quiescent Statehood agenda. The speeding-
up of the Statehood agenda had been discussed in private ever since the MEF 
takeover of Honiara earlier in the month. 
It was well understood that to become a State within an ongoing nation, there 
would still need to be a process of constitutional and legislative change by the 
National Parliament. Nevertheless, for many, the nuance of an 'intention' to 
declare a State was too fine, and even the title of Lilo's public speech on National 
Independence Day was 'on the occasion of declaration of State Government in 
the region' .4o The decision to advance the pace of the movement by the 
declaration was a reflection of gaining currency of more radical vi1ews among the 
political community in and around Gizo. Despite his declaration, Lilo himself 
was being described as too moderate by his opposition. There wa:s a mood of 'to 
hell with the National Government', which many thought of as no more than a 
puppet regime of the MEF.41 This was because the Ulufa'alu Government had 
been deposed and an incoming government set up under Manasseh Sogavare 
had come into office without election. In the Independence Day speech Lilo 
expressed the 'inalienable right' of Western and Choiseul Provincial peoples to 
'remove any threat' that 'interfered with' the ideals of peace and freedom, and to 
'confirm . . . our very existence as a people, and our resources and other 
indigenous rights, as opposed to our constitutional rights and obligations.' Lilo 
in fact stopped just short of an unambiguous unilateral declaration of Statehood, 
saying instead: 
That from this day on, we the people of Western Solomons do hereby renew 
our commitment to achieving State Government ... 
We raise our flag today in recognition of our sincere and noble desire to have 
• Autonomy 
• Indigenizeddemocracy 
• Rule of law 
39 Solomon Star 28 June 2000; SIBC news 26 June 2000. 
40 'A speech delivered by the Premier of Western Province, Hon. Reuben Lilo on the 
occasion of the declaration of State Government in the region on July 7, 2000.' (TS, 
8pp). 
41 Ministers in the new Sogavare Government swore their oaths in early July 2000 
(Solomon Star 3 July 2000). 
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• Legislative powers over our own resources and in the conduct of 
governance in the State of Western Solomons. 
This was followed by calls of 'God bless the State of Western Solomons' and 'God 
bless the sovereignty of Solomon Islands', and despite the careful wording, the 
raising of a new State of Western Solomons flag.42 Following this, all official 
correspondence was typed under a 'State of Western Solomons' letterhead. The 
flag and the letterhead were again triumphs for those who wanted quick action 
on the issue. 
Lawlessness in the West appeared to be rising during July. The banks in Gizo 
had all closed due to an armed robbery, and then a Solomon Taiyo vessel was 
hijacked and a resthouse at Noro held up.43 This in turn justified for many people 
the Premier's position in the July 7 speech (and earlier) that the West would take 
care of its own security measures. The same policy was drawing criticism from 
Honiara that the West was acting illegally. Things did not rest there. In r12sponse 
to the drying-up of National funds to the provinces, Lilo then signed a 
memorandum on the 2 August instructing the Gizo Sub-Treasurer of the 
Ministry of Finance to redirect all payments made by the public straight to the 
'State Treasurer' . These funds he said would be taken by the State Government 
and used according to the Provincial budget allocations already published in the 
National Government's year 2000 Approved Recurrent Estimates and the other 
budget papers approved by the Parliament.44 
The declaration of intended Western Statehood was met with some consternation 
by the National Government. The Minister for Provincial Government, Nathaniel 
Waena, eventually came out with a public statement later in the month, to say 
that all Provinces were still operating under the National Constitution and 
Provincial Government Act and that none had become a State.45 Nonetheless 
Waena took the statehood issue seriously and organised a delegation to hold 
discussions in various places in the west, and visited Shortlands, Choiseul, Gizo, 
Noro, Munda and Marovo during mid-August.46 The Government accepted that 
the movements in the West, in Temotu, Makira-Ulawa, and Rennel-Bellona for 
statehood or independence had to be addressed, and undertook feasibility 
studies that could be discussed with the provinces. 
In mid-October the Western State taskforces, who had been working away at 
their briefs since the May Leaders Meeting, presented their findings to the last of 
the Joint Leaders Meetings, two days after the Townsville Peace Agreement 
(TP A) was signed by the MEF and IFM leaders, the Prime Minister and the 
provincial Premiers including Lilo. The great topic of the Leaders Meeting, which 
42 Solomon Star 11 July 2000. 
43 Solomon Star and SIBC news reports. 
44 Memorandum to 'Sub-Treasurer Gizo', from 'Hon. R. Lilo, Premier Western State', 
02/08/2000. 
45 SIBC news 25 July 2000. 
46 SIBC news 14 August 2000. 
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was full to overflowing with the public, was the new State's development plans. 
Wild talk of millions in newly allocated foreign funds was bandied about to an 
audience in high excitement. However, the TPA had included an agreement to 
put a halt to unconstitutional action on State Government in lieu of a full 
constitutional review for implementation of a new federal system. News of this 
filtered back, with the effect that the heat was taken out of the movement just as 
expectations appeared to go beyond reasonable bounds. The threat of MEF 
incursion, which was looking unlikely anyway by this stage, was also contained. 
The National Government response to the crisis 
Under the Townsville Peace Agreement of mid-October 2000, the Solomon 
Islands Government was mandated to introduce a form of government that 
would give more autonomy to the provinces. As a first step, the Government 
organised a week-long Premier's conference which was held in mid-November. 
A number of reports were prepared for the Premier's confereno~, dealing with 
the legal requirements of a change in the system of governance, the changes 
required to administrative arrangements, levels of provincial funding and a 
report on the Provincial Government's own submissions. In the latter it was 
noted that almost a:n provinces commented on the need to devolve more 
legislative powers and functions, provide extended powers of taxation and 
revenue raising, and freedom to source their own funds. Among the most 
important of the background papers were the comprehensive Western State 
Government Task Force reports. At the conference's end, the Premiers resolved 
that the Government adopt a 'Homegrown State System of Government for 
Solomon Islands whereby each respective Province should become a State with 
its own State Constitution', and that the National constitution should be 
amended accordingly.47 
In response, Sogavare's National Government of Peace, Reconciliation and Unity 
set up a Taskforce to revisit the Mama:Ioni Constitutiona:I Review of 1987. In 
working through these issues the Taskforce developed a draft 'Constitution 
Amendment (Creation of the Federation) Bill' in July 2001, along with budget 
estimates for the State Government system.48 The main proposals were presented 
a couple of months earlier, in the Report of the State Government Taskforce. In 
the main, these proposals were largely an ama:Igam of recommendations from 
the 1987 Constitutiona:I Review Committee Report and the 1999 Report of the 
Provincial Government Review Committee. Many of the Western Province 
demands were met. These, all _ of importance, had many concessions to the 
powerful landowner-entrepreneur fractions that had been at the forefront of 
Western demands. Among the proposals were reforms as follows: 
• Conversion to the 'Federa:I Republic of Solomon Islands', 
47 Buala Communique, 17 November 2000. 
48 Constitution Amendment (Creation of the Federation) Bill 2001. Ministry of Provincial 
Government and Rural Development, Honiara, July 2001; Solomon Islands State 
Government System Budget. Ministry of Provincial Government and Rural 
Development, Honiara, July 2001. 
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• Legislative powers to be based on Federal and State constitutions, and are 
either Federal, State, or shared, 
• Customary land owners to receive rights to all minerals in their land, 
• Customary landowners to have all rights to develop their land and 
resources without interference by State or Federal policies or regulations, 
• Alienated lands to be returned to traditional landowners unless 
specifically excised (e.g. Honiara, State headquarters lands, etc.), 
• Decentralise financial powers to the states, 
• The states to take over the receipt of dues and issuing of receipts, 
• Taxes raised within a state to be kept by that state, 
• Each state to receive a percentage of export levies paid on export of 
primary produce, with the share determined by a 'financial expert', 
• Establish a Financial Council consisting of state premiers, the prime 
minister and senior ministers to share out federal funds to the states 
equitably. 
The West gained all its key demands for control over its resources and revenue. 
In this way the bulk of recommendations suited the resource rich provinces, 
notably the West. For the resource poor but labour-strong Malaita, the 
recommendations did not support inter-provincial labour migration on which 
many Malaitans depend. 
Conclusion 
After all the ethnic violence and the great discourse on ethnic origins of the 
conflict, alternative theories of underlying corruption in national politics and 
Honiara business interests, it seems the list of reforms, after all, had been directed 
to the Western landowners and their entrepreneurial allies with their effective, 
highly prepared Task Force reports. At this point it appeared that the decades-
old Western struggle against the State had come into the field from behind and 
won hands down over the players in the main arena, the bloody and ultimately 
pointless antagonists of the Guadalcanal conflict. That the constitutional reforms 
would be foremost a Western landowner triumph was hazily realized as, 
although the reforms were said to cater for all, only the West really had the 
resources to capitalize on the changes. A sense of doubt among the national 
policy makers has since enveloped the State Government reform process. It has 
stalled as other parties such as the resource-poor provinces, the sprawling peri-
urban communities around Honiara, the landless and population--stressed 
Malaitans and numerous foreign advisers contemplate if it will really address 
their issues in a debate that has seen no other ideas except return to the pre-
conflict status quo. While the process drags on, we have to wonder, could this be 
true that Western business interests were the eventual winners of the 1998-2000 
conflict? This prompts further questions as to who these Western landowners 
are, whether they are really so unified, and what is the basis of their conflict with 
the State over development. By taking the example of Kolombangara, this 
question will be tackled over the remainder of the thesis. 
-<I> -
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Maritime exchange in frontier western Solomons 
This chapter looks at the trade networks in operation across the western 
Solomons around 1900. It provides the background to understand the sense of 
western identity referred to in chapter two and the 'canoe house group' sociality 
that will be referred to in chapter four. Particular goods that were in circulation 
can be used to indicate the extent of the network, as it existed on the frontier of 
the German and British empires at that time. Here 'frontier' refers to the 
geographical zone of culture contact at the edges of the European empires, where 
interaction occurred between indigenes and Europeans prior to fall deployment 
of colonial power. In the western Solomons the frontier period covers most of the 
19th century from early European shipboard contact c.1800, through the shore-
based trader period beginning around 1870 and on to the time around 
establishment of the colonial Gizo District headquarters in 1899. 
Historical records from the 1880-1910 period are used here to piece together a 
picture of the network. Woven arm rings and decorated spears are identified as 
goods which moved from Bougainville eastward into the New Georgia islands, 
while shell valuables moved west across the archipelago from Isabel, and 
probably Malaita, to Bougainville. A wide variety of other goods were traded 
across shorter distances. Studying the pattern shows that at this regional scale 
there were 'poles' through which goods were routed. The characteristic of each 
pole varied in terms of factors such as raw materials monopoly, specialised 
production, voyage frequency and distance to neighbours, hostility and 
European trader presence. Every pole had at least two trading partners, and no 
one pole had dominance. The network was characterised by its multipole 
interaction. Although reconstructed from late frontier-period documentation, 
such inter-island exchange networks had almost certainly existed in the region 
for hundreds of years. By 1914 the network in the western Solomons had 
collapsed and the indigenous economies had become localised clients of the 
Anglo-Australian colonial economy. 
Paying attention to the role of a multiplicity of trading partners across the 
western Solomons alters the received perspective of the exchang1e system of the 
New Georgia islands as a closed system revolving about a hub based in the 
Roviana lagoon. This perception arose because of the attention Emropea:ns gave to 
Roviana at the time, and their concomitant neglect of other localities that 
operated in the network. The results here show that no part of the indigenous 
network turned just to Roviana, if at all, and all had affairs elsewhere. 
Furthermore, it opens imagination to the history of these other locales in the 
network, seen not as peripheries but as a sea of island trading centres spread 
across this vanished and poorly documented Melanesian maritime world. 
Chapter 3 
Framing political geography in the frontier Western Solomons 
The western Solomons are those islands in the archipelago stretching between 
Isabel in the east to Bougainville in the west. Between 1880 and 1910 a number of 
accounts of the indigenous people of this area were written by British and 
German visitors. The Germans held Bougainville, Shortlands, Choiseul and 
Isabel until 1900 when they relinquished the latter three areas to the British, who 
had already declared since 1893 their holding of the New Georgia islands and 
islands to the East as a Protectorate. This division between the German and the 
British dominions was broadly repeated in the authorship of the area" s early 
ethnographies. Southern Bougainville and the Straits area received attention from 
the Germans Parkinson, Ribbe, Thurnwald, and the largely unpublished 
Englishman Wheeler, while the New Georgia islands were covered by Ribbe and 
a large number of English authors of varying perspicacity from the mid-1800s on. 
Choiseul and Isabel were neglected by all, receiving only brief comments from 
Ribbe and Thumwald. The effect was to separate the western Solomons into two 
regions, not just on anthropological grounds but as a consequence of this 
imperial disjunction between the German and English realms. 
The legacy of this in English writing has been a truncated view of the western 
Solomons, especially a concentration on the goings-on around the easily 
accessible trader's stations in the Roviana lagoon and the allied Simbo Island. The 
wider view, from the English perspective, was simply the relations Roviana and 
Simbo had with their neighbours, and the resulting presumption has always been 
that Roviana was the centre of the whole region. Reading the German accounts, 
focussing in particular on the trading links across the whole region, remedies the 
short sight of the English. 
In doing this we discover that among the many scattered comments on traded 
goods, three of these goods show up in very different places, and were items of 
long-distance trade. They were shell-disc valuables, woven armlets and 
decorated spears. The first of these were used in exchange right through from 
Isabel (and probably further east) into Bougainville, while the latter two were 
made in Bougainville and moved eastward into the New Georgia islands and 
perhaps beyond. They were just three of the many goods traded between islands, 
but are special in that they indicate an expanded region of int«~raction, 
particularly as seen from the New Georgia islands where the distribution of these 
goods overlap. Together they set a new cartographic frame for indigenous 
exchange in the frontier western Solomons that is not a by-product of imperial 
thinking, and furthermore opens a re-appraisal of the political landscape of those 
islands during and even significantly prior to the frontier period. 
The construction of this new picture of the western Solomons has to be built up 
from a multitude of tiny historical fragments. The substantiation already creates a 
long chapter, and some aspects cannot be covered. To discuss what constitutes 
trade in the Melanesian context would be a lengthy task, and one for which there 
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is already a large literature.1 In general terms the pattern of maritime trade 
voyage and return is linked to prestige building among the local groups 
participating in the network. As with a discussion of money, to say anything of 
the nature of trade in this context opens a vast discussion. Perhaps it is best to 
invoke common sense and say only that trade, for present purposes, means the 
handing over of goods to another party on trust that goods will be given in 
return. As will emerge, two regions in particular, Sonto and the New Georgia 
islands, have themselves a great economic complexity, and this cannot be fully 
discussed. In any case, there are good accounts already written or in press.2 
The traditional English view 
As has been noted, the English writers of the frontier period and beyond framed 
a smaller New Georgia region.3 In this they portrayed a society dosed off from 
the surrounding islands by the voracious headhunting of the Roviana people, 
and to a lesser extent people of the other islands as well. Indeed headhunting was 
rife in the closing decades of the 19th century. They noted too that the New 
Georgia islands were united by the apparently exclusive use of certain types of 
shell-rings as money, which differed from the money of the surrounding areas. 
Additionally some noted that death-rites differed from those of the surrounding 
islands, while others attributed to these islands a nominally matrillineal system of 
inheritance, again differing from many of the surrounding islands. All in all, 
many features lent certainty to the idea that the New Georgia islands were a 
single culture area, whose relations to areas beyond were characterised by 
unremitting violence. This view both informed and was reinforced by Britain's 
policy of pacification. The 1880s saw in England both a revulsion to the 
spectacularly violent savagery of the New Georgians, and a need to protect 
European lives, specifically those of the traders operating in the area. This was 
not only a part of the rationale for establishment of the Protectorate in 1893, but 
also for the conversion from sporadic retaliation by the British for European lives 
lost into a sustained campaign to wipe out headhunting. The Biritish perceived 
that the ringleaders of the headhunting were based in the villages of Roviana 
lagoon. Naval bombardments throughout the New Georgia islands during the 
1880s and 90s, and later attacks by native police or vigilante planters, were 
thought to have been the greatest or perhaps only significant factor in completely 
destroying headhunting within the few years to 1900. This all confirmed to the 
English, to the extent that no thought otherwise was expressed, that Roviana was 
the hub in the culture area: a fact easily proven, it would seem, by the collapse of 
headhunting on its demolishment. Down through the years this has become 
accepted wisdom, reinforced too by the missionaries in their eulogies of 
transformation. The frame within which to understand New Georgia's political 
1 Gell (1992) provides a useful review of the concepts. 
2 Oliver (1955) and Wheeler 1S for Sonto (C.G. Wheeler, typescript of an incomplete 
and unrevised manuscript on the Mono-Alu people. Original held by the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London as MS 184245, also on microfilm), 
and Waite (forthcoming) for the New Georgia islands. 
3 To a great extent the published papers of Hocart (e.g. 1922, 1931) helped cement this 
view, and then this was reworked by e.g. Tippett (1967:147-51) who saw Roviana and 
Simbo as the centre of raiding, slavery and headhunting. 
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geography has remained unshaken. The difficulty with this framing only 
becomes apparent when one moves away from the study of Roviana as a 
metonym of New Georgia, which the English pre-occupation makes a slippery 
task. The lack of substantial ethnography for the dark corners of the English view 
- for the surrounding islands of Vella Lavella, Ghanongga, Kolombangara, 
Choiseul and Western Isabel, leads one back for answers to the same old 
photographs, museum ware, lexicons and descriptions of Roviana life.4 It is a fly-
trap for latter-day scholars. The way out of this tight framing comes initially from 
the view of the German authors. 
The Germans were not always welcome in the British Solomons. Ribbe makes 
this clear when he talks of his 1895 visit to Roviana lagoon - the traders wanted 
him out; they thought he was an operative for German trading interests.s 
Thurnwald mentioned of his 1908 visit to Gizo, Vella and Choiseul no specific 
difficulties with the English but his disparaging comments do not indicate a 
reciprocal warmth (Melk-Koch 1998:125). Thus kept away from English view 
were the insights of the travellers from further west: Ribbe noticed Sonto-style 
shell-disc money in Roviana where the English did not, presumably because he 
knew of it from stories in the Bougainville Straits. Thurnwald had interests in the 
settlement history of Meso-Melanesia and was conducting comparative 1research 
on the islands immediately east of his Bougainville Straits field-site: he too picked 
up on the connections between Shortland Islands and the New Georgia islands 
where the English did not. Ribbe's and Thurnwald's accounts are not 
comprehensive, but rather than that being a reason to dismiss them as 
unsubstantiated, it is cause to reflect on the state of knowledge had more 
ethnographers started their journey in Buin rather than Roviana. That was not 
the case, so it is necessary to amplify the weak signal from the Bougainville 
Straits that does exist. 
Thurwald' s Reisebericht from 1908 
From August to December 1908 Thurnwald travelled from Buin through the 
Bougainville Straits, Bambatana on Choiseul and the Dovele area :in Vella 
Lavella. He spent six weeks in Bambatana, and about one week in Vella.6 In 
doing so he performed the only pre-war fieldwork for Choiseul, and only one of 
two for Vella Lavella (the other being Hocart's visit earlier that year).7 From this 
work, Thurnwald published a number of scattered observations about Vella, 
4 It is not so much that frontier and early colonial period English ethnography and 
ethnologic collection covered only Roviana, but that the great weight of material does 
so. The most notable exceptions are Somerville's treatment of Marovo (1897) and 
Hocart's various publications and typescripts about Roviana's great ally, Simbo. For 
the rest of the New Georgia islands there is almost nothing in English a]part from 
Hocart's further fieldnotes from Vella Lavella and Nduke. 
5 Ribbe 1903:303. On itinerary, Ribbe 1903:231 provides a little. 
6 His itinerary is detailed in Thurnwald 1912/1:4-5, and see Melk-Koch 1998:125. 
7 I have not elevated A.B. Lewis' 1913 diary entries from Mudimudi, Veil.a Lavella 
because of their brevity. 
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Choiseul and the islands of the Bougainville Straits.a The view is unlike anything 
from the English authors. Invisible in the English accounts is any indication of 
the following: 
The people from Tambatamba are in the habit of going in canoes to Buin, 
Uiguai, Panone, Toberoi, Rorowana. Also to Sambana (Ysabel) and 
Vellalavella, not to Roviana and not to Numanuma and Buka because, 
they say, too much cannibalism prevails there. Furthermore, th·ey go to 
Alu, Mono and earlier also went to Kolombangara.9 
Here is life in the shadows of the English view; furthermore it seems that the 
people of Tambatamba (a district of northwest Choiseul) were mariners who 
engaged in contact with a wide range of other island populations. But 'not to 
Roviana'. In kind, the ethnography since those times makes :no mention of 
Tambatamba, surely a remarkable place. Therein lies the problem of the English 
view. It is more than simply an unfortunate gap in the record. Here is a society of 
seafaring warriors who are from the island that was repeatedly said to be just the 
helpless victim of New Georgian headhunters. The Tambatamba people spanned 
across the cultural gap assumed by the English between New Georgia and the 
Bougainville Straits; and as a review of available records reveal, consistently so. 
Tambatamba did not fit the English picture, and perhaps not oddly, has been 
completely forgotten. There are further implications: that Vella Lavella, or at the 
least some districts thereof, were not simply Roviana-facing satellite societies, but 
looked the other way too. In dealing with the Tambatamba people they evidently 
had their own political pursuits and means of exchange with people outside New 
Georgian shell-ring economy. By pursuing these connections the frame put by 
the English around New Georgia and centred on their favourite trading haven 
and prime source for tales of savagery, Roviana, no longer fits. 
Trading groups and their locales 
The basic unit of regional interaction presumed by the Western Solomons frontier 
writers in their scattered remarks on political geography was some sort of 
nameable country. These entities were used to describe the characteristics of their 
inhabitants, like Thurnwald' s 'the people from Tambatamba are in the habit of 
going in canoes ... ', and enabled discussion of political relations, as in 
Thurnwald' s further discussion of Tambatamba: 
The relationship between Tambatamba and Ysabel is at least thirty years 
old, because I could establish several descendants who have a 
Tambatamba father and an Ysabel mother who was brought from there 
as a child or was stolen.10 
What these named district units might have been in terms of social structure is 
discussed in the next chapter. Within each district was a local residential group, 
often it seems named after the district (or vice versa), that were typically 
grounded in the district through a core of members who were descendants of an 
ancestral founding head. The next chapter argues that the emphasis on descent in 
8 Contained mainly in Thumwald 1909, 1910and1912. 
9 Thurnwald 1912/III:35. 
10 Thurnwald 1909:528 
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determirUng the composition of these groups discussed by later writers such as 
Scheffler (1965) may not have been so pronounced in frontier times. It may be 
more useful to think of loose 'house groups,' oriented around activities such as 
inter-island trade, that could include people from a variety of origins rather than 
the more exclusive notion of 'descent groups' in describing the makeup of such 
groups. It seems that this pattern of one such group to its own locale, both 
sharing the same name, covered the islands of the west like a patchwork. 
Scheffler estimated 150 or even more 'descent groups' covered Choiseul in 'pre-
contact times'.11 Welchman named 30 'tribes' in Kia (western Isabel) in 1908.12 In 
Nduke on the much smaller island of Kolombangara, Hocart recorded the names 
of ten such locales, although only four had survived through to 1908.13 Ru ssell in 
1948 recorded 14 'clans' in the Marovo area, while Allan reported 27 'lineages' 
there and another 34 in Roviana and 41 in Vella Lavella.14 The different 
terminologies of these various writers indicate different ways to see what 
appears to be the same thing. On estimate, there may have been around 300 
named groups living in corresponding locales across the region from Sabana 
(western Isabel) to southern Bougainville in frontier times. Even in frontier times, 
an exact number may have been hard to arrive at because of the potential of 
groups to mutate, combine, migrate or disappear as a result of politics or war.15 
Inter-island transit of goods 
At the outset of this chapter, it was argued that inter-island trade moved between 
'poles'. Can this be reconciled with the idea that there were perhaps 300 locales 
across the region, all of which operated autonomously? Only if those local groups 
were interdependent, such that the rise of centres, or poles, involved a number of 
neighbouring groups. But first it remains to see if the idea of poles is a useful 
depiction at all, and this is where a picture of regional trade needs to be built up. 
Classes of goods and trading circuits on the western frontier 
In centuries past, exchange between indigenous groups was the sum total of all 
exchange in the Western Solomons. This was the world Bougainville crashed in 
on in 1768, when attacked by war canoes from northwest Choiseul.16 Within 50 
years of that time, whalers were trading iron for island goods, and by 1880 the 
exchanges between indigenous groups in the western Solomons had 
incorporated the presence of European traders. This is well known for the New 
Georgia islands.17 These traders exchanged copra, turtle shell, ivory nut and 
11 Scheffler 1965:49. 
12 Letter, H. Welchman to W.H.R. Rivers, Rivers MS 12018 in Haddon Papers, 
University College London. 
13 HFN:1422 
14 Russell 1948:307, Allan 1957:66. 
15 See the Land Commissioner's Report for Native Claims 30-37, 55 &c ('PhiUips Land 
Inquiry' 1923) (BSIP 18/1/26, held SINA) for many stories of migration and conflict 
across the Western New Georgia islands, and McDougall (2001) for a discussion of 
pre-colonial inter-island migrations and settlement in Ghanongga. 
16 de Bougainville, L., 1772. A Voyage Round the World, London, p.319. 
17 This was well substantiated for the New Georgia area by McKinnon (1975), Jackson 
(1975) and later by Bennett (1987), among others. 
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trochus shell for a wide variety of European goods. They each had a base station 
where they kept their store, but would also use a small ketch or schooner to trade 
around the district. The goods they introduced were further traded on through 
local networks, while a few times each year Sydney merchants would ship the 
stockpiles of island produce back to Australia and replenish the b:aders' stock of 
European goods. Another form of trader also appeared more frequently after the 
mid-1890s: the ethnographic collector. They were mainly ship-based travellers 
who too, no doubt, called first on the traders to buy a few pounds of tobacco in 
anticipation of bartering for handsome artefacts. Their presence was sufficiently 
regular that artefacts were being produced specifically for this market (figure 12). 
It is during this late frontier period that most of the ethnographies were written, 
when the European trading economy had been fully incorporated. In dealing 
with the kinds of exchange going on, these cannot be overlooked. 
Finally, turning back to indigenous exchange, Hocart noted that a distinction was 
made in both Simbo and Vella language between different types of trade. For 
Vella Hocart' s notes are not conclusive, but for Simbo he noted the difference 
between the verbs taku and qave, the first being purchase of food and the latter, 
purchase of 'manufactured articles', meaning at least shell-rings, bark cloth, 
plaited bast, woven armlets, and preserved Canarium nuts.18 Hocairt's description 
of various inter-island transactions shows no difference in practice depending on 
this distinction, so any significance can only be speculated upon. A darker form 
of trade was that in people for slavery or sacrifice. Victims came from Choiseul or 
Isabel. One object that seems not to have been traded were human remains: head-
hunter's trophies remained property of the residential group.19 
A classification of the goods traded on the frontier, both indigenous and 
European, is made in table 3.20 This also shows the typical circuits through which 
goods are known to have moved. Indigenous-to-indigenous is the exchange 
made when one local trading party crosses by canoe to another island for trade. 
Indigenous-to-trader and vice versa involve transactions between those two 
parties. It is interesting to note that the most generally trafficable goods were not 
the European goods but indigenous manufactures, which passed both ways 
through everyone's hands. It remains to describe how all of these categories of 
goods were articulated via the circuits briefly alluded to, as a regional economy. 
18 Vella Lavella: it is difficult to say from Hocart's notes what the difference is between 
tatambara, lavolavoto and pazuzata; the latter is to buy pig but the difference between 
the other two is unclear although they involve at least the goods taro, takula and poata 
shell-rings (HFN: 831). Simbo: Hocart TS 'Trade and Money', p. 6. 
19 See e.g. Knibbs (1929), who tried to buy preserved heads largely without success. 
20 This generalised table for western Solomons is constructed from a variety of sources 
including Hocart (1922, 1931 and various TS), Wheeler TS and Ribbe 1903. 
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Table 3 . Classes of goods and trading circuits on the frontier. 
TYPE Perishable Indigenous Slaves South Sea European 
foods manu- Islands trade goods 
factures produce 
Taro, pigs, Plaitwork Labourers, Copra, turtle Tobacco, 
raw armlets, concubines, shell, trochus found:ry-cas t 
(J') canarmm fancy spears, victims for shell, ivory tools and w ~ nuts. shields, bark- sacrifice. nut, 'ethno- weapons, 
~ 
cloth, shell- graphica'. household ~ nngs, goods, 
w preserved calico, trade 
can an um beads. 
nuts. 
CIRCUIT 1-1 1-1, 1-T, T-1 1-1 1-T, (1-1?) T-1, 1--1 
(1-1: indigenous to indigenous, 1-T: indigenous to trader, T-1: trader to indigenous) 
The goods traffic between Sonto and the New Georgia islands 
From the 1880s through to as late as the 1920s there were a number of reports of 
very ornate spears from Bougainville seen in the New Georgia islands.21 Similarly 
woven armlets said to be from 'Sonto' were reported as well.22 The English 
writers were not forthcoming as to where Sonto actually was, but Thurnwald 
found in Dovele on Vella Lavella that 'Zondo' was the general name for the 
Bougainville Straits area: Buin and the Shortland Islands together.23 Sonto was 
known throughout the New Georgia islands from Vella Lavella to Marovo as the 
sett of the dead, to which spirits departed.24 
The armlets were of woven and dyed plant fibre, recorded in Bougairtville by 
Prizzi and Thurnwald, and by Ribbe and Guppy from the Bougainville Straits.25 
They were also found in the New Georgia islands, where they were called rotana 
and said to come from Sonto (figure 13).26 Ribbe reported that these bracelets 
from Sonto were 'very popular' as adornments in Roviana.27 Indeed, such armlets 
can be seen worn by men and women in old photographs from New Georgia. 
They were also made in the eastern Solomons, but whether they made their way 
to the New Georgia islands from production centres in the east more than 
sporadically is hard to say in the absence of any record of this being so. 
21 Guppy 1887:72, Woodford 1888:371, Baessler 1900:338, Knibbs 1929:42. 
22 Hocart, vocabularies for Roviana and Simbo (HvocR, HvocS) in MS Papers 60. 
23 Thurnwald 1909:527. Hocart (1922:95) says that 'Son to appears to lie in Bougainville'. 
24 According to Hocart, a volcano lay there and that ' the abode of ghosts is a big cave in 
Mbombombelo. They sleep in the daytime and go about at night; ... there they work 
and plant.' (1922:35). Thurnwald located this as the smouldering 1700 m high 
Bangana volcano at the northern end of the Crown Prince Range inland from Panone 
(Thumwald 1909:531, 1910:131). 
25 Prizzi 1914:27, Thumwald, Ribbe 1903:126, Guppy 1887:132. 
26 HFN, HvocR and HvocS 
27 Ribbe 1903:264. 
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According to Somerville, the type of weaving used to make these armlets was not 
employed in New Georgia: 
' In the other Solomon Islands beautifully fine plaited work in yellow and 
red appears on the spears, combs, and other articles; but I saw none in 
New Georgia that was indigenous.' 28 
If so, these goods were a pure import, mostly if not almost always finding their 
way into New Georgia islands from the Bougainville Straits. 
Parkinson (1907) provided details of spears from Bougainville. There were two 
main types, both highly ornate, but each the product of a different place. From 
the Crown Prince Range in the south were a distinctive type with barbs of Flying 
Fox bones arranged in sets of four en echelon down the shaft, terminating in a 
decorated section of the shaft which always incorporated a carving of a deadly 
spirit 'kiigoi' and an orb 'uiru', which represents the spirit's dwelling. Much or 
even all of the remainder of the 3 to 3.4m long shaft was covered in fine woven 
fibrework (figure 14). Parkinson too noted that it is this type that 'is produced in 
great numbers, finding its way north as far as Buka and Nissan, and south as far 
as Guadalcanal' .29 The spears of the northerly Emperor Range were more varied 
in form, cruder, but not as widespread.30 How woven armlets and the Crown 
Prince Range spears reached the New Georgia islands involved a larger system of 
goods circulation stretching across the western Solomons. 
Bush, coast and island people in Sonto 
The villages of the Crown Prince Range were hardly known to the German 
explorers. Parkinson passed through before 1900, as did Sapper in 1908 and 
Thurnwald in 1909.31 Passage was not simple; this is a high relief landscape of 
sharp, steep ridges dropping into V-shaped valleys, extending south from 
Bangana volcano approximately 60 kilometres along the main ridgeback around 
east of the great Mount Taraka (figure 15). At its middle, the range overlooks 
Kieta on the East coast and Panone (Empress Augusta Bay) to the west. Frizzi 
says that the spears were manufactured in the Konggara area, near what was 
later to be the Panguna mine in the ranges.32 Thurnwald says that the variations 
within the basic design are peculiarities characteristic of each village making 
them.33 
28 Somerville 1897:374 
29 Parkinson 1899:000. Parkinson gives a detailed description and photographs; as does 
Paravicini (1932). Roth (1899) also provides a decription and detailed sketches of the 
construction. The vernacular terms are Parkinson's rendering of the speech of the 
'inland inhabitants', presumably Nasioi. 
30 Parkinson, ibid. 
31 Parkinson ibid, Sapper (1910), Thumwald (1909, 1910, 1912). 
32 Prizzi 1914:42. 
33 Thurnwald 1912-1:166: 'The name kugu 'spear' is a synonym of 'vmage'. It refers to 
peculiarities of each village in spear making, because as they told me, each village has 
a characteristic way of decorating the spears.' 
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A particular type of shell-disc money was in circulation in the Crown Prince 
Range, called 'aputa' and 'consisting of a string of small conus shells with their 
ends cut off'; Parkinson mentions the aputa was made in the Shortland Islands.34 
Guppy (1887:72) supplies the observation that the spears were 'exchanged with 
the people of the [Bou gain ville] Straits for European articles of trade'. Then Ribbe 
(1903) in the Shortland Islands mentions one more item in this connection: red, 
white and black coloured pigments. The black, he says, was produced from 
charcoal in the Shortlands themselves. Red was imported from Kieta, and white, 
or at least the most expensive type, came as 'a kind of chalk or clay', also from 
Kieta, where 'it is found in the high mountains there', which are none other than 
the Crown Prince mountains. He says of this commodity that 'the coast dwellers 
bought it from the bush people, and from these to the other tribes living in the 
Bougainville Straits they exchanged at higher prices' .35 Guppy provided a brief 
impression of the relations between the southern Bougainville groups and the 
Shortland Islands: 
It is however singular that the natives of the Straits trade with different 
villages on the Bougainville coast; and that, although on usually such 
friendly terms with each other, they are often on terms of hostility with 
the particular Bougainville village with which the neighbours trade.36 
This comment demonstrates the complexity of the networks at the local level, but 
it is Rib be' s last comment above that establishes most clearly the generalised 
circuit through which goods moved from the Crown Prince Range to the 
Shortland Islands. Although there are no more references to the Crown Prince 
mountains specifically, there is other evidence with which to build up the general 
picture. Ribbe apparently thought that he was justified in talking of 'prices'. He 
does it again when he talks of European trade goods popular on Boug;ainville. 
These goods had their ultimate source in the European traders active in the 
Bougainville Straits. In the mid 1890s, Tindal had a trading station at Faisi, just 
offshore from the island of Alu. He was buying copra from native plantations in 
the Shortlands and along the Bougainville coast.37 Two other traders are also 
known from the Shortlands; MacDonald from 1885 to at least 1893 in Siniasoro 
Bay, Fauro, and later Atkinson in Fauro.38 Copra was either brought on.board 
ship directly from the natives at the plantation site, or the natives brought it to 
the trading station. Of the trader's goods got in exchange for copra, Rib be says: 
The natives are again in active traffic, the merchandise exchanged by the 
traders goes far into the mountains, from tribe to tribe, so of course the 
prices rise so that the bush-people in the interior pay 300-400 coconu1ts 
for a hatchet that is priced 100 on the coast.39 
34 Parkinson 1899. The type aputa is called mauai in the Shortland Islands. 
35 Ribbe 1903:74. 
36 Guppy 1887:27 
37 Ribbe indicates the distribution of these plantations on his map 2 (1903:endpiece). See 
also Rib be' s occasional references to Tindal' s operation. 
38 See Bennett 1987: appendix 5 for full references. 
39 Ribbe 1903:96 
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In this case, it is the trader's prices in dried coconut-halves, a common trader's 
measure throughout western Solomons at that time. It is hard to see how the 
people of the interior could have coconuts to trade, so perhaps Ribbe was being 
figurative. Nevertheless, the price idea does have other support, principally in 
terms of shell money, which the people of the interior did have. 
Shell-disc money in Santo 
A number of shell-money types were in circulation in frontier Sonto. Most of 
these were variants of shell-disc money, made of discs cut from various mollusks 
that were pierced, strung and arranged in particular patterns. Some shell-discs 
were made locally, while others were obtained from distant sources. Yet others 
were heirlooms, no longer made. Strings of shell-discs had comparative values, 
but only some were for all purposes 'money'. Others were regarded more as 
ornaments in some areas, while the heirlooms represented hereditary 
relationships and were not exchanged outside of these. Observing use of shell-
disc money in Sonto was a feature of Oliver's 1937-38 fieldwork in Siuai (Oliver 
1955), of Thumwald' s last fieldwork nearby in the village of Kugumaru a few 
years earlier (Thumwald 1934), figures largely too in Wheeler's unpublished 
ethnography of Mono in 1908, and more recently in Connell's 1977 study of 
postwar trade in shell-disc money from Malaita to Buin.40 Once Ribbe's (1903) 
observations are added, the list of shell-disc types is almost bewildering. Rather 
than entering a full discussion of shell-disc economy in Sonto, the task here is to 
trace the movement of shell-discs from centres of production to the point of their 
consumption, and to note their use in exchange for some other goods. 
A summary of shell-disc types found in Sonto is made in table 4. This table is 
probably not exhaustive. Sometimes strings of discs have names that designate a 
particular combination of the elementary types; these names have not been 
included. Of interest is a common type of shell disc that was not produced locally 
but produced in islands to the east, called mimisi. This was the name for reddish-
or whitish-coloured discs, made from Spondylus or Chama shells ground to 
diameters between 4 and 5.5 mm, before being pierced and threaded on strings in 
the order of 2m (one fathom) long or longer.41 Exactly where the shell discs that 
entered the Bougainville Straits were made is unclear, but Santa Isabel and 
Malaita are likely, possibly Ulawa and perhaps formerly in parts of Choiseul.42 A 
European trader of 20 years on Mono suggested to Wheeler that 'perhaps mimisi 
came up formerly from Malaita, passed on (perhaps in various stages of 
40 Thurnwald conducted his last fieldwork in early 1934. Wheeler 1S. 
41 Thurnwald 1912-ill:38, Schneider 1905:72. For illustrations see Schneider 1905 plate 
12, fig. I; Thurnwald 1934 plate 3b, Lewis 1929 plate 23, figs 4-6. 
42 Ribbe saw white mimisi being made in 'Wulegar', western Isabel (1903:312). Connell 
(1977:82-3) cites claims that Malaita shell-discs were traded widely, to the west 
reaching New Britain and possibly beyond. Lewis (1929:31) mentions red shell-discs 
made in Ulawa. Schneider (1905:71-2) discusses the less likely possibility that mimisi 
was made in Choiseul, although says sale-sale shell-discs were made in Choiseul 
formerly. 
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workmanship) by the peoples of various areas'.43 Both white and red forms 
circulated in Sonto; in Buin under the name onu.44 Mimisi was not the only 
eastern shell-disc type circulating in Sonto. There were, apparently, three other 
types made in Choiseul which were traded into the Shortland Islands: fulu, 
bulependo and salesale. 
There is no mention of fulu or bulependo being used in Choiseul itself, but 
Schneider indicates that salesale was circulated in Choiseul and, apparently, Vella 
Lavella and Roviana.45 This incidence of shell-discs in circulation within the New 
Georgia islands is not mentioned by any English author with the exception of 
Collinson, but Ribbe is vehement that such was the case, stating he obtained 
strung shell discs of many varieties in Vella Lavella and the districts of 
Ghanongga.46 In addition, he observed mimisi in Roviana, and mentions the 
likelihood of a Roviana source for some red and white mimisi he obtained in 
Shortlands.47 If Ribbe is to be believed, it shows that via sources in Isaibel and 
Choiseul, strung shell-discs did accumulate in the New Georgia islands as 
ornaments, but were not circulated as exchange value between those islands. In 
that case, it is more likely that the general trend for exchange of these goods as 
valuables was a route through from Isabel (and probably further east), via 
seafaring groups in Choiseul (i.e. Tambatamba) into the Bougainville Straits, 
where they were circulated and exported on into Buin. 
43 Wheeler TS:716. The trader was 'the late Mr. Ravenor', who is also described as ' the 
skipper of the "Leueneuwa", a trading schooner' (p.730) 
44 Thurnwald 1934. 
45 Schneider 1905:71 'These strings were formerly made in the Cerama district of 
northern Choiseul, although the natives there have now forgotten its production, and 
only keep in circulation inherited examples or those imported from Vella Lavella and 
Roviana. 
46 Collinson 1926:78. See Ribbe's editorial footnote (2) on p.73 of Schneider 1905. 
47 Ribbe 1903:295 in Roviana: 'As I have heard, shell-money is not made here. However, 
there is the mimisi derived from Choiseul and Isabel, although these places :no longer 
produce this apparently, and it has less value as money and more as jewelry'; In 
Shortlands: 1903:63. 
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Table 4. Shell-disc valuables of Santo (Southern Bougainville and Shortlands). 
Name Description Produced Circulated 
kasisi Red shell discs Alu Shoi-tland Is. 
perasale White/pale-brown shell discs Alu Alu, Mono, Kieta, 
Panone48 
mauai Large, rough Conus shell discs Alu Buin, Crown-Prince 
(B11in aputa) Mts49 
ITU1lllS1 Red shell discs (Spondy/us or Chama Babatana, Isabel, Malaita Shortlands, Buin, Telei,50 
(B11i11 onu) spp.) ChoiseuJSt 
mimisi(2) White shell discs Vulegha on IsabeJ52 Son to 
fulu Black seeds ground into discs T iarama53 Kieta, Tiarama54 
bulependo Big red shell discs Tiarama, Malaita? Alu SS 
barikua - TiaramaS6 Tiarama, Kieta, Sonto57 
salesale White or off-white shell discs Tiarama Shortlands, Tiarama, 
Roviana58 
kuriri Freshwater shell discs Panone59 
boronai 'Small perasale' discs Panone? Alu60 
momoru Red shell discs Buin? Roviana? Roviana?, Buin 61 
kekeve Trade beads used as shelldiscs Europe Sonto62 
48 Wheeler 1S:713 
49 Wheeler (1S:726-9), Ribbe 1903:137. Named aputa in Buin area. 
50 Wheeler 1S:719,729. The extent to which mimisi was used in Shortlands is uncertain. 
Ribbe (1903:135) says it was not used as money but only for ornamentation; while 
Wheeler (1S) said it seemed 'to be a trading money to a certain extent' . 
51 Ribbe 1903:135 says mimisi was in circulation in Roviana and Otoiseul, but later 
(1903:295) says in Roviana it was not so much a money but used for ornamentation. 
Finsch (1914:49) discusses primary references. Schneider claims it is named moremore 
in Choiseul (Schneider 1905:71 and plate 12 fig. I.), but see momoru below. 
52 Ribbe 1903:312. It is not clear if this variety reached the Bougainville Straits. See 
photo in Schneider (1905:72, plate 12 fig. m). Vulegha is in the Kia area, being an area 
inland of Kia Hill (or 'Breadloaf Hill' after its shape: see photo in Ribbe 1903:309). 
53 Wheeler (1S 707-8). Wheeler uses the name Tiarama for Choiseu.l, following his 
irtformants. While not a precise locale, it probably tends to mean the northwest area. 
54 Wheeler (1S:707-8). Schneider (1905:70) sources fulu as from Prinoess Augusta Bay 
(i.e. Panone), but Schneider is not a primary reference. 
55 Wheeler (1S:730, and footnote 1 of p.731) 
56 Wheeler 1S:708 
57 Wheeler 1S:708. 
58 Schneider (1905:71, photo in plate 12 fig. k). Schneider, in communication with Ribbe, 
states 'these strings were formerly made in the Cerama district of northern Choiseul, 
where now the natives have forgotten its production and only circulate hierloom 
examples or those imported from Vella-Lavella and Roviana.' 
59 Ribbe 1903:135. See also photo in Schneider (1905:71, plate 12 fig. i). 
60 Wheeler 1S:892 
61 Oliver (1955:340) says this was reputed to have 'been in Siuai for a. very long time', 
originally coming from Sariai in Buin, and made from red-lipped Spondylus. Ribbe 
(1903:63) mentions momoru shell-money, saying only that it 'probably came from 
Roviana', perhaps because, as Schneider (1905:72) reports, in Roviana Ribbe saw 
momoru 'which was possibly made for export to neighbouring areas, but which was 
there mostly used for ornamentation' . Schneider (1905:71) also says of a pale-red shell 
money (see his plate 12 fig. I) that it is a Choiseul name for mimisi (see above). 
62 Wheeler 1S:720 ff. 
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Inter-island trade by copra schooner 
A well-known feature of the New Georgia islands, and perhaps that most visible 
indicator of that island group as a distinct culture-area, were shell rings carved 
from fossil shells of giant clam (Tridacna sp.). There were a number of named 
varieties of these, of which three are important here: bokolo, poata and bakiha. 
These were produced in Roviana, Ghanongga and Vella Lavella, and circulated 
throughout the group.63 Bokolo were worn on the upper arm, while poata were a 
higher-value currency and bakiha higher-value still. Neither of the latter were 
made to fit on the arm. Whereas strung shell-discs acted as currency in Sonto, 
Isabel and Malaita, shell-rings fulfilled the same function in the New Georgia 
islands. Even so, just as shell-discs could be found in the latter, so sh1~ll-rings 
from the New Georgia islands could be found in Sonto. Wheeler mentions them 
in Alu, Prizzi in the Kieta area, and Thurnwald in Buin; in each case the authors 
call them arm-rings, suggesting the particular type named bokolo above;64 Ribbe 
says all three of the types mentioned above were found in Choiseul, Isabel, 
Bougainville and the Shortlands.65 
In Alu and Kieta these arm-rings were known as gorau, and in previous times 
were obtained from Choiseul.66 They were regarded as valuable and were seized 
upon for sale in Sonto by European traders, who either bought them in the New 
Georgia islands or in some cases had porcelain replicas made in Europe. 67 Either 
way, the intent by the Europeans was to buy the arm-rings cheaply and trade 
them high in exchange for copra, a ruse which worked particularly well in Sonto 
but less so in the New Georgia islands themselves, where, Ribbe says, 'no great 
success was achieved' in this attempt.68 
The European traders did not stop short at shell-rings real or bogus in 
conducting, by copra schooner, their own rendition of the trading voyages of the 
indigenes. From the inventory of Bronstein' s store on Simbo made by Hocart, we 
see that they were purveyors of all sorts of goods from one island to another. In 
addition to the list of approximately 70 different imported European goods, he 
adds: 
The store also deals in the following native articles: tapa, blue and 
brown, mbarikoto from Roviana, mendaka, armlets (tutupa) from 
Roviana, Shortlands and Malaita, [shell-I rings, baskets local and from 
63 Hocart TS, Trade and Money, p.8. For circulation see Miller 1978. 
64 Wheeler TS p. 723-4, Prizzi 1914:45, Thumwald 1912-1:161. Ribbe 
65 Ribbe 1903:294. 
66 Wheeler ibid, Prizzi ibid. Thumwald 1912-1:161 says they were obtained only when 
headhunters from Choiseul, Vella Lavella and Roviana attacked, but it is hard to 
imagine what this could mean. Wheeler's account, "Alu men would go there 
[Choiseul] , or Tiarama men [i.e. Choiseul men] would bring them to Alu", is more 
feasible. 
67 Thurnwald ibid, Ribbe 1903:294, Wheeler TS:footnote 3 of p.723. 
68 Ribbe 1903:294, Thumwald 1912-1:157. 
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Roviana, lime boxes from Ysabel and Choiseul, nets from Ysabel, 
Choiseul and Roviana.69 
Nor was the schooner's deck the sole province of the European's career. The crew 
took the voyage's opportunities for their own plans, as Thurnwald relates in 
explaining a wistful passage of a translated Buin ballad: 
Of course the crew also have rings. The cheap porcelain imitaitions are 
undoubtedly meant here. The bard [of Buin] must relinquish his love for 
her [his lover], as she lets herself in with the ship's boys, who have rings 
at their disposal more easily than he.70 
With all this traffic aboard the copra schooners, plying between the coconut 
groves on Isabel, Choiseul, Sonto and the New Georgia islands, is it simply 
possible that this was the only, or the most important, route by which the shell-
discs, spears and armlets travelled? I think not, and to dispute this we must turn 
to the little evidence that is available for Choiseul. The inveigling schooner trade 
may have importance, but Choiseul was the old link, and it seems one never 
entirely broken in frontier times. 
The seafarers of Tambatamba 
Records of Choiseul are scant, as has been noted. Beginning with the colonial 
records of the late 1890s, most discussion focuses on the headhunting expeditions 
to Choiseul by the New Georgia islanders. For any early ethnogra1ohy of Choiseul 
at all, in particular the western part, the only authors are Thurnwald, Ribbe and 
Wheeler. Wheeler makes occasional reference to trading links between Alu and 
'Tiarama', which, he says 'seems to be the Alu name for Choiseul', or 'better to 
say Tiarama is the name of that part of Choiseul known to the Alu folk', which 
'includes Tambatamba and Bombatana and all places in Choiseul'.71 Ribbe too 
mentions 'Cerama' in a similar context, although confines it to a district of 
northern Choiseul, distinct from Bambatana.72 Tiarama is a loose location; and 
yet it may not be irretrievably so. 
The linguistic survey of Tryon and Hackman (1983) revealed that northwest 
Choiseul was in terms of language, different from the eastern pait of the island. 
They show by lexicostatistical analysis that the Bambatana dialects are shared by 
all from Bambatana on the central coast up to the east end of the island.73 Three 
distinct languages cover the western th:iid of the island: Vaghua at the tip, then 
Varisi and a small pocket on the north coast populated by Ririo.74 Scheffler too 
noted a distinction between the western th:iid and the central-eastern block: 
69 Hocart TS 'Trade and Money' :10. Medaka: 'plaited belting', barikoto: '1bast cloth'. 
70 Thurnwald 1912-1:157 (my translation). 
71 Wheeler 1S:723, see also p.892. 
72 Ribbe 1903:75, 282, map 1; and based on Ribbe's information, Schneider 1905:71. 
73 Tryon and Hackman 1983:27 
74 ibid p. 451; the relevant proportions of shared cognates are: Vaghua1 66% with Varisi, 
Varisi 58% with Ririo, and Ririo 69% with Bambatana. Varisi shares only 43% of its 
sampled cognates with the neighbouring Bambatana. 
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Vagua-Varisi-Ririo seems to form a relatively distinctive linguistic unit in 
contrast to Babatana-Sisingga-Kiringgela, and these two large units differ 
in a few other relatively minor ways. The former peoples made pottery 
and stone repositories (monolithic) for the cremated remains of their 
deceased big-men; the latter peoples did not. There are also some 
systematic differences in the patterns of kinship terminology and 
conduct.75 
These cultural features of the northwest are particularly true of the area near 
Tambatamba Island. The coastal people here formerly made pottery while bush 
people inland were noted for making the do lo stone ossuaries. 76 The western 
Vaghua-Varisi-Ririo block is a likely candidate for Tiarama, as distinct from 
Bambatana. This distinction helps make sense of remarks made by Ribbe and 
also Thurnwald. Tiarama was noted for its former production of salesale and 
mimisi shell-discs, tightly woven baskets, dala ornaments and shell arm-rings, all 
mentioned in the context of their importation to Alu.77 Mention is made too of 
Tiararria in the context of raiding; there were raids by Alu and Mono to Tiarama 
and vice-versa, and to Bougainville from Tiarama.78 
There was a trader's station at Tambatamba Island in the 1890s, and Rib be 
actually marks on his map 'Cerama' at this point, although did not visit western 
Choiseul at all.79 Tambatamba was also the site of the 'Zephyr massacre in 1880.80 
It was one place among a number along the northwest coast of Choiseul, which 
Ribbe relates: 
The north coast from Cape Alexander to about 15 sea-miles southeast of 
Cape Giraud is well populated, there one finds several large villages like 
Kangopassa, Warisi, Tavatavai and Tambutambu. From there to th1e 
Manning Straits, the coast is probably uninhabited.st 
Thurnwald also seems to use Tambatamba to mean this whole district, so that it 
becomes an interchangeable with the name Tiarama, which I have defined as 
'north-west Choiseul'. Corroboration of the settlement pattern as generally 
grouped into two regions, Tambatamba in the northwest and Bambatana on the 
central south coast, comes from wartime intelligence, which assessed that: prior to 
Japanese occupation (1942), about half Choiseul's population lived in the 
northeast between Tambatamba Island and Zaminavaro. This accords well with 
Ribbe's comment forty years earlier. The intelligence report goes on to say the 
other most populated area was '10 miles north and south of Bambatana Mission'. 
75 Scheffler 1965:8 
76 The pottery industry centred on the Tarapa River near Sirovanga and Marnarana, 
village areas opposite Tambatamba Island. A photograph of carved dolo is published 
by Bematzik (1935), which he attributed to a location inland of Marnarana. 
77 Wheeler 1S:724, Frizzi 1914:45, Ribbe 1903:59. 
78 Wheeler 15:887-8, Ribbe 1903:75 
79 CO 225/56: Castell to Foreign Office, 3 Nov. 1898 and ends. (Bennett 1987:389). 
80 WPHC 20/81: Maxwell to Wilson, 31Jan1881 and ends. Present-day residents locate 
the wreck as near the mouth of the Tarapa River, which is almost opposite the island. 
81 Ribbe 1903:316 (my translation). 
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The southwest coast was said to be uninhabited, and the accompanying map 
shows only sparse settlement elsewhere around the coast.82 
The omission of Tambatamba from the historical record has obscured the link 
that existed between Sonto and the New Georgia islands. All that can be done is 
to build on Thurnwald' s few comments, which, in connection with the known 
trade between Sonto and Tiarama, allow inference of its importance. Thurnwald 
noted in the quote given earlier that 
The people from Tambatamba are in the habit of going in canoes ... [a]lso 
to Sambana (Ysabel) and Vellalavella, [but] not to Roviana ... 
[f]urthermore, they ... earlier also went to Kolombangara.83 
The seafarers of Tambatamba avoided contact with all but the farthest part of the 
New Georgia islands, making them even more invisible to the English writers, 
leading them to write off Choiseul, with Isabel, as nothing more 1than the killing 
fields of the Rovianese and their allies. As Hocart wrote of lthe trade links 
between Simbo and its 'neighbouring ring of islands', 'Choiseul and Isabel lay 
outside the pale: the only relations with them were those of headhunting' .84 That 
may be so for the relations of Simbo and for Roviana too with Choiseul, but the 
question still remains of how Sonto spears and armlets, and the shell-discs 
appeared in New Georgia. There is no evidence that any groups from the New 
Georgia islands frequented Sonto. Evidently Hocart turned up nothing in his 
inquiries on Simbo. Thurnwald denies any direct link between the two regions, 
saying of the people of Dovele on Vella Lavella that they 'didn't go to Alu and 
Fauro but only to Tambatamba'.85 Wheeler too makes no mention of eontact 
between Sonto and the New Georgia islands. Western Choiseul, it seems, was the 
only indigenous bridge between the two regions, by its trade with both Vella 
Lavella and Sonto. 
There seems to have been two paths for goods through Choiseul to Vella Lavella. 
Thurnwald, we have seen, writes of the visits by Tambatamba people to Vella by 
canoe. Of the other route, observations by Ribbe, Thurnwald and Hocart need to 
be matched up to see the pattern. This route involves Bambatama, which was 
described by one German colonial official as 'the principle trading place on the 
island of Choiseul' .86 Ribbe says that 
82 Allied Geographical Section, South West Pacific Area, Terrain Study 48, Choiseul 
(revised), 12 Feb. 1943, pp. 9, 10 and map 4. There was no population census of 
Choiseul until 1970. 
83 Thurnwald 1912-III:35 (my transaltion). 
84 Hocart 1S 'Trade and Money' :6 
85 Thurnwald 1912-III:35. Woodford however suspected that Roviiana and Simbo 
seafarers may have made trips directly to the Shortland Islands t:o buy guns, but 
admitted having no evidence for this except for distance being 'so short'. (Woodford, 
WPHC despatch 17 /02/1899, C0225/57 p.121, AJCP reel 2335). There were also 
stories of Gorai of Mono raiding Vella Lavella in the c.1880s onwards (Western 
Doistrict Annual Report 1951 (BSIP 7 /I/DCW 140A, held SINA). 
86 Memorandum from German Charge d' Affaires, Berlin to Secretary of State for the 
Colonies (London), 5/3/1900. C0225/59 p.471, AJCP reel 2338. 
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'The Bambatana people stand in very active traffic with the north coast of 
Choiseul. Footpaths lead across the mountains; ... '.87 
Yet, Thumwald writes that the 'people of Bambatana just like those of Buin are 
not seafarers' .ss These statements may be assessed as reliable, since both Ribbe 
and Thumwald visited Bambatana. Hocart, in Dovele, recorded trading activities 
told by his informant Longga: 
'Longga bought zhapu in Bambatana: gave one takula for it. Buys also 
mbokolo. Buys vou = tobacco of Raru not white man's: not good tobacco 
(puli uri). Gives 1 mbako for 10 mbokolo, if not good lave, 9, 8. Get mbako 
from Rubiana. Gives suma (vaka suma) for viri. To go to Ram, lavolavotu. 
Goes to Mbambatana: has countrymen there' ,89 
In Jurio, another district of Vella Lavella, an informant tells him that 'Tlhey buy 
poata [shell-rings] in Ghanongga, Kumbokota, Mandeghusu, Rubiana, Njava, 
Raru', and although this mention of Raru (Choiseul) is not specific, it suggests 
that Longga' s trading activities in Dovele were not idiosyncratic. 90 
Taken together, we see that Tambatamba people go by canoe to Vella Lavella and 
across the mountains of Choiseul to Bambatana on the opposite coast, and that 
people from northern Vella visit Bambatana for purposes of trade. ][n other 
words, goods may move by either of these two routes: 
Tambatamba : Vella Lavella 
Tambatamba: Bambatana: Vella Lavella 
The evidence is not great, but unless one of the authors is in error, the overall 
circuit of trade is clear: various places in Sonto traded with Tambatamba. Some, 
like the Mono-Alu people were also great seafarers who could journey to 
Tambatamba (and potentially to Bambatana). The people of Panone, Toberoi and 
Rorovana were not reputed seafarers, so probably dealt with the Tambatamba 
parties as and when they came. Between Tambatamba and Bambatana there was 
traffic, and the canoes from northern Vella went to Bambatana (and p otentially 
Tambatamba) for trade. There were no other frequented routes. This was the Silk 
Road between Sonto and the New Georgia islands. As with the real Silk Road, it 
was only the most valuable items that make their way hundreds of kilometres 
from their source, but unlike the real Silk Road, the traffic was not by a caravan 
winding through a landscape controlled by different polities, but a stepped 
87 Ribbe 1903:316-7 (my translation). 
88 Thurnwald 1909:528. In appearance, Woodford remarked that at Bambatana ' there 
was nothing to indicate the presence of a village ... the houses are built away back in 
the bush frequently upon the top of rocks difficult of access. Even the canoe houses 
were not visible from the sea but were concealed behind the fringe of cocounts lining 
the beach. (Woodford to O'Brien 29/ 8/ 1900, C0225/59 p.177, AJCP reel 2338). 
89 Hocart FN:832. The zapu is a particular kind of fishing net, 'made in Ram [Choiseul] 
not Ndovele' (ibid.). Takula is the Vella name for a shell ring. Bokolo are shell armrings, 
made in Choiseul and in the New Georgia islands. Baka (Vella, Simbo) and lave 
(Roviana, Nduke) are wickerwork shields. Suma is the Vella name for clothing (vaka 
suma: European calico). Raru (Rauru) is the Vella name for Choiseul. Viri is the New 
Georgia name for tobacco. Lavolavoto is a Vella term for a trading journey. 
90 Hocart FN:988. 
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exchange, with the valuables traded on at each step in return for :goods, perhaps 
of only local importance, returning the other way. A spear from Konggara in the 
Crown Prince Range may go through Kieta, Alu, Tambatamba, Bambatana, 
Dovele and Simbo before reaching Roviana, with each transaction quite separate 
from the previous. 
The reason why Tambatamba disappeared from the historical record is tied in 
with the collapse of the early frontier-period western Solomons maritime trade 
system, and the reorganisation of the western Solomons in terms of colonial 
geographies. Although indigenous trade, probably through Tambatamba, 
evidently existed into the early 1900s, the people here were increasingly coming 
under attack from other island groups. William Leonard, a German trader at 
Tambatamba had to flee in 1898, complaining that natives from the 'English 
Solomon Islands' came in canoes 'nearly every full moon in their large canoes 
containing 40 to 50 men each, all well armed with muskets'. He claimed that 
'opposite Tambatamba used to live a small tribe under a chief called Viana', who 
was killed along with 18 others in November 1897 by raiders from Bilua.91 The 
leader of BSIP's native police, Mahaffy, heard another account from the trader 
Tindal (Leonard's employer) in Faisi about the same time, that Dovele raiders 
were responsible for similar attacks and 'the north coast of Choiseul was the 
scene of many such raids'.92 This squares with a comment by Thurnwald on 
Dovele (Vella Lavella) that 'Vellalavella people came to Tambatamba and 
Bambatana on head-hunts and put the skulls on the ridge of the house'.93 The 
relations between allies and aggressors was quite complicated, b ecause it seems 
from this that while Dovele people seem to have attacked those at Bambatana, 
Bambatana people were accompanying Bilua raiders on attacks around 
Tambatamba.94 Recalling Hocart's note of trading between Dovele and 
Bambatana groups in 1908, these relations were also clearly clhangeable over 
time. As with the situation in the Bougainville Straits described by Guppy, 
networks of enmity and alliance were apparently based at the very local level 
among the various seafaring groups, each conducting its own politics. The 
eventual outcome seems to have been a destruction of the trade links through 
Tambatamba by 1900, compounded then by the arrival of missionaries there in 
1905 and 1907. By then in any case shipboard trade by native crews on Roviana 
or Simbo-based European trader's vessels seemed to have become an alternative 
route for indigenous goods travelling through from the Bougainville Straits area. 
Conclusion 
The centres here identified in Shortlands, Choiseul and Vella Lavella have 
subsequently disappeared from historical view as having any significance in a 
network such as reconstructed here. In part this was because of th.e declining role 
91 Statement by William Leonard made at HerbertshOh, Germany, 03/ 07 / 1898. 
C0225/56(2) p. 394-5; AJCP microfilm reel 2335. 
92 Arthur Mahaffy, 'Report from June 18th to August 151 on a visit to the Western 
Solomon Islands', 01/08/1898. C0225/57, p.43-4. AJCP reel 2335. 
93 Thurnwald 1912-ill:35 
94 Leonard in C0225 / 56(2) ibid. 
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of these centres in the late frontier period. That period was characterised by 
destruction of earlier indigenous networks when the New Georgia islands 
societies, largely as a result of their interaction with European traders, became 
more powerful than others, leading to a Roviana-centred political economy. 
Secondly, the British themselves had little ethnological interaction with groups 
beyond their haven in the central New Georgia area. Choiseul and Shortlands 
were anyway German territory until 1899.95 Perhaps where Hocart remarked that 
Choiseul was 'beyond the pale' for Roviana and Simbo indigenous trade, we 
should see that perhaps it was more a matter of these westerly links being 
'beyond the pale' for contemplation within the colonial political geography that 
drew a line across the indigenous network. Their own framing of geography was 
self-reinforced by the late frontier situation of dominance in the region of the 
indigenous groups with whom they traded the most. What has been argued here 
is that the historical emphasis on Roviana and Simbo is a reflection of European 
interests, but does not properly represent the indigenous political landscape for 
much of the frontier period. Northwest Choiseul and northern Vella Lavella have 
been reclaimed from obscurity here and re-instated as critical links in a wider 
trading system. 
What has been done here is to re-orient the frame in which to see, for frontier 
times, the wider social relations to which Nduke people belonged. Prior to the 
late frontier period around 1900, Nduke groups along with other polities in the 
western Solomons conducted their own affairs within networks that were 
weighted toward multiple centres of influence. In particular seafaring trade 
among these groups was meshed in a network stretching from Bougainville 
through to the eastern Solomons. 
The next chapter will show how the more distributed, less centralised system of 
maritime exchange as reconstructed here is the basis to see how poles of 
exchange were constituted from a number of interdependent local polities. It will 
also show how such local polities were organized around trade, and finally how 
the relations between locales such as existed in Nduke were mediated by ritual 
pathways between the polities that maintained production of the main export 
crops. These relations culminated in the entity recognized among maritime 
trading partners as 'Nduke', one example of the kind of exchange poles that were 
once widespread across western Solomons. 
- <I> -
95 These areas, with Ysabel, were transferred to Great Britain by Germany under the 
terms of the Anglo-German Convention of November 1899 (Land Commissioner's 
Report for Native Claims Nrs 30-37, 55 &c. (p.10), BSIP 18/I/26, held SINA) . 
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Figure 12. Artefacts made for European collectors, frontier New Georgia islands. 
Man with bow, Roviana c.1908, and a young woman, Roviana? c.1900. 
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Figure 13. 'Sonto armlets' made in the Bougainville Straits and traded 
widely through western Solomons (from Finsch 1914 and Ribbe 1903). 
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Figure 14. 'King spears' (heads only shown) from the Kongara region of 
Bougainville, of the type traded through western Solomons (from F1rizzi 1914). 
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Pre-colonial house groups and locales 
This chapter builds a picture of Nduke society as it was in the early twentieth 
century, as the frontier period was drawing to a close. During this period the 
British were still consolidating power in the Solomons Islands, prior to finally 
instituting colonial governance at the local level in the early 1920s. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to introduce the house group as central to frontier 
social organisation. This revises long-standing assumptions that pre-colonial 
society in the New Georgia islands was organised into descent groups, an issue 
to be further discussed in Chapter 5. 
It is not a straightforward process to get to the constitution of western Solomons 
society in frontier times. This applies in particular to the concepts and relations 
between people and ground that existed prior to the great transformation of 
colonial rule and missionary conversion. Ethnographers of the western Solomons 
such as Hocart, Thurnwald and Wheeler had neither the conceptual tools, 
specific theoretical interest nor time available for the detailed studies that might 
have provided a direct answer to such questions. Their work was done before 
long-term anthropological field studies became popular. On the other hand, 
approaching frontier period society via oral histories from modern informants is 
difficult because of the great ideological weight that characterisations of that time 
carry as the source for ideas about traditional values in modern Solomon Island 
societies. 
The ethnographer Hocart spent a good deal of time during 1908 in the islands of 
western New Georgia, including Nduke itself. Although he spent just two weeks 
in Nduke, many of his enquiries there were specifically directed to interests 
bearing on the ownership and inheritance of land. Hocart stayedl in Ghatere on 
the Nduke coast, the same place I also chose as a field site. Becaus1e interpretation 
of Hocart's field notes is so central to building this picture of Nduke frontier 
society, the circumstances and concerns of his visit have to be detailed, and his 
field methods assessed. Evaluation of the accuracy of Hocart's work in Ghatere 
during my own visit there showed that Hocart' s records usually accord with the 
facts as they are now known through oral tradition. It makes most sense then to 
begin by seeing N duke in 1908 through Hocart' s own eyes and interpret his 
fieldnotes from that standpoint. This approach eventually has to give way to a 
direct application of current concerns to the evidence, but the process of seeing 
Nduke through Hocart is a kind of reading of his notes that provides evidence 
otherwise invisible. 
From this interpretation of Hocart' s fieldnotes a picture is built up of the group 
with whom he interacted in Nduke, and this picture is then extended to examine 
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the constitution and interests of that group in terms of its own members and with 
those on its fringes or who are foreign to it. I have called the group with whom 
Hocart stayed the 'Ghatere house group'. 
Discussion of the Ghatere house group answers some questions raised in the 
previous examination of frontier maritime exchange as to the social structure of 
the trading communities. The main point of looking at the Ghatere house group 
is that it provides an alternative reading of the local group, away from the 
descent-property nexus introduced by Rivers. Rivers' descent approach has 
affected the whole way of understanding land in a ' property' context - and has 
been seamlessly built into both the legal code and 'custom' in Solomon Islands. 
Constructing from the fieldnotes of Rivers' expedition the case for 'house group' 
rather than 'descent group' sociality provides this alternative reading. 
Once composition of the Ghatere house group is discussed and a sense of its 
historical context is built up, it is then placed in the context of its physical 
environment. This is the Dughore valley and the watershed hills surrounding it. 
The settlement pattern itself is described in appendix 1. Some elements of the 
economy are described, with attention toward production for the maritime 
exchange in which Nduke people were engaged in frontier times. The a rgument 
is then made that the concept of ground in Nduke at that time revolved around 
performances of ancestral attachment to place and the economic practicE~ of land 
smallholding for export cropping, either for inter-island indigenous trade, or in 
the case of coconuts, for the European traders. By considering the social standing 
of group members in the light of group structure and the processes of 
cooperation within this political economy, I argue that the emphasis in the 
concepts and practical relations of people to land w as an attachment to a network 
of places that involved interaction with a field of others whose identity w as itself 
dynamically negotiated. This is in contrast to the received view that the society at 
that time was principally organised around a concept of bounded estates or 
domains in which p eople resided, their place in the society fixed by descent 
relations to the founding ancestors of the estate. That latter view w ill later be 
argued to be a concept that reconciled existing practices with colonial concepts of 
land tenure. 
Hocart's fieldwork in Nduke, December 1908 
Hocart arrived in what his map showed as Ariel Cove on the Nduke coast of 
Kolombangara on Monday, 7th of December 1908. Over the previous five months 
he had been visiting and living in villages on n earby islands, writing fieldnotes 
and grasping two languages that were similar to Nduke, those of Simbo and 
Roviana. On that Monday, he was dropped alone at the head of the coconut-
fringed cove with his box of supplies and equipment, and was not to b e picked 
up again until two weeks later. The drop-off vessel departed again for Gizo town, 
the British Protectorate outpost and minor trading port just visible 15 km away 
over the sea to the west. Behind the black sand beach at the end of the cove stood 
a canoe house where a group fronted by four prominent local men met him. 
These were Kuhi, Rove, Pizaka and Qovara. Kuhi, a young man almost the same 
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age as Hocart, came forward to interpret between Nduke language and pidgin 
English. The other three, Kuhi' s uncles and father-in-law, entered the 
conversation with Kuhi' s assistance. 
White men, the tiovaka (NDU} were not well understood in Nduke. No trader had 
ever set up among this small enclave of people who had only recently begun to 
drift down from the high inland ridges flanking the 5000-foot summit of their 
island.1 Not only were Nduke people relatively few compared to the populous 
trader's havens of Simbo and Roviana, but 28 years before, three Australian 
traders and all their crew had been killed in Ariel Cove by a company led by 
Kuhi' s grandfather, Hiele. For many years after, Nduke had apparently suffered 
in reputation among the traders for that incident. Yet by 1908 the treacherous 
days of the 1880s were well over. The British, through active and insistent armed 
patrol had gained almost complete control of the western Solomons frontier. 
Shipping companies were now running headhunter tours through Roviana and 
Simbo, steamers departing from Port Moresby.2 But the impact of the British 
even in this late phase of pacification could still be harsh. Just the previous year 
or so, Government officer Edge-Partington had burned down the canoe house 
and taken one of the canoes of the Nduke group residing in the next cove around 
to the north. He had also run a night-time incursion inland three years before, 
frightening people and causing them to maintain caution and vigilance against 
further such incidents.3 Indeed, although now safe from attacks by armed raiders 
from other islands as had occurred before pacification began, most people still 
lived some distance inland as insurance against the attacks by the British or their 
militias. Kuhi himself lived a mile inland in a new house named Bikevaka, which 
translates as something like 'just in case of white men'. 
Clearly Hocart was a different kind of white man. He was unarmed, alone, and 
surprisingly adept at language. His first entry for Nduke indicates he was 
quickly inquisitive. When Kuhi and the others watched Hocart first open his 
field-book and begin writing: 
'Nduke. In Ghatere on east West coast. 7-12-08. Monday', 
Kuhi or one of the others must have remarked 'kukuti'. Hocart apparently 
queried and recorded his first entry: 
'Kukuti =to write'.4 
1 Hocart too apparently had no initial intention to visit Nduke. Fred Green, a Simbo 
trader friend of Rivers and Hocart, wrote to Rivers in England at the time with news, 
among which he says that owing 'to a mistake in the timetable of the steamer Mr 
Hocart would only have three weeks east [Guadalcanal, perhaps?][ so as Norman 
Wheatley has provided him a boat and interpreter he is going to work Dukey', going 
on to say he thought it a better alternative than 'a hurried three weeks east'. Letter, F. 
Green to Rivers, 05/01/1909. Rivers MS collection 12018 in Haddon papers, 
Cambridge Univ. Library (M/film: AJCP M2621). 
2 Baessler (1900) gives a description onboard such a tour. 
3 HFN:1445; Edge-Partington to Woodford, 18/09/1908 (BSIP 21/1/2, held SINA). 
4 HFN:1408. 
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Hocart then wasted no time. Within the day he had elicited words for the food he 
had brought with him, objects the onlookers had on them, numbers, and then the 
individual named parts of a canoe resting at the canoe house. With these 
preliminaries done, Hocart began political inquiries. From Rove, via Kuhl, he 
began asking the lines of succession from ancestral bangara ('leaders') lto those 
present, and found out where they were from. He rested, pulled out the coloured 
wool strips his mentor Rivers had given him for colour perception tests on the 
natives, and tried them with half a dozen of the men and boys present. Then he 
launched into an intense session of eliciting kinship terminology by pressing 
Kuhl for dozens of examples of named relatives and his relation to them. J[t seems 
Hocart began drawing his Nduke genealogical charts that first day as well. Every 
day bar Sunday for almost two weeks Hocart maintained the same intense, lucid 
attention to details of Nduke society; always scrupulous to note the ve1nacular 
for everything covered. The notes end abruptly on the eighty-second page. 
Hocart must have been picked up. Two weeks later, after a spell in Simbo,, Hocart 
went on to Sydney in a steamer and never returned. 
It cannot be said that Hocart's field-notes for Nduke are easy to read or 
comprehend. Much of it seems cryptic, the writing is rushed and abbreviated, 
and much of it descends into local N duke language without explanation. The 
whole is disordered and unconnected. By taking the field-notes back to Ghatere, 
where Hocart had stayed 90 years earlier, it was possible for me in time Ito make 
sense of most of the notes. The value in them is that they provide a cleair datum 
prior to the changes that the missions and colonial land alienation were to wreak 
on the society just a few years later. The notes include comments from which it is 
possible to see for Nduke some of the political changes of the nineteenth century, 
and certainly they provide a basis for understanding the changes of the tvV'entieth 
century. A one-hundred year political history, focussed on just this one valley in 
Nduke at the mouth of which Hocart stayed, becomes possible. 
Hocart, at that stage 26 years old and a recent Oxford graduate trained in classics, 
was recruited as part of a team of three who came to the western Solomons as the 
Percy Sladen Trust Expedition, led by the eminent Dr. William Halse Rivers, 
psychologist and ethnologist. Hocart was Rivers' protege, as was the third 
member of the team, Gerald Camden Wheeler. The expedition was funded out of 
Cambridge University, and in the mind of its main patron, AC. Haddon, its 
purpose was to 'study mother-right communities in the Solomons, and to trace 
the details of the transition from mother-right to father-right' .s Another objective 
apparently was to document the culture for posterity, as a form of salvage 
operation before its presumed imminent disappearance.6 The dual objectives of 
the expedition are evident when Hocart briefly described the division oJf labour 
between Rivers and himself on Simbo: 
5 Haddon 1908. 
6 A common goal of anthropological research in the 1890s (and apparently the 1900s). 
See Urry 1993:73. 
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Our joint work was apportioned according to subjects, Dr. Rivers taking 
kinship, social organisation, ghosts, gods and other subjects, while I took 
death, fishing, warfare; a few subjects, such as the house, were joint. Of 
course, these divisions were artificial and we constantly overlapped, and 
either was constantly gathering material that belonged to the other.7 
It was Rivers who trained Hocart and Wheeler in the art of anthropological 
observation. The imprint of Rivers' ethnographic ideas, themselves largely 
developed during Rivers' own apprenticeship to Haddon on the earlier Torres 
Strait expedition of 1898, is easily seen in Hocart' s fieldnotes. 
Table 5. Hocart 1s main movements in Solomon Islands. 
Place Dates FNpages Place Dates FN pages 
Sim ho c. 01-06-08 to 001-800, Simbo 16-11-08 to 1283-1407 
c. 01-09-08 8 901-963 02-12-08 9 
Vella c. 01-09-08 lO to 964-1000, Nduke 7-12-08 to 1408-1490 
c. 23-09-08 11 801-889 c. 21-12-08 12 
Lungga? c. 888-889 Bughotu? 1491-1496 
In transit/ c. 24-09-08 to No notes Sim ho 24-12-08 to 1496-1596 
Gizo? c. 01-10-09 05-01-09 13 
Roviana c. 01-10-08 to 891-900, To Sydney 05-01-09 15 1596 if 
c. 13-11-08 14 1001-1282 then Fiji 
Wheeler was despatched to the Shortland Islands soon after the trio's arrival on 
Simbo Island in June 1908, while Hocart remained with Rivers. Hocart and Rivers 
then worked together on Simbo for some weeks.16 Rivers left, apparently to go to 
Savo. Hocart remained on Simbo for some time after that, then Rivers rejoined 
7 Hocart 1922:71-2. 
8 Surmised from Hocart 1922:71, since this reports the total stay was s:ix months, which 
ended beginning January 1909; and reports that the first three months were spent in 
Simbo. Note that the table shows the page numbering of the field-notes as non-
sequential at one point. The field books are a uniform type with pre-printed page 
numbers. Hocart apparently began writing in a later field-book, then back to the 
earlier field book. 
9 Dates taken from letter F. Green to Rivers, 05/01/09. Rivers MS collection 12018 in 
Haddon papers, Cambridge Univ. Library (M/film: AJCP M2621). 
10 Date estimated from HFN:999 page dated 04/ 09 / 08 in Jurio. 
11 HFN:881 page dated 22/09/08 in Sirubae. 
12 HFN:1408, 1476. Dates from estimated from dated field-note entries. First Nduke date 
entered 07 /12/08 on p.1408, last date entered 18/12/08 on p.1476. Green to Rivers 
(op. dt.) also commented that Hocart arrived back on Simbo on 24/12/08 after 'two 
days coming from Gizo' in a 'boat tied together with bits of string and wire no forard 
sail & a broken steer'. 
13 Dates from letter, Green to Rivers, op. dt. 
14 HFN:1003, 1278. Dates estimated from dated field-note entries. First Roviana date 
entered 03/10/08 on p.1003, last date entered 12/11/08 on p.1278. 
15 Letter, Green to Rivers, op. dt. notes that 'Hocart leaves for Sydney'. 
16 Hocart 1922:71. 
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him and they went 'in a tour around Vella-Lavella'.17 Rivers left Solomons at that 
point it seems, probably to go to New Hebrides, and did not return. Hocart went 
on alone to Roviana, and stayed there six weeks. He then went back to Simbo for 
two weeks, after which he spent two weeks in Nduke, from 7 December to about 
21 December. Then back to Simbo for a last time, leaving in early January 1909. 
Table 5 summarises Hocart's movements, and enumerates the corresponding 
pages of his fieldnotes. 
Hocart was not in any one place for longer than 14 weeks, the approximate total 
period he spent on Simbo. This did not accord with the practice made popular a 
few years later by Malinowski of spending periods of more than a year in the one 
place. In other respects though, Hocart was practising key features of a 
specifically modern ethnographic technique developed by Rivers. These were 
focussed elicitation, recording of observations as soon as possible during or after 
the event, use of vernacular as much as possible, and cultural immersion by 
isolation from other Europeans. Rivers also made a distinction, as many 
anthropologists did at the time, between 'intensive study' in one location and 
less-detailed 'survey work' over a broader area.18 The only period of real 
'intensive' work was that done on Simbo Island, while the other places visited 
constituted survey work. Again, this method harks back to the TorrE!S Strait 
expedition, which similarly combined intensive research with surveys in 
neighbouring areas.19 The survey of Vella Lavella in particular is an example of 
what Urry (1993) has called Rivers' ship-based 'gangplank anthropology' .20 The 
whole island was circumnavigated in three weeks, with stopovers in six different 
localities.21 Hocart managed longer stays in Roviana and Nduke, but the 
techniques and results there were consistent with survey work. Although later 
rejected by Malinowski, the methodology of Rivers and his proteges was a great 
advance on the imprecise journal writing of Ribbe who had visited tlhe New 
Georgia islands fifteen years earlier, and it matched the general trend toward 
improved documentation also seen in the concurrent work of Thurnwald, 
working away to the west in Bougainville. 
Rivers had developed his then well known genealogical method duiring the 
Torres Strait expedition, and it seems Rivers gave to Hocart the task of obtaining 
the data required for it in Simbo, Roviana and Nduke. Hocart evidently followed 
River's advice to begin with the genealogical inquiry on arrival at each new place 
17 Hocart 1922:71. 
18 Urry 1998, p.227. 
19 Urry 1998, ibid., p. 227. 
20 Urry 1993, op. cit, p. 50. 
21 HFN index pages show Jurio, Mudimudi, Dovele, Java, Sirubai and Bilua were 
visited. In one of only a few clues to the 'survey technique' employed in Vella 
Lavella, Hocart wrote above one of his fieldnote entries '4am on Joe's schooner' 
(HFN:881). The comment probably indicates the study of Vella Lavella was 
conducted from onboard the schooner. Curiously, Hocart's late night activity ('4am') 
was a flute-playing session with his main informant in Vella. 
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he visited.22 The genealogical inquiries form a large part of the material Hocart 
recorded during his first days in Nduke, with the latter part being mainly on 
various topics of 'salvage ethnography'. The genealogical method is apparent in 
the way Hocart set about collecting four distinct sets of data: genealogies, 
examples of kinship categorisation, examples of succession sequences of bangara 
('leaders'), and examples of property inheritance. These four sets of data were the 
minimum set required to perform the analysis of rights and descent in the terms 
Rivers' theories had already laid down.23 Of all the Nduke work, it is the one 
body of data that is most useful for building a picture of social organisation in 
Nduke at that time. 
Although Rivers and Hocart had intended to publish collaboratively on the Percy 
Sladen Trust Expedition material, they never did so. Rivers published only one 
main paper from his own Simbo data before his early death.24 During the 1920s 
and 30s Hocart eventually produced a series of papers on the western Solomons, 
primarily based on his work in Simbo.25 These papers conformed more to his 
interest in what he once referred to as 'religious man' than to anything in the 
original interests of Haddon or Rivers.26 With Rivers dead, the data Hocart 
collected by the genealogical method in Nduke lacked a champion and was 
forgotten. 
A snippet about Hocart's field persona comes from a post-war colonial 
administrator, Russell, who in 1972 recalled that 
In 1948 I enquired in the Roviana area whether he was remembered. I 
was told of a strange European nicknamed Hocambule, who wore a G-
string, carried a string bag and used to go to the gardens and talk to the 
old men.27 
The reference to a G-string is clearly Russell's jest, but it is credibly a twisting of a 
local story Russell heard about Hocart adopting local dress by wearing a pono, 
the calico loin cloth worn by men in Roviana and elsewhere in the western 
Solomons at the time.28 Hocart himself, who retired into obscurity and 
apparently left no memoirs on his death in 1939, provides almost nothing by 
which to assess his character. Hocart has never been the subject of a searching 
biography, but it is worth echoing Russell's view that any idea he was an 
22 As did Malinowski in his early work (see Urry 1993, p. 31). 
23 See Rivers 1910. 
24 Rivers died in 1922. Few of Rivers' manuscript papers from the expedition seem to 
have survived. Some were located in the University College, London, but were not 
seen in the course of this present study. 
25 For a list of Hocart's publications, see Edridge 1985; his unpublished works noted in 
Taylor 1950. 
26 Lord Raglan introduction to Hocart 'Caste' (1952), p.vii. Hocart commented that 
anthropology (in the 1930s) favoured the idea of 'economic man' to the neglect of 
'religious man', which he himself favoured. 
27 Russell 1972, p .23. 
28 I wrote to Tom Russell in 2001, but he could not recall any more details. 
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'armchair anthropologist' because he pre-dated the Malinowski era should be 
reconsidered. 29 
Judging from the accuracy of his fieldnote transcriptions, Hocart had a veiry good 
ear for the western Solomons languages, and was quick to learn those he 
encountered. He spent some time studying the grammar of Simbo lamguage 
during his preliminary stay there, and this helped him in quickly picking up 
Roviana and Nduke languages, which are similar in many respects.30 That 
Hocart was gifted in languages has also been remarked on.31 Even so, Hocart 
could not work entirely in vernacular, and as his fieldnotes make evident, he 
preferred to work with a pidgin-speaking local informant-interpreter and made 
use of pidgin English with much vernacular elaboration. Hocart himself had this 
to say on his technique: 
Our work was done through interpreters. Their pidgin was of the most 
rudimentary description, but as our knowledge of the language 
improved, their scanty English was supplemented with native words. 
We were frequently able to understand what was said before it was 
interpreted. 32 
In his own defense of this technique, which he regarded as 'certainly not ideal', 
he said 'it is a great mistake to imagine that because interpreted work is not the 
best, it therefore is not good'.33 Yet Hocart (and Rivers) did experience 
difficulties. Early in his Roviana fieldwork he made this note: 
[The] mbangards relatives look out pig: it was evident from context tha.t 
he ineant found pigs for kaikai. Is this what Rivers took to mean thait 
people look after mbangard s pigs.34 
It is obvious here that Hocart had just at this moment deduced the meaning of 
the common pidgin verb lukaotim ('find') and just as quickly realised that earlier 
on, while still unfamiliar with pidgin, he and Rivers may have sometimes 
mistaken their informant's use of this verb. Although this is an instance of what 
might be a danger for interpreting some of the early fieldwork on Simbo, by the 
time Hocart reached Nduke two months after the Roviana visit he had mastered 
more of both pidgin and of concepts in vernacular, none of which greatly 
differed between the languages of Simbo, Roviana and Nduke. In Nduke Hocart 
29 Russell (ibid.), p. 22. There is a brief biography by Needham (Hocart 1987), but this 
gives no more about Hocart's approach to his work in the Solomon Islands. 
30 Some years later Hocart began writing a grammar of Eddystone (Simbo) language 
based on his own observations (MS 60 item 36). The assessment of similarity is my 
own observation based on familiarity with Nduke language and brief attempts to 
learn Roviana and Simbo languages. 
31 Hocart could speak 'fourteen or fifteen tongues' according to Anon. 1950, The Hocart 
Papers in the Turnbull Library. J. Polynesian Sodett; 59:269-72. 
32 Hocart 1922:72. 
33 Hocart 1922:72. 
34 HFN:1007. 
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noted a few difficulties with his interpreter Kuhi, but these do not seem to have 
affected the bulk of the work.35 
Hocart' s method of noting and using vernacular vocabulary led to a rich 
transcriptive style. His notes are written apparently on the fly, in pidgin-
vernacular, with much shorthand and all in a scrawl that many people find hard 
to read. The whole is devoid of anything but the 'data' style. No post-hoc 
adjectives, no commentary, no surmising, no reflection. Topics of conversation 
arise abruptly, may or may not be pursued, and are sometimes returned to many 
pages later. As a result, the notes appear as a disorderly thicket made further 
incomprehensible by the heavy use of unglossed vernacular. Little wonder then 
that nobody since has returned to his notes for any type of sustained analysis. My 
approach was to key the 82 pages of field notes for Nduke into a word processor, 
and enter Hocart' s Nduke genealogies into a database. This allowed text-
searching capabilities, indexing and cross-referencing. In this way, order was 
gradually achieved, and my resulting queries could be directed to modern-day 
informants in Ghatere, the village area Hocart visited in 1908. 
A remarkable aspect of Hocart (and also Wheeler's) work was that they went 
alone and unarmed into situations beyond the cover of the nervous British 
authorities. In retrospect it is easy to say that harm done to either Hocart or 
Wheeler would have been met by retribution from the British, artd that anyway 
station-based traders had for many years operated beyond Imperial military 
cover or law. But at the time, the prevailing European view was that personal 
safety in the western Solomons could not be assured. This is evident in various 
accounts during approximately the same period. Baessler, a German tourist who 
was on a steamer tour of the western Solomons in c.1897, recounted that on 
Simbo 
... we went across in the boat of a lone French trader, who stressed to me 
never to disregard the following points in all the Solomon Islands: l, 
always carry a revolver; 2, never allow a man to go behind me or to be 
surrounded by people; and 3, never insist on something if somebody has 
said 'no'.36 
The gentleman adventurer Williamson recounted the following, perhaps rather 
paranoid, situation on his owrt visit to Nduke in 1910: 
Afterwards a strong breeze arose, but it was too late, as I daredl not run 
under sail in comparative darkness among the treacherous reefs, and so 
we hauled down the sail, and set our men to row. Then our troubles 
began. The men, who had anticipated an easy, restful crossing in a sailing 
boat, began after a little time at the oars to show signs of getting out of 
35 HFN:1414 'Kuhl ... has a perpetual tendency to ask mother first when I say father'; p. 
1452: 'Kuhl could not understand question'; p.1456: Kuhl 'may not have grasped the 
question, certainly did not understand it fully'; p.1465: 'Roe says has no varavara but 
Kuhi in habit of suggesting while putting question that there is no varavara' (Kuhl 
leads the question). 
36 Baessler 1900, p. 337-8 (my translation). 
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hand, and eventually one of them was impertinent to Cruikshank, who 
promptly went for him with a blow, which sent him down full length in 
the bottom of the boat. This was the signal for a row, and I had to draw 
my pistol on the next man, who started up and was making for me; 
happily he went back again, and I had not to fire.37 
It further seems that the traders themselves, while often cultivating local 
alliances, still kept their firearms ready.38 The feeling that the area was dangerous 
may have been justified at the time. Europeans were still occasionally killed in 
the western Solomons during the post-1900 period, for example the killing of 
Binskin on Bagha in 1901, and Oliver Burns in Marovo in 1908.39 The danger may 
have been manifest for Hocart, since in a 1911 report from the District Officer in 
Gizo on the topic of a man named Voreti, who was that year 'terrorising the 
country' , there is also the claim that Voreti 
. . . is said to have attempted the life of a man called Hooker or some 
similar name years ago.40 
Even as Hocart stayed in Nduke, the Government announced that 'thirteen large 
canoes were destroyed and eight of the guilty parties were killed' to avenge 
Burn' s death in Marovo.41 
In this milieu, Hocart was ethnographer to a frontier society undergoing a rapid 
transition to colonialism. To underline this further, take his remark that ini Nduke 
most people were 'wearing usually nduvi ' ('loincloth' ) rather than European 
dress, but photographs in Nduke two years later by Williamson show the~ people 
had by then adopted many items of European clothing (figure 16).42 Just three 
years after Hocart' s visit, Kuhi and others sold part of their land to a European 
planter. Even as Hocart went about his work, it is evident that the colonial period 
was fast arriving. 
37 Williamson 1914, p.44. 
38 A photograph in Ribbe (1903, reproduced in Bennett 1987:68) of the trader Peter Pratt 
shows the presence of an armed guard while trading. Pratt was the one who gave the 
advice to Baessler. Fred Green in November 1909 commented on a number of recent 
murders (including Binskin's family), concluding that ' it is not safe to go about 
without firearms on now'. Letter, F. Green to Rivers, 25/11/ 1909. Rivers MS 
collection 12018 in Haddon papers, Cambridge Univ. Library (M/ film: AJCP M2621). 
39 Killing of Binskin see Bennett p.180 and Nicholson 1914. Killing of Burns see letter, 
Woodford to Edge-Partington (District Officer Giza), 29/08/ 08, BSIP 21/ 11./1 (held 
in SINA). 
40 Letter, R.B. Hill, District Officer Giza to Resident Commissioner, 22/ 09/ 11. BSIP 
21/ 1/5 (held SINA). 'Hooker' is a rendition of the pronunciation of Hocart's name 
when the final ' t' is dropped as it should be. 
41 Protectorate of the British Solomon Islands, Statistics to 31st March 1909, compiled by 
the Resident Commissioner. (Microfilm M182, Division of Pacific and Asian History, 
RSPAS, ANU). 
42 HFN:1462. Williamson photographs from Kolombangara in the Royal 
Anthropological Institute collection, negs nr. 11411to11444. 
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The Ghatere house group, 1908 
The problem posed in reading of Hocart' s fieldnotes was recovery of the main 
features of social organisation in terms of how people were grounded in the 
landscape. Hocart is not explicit about this arrangement. By close reading of 
Hocart' s fieldnotes it is possible to reveal the group with which he was dealing, 
through those whose names he recorded as present at Ghatere. Almost all the 
people he met were men, and in almost all cases it seems it was they who came to 
Hocart, to the paele ('canoe house') at Ghatere where Hocart was based, because 
except on noted occasions it is evident that Hocart did not himself stroll far. If a 
group is to be constituted from the names recorded by Hocart fo:r the people he 
encountered day by day, it is, strictly speaking, a 'Hocart group', based around 
Hocart' s presence itself. It must be pointed out that Hocart recorded the names in 
an incidental fashion. Some names appear at the head of a section in the notes, 
indicating they were the informants for that section. Other names appear in the 
list of results from the colour wool vision tests Hocart was doing at various 
intervals. Others still figure in discussions about local practices and events. 
Nowhere though does Hocart set about to specifically list the names of members 
of the group with whom he stayed. Instead the names as they are noted appear 
as a residue of the unfolding social interaction between Hocart and the others, a 
kind of artefact unconsciously embedded in the text. Here is a textual corollary of 
the photograph that Williamson took of Kuhl and five others in 1910 (figure 17). 
This photograph is more than just an image of that group, it is the record of the 
instant when that group assembled around the actual event of tlhe photograph-
taking itself. The image is no more than a record of a social arrangement around 
the camera; but it is strongly suggestive of the existence of a broader cultural 
continuum beyond this one event. So it is with Hocart' s group: the group Hocart 
recorded incidentally is the group transiently assembled around tl1e very event of 
his record-taking, but it is suggestive of the existence of social arrangements that 
existed beyond the event itself. 
To gain anything useful from Hocart's notes in terms of discussing group 
composition in a more institutional sense, such as 'residential group', 'descent 
group' or 'house group', some extension will have to be made of the forensic 
evidence of Hocart' s group. If it is possible to draw conclusions about the 
composition of such groups in Nduke, it will add much to the slim current 
understanding of pre-colonial social organisation there and even in the 
surrounding islands. Here is an opportunity to evaluate evidencE! independently 
of the assumptions that seem to have been brought to bear on this topic in the 
past. It has to be borne in mind that this is reading between Hocart's lines, and 
his material is not structured in a way that offers an obvious solution to the 
question of social organisation of the group he encountered. Hermeneutic 
recovery of social organisation in Hocart' s notes relies on other information, 
much of which is also provided by further reading of the fieldnotes and 
genealogies. This other information is now laid out, and then applied to the 
analysis. 
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Nduke population distribution in 1908 
Kuhl told Hocart that he thought about two hundred people lived in Nduke at 
the time. Hocart' s genealogies and fieldnotes actually record about 244 
residents.43 People were living up in the bush of Nduke and in hamlets along the 
coast from somewhere around Habere or Patupaele in the northwest around to 
Dulo in the south, a stretch of about 15 to 20km. The remainder of the 30-
kilometre across, almost circular island, was not inhabited.44 Hocart took day-
excursions out from Ghatere on three occasions. He went north on the first 
Sunday, finding hamlets or canoe houses at Toqo, Savanga and Pepele. He went 
south the next Wednesday, finding hamlets at Paele Belama, Votuana, Heto and 
Ghorare. Then Thursday he went inland, finding hamlets at Bikevaka and 
Malaqu. The routes he took on his excursions and excerpts from his notes on 
what he saw on these are shown in figure 18. In addition to the people he saw in 
those hamlets, he was told of people living inland at Hopeni, Hir'kana and 
Rapihana.45 None of the hamlets Hocart visited were large, usually consisting of 
just one or two houses, and he said of Ghatere that 
only a paele ['canoe house'] in Ghatere: men go up to bush every evening 
and come down in morning.46 
If there were about 240 people living in Nduke, and we reasonably assutme that 
there were about six to twelve people staying overnight at any one place on any 
given night, we can say there must have been about two dozen active hamlets or 
slightly more, mostly inland, distributed throughout Nduke at the time.47 
'Hamlets' and 'districts' 
Hocart noted without much clarification the distinction his informants made 
between the habitational concepts of soloso, ghughusu and sau. The meanings of 
these terms as they stood in Hocart's time need to be set clearly, because as they 
stand in modern N duke they are slightly different. On the first day of his visit in 
43 HFN:1419. When the number of people Hocart marked in his genealogies as being 
alive (indicated by an underline) who can be presumed resident in Nduke alt the time 
are added to other N duke people Hocart met and noted in his fieldnotes there (but 
did not note in his genealogies), the sum is 244 people. Evidently Kuhi estimated too 
low. 
44 Although there were certainly short-term stayovers on other parts of th.e Nduke 
coast. There is a consensus of evidence from all early accounts that th.e rest of 
Kolombangara was not inhabited. See HFN:1422, Langdale to P.l.C. (1900, in BSIP 
18/1/22), and Land Commissioner's Report for Native Claims Nrs 30-37, 55 &c., BSIP 
18/I/26 (held SINA). 
45 HFN:1480. Ghorare (mentioned above) is now called Korare and Rapihana is now 
called Rapeana. 
46 HFN:1445. 
47 A population of six to twelve people per hamlet seems reasonable from three 
perspectives. First it is consistent with the number of people Hocart saw at Paele 
Belama, Votuana, Heto and Ghorare. Secondly, every national census since 1970 
shows an average household size in Nduke of about six to eight people (ar1d Hocart 
documented Nduke settlements of both one and two houses). Thirdly, my own 
experience in modern times is of usual evening groupings of 6 to 12 people. 
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Nduke, Hocart commented that 'soloso seems to be used as ghusu in 
Mandegh[usu]'. Hocart does not elaborate the meaning of ghusu in Simbo (i.e. 
Mandeghusu), except to gloss it in this context as 'country' or 'district'.48 It is 
clear from the context of other mentions of the term soloso in his Nduke field 
notes that this gloss is often applicable, and it is also clear that the island was 
divided into a number of these soloso, each of which had its own name. Further, 
his informants attributed themselves as being 'from' one or other of the soloso, an 
aspect that is to be discussed below. He notes that 'Opposed to soloso is sau on the 
shore', and glosses 'sau =shore place - ghughusu = house'49. For sau he gives the 
example of Ghatere, which at the time was a canoe house and landing. Another 
example was the sau at Bibiri (the landing at Heto passage), which had two paele 
and a large 'house' when Hocart visited.so These days sau commonly carries the 
meaning of 'village', but in Hocart's time there were none of the large villages 
now seen along the coast. Large villages were a colonial introducition, the first of 
which were often sited at canoe landings; hence the modern shift in meaning of 
the term sau. A gloss of sau appropriate to Hocart' s time would be 'canoe 
landing' or 'coastal hamlet'. For ghughusu Hocart was given the examples of 
Hededovara, Hedorehe, Heriana and Lou, which were all hill-region 
residences.51 In modern Nduke, ghughusu simply means a 'house', but in Hocart's 
time it referred mainly to residences in the hills rather than those along the coast. 
This was probably because 'houses' like that which Hocart saw on the coast at 
Bibiri were only recently built, whereas previously all residences were built 
inland for safety's sake. Neither did ghughusu necessarily refer to a single house, 
but could mean a group of two or three houses; so a gloss appropriate to Hocart' s 
time would be 'house' or 'hill hamlet', with the choice depending on context.52 
The main distinction to note here is that soloso refers to larger districts or locales 
and the terms sau and ghughusu refer to single houses or hamlets. 
When Hocart was collecting genealogies in Ghatere, he recorded along with 
many personal names a ghughusu name (or in very few cases, a sau name) and a 
corresponding soloso name. That the place names recorded are indeed ghughusu 
and soloso names is confirmed in the first draft of his genealogies where the 
abbreviations 'Gh.' and 'S.' are in some cases visible beside these place names.53 
In this fashion, many people were recorded as from various 'hamlets' in a 
48 HvocS. Mandeghusu is the Simbo name for what Nduke people call Simbo. Hocart 
gave two glosses in HvocS for ghusu (SIM): 'hill village' and' country,. district'. 
49 HFN:1410. 
50 HFN:1465. 
51 HFN:1410. 
52 Heriana, noted by Hocart as a ghughusu (HFN:1410) was described to him as having 
a paele and a 'woman's house' (HFN:1484), i.e. was a ghughusu containing more than 
one house-like structure. 
53 Hocart genealogies, MS 60, item 47. See e.g . place-name attributions for Vaghunu and 
Roku on p. 4. Strictly speaking, the distinction made above should mean that the 
residence might be either a ghughusu or a sau, but predominantly the places recorded 
are inland hamlets or houses, not coastal. 
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corresponding 'district'. Elsewhere, his informants characterised this as 'small' 
place names and 'big' place names.54 
More attention now needs to be given to the meaning of soloso. The sau of 
Ghatere itself was said by his informants to be in the soloso of Iqoana. Tiris was 
one of four named districts that were said by informants to still be populated. 
The other soloso of the island were said to be 'extinct', a reference to the large 
unpopulated areas around the island to the north, east and south of Nduke.55 
Figure 19 is an illustration that indicates the clockwise juxtaposition of the soloso 
as Hocart recorded them on his first day in Ghatere. It has been possible to walk 
through Nduke ninety years later and locate many of the sites attributed by 
Hocart to particular soloso, including those of a number of the ghughusu and sau 
he recorded and a few other sites, thereby re-establishing point-by-point the 
extent of the soloso of Nduke in 1908 (figure 20).56 This mapping established that 
there do indeed seem to have been four major extant soloso, and just as was 
recorded by Hocart, they sit side-by-side around the coast. The soloso of Iqoana, 
in which Hocart was staying, is set between Viuru to the north and Du~~hore to 
the south, with Koqu beyond. Each of these soloso extends from the coast into the 
mountains. There also appear to have been at least two soloso (Voko and 
Sunguvanga) apparently confined to inland areas, but re-establishing the location 
of these has proved difficult. Although not all of the places mentioned by Hocart 
could be found, figure 21 shows the number of places that Hocart attributed to 
each soloso, indicating by other means the relative extent of each. 
Setting aside for now the deeper meaning of 'soloso' or what the association 
between people and their attributed place name is, it is at least clear that the 
division of the landscape into four named regions was part of a concept of social 
organisation in terms of locale or habitation. These terms may stand for more 
than habitational terms; they may signify social groupings based on those 
habitational concepts. 
Local groups and house groups 
Reading Hocart' s material can provide some answers to that question. When 
Hocart went on his excursion to the hamlets south of Ghatere, the people he met 
54 HFN:1410. 
55 HFN:1422. 
56 Note on figure 20: While the points have been colour-coded to show which soloso 
('district') they were attributed to, no lines interpolating boundaries between the 
soloso have been drawn. This would be inflammatory in current-day politks. It will 
have to be left to the reader to imagine location of boundaries. Note sometimes a 
point was ambiguously attributed to more than one soloso. Location of points relied 
on personal site inspection with modern informants, with following caveats: 
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Her'mule was located from Sll.S TM84/04, location of Ketuvana assumed to be a 
large site found between Hopopu and the summit of Sunguvanga (but see 'Kituva' 
on TM80/08). Bara (see also TM80/08) and Makoqu were pointed out to me by Amos 
Pitu, but we did not actually reach them. Although care was taken, the position and 
attribution of points in figure 20 may not be accurate. 
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and noted there were different from the people he saw at Ghatere. If he did not 
see these other people appear in Ghatere, it suggests conversely that most of the 
people he noted in Ghatere were a local group. Also he specifically names two of 
the people who saw him on the second day in Ghatere as being 'Tonggo men'. 
Toqo ('Tonggo') was a coastal hamlet about one kilometre north of Ghatere. That 
Hocart actually noted their different provenance also suggests that most people 
he noted in Ghatere were from the local area. Seen in terms of soloso or 'locale', 
the hamlets to the south that Hocart visited were in Dughore and Koqu, while 
Toqo is in Viuru to the north. Hocart did not record the soloso to which the 
settlement of Paele Belama near to Ghatere was attributed to, but its members 
also did not figure in his fieldnotes except on the occasion he visited there. They 
don't seem to have been mixing greatly with the Ghatere group, and they weren't 
discussed in connection with Iqoana. The data may be crude, but there is a 
correlation here between the localised group Hocart saw at Ghatere and the 
extent of the locale itself. That is, it seems there was just the one local group 
within the Iqoana locale. It might be reasonable to term this group the Iqoana 
local group, because it appears to occur co-extensively with the locale of Iqoana. 
The lack of women among the group Hocart met in Ghatere immediately 
suggests that he did not meet a typical sample of the entire population of the 
locale. Bearing in mind that the paele ('house') at Ghatere, with it:s canoes, was a 
focus for male seafaring and overseas trading activities it may well be that Hocart 
was seeing by and large the predominantly male population of Iqoana that 
would normally frequent the Ghatere paele anyway; in other words we can 
surmise the gender imbalance wasn't just a freak occurrence related to his 
presence. More will be said in support of this conclusion when gendered 
groupings are discussed below. Overall the salient point that has so far emerged 
is that it is reasonable to assume that Hocart was stationed in something close to 
what older New Guinea ethnographies might have called a 'men's club house' in 
Iqoana, and he was in the midst of its members. 
Gender and house groups in Nduke 
The female component of Iqoana did not participate in proceedings at the 
Ghatere paele when Hocart visited, and this is consistent with the idea that the 
paele and its surrounds fell under a spatial scheme of gender exclusivity. There 
are examples in Hocart' s fieldnotes that other zones in the Nduke landscape were 
regarded as engendered, and he also gave an example from Simbo island of the 
gender zonation around a paele there. 
The clearest example Hocart gave in Nduke of engendered space is that of 
birthing and post-natal houses. He was given some details of these by Kuhl. Kuhl 
told him that just before a birth, a woman would go to a huqa ('birthing house'), 
and would continue to remain there for a further 10 days after the birth where 
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she was accompanied by 'altogether woman, ten or twenty or so' .57 While 
women were at the huqa men could not go close by, and they could not eat food 
made there either.58 After the time in the huqa, the woman would stay with her 
child in a rua ('postnatal house', 'woman's house') for 'two or three months'. 
Hocart commented that she 'may walk about' during this time, implying 
conversely that the prior birthing period was one of her exclusion from places 
men may go. The rua was also said to be 'close to house', implying the huqa may 
have been sited away from any place men might stay. Although the huqa was 
forbidden to men while it was occupied by women, the rua were less restricted. A 
woman's husband could 'sleep in rua' too, and men could eat food made there, 
although the rua was still completely excluded to the hiama ('undertaker·-priest'), 
the male responsible for preparing corpses for enshrinement.59 
Notable in this brief description is the existence of an all-female group briefly 
visible in Kuhl' s reference to the '10 or 20 or so' women grouped at the huqa. By 
the same definition adopted for a 'men's house group', this is a 'women's house 
group', although one which might have congregated more sporadically and less 
publicly than the group of the men at the paele. The number of '10 or 20 or so' 
may well correspond to the 35 males noted over the days Hocart spent at the 
Ghatere paele, because when Kuhi described the gathering at the huqa to Hocart 
he may not have counted the small girls that might have attended, and probably 
not all women would have assembled at once. 60 
While there is a clear spatial dimension to the zones of gendered exclusion 
around huqa and rua, it is likely that the exclusion is not based on space itself but 
on practices that unavoidably had a spatial component to them. One further 
piece of information to make this clearer is that the corpse and spirit of a woman 
who died in childbirth, known as Haq'losovo, was regarded as highly 
dangerous.61 The corpse was left on the spot to rot by itself, and nobody would 
go near it except to take the child if it was alive, while the spirit Haq'losovo was 
57 HFN:1454. 'Altogether' is Hocart's rendering of the pidgin 'olketa', which can be 
glossed here as 'every': in other words Kuhl was saying 'every woman, 10 or 20 or so, 
stayed with her in the huqa '. 
58 HFN:1479. 
59 HFN:1454, 1479. HFN:1160-61 gives almost similar details of childbirth in Roviana: 
birth takes place in a vahori, a house built by women. When child is born, 'any 
number of' married woman attend, but no 'vineke or manggota' (small girls or young 
unmarried women). Mother and child stay there a further 15 days with othe:r women. 
Women eat only food they make there; men can't eat it. Mother and child then go to a 
non-permanent shed, the ipi, also built by women. They stay there 5 days. At this 
point the mother can eat food 'from anywhere', but 'may not walk about'. 
60 As seen from HFN:1160, in Roviana the girls/young unmarried women could not 
attend the actual birth. If in a similar way we counted from table 6 the Ghatere paele 
without the boys/young unmarried men, there would be just 25 of them 
(approximately) attending the paele. 
61 HFN:1442. 
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believed to remain in the bush as a malevolent ghost.62 The period of greatest 
danger, the birth, was the time that no male should venture near.63 Hocart was 
also told that after the birth, a woman 'may not go to the kuli' ('skull shrine') for 
five months, 'or she dies'.64 This mirrored the tabu mentioned above against the 
hiama venturing near the postnatal woman in the rua. The dangerous opposition 
between childbirth and death seems obvious here. In a more general sense, the 
great massing of women at the birth event mirrors the massing of men at events 
to do with the mate bangara ('dead ancestors') at kuli, events to which women 
seem to have been generally excluded. 65 While in the case above women were 
said to be excluded from the kuli for a period of time after birth, apparently they 
were fully excluded from the kuli at Nusa Koba (on the shore near Ghatere) .66 
The dangerous opposition between genders seen explicitly in the case of 
exclusion practices at birth houses and skull shrines carried over to the complex 
of canoe houses, canoes, maritime trade and bonito fishing. Thlese were male 
domains regarded as under the control of ancestral forces that had to be 
mediated by men through exchange with the dead ancestors. Hocart was 
particularly interested in the interaction with ancestors, and his published papers 
give many relevant examples. Trading and war canoes present a clear case. Their 
building and inauguration were suffused with ritual gifts to the ancestors that 
·were accompanied by appeals that they in return make the canoe efficacious. For 
war canoes, the gifts included victims killed, an offering in exchange for the 
deadly effect of those ancestors who were symbolically imbued in the canoe.67 
Canoe houses too were charged with ancestral spirits who were dangerous if 
they were not ritually involved in gift exchange. 
Overall the available evidence suggests that the stress in gender exclusion that 
can be seen from Hocart' s examples rested in concepts of ancestral danger that 
were played out through a number of practices. The inclusion of lhe canoe house 
as an ancestrally charged part of the domain of male activity has already been 
noted. The corollary of this and a central feature of these houses is their exclusion 
of women. Hocart gives little indication how this exclusion operated in Nduke, 
62 HFN:1450 and implied in HFN:l442. See also HFN:l031 for matching details in 
Roviana and Hocart 1922:261 for Simbo. Compare Barraud 1972. 
63 Note too that Kuhl told Hocart that Kolomhuqa was 'tambu: men who goes there 
dies', although 'Kuhl does not know why may not go to Kolomhungga' (HFN:1424). 
Some modern informants told me that Kolomhuqa was once the site of a huqa. 
64 HFN:1454. 
65 HFN:1425, 1442, 1463. 
66 HFN:1463. With reference to HFN:1425 even with these practices, women on death 
were put in the same kuli as men, and after death both were referred to in non-
gendered terms as mate bangara ('dead ancestors'). HFN:1425. Some categories of 
death were excluded from the kuli and the term mate bangara. These were the qohele 
hikeredi ('bad spirits') of haq'losavo, qohele dukele ('spirit of man fallen from nut tree') 
and mat'maza ('spirit of man murdered by relative' ) (HFN:1442). 
67 Much has been made of the details of this. See Hocart 1922 andl the structuralist 
interpretation by Barraud (1972). The interpretation in terms of gender is the only 
novel aspect presented here. 
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but his Simbo fieldnotes provide a good example, where he sketches the 
surrounds of a canoe house (figure 22).68 In this example, the seaward end of the 
house inside and out is forbidden to women, as is a large zone to either side. 
Women could only enter the canoe house from the rear and inhabit the interior 
on the 'bush' side. Women could approach the foreshore to the canoe landing if 
they proceeded along a narrow side path from which, according to Hocart' s 
sketch, they could deviate little. The pattern of exclusion zones shown for this 
paele may not have been a general rule, because in the paele at Paele Belarna near 
Ghatere, Hocart noted 'Juka' s wife' and 'Kerovo' s wife' in addition to a number 
of men and a child. 69 On the other hand, Hocart noted that at Heriana, inland of 
Ghatere, there was a paele 'where women not admitted'.70 This might mean that 
in some paele the exclusion was total and in others relaxed. Following the 
interpretation made here, it is easy to imagine that the strictness with which the 
rule applied varied with the degree to which practices were thought to be critical 
in dealings with the mate bangara ('dead ancestors') via practices in the domain of 
male activity, although that cannot be verified. 
We are now in a position to explain two more of the proliferating Nduke 
language terms for habitation that Hocart recorded. In terms of gender 
considerations, the paele can be glossed as predominantly or exclusively a 'male 
group house', just as the huqa can be glossed as a 'female group house'. The rua is 
more difficult to define in these terms because the practices that surrounded it 
and its Roviana equivalent, the ipi, seem to signify a transitional period for the 
new mother. In terms of the main themes so far identified, we have now 
established in the landscape three categories of social habitat in Nduk1E!: locale 
groupings based on the soloso, residential-house groupings based on the 
ghughusu, and gender-house groupings based on the paele and huqa. This 
categorisation, based on Nduke categories that Hocart recorded, can be 
represented diagrammatically as below, where the black dots stand for 'houses'. 
NDUKE 
residence 
(ghughusu) 
locale 
(so/oso) 
gender 
(a paele, ~ huqa) 
In this categorisation, each person within the locale was a member of both a 
residential group and a gender group. 
68 HFN:91-94. In figure 22 a number of Hocart's sketches (HFN:91-4) have been 
combined into a single schematic diagram. 
69 HFN:1464. Of course, in the example from Simbo, women could inhabit the paele so 
long as they remained at the inland end. There is just too little evidence to be sure 
about the strictness or generality of these practices. 
70 HFN:1484. 
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Activities in and around the Ghatere paele 
In terms of activity, the paele at Ghatere was, foremost, a canoe house. The canoes 
kept there were used up to the time of Hocart' s visit for bonito fishing and inter-
island trading, although he did not witness trading while in Nduke, and of 
bonito fishing he had 'hardly seen any' at Ghatere.71 Hocart certainly saw enough 
of these activities elsewhere in the New Georgia islands, so it is safe to say the 
core activity of the paele revolved around these activities: to say it another way, if 
there had been no use of canoes, the house itself would probably have fallen into 
disuse too. The multi-person canoes ('3 canoes in Ghatere, all at least 3 men') 
were almost certainly always paddled exclusively by men.72 An analogy drawn 
from my observation of male groups 90 years later in Nduke is that the group 
centring on the canoes would have been composed of the crews, the old men 
retired from paddling, the young boys who would be the next generation of 
crew, and various men who dwelt at the margins of the main group. Again from 
my own observation almost a century later, it is reasonable to imagine that the 
paele at Ghatere would be a gathering place for men and boys who had come 
down to the coast for spear-fishing or net-fishing, or to put down their seba 
('basket'), chew betel-nut and' story'. 
The paele at Ghatere itself was rectangular in plan, probably about 2 fathoms 
wide by 4 fathoms long (4 m by 7.5 m), made with a sago palm roof and with a 
huhu ('apse-shaped extension') at each end.73 There was probably no substantial 
walling on the sides. The paele was located at the head of the wide bay at Ghatere. 
Although the house is long gone, the spot can be found today by an ancient rekeu 
('wild mango') tree still standing there among the coconut palms. Inside the paele 
there would have been a platform two to three feet high to sit or lie down on 
running along one side, and canoes drawn up along the other.74 The paele was 
divided into a tuvana ('ta bu') end and a common end, much in th1~ same way the 
paele from Simbo described above was divided. Hocart describes an altar at the 
base of a main-post in the tuvana end made of a heap of stones capped by two 
slabs of coral, with a small stone figurine placed on top. Tied to the post itself' at 
the height of a man's head' and sticking out each side like ears were two bariki 
('ancestral shell rings'). The bariki were said to be made by Tamalea, the leve 
('titan') who 'owned Nan'iso'. Nan'iso was a shrine complex on the point closing 
the cove to the south.75 The altar was used to leave offerings of fire-blackened 
71 HFN:1445. Inter-island exchange did occur though because Hocart noted Nduke 
trade with Simbo in HIS:TM. 
72 Quote from HFN:1445. Exclusivity is not stated in Hocart's Nduke field notes, but is 
supported by much literature for the New Georgia islands (including Hocart 1935) 
and photographs from the frontier and early mission period. 
73 HFN:1464. Probable dimensions offered by Silas Bio of Ghatere, and are consistent 
with dimensions of foundations found on inland homes. 
74 Hocart did not note this for the paele at Ghatere, but variations of such arrangements 
were described by Hocart for the other paele he visited in Nduke and elsewhere in the 
New Georgia islands. 
75 HFN:1470-71. The symbolism of ears is discussed by Barraud (1972). The bariki in the 
paele at Ghatere were 'small veruveru shells merely pierced with hole' (HFN:1489). 
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food to the qohele ('spirit') Puhl, who gave men good appetites.76 Puhl was the 
house spirit of the paele. 77 
The exclusion of women implied by division of the paele into a common end and 
a tabu end reflects their exclusion from some or all of the fishing and trading 
practices of the Ghatere house group. As has been noted, there is plenty of 
evidence to support the actual practice of this exclusion in canoe-related 
activities. For Nduke evidence is strongest in Hocart's notes on bonito fishing, a 
male-only ritual. It is reasonable to say then that the house group at Ghatere was, 
in terms of the schemata lying behind practice, definitely a men's house group. It 
is this group, the Ghatere men's house group, that is implicit in Hocart's field 
notes but not discussed by him. 
Hocart' s evidence and the house group 
Arguing the existence of such an entity as the Ghatere men's house group is a 
novel step in the ethnography of the New Georgia region. The early 
ethnographers here did not explicitly identify house groups as did ethnographers 
in Papua New Guinea. Later New Georgia ethnography has been denied direct 
observation of such groups by the complete re-organisation of society into 
villages around 1920, and also the later anthropological assumptions about pre-
colonial New Georgia society that its central organising principle was that of 
'descent groups'. This later trend was a result of both the administrative · land 
tenure literature exemplifed by Allan (1957) and anthropological fashion for 
descent group theory, which was exemplified in the western Solomons by 
Scheffler (1965). A lingering hangover from Rivers' emphasis on descent-based 
groups in New Georgia cannot be discounted as an indirect but pervasive 
intellectual influence on these later writers.78 The difference in Papua New 
Guinea ethnography is readily visible in Harding's (1967) study of inter-island 
trading in the Vitiaz Strait (between New Britain and the New Guinea mainland). 
This recognised the house group as arguably the central social form. Harding 
described the house group as a 'highly solidary unit in competitive feasting, 
blood revenge, and ancestral cult ritual', and argued that the men's house 
'provided the framework for organizing trading expeditions and for allocating 
76 Quotes are from HFN:1470-71. Additional comments are found in HFN:1489 ('bariki 
of Puhi in my paele are small veruveru ['Tridacna squamosa'] shells merely pierced with 
hole: this hole evidently artificial'); HFN:1488, informant is Loe: 'Puhi man who eats 
day and night and yet is not big, is never satiated. If don't give kaikai ['food'] to Puhi 
he steals the kaikai of all; they have not plenty rahi ['grated taro pudding'] for it 
finishes quick [i.e. because of Puhi everyone has a huge appetite, they finish the food 
without feeling satisfied]. Puhi stops ['lives'] in Roviana .. . If man makes big kaikai 
for Loe, Loe gets Puhi to help him he [Loe] ties something [a kind of leaf] around 
neck and wrist; he goes into house they eat but he [Loe] is not satisfied.' The 
interpretation from my own informants is that in eating much, Loe honours the host. 
77 The Ghatere paele was the only one in Nduke with a post dedicated to Puhi, although 
there was once one at Duleho (HFN:1488). 
78 Scheffler's later work explicitly identifies River's descent theory as the early basis for 
theories about descent-based affiliation such as his own (Scheffler 2001). 
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the profits of trade'.79 Harding contrasted these groups against the 'weakly 
structured' lineage organisation to which the men of the group also belonged. 
Viewing the early ethnographer' s work retrospectively, there is nothing to deny 
the existence of house groups in New Georgia. The explanation for their absence 
in the early literature may be just that their existence was not phrased in the 
predominantly English culture of description in the region.so My point is that 
despite this lapse in early description, establishing the existenoe of the group 
Hocart met as being the Ghatere men's house group is the entree to analysis of 
his data. It is not the obvious conclusion to draw, because Hocart himself 
structured his data in accordance with the 'genealogical method' as a network 
covering all of Nduke to a depth of five or so generations for the determination of 
pedigrees by marriage and descent. The genealogical method had no use for a 
focus on an entity like the house group. Nevertheless, the reqULirement of the 
method that the place where people were 'from' should be recorded has resulted 
in an opportunity to analyse the Ghatere house group in terms of place, once it 
has been reconstituted from Hocart's notes. About half of the people's names in 
the genealogies are recorded with a place name. Because Hocart' s data collection 
was attuned to the needs of the genealogical method, it is difficult to entirely 
escape its form in a new analysis. What is possible instead[ is a type of 
'genealogical method' analysis modified to make use of the incidental data about 
the Ghatere house group. For present purposes, any analysis that can enlighten 
the discussion of people's relationship to ground in the frontier period is 
welcome, particularly where it can help test word against deed in the ' rules' 
about social organisation and rights told to Hocart by his informants, and in the 
modem-day ideologies of rights to land in Nduke. Although a line of inquiry is 
hinted at above, there is a variety of possibilities for analysis and some 
concomitant methodological concerns with Hocart' s data. 
The genealogy of Nduke recorded by Hocart contains about 650 people who are 
all interlinked. Quantitatively analysing the whole genealogical network in 
complete fulfilment of Rivers' genealogical method would not be feasible 
without computer automation of the thousands of routine iterations necessary to 
complete an output table. Unfortunately there is no softwarE~ code already 
written to do this with such genealogical data. A way of focussing the data is 
necessary that relies on some systematic artefact within it of the social 
circumstances Hocart was actually involved in and that affected ithe distribution 
of the information recorded. My first guess was based on the hypothesis that the 
genealogies and field notes would be ego-oriented around Hocart' s main 
informant Kuhl. It turned out though that Kuhl' s personal kindred was poorly 
represented in terms of place-name data. In another attempt I tried re-organising 
the data around the lineage of bangara ('chiefs') Hocart had noted, but this too 
provided only sparse place-name data. In the end I arrived on the house-group 
79 Harding 1967:66; ibid:6-7. Harding uses the terms 'ceremonial house group, 'men's 
house group', 'clubhouse group' and 'house group' interchangeably; see ibid:6, 66, 
157, 185. 
80 This begs the question of early influences in Papua New Guinea ethnography. 
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concept, listed those people it included and drew out the genealogical data 
pertinent to them. The result was a matrix (table 6) for which many cells had an 
entry. This suggested to me that I had found a suitable artefact in the structure of 
Hocart' s data to establish a subset of the genealogies that was much more 
manageable, while still being situationally valid. In terms of Hocart' s 
circumstances, completeness of the data in table 6 suggests that Hocart was being 
informed not just by Kuhi (his key informant) but by, or at least with regard to, 
many of the people sitting in the paele on the days the data was being collected. It 
appears that the most complete subset of Hocart' s total corpus of genealogical 
data pertains to precisely this group (the Ghatere men's house group) when it is 
treated as a group in its own right. 
There are two main methodological concerns with Hocart' s data. One is a 
question as to the actual meaning of the place-names that Hocart notes against 
people' s names. A typical example drawn from his genealogical charts is: 
NGGOVARA 
Moholo 
lnggoana 
= Isa 
Zhava81 
In this instance Hocart also wrote in his field notes that 'Nggovara belongs to 
Moholomo in Inggoana, his wife Isa is of Zhava' . 82 This helps expllain the 
meaning of the chart place-name attributions, because Hocart also wrote that at 
Bikevaka, a place about 2 km away from Moholomo, was a ' house inhabited by 
Nggovara, Kuhi'.83 In other words Qovara was from Moholomo, while he was 
actually resident at Bikevaka. Similarly, Isa is given as 'of Zhava' (Java), a district 
on the neighbouring island of Vella Lavella. This indicates that she was from Java 
but not a resident in Java, because we can assume she lived with her husband 
Qovara as a resident of Iqoana. Here it is fairly clear that Hocart' s informants 
were providing information about 'belonging' of people to certain places. How 
Hocart elicited this information is unclear, but it would seem to be the 
information he wanted because the concern with 'belonging' rather than 
residence is consistent with Rivers' theoretical concerns about descent. The 
question of belonging has further complications, which will be deferred until 
some other contextual issues are discussed. 
81 Extract from Hgen:156 (i.e. taken from chart 156 in item 43 MS Papers 60). Note that 
the underlining indicates that Qovara is alive (at the time of Hocart's visit), while its 
absence indicates Isa is dead. Upper-case script indicates males, lower-case indicates 
females. These conventions are all consistent with Rivers' own method of notation, as 
illustrated in his 1910 paper. 
82 HFN:1410-11. The discrepancy between 'Moholo' and 'Moholomo' is a simpl1e writing 
error; Moholomo is the correct name. 
83 HFN:1472, which also says 'Mbikevaka lies in plain near river.' The location of 
Moholomo was shown to me by Amos Pitu and marked by GPS. Moholom.o is on a 
ridge-top and Bikevaka is on the floodplain; they are distinctly different places. 
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A second question for methodology of a genealogically based analysis is whether 
it is best to use Hocart' s genealogies, or to use the genealogies that I collected in 
the same place 90 years later. My own informants drew my atb2ntion to what 
they regarded as errors in Hocart' s genealogical charts, and I also found many 
more discrepancies when comparing genealogies from Nduke court records of 
the 1960s and 70s with Hocart' s material. 84 Hocart collected his version of the 
genealogies in rough charts over just three or four days. He did not draw these 
out systematically until he had left Solomon Islands, and so had no way of 
clarifying uncertainties with the informants. 85 I had the opportunity for thorough 
chart building with informant input at all stages. The modern genealogies, 
despite the conflicts they have with each other over apical ancestors, do seem to 
have remained stable over the last 30 or 40 years. Even so, there is no objective 
way to decide whether particular errors may have been made by Hocart, or have 
been the result of changes to the oral record prior to the 1960s court recordings. 
In the end I decided not to use the modem genealogies despite misgivings my 
informants might have, for two main reasons. Firstly, a number of the people 
Hocart mentions have disappeared from modem genealogies. Secondly, the 
modem genealogies are either bleached of the important place-name data, or the 
attributions of place have now changed in accordance with the modem-day 
divisions between Nduke estates. Looking at the problem another way, the 
objective here is to be able to describe the general situation in 1908 rather than 
focus on the pedigrees of particular individuals (which is the concern of most of 
my informants). I have assumed that the number and type of errors in Hocart's 
data will not greatly affect the results of the analysis. This ought to be a safe 
assumption when the subset of data I have used is exactly that corresponding to 
the people actually present in the paele and their close kin relations, rather than 
their description of distant relations. 
The procedure to create table 6 was to identify the 35 men who appear from 
Hocart' s notes to be part of the Ghatere house group. Details of their place-name 
attribution were added to the table, along with that of their parents, wife and 
wife's parents. This data was taken from the genealogical charts. Age was noted 
where possible, along with distinguishing social attributes where noted in the 
fieldnotes. These include remarks Hocart made if the person was a bangara 
('ancestral representative', 'chief') or pinausu ('captive, adoptee'). 
Composition of the Ghatere house group 
More detailed description of Ghatere house group composition is now possible 
based on table 6. Kuhi was the central character, from Hocart' s point of view at 
84 All the modem-day versions from the 1960s onwards agree with one another except 
on the matter of a few apical ancestors. 
85 The rough-drawn series of charts are now designated as item 47 (charts numbered 1 
to 17) in Hocart's manuscript collection (MS papers 60) at the Turnbull Library, and 
the later version is designated as item 43 (charts numbered 141 to 181 relate to 
Nduke). What appears to be an intermediate version is found in item 48 of the same 
papers. That the final versions were drawn later was stated by Needham (Hocart 
1987). 
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least. He was Hocart's main companion, interpreter and informant in Nduke. 
Kuhi tells Hocart that there were four bangara in Iqoana. Bangara is a difficult 
word to gloss in English but the usual, although perhaps misleading gloss is 
'chief'. The four bangara according to Kuhi were Kuhi himself, Rove, Qovara and 
Huku.86 These men were all present in the Ghatere house group. Qovara was 
about 60 years old, Rove and Huku were middle-aged and Kuhi was in his early 
twenties. 
Another clear component to the Ghatere house group were the pinausu ('captives, 
adoptees') from Sabana. Sabana is the Nduke name for western and central 
Isabel, which was the target of Nduke raiders between about 1850 and 1895. The 
Sabana pinausu were young males and females abducted from Sabana during the 
raids and brought back to Nduke, or occasionally they were sold by Sabana 
traders. 87 The practice of taking Sabana pinausu was also common in Roviana, 
Simbo and Ulusaghe at the time. In Nduke, pinausu can also refer to children 
adopted from brothers, sisters or other relatives. Kuhi himself was a pinausu, 
having been adopted and raised by his uncle Harubule after his father Haru had 
died.88 Such arrangements, called pausia, were evidently commonplace then, and 
they still are today. The pinausu from Sabana were different in terms of status 
within the group: although they participated in group activities and could take 
on recognised roles such as hiama ('priest'), were incorporated in the 
classificatory kinship system and were sometimes given land, they could also be 
regarded as mere foreign labourers or concubines. In earlier times they could be 
sacrificed without consequences arising from any close allies or affines of theirs, 
although by about 1900 fear of British punishment seems to have stopped any 
more ritual killing of Sabana pinausu. 
Hocart noted nine male Sabana pinausu in the Ghatere house group, who were 
mostly between 35 and 45 years old and had probably by then lived in N duke for 
twenty or thirty years. There were also female pinausu from Sabana whom Hocart 
did not note personally but are recorded in the genealogies as wives of some of 
the house group members. From the marriage of these women to Nduke men, 
and also by marriage of some of the male Sabana pinausu with Nduke women, 
came second-generation 'half-Sabana' group members. There were nine of these 
noted by Hocart in the house group, and of those whose ages he recorded they 
ranged between nine and 30 years old. 
The remainder of the house group were men and boys of parents either from 
Nduke or in a few cases of other islands in the New Georgia area. What is 
surprising about these men and boys, their wives, the bangara that Kuhi named 
and the second-generation Sabana people is that in only a very few cases were 
their parents attributed as being from Iqoana. Yet lqoana is the soloso ('district') in 
86 HFN:1420, and compare the inheritance sequences in HFN:1410 which do not include 
Qovara. 
87 An example of the latter is Haghe from Sabana 'bought by Rove', but who had 'not 
been long in Nduke' (i.e. possibly post-dating the raiding period). (HFN:1478, 1488). 
88 HFN:1422. 
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which Ghatere house group was squarely located, and of which atll these people 
were resident. Aside from parents from foreign lands (Sabana, Vella Lavella or 
Roviana for example), almost all parents were attributed to the other soloso of 
Nduke: Viuru, Dughore, Koqu or the apparently small inland soloso of Voko and 
Koara. Even if we take all of the people in Hocart's Nduke genealogies and count 
the number of people attributed to each soloso as is done to create the pie chart in 
figure 23, Iqoana is a slim minority of the total, although the map in figure 20 
suggests the soloso itself covered an area of similar size to the other Nduke soloso, 
as does .the analysis in figure 21. 
Why so few people 'belong' to Iqoana, even among its own residents, might be 
explained by the following story. Kuhl told Hocart that he 'belongs to Viuru', 
.. . but of old his family belonged to Inggoana: Hiele told Rove, Rove told 
Kuhi [that] Tandi and Nggovara belong to Inggoana because 
Zhirumbuko belonged to it.89 
As Hocart recorded the genealogies, only Tadi and Qovara are descendants of 
Zirubuko. Hiele, Rove and Kuhl on the other hand have in common just that they 
can trace descent from Veqoboso (from the small soloso of Voko) and his wife 
Nua (of 'Pepele, Viuru'), but these two in turn have no ascendants attributed to 
Iqoana or any noted genealogical link to Zirubuko.90 Hocart gives no indication 
how the connection stated by Kuhl was made that 'of old his family belonged to 
Inggoana'. Again, in the genealogies this link is not made, and KU:hi' s ascendants 
are attributed to other soloso. Current-day descendants in Ghatere ·Can resolve the 
conundrum, at least in general terms: they say that Kuhl, Rove and Hiele were 
not of a line originally from Iqoana. It was their ancestor Veqoboso who migrated 
from his own place to Iqoana, stayed under an arrangement called paebatu 
('payment to settle') and founded a line that is not apically relatied to Iqoana.91 
Perhaps so, and if so this suggests that at an earlier time Iqoana was a district 
with a thinning residential population, brought back to strength by migrants 
from a nearby district. 
Much of what has now been said of the Ghatere house group suggests that the 
population of much of the Iqoana locale as a whole was composed of people from 
quite different origins, and had a rather dynamic history. Based on Hocart's 
notes, some of this history can be pieced together (appendix one). This history 
gives cause to see the heterogenous population of Iqoana that Hocart recorded as 
a collection of misfits that came together as the wash-up of a regional apocalypse 
following European contact.92 As the history presented in appendix one 
indicates, this result was probably from the epoch of headhuntiing that began 
89 HFN:1428. 
90 See Hocart's genealogical charts (Hgen). 
91 This sequence of events may be disputed by some in Nduke. See chapter 9. 
92 As Bennett (pers. comm.) notes, analogy could be drawn to the situation that existed in 
Tega in Isabel in the 1870s and 80s, where from a wide area the refugees and 
survivors of headhunting gathered into a fortified settlement based under a 
combination of big-man and mission authority (cf Jackson 1975:71). 
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around 1850. Although Nduke was not heavily attacked itself in that period, the 
period was associated with dispersal of authority when compared to the pre-1850 
period. This is ascertained from Qovara' s mention of a previous bangara lavata 
'great leader', as well as forms of feasting and warfare ritual not continued in the 
post-1850 period. A question can be posed whether Nduke society was once 
strongly based on descent ideologies that later dissipated in favour of mobile 
trading groups during the warfare of the post-1850 period, but was then re-
asserted under more stable colonial conditions (related to the emergence of 
landowners discussed in the next chapter). Appendix one indicates that warfare 
was if anything more disruptive on Kolombangara in the pre-1850 period, but 
ultimately the details of nineteenth century social organisation, whether or not it 
was once strongly descent based or only weakly so as in Hocart' s time, still 
cannot be ascertained. 
The Dughore valley environment in 1908 
Before discussing further the Nduke economy as it was when Hocart stayed 
there, there is the question of what Nduke as a place actually looked like. To 
answer this I have provided a sketch of the environment. There have been a 
number of changes to the physical environment of Nduke since the late 
nineteenth century. Constructing an image of the valley's landscape as ilt was in 
frontier times inakes clearer the resources and constraints of the landscape and 
the effect of this on Nduke local practices and Nduke's position in the wider 
world of island neighbours during those times. Settlement is no longer found 
inland, and the old hilltop settlements spied by Captain Maxwell in 1880 have 
long returned to forest. Still to be seen amongst the Campnosperma (NDU: 
maghera)-dominant century-old regrowth forest in the hill areas are canar:ium nut 
trees, sago palm groves and odd coconuts that indicate past environmental 
modifications in an area that now superficially looks like wildemess.93 Clearfall 
logging in the early 1980s has completely modified the lowland forests, and new 
pressures on the coastal tracts for sawn house timber, firewood and clearing for 
agriculture is changing the appearance of the mangroves and swamp forests near 
the coast. While the species and many broad characteristics of environmental 
zones in the Dughore valley remain, the appearance of the valley has greatly 
changed over the last century. 
The whole of Nduke is a 500 to 600 metre high range of densely forested 
convoluted hills and valleys formed by a series of secondary pyroclastic 
explosions and ash eruptions on the flank of the main 1700 metre high volcano 
that is Kolombangara. Nduke covers an area of about 100 square kilometres, 
running about 8 km inland from a 15 km stretch of coast. The top of the range is 
formed of a line of peaks about 8 km long. Rivers fed by a dense network of 
tributaries run off the main ridge, dissecting the flanks into steep ridges and V-
shaped valleys. The largest of these drainage systems, the Dughore catchment, 
runs from a central sunken caldera out to the sea at Ghatere. In the Dughore 
catchment, the surrounding watershed ridges form a horseshoe shaped 
'amphitheatre' on three sides where the caldera has sunk, with four main 
93 See too Whitmore 1969:264-5. 
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tributaries joining at the approximate focus of the arc. Just downstream of this 
point the V-shaped valleys of the highlands ease into wider valleys with semi-
continuous, gradually widening, floodplains. Along these were sited a number of 
large taro pond complexes and channel works. The river begins iits meandering 
tract across a wide floodplain a kilometre or so further downstream. This was 
populated with scattered copses of canarium trees and has been planted in more 
recent decades with sweet potato gardens. The land nearing the coast is low, flat 
and poorly drained, leading to frequent sago palm swamps. Finally the river 
exits into Haqipe bay among brackish tidal backwaters and inlets. 
The bay itself is geomorphologically a residual space left behind after the 
accumulated outward growth of coral platforms, which occurs all along the 
Nduke coast except where the outflow of freshwater streams inhibits such 
growth. Extending along the coastal strip on either side of Haqipe bay is a terrace 
of uplifted coral parallel to the shore and raised one to three metres high. This 
blocks the drainage of the lowlands, resulting in a line of swamps backing up on 
the uplifted terraces. To the seaward side of the line of uplifted terraces is a 
sandy vegetated strand of varying width. This either drops onto a beach or 
grades into mangroves before opening out onto the wide fringing; coral reef that 
extends around the coast. The reef flats are an expanse of bleached coral exposed 
at low tide and flooded by the high tide. In various places the reef flats deepen on 
their inshore flank to form small lagoons, usually leading into deep mangrove-
fringed inlets where small freshwater streams drain from the inland. On the sea 
edge of the reef is the active live coral face with its schools of brightly coloured 
fish. The reef then drops off precipitously into the deep, which quickly reaches 60 
metres or so. The seabed keeps dropping continuously to 500m deep further out 
to sea, such that the deep-water pelagic zone is quite close to the Nduke shore. 
The coastal region is highly varied, ranging through sago palm bogs, wetland 
forests, dry coastal forests, mangrove forests along the coastal margin, small 
lagoons and bays, reef habitats and the open sea. Even within many of these 
broad categories are distinct variations in dominant species composition. This 
coastal environment must have been a prime area for the sedentary hunter-
gatherer-agriculturalists of earlier times, as it is for people now. At low tide in 
crannies on the reef platform can be found the decorated pot sherds that indicate 
the existence of Oceanic-speaking communities living here about a millenium 
ago. Nduke people have never lost the features of the early pan-Oceanic cultural 
adaptations to coastal dwelling, even though later on they apparently abandoned 
coastal dwelling in preference for the hilltop settlements mentioned above. There 
is evidence that this inland movement happened right across the New Georgia 
islands as a result of warfare and raiding within the last two to three hundred 
years.94 Despite this break from coastal dwelling, Nduke language has a large set 
of terms for coastal plant and animal species, canoe, fishing and l<mdscape terms 
which are derived from proto-Oceanic terminology. The ecological categorisation 
by which Nduke people still speak about their environment is inherited from the 
Oceanic communities living on the Nduke coast centuries before. 
94 See Reeve 1991. 
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Resource distribution in the Dughore valley environs 
Within Nduke's varied environment, ranging from the 500-600 metre high ridge-
back some 5km inland down to the diverse coastal habitats, there were in frontier 
times a number of available resources in regular demand. These are set out in 
table 7. Although this table does not indicate the relative importance of each 
environmental zone in terms of each resource, it does show that every zone had 
at least one important resource, so that the whole domain from summits to 
swamps to open sea was ranged upon. Well-trodden paths ran to the coast from 
the hamlets strung along the upland ridges, a journey of two to three hours each 
way. The only zone that seems to have been relatively unused was the cloud 
forest toward the summit of Rana, the 1700m high central crater. 
To be discussed now are two of the Nduke resources in particular. They are the 
canarium nuts and taro traded as goods to other islands.95 By following the 
process of obtaining, exchanging and consuming both of these goods, much is 
revealed about Nduke social organisation. 
Table 7. Resources by environmental zone, c. 1908. 
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Upland forest (muqe) • • • • • • • 
Ridges (tutusu) • • • • • • • 
Upland floodplains (kol'pou) • • • • 
Lowland floodplains (ovovu) • • • 
Swidden clearings (inuma) • • 
Streams (Jeana) • 
Freshwater swamps (poposa) • • • • • • 
Brackish coastal swamps (poposa) • • 
Dry coastal forest I strand (kapat'ko/o) • • • • 
Mangroves (pepetu) • • 
Saline inlets (pio/o) • • 
Inlets and bays (koqu) • • 
Seagrass (kukufl) • • 
Reef platform (kokolo) • • 
Reef edge I cliff (tabakale) • • 
Open sea (hivoko) • 
95 One other resource, the bonito fish, had high ritual importance figuring in rites of 
manhood and group solidarity. Space does not permit discussion of this although 
enough data is available from Hocart's material for such a discussion. 
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Economic patterns in the Dughore valley 
In its interactions with groups from neighbouring islands, Nduke had a resource 
advantage in its abundant Canarium trees and extensive taro ponds. Canarium 
nuts and taro were the two goods that Nduke people could use to trade for the 
many other goods circulating in the vernacular trade system. Hocart' s notes 
indicate that canarium trees and taro ponds were assets imporitant enough to 
inherit from one generation to the next in Nduke, and that they were held by 
individuals. An individual could also create their own wealth by building taro 
ponds or planting canarium. Although Nduke was not a major producer of 
copra, the coastal coconut groves were also assets that were in the hands of 
individual owners. Hocart gives much less detail about the circumstances of 
production and exchange of coconuts than he does for canarium and taro. 
Generally speaking, Hocart' s comments about taro give more idea of the 
production, exchange and consumption, while his comments on canarium give 
more idea of the rituals and ancestral forces believed to affect the yield at harvest. 
The discussions of canarium and taro are in this sense complementary. At the 
conclusion of this discussion of economic patterns, it will be possible to tum 
finally to the discussion of social relations of ground in Nduke. 
Taro in the Dughore Valley 
As with much of the western Solomons prior to mission influence, taro (Colocasia 
esculenta) was the principle crop in Nduke. It was grown as both the staple food 
and for exchange. The taro in Nduke was wiped out by an epidemic plant disease 
that swept through the western Solomons in the early 1950s. The dozens of 
named varieties which had been developed in the region, probably over 
centuries, have all vanished. Types known to have been grown in Nduke are 
listed in table 8. A number of the varieties are named after the places from which 
they were introduced to Nduke. While the taro has now completely disappeared, 
what remains are the irrigated taro pond fields, built from stone as a series of 
terraces along the watercourses. These are found throughout the Dughore river 
valley, both as large integrated systems along the main tract and as small isolated 
structures on minor highland tributaries. They are also found in other places in 
the New Georgia region, especially in Kusaghe, Hoava and Marovo. These 
various taro systems have been the subject of previous archaeological surveys. 
The first of these surveys was on the lower Dughore River systems themselves, 
by Yen, Kirch and Rosendahl in 1971(Yen1976). Some of the systems in Kusaghe 
were mapped by Tedder (1976), and also apparently by Reeve in 1989, and lately 
maps by Baines of systems in Marovo have been presented by Hviding and 
Bayliss-Smith (2000). In all of these larger taro fields surveyed in the New 
Georgia islands, the construction features are consistent. The ponds are 
configured so that water can enter at one end and reticulate through the system 
to the exit at the lower end. In between are built a series of ponds by making 
containing walls of stone cemented by mud. They are high enough to allow a 
depth of about 400mm of water in the pond. 
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Table 8. Varieties of taro (Colocasia esculenta) known from Nduke.96 
Cultivation habitat Varieties (Nduke language) 
Irrigated ponds beo, bobili, eva Koara, eva Kusaghe, kope, lae ghotoso, vesu 
ghoghoto 
Non-irrigated (swampy birm kuri, eva Noro, eva Sodo, habili, kusuleke, luri, malata, 
or moist ground) mumuho Baniata, oreqo, podaka hura, qoliti, rabolo, zemoro, 
ziku, ziziri. 
Either habitat pupuloqo, vina podaka, zaraka 
Social organisation of taro ponds 
Taro ponds are found throughout Nduke. Some are large complexes, like those 
extending along the river flats of the main Dughore River tract and those of 
Koara on the Pepele River. Others are quite small, utilising a small flood bench 
beside a tributary. In all cases the ponds were owned by individuals, although 
each was worked probably worked by small family groups.97 In a complex pond-
field, all the individual owners had to cooperate to maintain the field's overall 
viability. In particular, a stone diversion weir in the river had to be maintained 
for the common good, and in some cases stone walls lining the river bank against 
erosion had to be maintained too.98 These arrangements required the labour of all 
participants combined. Agreement also had to be maintained on the flow of 
water from the source to the sink through the multiple channel-ways and water 
gates of a large field. 
Taro consumption and demand 
Taro was the staple root crop, forming one of the main ingredients of thie staple 
diet of taro, yams, fish and canarium nuts. Its consumption was also an 
important part of any gathering, and of many ceremonies involving food 
sacrifice. Taro could be ba!<ed in an earth oven whole after skinning, or could be 
mashed in mortars with other ingredients and made into a 'pudding' that would 
then be cooked. Probably the most common pudding in Nduke was namu, a 
mixture of taro and canarium, with other varieties mentioned by Hocart being 
rahi and hula (taro and coconut). The importance of taro as a staple seems to be 
have been general across the New Georgia islands in frontier times, although not 
all populations had within their locale the right habitat for extensive taro 
growing. Significantly for Nduke this included the large populations of Roviana 
96 Names were given by Sovutu Kele, Ghatere, 1997. Some varieties described as 'non-
irrigated' are possibly other than C. esculenta, although these others are thought to 
have already been removed from the list. · 
97 There are three points of evidence for this. Hocart' s refers in every case to individuals 
owning particular ponds. I compiled a list of owners of the Gheghelai pond fields as 
they stood just before the taro blight hit, and these were all individuals. I also never 
came across a single example of any resource (sago palms, canarium, taro or sweet 
potato gardens, cocoa) that were owned by more than one person, althougJn seeing 
small groups helping each other out on their plots was common. 
98 These approximately 1.Sm high walls of interlocking stonework were built all along 
erosion prone sections of the river banks between the taro canal intake for Gheghelai 
down to the island near Tokyo taro canal intake. 
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lagoon and Simbo. Burnett (1911) mentions the presence of large taro mortars in 
settlements all along the coasts of Roviana lagoon: 
In every village visited, I noticed, usually in the large canoe house, a 
huge trough, between thirty and forty feet long, carved out of a solid log, 
and fashioned to represent either a shark or a crocodile ... ' 
Burnett's dimensions for the Roviana lagoon troughs being between 9 and 12 m 
long were not exaggerated, for one at Sisieta was independently :measured at 11 
m long, while another taken to the British Museum from Kalikoqu measured 7.75 
m long.99 Hocart took a photograph of such a trough in a canoe house in Roviana 
in 1908 (figure 24). Woodford described the use of the trough in the chief canoe 
house in Sisieta on one occasion from first-hand observation in 1887. This trough 
was ornately carved with a crocodile's head at each end.100 The native 
participants requested Woodford should leave after the taro and other 
ingredients had been pounded in the trough, but it would seem that he saw an 
essential prelude to a feast. The presence of eight freshly decapitated heads 
suggests an association with headhunting, although this may have been just part 
of more central events rather than the focus of the proceedings. TI1e occasion was 
not explained by Woodford, although about 18 years later Edge-Partington heard 
that the event was the 'coronation' of Iqova, the overman of Roviana in the late 
19th century.101 Whatever the occasion, Woodford stated that 22 warriors with 
shields, spears and axes to hand were seated on each side of the trough, with an 
'old man' at either end. Taro, yams and canarium nuts were placed in the trough. 
Then, 
An old man in full fighting rig was then seen advancing toward the 
house. Walking up to the entrance he suddenly started back and raised 
his spear, exclaiming basioto (a crocodile) and standing on the defensive. 
Ingova then advanced from the interior of the house, and placing one 
hand on the crocodile's head, began a speech which lasted about ten 
minutes. At a given signal the men began pounding the food, all of them 
keeping excellent time.102 
The apparent presence of one of these troughs in each village in the lagoon 
suggests that it was incumbent on the Roviana big men to put on occasional 
feasts, almost certainly attracting a wider circle of kin, the main figures of whom 
would in tum put on such feasts, in a complex and competitive network of 
reciprocation and one-upsmanship. Although this may have been of diminishing 
99 Edge-Partington 1906:121. 
100 Woodford, C., 1888. Exploration of the Solomon Islands. Proceedings of the R01;al 
Geographical Society 10:361. Quoted in J. Edge-Partington (1903:161), with line 
illustrations of the trough. 
101 There is some contention now as to Iqova's legitimacy, since some claim he had none 
of the pedigree that made him a true bangara. If so, he was a classic big-man, using 
the opportunities of alliance with traders and local warfare to manouvre himself into 
a position of authority greater than that apparently enjoyed by his peers or 
immediate predecessors. While Woodford stated Iqova made a long speech at the 
1887 event and had a central role in the scene Woodford witnessed, he does not 
provide corroboration that the occasion was a 'coronation' or formal taking of office. 
102 Woodford 1888 op. cit. 
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importance in the period after 1900, it would almost certainly have been a major 
part of earlier frontier life. The resemblance in shape of the pounding trough to 
canoe, the positions of the warriors on each side holding pestles, and the 
rhythmic pounding of the taro mash all seem to be metaphors of warriors two 
abreast paddling the large raiding canoes, which were of approximately tl1e same 
length and carried as many men. As the raiding canoes are vehicles by which a 
surplus of heads and captives could be produced, so the taro troughs seem to be 
analogous sites of consumption of wealth obtained by the same warrior groups. 
Taro and canarium were as much a part of nineteenth century Roviana political 
life as captives, heads and European trade goods. This wealth of taro could not be 
obtained by garden labour in Roviana itself, because there was little suitable 
agricultural land. The same went to some extent for canarium nuts. Similar 
conditions seem to have held in Simbo, which like Roviana was g~ven to 
headhunting and kidnapping, also held an entrepot-like position in the system of 
inter-island exchange with a large population and were relatively poor 
agriculturally. Simbo too required taro for large feasting events such as the vavolo 
(figure 25).103 The wealth of taro and nut they were consuming often had to be 
obtained from agriculturally rich re~ons, like the inland volcanic valleys and 
ridges of Nduke, Kusaghe and Vella Lavella. This can help explain why Nduke 
had such extensive taro aquaculture. The large quantities of taro that must have 
been produced from these extensive pond field systems would seem to have been 
in excess of the domestic requirements of the rather small local population. It is 
very likely that Nduke was supplying this inter-island Roviana and Simbo 
market in return for other goods. Up until the late 1890s these other goods would 
have been largely European trade goods from the stores in Simbo and Roviana, 
which were not directly accessible to Nduke people. 
Canarium in the Dughore valley 
Canarium too seems to have been an important export commodity for Nduke. 
Apart from some indirect evidence of foreign demand for Nduke canarium, 
Hocart' s notes on canarium are mainly instructive for another reason. This is the 
insight ~ven into people's relationship to their locale through ancestral shrine 
sites, where dead ancestors were ritually asked to ensure good nut yields. Hocart 
recorded just enough of the rituals to do with the ripening of canarium nuts in 
Nduke to demonstrate the personal relationships to canarium shrines and the 
movement of people during the rituals. In Nduke there were three important 
ritual occasions associated with canarium nuts. These were Tit'kele, Humanga (or 
Haoro koregha), and Vakuru).104 Hocart's notes ~ve an idea of how these rituals 
103 HTS:TM:8 mentions in the context of Simbo inter-island trade that 'Nduke seems to 
be a great place for taro'. 
104 Hocart recorded the existence of similar rituals in Roviana and Simbo. Tit'kele in 
Nduke was known as Roberobe in Roviana and Titikele in Simbo (HFN:1425-6, Hocart 
1922:298). Humanga in Nduke was known as Kinamine in Roviana andVahibi in Simbo 
(HFN:1424-6, H:vocS). Vakuru was known as Duki in both Roviana and Simbo (In 
Simbo, possibly Duki gharaba (see Hocart 1922:303). (HFN:1426, Hocart 1922:302-3)). 
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involved a ritual exchange between dead ancestors and the living population in 
order to ensure a good harvest of nuts each year. 
Canarium nuts and their ritual centrality 
The central importance of canarium in the Nduke and Roviana lunar calendars 
point to the possibility that the rituals held in Nduke were of greater importance 
than just a local concern with the ripening of the nuts. The extension of the 
argument, that these practices were central to the reproduction of society in the 
New Georgia islands, is only weakly supported by evidence although ·Barraud 
(1972) has made the case in an interesting way. The time for the ripening, 
maturing and falling of Canarium nuts featured in the calendars of both Nduke 
and Roviana. From both Hocart's notes in Nduke and Roviana, with 
consideration of later material from Waterhouse (1928) to reconstruct the Roviana 
lunar calendar, we see that five of the lunar months have names associated with 
phases of canarium nut growth and the human activities associated with them.105 
The Tit'kele nut ritual is the first act of the New Year, following on from the great 
Koabangara festival of the previous month (discussed earlier). Over the following 
five months from Tit'kele to Humanga, Hihava, Ghevasa and ending with Vakuru, 
the social life of both Nduke and Roviana appear to have been associated with 
the cycle· of the nuts.106 The calendar sequence is shown in Table 9. From his 
observations in late-nineteenth century Roviana, Ribbe maintained that although 
time (both cyclical time and aging time) meant little to the ·Rovianese, and few 
people knew or cared about the lunar months, the 'boboro time', i.e. the time the 
canarium nuts were harvested elsewhere and sold into Roviana as boboro, was the 
main annual marker.107 
105 Derivation of the Roviana calendar involved tabulating two separate lists of lunar 
months by Hocart (HFN:1079 and 1202, different informants in each case) and 18 
scattered entries by Waterhouse (1928, 1949) in his Roviana dictionary (W), 
correlating these with their sporadic glosses into English months. The lunar months 
often had synonymous names. The Roviana calendar can be synthesised from the 
various sources to reveal approximately: July: kinamine (HFN, W); August: lwele 
(HFN, W) or hivaha mateana (W); September: lomu kubata (W) or voloso (HFN); 
October: muzara/ minuzara (HFN, W) or tome langono (HFN, W); November: gharumu 
hite (HFN) or gharumu kara (W); December: gharumu lavata (HFN) or gharumu leana 
(W); January: poranga (HFN) or poranga hite (W); February: kokoba (HFN) or poranga 
lavata (W); March: mauru (HFN, W); April: zule sope (HFN, W); May: tabuna (HFN, W); 
June: susuni (HFN, W) or roberobe (W). Nov. to Feb names relate to life-cycle of the 
land crab, gharumu, and May to October names relate to the Canarium cycle. 
106 This information taken from Waterhouse Roviana Dictionan; (1928) alt1d HFN. 
107Ribbe1903:273. But see criticism below about Ribbe's comments on time. 
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Table 9 . The Canarium-related lunar months of Nduke and Roviana. 
Nduke Roviana English Commentary 
lunar lunar m onth 
month month (approx.) 
Tabuna Su be MAY The end of the old year. In Nduke, the 
Koabangara festival, drive away qohele hik,eredi 
('bad ghosts') by making much noise. In 
Roviana the Sube is similar.108 
Tit'kele Roberobe/ JUN Tit'kele feast, hang up the first haoro nuts. In 
Susuni Roviana the old tovinia nuts are offered to the 
tomate. 109 
Humanga/ Kinamine JUL The Haoro koregha ('new nuts', 'new year'). 
Haoro Humanga feast, sacrifice haoro nuts to the mate 
koregha bangara ('powerful ancestors'). In Roviana the 
first nuts of the tovinia ripen and are offered to 
the tomate ('ancestors'), and a round of fe:asting 
begins.110 
Hihava Haele AUG The time for climbing haoro trees for the ripe 
nuts. Begin smoking haoro nuts for export to 
Roviana and Simbo.1 11 
Ghevasa Lomu SEP The haoro nuts mature and fall to the ground. 
kubata The G hevasa wind com es from the southwest. 
Export of boboro (parcels of smoked nuts) to 
Roviana and Simbo.112 
Vakuru Muzara OCT Vakuru is the time of the vahibi feast, wh1en 
they sacrifice the first koke (C. indicum) nuts to 
the mate bangara. Begin smoking koke nuts for 
export of boboro. In Roviana, begin eating the 
smoked tovinia. The first are offered to the 
tomate at Duki feast.113 
Inter-island trade of Nduke canarium nuts 
The canarium nut, especially the C. salomonense made into boboro was an 
important commodity in the New Georgia islands. Ribbe mentions its imp ortance 
as an import to Roviana, where the nuts were regarded as a great delicacy when 
crushed with taro. He says the boboro were imported from Vella-Lavella, Gizo 
and Nduke.114 Boboro were great parcels of nuts, de-shelled and dried in the 
parcel slowly over a fire. Lewis' picture of a Vella Lavella interior (figure 55) 
clearly shows the drying boboro parcels hanging above a fire.115 Although not 
108 HFN :1069, 1079, 1202, 1442-43. 
109 HFN :1069-70, 1202, 1426. Haoro [NDU] = tovinia [ROV] = C. indicum. 
110 HFN:1070, 1202, 1424, 1426. 
111HFN:1079, 1202. 
112 HFN:1079, 1202. 
113 HFN:1017, 1070, 1079, 1202, 1424, 1426. Koke [NDU] = C. salomonense. 
114 Ribbe 1903:266. 
115 Photo by A.B. Lewis, Vella Lavella, Nov. 1910. Field Museum Chicago CSA37766. 
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directly relevant to Nduke, Hocart mentions both Simbo people going to Roviana 
to trade pigs and boboro for Roviana' s manufactures, and Roviana men going to 
Simbo to buy boboro: 
'it is said that if the Roviana people come for vino [C. salomonense], they 
do not stay as the vino is ready made into bomboro but if the ngari [C. 
indicum] is on the shelf they will remain some ten days, as they have to 
break the nuts as did the Nduke men of the legend, presumably to make 
their own bomboro; a party from Roviana, though which came to Narovo 
in November took away their nuts unshelled.'116 
The trade with Roviana was reciprocated on the Roviana side with a variety of 
manufactured products according to Hocart. These manufactures were by 
Hocart's observations in one exchange wrist bands (okiti), mats 'made of another 
material than poro' [Pandanus] and a poata ring, while in another it was 'shell 
rings, shields, brown tapa (raghana), blue tapa (mbuha) baskets, mendaka [plaited 
belting] and armlets' .117 These exchanges demonstrate the value of canarium in 
the maritime exchange system in the New Georgia islands. Hocart saw the nuts 
as part of an exchange system that operated as a buffer against ecological 
dynamism in the longer term as well as a means of goods exchange in the shorter 
term. His example was trade in nuts between Simbo and Roviana, and Simbo and 
Vella Lavella. 
It may at first sight seem absurd that Mandeghusu [Simbo] should export 
nuts to Roviana and have to re-import them from Vellalavella: but it is 
not so if we consider the matter: nuts are one of two only articles which 
the island produces; there is no demand for the cloth of Mandeghusu in 
Roviana, but there is in Vellalavella, so that if there is a deficiency of nuts 
they can make it good from that island, whereas if they part only with 
their surplus there is no district to supply manufactured articles in 
exchange for some other kind of produce.118 
Hocart' s argument seems to be that in the longer term, nuts were imported into 
Simbo from Vella Lavella whether or not Simbo had enough of their own, in 
order to ensure that Simbo maintained a secure market in selling cloth to Vella 
Lavella. The cloth would not always be exchanged for nuts, other things t?O 
would be offered from the Vella side; but above all it was im]portant from a 
Simbo point of view to maintain a consistent trade over the longer term to ensure 
a steady market for the cloth. Since we know that Nduke was a large nut 
producer, although its position in the exchange system is not directly 
documented, we can surmise that a similar situation may have applied here too. 
Nut rituals and personal movements in Nduke 
Where nuts are a main means of gaining wealth through exchange in Nduke, we 
can expect their yield to have been a major concern of Nduke people. In the 
beliefs of the time, yields were thought to be controlled by dead ancestors whose 
favour had to be won through ritual exchange processes. These p:rocesses linked 
116 Hocart TS 'Trade and Money', p.7. (Hocart Papers MS 60, item 6). 
117 ibid. 
118 ibid., p.8. 
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owners of the nut trees to shrine sites distributed across the locale. This is fairly 
well illustrated in the rituals of Tit'kele, Humanga and Vakuru that were recorded 
from informant's descriptions by Hocart. 
Tit'kele 
Tit'kele was a ceremonial feast circuit made a few days before the haoro nuts 
(Canarium salomonense) were fully ripe. Tit'kele was the first in an annual series of 
nut rituals. It was held in late May-early June, 5-10 nights before Humanga, the 
time the nuts ripened. It was held in various places in the soloso of Dughore and 
Iqoana. In each place the ritual was held, new haoro nuts were taken to the kuli 
('shrine') of the ancestor to be honoured and broken open. Four nut kernels were 
then skewered (NDU susuni) on a midi ('sago palm-leaf mid-rib') and this was 
stuck into the stones of the kuli. Another, made similarly, was stuck in the kavu 
('ceremonial fire') made there. If there were a number of kavu, a skewer of nuts 
would be stuck in each. A vavara ('prayer') was made when sticking in the~ susuni: 
Haoro koregha susuni tit' kele ghami; 
mana tu ghamu; 
nga' kenu tu ghamu qohele, ghamu mate bangara; 
ghamu poro mi nguti, ghamu tuti mi nguti; 
mana tu ghamu; 
kavisa hite tu Humanga ghami; 
susuni Tit' kele ho ghami. 
We skewer the first nuts cut down; 
you are powerful; 
you spirits eat first, you the great ancestors; 
you who keep the seasons, you from whom the seasons follow; 
you are powerful; 
soon we will make the Humanga; 
now we skewer the first nuts ofTit'kele.119 
Humanga 
Humanga was a cycle of ceremonial feasts held at haoro koregha, the time the haoro 
nut ripened, around the beginning of June. The ripening of the first nuts of the 
haoro marked the start of the New Year. The humanga feasts were an offering of 
these 'first fruits' to the ancestors. The feasts were held at kuli (ancestral shrines) 
in a number of locations in Nduke. At each place a haoro tree was climbed and 
nuts taken for the qohele ('ancestral spirits'). The nuts were crushed and mixed 
with taro to make namu ('taro and nut puddings' ). The namu were flamed 
(nanako) on ceremonial fires (kavu) made at the kuli in each place. A number of 
fires might be made at the kuli, the number depending on the number of qohele 
being commemorated. A fire was made for each mate bangara ('ancestral head'), 
and an extra one for for all the qohele tinoni ('spirits of common men'): from one to 
nine fires might be made. The namu made for mate bangara were always made at a 
119 HFN:1424, 1425, 1426, 1429, 1451. 
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kuli, but namu made for the qohele tinoni could be made at home then later taken 
to the kuli for cooking. As the namu was put into the fire, the ancestors were 
spoken to: 
Namu ta ghamu mate bangara, ta ghamu qohe/e la/avata, 
ta ghamu taghoa nguti haoro, tuti mi haoro, tuti mi nguti; 
Moti dukele tinoni, moti koboso kapaha haoro, moti kekala tinoni, moti kopoto veve; 
Tin 'managhi ghami tinoni ngau ghor' kakahia, ngau sagh' kakahia; 
Ghu ni tu ghami, haoro koregha ovanga mamai no hoa; 
Zirumali ni tu ghami tinoni. 
Namu of you ancestors, of you great spirits, 
of you who control the ripening of the nuts, the keepers of the nuts, the keepers of the ripening 
time; 
May the man not fall, may the nut-tree branch not break, may the man not make a false step, 
may the rope not break; 
The blessing of us men is to eat well, to eat to repletion; 
We say to you, the new year is coming roaring near; 
Keep us free from harm. 
All the men present then ate the namu. Women were not allowed, but young boys 
could come and watch the ceremonies. Similar to the ritual circuit for Tit'kele, 
Hocart was told that Humanga began in Dughore, then went to Iqoana, then 
Koqu, then Viuru.120 
Vakuru 
Vakuru was the time of the vahibi feasts held during November at kuli to offer the 
first of the leghete ('smoke-preserved koke nuts'), to the ancesbral spirits. The 
canarium nut season ended around November. While nuts of hao1'0 had been de-
shelled and preserved as boboro ('smoked nut parcels'), the koke nuts were heaped 
on haleke ('shelf above fire' ) to dry in the smoke. The first of these new smoked 
nuts had to be offered to the ancestors before the stocks of preserved nuts could 
be eaten. The Vakuru was performed toward the end of November, at various 
kuli. At Vakuru, leghete nuts were taken from the house to the kuli associated with 
trees from which the nuts came. Taro was also taken to the kuli. Fires were lit in 
the kavu ('fireplaces') at the kuli. The leghete were broken open, and the kernels 
pounded in a mortar. The taro was cooked in its skin, then pounded in a mortar. 
At kuli where there are several kavu (each to commemorate a different ancestral 
head), the taro from each kavu was pounded separately. The leghete was mixed 
with the taro for namu ('pudding'). The fire at each kavu was re-stoked and the 
namu is scorched (nako), each on its respective fire. As the namu was given to the 
fire, the ancestors were addressed in a vavara: 
Namu vakuru ta ghamu qohele mat ' bangara; 
mana tu ghamu; 
mana ni tu ghami tinoni; 
leghet' koregha mai ghami vakuru nia pami ghamu; 
120 HFN:1424-5. 
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mana ni tu ghami tinoni. 
Vakuru pudding of you ancestral spirits, 
you are powerful; 
bless us the living; 
we bring young smoked nuts to hold the Vakuru with you; 
bless us the living. 
At Nusa Koba in Iqoana, there was one kavu for taro and one for namu. At Nusa 
Koba, the shells of nuts broken at vakuru were left on the inaru Malakeke, a shrine 
dedicated to a deceased Kalikoqu (Roviana) man who was apparently an 
uncanny fisherman.121 
Locale and personal movements in the rituals 
The circuit for the nut ceremonies appears to have been quite similar in each case. 
Hocart recorded that the Tit'kele began in Dughore at Tiroqoqono and Epaqa, 
then was performed in Iqoana in Kavuae, Heriana, Pat' sugha and Nusa Koba. At 
Humanga, he records the beginning was again at Tiroqoqono and moved to 
Hunda. Then in Iqoana, Humanga was performed first at Kauai, then Pat' sugha 
(both ridge-tops), then Kolom'huqa, Kusikusiri, Kukusuru, Nusa Koba and lastly 
Patumabula. How the Humanga ceremony proceeded in Koqu is not recorded, 
and for Viuru we only know that it was held at Boara and at Sinei.122 
In Dughore, Periki (who unfortunately does not appear in Hocart's genealogies) 
climbed a nut tree and picked the nuts. He took them to the kuli at Tiroqoqono, 
on an inland ridge. This was 'Periki' s kuli', where the mate bangara 'of old' 
resided. At this kuli he made namu and sacrificed it in a fire there. His co1!111ection 
to Tiroqoqono was through his mother, and that the ritual there was previously 
conducted by his turana ('MoBr') before Periki took it on. After performing the 
ceremony at Tiroqoqono, he repeated it at Hund.a, on the coast.123 In Iqoana, 
Hocart records 'anyone' could perform the ceremony (i.e. it was not the domain 
of just one person), but Qovara would perform the ritual circuit if he was 
present.124 Qovara, as we have seen, was regarded as belonging to Iqoana via his 
MoFaFa, Zirubuko. He and his brother Tadi were two of the very few in Ghatere 
who were attributed to Iqoana. The reference to 'anyone' being able to perform 
the ritual in Qovara's absence may be a reference to Kuhi and Rove's putative 
attribution to Iqoana, or may simply mean any main group member was 
regarded as appropriate. The ceremony in Boara in Viuru appears slightly 
anomalous. It was made by the brothers Siana, V orete and Hoke, with 
knowledge given to them by Dake, their MoFa who was attributed to Viuru. The 
121 Malakeke - HFN:1464. C. indicum nuts ripen 'about August' (Hocart 1922:302). In 
Simbo, the festival occured in a number of places, some on the same day (i.e. 
simultaneously). 'Vakuru belongs koke' (HFN:1424). 'Men don't eat koke until vakuru is 
over' (HFN:1426). 'No sambukaghi at vakuru (or humanga)' (HFN:1451). HFN:1424, 
1426, 1433, 1451, 1464, H:voc; HFN:1424. 
122 HFN:1429, HFN:1472. 
123 HFN:1424 
124 HFN:1424 
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shrine at Boara was apparently not to a mate bangara ('ancestor'), but to the Leve 
Vabule, a titan who could calm rough seas. At Tit'kele, Humanga and Vakuru, 
fire-burnt taro was offered at the shrine at Boara with the saying 
Namu ta ghamu Leve Vabule ghamu 
Pudding of you the Leve Vabulel25 
The Leve Vabule was also addressed, at least in the one example recorded by 
Hocart, to keep calm the seas between Nduke, Lauru and Sabana; pertaining to 
the raiding expeditions of a decade or more earlier. 
There is a distinctive character to all these ritual exchanges in that certain 
ancestors abided in certain shrines. Although their powers cou]d reach across 
space to a point remote from the shrine, they could not be called from such a 
remote location, at least on these occasions. Homage had to be paid to each 
particular shrine. From the preceding, the points to note are that canarium nuts 
were an important trading commodity. Canarium trees, as we know, were 
owned by individuals, and were inheritable property. The ripening of the nuts 
was central not only to continued trade but apparently to the movement of the 
year itself, from the time the new year was said to be ovanga :mai ('making a 
roaring sound as it swept in like an approaching rain storm') to the end of the 
year when the bad spirits were driven away and feasts were made. In the beliefs 
of Nduke at that time, the powerful ancestors were the agents of the canarium 
ripening. The shrines at which canarium sacrifices were made were the same 
shrines at which offerings for other purposes were made too, and in some cases 
those at which skulls of dead relatives were still being deposited. 
Informants gave Hocart the names of the soloso in which the shrines were located. 
From the description given, it seems that in each case there was a preferred agent 
for the ritual; Periki in Dughore and Qovara in Iqoana. At least in Iqoana, it was 
possible, but less preferred, for another person to be the agent. In the case of 
Periki and the shrine at Boara, the agent had been awarded the task by an older 
relative; in classificatory terms either a tamana ('father') or turana ('maternal 
uncle'). That older person had an attribution to the soloso in which the shrine was 
located. In Qovara' s case the attribution to soloso we already know was a 
connection to his ancestor Zirubuko. The ceremony was not a private ceremony 
dealing with ancestor's power over single holdings of nuts, but seems to have 
been performed on behalf of a whole group. That group would at least be those 
people with a traceable connection to the ancestors in question, but may go 
beyond to those pausia ('adopted') by the core kin of the group. 
These nut rituals demonstrate the particular way in which the ancestral world of 
the locale was known and maintained. Such ancestors can be seen as an extension 
of the house group into the cosmos that controlled nature in the locale. Paths of 
maintaining ancestral connections meandered across neighbouring locales rather 
than being confined within estates, and the keepers of the rituals could similarly 
125 HFN:1429. 
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be loosely associated to the ancestors rather being tied to particular paths of 
succession through genealogy. 
Conclusion 
The main theme in this chapter has been the discovery and explanation of the 
male house group as an organising principle in frontier-period Nduke society. 
This was unexpected since the prevailing ideology of both kastom and the 
anthropological tradition in Solomon Islands foreground descent as the 
organising principle of pre-colonial society. Although descent concepts were 
present, the society was only weakly organised around such concepts, and more 
strongly organised around production and exchange of commodities through 
inter-island exchange. How the house group articulated with the local 
environment as a locale for habitation and production of commodities rooted in 
the ancestral world, and more detail of how it interacted in the maritime 
exchange world have been explained. The chapter has demonstrated th.at social 
grounding in the locale was attuned to the needs of participation in the maritime 
exchange system, with the canoe house the hub of mobility in the local landscape. 
- <l> -
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Figure 16. People of the Ghatere area in 1910. Probably taken near the paele at the 
head of Haqipe bay, with the river mouth in the background. 
Figure 17. Kuhi (centre), also known as Luse, Hocart's main Nduke informant 
and interpreter. Photograph by R.W. Williamson, Kolombangara, 1910. 
Plate 15 
PEPELE 
A kuli 'which may not be 
visi ted' and a ruvana pa.ele 
'which no longer exists.' 
Another paele not tuvana 
is almost in ruins and 
almost abandoned. 
(FNB:1445) 
SAVANGA 
TOQO 
Paele burned down by 
Partington. One big 
canoe. Other taken by 
Partington. 'Only one 
canoe left in Viuru'. 
(fNB:1445) 
NUSA KOBA 
3 papo, a reqe 'bearing an 
abundance of rough poara and 
ring'. A roughly carved head 
of stone for an inaru (shrine). 
A beku (figurine) of wood and 
one of stone on a coral altar. 
(FNB:t463) 
VO TUAN A 
Paele with huhu at back in 
Roviana style1 facade straight 
down. Platform all around. 
One 8 or 9-man canoe. 
Uva, the bangara here, is ill. 
(fNB:l 465). 
Two paele, one big, one 
smal l. O ne big, well-
finished house in Roviana 
style, platform all around. 
2 canoes in big paele, 1 
in small paele, 3 on shore. 
Ziru is bangara here. 
(FNB:1465) 
NDUKE 1908 
HOCART'.f EXCUR./ION.f 
0 1.5 3 
Kilometres 
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T Sinei 
--..__/ 
Hoc:art nol allowed: 'men 
don't go to Heriana unless 
to make sacrifice'. A SINll 
paele, a house, a reqe, 
and apapo. 
(FNB: 1476, 1484, 1488) 
OQERAMA 
'Reached Onggerama 
where village used to 
stand. Zhiolo b<tngara' 
(FNB:1476) 
MIZO 
'No houses bel\veen 
Mizho and Rare'. 
[Rare - Ghorare?] 
Unlocated. 
(FNB:1469) 
I.AS. 
Figure 18. Hocart's excursions in Nduke, December 1908. His brief descriptions 
give a sense of the Nduke landscape at that time. Hocart did not go far inland, 
and did not see the villages at Hedorehe, Hopeni, Hir'kanand Rapeana 
mentioned as also inhabited. A number of ritual sites (e.g . Sinei, Manau, 
Tiroqoqono and Epaqa) were also active in 1908 according to his informants. 
Plate 16 
Ghalavasa 
" Soloso. 
lnggoana - Viuru - Ghalavasa (extinct) -
Ngendoana (extinct) - Pa nusa (extinct) -
L embako (extinct) - Lo/ombo (extinct) -
Kolombangara (extinct) - Konggu -
Ndughore - l nggoana: going with hands 
of clock." 
Hocart with Kuhi, 9 December 1908. 
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Note: the boundaries shown on this map are illustrative only 
and should not be used as evidence in le(lal proceedings. 
Ngedoana 
Pa nusa 
IAS 
Figure 19. The soloso regions of Kolombangara recorded by Hocart in 1908. Schematic 
diagram of their distribution laid over a coastline map. After Hocart (HFN:1422). 
Plate 17 
NDUKE SOLOSO 
attributed by Hocart in 1908 
• Viuru 
.A lqoana 
... Dughore 
• Koqu 
• Sunguvanga 
• Yoko 
• location approximate only 
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~ 
• Kukuku 
~ 
Tet' pare 
Kilometres 
Note: the locations shown on this map may not be accurate 
and should not be used as evidence in legal proceedings. 
Figure 20. Distribution of 37 places that were assigned to named soloso by Hocart in 
1908. Another 64 named locations that Hocart assigned to the six soloso have not 
been shown here because the locations could not be confidently re-·established. 
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Source: Hocart's field notes and genealogies for Nduke. 
Viuru 
26% 
Sunguvanga 
1% Voko 
4% 
Dughore 
25% 
Kcqu 
22% 
lqoana 
22% 
Figure 21. Attributions of places to soloso, Nduke 1908. 
Notes: 
Hocart attributed many of the 
places he noted to a particular 
soloso. 
This chart shows the 
proportion of the total number 
of places mentioned when 
distributed among the soloso to 
which they are attributed. 
The p laces are almost all bush 
villages and shore places 
occupied by people at one time 
or another. 
The total number of places in 
the sample set is 103. In 7 cases 
there is a conflict where the one 
place is attributed to two 
different soloso. These places 
are counted twice. Thus there 
are only 96 places on the 
ground. 
The chart indicates there were 
four major soloso occupied in 
Nduke, and place-by-place they 
get almost equal mention. 
There were also two minor 
soloso. 
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beach 
Tahu 
area 
jetty 
Common 
area 
I.AS. 
Figure 22. The gendered space around a canoe house in Simbo, 1908. 'Tabu areas' 
were restricted to women, while common areas were not. Some paths are only for 
women, some only for men. From sketches in Hocart's field notes (pp. 91-94). 
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Name 
ALEPADA 
BAE 
BARA 
GHEMU 
HAGHE 
HOPA 
HUDI 
HUKU 
KAPA 
KAE aka MATEKAE 
KOHA 
KUHi aka LUSE 
KUROTO 
LOE 
LUI 
MAVU 
MUKE 
PAHU 
PELA 
PEQU 
PIZAKA 
QORAPURU 
QOVARA 
ROPA 
ROQO 
ROVE 
SAVE (2) 
SIANA 
SI Pl LAVE 
TADi 
TODEMATE 
TODEVAGHI 
TU PELE 
VAGHl(1) 
VORETE 
ZOKI 
Place Mo olace 
Saiki le Dughore 
Sabana Sabana 
Sabana Sabana 
- Saikile 
Sabana Sabana 
Sabana 
- lqoana 
Saban a Sabana 
-
Sabana 
- Voko 
Viuru Viuru 
Viuru Viuru 
Sabana Saban a 
- Dughore 
Sabana Sabana 
Saban a Saban a 
Viuru Koqu 
Sabana Saban a 
Sabana Sabana 
Viuru Viuru 
Vella Vella 
- Saban a 
lqoana Koqu 
Sabana Saban a 
Saban a Sabana 
- Koara 
-
lqoana 
Viuru Voko 
- Dughore 
iqoana Koqu 
- -
- Saikile 
Saban a Sabana 
-
Saikile 
Viuru Voko 
- Voko 
Fa place Wife's place Wife's Mo olace Wife's Fa olace Status EstAae 
Koqu 0 - - 12 
Viuru Viuru - Viuru 30 
Sabana 
-
Saikile - Pinausu 33 
- 0 - - 10 
Sabana Pinausu 45 
lqoana - - - -
Viuru Saban a Saban a Roviana -
Viuru Viuru Viuru Viuru Bangara -
- 0 - - 10 
Saban a 0 - - 9 
Viuru Koara Voko Vella 40 
Viuru 
-
- Vella Bangara 23 
Sabana Saikile Dughore Viuru Pina usu -
Sabana -
Sabana Voko - Voko Pinausu 45 
Saban a - Saban a p ughore 35 
- -
Viuru Viuru Viuru Voko 38 
- - Voko Sabana 23 
Sabana Pinausu 50 
Viuru 0 - - 12 ? 
lqoana 1. - 2. Sabana - 1 Viuru -
-
-
Viuru Vella Vella Vella Bangara 59 
Sabana Viuru Viuru Dugho~e Pinausu 43 
Sabana - Dughore Viuru Pinausu 50 
Dughore 1. Roviana 2. Sabana Roviana - Bangara -
Viuru - - - -
- - Vella - 35 
- -
Roviana Koqu Koqu - 53 
Viuru 1. Koqu 2. Sabana v ......... r:.7 n VljU 
"' 
Viuru 0 - - 12 
- 0 - - 12 
Viuru Roviana Saban a Roviana Bangara 40 
- 0 - - 12 
- -
Viuru Viuru -
Saban a 0 - - 14 
Table 6. Ghatere canoe house group composition, 1908. 
HFN ref. 
1411,22,23,66 
1413,73,83 
1411,17, 18,28,30,78 
1413,50,51,52,70 
1419,77,78,88,90 
1484 
1411,15, 16,21,50,57 
1410.18,20,51,66,71 ,78 
1417,51 
1413,14,83 
1409, 11,12.13,14,83 
1409,11, etc. 
1456, 78,81,82,83 
1485,86,88,90 
1413, 14,47,53,55,78,83 
1413 
-
1413, 14,21,75,83 
1413,22,56,76 
1419,33,34,65,78 
1411,13,21,25 
1411 ,12,13, etc. 
1413,17 
1410,11,12,17, etc. 
1413,67,68,78,80 
1452,56,64,78,83 
1409,10,11,18, etc. 
1411,21 ,56,83 
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1417,22,52,64,83 
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N duke population composition, 19th century 
Regions attributed to persons in Hocart's 1908 Nduke genealogies 
Dughore 
15 % 
lqoana 
4 % Voko 
3% 
Statistical population = 648 cases 
Viuru 
23 % 
Other 
Nduke 
3% 
(all people recorded in genealogies 141 - 181) 
Statistical sample = 321 val id cases 
Other 
foreign 
3% 
(cases where a region is attributed to a person 's name) 
Vella 
5% 
Rov iana 
& Saikile 
8 % 
I AS. 
Figure 23. The regional composition of Nduke population in the 19th century. 
After Hocart, genealogies 141-181 (MS papers item 43) . 
Plate 22 
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Figure 24. A trough mortar (hau) in a Roviana paele, 1908. Hocart records the outside was 
carved with sharks and crocodiles, and each end carved 'in the shape of a man'. The inside was 
carved with shark designs painted blue and red. It was used on return from raiding journeys 
(HFN:1009). Taro and nuts for such feasts had to be imported from Nduke and elsewhere . 
... ,..... . ~t \, ···:. 
,.._ ... ~ 
Figure 25. A vavolo celebration on Simbo, c.1909. These required imported 
taro and nuts, such as those from Nduke. 
•• 
' . 
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Emergence of the landowners 
The familiar understanding of Solomon Islands rural society today is that it is 
organised on the basis of descent groups, each of which controls its own land. 
estate, and governs itself by way of leadership through either a chief or big-man. 
The society has been represented in this way in both anthropological and 
administrative literature for decades, and almost any Solomon Islands adult will 
explain this as being the traditional system. It is even taught in the school 
syllabus in Solomon Islands. According to this system, land on Kolombangara is 
divided into a number of estates, each corresponding to a descent group. The 
system is not at all neat in practice, because different local factions believe that 
· the island's population is affiliated among different numbers of descent groups, 
and hence the land is divided into different numbers o:f estates. This 
disagreement over ancestry and land ownership affects an area covering about 
two-thirds of the island (figure 26). Whether this widespread disagreement 
existed prior to the 1960s is unclear, but external development pressures 
beginning in the 1960s certainly brought any latent disagreement out into the 
open, where it has remained ever since. There is reason to think that the 
problems on Kolombangara are not just those of a traditional tenure system 
colliding with the demands of a new monetary economy but that ithe system itself 
has changed under both a changing economy and the various associated phases 
of State intervention in land matters since early colonial times. This question has 
to be tackled in two parts: the seminal changes that followed on from the 
establishment of colonial rule, and those that followed the development 
pressures that were associated with the late colonial period. After an introduction 
to modem land tenure in N duke, the first part of the argument will be discussed 
in the current chapter, while the second is discussed in the next. 
The argument presented in the previous chapter was that in frontier times, 
concepts of ground in Nduke were based on a combination of house-group 
membership, smallholding ownership and ancestral connection to locale. In 
modem times, it appears that the concept of ground has altered. House-groups in 
the old sense of males congregating in canoe houses and engaged in inter-island 
trade had disappeared by the early 1920s. The propitiation of ancestors at shrine 
sites ended about the same time. It seems that a new sense of groumd arose, based 
partly on the legacy of smallholdings but also on a new concept of estate 
holdings, and a new emphasis on descent groups that was linked to the rise in 
prominence of a new term for them in Nduke language, bubutu. A case can be put 
that initially these changes were political adaptations to the emphasis placed by 
the government on defining the meaning of native ownership in the context of 
early colonial land acquisitions. This interest by the government in concepts of 
land tenure continued as the State took control over arbitration of all land 
disputes including those solely between indigenous applicants. 
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The shape of the system in modem times might then be due largely to decades of 
interaction between colonial land administrators seeking a formulation of local 
concepts of land tenure, and local groups needing an effective way of dealing 
with the colonial government in land courts. If so then each side in this dialectic 
has reflected the concerns of the other, gradually converging into the 'customary' 
tenure system that has been expressed in modern terms since the 1960s. That the 
social structure of ' traditional' society has been fundamentally affected by 
colonial influences has been argued elsewhere in the British colonial Pacific. 
France (1969) provided a history of the way in which the mataqali system of Fiji, 
quite similar to the butubutu (NDU: bubutu) system in the New Georgia area of 
western Solomons, was confected in the 1870s through colonial requirements to 
formalise land tenure.1 
There are three aspects to explanation of the rise of the modern land system in 
Nduke. One is to describe the concepts and practices of this system as they are 
used and explained in the context of struggle for control over land. The second 
aspect is to demonstrate that modem land tenure in Nduke is a two-tier system, 
composed of a large number of smallholdings within each estate. Because it is a 
two-tier system, a useful distinction can be made between macro-tenure and 
micro-tenure. Macro-tenure pertains to the descent group land estate as a whole 
and micro-tenure pertains to individual smallholdings. The third aspect to 
explanation is to describe the political economy of land in Nduke in historical 
terms, to reveal changes in the system that can be attributed to political 
competition for economic control over land. Discussion of these three aspects is 
the subject of this and the following two chapters. At the conclusion of the last of 
these three chapters, I will argue that as a consequence of the dialectic mentioned 
above, the historical development of theories and policies about land-group 
relations in Solomons has itself been a factor in the political economy to which a 
local response has been made in N duke. This also points to the role of jural 
anthropology, such as that of Rivers, with its origins in eighteenth-century 
Scottish philosophy, and its twin concerns of transfer of property or rights 
between social entities and the constitution of those entities. From Rivers 
onwards it seems that under the particular conditions of colonialism this set the 
framework for thinking about land and society in Nduke, and elsewhere in the 
Solomons, over the last century. 
These questions are central to the thesis here, but before answering them I want 
to use an example to give a better sense of the current issues and circumstances 
in the political economy of land in Nduke. The example is useful to show the 
kinds of issues that exist and to indicate how those issues are related to one 
another, and moreover to show how the questions of social relations of land are 
nested within a wider context of political economy and governance. 
1 France 1969, p. 110 ff 
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Logging, landowners and modern land estates 
The concepts and practices of land tenure in Nduke can be introduced by· 
following the process of a logging venture active in Nduke during 1994-96, which 
extracted timber from the Kolombangara River catchment and 4mvirons in the 
southwest of the island (figure 27). The process began with the registration of the 
Honiara-based Kololeana Development Company (KDC) in 1991. All its directors 
were either from Nduke, or had some kind of genealogical relation to Nduke. In 
1993 the Company made a proposal for the logging of a large area of Nduke 
customary land. The proposal depended for its success on the establishment of a 
successful claim of ownership, granting of permission to log by the Forestry 
Division of the National Government, and contracting a logging company to do 
the logging. Eventually these conditions were met, and the log;ging itself was 
conducted under an agreement with a Malaysian logging company. The logging 
was highly profitable but was eventually halted because of a land dispute, and 
the whole affair was over by 1998. Discussion of this example provides a quick 
way to survey the main features of macro-tenure in Nduke. 
The Kololeana operation 
Kololeana Development Company (KDC) was first registered in January 1991. 
The name was a reference to the neighbouring Kolobangara and lLeanabako land 
estates in the south of the island, which are two of the five estates recognised by 
adherents of what I have called here, for want of an existing name, the 'five-
tribes' model of Kolombangara land tenure. The original d:iJrectors of KDC 
reflected the internally agreed subdivisions within these two neighbouring 
estates that together make up 'Kololeana': Joseph Ita and Steward Evo ('Eo 
tribe'), David Pati ('Ghaso tribe'), Thompson Turueke ('Eapa tribe'), and Silas 
Pati ('Iqolo tribe').2 The claimed coverage of these two estates, and the sub-
divisions within them are not universally recognised as legitimate on 
Kolombangara. The main opposition has come from adherents to the 
Kolombangara Council of Chiefs (KCC) since the 1980s, the decadle during which 
both the KCC and then later 'Kololeana' were formed from earlier elements. 
In mid 1993 KDC applied for timber cutting rights to the forest area inland from 
the coast between Sarughobe and Bohu islands in the southwest of 
Kolombangara. Under the Forestry Act at that time, this involved as a first step 
posting a 'Form I' notice of application in a public place on the land concerned. In 
this case posting of the notice provoked an objection based on a contest to the 
ownership of the land. According to the Act, a timber-right hearing held by the 
local Area Council was needed in the case of such an objection to identify who 
the true landowners were, and whether they agreed to the proposal. The Gizo-
Kolombangara Area Council (GKAC) met with the applicants and objectors in late 
June 1993 for the hearing. In the opening presentation for the applicants the KDC 
secretary, Thompson Turueke, spoke of how KDC wished to develop the area 
2 CRO 10/91, Kololeana Development Company, in the Companies Register, Office of 
the Registrar General, Honiara. Note that Silas Pati's recorded affiliation to 'Iqolo 
tribe' here is anomalous. 
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inland from Sarughobe to Bohu by pursuing 'agro-forestry' . To achieve 1his, said 
Turueke, the Company would 'convert trees into finance and move into 
development. Logging is first step' .3 
The Kololeana land claims 
During the hearing Steward Evo from Kuzi village, who supported the 
application, claimed to be the principle landowner for the Sarughobe-Bohu area. 
James Rizu from Hunda village objected to the application, claiming that.it was 
he who was the principle landowner for a large part of this area. Both gave 
genealogical evidence, showing how they related to principle ancestors. Steward 
Evo's claim was based on his descent from Eo, whose name appears on a map 
prepared for the 1923 Phillips Land Inquiry as being the spokesmarL for the 
whole Sarughobe-Bohu area at that time (figure 28).4 James Rizu challenged 
Steward Evo' s claim by saying the area was in fact composed of four distinct 
customary land areas, not just one as Steward Evo claimed. These land areas 
were Lolobo, Kolobangara Babatana, Kolobangara Madeatung;u, and 
Sunguvanga lands. Citing his genealogical descent, James Rizu claimed primary 
rights over Lolobo, Kolobangara Madeatungu and Sunguvanga lands. He 
conceded that Steward had primary claim over Kolombangara Babatana whereas 
he himself had only secondary rights there. The Area Council dealt with the 
complete contradiction between the claimants by deciding on a compromise. 
They divided the Sarughobe-Bohu area into five blocks, 'A' to 'E' . Two of these 
blocks, 'D' and 'E', could be granted timber rights to Steward Evo regardless of 
James Rizu's opinion, while the other three,' A', 'B' and 'C', needed James Rizu's 
consent to proceed (see figure 27).s Since James Rizu did not agree to the 
proposal at that stage, timber-felling rights were granted over only blocks 'D' and 
'E'. 
Steward Evo and James Rizu both said they were making their claims on behalf 
of their 'tribe'. In modern Nduke language, the Pijin term 'tribe' and Ndiuke term 
'bubutu' are interchangeable. The hearing was apparently conducted in pidgin, 
for that is how the transcript is recorded. Steward Evo made his claim to the land 
defined along the coast from Sarughobe island to Bohu island by saying: 
Land ownership hem belongs to Eo and mifela pikinini who born 
directly come long Eo, mifela nao landowner today.6 
He established that Eo was the landowner before by referring to the Phillips 
Land Inquiry of 1923. The records of the case were still present in the National 
Archives in Honiara at that time (although much of it is now missing). In the case 
files was a map, produced in preparation for the Phillips Land Inquiry, dated 26 
3 Minutes of Kololeana Development Company timber-right hearing, GKAC, Gizo 21-
25 June 1993. 
4 Phillips Land Inquiry 1923 (Land Commissioner's Report for Native Claims Nrs 30-
37, 55 &c. BSIP 18/I/26, held SINA). 
5 Timber rights hearing 21-25June1993, op. cit. 
6 'Land ownership belonged to Eo and we the direct descendants of EID are the 
landowners now'. ibid., p. 4. 
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May 1923, which shows the name 'Eo' written across a bounded a1rea with coastal 
extent from Sarughobe and Ropa (figure 28). Steward Evo said that this area 
'Consist of two land - Lolobo land and Kolombangara land' .7 To demonstrate 
how he was the landowner of this area, Steward presented the hearing with three 
genealogical charts. These showed how Eo was descended from key ancestors, 
and how Steward was descended from Eo. The first chart showed how Steward 
was related to some of these important ancestors through his 'matriline'. In this 
case, it showed that Eo was descended from Kavala, Eo' s MoFa who was an early 
'chief' of Kolobangara land. This first chart also showed that Eo is Steward's 
MoMoFa. The second chart seems to have been designed to show that Studi was 
also a matrilineal descendant of founders of Leanabako land, but he appears not 
to have discussed it. The third chart was to show that James Rizu was 
matrilineally descended from a founding female of the adjacent Epaqa land, and 
therefore implied he could not be matrilineally related to the founder of the area 
under question. 
In his turn, James Rizu presented four genealogical charts to demonstrate his 
relation to each of areas' A', 'B', 'C' and ' D'. He claimed that Kolobangara land 
(i.e. a named district, not the whole island) was divided in two, named 
Kol'bangara Madeatungu and Kol'bangara Babatana. He stated th.at 'land is from 
woman', and for that reason he said, the former is 'owned by descendants of 
Babaparaha' (~),and the latter 'is owned by descendants of Puku:mali' (~) . These 
two women were the daughters of apical ancestors who James Rizu said emerged 
from the crater at the centre of the island and were the first to settle in the 
Kolobangara land area (which, as has been explained, is a district of the similarly-
named Kolombangara Island). James Rizu presented genealogical charts to the 
hearing, one that showed that Pukumali was his FaMoMoMoMoMoMo, and 
another that showed that Baba par aha was his 
FaMoMoMoMoMoMoFaMoMoMo. Because of his nearly perfect matrilineage to 
the ancestral Pukumali, Rizu claimed primary rights to Kolombangara 
Madeatungu land. With these primary rights established he becomes 
'landowner', because nobody else could veto his authority with regard to the 
land unless they had a more perfect claim to matrilineage from the initial settlers 
of the land. In his descent from Babaparaha, James Rizu could not claim an 
unbroken matrilineage, and conceded that 'I cannot deny Steward Evopio have 
Primary Right' . James Rizu then also made a claim to be primary r ights holder of 
Sunguvanga land, via his MoMoMoMo to one of the original five brothers 
settling that land. For Lolobo (area 'A') James Rizu had to argue that it was a 
separate land parcel so that Studi' s ownership would be in question. This he did 
by arguing that 
7 ibid, p. 5. There is an apparent inconsistency here by saying that there are two 'lands' 
but one representative. Steward stated on p.15 that when the LPT leases were being 
negotiated in 1967-68, the elders including his own father identified both Lolobo and 
Kolombangara lands, and this is apparently why he accepts the existence of the two, 
at least for the purposes of the hearing. 
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I was told by my father that Lolobo land is a separate customary land . ... 
Those who owns the land are the Lolobo tribe. Since Lolobo is a separate 
customary land, it has its own genealogy table to prove its identity.s 
Although Steward had agreed that Lolobo was a separate land estate, he did not 
identify a separate 'tribe' associated with it as James Rizu did. James Rizu. did not 
claim to be the 'landowner' by primary rights of this area, but' spokesman' . 
The outcome of the competing claims 
Steward Evo, with legal advice, immediately lodged an appeal to the 
Magistrate's court in Giza against the Gizo-Kolombangara Area Council's 
decision. The Area Council decision also sparked a local meeting by claimants to 
the land around the proposed log-pond area on the coast at Dulo. The 31 people 
who attended the meeting discussed their own claim to the Dulo rurea, and 
proposed to make the company pay them for use of this area.9 A few days later 
there was another local meeting of a different group of people, to demonstrate 
contrarily that it was their ancestor Rodi who was the last genuine custom chief 
of Kol'bangara land area. At this meeting they confirmed their choice of a 
legitimate descendant to be current chief, thus challenging the authority of Studi 
Eva as principal landowner of the area conceded to him by the Area Council.10 
Neither claim came to much; the log-pond was relocated, while it seems nobody 
took the Rodi group's claims seriously enough to topple Studi. Steward Eva had 
perhaps anticipated the Rodi objection when in the Timber Right hearing he had 
said that 
As far as I know, Kolombangara land had two chief. One is inherited by 
Aniri Eo and another is inherited by Rodi. Aniri Eo is chief over land -
Landowner - and Rodi is chief over tribe in Kolombangara.n · 
This is consistent with a concept in Nduke that tribal leadership is, or can be, 
divided between a chief ideally by matriline who deals with land issues and a 
chief ideally by patriline who deals with village affairs. Steward has here 
relegated Rodi and his successors to the latter position, which gives them no 
automatic authority in land affairs because it can then be argued that if they came 
from the patriline they have only secondary rights to land. 
The appeal lodged by Studi had not yet proceeded when Mega Corporation, the 
Malaysian logging company contracted by KOC to do the logging, began 
siteworks in late September 1993.12 This required clearing trees, which brought a 
reaction from at least two quarters. James Rizu protested to the Premier of the 
Province that the operation ignored 'traditional rights' of the three land-holding 
8 ibid, p. 8. 
9 Minutes: 'Dulo General Meeting', Dulo, Kolombangara, 5 September 1993. (TS, 8 pp, 
map attached). 
10 Minutes: 'Rodi Committee Meeting', Titiana, Gizo, 26September1993. (TS, '7 pp). 
11 GKAC Timber Right hearing ap. cit. p.15. 
12 The parent company of Mega Corporation Ltd (Honiara) was, in 1995, Mega 
Investment Co. (PTE) Ltd (Singapore). 
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groups he had represented in the June timber rights hearing.13 The Hon. Jackson 
Piasi, national Member of Parliament for Gizo-Kolombangara, expressed the 
action of the company as 'an indication of the prevalent lawlessness among 
loggers in our forestry industry' and indicated he would seek a legal injunction.14 
Instead, in early November the Kolombangara Council of Chiefs brokered a deal 
between James Rizu and Steward Evo's party, allowing the road to be built 
through from the coast to the logging areas of blocks 'D' and 'E' .is For this 
agreement, a large meeting was held on 9 November 1993 at Kuzii village, with a 
reported attendance of 'over 200 chiefs, elders and villagers supporters of both 
parties and others in and around Kolombangara' .16 The Area Council re-
convened, with James Rizu agreeing to extend the KDC licence to cover blocks A, 
B, and C. In return Steward Evo announced James Rizu would be appointed as a 
Director in the company.17 Steward Evo also retracted his application for appeal 
against the original decision of the GKAC.18 This set of actions finally cleared the 
way for Mega to begin logging. Mega had by then committed its machinery to a 
logging operation on Vella Lavella and it wasn't until around May 1994 that a 
start was made.19 The Foreign Investment Division gave approval for the 
venture in early August 1994 and the first shipment of 4,546 m3 of logs, valued at 
US$ 590,078 cleared Honiara customs at the beginning of October 1994.20 
The agreement of business arrangements between KDC and Mega was detailed in 
a document signed by the parties in late April 1994. This statedl that KDC was 
always to be the principle party and handle all landowner issuies, while Mega 
would do the actual logging and arrange all shipping, machinery, employees and 
so on required. Of interest are the stated financial arrangements: 
• Royalties of Sl$20.00 per cubic metre exported was to be paid to the ' land 
owning group', 
• Sl$25.00 per cubic metre exported was to be paid to an Agriculture and 
Investment fund held by KDC, and 
13 Letter, J.Rizu ('Spokesman for Kolobangara tribe, Lolobo tribe, Sung'vanga tribe') to 
Premier, Western Province, 28/09/93. 
14 Letter, Hon. J. Piasi to' Authorities and Persons concerned, Kololeana Co.', 28/ 09/ 93. 
15 Memorandum: 'Consent to road access through block 'B", signed 10/ 11/ 93 by James 
Rizu, Steward Evo, and Dani Ita, with Billy Piokera and Henly Kabolo signing as 
witnesses. 
16 Memorandum: 'Peace Settlement - Kolombangara and Lolobo land' signed c. 
09/11/93 by Steward Evo, Dan lta and James Rizu, with witnesses L. Mazini, Silas 
Bio and two others (signatures illegible). 
17 Minutes: 'Kololeana Development Company an extra-ordinary meeting for extension 
of licence for' A', 'B', and 'C' refers to timber right hearing held at Gizo June 21st to 
25th 1993 on minute No. 14'. (TS, 3 pp). 
18 Letter, Steward Evo to Magistrate, Gizo, 05/11/93. 
19 M.B., pers. comm. 17-08-01. 
20 Letter, J. Maneniaru, Foreign Investment Division, to KDC, 01/ 08/ 94. Central Bank 
of Solomon Islands Foreign Exchange Department, 'Quarterly Round Log Export' 
report for 4th quarter 1994. Note that these prices are from Government valuations for 
purposes of duty collection, and may be conservative in comparison to actual prices 
negotiated beween Mega and its buyers. 
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• a further SI$5.00 per cubic metre exported was to be paid into a housing 
scheme. 
• Mega was to give two chainsaws, a portable sawmill and SI$5,000 to KDC for 
a timber milling venture, and 
• KDC was to pay Mega US$70.00 per cubic metre exported for 'technology and 
management costs'. 
Originally the profit (after Government fees, duties and all other expenses above, 
presumably) was to be split half each to KDC and Mega. Apparently the final 
agreement was altered so that Mega would receive US$10.00 on top of the 
technology and management fee, and the remainder was to go to the directors of 
KDc.21 
Local political difficulties that would eventually force the closure of the operation 
were first felt by June 1995. Attendants of a local meeting at Hunda that month 
maintained that the Lolobo, Sunguvanga and Kolobangara Madeatungu land-
owning groups mandated James Rizu only to agree to allow the loggers right of 
way through areas 'A', 'B' and 'C', but no mandate was given to actually log 
them. The meeting called for forest reserves be set up in the three land areas, 
which would not be logged, demanded two additional directors that the meeting 
had chosen be put onto the KDC board, and that changes be made to the 
Mega/KDC technology and management agreement.22 KDC and Mega apparently 
did not act on the recommendations of the meeting at Hunda, and went ahead 
logging into Lolobo land sometime around August 1995. The Hon. Jackson Piasi 
advised Mega and KDC to stop logging on Lolobo land until an agreement could 
be reached.23 As directors of KDC, Steward Evo and Dan Ita signed a strongly 
worded letter back to Piasi telling him they completely dismissed both the 
recommendations of the Hunda meeting and Piasi's demand.24 In response, 
Roland Masa and others applied to the High Court for an injunction to stop the 
logging in Lolobo land.25 The initial injunction came into force on 1 December 
1995, which restrained KDC and Mega from entering and removing timber from 
all the Lolobo, Sunguvanga and Kol'bangara Madeatungu lands (areas 'A', 'B' 
21 'Technology and Management agreement' between KDC and Mega Corporation Ltd, 
signed on 27 /04/94 (TS, 6 pp), and 'Supplementary Agreement Technology and 
Management' between KDC and Mega, signed on 27 /04/94 (TS, 2 pp). (Case file, HC 
Civil Case 361/95). During the most of the period of actual logging and receipt of 
payments, the registered directors of KDC were Steward Evo, Dan Ita, James Rizu, 
Luma Darcy, Douglas Hiva and Lawrence Mazine. (Directors as listed in the 
companies register for CRO 10/91 on Form 32 ('Particulars of Directors or Secretary 
and any changes therein') signed on 05/04/95). 
22 Minutes: 'General meeting 6/6/95: Tetepare-Zarorega, Lolobo, Madeatungu, 
Sungvanga and Zorutu landowning groups', 06/06/95. 
23 Letter, Hon. J. Piasi to Manager KDC, 07 /09/95. 
24 Letter, Steward Evo and Dan Ita to Hon. J. Piasi, 09/10/95. 
25 Affidavit by Roland Masa, 30/11/95, High Court Civil Case 361/ 95. 
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and 'C').26 This effectively signalled that a group of others within these 'tribes' 
overrode James Rizu's mandate to speak on their behalf. 
After the injunction, Mega shifted the focus of their logging across from the 
eastern side of the operations area to the western side into areas 'D' and 'E'. Here 
they continued logging, extending their operation above 400m elevation (the 
statutory limit) to log up the flank of Rano mountain to an altitude of about 
650m.27 Again they ran into trouble, with a trespass complaint: coming from 
neighbouring Viuru landowners.28 This did not go to court, apparently because a 
new logging venture was negotiated with principle landowners of Viuru. This 
became apparent when some of the Viuru landowners organised a serious 
attempt to bring Mega into Viuru land under an entity they named 'Viuru Forest 
Enterprises', which was not a registered company, but set up under KDC. Two 
Honiara-based Nduke people, Gordon Darcy (Permanent Secretary of Finance at 
the time) and Luma Darcy (an official in the Treasury Department), were the 
main movers in this venture.29 The 'Form I' public notice for the proposed 
logging was posted in early February 1996. A local 'Viuru tribe' meeting was 
held at Vavanga around March, where Gordon Darcy outlined the proposal. Not 
all attendants supported the logging venture. Although it was presented as a 
sustainable enterprise ventured by an indigenous company, some educated 
members of the Viuru tribe questioned the environmental effects, and others 
were suspicious of the business arrangements with KDC and Mega. The idea 
eventually won consent at the meeting, on the argument that logging would 
bring much-needed money to every family in the tribe.30 Formal objections were 
received from others against the 'Form I' application and a timber rights hearing 
was called, which served to re-open deep-running disputes about Voko and 
Zorutu land (a history that will be discussed further on). After two days of such 
matters, the Area Council members declared that the area proposed for logging 
was not in the area under dispute anyway, and they granted timber rights.31 For 
some reason the Viuru venture was delayed, and Mega withdrew from 
Kolombangara before a start could be made. 
26 High Court Civil Case 361/65, case file. A week later the Order was varied to allow 
timber already felled in these areas to be removed, with the gross proceeds from sale 
paid into Court. 
27 Confirmed by GPS survey to the end of the road running parallel to Pepele River. 
28 Letter, Forest Officer (TCU) Gizo to General Manager KDC, 16/ 02/96. (W / Prov file 
10/ 2/7). 
29 Note that Gordon and Luma are not brothers, although they both come from Ghatere 
village. The surname 'Darcy' is a co-incidence. Gordon's late father was Darcy Lilo of 
U ghele, while Luma' s late father was Darcy Mae of Langalanga, Mala.ita. 
30 Recollection from personal attendance. 
31 Minutes: 'Timber rights hearing for Kololeana Development Company on Viuru 
Land held at Gizo town on 16th April 1996 by Gizo/Kolombangara Area Council' (TS 
31 pp); Determination: 'Gizo/Kolombangara Area Council determ.ination on 20th 
April 1996, regarding timber rights application by Kololeana Development Co. Ltd 
on Viuru land' (TS, 2 pp). 
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KDC exported a recorded total 64,667m3 of round logs from south-west 
Kolombangara between October 1994 and December 1996, in 28 shipments with a 
recorded export value of US$7,481,075 (figure 29). This converted to roughly 
51$25.4 million. Under the terms of the technology and management agreement 
between KDC and Mega noted above, Mega would have taken about 51$17.5 
million, leaving a remainder of about 51$8.0 million. It is not clear which party 
paid the Government fees and export duties, court costs and settlement. Out of 
the approximately 51$8.0 million left to KDC, supposedly $1.6 million was put 
into the 'Agriculture and Investment Fund', $1.3 million was disbursed to 
members of the land-owning groups as royalties, and $330,000 was put into a 
housing fund. Allegations are common on Kolombangara that very little was 
disbursed as royalties. Some say they received a one-off payment of $40, while 
others say their share was never received. Even if 1,000 people were paid $40, 
this amounts to only $40,000, which leaves most of the $1.3 million unaccounted 
for. There is no sign of any activity having resulted from the 'Agriculture and 
Investment' fund. Evidently some money was spent on new house construction 
at Kuzi, because about a dozen new houses date from that period, although these 
were built first for the logging workers. On the whole though, little evidence of 
the massive sums of money generated by the venture are apparent, and it seems 
as though most of the millions of dollars that were received by the directors of 
KDC somehow disappeared. Anecdotes abound of people who claim to have 
witnessed a wild spending spree over many months by the Kololeana directors in 
Honiara. Among these stories are those of the directors sitting down as a group 
to thousand-dollar dinners every night for weeks on end. By 2000, two or three of 
the directors appeared to have been back to ordinary village levels of wealth, 
while other stories are that one or two shrewd ones spirited away large sums. 
Whatever the truth, for most of the several hundred people supposed to have 
ancestral connections with the area logged, very little came of the venture. 
This outcome demonstrated that the ideology of 'descent group' and common 
ownership of property did not extend to common sharing of the wealth 
generated. The venture also revealed the practical complexity of land ownership, 
both in the number and method of challenges made to the legitimacy of the 
authority of the directors to direct the logging into certain areas. Furthermore the 
venture demonstrated the cooperation required between relatively uneducated 
village 'landowners' rich in land but unable to utilise it profitably, and younger 
educated town-based relatives unable to make the land claims themselves but 
competent in making the necessary business and legal arrangements. 
Modern land tenure in Nduke 
The above example introduces the modem language of land claims under a 
typical post-independence scenario for Solomon Islands, that of logging on 
customary land. It also illustrates some of the political processes and political 
roles in such a case. The principle terms of this discourse are, in Solomons pidgin, 
'land', 'landowner', 'tribe', 'line', 'primary rights' and 'secondary rights'. Most of 
these terms have a corresponding term in the Nduke vernacular, "\lvith the 
exception of 'primary rights' and 'secondary rights', which do not. In the 
example, it is clear that there was a major impetus to establish a claim of ' primary 
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rights' to the land area because it had significant timber stocks within it. 
Establishment of the claim occurred within a forum organised by the State: in this 
case it was a timber rights hearing of the local Area Council. In other 
circumstances land disputes are dealt with in a local land court before a 
magistrate, or as in the KDC example, the High Court. Sometimes disputes over 
land areas can be resolved out of court, as in the example above, when the KCC 
brokered a deal when Steward Evo and James Rizu were at loggerheads. But 
ultimately if not resolved at the local level the decision can be taken by the State 
through the courts, which is the only authority that is commonly recognised. All 
players commonly agreed on the terms of argument over the Kololeana claim. 
Under this common understanding, a 'landowner' must act as a representative or 
'spokesman' of a tribe establishing himself as a direct 'linE~' descendant, 
preferably matrilineal (because this confers 'primary rights' status), from the 
ancestor he claims had established the tribe on that land originally. This is done 
by using genealogies. Although it had not occurred in this case, the landowner 
often needs to establish the extent of his 'land', which is putatively the estate 
established by the original ancestral landowner. Establishment proceeds by 
naming locations around the boundary of the estate, which, if necessary, the 
landowner should be able to locate physically. Additional support in this area is 
to be able to supply a story for each of these sites, naming their use and who used 
them.32 Supporters of the landowner often supply the details if the landowner is 
not familiar with them. The outcome, if an individual is confirmed to be the 
landowner, is a potential bonanza in logging or mining profits. 
In the example, political factors required that the spoils had to be shared among a 
few other individuals who either represented other powerful land interests or 
could conduct the business affairs, but the vast majority of the people 
'represented' by the landowner did not in practice have to be given a share at all. 
This was because the majority had developed no effective political response to 
their exclusion from the process of wealth sharing. Many Nduke readers of this 
may protest that ' in custom', to say that someone is the ' landowner' is not 
equivalent to saying they have sole rights over the land, but that they are simply 
supposed to represent the whole tribe in land matters; that it is more the 
equivalent of saying that they are the 'spokesman' for the tribe, a term also used 
in the Timber Right hearing. Following of this convention may have occurred 
during village meetings at the proposal stages during 1991-93 when tribe 
members were invited to reach a consensus decision on the proposal, to which 
the landowner would have been expected to abide. But as facts stand, a different 
process took over once the decision to log had been made and· power was 
transferred from the 'tribe' to the company directors, kinsmen who were 
supposed to hold a merely executive function on behalf of the tribe. Such is the 
state of affairs in this modern Melanesian state where 'traditional' practices are 
employed as just part of a wider world of business and law, of which a minority 
of the 'tribe' inhabits from high official positions within the Government while 
the less-literate peasant majority do not. 
32 Indeed, the rules of such evidence for setting out a land claim were codified for use of 
the Land Courts in the 1960s. 
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Although so much of the process involved in the example was a political one of 
forming alliances, defeating opponents and controlling flows of information and 
money, the task for now is to explain the concepts underlying the claim: 'land', 
'landowner', 'tribe', 'line', 'primary rights' and 'secondary rights'. I now tum to 
the first of three of these. 
'Land', 'tribe' and 'line' in modern Nduke 
Underlying the complexity of land claims like those in the KOC case is that 
Nduke people regard themselves as 'one people' divided into descent groups for 
historical reasons. The basis of this belief is the story of origin that is held by 
virtually all on the island. All Nduke people are said to be descendants from an 
original couple who lived in the crater at the centre of the island, Ramo. The 
couple itself was fantastic, one side being a shooting star (Mateana), the other a 
snake. These two are said to have born human children who multiplied among 
themselves, until the large group living within the crater began to emerge and 
settle on the high mountain flanks around the outside of the crater. The:re are in 
fact three passes through the crater wall, one at the headwaters of Veluai River in 
the north, one at the headwaters of Kukundu River in the west, and one the Vila 
River gorge in the south. These are the passes through which each founder or 
small founding group is said to have emerged to establish the first settlements at 
certain places on the high flanks. Modem genealogies of Nduke begin with these 
founders, who are about 15 generations removed from children now being born. 
The actual names and affiliations of some of these founding ancestors are 
disputed, probably because they directly bear on competing modern land claims. 
Mentioned before was the 'five-bubutu' model, in which is maintained that there 
were only five original founders. Against this is the KCC as mentioned before, 
which maintains that there were 18 founders with bubutu existing for each. 
Despite these serious differences, there is a consensus in general terms that all 
Nduke people are members of one or more of these founding ancestral 'lines'. 
Genealogies show a long series of intermarriages between descendants of 
different ancestors, so that if a Nduke person traces their pedigree through 
ancestors on both their mother's and father's sides, they are likely to have 
antecedents in more than one group. Many Nduke people can trace their 
connection into four or more of the Nduke descent groups, and often 1to others 
based on other islands as well. 
In Nduke language, melaka is 'land', and 'land estate' is melaka bubutu. 'Tribe' as 
used in the Timber Rights hearing is bubutu. In Nduke 'line' is either koburutavia 
'patriline' or maghutavia 'matriline'. There is no term for a mixed 'line'. The 'lines' 
are closely associated with legitimacy because either chief or landowner as above 
has to be a matrilineal descendant of the founding ancestor, or at least more 
matrilineal than another claimant. 
The system here fits well with anthropological kinship theory, whidh by the 
1960s had formulated the ideas of descent group, residential group and 
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residential estate. 'Descent' is a term that now has a pivotal role in the 
assumptions about land tenure in Solomon Islands. Scheffler (2001:15) after 
Fortes (1959) has made a careful definition of this term. He and Fortes argue that 
it should only refer to a person's 'ancestral' kin (e.g. grandparents), but not their 
immediate parents. To say it another way, · descent applies to a person's pre-
parental antecedents. The descent group is a group of people all of whom claim 
common descent from a single ancestor. A portion of the descent group remains 
on the estate as the core of the residential group. Other descent-group members 
live elsewhere, often as the result of marriage beyond the group itself, and the 
residential group includes people other than descent group members, such as in-
law relatives who have married in. Kinship in Nduke can be categorised as an 
Oceanic type, reflected in part by the main terms used in the language to classify 
kin (table 10).33 These are classificatory terms, meaning that they are terms by 
which a person is socially classified in their relation to another person. For 
example, tina-na can refer to a person's adopted mother as well as their biological 
mother, and can also refer to their parent's female sister or cousin, or even the 
same sorts of relations among pre-parental kindred. There is also a term in 
Nduke that covers the sum of all a person's relatives, turanga-na, 'personal 
kindred'. This is not the same thing as a bubutu because the personal kindred is 
egocentric and therefore different in the case of each individual.34 
Table 10. The main kinship terms in Nduke. 
Kinship Gloss in English Dyadic relational 
term b~rm 
tina-na 'female classificatory ancestor (+1 to +n)' tam'tina 
tama-na 'male classificatory ancestor (+1 to +n)' tat'mana 
tasi-na 'classificatory sibling, either sex' tam'tasi 
lulu-na ' classificatory sibling, opposite sex' tam'lulu 
tura-na 'descendant of opposite-sex classificatory sibling' tam'tura 
tu-na 'classificatory descendant (-1 to -n)' tam'tina/ tat'mana 
roa-na 'in-law of any generation (-n to +n), including in-laws of tam'roa 
all classificatory siblings and ancestors' 
iva-na 'classificatory siblings' spouse' tam'iva 
33 The classification of some kinship systems as 'Oceanic' was made by Carrier (1984) 
and others. Lexical similarities between kinship terms in various Oceanic languages 
has been discussed by Ross, Pawley and Osmond (1998). In the table, each term is 
denoted with the 3rd-person singular pronoun suffix, -na. 
34 There are some other kinship terms in Nduke that have been excluded from this table 
in order to present a simplified schema of just those terms which together can 
describe all relative positions within a kindred. Glosses in the table are consistent 
both for terms recorded by Hocart in 1908 and those recorded by myself. A recent 
borrowing from Roviana is roroto-na, to indicate all in-laws, which is replacing roa-na 
and iva-na. The term lulu-na is also rarely used now in Nduke. Important to the 
concept of 'line' is tavi 'kinsman/woman', as in e.g. qu tavi 'my relative' and in the 
Nduke terms koburutavia 'patrilineal relatives' and maghutavia 'matrilineal relatives'. 
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In typical Oceanic systems, descent of the individual can legitimately be traced 
through both the mother and father's lines, that is, cognatic descent. During the 
1950s and 60s, these systems were studied intensively and it was soon recognised 
that one cannot treat descent alone as the basis for determining which residential 
group an individual belongs to, among a number of intermarrying .groups. 
Construction of genealogies begins from an apical ancestor and proceeds by 
naming descendants and their offspring in generational succession. A project to 
map the genealogy of an estate very quickly begins to include people who are 
considered kin but are appellated to other, often neighbouring, estates. 
Conversely, members of a neighbouring group, while primarily residing on their 
'own' estate, may have range rights to the estate in question. The problem was 
summarised by Freeman (1961): 
... collateral cognates (from first cousins onwards) belong to more than 
one cognatic stock. This means that cognatic stocks, at this level, overlap; 
and consequently, unless some other criterion other than, and in addition 
to, descent be brought into operation, it is impossible to achieve the 
division of society into discrete groupings.35 
For the Solomon Islands, Scheffler in 1965 resolved the potential confusion by 
describing Choiseul social structure using ideas developed by Goodenough 
(1955) and Firth (1957) to distinguish between cognatic descent categories and 
cognatic descent groups. To take this scheme and apply it to Nduke, the two 
meanings that can be distinguished within what could be glossed as the general 
term for kin-group or category in Nduke, bubutu, are as follows. 
The first meaning of bubutu that can be defined is as 'named cognatic descent 
categories' (e.g. Iqoana, Viuru, Dughore). These are made, in name if not actually, 
of all descendants through males and females of an apical ancestor, who is 
'alleged to have originated that [bubutu] and its land estate by first clearing and 
occupying a tract of virgin forest' (Scheffler 2001:170). Scheffler did not consider 
these to be groups as such because the members would not normally be 
physically assembled as a group in any actual location; instead they exist 
conceptually as a category in Scheffler' s terms. These days an exception of sorts 
can immediately be thought of, which is the kind of meeting mentioned in the 
Kololeana example when many members of the Viuru 'tribe' came from near and 
far to attend a meeting held in the village of Vavanga, on the Viuru land estate, to 
decide whether or not to log the forests of the estate. 
The second meaning of bubutu could be defined as ' cognatic descent group' (also 
called a ramage or residential group). These groups consist of members of a 
cognatic descent category who 'live together on its estate and who form the 
nucleus of a community' (Scheffler 2001:170), along with the spouses and guests 
of the founder's descendants (Scheffler 2001:174). They are real groups such as 
are met with in Nduke villages. The inhabitants of Ghatere village, for example, 
are the ramage of Iqoana, and live upon the Iqoana land estate. 
35 Freeman 1961:200. 
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Since the 1960s it seems that this dual meaning of the term bubuil:u is becoming 
less ambiguous, at least in Nduke. If it ever did refer to the ramage, it does not 
seem that this is the case now. Taking an example, one is unlikely to hear of an 
in-law married into Ghatere village from, say, Bellona or some other non-Nduke 
place as being a member of the bubutu of Iqoana (although he or she is accepted 
as a member of the village, i.e. the residential group). 
Primary and secondary rights 
Since the term bubutu can refer to either the descent category or descent group, a 
practical question arises as to what rights a person has in regard to a particular 
named bubutu to which he or she might be said to have an affiliation. This 
introduces the concept of primary and secondary rights. In Solomon Islands the 
idea of 'primary' and 'secondary' rights had become part of the system by the 
1950s. Only the descent category is said to have primary rights over its estate, 
regardless of whether the individual members live there or not, while other 
residents on the estate who are not descent-related have secondatry rights. This 
means they can occupy and use smallholding areas allocated to them, but cannot 
take part in decisions over use of the estate as a whole, for instance in decisions 
whether to log the forest or not. In Nduke, a set of conventions about what 
constitutes legitimate succession through descent relationships within the 
kinship network are deployed in reference to competing representations of the 
descent from apical ancestors to stake claim of control over land resources and 
occupational rights. These conventions are typically stated as iin John Roni' s 
typescript 'Land, People and Development on Kolombangara' (ie.1989). In this 
scheme, primary rights are those held by 'the primary descendants of the tribal 
group', who are defined as descendants through an unbroken matriline from ' the 
founders of the tribal group'. Secondary rights come about when a woman 
moves to h er husband's land. The d escendants of the couple have only secondary 
rights to their father's land, but are said to retain primary rights in the mother's 
land even after successive generations of absence.36 
The terms 'primary' and 'secondary' probably did not begin to appear in the 
discourse of land tenure in Solomon Islands until sometime beti..veen 1923 and 
1957. Justice Phillips' (1923) discussion on land tenure did not make the 
distinction, whereas the Special Lands Commissioner C.H. Allan in 1957 gives 
definitions that hold across most if not all of the Solomon Islands to this day: 
Individual interests of members of land groups may be divided! into two kinds, 
primary and secondary. Primary interests are usually derived by inheritance, 
though in some instances they may be acquired by purchase or some customary 
mode of transfer: only members of the actual line within the land group can hold 
primary interests. Each member of the line is regarded as having a joint and 
equal primary interest in the actual soil of the land, and if on the coast, of the reef 
that adjoins it. Such interest differs from those interests that eaclh member of the 
line has acquired in the land by his own efforts. Normally such interests 
36 Roni, J., c.1989. Land, Peaple and Development on Kolombangara, Solomon Islands. 
Typescript report; pp. 12-13. 
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constitute a right to use specific plots. The method for establishing such interests 
differs for persons holding primary as against secondary interests. 37 
Secondary interests are usually no more than rights of usage, and never 
constitute an interest amounting to ownership in the actual soil. They are 
acquired either by birth into secondary kinship relationship to members of the 
line, or by seeking and receiving permission to cultivate a plot of land, by 
inheritance or by some customary mode of transfer.38 
In Nduke there is a distinction sometimes made within the bubutu between 
matrilineal and patrilineal descendants of the founder. These are represented 
respectively by the static verbs maghutavia, and koburutavia, where tavia means 'to 
be cognatically related'. It is sufficient to say for now that in this scheme the 
matrilineal descendants are considered to have greater rights than patrilineal 
descendants. At a personal level, lineage is traced by both 'mother's' and 
'father's' line. If the mother and father are regarded as affiliated to different 
named cognatic descent categories (NCDCs, Scheffler's (2001) terminology), the 
child is likely to acknowledge that they are 'of' both NCDCs. By extension, this 
has been known to apply also to grandparent's NCDCs, so the child may 
acknowledge that they are 'of' up to at least four different NCDCs. Scheffler 
considered that just one of these several possible NCDC affiliations is primary. 
The factors that weight a person toward a primary tie with one NCDC above 
others may include (Scheffler 2001:172): 'proximity' to each NCDC, identity with 
one particular NCDC through 'parental connection', and protracted residence in 
or near one particular NCDC' s ramage hence greater intensity of interaction there. 
On the other hand, affiliation to a particular ramage is by fact of birth, or 
affiliation by parental choice, or by parental residence. 
'Landowners' and 'chiefs' 
In modem Nduke, at least that part that subscribes to the ideas of the KCC, there 
are two kinds of 'chiefs': the bangara melaka 'land chief' or 'landowner' and the 
bangara bubutu, 'tribe chief'. According to the local ideology, the banga:ra melaka 
normally would be a descendant by matriline from the founding ancestor of the 
bubutu, and is responsible for all affairs to do with land or resources common to 
the bubutu within its estate. The bangara bubutu on the other hand is supposed to 
manage the affairs of the village and the individual land smallholdings within 
the estate. He is nominally from the koburutavia, or related to the founding 
ancestor by patriliny. The context of these positions within modem Nduke 
village governance is further described in chapter 7. 
Changing concepts of ground in the early colonial period 
Now that a basic understanding of land tenure and politics has been achieved, 
attention can be turned to the main argument of this chapter. The assumption 
that recent land claims, like the Kololeana example above, are based on a system 
37 Allan 1957, pp. 83-4. 
38 ibid, p. 84. 
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that has been in place since pre-colonial times never seems to have been 
questioned in Solomon Islands. Perhaps some would concede that the 
terminology, particularly words like 'landowner', is due to language changes and 
perhaps attitudinal chang~s, and that the lack of terms like 'primary rights' in 
local languages while they exist in pidgin may reflect the conceptual precision of 
land courts (or to go even further, is directly attributable to the original 1957 
Land and Titles Act and the theoretical basis used to construct it), there seems to 
be a consensus that the logic of the system is certainly 'customary' and has 
remained essentially unchanged since pre-colonial times. To say oltherwise might 
contradict common sense, because neighbouring groups of people would surely 
have their concepts of territory, of who has rights over it and how it is to be 
controlled. Therefore, if the concepts above are not the customary ones, albeit 
formalised to fit into a legal code nowadays, then what were? 
Perhaps it is misguided to seek evidence of fundamental changes as is proposed 
in the argument that opens below, by comparing relatively imprecise early 
material like Hocart' s field notes that could be construed to mean almost 
anything, with much more precise post-war anthropological and administrative 
land tenure studies on the region. The case has been built up in the previous 
chapter that 'house groups' were a much more important concept in practice in 
frontier times than 'descent' based groupings. This conclusion was based on a 
rereading of Hocart that contradicts what he and Rivers had to say about descent 
and its central importance to social organisation. Nevertheless it is possible that 
this counter-reading of Hocart seems plausible only because Hocart and Rivers 
never provided a complete and conclusive analysis of kinship structure in the 
New Georgia area. Had they done so, perhaps they would have long ago 
explained the essence of the system in operation, instead of this taking until the 
1950s for others to discover. That Hocart and Rivers did not see the system as it 
actually was is part of an argument already made by Scheffler in 1962. 
Hocart and Scheffler: house groups and descent groups 
Scheffler visited Simbo for nine days in 1960, just after finishing his intensive 
long-term study on land and social organisation in Varisi, Choiseul. He took to 
Simbo a Varisi interpreter 'who had lived in Simbo for more than 20 years' and 
who helped Scheffler learn the Simbo concepts. Scheffler was struck by the way 
Rivers and Hocart seemed to have earlier missed entirely the key concepts of 
social organisation in their writings about the island. As we have seen, the main 
point of Rivers' and Hocart' s work was, in the words of thefr patron, AC. 
Haddon, to 'study mother-right communities in the Solomons, and to trace the 
details of the transition from mother-right to father-right'. This was to be 
achieved by way of the genealogical method, with its four key techniques of 
collecting genealogies, eliciting kinship terms, recording inheritance sequences of 
property (especially smallholdings) and recording succession sequences of 
leaders. As Scheffler saw it, Hocart and Rivers had spent three months on Simbo 
studying these matters and still completely missed the central point. According 
to Scheffler, Rivers mistakenly concluded that the 'most important social group' 
on Simbo was the taviti. Scheffler summarises Rivers' findings that: the taviti was 
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... a group that "includes all relatives on both sides with whom any 
geneaological connection can be traced" (Rivers 1914, ii, 83), that is, a 
personal kindred. But this same "group" is also said to have been a land-
holding, partially localised (Rivers 176-180), and exogamous unit (Rivers 
1914: ii, 83).39 
Scheffler regarded this as impossible, as had some of Rivers' contemporaries. In 
Scheffler' s terms, personal kindreds were categories, not groups and so they 
could not possibly 'form the enduring and discrete units of social structure such 
as that which clearly existed on Simbo' .4o On the other hand, the Simbo term 
bubutu that Scheffler found was central to the Simbo description of theilr social 
structure was as he discovered, entirely absent from Rivers' work and only 
mentioned once by Hocart, in his manuscripts where 'he thought it: meant 
"descendant" and apparently had no notion of its reference to kin groups or 
categories' .41 To make matters worse, Justice Phillips also recorded usE~ of the 
term butubutu in both Nduke and Roviana in 1923, and the missionary teacher 
Waterhouse in Roviana noted it in 1928. 42 Hocart had spent time in these places 
as well, so that he had spent about 4112 months among people whose languages 
used (at least in later times) the term butubutu. The only explanation Scheffler 
could think for this astonishing lapse was that Rivers and Hocart had 'worked 
entirely in pidgin or rudimentary English', through interpreters they themselves 
had admitted, "were mostly poor" .43 As Scheffler almost immediately found out 
on his own brief visit, butubutu was the key term for any level of understanding 
of kinship on Simbo, or as he put it, was 'the only Simboese term for kin group or 
category', and referred also to residential units from hamlet level to the corporate 
groups that controlled the major land estates on Simbo. 
From Scheffler' s point of view, Hocart and Rivers turned out to be wrong on 
other basic points as well. They described Simbo as being divided into four 
districts, whereas Scheffler found out it was in fact five; Hocart and Rivers 
having missed what was apparently the most important of these groups, 
Vunaghusu, by assuming it and one other comprised a single unit called 
'Narovo'. It is worth noting here that Scheffler found 'Quarreling over land rights 
is now a critical problem on Simbo', and that 'the Simboese, suspiciouts of my 
relation to the Government and of my interest in land-tenure problems, refused 
to deal in more than generalities' .44 He also thought that since 'genealogies 
served a definite social function as charters to land rights' on Simbo, their 
manipulation and revision was quite possible, and that the quarelling he saw was 
largely due to 'attempts by individuals or families to establish sepa:rate and 
exclusive rights over what was once corporate property and to deprive others of 
39 Scheffler 1962:135 
40 ibid. 
41 ibid:155. 
42 The term butubutu also appears in the languages of Marovo, Ghanoqa, Hoava and 
Kusaghe: that is, it is apparently common to all the Oceanic languages of the New 
Georgia islands. See Waterhouse (1928:10) for Roviana. 
43 Scheffler 1962:155 (quoted by Scheffler from Hocart 1922). 
44 ibid: 141,156. 
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their rights of usage' .4s Despite the fact that Scheffler appeared to have walked 
into a situation of some turmoil, of which he could not get to thi:! bottom in his 
nine days because of the reluctance of his informants to detail the situation, 
Scheffler managed to find, or so he apparently thought, that Vunaghusu was the 
originary butubutu of Simbo, whose apical couple notionally emerged from a cave 
near the summit of Patukio mountain at the centre of the island and from whom 
came all the people of Simbo. The utterly discredited Hocart had apparently 
uncovered none of this, but Scheffler too had his difficulties, because 'informants 
became very confused trying to relate how the other four butubutu did in fact 
"branch off" from Vunaghusu'.46 On the other hand, Scheffler noted that 
genealogists from the other four groups stressed that in fact they had their own 
separate origins, independently of Vunaghusu. One might say that this is no 
surprise, given that Vunaghusu descendants claimed a perfect ma1triliny from the 
founding couple, giving them in theory rights to the entire island, and it was only 
the neighbouring group's selective genealogising which implicitly denied this 
precedence in their case. Despite Scheffler' s awareness of the politicisation of 
genealogies for purposes of claiming land, he oddly does not adduce that this 
might have affected the content of the land history he was told. 
The problem with Scheffler' s work, which argues for such a seemingly perfect 
and sensible a system of social structure, is that it is unreflectively ahistorical and 
apolitical, even as he claims to have historically reconstructed the social 
organisation of pre-colonial Simbo as based on a combination of cognitive logic 
and political expediency.47 The alternative view can still stand: Rivers and Hocart 
missed the term butubutu because, counter to Scheffler' s assumption, estate-
owning categories (butubutu) were not important in 1908. By 1960 that concept 
had become crucially important, and Scheffler was witnessing not the normal 
bumping and jostling of a politically eventful but inherently stable and 
traditional system, but a major reshaping of the political landscape in Simbo by a 
reassembly of the past in terms of butubutu ideologies. As Scheffler himself was 
partly aware, this was linked to land takeovers in circumstances of increasing 
population and competition for scarce crop-producing areas; which in 1960 was 
probably at least in part due to government encouragement to plant coconuts at a 
time copra prices were increasing. However, the point here is not to discover the 
truth about Simbo society but to question Scheffler' s long-standing criticism of 
the absence of butubutu from Hocart's work. The way is still open to explore the 
alternative, historicised view and its implications, because if on the other hand 
there was a transition from a society where house group membership, individual 
smallholdings and belonging to locale was more important than bounded 
territories based on descent category control, then the signs of the transition 
might be apparent in early colonial commentary on land matters. 
45 ibid: 153. 
46 ibid: 138. 
47 This cannot be expanded upon here, but Scheffler's reconstruction extends over 
pages 150-53 (ibid). 
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Was there a transition of social form? 
The transcripts of the Phillips Land Inquiry show the mention of butubutu in 
Nduke in 1923. Bubule, a Nduke witness to the Inquiry made reference to 
butubutu in the sense of, apparently, a residential group: 
"Before" Government came, a "child catches ground along mother 
suppose he chief: or along father suppose he chief". H a Duke chief 
married a Simbo woman who was not a chief the children would have 
ground at Duke. Ha Duke man married a Bilua woman, - neither a chief, 
- their children would belong to the "mbutu mbutu" of either the father 
or mother according to the place where they were.48 
Although as Scheffler has pointed out, Hocart did not report the term butubutu in 
more than a note on Simbo, there is evidence that the concept may indeed have 
existed in the New Georgia area including Nduke and Simbo in 1908, and as 
Scheffler claims, may have been a word denoting 'named cognatic descent 
category', as well as meaning any other grouping based on kin relations. The 
evidence for this comes from Thurnwald who visited Vella Lavella and Choiseul 
in 1908. Although he says no more on the subject, he did write this: 
In Bambatana on Choiseul ... The inhabitants of a district are regarded as 
descending from a common human progenitor. The chieftain is derived 
from him .... On Vella Lavella origin-groups, toutou exist that regard 
themselves as each originating from a certain place. The children belong 
to the toutou of the mother.49 
Unfortunately, whether Rivers similarly discovered the term toutou in Vella 
Lavella cannot be checked because his field notes are not presently available. 
Such a check would help discover if Rivers was alert to the possibility of this 
concept among people who had discussed it with Thurnwald. Hocart did not 
note the term toutou on Vella Lavella either, although apparently he did not 
make inquiries on the topic of social organisation while with Rivers in Vella 
Lavella, so it remains inconclusive if he was predisposed to discover the concept 
or not. 
Hocart's notes give little indication of the situation in Nduke in regard to similar 
'origin groups'. In the previous chapter it was noted that Hocart had listed ten 
soloso ('districts' or 'locales') that his informants said had existed around 
Kolombangara, although only four of these were populated at the time: Koqu, 
Dughore, Iqoana and Viuru. Hocart recorded a number of contextualised 
references to the soloso of Iqoana, which his informants identified as bE~ing the 
locale Hocart had stayed in while in Nduke. The senses in which the te:rm was 
used included a sense of political grouping based on locale: 
48 Phillips Land Inquiry. Notes of Proceedings, Claim No. 30 (Privately-held photocopy, 
original not located in SINA), p. 49-50. 
49 Thumwald 1910:125. 'Die Bewohner eines Gaues werden als von einem 
gemeinsamen menschlichen Stammvater herriihrend betrachtet. Von ihm leitet sich 
der Hauptling ab .... Auf Vellalavella bestehen Ursprungsgruppen ("toutou"), die 
sich als von bestimmten Orten herstammend betrachten. Die Kinder gehoren dem 
"toutou" der Mutter an'. 
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'Men of Iqoana did not fight Viuru or Dughore',50 
of origin or 'belonging', as in this comment about Hocart' s informant Qovara: 
'N ggovara belongs to Moholomo in Inggoana' ,51 
of a sense in which leadership (NDU bangara 'leader') appears to have ancestrally-
based association with the locale: 
'Nggovara mbangara in Inggoana, successor to Zhirumbuko.',52 
and of a sense of smallholding usufruct based on inheritance within the locale: 
'Nggovara's nuts plenty in Inggoana: belonged to Zhirumbuko before'.53 
Ultimately Hocart was unable to draw any conclusions as to the basis of the 
relationship between the individual and the locale, as reflected in this comment 
about Qovara, that his informants 
'Could not explain why Nggovara belongs to Inggoana, only reason is 
that Zhirumbuko father of Moluvuru is of Inggoana'.54 
This final quote does demonstrate that there was some sense that personal 
association with the locale in Qovara' s case was based at least in part on 
genealogical connection (from his MoMoFa). The reason given why Qovara 
'belonged' to Iqoana, which was that his mother's mother's father was from 
Iqoana, is by the definition given by Fortes and Scheffler above a relation of 
descent. None of this gives any clear idea of the way an Iqoana bubutu, if it is 
assumed to have existed, may have been organised. Nor do any of Hocart' s other 
few notes on 'belonging' provide anything definite: 
Vorete belongs to Viuru through father; his mother Piko belongs to 
Ndughore Vorete said on [her] mother's side [but in genealogies he had 
said she belonged to Voko]; in confronting with genealogies said on 
father's side she belonged to Voko.ss 
This example backs up a statement his informants had made in the same 
conversation, also in the context of discussion of soloso, that: 
. . . on enquiry they declare belong to both father and mother's place: 
fashion belong black man.56 
These two observations at least do show that the system in regard to 'belonging' 
to soloso in 1908 was by cognatic affiliation, although there was a qualification, 
that 
.. . it was declared that if father is of Nduke, mother Sambana, child is of 
Sambana; if other way around child is of Nduke. In these discussions 
only soloso ever taken into account.57 
50 HFN:1461. 
51 HFN:1410. 
52 HFN:1420. 
53 HFN:1422. 
54 HFN:1412. 
55 HFN:1428-9. 
56 HFN1428. 
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There seemed to be some equivocation whether matrifiliation was more of a 
determinant of 'belonging' than patrifiliation, at least as regarded someone who 
was from an entirely different, non-Nduke, origin. Yet none of this really answers 
the question of how the bubutu would have operated, because there is no 
indication of the relationship by descent by a whole named cognatic descent 
category to its founders that is basic to the bubutu idea, at least in its :modern 
rendition. 
There is only one more area of inquiry, and that is about the bangara 'chiefs'. 
Hocart later wrote his impressions of leadership in Simbo, Roviana and Nduke, 
saying, evidently with Simbo in mind, that: 
... the chief himself is never spoken of as the chief of this or that hamlet, 
but of a gusu, or district ... Informants are very definite on the point: the 
cheiftainship is not associated with any smaller unit than the district.58 
Hocart noted in support of this that 'They always go to war by districts: any one 
of the chiefs of a district may order an expedition & the whole will join', and that 
'Big feasts also go by districts', with his examples (from Simbo) showing that 
both chiefs of the district in question held the feast 'jointly'. At least in Simbo, 
and probably in Nduke, the bangara appear then to have operated at the level of 
the locale. As inferred above in Qovara' s statement that 'Men of Iqoana did not 
fight Viuru or Dughore', the soloso appears to have been a spatial unit of political 
grouping, or polity. In this the chief appears to have been the social core., in both 
life and later death as we have seen in the last chapter. Yet from the sample data 
we have from Hocart (figure 30), the succession of chiefs rarely followed 
'matrilineal' principles of cross-cousin succession as an ideology of primary 
rights via the matriline might have it.59 Still, descent is clearly important, both in 
'belonging to' a locale as in Qovara' s case, or as Kokoe explained, that '"before" 
Government came' a chief's child automatically has land interests in the chief's 
locale regardless of place or residence although this was not apparently a right of 
non-chiefs. The chief is the founding head passing down the line from the 
original founder or foundress, or as Hocart connoted it, the beads on a necklace -
the butubutu.60 
There is nothing to contradict the idea that the bubutu existed as a concept of 
social organisation in Nduke, but if so, it clearly didn't occur to any of Hocart's 
informants to mention the term in the context of Hocart's enquiries on kinship, 
chieftainship, or the question of 'belonging'. A generation later, Phillips records 
the bubutu as a central concept held by his witnesses, and that it was a central 
57 HFN:1412. 
58 Hocart TS: Chieftainship, p.5. MS Papers 60, item 00, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
59 The data in figure 29 is derived from correlation of Hocart' s genealogies (Hgen) with 
succession sequences recorded in FNB:1410, 1413, 1416-17, 1418, 1419-20. 
60 Hocart TS: Chieftainship op. cit., p.3: 'The expression mbutumbutu bangara means a 
descendant or a line of chiefs: if the latter is the meaning it is possibly derived from 
the word mbutu, a small shell ring used in making collars the idea being a chain of 
chiefs'. See also the similar gloss in HvocS. 
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point they wished to communicate to Phillips in putting forward their claim over 
the land taken by Levers Pacific Plantations Limited (LPPL). An example is 
Bubule, who having just explained the system of filiation to bubutu operating in 
Nduke (quoted above), went on to on to say 
All Kulambangara belongs to the "one big people", though there are 
groups descended from that people. It is true we spoke to Mr Knibbs 
about one group "owning" one piece of land and another group another 
piece of land, but when we come to Land Court we speak as one people 
because we are one people and the land belongs to us all. None of us 
want to sell this ground between Dulo and Hambere (land within the 
Lever's Certificate).61 
This talk of 'all one people' to whom the land belongs, amounts to a shift in 
emphasis. In Hocart' s time it seems that house groups, composed of only a very 
minor ramage 'core' of cognatic relatives who could trace descent from a 
founder, were still engaged in sea-going activity (trading and bonito hunting), 
but the role of the bangara had declined with the end to warfare and large-scale 
feasting cycles, although bangara were still a recognised social institution. The 
locale was certainly a space of residence, production and exchange activity, but it 
appears that there was no emphasis on group structure based on founder 
ideology, although there are hints that it was a concept that was present. The 
organisation of society around seafaring house groups seems to have been more 
significant in Nduke at that time than organisation around descent from a 
founder. As will be seen in the following discussion, the early ,colonial period 
saw a new role for the bangara defined within the practice of larnd negotiations. 
This it seems revitalised the ideology of founder-based groupings, but not tied to 
war and feasting activities as it may have been before. Instead it was a response 
to the way land came to be understood as having a commodity value in the 
colonial context. 
Early colonial land purchases 
The emergence of the early plantation economy in Solomon Islands has been 
documented by Bennett (1987) who assembled a narrative from various records, 
which indicated that land purchases from indigenes by Europeans for plantations 
began to take off at the beginning of the 20th century, with much of this activity 
occurring in the New Georgia islands. Nduke was not involved in these 
transactions until a little later, in the period around 1909-13. During those years it 
must have become obvious to the Nduke indigenes that the Euiopeans, in the 
form of LPPL, regarded the south of Kolombangara as theirs alone (through a 
deal with the government rather than Nduke people). LPPL had begun planting 
their coconuts at Vovohe in the south in 1912 (figure 31). During the Phillips 
Land Inquiry, Iqolo, who was the witness speaking for the land area between 
Bohu and Vao said of this action by Levers that 
61 Phillips Inquiry. Notes of Proceedings, op.dt., p. 50. 
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I remember the time Lever's started cutting the scrub at Kolombangara 
... Mr Knibbs [the Government surveyor] asked me if I wanted pay for 
this ground: [but] it was mine: they had "all same stealem" .62 
About the same time, Nduke people sold a large area at Kukundu on the west 
coast to the Resident Commissioner. In early 1912 BSIP had stopped the! sale of 
native land to private Europeans, introducing a system of government-controlled 
leasehold instead.63 In this case the sale had been negotiated by Roviarna-based 
European trader and planter Norman Wheatley, although completed by the 
government who later leased it back to Wheatley. Frank Burnett, a traveler who 
visited Nduke about a year after Hocart, witnessed negotiations that preceded 
the 1913 land sale of the Kukundu River area. He recorded that 
Upon landing, and after Norman had transacted his business with the 
native trader, a deputation, headed by the Chief, waited upon him, and, 
through an interpreter of their own, stated they were led to understand 
that the Government proposed to take from them their best property, 
upon which they planted their coconuts that practically constituted their 
livelihood. That as they were not powerful enough to dispute the action 
of the authorities, in respect of this contemplated spoilage, and as it 
appeared inevitable that the lands in question would pass to the white 
man, they preferred that Mr Wheatley, whom they had known and 
traded with for years, should have them. They, therefore, proposed that 
he should accept a deed of the property in question, containing, 
however, a stipulation that they should be allowed to collect th,e 
cocoanuts from all the existing trees. The Chief also signified his 
willingness to obtain the signatures of the owners to such a conveyance 
of the property to Mr Wheatley, so that, in this way, outsiders should be 
prevented from settling in their midst.64 
This action of agreeing to alienate the land at Kukundu is the first known 
instance of any such action occurring in Nduke. The original deed of title from 
1913 shows that there were five local signatories.65 This episode shows that there 
was real pressure by the British to assume land, pressure that was difficult to 
resist, although from this example it seems that it could be negotiated., if only 
within limited bounds. 
62 Phillips Inquiry. Notes of Proceedings, op.cit., p. 38. 
63 Bennett 1987: 148. 
64 Burnett 1911:136-7, also quoted by Bennett 1987:120. 
65 Judith Bennett (pers. comm.) provides the following detail. Lands Title 097-1020-1 to 5 
shows that about 2000 acres at Kukundu were conveyed on 23 October 1913 to the 
Resident Commissioner for £100. The signatories were Gori Bangara (Ghorebangara), 
Kuki (Kuhi), Penga (Peqa), Bombuli (Bubule) and Govera (Qovara). Shrines and all 
coconut trees were specifically reserved as being outside the sale. Bennett also 
provides some later history to this area: The government leased the land parcel to 
Wheatley in 1920. A further 150 acres were sold to the government by Kopa from 
Hagiri (Habere) to Kukundu River in 1923. By the 1930s it seems to have reverted to 
the government and it leased 1850 acres from Wilson Cove (Habere) to Ariel Cove 
(Meresu) for 33 years to the SDA mission. In 1972 the Commissioner of Lands gave 
Iriri villagers a licence to collect wood etc. for building (cf p .192 of this thesis). 
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There were a number of elements involved in these land transactions between 
indigenes and Europeans. One was probably a gradual transition in the meaning 
of these land purchases. Initially they may have been indistinguishable from the 
granting in indigenous society of 'occupancy rights' to people (i.e., other 
indigenes) not already 'belonging' to the locale. If Europeans were 
accommodated in this system, they would be free go about their business, plant 
coconuts and harvest them on the land marked out as 'theirs'; not unlike the 
indigenous concept of individual smallholdings. At some point though it seems 
the indigenes began to realise that Europeans attached a different meaning to the 
transaction. Four kinds of action by the Europeans seem to have been significant: 
the cutting down of trees regarded as owned by particular indigenes, the 
exclusion of people from entering the area, the import of strangers as labour, and 
the transfer of land onward to a third (European) party without 1consultation of 
the natives. Evidence of Iqolo, a Nduke witness to the Phillips Inquiry of 1923 
quoted above, illustrates two of these points, where he speaks of coconut 
holdings of his destroyed on coastal land occupied by Levers sometime between 
1912 and 1923: 
Some of the trees at Pailitasilanga and Vovohe have been cut down by 
the Malaita boys employed by Lever's. There were some coconuts of 
mine at Bimbiu River cut down by Malaita boys.66 
From Sirnbo was a similar case, where the trader Fred Green, occupying land 
previously paid for or rented by his predecessor John Pratt, became the centre of 
a dispute. This came to the notice of the District Officer when a group of 'Sirnbo 
natives' visited him, 
. . . their complaint being that Mr Green was clearing land beyond his 
boundry, destroying their nut trees and source of food supply .... The 
complaint this time seemed to be that the land was never paid for by 
].Pratt but only rented and that therefore Green has no right to clear the 
land.67 
Bennett (1987) has examples of Europeans buying land then on-selling it at 
inflated prices in a 'property boom' that held until in 1912 the BSIP converted 
these freeholdings to leasehold title that they themselves granted, thereby 
restraining this speculative activity.68 Finally, Phillips noted that LPPL had 
actively excluded Nduke people from their plantations in south Kolombangara. 
There is good evidence that the indigenes in the New Georgia area had learned 
the value of land as a commodity in the European way during this period. In 
Nduke, this was also apparent from the proceedings of the Phillips Inquiry, 
admittedly quite late (in 1923), where the land claim representatives Iqolo and 
Bubule understood both sale and leasing of land.69 
An attempt on the part of the natives to redress an unsatisfactory situation of one 
of these kinds by force or threat would or could at that time be met with greater 
66 Phillips Inquiry. Notes of Proceedings, op.dt., p.34. 
67 District Officer R.B. Hill to Resident Commissioner, 25/08/ 1911. BSIJP 21/ 1/ 5. 
68 Bennett 1987:143-5, 148. 
69 Phillips Inquiry, Notes of Proceedings, op.dt., pp.40, 50. 
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force by government forces or by planter's private militias with government 
complicity. In this scenario, the European idea of territorial holdings over the 
ground with its four novel practices as noted above, was indissolubly linked to 
the establishment of a rule of law by the Protectorate, both as the consistent 
application of a certain cultural code to land ownership and what that allowed, 
and the power to back up the law. If this is so, then there were two main Jfeatures 
of the early colonial transition in land ownership concepts among indigenes. One 
was the changing economy, in which Europeans sought land for plantations and 
the other was the establishment of state power under which the Etrropean 
understanding of land ownership prevailed. The former constituted a threat to 
indigenous interests and the latter set limits on the kinds of responses that could 
be made. The only real response that could be made under the circumstances was 
to use the system of appeal to Government officials that the BSIP encouraged. An 
example of this was given in the example above, in relation to Fred Green's land; 
as the District Officer had reported, the 'chief men' in this case ' ... came here and 
begged me to go at once with them as Green was doing so much damage' .7o The 
Government had imposed a monopoly on resolving such disputes. Evidence that 
the indigenes were learning to adapt to these conditions by negotiation within 
the limits set is contained in Justice Phillips' report that after Lever's began their 
clearing operations in Kolombangara and elsewhere in the New Georgia area 
that came under the LPPL Certificate, 
The natives had commenced to ask questions about the clearing 
operations begun by Lever's at Hathorn Sound and Kolombangara, and 
it was gradually perceived that much of the land as yet untouched by the 
company would be claimed by the natives as soon as the company 
cleared them. The natives were becoming more articulate; they were 
expressing concern at Lever's developmental work: and they were 
settling in greater numbers on the beach as "peace, order and good 
government" spread.71 
Hence the reason for the Phillips' Conunission, but this also demonstrates that a 
learning process had begun among the Kolombangara people of the gravity of 
the European claims to land, and also the possibility of resistance to it by making 
counter claims. 
As mentioned above, in 1923 Justice Phillips conducted a series of land inquiries 
in different parts of the Solomon Islands Protectorate to settle by legal judgment 
conflicting claims over various parcels of land in cases where the conflict was 
between indigenous and British claimants. One of these inquiries related to the 
claims made by LPPL to all the land in the south, east and north of 
Kolombangara. The Company's claims had arisen as a result of the Protectorate 
proclaiming the uninhabited area of Kolombangara as wasteland under the BSIP 
70 District Officer Hill to Resident Commissioner, op. cit. 
71 Phillips Land Inquiry. Native Claims Nrs 30-37 and 55, etc. Land Commissioner's Report. 
Dated 21/04/1925; BSIP 18/I/26 (SINA), pp. 36-7. 
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Wastelands Act of 1900, and then ceding it to LPPL in 1904.72 Years passed while 
the Government negotiated an agreement with LPPL for the terms of their 
occupation of Kolombangara, during which time, in 1912, the company began 
planting coconuts in the south of the island. In 1914 the Government finally gave 
Levers a 999-year lease in Kolombangara. Some of the plantings made by Levers 
in 1914 involved annexing indigenous plantations in the Vovohe-Nusatuva area 
and telling Nduke people to vacate the area for the company (figure 31).73 This 
must have led to complaints to the Government by local people, which along 
with many other complaints around the country about land dealings led 
eventually to the setting up by the Government of the Phillips Land Inquiry. 
Thus more than ten years after the Levers' occupation, indigenous 
representatives from Nduke were able in Phillips' inquiry court to dispute the 
Levers' claim on the basis that Nduke people had an ancestra1 claim to the 
alienated land, and occupied at least part of it. The 'claim No. 30' land inquiry 
into Kolombangara was held over three days in September 1923 at Vovohe cove 
at the southern extremity of Nduke. According to Phillips himself, the 'basis on 
which the Inquiry was to proceed' was that 'the Commission would inquire into 
and make recommendations on the Native Claims to the Kolombangara land in 
Lever's existing certificate' .74 Justice Phillips, his court clerk, the Deputy for the 
Natives, a representative from LPPL, the Methodist missionary J.F. Goldie (as an 
observer), and about 80 Nduke witnesses and observers all attended the hearing. 
The fact that there was an inquiry (Phillips) reflects the intention of the BSIP to 
conduct the colony lawfully, and from earlier on there was an express 
commitment to a tolerant paternalism that took account of indigenous practices 
and concepts. The BSIP of course had the power to proclaim land their own, but 
at the same time, affected it seems by contemporary ideas of social liberalism, 
they were concerned to attend to the welfare and development of the natives. 
Most of the pre-war Gizo District files w ere lost during the Japanese occupation, 
so again evidence has to come from fragmentary material. In 1915 the Acting 
Resident Commissioner wrote to the incoming District Officer in Gizo outlining 
issues and policies for the Gizo District. In this he says 
The natives can be made to understand that they are free agents in 
regard to their own property, but they must respect the laws and 
regulations made for their good by the Government, you should 
endeavour to instill into them that they are under the protection of a 
Government that will do everything in its power to assist and improve 
their condition. Ancient Rites, Manners and Customs are to be respected 
as long as they do not come into conflict with authority and their own 
advancement.75 
72 The concession was first granted to the Pacific Islands Company under the Solomon 
(Waste Lands) Regulation No. 3of1900 before transfer to LPPL. Details of these early 
events are discussed in Heath 1979. 
73 Land Commissioner's Report ap.cit. 
74 ibid., p. 73. 
75 F.J. Barnett to J.C. Barley, 18/02/1915. BSIP 21/II/4. (SINA). 
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With this predisposition of the Government, there was the possibility of 
negotiation. While on the part of Phillips there was a commitment to understand 
local tenure, there was also at the same time a response organised by the 
indigenes to the circumstances in which they could negotiate a position. As part 
of this it seems that a new social role was created in the dealing of land with 
Europeans. Phillips was concerned with notions of the legitimate entity with 
which transactions in land could be said to occur. He himself had come to the 
conclusion that 'native ownership of land throughout the Western Solomons is 
communal, not individual' .76 In discussing the European idea that such 
ownership was in fact individual, Phillips noted that 
... a native will often reply, in response to an inquiry as to the ownership 
of a piece of land, that it "belong (so-and-so)" - giving the name of some 
native, who is frequently but not necessarily a Chief.77 
Phillips maintained that, once it is understood that land ownership is communal, 
further inquiry would show that the above was a misconception because of 
appearances, underlying which the following was really the case: 
... the land "belongs" to that native because he is one of the "line" that 
owns it, and because the natives of his line have agreed (tacitly or 
expressly) that he should "look out after" the land for them, and be their 
spokesman and representative in any discussions or negotiations with 
outsiders in regard to it ... , [but] he has no right to conclude negotiations 
or transactions in a manner contrary to the wishes of his line' .78 
It is worth keeping in mind that Phillips noted that this person was not 
necessarily a 'chief', but was responsible for 'all the talking and bargaining in 
regard to land matters with the outer world' on behalf of his 'line'. Certain 
assumptions have to apply here because it is not clear what Phillips may have 
meant by a 'chief', or under what conditions land was regarded by the :indigenes 
themselves as 'communal', but Phillips is arguing that this negotiator, whether 
'chief' or not was above all able to negotiate with Europeans, a task that would be 
facilitated by a knowledge of pidgin and of European property concepts. This 
brokering role in transactions over the disposal of land to complete foreigners 
surely was not a part of pre-colonial culture. Phillips was probably right on this 
point, although on the related issue of 'communal ownership' by the 'line', there 
might have been some aspects that Phillips did not entirely see. Phillips 
described himself as 'somewhat taken aback' when the planter and trader 
Norman Wheatley in giving his evidence said that he' ... [did] not agree with the 
idea of communal ownership, it has always been recognised that individuals or 
certain people owned the land'.79 Phillips was happier with the evidence of Joe 
Binskin, trader and planter on Vella Lavella, who had this to say: 
In all my experience there has always been one man put up as owner ; iln 
some cases two men ... the natives put him up as owner. The "pay" if it 
was, say, a whaletooth or a boat, he would keep for himself. If it were 
76 Land Commissioner's Report op. cit., p. 46. 
77 ibid, p. 47. 
78 ibid, p. 47. 
79 ibid, p. 48. 
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calico or cases of tobacco, he would share for his own safety ... I used to 
listen to Dr Rivers questioning the natives. As far as I could ascertain the 
natives said "we" own the land but one man has the disposing of it. A 
few years ago if you were negotiating with a native and the crowd did 
not want him to sell you'd have to back down: he'd have to ; he'd get 
knocked on the head with a tomahawk if he didn't.so 
Phillips argued at length that the social changes of colonialism were themselves 
effecting a rise of land consciousness among the indigenes of the western 
Solomons. He was inclined to see this through the theory that, as Haddon had 
assumed 15 years earlier, this consisted of a transition from 'mother-right' in land 
to one, not of 'father-right' as Haddon had thought, but of bilateral rights. 
Phillips seems to have absorbed this trend in the anthropological theory of the 
time, probably through his reading of Rivers' 'History of Melanesian Society', 
which he cites elsewhere.Bl This probably is not a tenable theory, but the evidence 
Phillips put up for this argument is useful to argue for a rather different vision of 
social change. His framing of the issues was neatly expressed when he wrote that 
In the foregoing paragraphs I have used the term "ownership" iJn regard 
to native land, but as I have said, this term is used for want of a better, 
and I now have to indicate as best I may what native "ownership" of 
land implies. In other words, how does the native look at land? The 
answer to this question is difficult because the whole native outtlook in 
land matters is so radically different from our own. And again, the native 
outlook prior to the advent of our civilization has been modified since.82 
Phillips seems to have been more aware than any other writer that the problem of 
representation of exotic concepts in conventional terms was compounded by the 
adoption of those norms by the indigenes themselves within the very same 
milieu of colonisation. 
Perhaps with almost a century of retrospection we can now see the change in 
indigenous terminology was an adoption that was part of a regularisation of 
discourse about land tenure to accommodate colonial concepts and to negotiate a 
new order with colonial authorities. This idea of regularisation is drawn from 
Bourdieu (1977:21-22), where it sits with the accompanying idea of officialisation. 
These concepts have been applied in the context of another colonial situation by 
Hanks (1987), where he analyses the forms of address in the language used in 
Mayan correspondence to the King of Spain asking for certain concessions. 
Hanks argues that in the Mayan letters the Mayans modified their own 
indigenous forms in order to conform to the social concepts of the colonising 
Spanish. In the case of Nduke concepts of land tenure, the ideas of officialisation 
and regularisation can be applied to alert us to the following possibility. 
Bourdieu argued that representations of social relations lay down 'the dividing 
line between the thinkable and the unthinkable', and this itself contributes to the 
80 ibid, p. 49. 
81 See in particular ibid., pp. 44 ff Reference to Rivers: op. cit. p.49. 
82 ibid. p.57. 
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'maintenance of the symbolic order from which it draws its authority' .83 In a 
situation of negotiating cross-cultural understanding, appealing to the British in 
terms of what was thinkable to them, in other words concepts of rules of descent 
and bounded land areas, which would seem to have been the concern of the 
British, may have been advantageous. This, in Bourdieu' s terms is an 
officialisation of discourse, giving in terms of the British rule objectivity in native 
explanations of their land tenure system. In terms of any individual actor 
wishing to gain an advantage in land, they may 'regularise' their position in 
terms of this official language of tenure, to 'put himself in the right' as Bourdieu 
says.84 In another context but related to Solomon Islands, Keesing (1989) 
encapsulated a similar idea that 'the dominated reproduce the conceptual and 
institutional structures of their domination, even in struggling against it' .8s 
The implication would be that, without any fundamental break, there had been a 
shift in emphasis from a place-based concept of land control to a boundary-based 
concept of land ownership. The evidence is sparse, but there are some indications 
of this shift. Hocart had noted that 
'The inquiry into possession of land has no value, only represents 
nationality as man says this is my melaka meaning "my country".' 
(HFN:1419) 
Some years later, Phillips reported one of his witnesses had said 
' ... his land was not like the land of the white man, in that it had a name 
only, and did not have four sides like a box.' 86 
In regard to this, Phillips had concluded that prior to colonialism 'a native group 
occupied more or less a locality, i.e. a somewhat indefinite tract of land .. . but the 
locality occupied by any native group was not usually defined by boundaries in 
our sense of the term' .87 Yet, within the space of fifteen years, native petitioners to 
the Government in the New Georgia area, including Nduke, had begun to deploy 
the term 'landowners': 
We the Landowners and Chiefs of New Georgia and the adjacent Islands 
desire to make known to you our wishes.SS 
The petitioners in this case were all Methodists who sided with the missionary 
Goldie in a contest fuelled by the Phillips Inquiry between the Methodist Mission 
and the Protectorate over native land rights and other grievances. 
83 Bourdieu 1977:21 
84 ibid. p.22. 
85 Keesing 1989:25. 
86 Land Commissioner's Report ap. cit., p. 58. 
87 ibid., p. 58. 
88 Petition, 'Chiefs and Landowners of New Georgia and the adjacent Islands' to the 
Right Honourable Secretary of State for the Colonies, March 1921 (31 signatories, 
including Kakapa from Nduke). Methodist Church of New Zealand: Solomon Islands 
District - miscellaneous papers and reports, 1920-25. PMB microfilm 924, MS pp. 33, 48. 
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In the Phillips Inquiry record there is a reference by Kakapa to a land dispute in 
the Iqoana-Dughore area that occurred around 1920-21: 
'I remember applying for a "Court" over some land at Gatere against 
Hundi, and Captain Francis coming to hold court at Gatere: it was about 
all the land around Gatere: I said Gatere people could move to tlhe other 
side. I remember Captain Francis holding court for three days: (atfter one 
or two visits): and fixing a mark about the ground.'89 
This dispute is also mentioned in the record of Vivili Maikera vs Allen Betokera 
(CLAC 4/1979), where the reason for the dispute was attributed to a division 
between followers of the SDA mission and those of the Methodist mission. In the 
same 1979 court case, there is a post-hoc reflection on the change in land politics 
during the 1920s. This is in Allen Betokera' s cross-examination of witness for the 
plaintiff, David Kakapa (the late Kakapa' s son): 
AB: In olden times, did Kakapa dispute with Iqoana people? 
DK: No, we were one people until the money system was introduced. 
If this later self-reflection by Nduke people has some validity for the actual 
situation in 1920, it is that lands as a bounded parcel began to be the grounds on 
which new divisions in social grouping were founded. 
Somewhere in the period around 1910 to 1920, it would seem that there was a 
shift toward the concept of land estates, beyond and above the patchwork of 
individual smallholdings, in which land in toto was a resouirce or even a 
commodity over which groups competed. This shift has also been commented on 
for Roviana by Schneider (1998:200) who concluded that boundaries over 
uncultivated forest were never demarcated in pre-colonial times, but that the 
forests there have, similarly to Nduke, become a subject of competing claims. 
This form of competition, apparently from its earliest inception, relied on the 
apparatus of the Court to judge and officially record the outcome, as indicated by 
Kakapa' s testimony about 'Captain Francis coming to hold court at Gatere' . 
There is not much evidence for land matters prior to the Second ·world War, but 
the 1928-29 diaries of the Methodist catechist Ishmael Ngatu from Marovo in the 
New Georgia islands show his repeated interest in having his kinsmen 'mark the 
boundaries' of land in a way that suggests that during the 1920s the re-
organisation of land occupation in terms of boundary-based ownership ideas was 
widespread beyond just Nduke.9o This too is to some extent supported by two 
comments of Allan, who in researching land tenure in the Roviana Council 
District in 1953, commented that the Fijian and Tongan missionaries influenced 
concepts of tribal identity, such that 'under their influence some of the leaders of 
the Roviana sub-district are almost pedantic in their insistence on tribal 
89 Phillips Inquiry, Notes of Proceedings, op.dt., p.55. This mark was placed at Paele 
Belama, on the coast between Ghatere and Votuana. 
90 Ismael Ngatu diaries (translations of Roviana to English) 1927-1941. Microfilm, PMB 
1109 reel 1, see entries for 30/01/28, 14/05/28, 03/12/ 28, 10-11/ 12/ 28, 02/ 09/ 29 
(originals held NZ Methodist Connexional Archives, Auckland). 
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divisions'.91 In addition, Allan found that across Solomon Islands generally 
District Officers since 1920 dealt with increasing numbers of land disputes 
between islanders, so that by 1939 'they had reached 20 or 30 per annum'.92 This 
suggests that similar social processes were occurring across the Protectorate as a 
result of colonial penetration and economic change restructuring the social 
relations of land tenure. 
Conclusion 
While the change in concepts of land ownership was subtle, and hence the 
present-day concepts appear to be largely traditional, there was an articulation of 
the system with colonial concepts of land tenure. This was both from the 
pressures brought by the missions and planters, and by adoption of regulation of 
competition using the judicial arm of colonial governance. The result has been a 
change in both the practice and concepts of ground in Nduke. This has been 
more that simply a change in land tenure whereby previously un-owned forest is 
now claimed under various landowners. More radically, there has been a change 
from a system of locale-based polity of house groups based on exchange, warfare 
and ancestrally-based ritual (and not concerned with land estates) to one of 
descent-group polity organised around the ownership of land estates, for which 
importance was emphasised by the European value put on land as a commodity. 
The conceptual outcome has been a shift in concept of what the group-land 
system refers to, with a continuity of the terms bt; which the system is referred to. 
91 Allan 1957:63. 
92 Allan 1957:49. 
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Figure 26. Areas of Kolombangara subject to dispute between bubutu 
land groups, indicated by coastal extents. 
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Logging operations 1994-96 
Locations of roads and extents of logging shown are approximate only. 
Data derived from 'Map showing the operation plan for 1995', 
1 :50,000 map drawn for Kololeana Development Company, 
GPS survey of some road sections, and topographic interpretation. 
Extent of blocks A-E from Form I map and one other, approx only. 
Logged-out area as mapped: 1, 776 ha. 
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Figure 27. Area logged by Mega Corporation under contract 
of Kololeana Development Company, 1994-96 
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Figure 28. Land areas covered by proposed representatives to the Phillips land 
inquiry of 1923. Names and areas from original map dated 26May1923. 
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Figure 29. Kololeana Development Company round log exports by quarter, 1994-96. 
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Leadership succession in Nduke, c. 1850 t<> 1908 
From data on 'succession of bangara' derived from 
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Figure 30. Succession of bangara ' leaders' in Nduke up to 1908 (from Hocart). 
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Figure 31. Growth of the Levers Pacific Plantations Ltd coconut 
plantations in southwest Kolombangara, 1912-1926. 
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Insularisation, mobility and fractionation 
The political economy of Nduke has changed considerably since the introduction 
of the Methodist and Seventh-day Adventist Missions there in 1915 and 1919 
respectively, and the introduction of the District Headman system there as across 
the rest of the Solomon Islands in 1922. Since that time, the Second World War 
has been a watershed in social reform leading into the post-War development 
era, which further culminated with the Independence period. Far from 
maintaining an unchanged traditional lifestyle, there has been a great 
diversification of the economic base, long engagement with foreign interests and 
a diversification of the roles of political authority at the local level in the Solomon 
Islands generally, concomitant with the development of the State through the 
century of change. 
The aim of this chapter is to clarify the local effects of the larger social dynamics 
in the Solomon Islands associated with Mission and State power as they 
consolidated from instigation in the early twentieth century through to the 
present. The previous chapter examined the local response to Colonial interest in 
land, and its outcome as a result of interplay between local notions of locale and 
European notions of land as property. This process occurred as the frontier 
period drew to a close and Colonial rule was consolidated during the period 
prior to World War Two. In this chapter a number of concepts are evoked to 
sketch the main dynamics in other aspects of social organisation at the local level. 
The central theme here is mobility, counterpointing the 'horizontal' mobility 
typified by the frontier indigenous inter-island exchange networks described in 
Chapter 3 with a new 'vertical' mobility gradually acquired by local people as 
they explored opportunities for social agency within the Mission and State 
stru,ctures. 
Insularisation under the early Protectorate 
The period prior to the Second World War (denoted hereon as the War) was one 
of incorporation of the Mission and resistance to the State at the local level in 
Nduke. Little is known of the Nduke villages as they were during the early 
colonial period from their initial establishment around 1920 until the War. In 
contrast to the lack of available documentation, this period was one of radical 
social change. It was both the time of transformation to Christianity and the time 
when colonial government arrived at the local level in the form of the Headman 
system and head taxes. These pre-War social changes are characterised here as a 
function of early attempts at control by the Protectorate Administration and its 
effects of both insularising and peasantising the local population. These concepts 
are a way of expressing the process whereby, as the frontier social system ran 
down, the British made a conscious, partially successful attempt to transform 
existing small coconut holdings operated profitably during the 1900-1920 period 
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in the west into the basis of a colonial peasant economy fully regulated by the 
State. Although copra had been produced by smallholders for at least 40 years 
prior to these early colonial regulatory actions, the production was oriented 
towards a barter exchange with European traders; in effect a direct and open 
international trade between the canoe-house groups and their equally laissez-faire 
European counterparts. The British Protectorate introduced a head tax in 1920, 
partly to pay their own expenses of running and developing a State structure, but 
on the other side of the same coin to close down and channel the porous and 
unruly frontier into a conventionally ordered early Twentieth century capitalist 
periphery regulated by State controls. 
Seafaring as a way of life had in any case collapsed with pacification leading to a 
winding down of the prestige systems, based on warfare as well as trad1~, which 
were the drivers to inter-island exchange.1 Exchange systems retracted from their 
frontier maritime extensiveness and began to focus on land resources mediated, 
not by a mixture of mobile canoe-house groups in their trading canoes and the 
unregulated European trade schooners but by a monopolisation of maritime 
trade by regulated firstly by European and, by the early 1930s, Chinese trader 
boats. The loss of maritime connectivity was compounded by the spread of new 
commonly available crops (mainly cassava and sweet potato) that had no 
indigenous prestation exchange value, and greater emphasis on copra 
smallholding. More importantly, insularisation culminated in colonial 
discouragement of inter-island movement associated with demographic control 
for taxation purposes. By 1920 the Protectorate and Mission were encouiaging a 
reorganisation of the population into nodal village communities structured 
around Mission life and the Protectorate's new Village Headmen, that were 
amenable to the building of a village church and intimate, indirect Protectorate 
rule via the Headman. This was, on the Protectorate's side, linked to practicalities 
of tax collection from aggregated rather than dispersed populations. Further, the 
Administration began regulation and licensing of business and proJfessional 
pursuits that also had the effect of discouraging social mobility. These later 
discouragements that had the effect of confining the erstwhile seafarers of the 
western Solomons to their islands was a part of the de facto Protectorate policy of 
peasantisation. In effect people were transformed from island voyagers into stay-
home islanders who did not voyage: the process that can be called insularisation. 
In a counter-process to insularisation, the Missions established a new kind of 
extensive network that in effect replaced the old maritime exchange network that 
had operated in the west. This began as the transformation work of the 
missionaries was consolidated during the 1920s and 30s. While the Protectorate 
effectively prevented at first any movement by local people up into the 
hierarchies of the Administration prior to the War, the Missions actively 
1 The factors surrounding pacification, cessation of warfare and the adoption of the 
copra economy by indigenes are complicated. The two main views on this topic for 
the New Georgia area are McKinnon (1975) and Zelenietz (1979); also discussed by 
McKinnon (1974) for Vella Lavella, Heath (1974:58.ff) and the topic reviewed by 
Bennett (1987:106.ff). 
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encouraged such a movement in their own organisations: it was for the Missions 
a demonstrated redemption of humanity, from savagery into civilization, 
through their Christian work. This involved the movement of converts into 
positions of lay catechism and semi-skilled mission work and on into higher 
positions of responsibility. Wider horizontal movement accompanied the 
movement upwards through the hierarchical Mission structures: a new sea 
voyaging via Mission launches to other parts of the archipelago or even the 
wider Pacific as trainees and officials in the work of proselytisation. 
This was eventually joined by post-War mobility into the civil service once 
progressive reforms to Protectorate Administration made entry by Solomon 
Islanders into positions of authority more open. This permeability finally saw 
mobility into State hierarchies become common. With Independence came 
nationalisation of the workforce so that the process of upward mobility was 
completed. The rapid long-range mobility into the highest echelons of the State 
saw a stratification of society with the emergence of the 'Honiara elite'. Rising 
aspirations also saw a fractionation of development agendas into those that are 
smallholder based and those that are foreign direct investment based. These are 
the basic processes to be discussed in this chapter. 
The last concept that is used to sketch the larger-scale social dynamics of the 
Twentieth century in Solomon Islands is this idea of fractionation. This is used to 
clarify the way in which, particularly after the War, different responses to 
development were formed within the local society. This was a time in which the 
rise of the 'Honiara elite' of indigenous officials and rep1resentatives in 
government combined with the precepts of the land estate ideology to form, not 
classes or hierarchies in their strict sense but another form of differentiation in 
local society, noted here as fractionation. Distilled out from this historical process 
under the hubris of development has been a fractionation of local society into 
traditional smallholders and entrepreneurial landowners. This has been cross-cut 
by the rise of a post-War, post-Independence professional elite. The interactions 
between these fractions and the complexities of individual personas are at the 
heart of the way conflict over different ideas and processes of development has 
played out at the local level during the late colonial period and e1upting into the 
post-Independence period. The processes and consequences of fractionation will 
be taken up in full in Chapter 8. Explanation of the elements of each fraction has 
been distributed more widely through the thesis although they are pulled 
together here. The previous chapter laid out the elements of 'landowner' 
ideology, this present chapter will engage with some discussion of the 
professional elite and the next chapter outlines the operation of smallholder 
society. Overall, this chapter sketches the emergence of mobility, as it is 
modulated by its opposites of insularisation and peasantisation enforced by the 
early State countered by early vertical mobility through the Missions, later 
mobility through the post-War State and the effect this later movement had on 
the social fractionation that is at the heart of development conflict in Nduke and 
more widely across Solomon Islands. 
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Peasantisation 
The concept of peasant society has rarely been applied to Solomon Islands, which 
is usually regarded instead as a 'traditional' society of clan groups living by 
subsistence on the reefs, forests and gardens of their kin-group estates, beyond 
state control or interest and participating only weakly in larger markets. More 
has been written about peasant societies in other parts of the Pacific, a literature 
coinciding with the 'modernization' period of development from the 1950s to 
early 1980s. An early critic of the term as applied in the Pacific was Stanner (1951) 
who doubted that the category had anything but superficial meaning, drawn as it 
was from very different cultures in other parts of the world where it has been 
strongly associated with serfdom, a phenomenon absent from the Pacific.2 
Generally it has been a term used in the Pacific where an attempt has been made 
to theorize certain aspects of economic development within a global structure of 
class and capital (e.g. Finney 1973, Fitzpatrick 1980a). Since this effort, often 
associated with Marxism, has died down the use of the term more or less 
disappeared from Pacific literature by the mid 1980s. The point to raising the idea 
of peasantry here is to draw out the processes occurring in the western Solomons 
as colonial rule was consolidated between 1920 and 1942 rather than to argue for 
any kind of formal political-economic classification. Meggitt (1971) then Strathem 
(1982) were similarly interested, in the case of the New Guinea Highlands, in 
using the idea of peasantisation to draw attention to ways that global forces 
impinged on 'tribal' societies. Meggitt meant by the term that crops began to be 
produced for outside world markets such as coffee, people began to pay taxes 
and rely on government services, and that in both a surplus was being extracted 
from them in terms of world market prices and taxes. On this theme of surplus 
extraction, Eric Wolf drew a contrast between tribal and peasant societies: 
In primitive society, surpluses are exchanged directly among groups or 
members of groups; peasants however are rural cultivators whose 
surpluses are transferred to a dominant group of rulers that uses the 
surpluses both to underwrite its own standard of living and to distribute 
the remainder to groups in society that do not farm but must be fed for 
their specific goods and services in retum.3 
It is in this sense that the BSIP administration had gone beyond simply wedging 
itself with its punitive powers into the frontier milieu playing for influence as yet 
one more 'local' political group (founded, from the Nduke perspective, in solos' 
vaka - 'ship place', the homeland of the white men). In the early 1920s it actively 
intruded supra-territorially into indigenous society by demanding tax for 
protection and development, requited or not, and fitted this yoke to both the 
punitive powers at its disposal and to the overlaying of wider structures of social 
2 Stanner, W.E.H., 1951. The economic development of Pacific peasant peoples against their 
social backgraund. Jubilee seminar: Social Processes in the Pacific, paper nr. 2, 28 
August 1928. Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University. 
(Roneo). AIATSIS Library, Stanner collection MS 3752, MS item 123, Box 5Series1. 
3 Wolf 1966:3. 
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practice (Mission and State) upon the segmented group structure of frontier 
society.4 
Yet despite its pervasiveness, Protectorate power at the local level was not 
absolute due to a variety of circumstances. Once the detail of these circumstances 
is examined in more detail below, it becomes problematic to drnw the contrast 
between 'tribal' and 'peasant' as an 'either-or', or 'before-after' distinction. In 
more recent discussions on peasantry, there has been recognition that little is 
achieved by all or nothing typologies of society as tribal or peasant; it is of more 
use ' as an adjective to describe certain features of varying production systems' 
(Lehmann 1985:579). It is toward this sense that Strathern (1982) employed the 
term for Papua New Guinea to draw attention to the inequalities generated by 
the interface to the wider capitalist world system described earlier by Meggitt. 
His argument was similar to that of Fitzptrick (1980b) who also, in one of the last 
papers in the erstwhile literature on peasantisation in the Pacific, argued that 
both tribal and peasant social formations might then be seen as occurring 
simultaneously among the same people as parts of an articulated mode of 
production, in this case the pervasive impact of world capitalism. This, for 
Solomon Islands in the 1920s and 30s will be seen to be a more useful 
understanding of peasantisation. 
Recently Hviding and Bayliss-Smith (2000), recalling Bayliss-Smith's knowledge 
of Fijian smallholder agriculture, mentioned the idea of peasantisation in the 
context of Marovo Lagoon. For Marovo, the authors put the process of 
peasantisation as occurring from the late 1980s onwards when many families 
moved away from the old villages onto their own private land blocks dispersed 
along the coasts.s Yet in Bayliss-Smith et. al. (1988:63), an earlier phase of peasant 
production was discussed for the Lau Islands of Fiji. This occurred in the 'first 
two decades of the twentieth century', in which these authors said that 
establishment of indigenous coconut plantations in the late nineteenth century 
'partly in response to taxation policies pursued by .. . the colonial administration 
and partly due to the annual contribution ... for the support and expansion of the 
Wesleyan mission' led to formation of an economy prior to World War One that 
was based on surplus production, largely to pay for these various government 
and mission taxes and levies.6 
4 There is a recent literature on colonial practices in the Pacific that, while drawing 
attention to spectacles like the enthusiastic regimentation of natives common in pre-
War colonialism also shows it to have been a project much qualified by Pacific 
indigenous counter-practice. See e.g. Eves (1998). 
5 This process, decribed by Hviding and Bayliss-Smith (2000:203) as the Pacific-wide 
'homestead movement' is not linked to an analysis of iriequality, but seems only 
meant to draw attention to the peasant-like appearance of farmsteads on newly 
privatised land tenure. Such 'homesteading' also occurred in Kolombangara, 
beginning with gusto from about 1970 onwards, and is discussed in Chapter 8. 
6 Bayliss-Smith, Bedford, Brookfield and Latham 1988. 
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This is a somewhat similar situation to that which occurred in the western 
Solomon Islands between 1920 and 1942, particularly with regard to the head tax 
that the Protectorate administration knew would have to be paid for, in the case 
of the western islanders, by copra sales. Tithing introduced by the Seventh-day 
Adventist Mission system in the western Solomon Islands and affecting most of 
Nduke (levied at 10 percent of all produce) is an interesting corollary also to the 
Fijian situation.7 Of most salience here is that within the definition of the term 
discussed above, the western islanders were pulled at least partially into a 
peasant mode of production in the early 1920s when the Administration imposed 
the head tax to support its own existence.a The substance of this assertiion now 
needs to be traced historically. 
Early colonial governance 
First signs of British colonial rule in the west were felt back in 1880 with the 
gunboat expeditions, such as that of 1880 in pursuit of the killers of whitE~ traders 
in Nduke referred to in appendix 1. Eventually a shore-based presence was 
established in Gizo by Mahaffy in 1900 who came with a native paramilitary 
force, also mainly in the campaign to stop headhunting and suppress attacks on 
Europeans in the west.9 Administratively, British rule was established in the west 
in phases beginning with the appointment of a District Magistrate in Gizo in 
1904, and a District Officer in 1909, making the west the first region in Solomon 
Islands to come under formal district rule.10 Authority of the Government in 
those years, beyond their compelling force in the name of pacification, was 
relatively weak. A number of the main issues were discussed in a communication 
from Resident Commissioner Barnett to the new District Officer bound for Gizo 
in 1915. On the one hand, Barnett was concerned that the Reverend Goldie of the 
Methodist Church based since 1904 in Roviana had built up such a powerful 
claim to authority that 
. . . it has been reported both officially and from others residing in the 
district that the Methodist Mission is exercising an influence and 
authority which has been subverting Government authority and that 
among the natives the Mission is looked up to as the real power and 
before a native can approach the Government Officer he must first go l:o 
the Missionary. n 
Barnett was also aware that there was an ' ... anti-Government attitude assumed 
by most of the natives', stemming perhaps in part from Goldie's influence but 
also the ' ... idea they now have that the Government only visits them when 
someone is to be arrested or punished' .12 For his part, Barnett hoped that he 
would during his term ' ... make the natives understand that there is a 
7 The introduction of tithing by the SDA in the New Georgia islands dated by Bennnett 
(1987:196) to the early 1920s. 
8 Bennett 1987:164 notes head taxes were imposed between 1921and1923. 
9 Bennett 1987:107. 
10 Bennett 1987, cf pp.397-404. 
11 Instatement report, F. J. Barnett (Acting Resident Commissioner) to J. C. Barley 
(District Officer, Giza), 18Feb1915. BSIP 21/II/ 4 (SINA). 
12 ibid. 
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Government in this country and one which is looking after them', more or less 
conceding that the Administration had no grip on native hearts and minds.13 
Through the years up to 1920, little changed in terms of a more hands-on 
approach to governance of the population. It seems to have been enough that 
pacification be consolidated by the permanent presence of a constabulary, that 
European planters were thus protected, that they had a native labour supply that 
was regulated humanely (a minimum wage and no 'blackbirding;' allowed) and 
that the missionaries be allowed to do their work. 
This situation changed after World War One, when the British Protectorate 
became more serious about incorporating the local populations into the scheme 
of development envisaged for Solomon Islands beyond being a reservoir for 
plantation labour. This vision of development was evoked when the Acting High 
Commissioner (Western Pacific High Commission) justified the Native Tax in 
1921 with this advice to the District Officers in the Protectorate: 
No effort should be spared by District Officers to explain to the natives 
the ethics of this taxation. The necessity for development and the need of 
funds to develop should be freely "preached" to the natives. The 
resulting benefit to the natives of law and order, development and 
education, should be brought home to them on every opportunity. They 
should be made to feel that by paying this tax they are taking a share in a 
great work for their own ultimate benefit, and for the good of the 
country, which is their home.14 
Although looking forward to the benefits of development, this was also an 
upbeat way of expressing the Administration's need for tax revenue to fund its 
running and development costs, an express requirement to do so having been 
given by the Colonial Office in earlier years.15 Beyond this there seems to have 
been something of a British Empire fashion for the idea of indirect rule as an 
appropriate way to run a colony with just a few staff; better than the ignominy 
that Barnett had outlined in his 1915 letter to the new District Officer.16 
With these new considerations, the introduction of the regulation for imposition 
of a head tax and that for the administration of the natives were two facets of the 
same strategy for the BSIP. Taxes had to be imposed in order to raise money for 
the Protectorate's running and improvement costs, and the system of indirect 
rule provided the detailed mechanism of controlling the popula1ion for taxation 
purposes. These two facets were implemented under new legislation drawn up 
for the purpose. The 'Native tax' was brought in under the 1920 Native Tax 
13 ibid. 
14 WPHC Inwards Correspondence General, file MP 2049/21, WPHC Acting High 
Commissioner's minute of 16August1921. (Microfilm) 
15 Heath 1979:61. 
16 Heath (1979:237) notes the first proposal to install 'District Headmen' in Solomon 
Islands was made in 1911. Bennett (1987:111) notes that unofficial headmen (i.e. 
intermediaries between the colonial authority and local people) began to appear even 
as early as 1902. 
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regulation and the system of village and district Headmen under the 1922 Native 
Administration (Solomons) regulation.17 
The Headman system 
The Native Administration regulation laid the foundation for more intimate and 
regular colonial governance at the local level than had been the case during the 
frontier period. The headman system of indirect rule was adopted from African 
administrative experience where it was applied in areas that had hereditary 
leadership under similar conditions of 'segmentary kinship structures' 
(Gluckman et. al. 1949) but different indigenous leadership systems. Healy (1966) 
has argued that despite variation of indigenous leadership systems across the 
Solomon Islands in the early colonial period, boiling down to the presence of 
hereditary (or almost so) chieftains only in western Solomons, south Malaita, 
Rennell-Bellona and parts of Makira, while big-men operated in most 0th.er parts, 
the early administrators inflated the significance of hereditary leadership by 
arguing that it had existed more generally until its breakdown under European 
influence.1s Healy argues that it was through this means of privileging chiefs that 
the early BSIP administration more easily saw the appropriateness of the African 
model of indirect rule in the Solomons case. 
To implement indirect rule in the Protectorate in 1922, the six administrative 
districts, each headed by a District Officer, were further divided into sub-
Districts.19 The District Officer nominated a Headman for each sub-District, and 
could appoint further Village Headmen nominated by the sub-District Headman. 
Village Constables could also be appointed to aid the Village Headman in his 
duties. The actual 'District Headman' for Giza District, under which Nduke lay, 
was based in Roviana. In a suzerain system recalling Central African chiefdoms 
more than western Solomons, Nduke had its own 'Assistant District Headman' 
(ADH) appointed under the Roviana based District Headman. The duties of the 
Headmen were laid out in the Regulation, which duties Hogbin briefly described 
as: 
... acting as intermediary between the Administration and the people. 
All orders were issued through him, and he reported native grievances 
to the government representative. He was also expected to arrest those 
17 King's Regulation No. 10 of 1920 'To Make Provision for the Imposition and 
Collection of a Native Tax in BSIP', and King's Regulation to Provide for Native 
Administration in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate, No.17of1922 (In WPHC 
Gazette for 1922). Wotherspoon, I, c.1978. An Outline History of Local Gavermnent in the 
Solomon Islands. SPCG Background Paper 8. In PMB 1190 reel 10. See also discussion 
by Bennett 1987. 
18 Healy cites this social theory as mentioned in the extemporaneous report by 
Moorhouse (1927:19) into District Officer Bell's murder in Malaita. 
19 Six districts (Shortland Islands, Giza, Santa Isabel, Guadalcanal, Malaita and Eastern 
Solomons) existed in 1922, reckoning from Appendix 7 of Bennett (1987). 
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accused of crimes, and when a dispute occurred, to assemble the 
witnesses and place the matter in the hands of the District Office:r.20 
The Headmen were also expected to aid tax collection, monitor population 
movement and, typifying new forms of social control, enforce cleanliness 
regulations.21 Eventually the Protectorate formalised arrangements whereby 
population was actually discouraged from moving around, made explicit in 1927 
when the Native Administration regulation was amended so that if a 'native' 
wanted to travel beyond his home village for more than a week he had to seek 
permission from the village headman. Those in permanent employment or who 
were students, preachers or teachers under a Mission were exempted.22 
Indirect rule was not established in Solomon Islands in the paradigmatic way it 
was in stratified Nigerian society under Lugard, or in Central Africa in the 
manner described by Gluckman et. al. Suzerainity (a hierarchical order of chiefs) 
did not exist although was possibly promulgated in various parts of the 
Solomons as indigenous systems of leadership reconciled with the colonial 
system to create offices of 'paramount chief', now a part of 'custom' in various 
parts of Solomon Islands. Hogbin also discussed how in Malaita there was a 
disjunction of the chosen Headman with the previous order of leadership, such 
that the Headmen were often not seen as legitimate. In Nduke this issue did not 
apparently arise. Headmen were chosen as those who were in a position to be 
legitimate bangara ('chiefs') within the customary system. Suzerainity did not 
take hold in a metamorphosis of the customary system by promulgating an idea 
of paramountcy. Instead the effect of the early colonial system of leadership was 
possibly to regularize the more indistinct categories of bangara leadership 
existing on the frontier. Recalling that in Hocart's time there were four bangara in 
Iqoana locale itself, it appears this metamorphosis during the colonial period 
resulted in each of the five original villages of the 1920s having its own 
headman/ chief, each corresponding to a locale.23 These leaders formed a 
20 Hogbin 1944:257-83. From local oral history, we can say that in part the practice of the 
pre-War Headman was ritualistic governance. Mondays were 'Government Day' in 
Nduke, and a major pre-war work on these Mondays was the making and 
maintenance of the 'Government road' (a wide clear footpath) through the lowland 
forest from Kuzi to Habere. It did not take vehicular traffic, but was said to be for use 
by Government officials. Belshaw (1954:85) pointed out that work on these roads, 
common in Melanesia where administration was effective, was in part intended by 
the administrators as an exercise in the authority of the headmen. In Nduke the road 
alignment was mostly re-used by Levers Pacific Timbers for their logging road in the 
1970s. 
21 Assistance with tax collection came under 'other duties'. King's Regulation no. 17 of 
1922, to provide for native administration in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 
In WPHC Gazette 1922. 
22 King's Regulation No. 1 of 1927, to amend the Native Administration (Solomons) 
Regulation 1922. In WPHC Gazette 1927. 
23 If this is so, then the relationship of the five mission villages c.1930 to Hocart's soloso 
('locale') of 1908 would have been: Kuzi:-Kolobangara; Huda:-Dughore; Ghatere:-
Iqoana; Vavanga:-Viuru; Habere:- no corresponding soloso in Hocart: northern Viuru? 
Zorutu? The War Damages Claims sheets of 1944 (BSIP 30/ 1/ 8) giv'e names of village 
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recognised group of five, the Zima bangara ('five chiefs') who looked after local 
interests during the pre-War colonial period. This syncretization of indigenous 
and colonial leadership in Nduke arguably figured in resistance, as well as 
assistance, to colonial rule at various times. The previous chapter outlined the 
resistance in general terms and Chapter 8 provides further details of subversive 
action by Headmen Rovu and Ghemu in relation to land in the 1920s and 30s. 
Boutilier (1982) has argued that in fact colonial rule under this system was more 
direct than indirect, discussing the way in which the District Officers themselves 
were deeply involved in the day-to-day affairs of their districts (including tax 
collection) and were themselves, rather than the Headmen, identified as the 
familiar embodiment of government. Even so, by comparison with the state of 
colonial governance outlined in Barnett in 1915, it does appear that however 
syncretized or contested it became in various parts of Solomon Islands, the use of 
Headmen was ultimately successful in governmentalising the population. Even 
after the Headman system was officially removed at Independence, many 
villages across Solomon Islands, including those in Nduke, kept a self-appointed 
position of village bosini ('headman') to organise community work and enforce 
rules. 
Prior to the War, islanders had no further self-representation or opporttmities to 
move into the administrative arm of Government beyond the headman role. 
24Initially just the Resident Commissioner and the District Officers ruled the 
Protectorate. In 1922 this was embellished by an Advisory Council made up of 
official and non-official appointed expatriates meeting annually under the 
presidency of the Resident Commissioner.2s This stood for representation of the 
Protectorate's interests until 1944 when the first District Councils were 
established. Indigenous participation was not encouraged in the pre-war era. By 
1930, although troubled in the depression years by financial worries and most 
likely mindful that native clerks would be cheaper than British ones, the new 
Resident Commissioner was of the view that 
Whatever education may have been undertaken, the fact remains that 
there appear to be no natives after thirty-three years of British Protection 
who can fill adequately the second class official appointments in their 
own country.26 
household heads as at 1943, when the population was still grouped in the five 
villages. This shows Habere inhabited by Rerese, Piokera, J. Lamana, Vaqa, Ghomo, 
Alekolo, Vave, Lamubeti, Piqe, Ani and Pake. 
24 There was however talk by the Protectorate in the 1930s of increasing the scope for 
self-representation, particularly by establishing local courts. Some success in the on 
Malaita and Nggela was achieved just prior to the War. See Bennett 1987:201-2. 
25 Inaugural address by the President, Solomon Islands Advisory Council, n.d. (c. late 
1922). In Western Pacific High Commission Gazette, 1922. Ex-officio members were 
plantation owners and missionaries. 
26 Minutes, Meeting of the Advisory Council, BSIP, 5-8November1929. Western Pacific 
High Commission Gazette, 1930. Use of 'Fijian lay assistants' for the Protectorate 
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The only opening into Government service consisted of native labour around the 
Government stations or recruitment into the Police Service, but in neither case 
does advancement seem to have been generally possible. Although official policy 
was to 'encourage the natives in business pursuits', trade was also in fact 
curtailed by the administration, so as to provide opportunities for Europeans and 
later the Chinese throu gh the business licence regulations, at the same time 
discouraging indigenes from setting up trade stores.27 When in the mid 1930s 
some of the Giza district islanders learned of a loophole in the cheaper hawker 
licencing system from the Chinese traders who acted as their wholesalers, and 
began trading that way, the Administration responded by abolishing hawker's 
licences because the practice was 'harmful to the business interests' of non-
natives.28 Inter-island trade became exclusively the preserve of European, and 
increasingly Chinese, traders. The general effect of pre-War Administrative 
practice does appear to have been a kind of apartheid system, dissimulated by 
expressed concern for native welfare but nevertheless acting as a barrier to 
upward indigenous mobility.29 
Head tax 
Head tax was set across most of the Protectorate at £1 per able-bodied male head, 
payable annually. Tax was not actually collected until the administrative 
regulations were ready to come into force. In most of the BSIP, including the 
Giza district, implementation of taxation was begun in November 1922.30 The 
idea was that ultimately the tax would be paid for on the back of copra 
production. Those in Malaita, who were not smallholder producers themselves, 
would work as plantation labourers to pay their tax; while those in the West, 
who were copra producing smallholders, would pay from their sales of copra to 
the middlemen European and Chinese traders. Tax collection was mostly 
efficient across the Protectorate, and the Administration was in some years 
pleasantly surprised that the tax collected exceeded their expectations. Indeed the 
system worked so well with so little apparent resistance across most of the 
medical service had been floated at the previous Advisory Council meeting (7-9 
December 1928) to save the costs of 'European assistants' filling the same positions. 
27 Bennett, 1987:216. Relevant to these issues, Bennett reserache a full chapter on the 
question of Solomon Islanders as producers and consumers (1987:192-217). 
Councillor Hewitt (in the minutes of the BSIP Advisory Council 1931) commented 
that the 'transition of trade from White to Chinese is now almost complete' as at that 
time (WPHC Gazette 1931:27). Official policy was to 'encourage the natives to engage 
in business pursuits' (Advisory Council 1935, WHPC Gazette p.94:) but only if they 
accepted licence fees higher than they evidently wished to pay. 
28 Minutes of the BSIP Advisory Council 1935 (WPHC Gazette 1935, p.95). 
29 The minutes of the Advisory Council show that there were differing opinions about 
the extent to which native welfare should be taken as against European planter's and 
trader's interests. The earlier issue of native store licences was no different. Compare 
in the minutes the views of the Resident Commissioner on 11/11/31 (p.13) with the 
Gizo planter MacKinnon on 16/11/31 (p.18). 
30 Minutes, Meeting of Advisory Council BSIP, 11-16 November 1931. In WPHC 
Gazette, 1932. 
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Protectorate that the Resident Commissioner began to query the health o:f native 
character, being so 'easily led and unhealthily docile' .31 
The imposition of the head tax drew the line then between the new colonial 
society and that of the old frontier where exchange had been entirely direct, be it 
with other indigenous groups or with European traders; but in the absence of a 
taxing and enforcing state hierarchy. In the place of frontier maritime exchange 
was the copra economy, in which copra sales were to traders that had 
Government license (as of 1916).32 By gradual regulatory tightening the 
Protectorate had monopolized the trade and exchange circuits of the society at 
the local level, channeling these activities into a regulated cash economy where 
islanders had no freedom except to be producers or labourers for cash on the 
Protectorate's terms. In organising the social system in this way, there is some 
indication that peasantisation was precisely the idea in mind by Protectorate 
officials in their assumptions about development for Solomon Islands. The idea 
of peasant production as desirable was expressed in 1931 when ' peasant 
proprietorship' was said by the Resident Com.missioner to be 
'the sanest basis for economical development in a tropical country ... as 
the native producer has no overhead expenses' .33 
Whether this kind of comment circulated as anything like informal policy in the 
Administration is unknown, but the general effect is still much in line with the 
peasantisation process in Fiji described earlier. 
In the case of Fiji, Bayliss-Smith et. al. regarded the transformation to a 
completely peasant economy in the early twentieth century to have been 
'prevented' by other aspects of colonial policy and by the 'continuing viability of 
an adaptive version of the pre-colonial system of resource use' _34 It is also that 
case that in Solomon Islands pre-War peasantisation was incompletely pursued. 
Capitalism, commodity production and property relations are more or less the 
devices the Protectorate of the 1920s and 30s assumed it would build up, but this 
was tempered by a concern that too much change of native customs w ould lead 
to depopulation due to collective cognitive shock.35 This amounted to a burden of 
31 Minutes, Meeting of Advisory Council BSIP for 23/10/34. WPHC Gazette, 1935, p.30. 
To some extent the Resident Commissioner was proved wrong, firstly by the Bell 
massacre and then the 1934 Gizo District tax revolt. See Bennett 1987:211, 246-8, 266. 
32 Kings Regulation 6of1916. 
33 Minutes, Meeting of the Advisory Council, BSIP, 11-16 November 1931. In Western 
Pacific High Commission Gazette, 1932. Most records of the pre-war BSIP held by the 
Protectorate were destroyed during the war; hence further detail of any such policy, 
had it been elaborated further, is hard to confirm. 
34 Bayliss-Smith, Bedford, Brookfield and Latham 1988:217 
35 The depopulation theory was first put forward by W.H.R. Rivers, drawn from the 
lassitude and low birth rates he witnessed in Simbo and which he attributed to the 
collapse of prestige systems based on headhunting but quashed by pacification 
(Rivers 1914). Depopulation caused by the psychological stress of rapid civilization 
remained an official anxiety of the Administration into the 1930s, with repeated 
raising of the topic in the Advisory Council (1929 p.5,9, 1934 p.30 in WPHC Gazette). 
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felt responsibility that damaging the social habitat of the natives too much would 
lead to a non-breeding moribund population. The Administration was sensitive 
on this point, as when Father Lebel of the Marist Mission in the press criticized 
the head tax during the depression, Councillor Clift retorted that Lebel 'conjures 
up an image of a hard-working peasantry, slaving from dawn to dark, with a tax 
collector daily demanding what they have earned'. 36 Gift's pique mingled with 
the general exasperation in Administration circles that conversely the softness on 
custom to which they were bound resulted in complacency and loafing by the 
smallholders, who far from being true peasants would not make copra unless 
prices were good, retreating otherwise to self-sufficiency when it suited them. 
Aware then that the islanders did not propel themselves into the role of peasant 
producers but maintained a discretionary stance as to the extent and terms on 
which they would participate in the cash economy, the Administration was 
equally reluctant to apply any further force in the direction for fear of causing 
population decline. 
Despite this contradiction in policy, possibly the main reason that peasantisation 
was unsuccessful was due to unfortunate timing. The tax system was brought in 
at the end of a period of exceptionally high prices for copra. At the time the tax 
was set, the local price of kiln-dried copra was at an all-time high of £31 per ton, 
although this had almost halved by the time the taxes had begun to be collected 
(figure 32).37 Originally the estimated labour to produce copra sufficient to cover 
the tax, as a smallholder, was about a fortnight's work. Unforeseen was the steep 
drop in the market during the 1920s, culminating in the depression. By late 1931 
the Resident Commissioner had realised that the money for the tax could hardly 
be raised because the copra market had all but collapsed.38 Copra became an 
unsuitable cash crop from an indigenous point of view and apart from that 
which they produced to pay the tax, it was apparently largely abandoned 
between the late 1920s and 1930s. 
Given that the Protectorate had to pay its own way, the desperate party was the 
Administration, with copra prices collapsing dramatically from 1929 onwards 
realising that they were dependent on the native tax, and that the natives could 
only raise it through copra sales. Ultimately survival by tax collection was the 
bottom line for the Administration.39 The showdown came with the 'tax revolt' in 
the west in 1934 as copra prices continued to plummet to unprecedented small 
fractions of pre-depression prices. That year, Nduke, Lokuru, Ghanongga and 
Roviana men decided to hold a tax strike, and not pay the tax. The BSIP 
threatened imprisonment of those who didn't pay. The story 1that has passed 
36 Minutes of the BSIP Advisory Council, 1931 (WPHC Gazette p.26, a1so p.18). 
37 ibid. (November 1931). 
38 ibid. (November 1931). 
39 Comment on the importance of copra and taxes in Minutes, BSIP Adisory Council 
1931 (WPHC Gazette p.14). Bennett pers. comm. however points out that comparing 
total revenue in the 1920s (between approx. £52,000 and £80,000 p.a.) with the head 
tax collected around £10,000 p.a. in the same period, the head tax was far from the 
sole source of revenue (see Bennett 1987:204, 212). 
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down in Nduke now is that those from Nduke and Lokuru held up against the 
threat, whereas Roviana backed down. With the strike broken, the consequences 
were harsh in Nduke, as most of the Nduke vis'malata (household male heads) 
right through all five of the villages from Kuzi to Habere were imprisoned with 
hard labour in Gizo; only one leper was left behind.40 If the details are correct, 
this means that even the Nduke Headmen were imprisoned. The Western tax 
revolt of 1934 was in the first instance a revolt against the Administration's 
desperate insistence in maintaining the tax at the pre-depression level while 
copra prices had plunged. At another level, it can be interpreted as a resistance 
against the insularity whereby the Protectorate was seen as having stultified 
economic opportunity (albeit in the stagnant world economy of the 1920s and the 
depression of the early 1930s) and social advancement with the exception of the 
cash copra economy which it flogged for tax. 
The head tax was not re-introduced after the war, rather head taxation was given 
over to revenue generation for local councils.41 Never a successful transition, the 
kind of early peasantisation marked by 'copra for taxes' atrophied as the post-
War Administration gave the head tax over to the District Councils. From the 
mid 1970s onwards, governments at Protectorate (subsequently national) level 
relied on levies on large-scale commercial timber and fish resource exports, and 
after Independence also on foreign aid. The provinces have relied more heavily 
on business licensing as default on Council Basic Rate payment (as it became) 
since the 1970s spread in the face of little coercive will by the last BSIP 
administrators and then the provincial governments. 
Probably applying also to the 1930s tax revolt as much as the 1970s, the head tax 
was seen as a form of non-reciprocal exchange that was demanded by the State. 
This was illustrated in the way Sale Bulehite in Nduke defended in court his non-
payment of the Council Basic Rates in the mid 1970s. He was taken to cmut along 
with nine other senior Nduke men in a last half-hearted round-up by the District 
Commissioner. Sale Bulehite told the court 
Since I started tax in 1948 there's nothing any work Western Council 
have been doing to this island. So in 1975 I feel not satisfy to pay Council 
Rates. I just want to see what work Council would do now although we 
do not pay rates, but still nothing.42 
With the loss of head taxation, the peasantising aspect of the State has been well 
and truly forgotten, so that local level rural society is not generally regarded now 
as 'peasant' but as still 'tribal' or 'traditional'. 
40 Original WPHC documents unavailable to Australia, so I have drawn on Bennett's 
(1987) summary of these, with additional information from David Bulehite and Silas 
Bio (Ghatere). For their punishment the Nduke men were detailed under the hot sun 
to quarry away the hill where the Gizo sports field is now located. 
41 Belshaw 1954:121. 
42 Gizo Magistrate's Court Register Books, Gizo-Kolombangara Local Court, criminal 
cases for 1977, case 22/77, held at Vavanga on 03/08/77. (SINA). 
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Important elements of local level governance were laid out during the early 
colonial period, including a syncretisation of colonial governance with 
indigenous leadership under the Headman system, and an amassing of people 
into villages that were amenable to new forms of social control (typified by the 
cleanliness regulations). On the other hand, the attempt to peasantise the 
population under this regime of village headman control and smallholder 
taxation, while discouraging any other form of initiative, only served to 
exacerbate the overall process of insularisation that had begun with pacification 
and the collapse of inter-island exchange. The attempt at peasanti.sation was also 
in part the de facto apartheid of the pre-War Protectorate that attempted to allot a 
station in life to the native that would not go beyond smallholdings, plantation 
labour and parochial leadership. This was in a sense the serfdom that Stanner 
could fortunately later state did not exist in the post-War Pacific. The overall 
process of insularisation that has been established here raises the topic of its 
opposite; that of mobility. 
Mobility 
Mobility in the Pacific Islands context is often connoted with labour migration; 
the mobility of travel to another island for work (e.g. Bedford 1973, Chapman 
1985). This, and the travels along the routes of the pre-colonial maritime 
exchange network elaborated in chapter two are examples of a 'horizontal' 
mobility made up of journeys across geographic space. Mobility primarily in the 
sense of horizontal movement has been discussed for the western Solomons 
during colonial times by Friesen (1993) who identified for the Babatana area of 
Choiseul 'three predominant labour migration streams' in the pre-War period: to 
a small extent as indentured labour in European-owned coconut plantations, but 
more so as unskilled or semi-skilled workers for government and mission. All of 
these shared a feature identified in almost all studies of colonial and post-colonial 
migration in Melanesia; that this kind of horizontal mobility is a circular process: 
from home place to labour site for cash, and ultimately back home again. In the 
overall terms of horizontal movement, this is not dissimilar from the house-based 
maritime exchange system of voyage and return discussed in Chapter four. 
Mobility is less discussed in terms of the kind of vertical mobility associated with 
social class or stratification that has occurred in post-War Pacific society. 
Discussion of this kind of mobility has been well established by Heath (1981) 
among others including Crompton (1998) for industrialised societies. Mobility as 
a 'vertical' social trajectory has been discussed in the Pacific recently by James 
(2003), who talks of the upward occupational mobility in modem Tongan society 
that has 'moved many people from agrarian origins into "middle class" positions 
in the course of a single lifetime'. The two senses of mobililty, vertical and 
horizontal, are not unrelated in that movement further up institutional 
hierarchies presents opportunities for travel and wider social exchange. 
Mobility underpinned by ancestral depth 
Although he did not describe his concept of mobility as such, Bonnemaison 
(1984) gave an account of a kind of vertical mobility that is the inverse of James' 
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emergent class mobility. Here mobility, using the metaphor of a canoe taken 
from his Vanuatu field-site, means to travel between places that are clos:er to or 
further away from the origin of personal or group groundedness, in a hierarchy 
from a fundamental 'bottom place' from where the most basic identity is derived, 
on to a continuum of secondary places important to diminishing circles of 
people. These ideas are compatible with aspects of Nduke society as well. To take 
a brief example in Nduke, the primary bottom place for island ancestral identity 
is the Koqu Rano, the crater at the centre of the island from which all Ncluke are 
said to have emerged. Secondary in this hierarchy of precedence are the local 
clan shrines in the middle hills and more recently family bush fallow near the 
coast established by a grandparent, the latter being of significance to only part of 
each clan. 
For Bonnemaison, movement through landscape is to follow or find paths 
connecting these places of gravitas to which the traveller has, or creates, a 
connection in relation to other people for whom the place is also significant; in 
order to create rights of movement where otherwise hostility from those others 
may lie. Bonnemaison called this 'territorial mobility' meaning that people move 
within the space that they can navigate by the depth of ancestry, custom magic or 
local political alliance place-to-place that is a part of their identity. At the edges of 
this metaphorically sea-borne world the depths turn to dangerous shoals beyond 
which the person is lost and baseless, unable to travel further. While 
Bonnemaison extended his discussion of mobility into labour-oriented colonial 
and modem world spaces, and saw that new cultural meanings ·were being 
created around missions, plantations and towns that enabled mobility due to 
wantoks ('kinspeople', real or imagined) creating outposts resembling home life in 
these otherwise alien places, he did not discuss the upward vertical dimension to 
this movement. He saw labour mobility more from this perspective as an 
extension of the prior horizontal movements of the pre-colonial age that were 
underpinned by their simultaneous sounding downward into shallower or 
deeper grounding in identity with locale, kindreds and allies. 
Beyond Bonnemaison, we can say that movement through the landscape, which 
he characterised as a journey never random but always cultural, necessitates a 
simultaneous 'vertical' movement, this can either be a vertical sounding~ into the 
depth of precedence of those ancestral kin who have already founded that place 
(as Bonnemaison discusses) or, in terms of colonial and modem institutions, of 
aspirational mobility toward institutional places yet to be so colonised. This kind 
of colonisation upwards into institutions is not reversible and circulatory; it is the 
founding of entirely new forms of ground resulting in new forms of social 
stratification. These mark the person indelibly within their home society as 
someone who has achieved new grounding for their social being. Just as in 
Bonnemaison' s (1984) title 'The Tree and the Canoe', there is formed even in this 
modern experience of mobility via institutions a connection between a rooted 
base and voyaging that together are an essential dyad in island experience. In the 
terms presented here, a link is made between mobility and that which can be 
called ground. 
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Ground and mobility 
The common meaning of 'ground' in Pijin can be glossed as 'land' in English, and 
in this sense it is a feature that can be possessed. This is also the case in Nduke, 
so that NDU melaka can mean soil, ground or land. It is interesting to realise how 
during land disputes in Nduke the genealogical assumptions and arguments that 
are cited or created to justify possession can in an instant define a group. This 
happens when for example someone says 'melaka ta ghita' ('our land' inclusive of 
all present to the speech act) or 'mami melaka ghami tada' ('this here is our land' 
exclusive of some people present to the speech act), to indicate inclusion or 
exclusion of particular people by use of certain pronouns in the context of the 
conversation. When this kind of speech occurs, the possession of the land in 
dispute becomes embodied in genealogies that found the claim to the land, so 
that the speaker who makes the utterance 'our land here' indicates, even through 
the choice of pronouns used, how the group so constituted is grounded in their 
shared descent from ancestors who founded that place from which they can 
consider themselves to have sprung and therefore have primary rights to. A 
speaker attempting to project around his or her grounded self a group indicated 
by such a pronoun, but from a different basis than some kind of ancestral claim, 
would normally have little legitimacy in Nduke. Disputes over land come down, 
in this sense, to who can make their utterance of group (or individlual) possession 
stick, and this power derives from competing identifications of ancestral self as it 
is expressed in Nduke. 
Considered in this way, ground is more than land. Land cannot be disassociated 
from its embodied, ancestrally-derived possession in Nduke thinking. One does 
not have to walk far on the island without coming across a sign of the ancestors 
who were there before, and to which some people on the island consider 
themselves viscerally connected by descent. Nduke has no natural land; all of it is 
socially constituted. To refer to this as ground helps to distance us from the 
European habit of thinking about land as an alienable means of production. 
Ground acknowledges simultaneously the region and the social position from 
which that region is indicated, so that in Nduke ground is a relational concept.43 
Ground is both the basis from which speech projects power, and the locus for 
which possession constitutes social stature, without which, as it is expressed in 
Nduke, there is 'nothing'. -
43 The theoretical basis for this argument derives from the study of deixis, a branch of 
linguistics that considers how people indicate to others the regions, objects, people 
and meanings around them. Extended consideration was given to the linguistic 
concept of ground formulated by Hanks (1990) and (1992). In the discussion above, 
pronoun deixis has been concentrated upon. There are seven primary groupings 
possible in Nduke made from the pronouns rai (lSG), ghoi (2SG), aia (3SG), ghami 
(lPinc), ghita (lPinc), ghamu (2P), ria (3P). How these relate to political groupings and 
power phenomena in social structuration was not theorised by Hanks. Theorising 
this relationship via Nduke concepts of subjectivity cannot be detailed here. Note 
that the phrase 'people present to the speech act' includes people not simply present 
physically, but also those recalled in the speech act but not physically present. 
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It is through articulation of their position in a web of kin relations, which lead 
back to ancestors whose ground is putatively known, that people position 
themselves in relation to others and develop their own 'weight' or grounding in 
that network. In the articulation of such associative positioning, competing 
concepts of group are formed, maintained and challenged. Control of land and 
its resources is the prize of this ongoing interaction. In order to have that control 
over region in Nduke, one must be recognised as being 'heavy on the ground'; as 
having undisputed affiliation with those accepted as the ancestral founders of the 
ground such that place and ancestral self are one.44 
Ancestral metaphors of horizontal and vertical movement 
Metaphors of movement in the sense of horizontal movement over the landscape 
and vertically in terms of precedence are intimately tied together in thaft part of 
Nduke cosmology that have survived through the habitual use of spatial deixis 
in speech and citation of genealogy to transmit rights to ground. Spatial deixis is 
that part of speech in which a person locates their position or movement relative 
to contextual rather than absolute points of fixture. Such systems have previously 
been described for Solomon Islands languages by Hill (1997). Nduke, like its 
neighbouring languages, possesses cardinal axes of 'up' and 'down' that spatially 
follow a sun-path (east-west) axis and a perceptual height axis. The basic 
movement verbs in this system, based on the common example of movement to 
and from a place on the shore, is shown in figure 33. The essentials of movement 
along the two axes are briefly outlined here: 
1. Movement along the sunrise-sunset axis: movement to other islands in 
the New Georgia chain, which is oriented approximately east--west, is 
denoted by the directional verbs saghe ('up') when travel is in the 
direction of the sunrise, and ghore ('down') when moving in the direction 
of sunset.45 
2. Movement along the perceptual height axis: movement to small islands 
(NDU: nusa) from a mainland is saghe and that from a small island is glwre. 
This notionally places the mainland shore 'below' the small island. The 
mainland shore (i.e. the NDU sau, 'place of the village') is then perceptually 
the lowest place in the landscape. To go inland any distance is, due to 
topography in Nduke, to rise in elevation as one ascends the mountain 
44 'Heavy long ground' was a phrase I heard in Pijin. 
45 In the pre-colonial language of Nduke, the island of Vella Lavella at the western end 
of the chain was called Ghoreghore ('far down') while Marovo at the eastern 
extremity was called Ulusaghe ('on top of up'). Today, the system is still habitually 
used in both Nduke and Pijin speech, where in the latter it coincides with a nation-
wide directional axis that stretches from Bougainville to Temotu along the sun's path. 
In the modem system, movement to the capital city Honiara, still in axial line with 
the island chain, is 'up' from the Western Province while from Honiara to the west is 
'down'. Movement from Nduke to mainland islands not in line with the chain, 
namely to Lauru (now Choiseul) and Sabana (now Isabel) was pre-colonially and is 
still now denoted by movement karavo ('across'). 
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slopes. Thus from the shore, to go up inland is saghe la, and to descend the 
slope is glwre la. 46 
Ancestry is also figured through use of rising up and going down, in broadly 
similar figurative speech to the English idea of 'descent'. Thus the phrase podo 
glwre mai 'born come down', used in recitations of genealogy, refers to descent 
from an ancestor. The generations too are figured as elevations in use of the term 
sinaghe ('generation'), the noun form of saghe. 
In legend the founding Nduke ancestors are all attributed to upland sites, 
emerging from four high mountain passes out of the central crater which was 
their autochthonous origin. Genealogical descent is accompanied by stories of an 
overall movement of generations of ancestors down the mountain slopes from 
the first settlements at high altitude, to settlement at lower and lower elevations, 
culminating in the present-day coastal villages, spawning families and inter-
marriages as they went. As both physical and figurative elevation decreases, so 
the clan identities also become more and more branched, and the mountainsides 
with their record of ancestral gardens, shrine sites and ancient villages is covered, 
for those who know, by a gossamer network of inter-woven relationships traced 
over the entire landscape; the melaka Dughore or 'ground of Nduke'. The ground 
of Nduke is the totality of social relationships set by sequential founding of 
settlements and generations. The corollary of knowing the physical landscape of 
Nduke ancestral settlement is to know tututi ('descent reckoning'), the mental 
landscape of origins, marriages and births used to know the relative strengths of 
the ties each Nduke person has to which ground in comparison with each other. 
This is done by reciting up and down along relevant strands of the generational 
web to arrive at common ancestral origins and foundational places that link 
people together at single or multiple points in the network. Only a few people 
know the thousands of relationships required to be mentally nimble at tututi for 
the whole of Nduke, although many others know their closer personal kindred or 
make do with descent charts drawn by clan genealogists in school exercise books. 
This knowledge underpins the social relations of ground in Nduke such that 
movement, new settlement and new development on the island are based on 
depth of affiliation as it is negotiated through consensus or dispute over different 
versions of the details within the basic framework of such knowledge. 
In this sense there is for Nduke a similarity with Bonnemaison's story, a variable 
vertical depth into ancestry that accompanies movement across the island. For 
46 There is also a pair of directional terms for 'inland' and 'shoreward' (NDU: tete, iqo) 
that are more appropriate for travel to gardens and other near-shore places that do 
not require physical ascent or descent, and are also used of travel up and down the 
mountain. To travel across from one mountain ridge to the next is to knrovo la ('go 
across'). Movement around the island coast, in either clockwise or anti-clockwise 
direction is to vighoso ('encircle'). Fortuitously Hocart in 1908 recorded most of these 
instances of directional verb usages (along both sun and height axes) in Nduke 
(HFN:1455, 1476), so that it is sure that these basic directional verbs have remained as 
a perceptual framework for movement about the island environment over the last 
century. 
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Nduke this also extends, due to the dispersed inter-island ancestral social 
networks, right across the Western Province, but in particular the New Georgia 
islands. Typical modern inter-island movement grounded in ancestry are the ties 
of affiliation that are respected and refreshed through marriages and funerals for 
which canoes full of kindred celebrators or mourners cross from villages 
throughout the island group to attend such an event in the village where the 
marriage or funeral is held. 
Even so, in the seas of the Western Province made busy since outboard motors 
became popular in the 1960s and 70s, such voyages are just part of the to1tal. They 
join those for church functions and school attendance, market and shopping, 
travel to and from hospital or for government business, as well as those rielated to 
labour mobility. These journeys too in Bonnemaison's language are 'always 
cultural and never random', but are based on a new complex understanding of 
identity that goes beyond the ancestral. To some extent the kinds of identity 
structures built up especially in the post-War period 'from village to island, and 
island to province' referred to in Chapter one are often flavoured by mutual 
knowledge of Province-wide kinship connections. This may be no more than the 
minimal knowledge that within the Province one is at home among wantoks 
('notional kin'), at least compared to the unfamiliar eastern provinces. Yet 
kinship is not a rationale that fully covers these other kinds of voyages just 
mentioned between the islands, and from the islands to the provincial centre. 
Other identities and groundings are also at work. These, as is argued now, have 
their roots in Mission and later Colonial social changes. Beyond peasant 
insularisation, there has been a movement toward the colonisation of colonial 
structures. This process, also discussed by Dinnen (2001) in the Papua New 
Guinea context, is treated here first by considering the pre-War Mission and then 
the post-War movement into State hierarchies. 
Mission mobility in Nduke 
At the same time that the Administration had restricted mobility to islanders 
both in terms of free (as opposed to indentured) movement between islands and 
in terms of providing opportunities to establish new networks of opportunity 
through small trading, social exchange or prestige-building involving 
Protectorate hierarchies, the Missions provided an open social structure in which 
they encouraged islanders to participate. This led in the 1920s and 30s to a rapid, 
if regulated, 'colonisation' of Mission structures in which Islanders did indeed 
use their opportunities to rise into and upwards through the hierarchical church 
structures, often as catechists and some eventually as ordained church officials. 
The processes of conversion in the west and elsewhere in the Protectorate were 
various. Christianity did not come to the western Solomons until the process of 
pacification there was well underway, with the first missionaries to arrive being 
the Methodists who set up in the heart of the trader and headhunter bastion of 
Roviana in 1904. The Methodists did not arrive in Nduke until 1915, where their 
success was limited to the establishment of a mission village on the coast at Pine 
in that year, its members being the people of the Dughore locale. People from the 
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neighbouring Nduke locales of Kol'bangara, Iqoana and Viuru did not follow but 
remained outside Christian influence until 1919, when they cho:se the Seventh-
day Adventist mission. 
The reasons for selecting missions and undergoing conversion showed great 
variety. A story told in Marovo at the eastern end of the New Georgia chain is 
that the leader Ngatu accepted the Methodists because the Protecttorate gave him 
an ultimatum: either they further punish him for crimes he had recently 
committed or, if he took his group into the Mission they would waive further 
penalties against him.47 This suggests a coercive collusion between the Mission 
and the Government, at least in that instance. In N duke tlhe reasons for 
conversion seem to have been similarly pragmatic but with opportunism rather 
than coercion at heart. The Methodists had their limited success in the Dughore 
locale at least in part because some of the Dughore group had active social links 
to influential Roviana people where the Mission was engaged. Even in 1908, 
Hocart noted that Loe, a youth from Dughore, was a 'mission boy' with the 
Methodists.48 Loe went on to rise high in the Methodist hierarchy.49 The reason 
why the Viuru and Iqoana people adopted the Seventh-day Mission also had in 
part to do with existing social connections, but in their case it was through their 
interaction with the trader and plantation owner Norman Wheatley. Wheatley 
had arranged the sale of land of the Kukundu River delta on the west coast of 
Kolombangara from five of the bangara ('leaders') resident in Viuru and Iqoana in 
about 1913, in exchange for about £5.5o Wheatley was a well-known thorn in the 
side of the Methodists, who as an influential member of the planter community 
in Gizo saw the Reverend Goldie of the Methodists as an arch-rival.51 Wheatley 
thought that Goldie could not be allowed to develop a Mission empire in the 
West, because Goldie opposed the plantation owners' efforts to secure land for 
themselves from the local people. Goldie saw the European planters as a corrupt 
influence, and although he himself acquired land from the natives in Roviana for 
Mission-owned plantations, considered these acquisitions as morE! justly suited to 
native interests. Wheatley' s opposition involved at first an attempt to bring the 
Catholic Mission into the West as a counter to Goldie, and when that fizzled, he 
solicited the Seventh-day Adventists.52 Apparently as part of that strategy, a local 
Nduke story has it that Wheatley used to tell the Nduke people with whom he 
had dealings that they should wait until the Seventh-day Mission arrived, 
because it would be they who had the power to usher in development and 
wealth for Nduke people. He painted visions for his interlocutors of the 
European riches they would acquire if they accepted the Adventists. This, it is 
said in Nduke, was influential in the choice of mission that was made. 
47 See also Bennett 1987:116 for details of Ngatu's situation. 
48 HFN:1485 
49 An obituary for Loe detailing his career was written by Metcalfe in the New Zealand 
Methodist Times 27 /01/1962 as 'Once Wild and Uncouth'. 
50 See also coverage of this in chapter 5. The amount paid is part of local folklore. 
51 Bennett 1987:63. 
52 Bennett 1987:143, 63. 
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Another version of the reason why the Adventists were welcomed in Nduke was 
documented in 1995 in the 75th Anniversary book of History of the SDA on 
Kolombangara written by local Nduke contributor Renea Solomon. He notes that 
Pastor G.F. Jones on his initial visit to Nduke in 1919 offered the teaching; of how 
to read and write; and in Renea' s version this was the focal point why the 
mission was accepted by Eo and other local leaders of the time. 
On the 24th of May 1919, Captain G.F. Jones, Azino, Pana, Vughere and 
Minu [Marovo catechists] left Viru Harbour [in Marovo] on the ship 
'Melanesia' and sailed to Sambira [on Kolombangara]. When they arrived, 
Captain G.F. Jones and Pana talked with all who were present. The two 
visitors talked about the Seventh-day Adventist church and about ;a 
school. Pastor G.F. Jones talked of them going to school to learn English, 
singing, writing and more. Once they had heard G.F. Jones and Pana 
speak, Betikera [a Nduke man] spoke, because he had already joined the 
Methodist's school: "I welcome that which the white-men bring, but you 
big-men must decide; but perhaps a school is good, for then we can learn 
English. Otherwise, we cannot communicate with the Government when 
they come," he said to Eo Sipili and the others. Eo Sipili and all the others 
then accepted the mission and the school. 53 
Bearing in mind that this was written in 1995, the detail of the attributed 
quotation may be amiss. This aside, the general idea that literacy was a great 
incentive for conversion was also discussed by Hogbin (1939) in Malaita, 
although Hogbin added that 'the promise of eternal life is probably 1the chief 
reason for joining missions' .54 Indeed the religious aspects of conversion cannot 
be overlooked in Nduke either; there is no doubt that Christian faith is a 
powerful element in modem Nduke cosmology. On the instrumental side, of 
Nduke groups assessing their best political options in a time of great change back 
in 1919, the idea that literacy was a significant motive in Nduke conversion is 
nevertheless appealing. That literacy meant they could deal with the Government 
was discussed in the previous chapter, where I have argued that literacy was 
seen as a key instrument in countering the legal process of colonial land 
alienation. The Levers Pacific land transactions that the Nduke people were 
challenging were, as they knew, mediated by written documents, and there is 
other evidence discussed in the previous chapter to suggest that local people 
reasoned that the acquisition of literacy would put them in a more powerful 
53 My translation. The original text reads: Pa May 24, 1919 pahu pa Vim Harbour 
Captain Griffiths Francis Jones (G. F. Jones), Azino, Pana, Vughere beti Minu, pa 
vaka 'Melanesia' beti mai varereghe pa Sabira. Ghore lagho ria vaka kamo ria ia mai 
varereghe pa vaka. Ghore lagho na ho Captain G. F. Jones beti Pana, lagho vivinei 
padi ria. Vivinei ni rikori na linotu Viturane beti na sikulu. Nabe Pastor G. F. Jones 
ria ghumi la sikulu, ghumi boka nabe Vaka, ghighala kera, kukuti beti kake 
ghighighalaghi mule. Egho pa ghoghotona lemoni ria ninabe ta G. F. Jones beti Pana, 
nabe Betikera ria, ina aia tode somana pa sikulu pa Methodist. "V aleani rai ia ghuni 
tiovaka sana, ba ghamu vis'malata ke vilasia, ba gharo bi leana sikulu ghita ghumi 
boka nabe Vaka, ina koni mai ria Gavuna (Government) dana boka nabe karovi ghita 
ria" ghuni aia Eo Si.pill beti rikake mule. Egho ghu valeani ho Eo Si.pill beti dovuru 
ria ia tineku na linotu beti sikulu koinia. 
54 Hogbin 1939:181. 
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position to challenge Levers' assumed legal rights. That Wheatley suggested the 
SDA Mission would be an instrument for acquiring wealth is not only a further 
acknowledgement that there were multiple reasons for Nduke people opting to 
convert, but is also compatible with the objective of literacy as a high priority in 
Nduke, at that time as now. Hogbin noted that during his 1933 stay in Malaita, 
his Guadalcanal houseboy commented that the difference between the white 
men's wealth of goods and travel opportunities and his own underpaid servant 
role came down to the facility to read books: /1 if we could read your books we 
would have money and possessions" .ss 
The choice of different missions by groups from neighbouring locales in Nduke 
threw up a social distance that can be traced in the changing relations between 
the two adjacent locales of Dughore (Methodist) and Iqoana (SDA). Hocart' s 
genealogies of 1908 indicate that many marriage and descent ties had formerly 
connected residents of these two locales. Just after their adoption of the SDA, the 
Iqoana residents became angry that pigs from Dughore came onto what was now 
SDA-abiding land, where pigs are defiled animals under SDA principles. This 
developed into a dispute in which, during the same year that the Ghatere church 
was first built, the District Officer was called to set an iron peg on the coast 
between the two groups to act as a land boundary, ostensibly to control pig 
movement but had also the effect of unbinding the pattern of ongoing exchanges 
between kin of these two areas. Things could have been w orse, as church 
burnings between the SDA and Methodist groups occurred in oither parts of the 
West.56 The social distance between Dughore and Iqoana has persisted until 
today, playing its part in a land dispute between the two groups through three 
courts in the late 1970s.57 There are still overriding island politics that prevent the 
isolation becoming absolute, and there are some people, especially the more 
agnostic and traditionalist, who maintain kindred ties across the boundary while 
the devout maintain their distance. In chapter 3 it was argued !that prior to the 
colonial period, descent group ideology was minimal in the milieu of exchange 
relations centred on house group organisation. Chapter 4 argues that the switch 
into the primacy of descent group ideology has its basis in colonial land relations. 
In the current discussion of adoption of different missions, there is a hint that 
congregationalism also generated divisions that were resolvedl territorially as 
' tribal' divisions, but this cannot be pursued here. 
In the Nduke village of Ghatere, the arrival of the mission in 1920 involved a 
move from various hamlet sites around the Dughore valley and relocation to live 
together in a completely new settlement. This followed a new convention of 
founding the village on a dry seaside site beside a break in the reef, part of both 
55 Hogbin 1939:181. Hogbin went on to say that the houseboy 'attendled the mission at 
Malu'u in his spare time with the sole object of learning to read and write' . 
56 Hogbin 1939. 
57 Allen Betokera vs Vivili Maekera, Roviana Local Court case No.1 of 1975 
(18/03/ 1975), Allen Betokera vs Vivili Maekera, Gizo Customary Land Appeal Case 
4 of 1979 (24/05/1979), High Court Customary Land Appeal case 18/ 1979 
(15/ 02/ 1980). 
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Mission and Government strategy to agglomerate the population into coastal 
locations that were accessible, hygienic and scrutable. For Ghatere, this new 
settlement and new life meant having to cut down the trees and scrub that until 
then covered much of the site, and desacralise a major shrine site, Naniso, which 
lay on the highest ground right where the village was to be built. The shrine 
contained the skulls (NDU: batu) of many deceased Iqoana founding heads, the 
mate bangara. These had to be moved elsewhere, a task which fell upon Iqoana's 
last ever hiama ('priests'), Matakolo and Sibi. The skulls were relocated in new 
papa ('skull shrines') built at Nusa Koba, Mar'bea and Kolom'huqa on tlhe other 
side of the bay, and the old sacred sites around Heriana up inland.SB 1920 was a 
pivotal year, with the building of the church at Ghatere the first, and largest, step 
in conversion of the Dughore valley population to a new religion and social 
structure. This church, sited 50 metres inland from the shrine site at Naniso, was 
photographed with its local congregation dressed in long white frocks and 
mission sulus, probably at the time of its consecration (figure 34). The change of 
dress from the time of Williamson's photograph of the raggle-taggle Ghatere 
group in 1910 (figure 16) is another indication of the great before-and-after story 
of transformation sweeping through the western Solomons at the time.59 As 
already mentioned, 1920 was also the year that the head tax regulation came 
down, compounding the advent of new world relations. 
The situation as it was in . the 1920s in Kolombangara can be gauged from the 
maps in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the early 1920s distribution of coastal 
villages by then established in the southwest (but not all of which had a church at 
that time), the large area claimed by Levers Pacific Plantations and the actual 
operating plantation areas. By 1931 the population had consolidated :into five 
Mission villages (figure 4). The contrast of Mission villages and Adm:inistration-
backed land alienation and plantation seen :in figure 3 signifies the great forces of 
Mission and State that had landed on Kolombangara shores in the space of less 
58 In the case of Ghatere, the village legend of conversion from heathen darkness 
(bobongi NDU) to Christian enlightenment (ramana NDU) is also a story of conversion 
politics. Hudi, the resident bangarn in Iqoana, was in favour of the mission. Leading 
the case against it was Mene. So the story goes, Hudi and Mene debated at Naniso 
the power of the old religion as opposed to that of the new. Mene vowed that the 
mate bangara were more powerful the Christian God, so in challenge, Hudi cut down 
the large sacred eana ('banyan tree') at Naniso quite safely. Mene soon after cut a 
similar eana in the bush, but this killed him when it fell. The incidents were linked by 
taking Mene' s misfortune as a warning from God. There is a version of this story in 
SDA missionary A. R. Barrett's report on his opening of the second Ghatere church in 
1932 (Australasian Record v.36 no. 36, 5 September 1932, p. 5). This reads 'The great 
tree [at Naniso], sacred as the dwelling of the spirits, now measures its length on the 
ground. The old altars, where many a heathen sacrifice has been made, share the 
same fate. And the stone receptacle in which food was mixed for the gods is now an 
outcast, having been thrown aside. There on the spot, sacred in old time to the 
worship of heathen deities, stands a new church, ready for dedication to the service 
of the living God.' 
59 Transformed Isles was the title of a c.1922 film of mission success by the Methodists 
in Vella Lavella, and transformation seems an apposite term to use for Christian 
conversion in the New Georgia islands. 
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than a decade. At the same time that the Nduke males attended the Phillips Land 
Inquiry in 1923, they had set up under catechists elementary mission schools in a 
number of the new villages. Again Hogbin in Malaita gives a clue as to the likely 
practice in these schools: 'Writing, reading and singing are the only subjects, all 
three directed very definitely towards religious ends'. The catechists, who had 
received only rudimentary training, conducted the lessons most )likely just a few 
mornings a week leaving the rest of the time for subsistence and cash-cropping 
activity. The students were probably the children and young; people of the 
villages.60 For the SDA villages, the early catechists were from Marovo where the 
SDA had been established since 1914, but in the following years catechists began 
to come from the more recent mission villages in Nduke itself. As in Hogbin's 
Malu'u, the Bible in English was the principle book, while the SDA hymnal was 
Burnham's Choral Anthems, also in English.61 
The adoption of reading and writing in these early years was, as has been 
argued, based on aspirations for wealth through development and wresting of 
control back from the State of developable land resources. Thesie are in a sense 
aspirations for general group advancement through gaining of opportunities 
through Mission education unfettered by State restrictions. Mobiliity as a personal 
rise through mission structures also occurred as time went on, beginning with 
the initial acquisition of literacy. Loe, mentioned earlier, was probably the earliest 
beneficiary in Nduke of mission promotion, becoming a mission mechanic after 
leaving Mission school and receiving a mission-sponsored trip to Australia in 
1916.62 Such upward mobility was later reflected on for Melanesia generally by 
Belshaw who noted that 'Christianity ... emphasized a new alignment of power, 
and opened up new opportunities for young men to obtain new prestige' , a view 
echoed by Bennett discussing missionisation in the New Georgia group.63 In the 
process of moving into these mission hierarchies, the early catechists also gained 
stature within the village communities. The association with the sacred, with 
literacy and the sophistication brought about through travel produced an aura of 
respect around the catechists, or as the Western District Officer said in 1951, 'that 
powerful arbiter of native opinion - the village preacher-cum-teacher'.64 Once 
Nduke p eople began to acquire these hierarchical positions and operate back 
within Nduke society, their grounding in ancestry was compounded by their 
grounding in mission hierarchy. This is the earliest example of this kind of 
abstract institutional grounding that developed during the colonial period and 
served to complexify the social relations of ground in Nduke. 
60 Hogbin 1939:179. 
61 This also saw a major restructuring of social life around singing events that has 
carried through and diversified to this day. Singing more than anything else provides 
the constant refreshment of community solidarity in modern Nduke. The SDA post-
war introduced a Marovo bible translation, and more recently cm Kolombangara 
many hymns have been put to Nduke words although many are still sung in English. 
62 New Zealand Methodist Times 27 / 01/1962. 
63 Belshaw 1954:71. Bennett 1987:116: 'many of the young chiefs and chiefly hiers of the 
New Georgia group' found in the Methodist mission 'an alternative route to prestige 
and power'. 
64 Western Solomons District Annual Report 1951, p .10 (BSIP 7/1/DCW140 A, SINA). 
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To say that emergence of these opportunities to inhabit positions within State 
and Mission structures has meant a simultaneous occupation of ground in a new 
sense is not to say that the logic of inheritance and ancestry is the same as that of 
the ancestral land founders whose smallholdings could be inherited by their 
chosen descendants. This new kind of ground has to be founded within the 
hierarchical logic of those State or Mission structures themselves. Both the 
Mission and State have constructed indigenous founder figures as essential to 
building this kind of 'vertical' ground within their hierarchical systems. From 
earliest days, books such as Nicholson's (1924) Son of a Savage about the 
Methodist's first Vella Lavellan catechist Daniel Bula through to Maepeza Gina's 
autobiography Journeys in a Small Canoe (2003) about his pioneering activities as a 
Solomon Islands civil servant provide a clear narrative about how particular 
founding individuals occupied these structures as they emerged. In somE! cases it 
is true that such State or Mission founders create a kind of family dynasty of 
direct descendants who continue to occupy such State or Mission positions. One 
could cite certain of the Roviana or Malaitan families. Even in these cases, 
individuals who ground their stature within these institutions have to do so in 
terms of the logic of the State or the Mission by acquiring the competence and 
extending the exchange possibilities of these organisations.65 
Post-war mobility: colonisation, fractionation and entrepreneurship. 
Post-war Solomon Islands was very different from the 'native-trader-mission-
official' society of the 1920s and 30s. 66 The main differences were the substantial 
diminution of European traders as a force, a reform of Administration away from 
the apartheid-leaning attempt at peasantisation, the weakening patrimony of the 
missions and the diversification of indigenous social roles and status. The late 
1940s on into the 1950s were a period of expansion. Population began growing 
rapidly, schools were spreading, and village trade stores took off. The British 
began active programs in agriculture and commerce to spark development.67 
Post-war changes in local governance 
Post-war liberalization saw changes in two directions. One was an opening of 
Government, at least at the local level, to some forms of recognised self-
government through the local court and councils systems set up as soon as 
British officials returned after Japanese occupation. The second was the :initiation 
of experiments in developing a cash economy at the local level that involved local 
trade stores, and then, in the early 1960s, producer and consumer cooperatives. 
These again provided the first signs of mobility to islanders in entrepreneurial 
ventures after imposition of close Colonial control in the early 1920s and the 
depression of the 1930s. 
65 This said, a widespread conversational point in present-day Solomon Islands is that 
nepotism rather than merit is commonly the criterion of selection for employment. 
66 A phrase from Felix Keesing, 1942, The South Seas in the Modern World. New York: 
John Day, p. 71. 
67 See for these various developments the Western District Annual Report 1951 (op. cit.) 
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Immediately following the War, the British with the aim according to Hogbin of 
'returning to the solid foundations of the [customary] past and ~;iving people a 
greater say in the conduct of their affairs', set up an indigenous council and court 
in each Administrative Sub-district. The Roviana Native Council was established 
in November 1944, with Nduke as before the War being one of its: sub-districts.68 
Rovu, already the Headman for Kolombangara, was appointed Vice President of 
the Native Council and Court. The Council was quite large, with two to five 
members from each village across Rendova, Roviana, Vonavona and Nduke. 
From each village one of these members was the Village Headman, and the 
others were ordinary members. There were 15 councillors in all from Nduke.69 
The Native Council was a slow exploration in developing an upward movement 
of islanders into administration. This phase lasted until 1953 with the Headman 
system remaining in place and authority ultimately resting with the District 
Commissioner in Gizo. Hogbin (1944) described the changes that occurred to 
local governance. The Council met monthly in the Sub-districfc Court House. 
Government instructions received were read out, explained and discussed by the 
elders in the Council rather than being delivered by the Headman as before. 
Once the Council had concluded business, the Council 'immediately resolve[d] 
itself' into the Native Court. This could deal with civil cases, minor criminal cases 
and customary law cases. This system, although still parochial, gave more voice 
in governance to local leaders. 
This system was formalised under the 1947 Native Administration Ordinance. 
Although there were later changes to the running and election . of the local 
councils, the basic pattern of district representation via council.s remained the 
same until and even after Independence. Between 1944 and 1978 the system of 
local government continued to emerge, generally in the direction of greater 
democratic representation. The successive reforms ultimately ended up with the 
system of local Area Councils that were instituted after Ind1~pendence. The 
Native Council.s provided a basis for local government-based authority roles that 
could be played by local actors beyond that possible by the pre-war Headman. In 
this way, Native Councils were the first forum in which the role of 'politician' 
could be added to the range of grounds from which actors could speak in local 
affairs. 
In 1963 the Local Councils became elective under the 1963 Lo1:::al Government 
Ordinance passed by the new Le~slative Council. This became the basis for 
introducing seventeen new Councils within the protectorate during 1964.70 These 
did not flourish in some parts of Solomons, including the Western District. The 
68 BSIP 7 /1/DCW 111 (District Commissioner Western, General Correspondence), 
'Native Council Meeting', November 21to241944. (SINA). 
69 BSIP 7 /1/DCW 111, 'List of Council members of Roviana Sub District', (undated, c. 
1945) (SINA). The 15 Kolombangara members were: Vavanga1: Lakevu (V.H.), 
Lemono; Ghatere: Lilopio (V.H.), Likoto, Matakolo, Sovutu; Huda: Josaia Alebeti 
(V.H.), James Peti, Gasi, Pita Salusu; Kuzi: Sipili (V.H.), Mulebei, Aniri; Habere: 
Rerese (V.H.), Ziake. 
70 Western News ibid., Wotherspoon op. cit. 
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councils in the Western District were later said to have been 'small, weak and 
ineffective' at this time.71 Renewed effort at reform of the system of local 
government was made by central government in the early 1970s as Independence 
became inevitable. District Administration was dismantled at this time, and the 
Local Government Ordinance was revamped and a new version introduced 
during 1975. A system of Provincial Government to augment local government 
was seriously mooted in 1977, leading directly to the Provincial Government Act 
of 1981.72 
At the National level, the old High Commissioner's Advisory Council was 
finished and two new Councils begun in October 1960: the Legislative Council 
and the smaller Executive Council. This system remained in place with minor 
changes until 1970 when the system was changed. A new Governing Council was 
introduced in 1970 that expanded the powers of a larger number of elected 
Solomon Islanders. In the case of Kolombangara, the new Parliament was used 
soon after by the member for Kolombangara, George Ngumi, to oppose in 1973 
the British plans for Kolombangara. 73 Although Independence was still some 
years off, this marks the time at which participation in national politics by local 
representatives was practically realised. 
The post-war period also saw moves to indigenise the colonial civil service. 
Again the momentum in this direction increased during the late 1960s and 1970s. 
Beginning with the loosening of paternal colonialism after the War, and 
particularly by the 1960s the British began to train a cadre of indigenous public 
servants. By 1966 64 % of Civil Service posts were held by Solomon !:slanders. 
This increased to 75% by 1975.74 These civil servants were held in very high 
esteem at the village level, and had very real power in their role as mediators 
between village populations and the British rulers. As these positions were 
created, they too became aspired to as the church official positions had been, and 
civil servants could claim some authority in their home village settings. This is 
still very much the case today. Such people know more about the processes of 
government than the villagers who have not been exposed to a professional 
environment, are expected to be in a better position to capture a share of State 
resources for their home village, and of course are expected to provide 
remittances to family from their own salaries. 
Workforce nationalisation policy soon after Independence provided further 
professional opportunities. The emphasis placed on high literacy levels and 
education in Nduke since 1920 onwards paid off particularly well at tJnis point. 
Not only have many Nduke people become government officers, teachers, and 
pastors, but also moved into commercial employment, particularly with KFPL 
beginning in the early 1990s. Standards of living are rising in Nduke. This has 
71 Wotherspoon op. cit. 
72 Local Govenm1ent in the Solomon Islands. Ministry of Home Affairs, Honiara, August 
1975 (26 p. booklet), in PMB 1190reel10; Wotherspoon op. dt. 
73 The substance of this issue is dealt with in Chapter 8. 
74 BSIP Report for 1966 and 1974 (figures are for 151 January1966 & 1975). 
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become particularly noticeable in terms of housing stock. In the village of 
Ghatere, the older Mission-style two-room leaf houses were steadily replaced 
during the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, so that almost the entire village is 
now housed in the much larger two-storey Independence style iron-roof houses 
popular throughout the Solomon Islands for those who can afford them (figures 
35 and 36). 
Fractionation 
The differentiation of the Kolombangara body politic into conflicting visions for 
development is reflected also in the extent to which people on the island follow 
kastom or have adopted 'modern' life. Figures 37 and 38 show a telling example 
of this in contrasting meeting styles. Figure 37 shows Steward Evo leading a land 
issues meeting at Vavanga in 1999. Steward was a leading figure in the Kololeana 
logging of 1994-96, and advocates the view that most of south and east 
Kolombangara comes under his paramount chieftaincy. Figure :38 shows John 
Lenti, a local chief in the Kena area, during a break in a different land issues 
meeting in the same year. Steward was talking in his meeting about the 
genealogical reasons why Kolombangara is divided into just five lands under a 
paramount landowner, while John Lenti was leading a discussion on smallholder 
rights on a part of the coast near Pine within the context of belief that 
Kolombangara is divided into many independent small clan lands. Steward is 
dressed in shirt and long trousers to 'Zuk smat' (look neat and modern), while 
traditionalist John Lenti wears a lavalava. The photographs show other cultural 
signifiers to compare and contrast between Steward's 'modern' style and John 
Lenti's 'traditional' style, including the use of a schoolroom-type set-up with 
blackboard and chairs in Steward's case, and people sitting infomtally on mats in 
Lenti' s case. These differences in the very style of meetings typify the strongly 
cultural basis of the fractionation that has occurred in Kolombangara since 
Independence. 
There are two dimensions to social structure with regard to development 
agendas in Kolombangara and more widely across Western Province, which can 
be cross-tabulated to form a matrix of ideal types (table 11). Occupational 
stratification is differentiated into 'villager' and ' elite' strata of the island society. 
Development orientation is differentiated into 'entrepreneur' and 'traditionalist' 
fractions. The resulting four cells characterise the orientations that one finds 
among the island's people. They are ideal types that represent tendencies only; 
there are few people who fit the characterisations perfectly. The matrix does not 
show an urban proletariat (wage workers who live in town but have low-status 
jobs). While there are many from Western Province who have such jobs, this field 
is dominated by Malaitans who, without the substantial smallholdings available 
to many Westerners, are more inclined to seek urban opportunities. The urban 
proletariat is not a category that affects the dynamics of resource competition and 
development conflict in the West, although it has had a large importance in 
recent Malaitan politics, demonstrated by the strongly urban recruitment to the 
Malaitan Eagle Force that was briefly referred to in chapter 2. 
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Table 11. Social fractionation, stratification and development orientation in Nduke. 
TRENDS ~ FRACTIONATION 
Characteristic development Entrepreneur Traditionalist 
agendas among forest Business I profit I individual Kastom oriented. Group interests t resource rich, state- status I modernity oriented. 'Top- important. 'Bottom up' articulated population. down' executive decision consensus decision making. 
making. Forests as commodity. Forests as security. 
Elite 'The Moderniser' 'The Guardian' 
Typically Honiara based, Seeks foreign direct investment Protective of cultural identity of 
z senior civil servants with opportunities, company home clan/ language group; 
0 professional I tertiary directorships etc. Forms antipathy toward FOi profit-
i= qualifications. alliances with landowner seeking. Seeks small project 
c( counterparts for resources funding for smallholder 
(.) access to FDI development. counterparts amonQ NGOs. 
LL Villager 'The Landowner' 'The Smallholder' i= 
c( Village based, lower Seeks individual land-owner Communitarian. Small 
0::: education, mainly occupied status over large areas for one- environment-based project 
..... 
tn in keeping coconuts and time profits from foreign orientation. Believes in smaller 
gardens, occasional wage/ investment / logging; seeks elite clan structures controlling 
contract labouring. business partners and 'business' resources. Seeks guardian 
project fundinQ. protection aQainst 'modernisers'. 
Reference is made to 'island society' as the overall unit of society to which these 
characterisations apply. The reason for this will become substantially clear in 
chapter 8, but at this stage suffice to say that development pressures and the 
political geographies routinely assumed by the State in its dealing with the local 
level have encouraged an 'island' level of identity. This has particularly been the 
case over the past three decades. 'Island society' is a provisional category used 
here to distinguish the level of modern geographic identity relevant to resources 
interests that is smaller than the province but larger than the descent group or 
estate residential group. It is readily visible in the form of 'island-wide' resource 
interest associations such as councils of chiefs. Examples of 'island societies' in 
the west are Kolombangara, Ghanongga, Choiseul, Roviana and Marovo.75 
Chapter 8 details the emergence of such associations on Kolombangara Island. 
Stratification and the Honiara elite 
The passage of the state into indigenous hands has, along with the rise of other 
indigenised organisations including the church hierarchy and local offices of 
international NGOs, have created the amassing of a national elite based in 
Honiara. Members of this have two worlds to maintain: that of exchange among 
the elite itself with its own standards of prestige and patronage, and the 
smallholder affiliations with their original communities. The houses of Honiara, 
including the government offices, the churches and the houses of socially 
75 The term has problems in that firstly Roviana and Marovo are not separate islands 
but large language groups at either end of New Georgia Island (a geographic entity 
with little relevance to Western Province politics). Choiseul is an 'island society' in 
this definition (e.g. the Lauru Land Conference was set up as a resource-interest 
forum), but is also a province. 'Language group' could be used instead of 'island 
society' but does not connote the aspect of resource-based political grouping that 
'island society' does. It would also run into difficulties in the multilingual Choiseul. 
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gregarious elite householders, are in one sense not dissimilar from the canoe 
house in Ghatere back in 1908 described earlier. They are sited on the shores of 
an international exchange, and the visitors and residents are not necessarily 
related to a descent structure grounded at that location except in imaginary 
terms. They are first and foremost coalitions based on the common interest of 
opportunities presented in further exchange. That being said, the sphere of own-
language groups is a strong identity and is based, so people themselves say, on 
the necessity or deep desire to eventually return to the village to ground that 
they are entitled through their land-founding ancestors. In this sense the society 
of Solomon Islands can be envisaged not as exhibiting the pyramid-shaped class 
structure of industrial capitalism (rich rulers on top, wider middle class and the 
poorer masses), but as having an I-shaped structure of urban elite networks at 
the top with each individual maintaining vertical links down to their own rural 
community networks at the bottom, which area similarly characterised by strong 
horizontal linkages. 
Gewertz and Errington (1999) have defined the emerging middle class in the 
Papua New Guinea context as 'a sociality of neighbours, not kin'. In their urban 
study, they found their Rotary Club informants had made a 'hard and painful 
transition in lifestyle', moving into the commodity economy and out of the 
'commitments of kinship or gift exchange' (1999:29, 69). This does not describe 
the situation found in among the elite from the Western Province. Cutting of all 
village bonds is uncommon. More commonly those from the 'middle class' 
maintain a dual competency of operating in the career world, aspiring to the 
latest consumer goods, developing an urban palate for imported food and often 
travelling internationally, while at the same time maintaining contact with 
village kin. Very many picture themselves as moving 'back home' once they feel 
their 'body go Jo olo', when it is time to retire from their career. To accomplish this 
return, it is crucial that they do not get a name as being a 'Mister Mi', a person 
with an attitude of superiority to their village-dwelling relatives, or attract the 
idea that they are selfish. This is because in the move back to rural life, they will 
inevitably have to draw on the help of their village relatives. For this reason, they 
continue to contribute to the village community by paying school fees and 
expenses for marriages and funerals or in other ways, including hospitality in 
their Honiara house. This system of delayed reciprocation has been operating at 
least since the late 1970s with the retirement and return to rural life of the first 
post-War civil service cohort. 
Whether to call these people genuinely middle class or not is a vexed question. 
The maintenance of a dual social competency (town professional-cum-rural 
kinsman) is not a characteristic of the classic Marxist-type bourgeois that is 'a 
class for itself' in that parlance. The 'elite', as they are known in Solomon Islands 
outwardly exhibit in their urban life many features that are recognizably middle 
class, yet this is only one aspect of their comportment: further, they do not act as 
a class with its own interests. As with the discussion earlier on peasantry, it is 
perhaps not important to be either-or about class as a definition in the Solomon 
Islands context. This is the point at which James (2003) argues that, if it is 
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technically difficult to apply class categories to such a society, it may be better to 
think simply of' stratification' . 
Stratification as used here is not equivalent to hierarchy or class. There are still 
the attachments to the village kindred, where authority is not gaiined by 
enforcement as in a hierarchy, nor is it based on creation of an elite class 
subjugating a working class. In engaging with their village kindred, the elite 
must gamer support by persuasion, beguilement or monetary seduction. In 
contrast, attempts at high-handedness are generally met with condemnatiion. 
Conclusion 
There has an articulation of the 'Honiara elite' stratum of island society with new 
competing development agendas that on the one hand arise from grounding in 
kastom identity as a response to modernity, and on the other a desire for 
increased social mobility through modem entrepreneurialism. The resulting 
cross-cutting stratification and fractionation of island society is driving the 
emergence of new associations at the island level for resource governance, which 
will be detailed in chapter eight. 
The rapid changes to Solomon Island society have not been that of an essential 
traditionalism overlaid by weakly attached veneers of government and mission. 
Rather, when seen in the context of the changes described in chapters four and 
five, it is the case that tradition itself has also been strongly altered by colonialism 
and modernity; which have also resulted in responses by which mission and 
government structures too have been laid into local society where they are 
actively reproduced as part of the whole social fabric. The specific way in which 
this operates at the local level are detailed in the next chapter. 
- <I> -
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Figure 32. Estimated value of copra per ton at Tulaghi, 1910-1940. 
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(Sunrise) 
A. Movement from the sau ( ' shore p l ace ' ) 
(Sunset) 
(Sunrise) 
B . Movement toward the sau ('shore p lace') . 
Figure 33. Basic directional verbs for movement to and from the Nduke shore. 
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Figure 34. The first SDA church built at Ghatere in 1920. 
Plate 32 
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Figure 35. Older Mission-style sago-palm leaf house in Ghatere. 
Figure 36. New Independence-style sawn-timber iron-roof 
house in Ghatere, built in 1992. 
Plate 33 
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Figure 37. A genealogy workshop in the Vavanga meeting-house: Steward 
Evo in full attire argues his case about origins and land rights in Nduke. 
Figure 38. John Lenti leads a meeting at Kena about smallholder land allocation (2000). 
Plate 34 
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In chapter five reference was made to the idea that land tenure in Nduke (and the 
wider western Solomons) is a two-tier system made up of macro and micro 
tenure. The macro level pertains to the bubutu land estates discussed in that 
chapter. Micro-tenure is the realm of smallholder production based within the 
estates. Both of these are variations on the idea of 'ground'. At the estate level 
landowners can compete for resources control by use of genealogy to establish 
their stature as a legitimate landowner. At the smallholder level, it is sufficient to 
inherit land to be a part of the village community. The foundations of stature at 
the village level have diversified along with the overall social changes discussed 
in the previous chapter. 
Chapter three argued that the frontier social system was brought into 
metamorphosis by contact with the colonial State. The outcome of this was the 
appearance of the modern estate system, an evolution of ideas from the locale-
based system that existed during frontier times. Some continuities remained. For 
one, the people were the same group. Although it seems many of the members of 
the Ghatere house group have been forgotten, others, especially the founding 
heads, are recognised in current-day genealogies as ancestors through which 
founding pedigrees can be traced. Another main continuity is the way that the 
people of these families continue to be smallholders as they were in frontier 
times. The smallholder system has remained essential through the 
metamorphosis of the locale into the estate. 
Local level governance in N duke 
Seen from the village level, governance in Nduke is made up of bodies that 
operate at different geographical levels and from different bases of authority. The 
main categories of the latter are the government (National, Provincial and Local), 
the churches (at various district and local levels), resource-interest associations 
(Kolombangara Council of Chiefs, Kolombangara Land Trust Foundation) and 
customary (land estate bubutu groups and the villages under customary 
leadership of chiefs).1 To begin with a sense of the variety and connections 
between the organisations involved in local-level governance, figure 39 is a 
schematic diagram showing the organisations and associations that operate in or 
with local level governance in Ghatere village in Nduke.2 Figure 39 is only an 
characterisation of the forms of organisations at the village level. Many of the 
social linkages that make up the body politic at the village level have not been 
1 The Kolombangara Council of Chiefs and Kolombangara Land Trust Foundation 
(KLTF) are discussed in Chapter 8. KLTF is now defunct. 
2 The diagram was compiled from elicitation in Ghatere village, February 2002. 
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shown or have been simplified for clarity of illustration; such a diagram also 
gives no sense of the dynamic character of local-level governance. The diagram 
does however show the great number of State, Mission, and customary 
institutional bodies that an ordinary village member is acquainted with, at least 
by name, and which at various times impact on the life of the village. It shows 
the significant degree to which the village is open to the wider nation. 
As social institutions have diversified over time, the institutional basis of these 
have been accompanied by the incorporation of the village into a number of 
overlying organisational local regions. Conversely, these regions serve to divide, 
for various purposes, population groups that are bound together under still other 
organisational regions. For that part of Western Province coverilng the 
Kolombangara village populations there are four main supra-island 
organisations that encompass local level governance. Each has its local 1regional 
level of grouping and various higher tiers of organisation up to an apex. For 
government are the now-defunct Area Councils, the Provincial wards and the 
National constituencies. The latter two, because they have separate powers and 
hierarchies, are counted as different organisations. The Seventh-day Adventist 
church has its local church districts, districts, missions and intematic:mal 
hierarchies. The Uniting Church has also its local circuits and wider sections. 
Events and programs developed by the National and Provincial governments 
and the SDA and United churches are often organised or delivered at their 
respective local or regional level, which must have their leaders. Thus tlhere are 
district or section pastors for the churches, the Provincial Ward member and the 
National Member of Parliament. These all potentially interact with the same local 
level group but on different geographic bases. Each of these is an overlay that 
does not coincide with the traditional social groupings in an area, such as the 
village or clan structures by which the local institutions operate to make 
decisions and allocate resources. 
Government institutions are poorly articulated to the local level across the 
Solomon Islands as a whole. This has been an ongoing trend since early 
Independence times, but was exacerbated by the removal of Area CoULncils in 
1997 and then the retraction of Government services and programs from rural 
areas following the 2000 coup (Scales 2003). The various ward and :national 
members exist, but are not effective representatives in terms of ensuring 
continued service delivery and development. In figure 39 the links bet.v.reen the 
representative politicians, the service departments of the governmE~nt and 
'occasional services' delivery to the local level are shown schematically. Health 
and education services in terms of continued, if inadequate, support to iteachers 
and local clinic nurses have been the exception to the recent almost total 
retraction of government services to rural areas. This kind of articulation to the 
state through the formal organisational structures of official parliamentary and 
executive ministerial functions and reticulation of resources and responsibility 
downward through the service delivery bureaucracies is almost defunct. The 
formal structure of the latter are represented in organisational charts seen in old 
departmental handbooks or peeling off office walls. The charts typically show a 
Honiara head office branching to nine provincial offices, which branch to dozens 
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of Area Council delivery points. Many of these structures largely broke down 
many years ago. Note only were the Area Councils removed but communication 
and administration links between Honiara and the provinces have been weak. In 
the case of provincial government, official movement of personnel out from the 
provincial towns is rare. It is true to say that formal articulation of State with local 
level governance is poor. 
Figure 39 also shows another form of articulation of the local level with the State; 
that channelled via the elite. This can be termed informal articulation of State with 
local level governance. In the absence of formal procedures, these informal 
networks are a common way to get things done. Government tacitly recognised 
this in the late 1980s with the instigation of the Community Development Fund, a 
discretionary fund used by National MPs within their constituencies. Services are 
bought directly with this fund, circumventing any bureaucratic executive 
prioritising. Executives and foremen workers within the government service 
delivery departments are also able to unofficially negotiate on a personal level 
involving favours with others in the department for service delivery to their 
home village. The process may involve legitimising the decision post-hoc in a 
written 'planning' report. This is a hit-or-miss process where the most effective at 
such nego (negotiation) are regarded as big-men by an almost traditional measure 
of exchange politics. 
Customary governance 
Landowners and chiefs. The current system in Nduke is idealised as having two 
categories of 'chief'. These are the bangara melaka ('land chief') who looks after the 
affairs of forested land and the reefs of the bubutu estate, and the bangara bubutu 
('tribe chief'), who looks after village and garden area affairs. The bangara melaka 
also oversees any development that would affect the estate lands as a whole, 
including smallholder blocks when taken en masse. The bangara bubutu can have 
jurisdiction over some land affairs, where these are about smallholder blocks on a 
case-by-case basis, as in plot boundary disputes. 
The division of customary authority into 'land chiefs' and 'tribe chiefs' can be 
dated back to at least the early post War period, when Allan notes the use of the 
term 'land chief' in Roviana. The tenure system in Roviana is similar to that of 
Nduke, and Nduke was at that time part of the Roviana sub-district with 
frequent exchange of personnel and sharing of native court facilities).3 Allan was 
of the opinion that the office of land chief {ROV: koimata) came about in the 
colonial period. This was because, firstly, the pre-colonial system where 
authority vested in the prestation-driven bangara had vanished. Secondly, new 
pressures of more intense demand for coastal land by both European interests 
and among a growing, now coast-dwelling local population led to the need to 
put authority in a figure who could speak for the land with regard to its value as 
an asset.4 
3 PMB 1189, Colin Allan TS, 'Land Tenure in Roviana', para 26. 
4 PMB 1189 ibid., para 33-4. 
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The choice of a new bangara to succeed an old one is now made by a meeting of 
people qualified by seniority, gender and either residence or descent category 
membership. The choice of bangara is not entirely hereditary, although it is 
necessary that the bangara should have a descent connection to the apical 
ancestor of the bubutu. A matrilineal connection would be desirable, but is not 
essential. Descent is necessary but not sufficient in the choice of a bangc.ira. An 
important factor is that the person should be tavighala, 'consultative and 
intelligent'. The role of bangara is to defend the interests of the bubutu on its 
behalf. For this, openness to the ideas of other bubutu members is appreciated, 
along with ability to synthesise these as a generally acceptable plan of action. 
Governance at the village level is not entirely 'customary'. The village bosini 
position shown in figure 39 is a direct follow-on from the colonial period Village 
Headman, responsible for village cleanliness and community work programs. 
SDA villages on Kolombangara opted to incorporate this function under the 
Mission, although the bosini position has had no Government status since 1978. 
The bosini is chosen at an annual village meeting, and is always a responsible 
household head. The position rotates among the household heads of the village. 
Not all household heads are active in the church programs. For the most part, 
such engagement is essential within the village for a household head to be held 
with respect . Stature on the basis of descent alone, no matter how pure in terms 
of the lineage the person is, is usually not sufficient to provide stature within the 
village community. The various church department head positions are all ways 
of recognising the stature of respected village members. These positions too come 
up for renewal annually at the year's beginning church business meeting. Since 
the community is relatively small, the same people rotate in positions of 
responsibility. Because these are church posts, there is no stricture that such 
office bearers have to be descent group members. In-laws from other parts of 
Solomons are integrated into the community through their bearing of church 
offices. This Mission grounding gives them stature to speak in community 
meetings alongside descent group members. 
Local relations of land and residence: smallholdings 
Land estates and smallholdings 
In chapter four a distinction was made as to the level at which one can speak of 
land holdings. At the level of the cognatic descent category, an entire soloso (in 
frontier times) or bubutu melaka (in colonial to modem times) can be invoked. 
These are termed here the tribal land estates, where tribal, as explained earlier, is 
a shorthand taken from pidgin to mean a local cognatic descent category. 
Typically these land estates are at the scale of the river catchments; that is, a few 
tens of square kilometres in size. They are not necessarily coterminous with 
catchment boundaries. At the micro level are the individually owned smallholder 
plots. These are smaller lands, typically measured in fractions of a hectare, 
occupied for agriculture of various sorts. Coconut plantations, tuber crop 
gardens, Canarium tree groves and sago palm groves are typical examples. The 
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smallholdings are nested within the land estate, and are owned by people either 
members of the residential group and/ or the local cognatic descent category. 
Figure 40 illustrates the arrangement of smallholdings in the Ghatere area. Along 
the coast are the coconut groves, divided into plots that are individually owned 
under the name of a particular person. Inland are the garden plots, which are 
similarly owned by individuals for their household's use. Thest~ garden plots 
cover a much larger area than just the garden itself, as there are usually areas of 
fallow and disturbed regrowth in the plot as well. Canarium g;roves are also 
shown in figure 40, but ownership is difficult to map at this scale since the trees 
are often individually owned; and then the ground they grow on may well be 
owned by someone else again. Figure 40 shows too the coastal 'spear-line' 
boundaries of the land estates: Iqoana in the centre of the map with Viuru and 
Dughore land estates flanking either side. 
Land estates are not incontrovertible entities. This does not prevent people from 
living out their daily lives on the land in those areas; and in most cases they live 
out their subsistence activities, aid 'projects', build their houses and transfer their 
property without serious dispute by their neighbours or others. An apparent 
paradox is involved here, in that people base their claim to these rights on their 
association with their 'tribe' that is said to corporately own all the land where 
they are situated, and this is the reason why their own smallholding is secure in 
its tenure, because it is based in the tribal estate to which they belong. Yet, in 
most cases, the existence of disputes over the existence or otherwise of one or 
other of these named land estates and associated tribe of the same name do not 
affect such smallholder security. This is because of the bilateral affiliation within 
the personal kindred of smallholders to founders, meaning thaft whatever the 
disputes at the estate level, they are able to say they are affiliated in any case. 
Smallholder agricultural systems 
Agriculture in Nduke today is characterised by two main cropping activities: 
coconuts and food gardens. Gardens provide the root crops, vegetables and fruit 
which complement fish, store goods and foraged greens that complete the typical 
Nduke village diet. Agriculture is almost never found more than 1.5 km inland in 
Nduke. It is on the more fertile near-coastal valley flats that swidden gardens are 
usually cut. This pattern is not true for the Bunda-Kena area, where the spine of 
the Nduke mountains veers toward the coast, terminating in a high, wide 
headland dropping directly to raised coral terraces on the coast. Here there are 
no broad arable valleys to cultivate, and swidden gardens are estalblished instead 
in the red residual soils of the ridges and hillsides.s 
The 1989 Ministry of Agriculture and Lands smallholding agricultural survey 
found that the mean garden smallholding area in west Kolombangara was 0.13 
ha in area, with many gardens about that size (MAL 1989:51). Overall, MAL 
5 None of the gardens surveyed by MAL in 1989 were on hillsides; fthey were all on 
what the survey described as 'uplifted terrace, lowland plain and river channel' 
(MAL 1989: 84-6). 
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found that smallholders (defined in the MAL study as a 'household') had average 
holding areas (of all types with all types of crops) of just under one hectare. MAL 
found that holding sizes were distributed unevenly, with some people owning 
under 0.25 ha in total, while others held large areas, sometimes up to 10 ha. MAL 
did not enquire into social reasons for the inequality, but it rings true with the 
knowledge that villages are made up of both land-poor residents, often without 
primary rights in the area, and land-rich people, often the descent group core of 
the residential group, who benefit from substantial smallholding inheritances. 
Sweet potato farming is the most important agricultural activity in Nduke. A 
typical sweet potato garden is shown in figure 41. On ovovu ('floodplain') soil, 
potatoes can be planted 4 or 5 times before the garden needs to be fallowed. On 
hillsides, about three harvests are the maximum before fallowing. On the whole, 
ovovu farmers have an easier life compared to people who only have hillside 
gardens. In yearly terms, an average garden on ovovu soil is fallowed every one 
to three years. Fallow regrowth (peroro) can be left for anywhere between 6 
months and two years before it can be returned to potatoes. Within any 
smallholder plot, rotation between potatoes and fallow can be continued for 
about ten years before production begins to drop and the plot is abandoned. 
Households usually have more than one garden. Typically, one may be senescing 
and its remnant cassava crop given little attention, another acts as the main focus 
of interest and yet another is just being established with sweet potato for the first 
time, while a fourth is only visited for its remaining bananas and fruit trees. 
Coconuts 
Coconuts take up by far the most land, and the copra produced from them is 
relied on as a cash income staple by almost all households. Raising the money for 
school fees is a typical reason why a household will mobilise to produce copra. 
Copra production in any household is a periodic, rather than continuous, 
activity. The copra is sold to dealers who supply an export market. The seller is 
expected to freight the hessian bags of copra by canoe to the buying point (Noro 
being one such point). A few privately owned dryers are distributed along the 
coast (see figure 40). The copra driers are akin to small factories where families 
take turns produce copra from coconuts they gather from their groves. One such 
dryer is shown in figure 42). In Nduke, copra production is sensitive to price 
received. If prices are low, the groves are let to overgrow with weeds and people 
say that it is not worth the effort. When prices pick up, the groves are cleared 
again and production begins. The erratic nature over time of annual copra 
production on Kolombangara is shown in figure 43.6 This pattern of activity 
occurs when other sources of income are available. 
The MAL survey (1989:55) found that on the west coast of Kolombangara the 
mean coconut plantation smallholding area was 2.15 ha, although this was 
6 The large rise in smallholder copra production in 1985 seen in figure 41 followed on 
from the expiry of the LPPL lease on plantations around Karikana in the southeast of 
the island. This resulted in production from those areas being reclassified in official 
statistics from its previous 'plantation production' status. 
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skewed by two very large (approx 8 ha) holdings. Once these were excluded, the 
mean smallholding area was 1.15 ha. There was a wide distribution of holdings 
areas between some under 0.25 ha in area up to those of almost 10 ha in area. 
Between 0.25 ha and 3 ha, there was an even spread of holding sizes. There is no 
real 'typical' holding size, except that most are under 3 ha in area, and usually 
much smaller than that. 
Smallholding activity and land ownership 
Patterns of cultivation in the Dughore valley are determined in part by notions of 
land ownership. Where conflicting claims do not arise, an area of unused bush 
cleared and planted for the first time (NDU ririve) becomes property of the 
clearer. The valley flats along the lower Dughore River are a patchwork of such 
areas. Some of those areas are covered by regrowth (peroro), others by Canarium 
trees many decades old, some by sago palm groves and some by coconut groves. 
Active garden clearings occupy a small percentage of the total area. With time, 
those areas are inherited by descendants (NDU te lagho) or are otherwise granted 
to favourites (NDU adade). The initial area is often split into two rnr more smaller 
holdings in this process. Intermarriage between Ghatere families adds further 
complexity when the descendants of the marriage inherit land belonging to 
mother, father, mother's siblings or even all three. There are also still some areas 
that can still be cleared and claimed by first planting (ririve). The end result is 
that each household has, by way of one or other of its members, ownership of a 
number of holdings, which are distributed in apparent random oirder across the 
valley and even beyond into the domains of neighbouring villages. 
Transfers are either of rights to ground itself or rights to usage only. Rights to 
ground itself are normally transferred only as hereditary rights Ito members of 
the same line within the estate. Line members can create new smallholdings 
themselves within the estate only by clearing virgin bush, which they have the 
right to do without asking anyone permission. Once a plot has be1~n cleared, it is 
a holding that, even if it returns to an overgrown state, is supposed to have an 
owner. Ownership of smallholdings and overgrown clearings is passed on by 
inheritance from one line member to another. 
The mode of agriculture determines to a large extent the pressure put on arable 
land. Swidden gardens need to be established on new ground (NDU heqa, 'old 
forest'), or on ground left for many years (NDU peroro 'secondary forest'). The rate 
at which gardens must be turned over to fallow and new areas established is a 
significant factor in the balance of land use, at least in the Dughore valley. 
Smallholder pressures on land have changed over time. Up to the War, land for 
gardening and even for extending coconut groves was still in enough abundance 
around Ghatere, and other coastal areas of Nduke that people who had resided 
elsewhere due to marriage were welcome back if they decid1E!d to take up 
residence again in Nduke. This began to change after the War as population 
pressure has meant that arable land is now in short supply around the major 
villages. If people move away, its is harder now to move back because the land 
they could have u sed is taken up by others who also have rights to it. This leads 
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to tensions within marriage strategies, as far as families are able to influence 
marriage decisions of the upcoming generation. Marriage within the village is 
inevitably 'close', since most people are related at third cousin level or closer. 
Under the circumstances of land shortage, if every child marries away from the 
village and chooses to live away, then that family 'line' may die within the 
village. Some family lines once prominent in villages like Ghatere and 
recognised stock of the estate bubutu no longer exist there, the descendants are to 
be found resident as far away as Choiseul. The descendants have little chance of · 
returning now, even though they may still participate as cognatic descent 
category members in the bubutu land decisions and receive royalties from bubutu 
resource development. An attempted return after a generational disjuncture in 
residence would likely be interpreted negatively as an attempt to 'come and 
claim' or 'come and make stories (about supposed rights). Many families 
encourage one child to marry back into the same village in order to consolidate 
smallholdings and ensure continued residential tenure within the bubutu estate. 
There is no absolute rule in these decisions about who can or cannot get land, 
because if someone begins as the member of a household, perhaps as a pausu 
(adoptee) then they may after some years be given land to work. 
Conservatism of the smallholder system 
As a form of smallholder property, inheritance sequences of coconut groves were 
recorded in Ghatere from modem informants. These sequences can be compared 
with similar ones recorded by Hocart for groves in the same area in 1908. 
Although the sample is small, the results show that groves are inherited through 
a comparable range of kinship categories. This suggests that social considerations 
with regard to smallholdings have changed little since frontier times. In tum, this 
then suggests that the kernel of tradition in local level society lies not in the role 
of chiefs as such, but in the necessity of managing the smallholdings as the basis 
for economic life within the bubutu. While other aspects of leadership have 
undergone alteration (recalling the discussion on emergence of landowners in 
chapter five and the more recent incorporation of mission and government to 
local society), there is a still a need for commonly accepted processes of allocating 
plots and resolving disputes over the ownership and boundaries of the plots. It is 
within this system that adherence to cultural norms of kinship and successionary 
practice has most relevance to local level governance. While this is the overall 
picture with regard to the smallholder system, there is the question as to how the 
system may have changed in its details over time. 
Hocart collected a number of narratives about transfer of property from his 
informants. The cases he collected were about coconuts, taro gardens, Canarium 
trees. These in some cases extended back four generations, sometime into the 
mid-nineteenth century. I collected a number of narratives from modem 
informants about transfer of ownership of a number of smallholdings, mostly 
coconut plantations. These in some cases extend back four generations. In year 
terms, it appears that these narratives do not extend back much further than 
1900. Mostly the narratives are younger than that. Because of this recent 
chronological depth, there is little overlap with Hocart' s data. 
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In order to analyse the data, the kinship system in Nduke has to be schematized. 
There are eight terms that appear more than once in Kuhi' s assignation lists. In 
order of frequency these are tina, tama, tasi, tura, roa, tu, iva and lulu . These terms, 
glossed in table 10 in chapter 5, will be considered here to see what relationships 
are important for transfer of ownership. 
A further distinction is made here between descent and succE~ssion. Descent 
refers to the set of kin connections that have occurred as a result of marriage, 
birth or adoption. In Nduke genealogies, descent is usually represented in either 
of two ways: from a single apical pair of ancestors branching downwards, or 
from a personal position branching upwards (i.e. ascent). The tracing can be done 
either as a descent network, where multiple siblings and their spouses are named 
in each generation, or as a descent path, where one name is mentioned in each 
generation in a progression up or down through the sequence. 
Succession refers to transfer of a resource between kin. This is usually 
downward, from members of a higher generation to those of a lower generation. 
Succession can also be lateral, i.e. between siblings, but does not extend to in-
laws. There are only three terms that come into play when considering inter-
generational succession: tama, tina, and tura. These three terms can be used to 
specify any succession path between any ascendant and any descendant. 
For succession from either tina 'mother' or tama 'father' to tu 'child', there are 
four formal possibilities for simple succession from generation + 1 to generation 
0 . These are: 
'? - '? tina succession ('?'? Ti) 
a - a tama succession ( a rJ Ta) 
'? - a tina succession ('?rJTi) 
a - '? tama success i on ( rJ '?Ta) 
Where: a =male, '? =female, Ti= tina, Ta = tama, 
= = marriage, I = descent path, ~ = succession path. 
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From this table 12 can be drawn showing the possible succession paths between 
tam'tina (mother and child) and tat'mana (father and child). 
Table 12. Possible succession paths following tam'tina and tat'mana 
Succession path 
Descent 
path 
tin a 
tam a 
!j! 
-
!j! 
!i! !i!Ti 
0 
!j! - a 
!i! O' Ti 
0 
a - !j! 
0 
a !i! Ta 
a 
' 
~ ~ ad 
The category of tura 'uncle/ aunt' presents a compound descent structure, made 
up of a tama or tina relationship, of which the four types were shown above, 
adjoined to a lulu 'brother-sister' relationship. The succession path in this 
compound structure, i.e. between tam'tura, is between the 'uncle' or 'aunt' and 
the I child'• 
This structure allows, for example, succession of male attributes 'through the 
mother's line', which is important to some modes of political succession. Use of 
combinations of tura and tina descent can allow succession of bangara 'chiefs' 
through maghutavia or 'matrilineal kin'. While the social significance of such 
succession will be discussed later, the point for the moment is that when 
considering tura descent as a set of logical relations, the essential elements are the 
gender of the two peripheral parties and the category of the central 1relation, 
either tama or tina. So in the case of maghutavia succession between males, the 
essence is that one male is able to transfer to another male via what is essentially 
a tina relationship, hence in the analytical classification is a a Ti succession. 
There are four possible arrangements between the three elements of tura descent, 
and the nomination of each arrangement simply indicates the elements as in the 
example just noted. The diagrams below refer to single generation descent 
(generation +1 to generation 0). 
!i! - !i! tama succession ( !i! !i! Ta) 
a - a tina succession (O'O'Ti) 
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~ - a tama succes~3ion (~aTa) 
a - ~ tina succession (a~ Ti ) 
When table 13 is drawn showing the possible succession paths between tam'tura, 
it can be seen that the four possible outcomes are the complementary set of the 
four combinations appearing for tam'tina and tat'mana in the previous table. 
Descent 
path 
Table 13. Possible succession paths following tam'tuta 
Succession path 
~ - ~ ~ - a a - ~ 
Ti na 0 0 a~Ti 
Tama ~~Ta ~aTa 0 
a - a 
aaTi 
0 
In effect, the operation of tama, tina and tura categories together provides all the 
possibilities for formal succession through either gender by any descent path. 
Successionary practice 
There are some fragmentary examples in Hocart of succession between named 
people. These deal with succession of bangara, of taro gardens (lologha), coconut 
barracks (pepevu), and nut groves (tan'haoro). Additional detail about 
successionary practice has been elicited from modern informants living in the 
same area, but Hocart' s material is dealt with first. Hocart recorded these 
successions as lists of names, for which genealogical connections have to be 
provided. To do this I used Hocart's genealogical charts, with the caveat that 
they may be wrong in some cases, although my informants said that at least in 
the cases given by Hocart to do with succession or inheritance, they were mostly 
correct. 
To effect analysis, the inheritance and successionary sequences given by Hocart 
can be broken down to successional units, each involving a named person and 
his or her named successor or transferee. Each of these units can then be 
classified in terms of the eight possible transfer or succession paths noted above. 
For inheritance, this was done for 27 valid cases from Hocart, and 70 valid cases 
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from modern informants. The results are shown graphically in figure 44 and 
figure 45. 
Looking at figures 44 and 45, there are three major differences that are apparent, 
despite the small number of cases in both period of time. The first is that the 
predominance of transfers of property from Fa to So (d'd'Ta) has been 
maintained. Secondly, there has been a marked shrinkage in transfers from MoBr 
to ZSo (cl' cl' Ti). Thirdly, the types of transfer appear to have diversified since 
frontier times. While these differences are observed, the basic principles of 
smallholding transfers has remained similar across the whole set oJf cases, 
indicating that in this aspect of social life there has been little overall change since 
at least sometime in the nineteenth century, to which the earliest of Hocart's data 
relates. Of all aspects of society, the system of smallholding ownership is the 
most conservative, or 'traditional' in Nduke. 
The decline in transfer from MoBr to ZSo is a matter for speculation. The 
relationship between these two kinship categories is in kinship theory based on 
the cross-cousin relationship. In Nduke, use of this relationship in transfer of 
rights or resources is the tangible basis for saying that the society is structured 
'matrilineally', which is what most educated Nduke people believe their society 
to be. At the smallholder level, decline of Mo Br to ZSo transfer is probably linked 
to adoption of more nucleated family structures since 1920 under Christianity. 
This has tended to see transfers occur within each nuclear family unit rather than 
across into a different nuclear family. The pattern has been commented on by 
Jackson Piasi (1979), prominent Nduke lawyer and politician: 
The matrilineal system has undergone some changes. In the past, the 
children of a marriage would have more rights to the land and properties 
of their maternal uncles. Now it seems to be each family is responsible 
for itself, parents for their own children.7 
The trend is not an absolute one, because most people still regard the extended 
network of classificatory kin important to them. For that reason, care is 
sometimes taken to make crosswise inheritance transfers from one household to 
another when there is a desire to reinforce clan identity within family 
relationships. Unlike the nineteenth century, it seems that these crosswise 
transfers (i.e. those for the most part other than Fa-So, Fa-D, Mo-So, Mo-D) are 
now achieved following diverse personal relationships rather than the formerly 
common MoBr-ZSo transfer. Often these transfers also are made because a child 
had been adopted (as had also happened in Hocart's time) but the pattern is 
more elaborate when both natural and adopting parents acknowledge the child 
and provide land for him or her. 
Blockholdings: estate land transfer to people beyond the bubutu group 
In practice the distinction between macro and micro tenure is sometimes blurred, 
as when some smallholdings are so large and the claims made by theiI holder 
that they appear to be 'mini estates'. Further, there have been a number of 
7 Jackson Piasi Kolo, 1979. New Georgia. In Heath 1979b, p.91. 
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resettlings from the old villages and lands to the north of the island where 
government has divided the land into 'occupation' areas resembling freehold 
titles not encumbered by bubutu affiliations. Areas that have been 'blocked' 
under systems of extra-estate land transfers might be called 'block-holdings' to 
distinguish them from both the bubutu land estates and the private smallholdings 
within the estates. These are large excisions from the land estate into private 
family hands. A few such blocks exist around the Nduke coast, and point to 
various forms of land transfer arrangements that have been made through 
transfer of money (poata). These forms of tenure are adade, pazuku and paebatu. 
Adade is a grant of a block of land within the estate, to a person not already born 
or adopted into the sucessionary line, in exchange for favours. The transaction is 
regarded as permanent. To give adade is the business of the giving individual, 
and cannot be vetoed by the bubutu, although pressure might be applied. Adade 
is similar to Allan's description of 'customary acquisition' of land 'granted as 
payment for customary services such as assassination', where such a grant was 
'irredeemable and took the form of a grant from one lineage to another'.s Adade 
does not give primary rights to the bubutu estate. 
The land transaction that comes closest to the idea of land sale :is pazuku. This 
again is a permanent transfer of land to someone who would not be granted it by 
inheritance. A payment to the line head or landowner of the bubu tu estate in the 
presence of many of the line members is needed to conclude the transaction.9 A 
number of pazuku arrangements were made in the early colonial years as groups 
of people sought coastal land with good sea access to settle on. The people from 
Sabira together with people from Korare and Dulo established Kuzi village in the 
1930s on land transferred by pazuku, where a bakiha (dam-shell ring) was given to 
the original owner. The land sold at Kukundu to the government in 1913 was 
from a Nduke perspective a pazuku transaction. Poporo village was settled in the 
1950s on land that was transferred by pazuku. More recently was the controversy 
over land made available to settlers from Malaita at Jack Harbour by the 
landowner chief of Leanabako, Joseph Ita, in the 1980s. This too was pazuku, paid 
for in tafuli'ae (strings of shell beads made in and mainly used in Malaita).10 
Two further types transfer, involving rights to land use to people beyond the 
bubutu are vin'totu and paebatu. Vin'totu is an exchange made with the bubutu to 
settle in the bubutu estate, build houses, establish food gardens and establish tree 
crops. Custom money (poata) may be given. Vin'totu is not regarded as 
necessarily a permanent transfer. An example of vin'totu occurred in the early 
8 PMB 1189 op. cit., para 61. 
9 PMB 1189 op. cit., para 60. During his 1953 enquiries into land tenure in the New 
Georgia islands, Allan could not locate any examples of 'land sale' or grants of land 
that led to alienation of rights 'prior to British annexation'. He was not sure if it was a 
purely colonial phenomenon because his informants 'did not specifically say that 
land was never 'bought or sold' prior to this. 
10 Renea Solomon (General secretary KILTF) c.1992, 'Kolombangara Land and Development 
Issues: review analysis and alternative resolutions' (TS held KFPL office). 
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1970s in the Pine area by Epaqa estate landowners to allow occupation by a 
family from Simbo with Nduke ancestry. Paebatu pertains only to pre-colonial 
times when violence was prevalent. People who came as runaways or refugees 
could settle in another group's locale if they paid bakiha ('shell ring money') to 
that group. If the fugitive's enemies wished to stay in pursuit, they would have 
to confront the controlling group's forces. Paebatu is said to have been the~ way in 
which people from the Voko forest area came to live in the Iqoana area. 
Conclusion 
At the level of village and land estate, processes of decision making as a 
community over matters of the bubutu descent and residential groups are an 
amalgam. 'Tradition' is not simply a matter of a relic system that has survived 
through since pre-colonial times; rather it has been strongly metamorphosed by 
colonialism. This has come as a result of changed residential patterns, notions of 
land ownership and concepts of group identity. Although a metamorphosed 
system, the manner in which authority within the bubutu group to he:reditary 
trans£ er of land smallholdings remains a strong feature of village governance. 
The system of local village governance remains conservative in that it is based on 
a society of smallholding subsistence producers, still operating on plots of land 
and by means of land transfer systems that pre-date colonialism. These plots 
remain the basis of household production. Smallholdings are complex systems 
nested into the bubutu land estates. Active membership in the bubutu of the estate 
is correlated to the extent to which a person owns significant areas of 
smallholdings. Although household structures have changed, the basis of society 
in smallholder production and the security that customary tenure provides gives 
smallholders their primary identity as a Nduke person from which to engage in 
the larger affairs of island life that impact on many or all the island's bubutu. 
These are the wider island-level conflicts over the meaning and benefits of 
resource development and the various island-level associations created to deal 
with these issues. 
Even though a society of smallholders, further differences in status between 
bubutu members have emerged that affect an individual's ability to engage in 
these wider island affairs as a tio lavata ('significant person'). The early twentieth 
century emergence of hereditary landowners for the whole of an estate has been 
most significant. For other smallholders, colonialism brought the position of 
village headman to augment their authority, while the missions brought 
authority positions vested in the church. Both these latter processes have 
deposited particular historically-based social structures that are identifiable 
within village governance. These older features, and the post-colonial rise of 
authority vested in government have brought about the varied grounds for 
political recognition that actors use to engage in island-level development 
conflicts. These conflicts and the political attempts to win them are the subject of 
the next, final, chapter. 
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Conflict over forest development 
The object of this chapter is to demonstrate the movement of politics across the 
island since the Second World War and particularly in the last thirty years, as a 
result of development pressures played out through the accumulated 
complexities described in previous chapters. These amount to 'foreign/ internal' 
and 'internal/internal' tensions. Competition over resource extraction involving 
foreign investment and resource competition among local players seeking 
mobility are played out against the process of overall population increase of the 
island. The ways that population increase has been resolved through dispersal 
and migration is closely connected with the politics of foreign/ internal and 
internal/ internal competition. This chapter provides a narrative emphasizing the 
accumulating complexities of post-War politics up to the near present. The post-
war period has been characterised by emergence of long-running and island-
wide land movements mobilized against the colonial authorities, while 
simultaneously there were highly involved battles between descent groups, also 
provoked by colonial actions. These, in the context of resource development 
pressures and a post-independence discourse on 'kastom' have led to the 
formation of a number of new political associations on Kolombangara, which 
compete in terms of who has the better solution to development. These too are 
linked to the emergence of the kind of fractionation outlined in chapter 6. Overall 
the narrative provided here substantiates a point made in the introduction - that 
contradictions arise at the local level as the result of diverse ways in which local 
players manipulate available resources to deal with or take advantage of events 
and opportunities that arise from the interface of the global with the local. 
Post-War land politics 
The politics of the population movements and development aclivities around 
Kolombangara in the post-War period can be divided into th.ose that have 
occurred within the alienated land area, and those within the customary land 
area. Each has had a progressive impact on the other such that it is necessary in 
detailing the major movements further into the chapter to swap between one and 
the other at certain points. By way of introduction, some of th.e most salient 
features of the alienated land and customary land developments can be pointed 
out. 
Alienated land 
Open contestation of rights to alienated land began with thE~ incursion of 
indigenous plantations into alienated land in the north of the island during the 
late 1950s. That challenged the colonial authorities' rights over the land, and the 
Protectorate retaliated with stiff court penalties during the early 1960s. The 
Protectorate's hard line was compromised by trade-offs for commercial access 
timber in the customary land area. After the end of a long process that will be 
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described below, the Nduke people had successfully resettled most of the 
coastline right around the alienated land area by the late 1980s. Since then the 
Government, which was by that time Independent, has left open the option for 
Kolombangara people (as they should be called in the context of their reach 
extending right around the island) to take the title back for the alienated land 
area. 
This process has been stalled because different factions of Kolombangara 
landowners cannot agree among themselves as how to allocate the land and its 
commercial forest resource enterprise, Kolombangara Forest Products Limited 
(KFPL}. The landowners are split between a faction arguing for smallholder 
agricultural plots under a large number of smaller bubutu clans, and on the other 
hand another faction believes that a few large polities should be based on 
entrepreneurial high-volume resource development dealing directly with large 
international trading partners. These factional divisions have their origin in 
divisions formed during competition between customary groups for customary 
land forest resources in the 1960s and 70s. Later politics have seen the 
involvement of the elite stratum of Nduke society cross-cutting the pre--existent 
fractionation of development agendas at the local level. 
Customary land 
The compromise that the colonial Government accepted with regard to the 
settlement of alienated land by indigenous groups in the 1960s was that this 
should be a trade off for allowing logging in the N duke customary land. The 
logging was to be conducted by Levers Pacific Timbers (LPT} who were by the 
late 1960s conducting unprecedented large-scale logging in the alienated land 
area using the latest heavy industrial equipment by then available. The mode of 
logging was that 'nearly the entire upper canopy is removed, leaving very little 
residual timber standing' (Whitmore 1974:8). They wished to move in and strip 
the customary land as they were already doing in the alienated land. Timber 
royalty payments were offered as an incentive. The N duke pojpulation 
factionalised over the issue. Some wanted the money and were keen on 
recognising large areas of customary land under a single landowner trustee body 
that would receive all the royalty money. Others distrusted the Government and 
LPT 'foreign direct investment' (FDI} approach to development, and wished to 
preserve the forests for use as part of a smallholder-operated series of 
community enterprises. In line with their grassroots thinking, they identified the 
land in terms of smaller clan estates rather than large trustee-held landholdings. 
The division descended into a vicious imbroglio that all but destroyed the myths 
of ancestral unity that had h eld Nduke together as a polity against the colonial 
outsiders. Bitter personal disputes took hold, ensuring that in future these same 
people found it difficult to ever work together. This, along with the by then 
established ideological differences in approaches to forest development (FDI 
development versus smallholder development), meant that future development 
proposals were met by opposing viewpoints. This has been the case through the 
events of the 1980s, the 90s and now into the new century. 
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Early politics of the alienated land on Kolombangara (c.1930-1974) 
The eventual sequel to the Phillips Land Inquiry of 1923 discussed in chapter 5 
was one that would perhaps not have been anticipated by Phillips and the 
Protectorate administrators. From their point of view, an equitable solution had 
been found with the alienated land area of Kolombangara fairly reflecting the 
difference between those areas of the island that could still be said to be occupied 
by natives, and those areas where native rights over the island had long ceased 
and could be legitimately supplanted by foreign occupants. From this 
Protectorate point of view, the Kolombangara alienated land issue was a closed 
book. However, the 'natives' themselves had an entirely different reaction to the 
outcome of the 1923 inquiry. Sometime in the 1920s or 30s, the outcome of the 
Phillips Land Inquiry and the ensuing declaration of six 10 acre Native Reserves 
in various coves around the north coast prompted Nduke leaders, principally 
Ghemu and Rovu, to allocate land around the north coast to members of the 
Nduke groups on the basis of hereditary rights.1 By the time the Native Reserves 
were surveyed in early 1930 'native gardens' were already established at Rei, 
Vao, Sesepi and Okopo, indicating these areas had been allocated (figure 46).2 
The hereditary rights Ghemu and Rovu invoked were calculated by determining 
genealogical links to a single ancestor, Vaghunu, a man who was said in legend 
to have escaped the complete extermination of all other people who had lived in 
the northern lands of Ghalavasa and Ngedoana many generations before. 
Vaghunu, the sole survivor, had married into Nduke, and by the 1930s he was 
regarded as an apical ancestor by many people living in Nduke, particularly in 
Ghatere and Vavanga. Through this link with Vaghunu, claim could be made 
ancestrally to the entire north of Kolombangara. 
The allocation of the north to living members of Nduke happened in several 
episodes over a number of years. The allocations began sometime prior to the 
War, in the years following the Lands Commission inquiry, perhaps around 1930, 
while some were made as late as the 1960s. The allocations do not appear to have 
come to the attention of the Protectorate, although the principals of the action, 
Rovu and Ghemu, were themselves the Nduke sub-District Headman and 
Ghatere Village Headman respectively. On the matter of land alienation, Ghemu 
and Rovu appear to have disagreed with the Protectorate ruling. In allocating the 
land locally according to inheritance, Ghemu and Rovu were subverting BSIP 
authority to alienate land. In the early 1950s, Allan in his inquiries into land 
tenure made the note the early Waste Lands alienation and subsequent coastal 
land sales to Europeans had in matters of land 'created an embittered attitude 
among the people of Roviana Lagoon and Duke both in regard to non-natives 
1 The Native Reserves (at Tobulu, Rei, Sosoroana, Vao, Sesepi and Okopo) were shown 
in plan in the 999 years Certificate of Occupation made 08/09/1931 between BSIP 
and LPPPL. Despite its later date, this is the agreement that followed approval of the 
1925 Phillips recommendations. In PMB 1121, 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers 
Solomon Ltd', reel 1. 
2 Plans dated 28/02/1930 attached to 1931 Certificate of Occupation. PMB 1121 op.cit. 
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and among the natives themselves'. It seems the grudge against the 
Administration over alienated land was not forgotten.3 
Re-occupation and resistance 
Conscious of the location and lawful standing of the native reserves gazetted in 
the 1930s, west-coast Nduke groups, mainly from Ghatere and Vavanga, 
established small coconut plantations confined to the Native Reserves in the 
north before the War. Up to about 1950, the coast of the alienated land area of 
Kolombangara was uninhabited. Signs of indigenous occupation began 
appearing along the north coast during the 1950s. By the end of the 1950s there 
were sleep-over houses built by Nduke planters in each of the Native Reserve 
areas in the north. Gradually the occupation became more permanent, with 
establishment of settlements in the reserves at Rei, Lodumoe and Tuki in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. At this point, the strategy of obedient subversion that had 
been achieved by establishing only in the reserves the visible signs of occupation 
signifying what amounted to a declaration of right over the entire area, was 
breached. Occupation began to spread along the coast with the establishment of 
coconut groves beyond the Native Reserve boundaries. 
In another development, LPPL arranged a sub-lease on the alienated land with 
Tischler Construction Pty Ltd for cutting over 10,000 acres in north-west 
Kolombangara. A subsidiary, J.B. O'Keefe Pty Ltd was the operator. Brian 
O'Keefe's sawmill opened at Moqa in mid-1961, eventually closing in 1971.4 The 
opening of the mill clashed with the plans of David Bulehite, his brother Sale and 
in-law Tefenoli to clear timber and extend the existing old coconut grove on what 
they regarded as their ancestral land in the bay near the mill. They went ahead 
and cut down trees along the coast south of the bay, but O'Keefe complained. 
Around September 1961 District Commissioner Tedder visited Moqa and noticed 
that the Levers occupation land (O'Keefe' s concession) across the river from the 
reserve had been cleared and planted with coconuts. In reporting this to LPPPL 
he also wrote 'I have heard there are two other similar areas in your lease'.s 
These two were probably the areas at Rei and Tuki. LPPPL decided at the time to 
tolerate the planting in their land.6 Tedder however considered that h e had 
warned people not to encroach beyond the Native Reserves into the alienated 
land, and responded by imprisoning the three for two weeks in Gizo during 
December 1961.7 From the LPPPL side the incursions were followed up in July 
1962 when W.F. Ungless, Managing Director LPPPL visited a number of the 
native reserves and incursions on Lever's area where coconut plantings 
3 Colin Allan TS, 'Land tenure in the Roviana District' (c.1955), paragraph 14. C.H. 
Allan papers, PMB 1189 (microfilm). 
4 Western News, 01/09/61 (SINA); BSIP 1977:6. 
5 Letter, District Commissioner Western to Managing Director Yandina, 22 September 
1961, quoted in letter, A. Swarbrick, Unilever London to J. Walton, Yandina, 2 July 
1963, PMB 1121 'Levers Pad.fie Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd', Reel 8. 
6 Reference to a letter of 16October1961 in letter, A. Swarbrick, Unilever London to J. 
Walton, Yandina, 2July 1963, PMB, reel 8. 
7 David Bulehite pers. comm., 2003. 
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occurred.s Plans were already being mooted within the company for a large-scale 
logging operation on the island, and the company's internal advice was that 
We must avoid at all costs allowing any impression to be created that 
L.P.P.P.L. want to take land back which the natives might have felled for 
planting without authority.9 
Indeed, Ungless had told the planters that coconuts they had already planted on 
Lever's area c_ould be kept, but new areas could not be cleared.10 In confirming 
this, the new Managing Director at Yandina wrote to Sale Bulehite in relation to 
Moqa that 'this company has no intention of attempting to take back the land' on 
which coconuts were already planted, but no further areas should be cleared.11 
Benjamin Alezama at Tuki also benefited from the tolerance shown by Levers, in 
that he was able to keep and legitimately develop an area of about 5 acres he had 
planted on Lever's occupation license at Tuki.12 The policy of tolerance seems not 
to have satisfied every planter in the north. In early 1964, Neson Rerese, 
apparently wanting something more definite, wrote asking LPPPL if he and other 
planters could buy or lease further land for new plantations and gardens.13 Such 
an arrangement did not transpire.14 In lieu, it seems the local farmers continued 
to press ahead with their unsecured land developments on Lever's land. 
The imprisonment of the Bulehite group caused anger and resentment. The 
Government's strong opposition to occupation of the north was met with 
resistance. Sensing that despite the dangers of imprisonment there was room to 
manoeuvre for further advantage, Ghemu held meetings sometime between 1962 
and 1964 with those people who had customary allotments of land between Varu 
and Sesepe and south in the Ringgi Cove area. His idea was that they all plant 
coconuts so that the disobedience would be too widespread for the authorities to 
deal with without a political stink. In customary terms, such a process of planting 
coconuts is called NDU ruruti, planting in order to claim an area under rights of 
initial occupation. The plan was met with some apprehension because of the risk 
of further imprisonments, but was generally accepted. Groups from Hunda and 
Kuzi areas headed out from Nduke anticlockwise, one to plant around Ringgi 
Cove and another to Vao. Other groups from Ghatere to Habere headed 
clockwise, where the area around Rei was further planted, as were the areas 
around Tuki and Mamaloku. 
8 Letter, Swarbrick to Walton, 2July1963. PMB 1121 Reel 8. 
9 Letter, Swarbrick to Walton, 2July1963. PMB 1121Reel8. 
10 Ungless' statement reported in letter from Sale Bulehite to M.D. LPPPL Yandina, 11 
June 1963. PMB 1121, 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd', reel 8. 
11 Letter, Walton to Sale Bulehite 15July1963. PMB 1121reel8. 
12 Letter, DC Western to Walton, 30Sept1963. PMB 1121. 
13 Letter, Neson Rerese to MD LPPPL Yandina, 23January1964. PMB 1121. 
14 Walton provided an inconclusive response to N. Rerese's letter in Walton to N. 
Rerese, 5 February 1964. He wrote 'I am not in a position to give you a firm decision 
on this subject . . . In the meantime I would ask you and your people to make no 
further gardens or plantations on this Company's land'. Apparently this letter was 
not followed up by either party. 
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Lever noticed these new encroachments in 1966.15 The Government also noticed 
and stressed to the planters, whom they called squatters, that the land bE!longed 
to Levers. The common response was 'no, the land belonged to our forefathers'.16 
Since Lever by then knew that they wished to negotiate for timber cutting rights 
for Levers Pacific Timbers in the customary land area of the southwest, they 
refrained from claiming back the new plantations in order not to create 
antagonism with landowners, a perpetuation of their policy since 1962.17 It does 
seem that the planters knew they had the better of LPPL in the circumstances, and 
some at least continued to clear and plant irrespective of LPPL' s delicately 
worded protests.ts Others were intimidated when Ghemu died in 1964 and the 
new Assistant District Headman, Solomon Kana, took his duties seriously and 
warned people to desist. Those who listened to him lay dormant until the early 
1970s but others did little more than slow down. Levers was still worried ·that the 
encroachments could lead to claims on their land through adverse possession, 
and in September 1966 suggested that a demarcation survey of the actual native 
reserve areas should be performed. The Government refused to do so because by 
then they saw that resolution of the uncertainty on the occupied land had to be 
played off against the acquisition of Nduke customary land for logging. The 
Government had a plan to deal with the two simultaneously. They told Levers 
this plan 'could well be prejudiced' by a premature demarcation survey between 
Levers and squatters in the north.19 The plan was presented by Government 
officials to Levers management (LPPPL and LPT} in February 1967. It invo]ved 'an 
exchange of occupation rights [in the north] for timber rights [in the 
southwest]' .20 In a perhaps unintentional 'bad cop, good cop' strategy, Levers 
had been conciliatory over the land encroachments while the government were 
more threatening. The February 1967 meeting exposed what it was the 
Government was up to: they were driving a hard bargain for customary land 
acquisition with the Kolombangara natives. This was part of the Forestry 
Department's plan of 'building the forest production estate' .21 How the 
government approached this in the Nduke customary land area, beginning with 
an initial Lands Department meeting with customary landholders in January 
1967, is covered further on below. As those negotiations in the customary land 
got fully underway, the Government in return surveyed the north in late 1967, 
15 Letter, W.R. Evans, Acting General Manager Levers Pacific Timbers Limited, to 
Walton, 26July1966. PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd'. 
16 David Bulehite pers. comm., 2003. 
17 Letter, Walton to Evans, 2August1966. PMB 1121reel8. 
18 See for example Collins (General Manager LPPL) to Secretary WPHC 14/ 01/ 1967, 
citing their complaints about encroachment in December 1966 and advising that 'this 
activity is on the increase ... further areas have been cleared in the past few days' . In 
PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations PhJ Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd', reel 8. 
19 J.B. Twomey, Commissioner of Lands and Surveys, to Evans, 16 Sept 1966. In PMB 
1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations Phj Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd' , reel 8. 
20 'Minutes of a meeting held at Government House on 28th February 1967' In PMB 
1121, 'Levers Pacific Plantations Phj Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd'. 
21 Larmour 1979:108, Bennett 2000:167-72. 
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demarcating 21 different smallholder blocks, although no follow-up action was 
taken at that time due to the survey being done poorly.22 
Concessions following transfer of land from LPPL 
In November 1966, BSIP declared 36,000 ha of the alienated land in the north a 
Forest Area.23 This again was part of the Government's policy to increase the 
production forest estate.24 The declaration of a Forest Area did not affect land 
ownership, and Levers still held the 999 year Certificate of Occupation granted in 
1931. Prior to the declaration there had been talks between LPPL and the 
Government over the future ownership of the alienated land.25 By August 1966 
LPPL had planned to divest all of the alienated area (i.e. that: part that the 
Government was about to declare an Forest Area) except for 10,000 ha in the 
southeast 'for possible future plantation development' .26 It appears that they 
would give up their 36,000 ha Occupation in the north in return for the logging 
rights and for freehold title to the 10,000 ha in the south.27 As preparations for the 
negotiations with landowners for logging in the southwest customary land 
commenced in late 1966, the issue of this land transfer in the north from LPPL to 
the Government became a three-way conversation. By mid-1967 the Government 
wanted Levers to make a firm decision on relinquishment of the northern portion 
of their Occupation, so that this could be communicated in good favour to the 
customary landowners in the southwest with whom they were still negotiating 
lease agreements. Part of this sweetener to the landowners was the idea of a re-
settlement plan in the north. Pressure was also put on Levers to speedily log 
northern Kolombangara so that such resettlement could be promised as 
imminent. 28 
As it happened, the negotiations in the southwest were more protracted than the 
Government anticipated. As these bogged down in dispute during early 1969, 
Levers began to pressure the Government. LPPL communicated that they would 
'not sign away their lease over Lever's land on Kolombangara until such time as 
the Government had obtained the felling rights in the Native Land area to the 
satisfaction of the company' .29 The pressure to have all agreements come to 
fruition simultaneously no doubt was a significant reason why the Government 
sent the Forest Adjudication Officer in late 1968 to sort out the oustomary land 
22 The survey 'was not carried out properly for lack of supervision'. J.B. Twomey to G. 
Siama, 28/08/1972. In PMB 1121. Possibly this survey relates to Lands Dept plans 
1515 (a to c) drawn prior to August 1969 (mentioned in letter, Nash to GM LPT 
16/08/1972, in PMB 1121). 
23 Forest Area (Kolombangara) Order, 16 November 1966. See also Lands and Surveys 
Plan No. 1362. PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty LtdjI.evers Solomon Ltd', reel 8. 
24 See Bennett 2000: 163Jffor details of the policy. 
25 J. Walton to A. Swarbrick, 24/10/1963. PMB 1121 reel 8/9. 
26 J. Walton to W.R. Evans (acting GM, LPT) 02/08/1966. PMB 1121reel8/9. 
27 J. Walton to H.R. Lancaster 18/10/1967. PMB 1121 reel 8/9. 
28 'Record of a meeting held in the Conference Room of the Secretariat on Thursday 
24th August 1967'. PMB 1121reel8/9. 
29 Letter, Collins General Manager to Russell, Unilever Australia, 29/04/69. PMB 1121 
'Levers Pacific Plantations Ptt; LtdjI.evers Solomon Ltd', reel 8. 
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prevarications with a sledgehammer. In the long run this approach did not work 
as is discussed below, but at least the short term legal settlement of the 
customary lease arrangements provided the basis on which to conclude the 
overall bargaining and hence the transfer of the LPPL land in the north to the 
Government. Levers was paid off in logging access to the customary land, and 
the southwest landowners paid off with the promise of a resettlement scheme. 
Levers did well, since its agreement with the Government to give up the 36,000 
ha in the north was in exchange for logging rights to that land, retention of 10,000 
ha in the south-east as freehold, and agreements with customary landowners for 
logging rights in the southwest.30 
In August 1972, LPPL surrendered the 36,000 ha in north Kolombangara, which 
was immediately transferred to the Protectorate and declared public land.31 The 
Government told Kolombangara people that as part of the new tenure 
arrangements in the north, the timber would be felled by LPT and then areas 
could be set aside for 'agricultural purposes' totalling, in the initial proposal, 405 
ha. Toward this, the Government began a boundary survey of occupation in the 
north as soon as the transfer was completed.32 
Governing Council member Gordon Siama was also pressuring the Government 
over the release of agricultural land in the north. He complained in the 
Governing Council about land shortage for the northern settlers, and further 
asked the Lands Commissioner in August 1972 whether the Government would 
allocate more land to people at Rei and Tuki, where they did not want to wait 
until logging was completed.33 The Government survey included allotment of 
existing coconut groves planted around Rei and Tuki on public land. Cement 
markers were placed at the edge of these areas, and people warned by Lands 
Department officers George Scott and Tony Hughes not to extend beyond the 
boundaries so marked; this was because the timber had not been felled by LPT 
yet. The Government was in a difficult position because it had promised to 
Levers the timber standing as at the time of the 1967 negotiation of transfer of the 
36,000 ha to Levers.34 This was not appreciated by the Kolombangara settlers, and 
the directive to stay within the surveyed areas was not heeded. Over and above 
the politics on the ground, the BSIP' s encouragement by this stage of ]political 
representation through the Governing Council was beginning to take hold. As 
30 See also Riogano 1979 who makes some of this point. 
31 Ngumi in BSIP Governing Council Debates, Official Report. Eleventh meeting of the 
Governing Council, Honiara, 20 November -14December1973, p. 455. 
32 10,000 acres (404.7 ha). Twomey to Siama 28/08/72. In PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific 
Plantations Pty Ltdjlevers Solomon Ltd' reel 8/9. 
33 Siama to Commissioner of Lands and Surveys, 23/08/1972. In PMB 1221 'Levers 
Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd'. 
34 Twomey to Siama 28/08/1972. In PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers 
Solomon Ltd'. 
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people realised the power of their representative member they began to feel 
emboldened. 35 
Following the transfer of title of north Kolombangara to the Crown in late 1972, 
the six 10-acre Native Reserves originally excluded from the 1931 Certificate of 
Occupation were converted into a Land Settlement Area in July 1973.36 In total 
these came to an area of about 24 ha. The additional areas surveyed around the 
north in 1972 came to around 71 ha.37 The Government intended to grant title to 
this additional area, which they termed 'public land', to those occupying it.38 The 
Government attempted registration of the public land in a series of meetings held 
in Ghatere village, but could not transfer the title because the people challenged 
the government's right to allocate it.39 Joseph Riogano, Lands Commissioner at 
the time, later wrote that by then the Kolombangara people 'were expecting 
changes in land legislation that would return all alienated land to its original 
owners' .4o This expectation was based on the activism of the ni2xt Governing 
Council member, the Member for Gizo, Ghanongga, Simbo and Kolombangara, 
George Ngumi. 
N gumi organised a demonstration calling for the land to be returned in 
November 1973 when the new High Commissioner, D.C. Luddington, visited 
Hunda during his inaugural tour of the west. More than 100 people attended the 
demonstration, the first in Solomon Islands (figure 47).41 Ngumi took the issue to 
the Governing Council in December 1973. He tabled a motion calling on the 
Natural Resources Committee to take steps to return to Kolombangara people a 
coastal portion of the 36,000 ha that had been returned to the Government as a 
result of the surrender of the LPPPL Certificate of Occupation in August 1972. 
Many people on Kolombangara now believe that this motion was a legislative 
bill which furnished them with rights to occupation recognized by the 
35 The Governing Council was constituted on 15/07 /1970. Siama had lbeen member in 
the older Legislative Council since the Legco election of May/June 1967. His 
successor, George Ngumi, was elected in June 1973. (From BSIP Annual Reports). 
36 Land Settlement Area (Kolombangara) Order, 1973, made under s.30(1) of the Lands 
and Titles Ordinance on 6July1973. Gazetted in BSIP Gazette No. 22/1973, Friday 21 
September 1973, p. 137, with reference to Lands and Surveys plan 1942. 
37 This assumed from Riogano's (1979) statement that 95 ha were surveyed at the time. 
These appear to be the areas that show around the north coast on the 1988 cadastral 
map. 
38 BSIP Report for 1973, p.34. 
39 BSIP 1977:13. 
40 J. Riogano 1979:88. 
41 G. Ngumi pers. comm., 2003. Ngumi applied for a permit to demonstrate, and had to 
negotiate with the police for Luddington to land at Hunda. Luddington by choosing 
to attend as the focus for protest was clearly fostering tolerance. Hon. George Ngumi 
in Governing Council Debates v.11 (1973) dates the demonstration to 6 November 
1973. BSI News Sheet no. 16/1973, 23 November 1973 reported a demand for 120 
acres of alienated land be returned by the Government, although Hain. P.S. Funifaka 
Governing Council Debates v.11(December1973:457) reported hearing through SIBC 
a demand for 250 acres (101 ha). 
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Government at that time. The motion was much milder, asking the Government 
only to ' take steps' toward this outcome rather than actually delivering the grant 
of a land title. In full the motion read: 
The Natural Resources Committee take steps to ensure that the 
inhabitants of Kolombangara are allocated from the land to be returned 
from Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd. to the Protectorate Government,. 
adequate land for their needs and those of future generations: that such 
land be registered as their perpetual estate and that their just requests for 
allocation of coastal land should be given full consideration'.42 
The motion was passed.43 This did not lead anywhere in legislative terms, and in 
early 1974 the Protectorate Government reported that the 24 ha Land 
Resettlement Areas declared in July 1973, 'together with a re-settlement ·exercise 
to grant title to people in occupation of parts of the public land' was 'still in 
hand' .44 The state of land tenure across Kolombangara about this time is mapped 
in figure 46. 
Although these events continued on into the development of the Temporary 
Occupation Licence (TOL) areas and further uneasy relations between the 
Government and local people, parallel events in the southwest customary land 
areas were occurring from the late 1960s on into the 1970s. These were the forest 
area lease negotiations, involving many of the same stakeholders. The 1974 lull in 
proceedings on alienated land presents an opportunity to turn to these parallel 
events, where Levers Pacific Timbers activities were having profound political 
effects in the Nduke villages. 
Levers Pacific Timbers and the politics of customary land (1968-11982) 
The logging operation by Levers Pacific Timbers (LPT) had begun in 1968, in the 
alienated land area. During this early phase, LPT also logged in the Lolobo 
customary land area in the south. LPT' s operation then moved around the island 
anticlockwise, finally reaching the north-western customary land boundary at 
Varu in early 1978.45 Having exhausted the alienated land area, the logging then 
moved for a second time into customary land, cutting from the northwest down 
42 BSIP Governing Council Debates, Official Report. Eleventh meeting of the Governing 
Council, Honiara, 20 November -14December1973, pp. 453-458. 
43 ibid., and also BSI News Sheet no. 1/1974, 4January1974. 
44 BSIP Report for the year 1973, p.34. 
45 Note that customary land logging was completed in two phases, the first beginning 
and finishing in the area from Dulo to Bohu Island in 1972, and the second from Varu 
to Hunda between 1978 and 1982. Some measures of logging progress: Logging road 
construction in Lolobo commenced c. February 1972 (Stibbard to Mulebei 
25/01/1972, in Levers Papers, PMB 1121). 'By late 1972 the forests betw·een Dulo 
Cove and Bosua Point had been more or less clear felled by this operation' Whitmore 
(1974:8) . LPT 'completed logging in Lots 1and2 in 1973' (Memo, K.D. Marten for PS 
Ministry of Natural Resources to PS MAL 24/08/1976 (Lands Registry File LR 598 
Lot 9). BSIP (1977:6, 37) reported that in 1975 the road had reached Rei and Tuki, and 
in mid 1977 were operating 'east of Tombulu' inland of Rapata. The time of entry into 
Varu is an estimate. LPT local records cannot be located, presumed destroyed. 
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into the south west, with logging finally finishing near Hunda in mid 1982.46 The 
approximate extent of logging on Kolombangara by LPT is shown in figure 48, 
and the quantity of timber extracted is shown in the graph in figure 49. The 
logging within the customary land depended on the negotiation of some form of 
agreement with the customary landowners. These negotiations had been started 
by the Government in 1967 and culminated in road access and timber rights 
agreements directly with LPT in September 1977.47 
Following these agreements the logging operation then began moving out from 
the alienated land area into the customary land area adjacenit to the Varu 
alienated land boundary. LPT extended the main logging road through to Sand.fly 
Harbour in the customary land area and built a large camp and log-point there 
by the end of 1977.48 Logging then proceeded, with round logs being towed in 
rafts by tugboat from Sand.fly Harbour to Ringgi Cove. The coast road was then 
extended through to the Kukundu River, but opposition from Voko people in 
Iriri, including a manned blockade on the south side of the river, prevented 
extension of the road any further south. Another camp and log-point were built 
to the south side of the disputed area instead, and in late 1980 the Sand.fly camp 
was joined by new operations commencing from this new base at Par'toghogho 
between Vavanga and the Kolakori river. To leapfrog the Voko block, the main 
logging road was started again at the Kolakori River which formed the southern 
boundary of Voko land, to the road terminus at a further log point at Hunda. The 
Vavanga base apparently operated, later in tandem with the base at Hunda, until 
Levers closed its main operation on Kolombangara in mid-1982. 
The lease agreements 
When the Government opened negotiations with the Nduke customary 
landowners in early 1967, the initial proposal was to buy the customary land.49 
This followed a precedent already set by the Government for purchases, at Viru 
Harbour and other places, of customary forest land as a Fo:rest Estate for 
logging.so The Government's policy for building the production forest estate was 
46 Sunset News for 17 /05/1983 reported LPT was still logging 'on some areas on 
Kolombangara' in early 1983 'but production there is minimal'. In absence of any LPT 
archive, it can be established that logging finished at Hunda around June 1982 from 
letter, Glass PS(W) to PS MLENR 26/ 07 / 1982 (W / Prov file 10/ 2/ 4), reporting that 
operations had ceased at Hunda. Locals say Hunda was the last main log point in 
operation. 
47 'Kolombangara Timber Rights Agreement' between LPT and the 'Landowning 
Groups/ Trustees' of 'Viuru Land, Iqoana Land, Tusa Land, Ndughore Land, Korapa 
Land, Sunguvanga Land & Epaqa Land and that piece of land known as Lot 1 of L.R. 
247'. The agreement was made on 15/09/1977 according to letter, J.C.D. Moore for PS 
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands to General Manager LPT, 23/06/78. (WPRO file 
10/2/ 4). A copy of the agreement is appended to BSIP 1977, appendix. C. 
48 Frank Lave, pers. comm. 
49 Tony Hughes began the negotiations. G. Ngumi, pers. comm., 2003; Memo, 'To Whom 
it May Concern', A.V. Hughes, Dept. Lands and Surveys 24/02/ 1970. (Lands Dept. 
Registry Files LR598 Lot 5). 
50 G. Ngumi pers. comm., 2003; Bennett 2000:167. 
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to 'acquire land ... on an absolute ownership basis wherever possible'.s1 A 
student dentist from Nduke, George Ngumi, by chance met the Government's 
negotiator Tony Hughes in Honiara in late 1966 and discovered the 
Government's intentions. Proceeding on to Kolombangara, George Ngumi 
persuaded Lolobo landowner Mulebei that a lease agreement would be a better 
alternative. Hughes held a landowner meeting in Nduke in January 1967, to find 
that people wanted to lease instead of selling the land. The idea was that the 
landowners would receive royalties and after the logging the land would be 
returned. s2 
The intention of the lease agreements was only to facilitate an orderly process for 
logging, but one in which the government retained some control. Levers had 
argued early on that they would prefer to deal directly with customary owners, 
but this was rejected by the Government in favour of land registration and lease, 
whereby LPT would have to deal with the Government instead of the 
landowners.s3 The land lease registration had the effect of tying timber rights to 
land ownership, or in frank words tied royalty payments to land ownership. 
Some Kolombangara people have considered in retrospect that when Tony 
Hughes made this clear, it 'changed the whole history of Kolombangara'.54 
In March 1968 the Government finalised the agreements under the Land and 
Titles Ordinance to lease areas within the customary land area in the southwest 
for 25 years, for purposes of logging.ss Eight adjacent Lots were surveyed for the 
land lease registration: 1. Lolobo, 2. Kolobangara, 3. Sunguvanga, Korapa, 
Epanga, Tusa and Dughore, 4. Iqoana, 5. Viuru, 6. Voko, 7. Zorutu, 8. Kiuai.S6 
Each of these lot names stood for the name of a landowning bu bu tu (' descent 
group'). Together these lots ran in a belt about 4 miles wide through the 'middle 
bush', with its seaward edge starting 1.5 miles inland (figure 50).57 The area from 
the coast to 1.5 miles inland remained unencumbered land for customary 
occupation. Even as the eight lots were being surveyed, Lands Department staff 
were aware that some people opposed the demarcation.ss 
51 'Record of a meeting held in the Conference Room of the Secretariat on Thursday 
24th August 1967' . PMB 1121reel8/ 9, see also Larmour 1979:107-8. 
52 Hughes memo 24/02/72, op. cit.; Ngumi pers. comm. 
53 J. Walton to H.R. Lancaster (Unilever London) 15/09/1969. PMB 1121. 
54 Frank Lave, pers. comm., 2000. 
55 See for example the agreement for Lot 4 (Iqoana): agreement document containing 
covenants signed 18/03/1968 by lessors and delegate of the lessee; 'Notice,, Lease of 
native customary land' (18/03/1968), etc. In Lands Registry file LR 598 Lot4:. SITS. 
56 Map, 'Kolombangara Forest Negotiation' Survey plan nr 1556 (Department of Lands 
and Surveys 1:50,000, undated, c.1968, held SilB) showing boundaries for eight 
numbered and named lots. 
57 Note that the plan was later amended to include a Lot 9 so that the division between 
Iqoana and Dughore 'is the centre of the Ndughore River'. Letter, F. Waleilia to S. 
Dakei, 13/12/1974. Land Registry File LR 598 Lot 9 (SilB). 
58 Letter, J.B. Twomey to (various) members of parties in dispute over Lots 6, 7 and 8, 
05/11/1970. Land Registry file LR 598 Lot 6 (SILS). 
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The timber lease agreements were satisfactory in the case of Lolobo, Kolobangara 
and the combined lands of Lot 3. These lands were registered in mid 1971 
following the initial lease agreements of 1968.59 Logging commenced in Lolobo in 
early 1972 and was completed by the end of the year.60 In contrast, the lease 
agreements in the lots 6 to 8 0/oko, Zorutu and Kiuai) provoked local wrangling 
that has proved even today to be irreconcilable after a plethora of land court 
cases rising up to the High Court. 
The land disputes 
The disputes over Lots 6 to 8 began as soon as the land lease agreements were 
signed in 1968, revolving around the issue of who was landowner so had the 
right to sign the lease agreements. An appeal under section 52 of the Ordinance 
was lodged by David Bulehite and George Lilo on behalf of the Viuru line, 
claiming ownership of Lots 6 and 7 0/oko and Zorutu).61 In order to progress 
with the lease agreements in these lots, a Forest Adjudication Officer was sent to 
discover which of the conflicting parties had genuine right to make the 
agreements. The officer, Francis Talasasa, began adjudication proceedings in 
October 1968. In his decision dated 31March1969, Talasasa decided that 
• Viuru tribe has full ownership over the whole area of lots 5, 6, 7 and 8 
0/iuru, Voko, Zorutu and Kiuai), and 
• The lessors of Lots 6, 7 and 8 had no rights to make the lease 
agreements. 62 
To make this decision, he negated the idea that there was any such thing as Voko, 
Kiuai and Zorutu lands, tribes (descent groups) or landowners. Tlhe fallout went 
far beyond the lease or the royalties, penetrating right to the heart of Nduke 
ancestral identity. 
The Viuru party claimed the whole area (lots 5 to 8) was the estate of their Viuru 
descent group, originating from the one founder. The other parties in the dispute 
held that the area of lots 6, 7 and 8 was comprised of three separate neighbouring 
land estates, Voko, Zorutu and Kiuai (VZK) respectively, each with its own 
bubutu descent group that had its own unique founder. The VZK parties 
presented a common front against the Viuru claim. The contest between Viuru 
and VZK came down to attempts by both sides to prove by genealogy their 
primary rights over the area. This meant that the VZK parties had to prove that 
all ancient sites on the land and the current occupants were all descended from a 
unique founder so that each was a distinct bubutu descent group. The Viuru side 
had to prove that each of the VZK lines was simply a branch family of the Viuru 
59 Perpetual Estate Register, Parcel Nr 098-004-1 (Lot 1/ LR598), 098-002-1 (Lot 2/ LR 
598), 098-003-3 (Lot 3/ LR598). Honiara Land Registry (Sll.S). 
60 See earlier footnote. 
61 Section 52(9) of the Lands and Titles Ordinance had provision for appeal to an 
Adjudication Officer by ' any person who claims the land, or any part of it, is not 
owned by the vendors or lessors' . 
62 Report of the A djudication Officer on the Forest Lease Negotiations, Kolombangara 
Customary Land. Francis M. Talasasa, Honiara 31/ 03/ 1969. Held in the Registry 
Office, Lands and Survey Division, Honiara. 
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descent group, and never existed as independent entities. The Viuru-VZK dispute 
was the first case in Nduke of what would later become the overall pattern of 
contest between ideologies of small clan organisation of land and forest 
ownership versus that of large-scale landholding entities. 
Apart from the original court records and adjudication report, Heath (1980:346-
51) has commented on these disputes. Heath accepted uncritically that the 
Adjudication Officer made a correct finding and that the VZK parties were set up 
fictitiously in 1967-68 to attract royalties. The actual circumstances were more 
complicated. Chapter 4 made mention of Voko in Hocart's 1908 fieldnotes. 
Consideration of every occurrence of 'Voko' in Hocart's material plausibly leads 
to the conclusion that Voko was indeed a soloso ('locale') with people who 
identified their belonging to it in 1908, but that perhaps it did not have a coastal 
extent: it may have had more of an inland focus.63 The name Zorutu too was 
documented as a 'land' well prior to earliest initiation of the customary land 
lease negotiation process in late 1966. Assistant District Headman Etupio's 
quarterly report from late 1962 says without further detail 'I arrived at Habere to 
discuss about Zorutu land and Viuru land [this is] not finished so [matters are 
unresolved]'.64 It is possible that the discussion was still a dispute about .~forutu's 
relationship or existence vis-a-vis Viuru, but if so, LPf logging royalties could not 
have been the motive. More likely it was in relation to the establishment of new 
settlements along this part of the coast in the early 1960s. 
Part of the difficulty in the dispute was that the land area in dispute had been left 
unoccupied for some decades. The main ancestral population to which the 
disputants referred had been wiped out or moved away some time during the 
19th century. There were some inland and coastal settlements in the area until 
the early 1920s, but these hamlet populations were consolidated into the five 
main mission villages by the 1930s, so leaving the area largely unoccupiE!d.65 The 
63 Occurrences in Hocart are: 'Qora has land in Voko' (HFN:1415); Hoke is bangara 'in 
Voko in Daepanggo, Kukene, Hore, Valavasa' (HFN:1420); Piko on 'father's side' 
'belonged to Voko' (HFN:1429). There are nine names appearing in the genealogies 
(Hgen) who are attributed to Voko in some way: Avara: 'Kekehe, Voko'; Evanga: 
'Voko'; Hiam'kurezu: 'Voko pa Daepaqo, Viuru'; Hoke: 'Voko, Boara'; Lua: 'Voko, 
Boara'; Piko: 'Boara, Voko'; Pitulangono (a.k.a. Roku): 'Hopeni, Vokosoloso'; Qua: 
'Voko'; Veqoboso: 'Voko, Pepele'. 
64 My translation from Roviana. In his report section 'Travelling': 'Oct 10 Ka.mo arau 
Habere vivineinia pepeso Jorutu meke pepeso Viuru lopu beto ke'. This is 'the entire 
quotation. The 'ke' at the end translates as 'so ... '. ADH Etupio, 'Quarterly Report of 
Kolobangara Dec 30/12/62'. BSIP 7 /II/ ADM 7/2/2. Held SINA. 
65 Judge Phillip drew a map during his investigations on the Kolombangaia native 
claims in 1923 ('Sketch Plan ... from Plan, compiled by F.B. Phillips, Lands Commr., 
dated 28/4/25', Annexure V, Land Commissioner's Report, 21/4/25). This shows 
Patupaele as a village at the time, and also gives the location of Tubika, which he saw 
on an inland expedition. He saw in the area of Tubika, Nonoi and the nearby 
Kubokabi 'extensive native garden areas, native fruit trees, elaborate taro terraces, 
etc.' (BSIP 18/I/26. Land Commissioner's Report for Native Claims Nrs 30-37, 55 &c). 
Patupaele was not shown in the 1931 census; apparently it was abandoned by then. 
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LPT interest in the area happened to coincide with population pressure and 
rivalries within the five mission villages causing a dispersal of population back 
along the coast in the disputed area between Habere and V aru. These were much 
the same pressures that were driving settlement along the north coast, discussed 
above, at the same time. This population movement had begun in the 1950s but 
was accelerating in the late 1960s. By that time, because the new settlers along the 
Habere to Varu coast were factionalised by the Viuru-VZK dispute, each new 
settlement was effectively another claim of estate ownership by one or other side, 
so that neighbouring villages were at odds with one another. On some occasions 
tensions rose into fighting and rampage. Brawls in the street outside the public 
bar in Gizo between the rival factions became common (coinciding also with the 
relaxation of colonial alcohol restrictions), and on at least two occasions mobs 
from one settlement stormed into another, destroying new plantations and 
houses. 
The disputes lasted the entire period of the LPT negotiations and logging, with 
fortunes changing for both sides. The Viuru party initially won primary rights for 
the whole area through the 1969 Forest Adjudication Officer's enquiry, but the 
VZK parties successfully mounted a number of challenges in the local courts that 
were upheld on Viuru appeal in the High Court. Disputes were not confined to 
the Viuru-VZK area. LPT royalty pressures also inflamed forest boundary 
disputes between Iqoana and Dughore and further south saw competition for 
landownership in the Kohinggo forests. These have not had the great impact on 
island politics that the Viuru-VZK disputes have had. The disputes between 
Viuru and VZK fall into two phases: those of the late 1960s and early 1970s before 
logging began, and those of the late 1970s and 80s when logging was underway 
with royalties beginning to arrive. 
Phase I disputes: Viuru on the front foot 
Zorutu - Viuru dispute, 1967 
The first clash, Rizu vs Nao Rovu (i.e. Zorutu vs Viuru) occurred in September 
1967 as the lease agreement negotiations were underway. It did not concern the 
area above 1.5 miles that was the object of the negotiations, but rather the coastal 
area below. Possibly this was related to ADH Etupio's 1962 comment above. Two 
judgements were given, one on 3October1967 and one on 5October1967.66 The 
second judgement seems to just rephrase the first. The expression is garbled in 
both judgements, particularly in relation to the third point, but four decisions 
seem to have been made by the court: 
• Viuru land starts from Ruvi and goes to Sausama. 
Patupaele does not appear on the DOS 1:50,000 topographic map (sheet 8/ 156/ 4) for 
which revisions were made in 1967, but does appear in the 1970 census. The area had 
been unpopulated for over thirty years. Miller (1979) documents some sites in this 
area archaeologically, further documentation in SINM site record sheets. 
66 Roviana Local Court 29/09/1967. Original not sighted. Referred to in Solomon 
Islands Law Reports 1980/81, pp. 155-171: CLAC 10/1980, George Lilo vs Rizu Pada 
and CLAC 11/1980, George Lilo vs Ghotokera. 
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• Zorutu, Voko and Kiuai are land areas within Viuru land. 
• The four tribes (Viuru, Voko, Zorutu and Kiuai) have to meet and divide 
the land into four beach-to-bush sectors, and each tribe work its 
respective area. 
• Nao Rovu h as usage rights over ground at Patupaele which .his father 
Rovu had worked for many years. 
Viuru - Voko & Zorutu 1969 
The Adjudication officer's decision referred to above came in late March 1969. 
This was appealed later in 1969 in the High Court by Solomon Kana, Rizu Pada 
and Gideon Ghomo, on the grounds that Voko, Zorutu and Kiuai were separate 
lands owned by separate lines.67 The appeal was dismissed for the reason that 
section 52 (19) of the Ordinance made a decision of an Adjudication Officer final, 
unless, under s.52(17), an appeal to the High Court resulted in a finding that on a 
point of law or procedural failure the adjudication could be nullified. The lease 
agreements over Lots 6 and 7 were apparently rescinded in accordance with 
section 52(25) of the Ordinance.68 
Kiuai- Viuru dispute, 1972 
The effect of the 1969 High Court decision spilt over into a dispute over land 
below the 1.5 mile edge of the lease area, between Patupaele River and Varu 
Point ('Kiuai land'). This dispute came to the Roviana Native Court in 1972.69 In 
this case, Gideon Ghomo alleged that Dedi Lakevu, Silas Lakevu and Sale 
Bulehite 'worked' on land that Gideon Ghomo claimed to be his. Allegedly they 
cleared land at Varu and planted it with coconut trees. The land Gideon Ghomo 
claimed was between Patupaele to Sausama, extending 1.5 miles inland. V aru is 
within this area. This corresponds to the area known as Kiuai land. 
The ancestral claim was that Kema with his sons Ghomo and Rerese moved from 
Tubika, an inland village with associated taro gardens down to Patupaele on the 
coast, prior to arrival of the SDA mission (i.e. prior to 1920). Gideon Ghomo 
(Ghomo' s son) stated in court that Kema told Ghomo and Rerese that the land 
beween Patupaele and Sausama was his, and would pass on to his descendants. 
Kema and his sons cleared and planted an area near Patupaele. Kema. died at 
Patupaele, then the mission told the sons to live at Habere. The settlement at 
Patupaele was abandoned. 
Gideon Ghomo made two allegations. The first allegation was that Dedi Lakevu, 
Silas Lakevu and Sale Bulehite began working coconuts (clearing and planting) at 
67 High Court of the Western Pacific Native Land Appeal No. 19of1969, Held at Gizo 
on 18/11/1969. 
68 This is the assumption stated by Daly CJ in his commentary on High Court CLAC 
cases 10 and 11of1980 (Solomon Islands Law Reports 1980/81, p.161). 
69 Roviana Native Court civil case No. 3of1972, held at lriri village and beginning on 5 
May 1972. Plaintiff: Gideon Ghomo; defendant: Dedi Lakevu, Silas Lakevu, Sale 
Bulehite. (MS record and judgement in English, 29 pp.) 
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Varu only after the 1969 court result and that they had no holdings between 
Patupaele and Varu prior to that time. The second allegation was that [sometime 
between 1969 and 1972] Dedi Lakevu pulled out the posts of Timothy Vula's new 
house that was being built at Varu. In Gideon Ghomo's version of the 
confrontation that followed, Dedi Lakevu told Timothy Vula that he pulled out 
the posts because Viuru won the 1969 High Court decision (Case no. 19of1969) 
and so George Lilo and Nao Rovu sent Dedi Lakevu to work the Varu area. 
The court decided that Ghomo and his sons Gideon, Lemone and their 
descendants were the owners of the ground between Patupaele River to Varu 
(Kiuai River) and back to the 1.5 mile limit. This decision was on the basis of 
evidence of continuous occupation beginning with Kema and continuing through 
his descendants to the present. Dedi Lakevu, Silas Lakevu and Sale Bulehite were 
instructed to immediately stop any activities within that area. The decision was 
appealed in the High Court by Dedi Lakevu in March 1973. The decision came 
down that customary ownership of the area in dispute, i.e. the area from the 
coast to 1.5 miles inland, was vested in the Viuru line, although this ownership 
was 'subject to the exclusive right of occupation of the whole of the disputed 
area' by the Kiuai line. 70 This finding of ownership was a key one for the Viuru 
party. 
With VZK effectively pushed back, on 2 May 1974 an Acquisition Officer made 
agreements under the new Land and Titles Act to lease Lots 6, 7 and 8 of LR 598 
with Viuru tribe representatives George Lile, Nao Rovu, David Bulehite, Joseph 
Kopa and Joseph Lilokevu.n In June 1974 a public hearing was held one of the 
villages in accordance with the procedure described in the Act, to check on the 
validity of the claim of rights and ownership by the lessors.72 There were 
apparently no claimants at the meeting, but an appeal against the acquisition was 
made to the Western District Magistrates Court in relation to Lot 6 by Elijah 
Ghemu, Ghasa Kilasa, and Rupert Qiroi for the Voko line, and in relation to Lot 7 
by Rizu Pada and Piasi Buie for Zorutu line.73 These appeals were dismissed by a 
Magistrate on 13 January 1975, on the basis of the 1969 adjudication. No appeal 
was made to the High Court. In any case it seems the acquisition proceedings 
were abandoned, at least in legal terms, because apparently no registrations were 
effected within the provisions of the Act.74 Instead, a 'new start' not involving 
registration of land titles was initiated.75 Changes to the Forest Ordinance 
allowed LPT to directly negotiate with the landowners for timber, avoiding any 
70 High Court Native Appeal Case 3 of 1973, 8 March 1973. Dedi Lakevu vs Gideon 
Ghomo. 
71 According to a copy of a judgement in the Magistrates Court for the Western District 
dated 13January1975. (Daly CJ, in Solomon Islands Law Reports 1980/ 81, p.161) 
72 Daly, CJ, in SILR 1980/ 81, p.162. Also mentioned in testimony in V-L case 2/ 79 (TS 
version p.4) as being held on June 24 1974 by Francis Wailelia. 
73 Daly CJ, in Solomon Islands Law Reports 1980/81, p.162. 
74 Daly CJ, in Solomon Islands Law Reports 1980/81, p.162. According to testimony in 
the V-L Land Case 2/79, the Magistrate was Geoff Moore. 
75 Ruthven for PS Min Agriculture and Lands to S.K. Dakei, 26/ 02/ 1976. Lands Dept 
Registry Files LR598 Lots. · 
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direct question of who owned the land. The attempts at forest land lease 
agreements were abandoned. LPT signed agreements with Viuru trustees in late 
1977. LPT did not sign agreements with any of the VZK parties. The new 
agreement, recognised as legitimate by the Government because the Viuru party 
had so far won control of the forest through the courts, enabled LPT to proceed 
with logging south of the Varu alienated land boundary. 
Phase II: VZK fight back 
By the end of March 1980, LPT operations on Kolombangara were still based 
north of Iriri at Sandfly Harbour.76 As timber was cut from the area between 
Varu to Kukundu River during 1978-79, royalties at a rate of 65 cents pier cubic 
metre were paid to a bank account in the name of Viuru Trust Fund (or similar 
name). The signatories to the account were George Lila, Nao Rovu, David 
Bulehite, Joshua Kopa and Lilokevu, who by the Viuru version of landownership 
were the five trustee landowners for the whole area between Ruvi and the Varu 
alienated land boundary. 
Following commencement of logging, three court cases were brought against the 
Viuru signatories in 1979.77 The first of these, brought by Ghotokera (Voko) was 
heard in a seventeen-day hearing commencing on 24 January. The second, 
brought by Rizu Pada (Zorutu) was held in September 1979 and the third, 
brought by Gideon Ghomo, was held in October 1979. The first and second cases 
share much in common, while the third was arrived at by another way. These 
will be dealt with in reverse order, for convenience. 
Zorutu - Viuru 1979 
At issue in this case was the signing of the timber rights agreement with LPT at 
Ringgi in 1977. The appellants claimed the signing was done secretly !between 
LPT and Viuru line (George Lilo being one signatory), and excluded potential 
signatories claiming Zorutu line descent, such as Rizu Pada, Rupert Ghiroi and 
'descendants of Sagheviuru' .78 The court's decision effectively overturned that of 
1967. It was that 
• The land from Kukudu River to Patupaele is Zorutu land, 
• Rizu Pada is the landowner of Zorutu land, and 
76 Letter from Louise Crossley (who visited Kolombangara at the end of March 1980 in 
the yachtAnanda) in APACE Newsletter no. 9, Summer 1980. 
77 During 1978 two summonses were paid for before the local court by George Lilo. One 
claimed "an area of land Lot 7 of LR 159 known as 'Zorutu'" against Rizu Pada and 
Piasi Bule, and the other claimed "an area of land Lot 6 of LR 159 known as 'Voko'" 
against Ghotokera and Joseph Ghemu. For some unknown reason, by the time the 
cases came to court, the appellants and defendants had been reversed in each case 
(i.e. George Lilo became the defendant in both cases). (Daly CJ, in Solomon Islands 
Law Reports 1980/81, p.156). 
78 Vella Lavella Local Court, Land Case 2of1979. TS version pp. 5, 17 and 25. 
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• Viuru people only retained ownership of certain smallholder properties 
in this area (e.g. coconut and ngali nut trees they had plantE!d).79 
Kiuai - Viuru 1979 
The Kiuai land disputes were different from the Voko and Zorutu cases because 
the ownership of the area above 1.5 miles was never disputed in court. The road 
from Varu to Sandfly, and the Sandfly camp itself, were within the 1.5 mile 
coastal belt. The road was the trigger for a court action brought by Gideon 
Ghomo representing the Kiuai party, against George Lilo and David Bulehite of 
the Viuru party. This case was heard in October 1979.BO Many of the issues were 
the same as those of the dispute over this land in 1972. The case again was about 
Gideon Ghomo's rights within the area of land between Patupaele River, Varu 
Point, and from the seashore to the 1.5 mile inland boundary of Lot 8. 
In mid 1979, prior to the case proceeding, Gideon Ghomo by controlling the area 
below the 1.5 miles was able to deny LPT their access to these lower slopes 
between Varn and Patupaele River. This meant that they could not log the timber 
on the higher slopes in that area. In tum, this meant that the Vium trustees were 
unable to receive the royalties they had expected.Bl Gideon Ghomo's denial of 
access was occurring at the same time Iriri leaders were doing tlhe same in the 
area between Kukundu and Kolakori Rivers (discussed below). 
The court's decision again went against Viuru ownership of the whole area as its 
bubutu estate. The judgement was that: 
• The natural forest in the whole area disputed is under exclusive control of 
Gideon Ghomo, and 
• Only smallholdings (i.e. tree plantations) of Viuru descent group affliates 
remained the property of those people.s2 
Voko - Viuru 1979 
In Vella Local Court land case LC 1/79 in January 1979, Timothy Ghotokera, the 
appellant, stated the claim that he was the rightful landowner of the area of 
customary land from Pepele to Kolakori and to a distance 1.5 miles inland, and 
that George Lilo had wrongly registered the land in his name. ThE! claim was not 
primarily supported on claims of continuous usage or occupation, but was 
directed toward proving the ownership of that land as part and parcel of a larger 
Voko land owned by the Voko line. In difference to the 1972 Ghomo vs Lakevu 
dispute, where the issue was about who had rights to work land holdings in an 
area, the dispute was about who had the right, as a trustee for a descent line, to 
79 Zorutu case, Vella Lavella Local Court, case 2/79, TS case record p. 37. 
80 Gizo-Kolombangara Local Court, Civil Case 8of1979. Gideon Ghomo vs George Lilo 
and David Bulehite, judgement dated Gizo, 17October1979. 
81 Letter, R.G. Paap, G.M. LPT to PS Ministry of Natural Resources, 08/ 06/ 79. (WPRO 
file 10/2/4). The 'deadlock' continued as Gideon Ghomo held out against pressure 
from the Provincial Government to allow access to LPT. See letter Patap, G.M. LPT to 
Clerk Western Provincial Assembly 21/08/1979. (WPRO file 10/ 2/ 4). 
82 G-K local court 8/79, TS judgement p.2. 
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authorise logging on undeveloped land (i.e. land that was not an individual 
smallholding), and receive royalties from it. The judgement handed down by the 
Local Court decided that: 
• Voko and Viuru are two different lines, 
• the land from Ruvi to Kolakori is Viuru land, 
• the land from Kolakori to Pepele belongs to Timothy Ghotokera, and 
• the land from Kolakori to Meresu (the mission land boundary) is 
Voko land. 
All the VZK decisions went to High Court appeals, but none were overturned. 
The Viuru trustees were ordered to pay back royalties to Rizu Panda for Zorutu 
land, money he used to buy a truck and a boat for Zorutu tribe income 
generating projects. 
Iriri community versus industrial development 
A number of Voko people led by Veqoboso's descendant Ghemu had moved out 
of Ghatere in 1946 and founded Iriri, on a back bay within Wheatley's old 
plantation area, which the SDA had acquired title to before the War for their 
Mission headquarters. The original Mission lot was then parcelled in t\.vo with 
the Voko people at Iriri taking the smaller one, which covered the village, half the 
inlet and a wedge of hinterland into the Buni forest.BJ The move back to Iriri is 
interpreted by the Voko party as meaning that Ghemu thought of Iriri to be part 
of the lapsed Voko estate, and his move was a return to the homeland after many 
decades in exile since headhunting days. About two years later Pepele, and then 
Taghoapa were resettled by people who had smallholder inheritances there, who 
then also declared themselves as Voko, forming a block around the lagoon that 
Pepele and Taghoapa Rivers drain into. This was said by the Viuru party in 
Vavanga to be Vavanga land, but was vehemently defended by the Iriri and 
Pepele residents as their Voko estate. 
The LPT juggernaut had arrived at a time when the opposite of environrnentally 
destructive development, the 'small is beautiful' approach, had begun to be 
heard all over the world, including N duke. In the midst of the wrangling over 
the forests, the leaders of Iriri village envisioned a series of community run small 
scale enterprises that would log and mill trees from their forest within a 
sustainable yield. They chose to run the enterprises as an experiment in a pooled 
community approach to enterprise rather than as an agglomeration of 
independent smallholders. This was in some ways an extension of the 
cooperative approach to production that the BSIP had been promoting since the 
late 1950s. The communitarian movement that began in Iriri under Joseph 
Ghemu in the late 1970s had a radical edge. It can be read as both a response to 
the perceived lack of services provided by the Government at the same time that 
the Government supported LPT' s logging operations. 
83 This was Lot 1 of LR 247, approximately 790 acres. Agreement was made in 1965 for 
Iriri trustees to receive transfer of the title from the Government (Letter, J.C.D. Moore 
for PS Ministry Agriculture and Lands to Solomon Kana, n.d. (c. April 1978). WPRO 
file 10/2/4. 
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Developments in Iriri between 1977 and 1984 demonstrated clearly the tension 
between logging-based entrepreneurial landowner development and community 
smallholder forms of development. Iriri attracted attention across the country for 
its overseas NGO-supported approach to community-based production over 
those years, while at the same time becoming notorious for its pitched fight 
against Government and Levers Pacific Timber (LPT). The movement began after 
funding applications were made in March 1977, with Australians Clive and Joy 
Gerrard helping to initiate organic market gardening and small-scale timber-
milling projects early in 1978 with Freedom from Hunger and Community Aid 
Abroad funding.84 
These projects continued with the appointment of Joini Tutua as project 
coordinator under Australian Freedom from Hunger Campaign funding from 
late 1978 to early 1983.BS During this period the community farm continued to 
flourish. The market garden covered four acres by May 1978 and in 1980 five 
acres were producing crops, with preparations to expand the farm to about 20 
acres.B6 Diverse crops were grown, including lettuces, beans, shallots, eggplants, 
tomatoes, English and Chinese cabbages, peppers, cucumbers and pineapples. 
These were sold in Gizo, Ringgi and Noro. 
During this period life in Iriri was under a regime described by Louise Crossley, 
a visiting yachtswoman: 
'The workers of the village - approximately 70 men and women - spend 
from 7:30 am to 11:30 am and again from 3:30 pm to 6:00 pm Mondays to 
Thursdays, as well as Friday mornings, working on the various 
community development activities - either the market garden, the 
sawmill or housing repair and maintenance. Friday 6 pm to Saturday 6 
pm is the Sabbath while Sunday is a free day which they may spend as 
they wish'. 87 
For this work (about 30 hours per week) they were each paid $3.00 per week.BB 
Many costs were socialised and paid for from the farm' s income. This income 
was about $10,000 in 1979, which paid for running costs on the farm as well as 
the community's school fees, taxes and medical expenses.B9 
84 Report by Dick McCann in APACE Newsletter no. 1, July 1978. 
85 Nesbitt 1984, p. 39. 
86 Five acres producing crops mentioned in News Drum 31 October 1980. Total of 20 
acres, 'including areas undergoing the cowpea-sweet potato planting sequence which 
is usede to bring new areas into full production' mentioned in lelier from Louise 
Crossley (who visited Kolombangara at the end of March 1980 in the yacht Ananda) · 
in APACE Newsletter no. 9, Summer 1980. News Drum of 23 March 1979 mentions 30 
acres 'under cultivation'. 
87 Letter from Louise Crossley, APACE Newsletter no. 9, Summer 1980. This is 
corroborated by a report in News Drum 31 October 1980. 
88 Nesbitt 1984, p. 42. News Drum 31 October 1980 reported 'Mr Tutua estimates the 
average monthly income for each family as between $40 and $50.' 
89 News Drum 31October1980. 
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During 1978 LPT was still logging north of Varu. At the same time, advance 
preparations were being made for logging southward through Iriri. LPT had 
plans to continue the main circumferential road at least to Hunda and to locate a 
log-pond in Iriri' s harbour, Meresu cove. The road would pass through the 
community farm at Iriri,90 and the hinterland would be logged. Early in 1978 Iriri 
leaders wrote to LPT that they did not agree to LPT corning onto the Ir:iri lease 
block.91 This depended on their actually having title to the lease, which in the 
Government view they had omitted to properly secure.92 In the event, the 
Government wrote into their lease that LPT were allowed to build a road 
through.93 A blockade was set up by Iriri villagers across the road's path just 
south of the Kukundu River. This was to prevent the movement of road building 
equipment onto their lease block. Late in 1978 Clive Gerrard reported that LPT 
had been 'evicted' by Iriri people after 'entering their [Iriri people'' s] land 
illegally'. 94 
Clive Gerrard and his wife were themselves made to depart Solomon Islands 
during 1978 by the new Independence Government, apparently in connection 
with their involvement in the LPT fight.95 The communitarian activities were also 
running into stiff opposition from the Government even as Independence was 
declared. Reportedly in 1979 the Prime Minister told a deputation from Iriri 
wanting to obtain permits for the Gerrards to stay that 'anybody who is against 
or is anti-Levers is anti-Government, because the Government supports the 
program of development which Levers carry out'.96 The issue of the deportation 
of the Gerrards became more serious. The Prime Minister was visited by the 
General Manager of Levers Pacific Timbers to raise complaints about them. 
When Iriri community asked the Gerrards to send a barrister to represent them, 
the Government had the barrister deported two days after arrival, btefore he 
could meet community representatives. The pressure on the Government was 
exposed when the Attorney General told the Iriri delegation that 'if you sue 
90 Nesbitt (1984:39). 
91 Letter, Solomon Kana, Joseph Ghemu and Ghasi Kilasa to ' the Managers Levers', 
22/04/1978. WPRO file 10/2/24. The land in question was Lot 1 LR 247, on which 
Iriri is located. 
92 Letter, J.C.D. Moore for PS Ministry of Agriculture and Lands to Solomon Kana, n.d. 
(c. April 1978). (WPRO file 10/2/4). In reply, the Iriri leaders quoted a Treasury 
Receipt from 18/08/1965 which they considered was for the purchase of Lot 1/ 247 
(Letter Joseph Ghemu, Ghasi Kilasa, Solomon Kana [one other, illegible] to 
Commissioner of Lands 08/01/1979 (WPRO file 10/2/ 4)). 
93 Letter, J.C.D. Moore for PS Ministry of Agriculture and Lands to General Manager 
LPT, 23/06/78. (WPRO file 10/2/4). 
94 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 2, Summer 1978. The legality 
was not questioned by the Government (see footnote above, letter re: road access 
lease amendment on Lot 1/247 by Moore to LPT 23/06/78). 
95 Nesbitt (1984:39). 
96 'Report of Iriri Visit to Honiara to see Government Personnel in order to obtain 
Residency Permits for the Gerrards' by Joini Tutua, 28 May 1979. Quoted in Scobie 
(1983). 
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Levers, it will in turn sue the Government', such that the Iriri delegation 
concluded that it was Levers who were in fact running the country. 97 
Gerrard reported in rnid-1979 that 'Levers Pacific Timbers .. . have increased their 
pressure upon Iriri and other Community villages to allow them access to 
"customary'' land to construct roads and exploit the timber resources ... '.98 The 
January 1979 decision of the Vella Lavella Land Court case (no. 1 of 1979) in 
favour of the Voko group (Iriri, Pepele and Taghoapa people) arrived just in time 
and had the anticipated effect, according to Gerrard, of delaying 'Levers Pacific 
Timbers from entering on their [Voko] customary land ... ' .99 Following the 
court's decision, LPT and Government officials called a further meeting with Iriri 
and Pepele people.100 LPT held a meeting at Iriri to try and resollve the logging 
road blockade, but found Iriri people were 'adamant' that the road would not go 
through their area.101 
About this time, complaints began that bureaucrats in the new National 
Government, chagrined by the accomplishments of donor-funded community 
developments in Iriri in tandem with resistance to LPT, began a campaign of 
official non-cooperation. The foreign-funded community-owned sawmill in Iriri 
was ready for operation in rnid-1979.102 It consisted of a breaking-down saw, 
docking saw, and high-capacity thicknesser and was capable of milling logs from 
the forest inland of Iriri. The idea was to generate community income through 
small-scale timber sales. According to Gerrard, the Government refused to issue 
a sawrnilling license for the mill 'unless the villagers allow Levers Pacific Timbers 
to build a road through Iriri land' .103 
LPT opened their main logging base at Barora in North New Georgia in March 
1979, and began logging Government land in North New Georgia in the same 
month.104 LPT were apparently 'prepared to abandon the idea of logging the Iriri 
sector' with plans to move their operations to North New Georgia .. 1os In June 1980 
LPT signed an agreement with the North New Georgia Timbter Corporation 
97 ibid., and letter, Iriri Community Development to Prime Minister, May 1979, quoted 
by Scobie (1983). 
98 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 5, Spring 1979. While 
Gerrard had left Solomons, he corresponded with Joini Tutua. Strangely the 
Solomons media made no mention of the Iriri fight at any time. Chronology has to 
rely on Gerrard's sketchy account (above). 
99 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 5, Spring 19'.79. 
100 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 5, Spring 19'.79. 
101 Letter, Paap, G.M., LPT to PS, Office of the Prime Minister, 28/ 07 /Jl979. (WPRO file 
10/2/4). 
102 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 5, Spring 19'.79. 
103 Letter by Clive Gerrard printed in APACE Newsletter no. 5, Spring 19'.79. 
104 'Log port opens up new township', News Drum, 16 March 1979. 
105 Letter from Louise Crossley, APACE Newsletter no. 9, Summer 1980. 
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allowing them access to logging on customary land in North New Georgia,106 and 
presumably logging began there soon after.107 
The lriri blockade of the LPT road building continued through to 1981, even as 
the focus of LPT operations had moved south into the Ghatere-Hunda area.1os 
The issue was nevertheless still heated on Kolombangara during this time. The 
March 1981 meeting of the Gizo/Kolombangara Area Council, held in Vavanga, 
agreed to ask the Ministry of Natural Resources to force through building of the 
LPT main road over the Iriri blockade.109 The drive here seems to have been a 
wish by many people to see a ring road built around the entire island; a wish that 
Iriri people were perceived as blocking. This seems to have been mixed with 
some bitterness by Viuru people in Vavanga that the Iriri group had, by winning 
the January 1979 land court case, denied their access to logging royalties. The 
wish to see LPT enter land around Iriri was not entirely pro-LPT. 'Great concern' 
was expressed in the Area Council that LPT was taking vast quantities of logs 
from customary land without adequate royalty payments.110 The road issue went 
to the Provincial Assembly about the same time (mid-1981), with the Assembly 
making a similar recommendation to the national Government that the road 
should go through.111 The matter then lay with the national Government, which 
appears not to have done anything further.112 In any case, LPT was winding up its 
Kolombangara operations as it focussed on North New Georgia. 
The Iriri community continued to operate strongly through at least into 1984. A 
4kW micro-hydroelectricity scheme, which began operating in late September 
1983, was installed under UNIDO funding and Australian NGO technical 
assistancem and a 'cooperative to service outboard motors' which was being set 
up in Gizo in early to mid-1984.114 Aspirations under these donor··assisted 
projects ran high. As the hydropower system was being built during 1982, a 
newspaper article reported that ' the community has plans to use the electricity 
for a number of things including floodlights for gardens, playing fields and 
[netball] courts, lights in houses, power for sawmills, poultry incubato:rs and a 
possible electric copra drier' .m 
106 'Agreement to fell trees signed', News Drum, 20June1980. 
107 Some logging in North New Georgia may have begun as early as March 1979. 
108 Although few LPT documents survive, a set of LPT royalty receipts kept by Aelan 
Betokera show that Iqoana forest was being logged between March and July 1981. 
109 Minutes of GKAC meeting held in Vavanga 25-26 March 1981, and see minutes of the 
GKAC meeting held in Gizo 27 August- 2 September 1981. 
110 Minutes of GKAC meeting held at Vavanga 25-26 March 1981. 
111 Inferred from minutes of the GKAC meeting held in Gizo 27 August- 2 Sept. 1981. 
112 The last mention of the issue at Area Council level was in the May 1982 meeting. This 
merely stated that action lay with the 'Central Government and the Western 
Provincial Assembly': Minutes of the GKAC meeting held in Gizo 27 May - 2 June 
1982. 
113 APACE Newsletter no. 23, December 1984. 
114 Report by Bill Lawson, APACE Newsletter no. 23, December 1984. 
115 Solomon Star 10/09/82. At 4kW electrical output there was no technical way for the 
generator to directly power all these things. 
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Eventually the projects operated under the Iriri community begam to fall apart, 
with all commercial projects ceased by the late 1980s. Jomi Tutua,. who had been 
closely associated with the Iriri scheme as well as two others in Marovo, saw 
problems forming in the early 1980s with social attitudes to new technology 
introduced as part of the projects. He argued that control of the technology 
became 'a political weapon when it becomes involved in community disputes'. 
For instance, the boys trained to use the machinery would 'afteir some time ... 
slow down. They think they are the only ones in the village who know how to 
work these machines and so can use this as a weapon against other people who 
might anger or annoy them' .116 Aside from the use of technology as a resource 
that could be politicised, there were also those who drifted away from the Iriri 
project as wages were low and no incentives were provided for extra effort.117 
Leaving aside the eventual decline, there were perhaps five inter-related factors 
to the rise of the Iriri community. Plenty of overseas aid funding and committed 
technical assistance was obviously crucial. Another two factors were the presence 
of a group of inspirational local leaders (including Solomon Kana, Joseph Ghemu 
and Jomi Tutua), the group-defining effect of having external threats (LPT 
logging and the Viuru claim over Iriri land). Of background importamce to these 
two preceding factors, Iriri was a relatively new village made up of one clan 
only. Not to be overlooked too was the zeitgeist of late 1970s cornmunalism, 
small-is-beautiful, organic gardening and alternative technology, which not only 
fuelled the involvement in Iriri by at least four overseas funding organisations, 
but also created a sense of mission among the local inspirational leaders. The 
movement can be interpreted overall as a joining of the smallholder development 
agenda with the similar agenda of the overseas NGO overseas aid community. In 
this case it was starkly contrasted with the large landowner-FD! model of 
development backed by one of the local landowner factions, the foreign company 
and the revenue-seeking Government. The structural relationship in this early 
contest was to be played out many times on Kolombangara by different players 
in different situations over the next twenty or so years. 
Community schemes followingLPT 
The early enthusiasm for LPT among some landholding groups gradually waned 
as the logging progressed through customary land. The Viuru party remained 
enthusiastic and had their land logged as far inland as LPT was ]prepared to go. 
The Iqoana landholders based in Ghatere were more circumspect. Some areas 
were allocated to LPT and others not. LPT continued logging through mid 1981 in 
Iqoana on the one ridge allocated to it, but fell foul of the Ghatere community 
when they began to log into the Dokulu area that had been lieft as a timber 
reserve for sawn-timber house materials.118 Ghatere fenced the logged ridge for a 
community cattle project just after LPT left, using some logging royalties from the 
Iqoana Trust Fund they had set up, along with a further DBSI Jloan. They ran 
116 Tutua 1981. 
117 Frank Lave, pers. comm., 2000. 
118 Aelan Betokera pers. comm., 2000. 
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about 30 head cattle for about three years before it closed among community in-
fighting. After logging Iqoana, LPT moved on into the Sunguvanga, Korapa, 
Epaqa, Tusa and Dughore area, whose landholders were based in Hunda and 
Kena. LPT logged Dughore and part of Epaqa but did not get to Sung'vanga land 
when logging was stopped when the landholders decided LPT had not followed 
an agreement to build a school before logging commenced. LPT had also 
promised as part of the logging agreements a clinic to be built at either Hunda or 
Ghatere. This was not forthcoming, but Aelan Betokera eventually pressured LPT 
sufficiently that they provided funds to build it at Ghatere in c.1984. 
The Iriri community movement attracted the long-term interest of the Sydney-
based aid charity APACE, beginning in the late 1970s. It shared the 
communitarian vision of Joseph Ghemu, and offered to build the micro-
hydroelectric power plant that was part of Iriri aspirations. AP ACE then went on 
to find funding for two more micro-hydro generators, beginning the construction 
of one at Vavanga in 1990 (completed 1994) and another at Ghatere in 1992 
(completed but abandoned in 1996). All were built with community involvement 
as a key feature of the process. AP ACE saw the projects as a test-bed for their 
alternative vision of development, which they drew in sharp distinction from the 
logging option. As with many of the NGO initiatives in Solomons, a major theme 
is that small-scale income generation from such projects is sufficient to act as a 
disincentive from further logging (Foale 2001). They claimed for their 
appropriate technology approach on Kolombangara that 'small cash·-eaming 
businesses' using electricity, such as bread making in electric ovens, furniture 
making with power tools and fish freezers had enabled the Kolombangara 
villages to 'keep their rainforest intact', so avoiding erosion, loss of 'innumerable 
plant and animal species', and stream turbidity they say kills reefs.119 As well, 
The systems have enabled the villagers to earn a living without having to 
live off royalties from the loggers: it has saved the rainforest; it has 
taught people all kinds of managerial, accounting and technical skills; 
and it has enhanced social cohesion, self reliance and self-confidence.120 
In more general terms they saw that their projects had led to 
.. . a reduction in population drift to urban areas ... higher school 
attendance rates, improved health facilities and the establishment of 
several local industries.121 
Whether any of these effects have actually occurred in these villages with a 
greater intensity than they do in the general milieu of Western Province society 
(or occurred at all) is a moot point, and what causative effect the micrn-hydro 
projects have had in these directions is also moot.122 What is certainly true is that 
119Bryce1998:1258. 
120Waddell1997:36. 
121 Bryce 1997:16 
122 Viuru people in Vavanga anyway opted to re-commence logging in 1996 while their 
hydro system was still operating, although logging did not start until early 2003. This 
dual acceptance of logging and small-scale projects suggests that causality between 
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these villages had electric light and that the lights could be seen twinkling in the 
distance even from Gizo on a clear night: the villagers felt they had substantially 
developed and were seen by others to be developed.123 Beyond this, community-
reliant forms of income generation and maintenance of capital equipment based 
on the micro-hydro systems were problematic (Scales 1994). The bread ovens, 
power tools and fish freezers provided with aid money all stopped working prior 
to breakdown of the hydro electricity generation. This is unsurprising given the 
difficulty of keeping mechanical equipment operational beyond a few short years 
in the village environment. NGO projects of this kind are clearly oriented toward 
the smallholder agenda for development, where they provide within a moral 
discourse on community, custom and environment a kind of prestation good to 
the 'community' as an ideal, which can be displayed by those who participate. 
Wider island politics in later years (1974-2000) 
With Independence in 1978 came also a sense that the colonial shackles had been 
thrown off land tenure issues. The Protectorate Government in 1977 broached the 
idea that the Kolombangara alienated land should be retuned to the people of the 
island, although the new Independent National Government preferred to hold 
onto it for some years to come. Levers Plantations (LPPL) were due to move out 
as their lease, converted by the Government in 1977, expired.124 Settlers were 
moving back onto alienated land in greater numbers. It must have seemed in the 
few years leading up to and leading on from Independence that much was up for 
grabs. It was a time when many new players emerged and fought for their 
aspirations to land and development. Because it becomes a main player in events 
from the early 1980s onwards, the formation of the Kolombangara Council of 
Chiefs (KCC) is covered as a preliminary to discussion of subsequent events. 
Formation of the Kolombangara Council of Chiefs 
The rancour of the customary land disputes had been damaging to the sense of 
kastom that was enveloping other parts of Melanesia during the same period of 
1970s and early 80s. Whereas kastom was supposed to offer the new way forward 
in the Independence period, in its substance it held nothing but bitterness on 
Kolombangara. Attempts to remediate this were made by the new Kolombangara 
Provincial Ward Member Aelan Betokera beginning in 1978 with early meetings 
that were the genesis of the Kolombangara Council of Chiefs. He was joined in 
1981 by Jackson Piasi, who had just returned from graduation in Law at 
University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG), where he had been following the 
radical post-colonial UPNG student politics of that time. Jackson Piasi is a 
paragon figure of that elite fraction that was characterised as 'smallholder 
guardians' in chapter 6. KCC became a more formalised organisation when 
small-scale 'environmental dividend' projects and prevention of logging is not 
straightforward. 
123 The Iriri hydro system stopped working in c. 1999, Vavanga stopped in c. 2001 (after 
prior intermittent faults in both cases). Ghatere only briefly ever operated, in 1996. 
124 Under the Land and Titles (Amendment) Ordinance (1977), all ]perpetual estates 
belonging to non-Solomon Islanders were converted to 75 year fixed term estates 
transferred to the Crown. 
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Jackson Piasi got involved in 1981. This was just after National Independence, in 
a climate of government encouragement for such institutions at the local level 
and a time when kastom was an idea on the rise throughout Melanesia.125 KCC, 
just as the Lauru Land Conference formed on Choiseul in the same year by 
Reverend Lesley Boseto, had as its main aim to negotiate settlements to the 
customary land issues through local mediation away from the courts. KCC was 
not in itself a land-holding entity but was both an attempt to encompass all of 
Kolombangara' s people under a form of local governance that was said to be 
specific to the island, with its Nduke language and particular customs. It also 
acted to support the legitimacy of various bubutu whose existence was challenged 
by other factions. KCC has a version of land tenure covering all of Kolombangara 
based on the existence of many small clan-held descent group estates (figure 51). 
This version is the antithesis of the 'five tribes' large landowner estate idea held 
by parties such as Kololeana (discussed in chapter 5) or Viuru discussed above 
(figure 52). 
Settlement by Temporary Occupation License 
Occupation by planting continued in the north of the island during the early 
1970s. To an extent this was subsidised by the Government itself through the 
coconut planting subsidy in the 1970s, with which 30ha were planted. on the 
northern and eastern coastal strips.126 The land re-settlement survey around the 
north was begun in 1974, with control surveys made during the period 1974-77.127 
The Government was still undecided as to how to proceed even in 1977. The 
Working Party it had set up to look at Kolombangara lands issues agneed that 
'allocation of land along the rest of the coastal strip [other than the existing plots] 
should be formalised by transfer of government title to the people occupying it 
now' (BSIP 1977:40), but left open the possibility that it could either be made into 
large 'village reserves' that mimicked customary land, or that it could be cut into 
'family blocks'. It seems the Government opted for the family blocks idea, 
because subdivision of the Temporary Occupation License (TOL) blocks 
registered in individual names began just after this, running from about 1977-78 
and mostly completed by the end of 1982, covering the area just north of Quhele 
around to Vao.128 In any case, 'family' blocks had been the mode by which 
settlement of the north had been unofficially occurring since the 1930s. Most of 
the boundaries were identified by the block-holders themselves based on the 
distribution of coastal frontage allocated by Ghemu and Rove before the War. 
The idea was that those block-holders who paid survey costs would receive a 
title converting the block to a fixed term estate (FfE). Those who did not pay 
would receive a TOL on successful application. Most people did not pay the extra 
for a FfE, reasoning that the land was already theirs by customary right.129 An 
125 See for example the contemporary comments by Keesing (1982) and others in the 
same volume, and later Keesing 1989. Note that these cultural commentators were 
fascinated by identity considerations and focussed less on the direct implications of 
kastom associations for governance and development. 
126 SIG 1977:4. Another 50ha were planted in the southwest under the subsidy. 
127 Roland Masa pers. comm., 2000. 
128 Roland Masa pers. comm.; GKAC meeting minutes 30/11/82-02/12/82. WPRO. 
129 Roland Masa pers. comm., 2000. 
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issue that reached parliament at that time via local MP Ashley Wickham was that 
the Ministry of Lands used the LPT main ring road as the back boundary of the 
blocks. Wickham expressed a view, still an issue, that in some places the road is 
close to the shore so that some block holders have comparatively small blocks but 
no action was taken on this point.130 
Applications for registration under the TOL scheme intensified from the early 
1980s, tailing off by the end of the 80s. Two problems appeared in the process. 
The first problem that arose was disagreement over the process of granting TOLs 
to individuals. Initially the Gizo-Kolombangara Area Council was supposed to 
vet the initial application and pass a recommendation on to the Department of 
Agriculture and Survey who would issue the license. Initial prolblems came up 
with this not over land in the north _but in the south of Kolombangara. 
The Leanabako move in the south 
In the late 1970s and early 80s three separate factors combined to create a new 
land movement in the south. These were the disposal by LPPL of its plantations 
in south Kolombangara, a court case in adjacent Kohinggo Island spurred again 
by LPT royalties and the discovery by new entrants to island land politics of a 
map from the 1923 Phillips Inquiry. 
It was in late 1978 that Levers Pacific Plantations had decidedl that it would 
surrender in 1983 the plantations it had on Kolombangara.131 Levers regarded 
them as unprofitable. During the War the Japanese made a major base in the 
Vila-Stanmore plantations, which concentrated American bombardment had 
largely destroyed during 1943.132 This had reduced the planted an~a from the pre-
war area of 1130ha to remnants totalling about 315ha, mostly concentrated in 
Lady Lever and Karikana estates.133 In the 1950s, LPPL had made agreements 
with 'natives', most likely Malaitans, to work the remainder.134 The Gizo firm 
KHY leased the Lady Lever plantation, but were becoming less interested in it by 
130 National Parliament of Solomon Islands Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) vol. II 
meeting of 15-29 Nov. 1980, p.884. 
131 Letter, JA. Brown (Managing Director) to H .R. Lancaster (Unilever London), 
05/10/78. Microfilm, PMB 1121 'Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/l..fiJers Solomon Ltd' 
reel4. 
132 Rentz 1952:125-7; Office of Naval Intelligence, U.S. Navy, 1944. Bombardments of 
Munda and Vila-Stanmore, January-Mm; 1943: Solomon Islands Campaign IX. 
Washington, D.C.: Publications Branch, Office of Naval Intelligence, United States 
Navy; CinCPAC - CinCPOA (Intelligence Center), 1943; Air Target Bulletin 29. Vila. 
Intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, 15 February, 1943. 
133 The 'pre-War acreages' were (in hectares) Karikana 317 ha, Stanmor1e 291 ha, Vila 346 
ha, Lady Lever 177 ha. Levers Pacific Plantations Pty Limited. Review of 1964. 
Microfilm: PMB 1121, reel 2. Planted areas as shown on 19691:50,000 topo map (sheet 
7 /157 /13) are Karikana 310.6ha, Lady Lever 4.2ha, Stanmore Oha and Vila Oha. 
Remnants are shown in the 1973 state of tenure map, figure 46. 
134 Annual Report for Western Solomons District, 1953. In BSIP 7 / l / DCW 140A. (SINA). 
Malaitans were occupying the Lady Lever and Karikana plantations during the 1970s 
up to at least 1984 (G. Ngumi pers. comm.). 
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the 1970s.135 By September 1982 the only plantation in operation as LPPL wound 
down was Karikana Estate. This employed 38 labourers at that time.136 Although 
the Lever perpetual estate of 10,185 ha expired at the end of 1977, LPPL leased the 
plantation land and some extra back from the Government until 1984.137 In 
September 1982, Levers considered that it had 676 ha plantation area on 
Kolombangara, and a total Kolombangara land-holding of 2150 ha. LPT was to 
receive 432 ha on which its facilities were sited, and the plantations arm was to 
keep the remaining 1717 ha.138 This latter area was that which was to become 
available. The knowledge that purchase of the LPPL plantations may be possible 
after Levers vacated them began to emerge as an issue on Kolombangara in early 
1981.139 Discussion in general terms that priority for purchase should go to 'the 
original landowners' rather than the Province was continued through in.to mid-
1982.140 As in north Kolombangara, the land was regarded as having customary 
ownership despite its alienation by the Protectorate. The south and east are 
locally regarded as Lembako or Leanabako land (Nduke and Roviana dialects 
respectively), to which the 'original landowners' were related. Those who called 
the land Leanabako constituted one faction (basically the same as Kololeana 
mentioned in chapter 5) and those who called it Lembako constituted another 
(basically the KCC position). 
At much the same time, a dispute between Joseph lta of Kuzi village and 
Timothy Koete of Boboe village on Kohinggo Island Gust opposite Ringgi Cove) 
reached the courts. This was over which one had claim to customary land on 
Kohinggo where LPT was to do logging.141 The case went from the Local Court to 
the Customary Lands Appeals Court in April 1982. The outcome of that case was 
that Koete Iqolo was not legitimate overall chief of Leanabako. It found that there 
was no current chief of Leanabako, but 'the people of the tribe are at liberty to 
choose a chief if they so wish.'142 This left a political vacuum. The third factor in 
135 George Ngumi pers. comm. 
136 Two more labourers, apparently caretakers, were stationed one each on Vila and 
Stanmore Estates. 'Handing over notes: Plantations Manager P.J. Stanning to D. 
Friend', September 1982. Held at RIPEL, Yandina. Microfilm PMB 1121 'I..evers Pacific 
Plantations Pty Ltd/Levers Solomon Ltd', reel 3. 
137 BSIP 1977:13. Area measure from Broom to Lancaster 5/10/78, PMB 1121reel4. 
138 Lots to be kept by LSL (Lever Solomons Limited) were lots 116 & 120 (parts of Vila 
left side), 122 (Vila right side), 123 & 124 (Stanmore), 125 (*), 126 (Lady Lever). Lots to 
be granted to LPT were 117 & 119 (parts Vila left side), 121 (airstrip), 128 (*), 129 
(Karikana), 171 & 173 & 175 & 181 & 183 (Ringgi township). (*=unknown). 'Handing 
over notes: Plantations Manager P.J. Stanning to D. Friend', Sept. 1982. Held at 
RIPEL, Yandina. Microfilm PMB 1121 'I..evers Pacific Plantations Pty Ltd/Lever.s Solomon 
Ltd', reel 3. Refer also to Lands Dept. cadastral map, Kolombangara 1:50,000 last 
revision Jan. 1988. 
139 GKAC meeting minutes, meeting 25-26 March 1981. WPRO. 
140 GKAC meeting minutes, meeting 27 /05/82 to 02/06/82. WPRO. 
141 Vella Lavella Local Court Land Case 1/1981, Joseph !ta vs Koete Iqolo. Held at Giza 
on 13/10/1981, judgement delivered on 29/10/1981. 
142 CLAC Case 9/1982, Koete Iqolo vs Joseph Ita, decision of 23/04/1982; Reprnrt of High 
Court Appeal 07 /04/1983 (Daly CJ) in Solomon Islands Law Report 1983, Institute of 
Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva. 
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the land movement in the south was that also about this time Joseph Ita and his 
associates found the sketch map (reproduced in figure 28), of landowner 
jurisdictions that was prepared prior to the 1923 Phillips Land Inquiry for the 
Inquiry's use. This showed that Iqolo was the proposed representative of the area 
from Bohu to Ropa. Iqolo, who was childless, had adopted Joseph Ita. The Joseph 
Ita party took the map to mean that Joseph Ita was successor to Iqolo as 
landowner over this whole area, which they called Leanabako. 
Leanabako Development Company was registered by Joseph Ita and his 
associates sometime before October 1983. In part the idea was apparently to 
claim the Ringgi Cove Harbour Fees that LPT had been paying into a 
Government trust. The formation of the group was divisive, as it did not involve 
all community leaders who could consider themselves Leanabako. It was 
branded by these opponents as made up of 'outsiders' from Parara and 
Kohinggo Islands who were trying to get the money. 'Outsiders' was a reference 
to some of Joseph Ita' s relatives such as David Pati who resided in Boboe.143 An 
abbreviated family tree showing the relationship between some of the main 
players, taken from the Ita vs Iqolo 1981 case, will be useful here: 
SABOLO = Visapiqe 
_ ______ ! ______________ _ 
GHASO = EAPA = 
I ___ _ I ____ _ 
I I 
PAT! OTHERS !TA = OTHERS 
I ________ ~ 
I 
IQOLO = 
I 
I (illegit . ?) 
KOETE IQOLO = 
I 
I 
DAVID PATI JOSEPH !TA EVO = 
I 
OTHERS TIMOTHY KOETE 
STUD! EVO 
David Pati advanced himself as landowner of Ringgi Harbour on various 
grounds for justification, asking the Province not to listen to the opposition.144 An 
opposing claim for the land, and therefore the fees (which they put at $250,000) 
came from Timothy Koete, son of the defeated Koete.145 A further claim came 
from Joseph Ita himself. To resolve the three-way dispute, the Area Council 
called a meeting in July 1984 at Kuzi. At the meeting, the KCC-batcked Lembako 
group (not part of the family tree shown above), wished to share in the fees as 
well.146 The outcome of the meeting was a call for 'oneness' among the ' tribes, 
clans and communities' whose grandparents had signed the declaration of unity 
143 Letter, D.B. Hiva (MP, Gizo Kolombangara) to Minister, Police and Justice 
20/10/1983, WPRO file 3/4/6 (GKAC). 
144 Letter, David Pati to Premier Western Province 10/02/84. WPRO 3/4l/6 (GKAC). 
145 Letter, Timothy Koete and Mosese Sesa to Secretary GKAC 27 / 02/ 1984. WPRO 
3 I 4/ 6 (GKAC). 
146 These were George Lilo, David Kura, Pias Buie and Joseph Ghemu. 'Report of a 
meeting held at Kuji Village Kolombangara Is on 25/7 / 84 hearing Ringgi Cove 
harbour fee', WPRO file 3/4/6 (GKAC). 
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in the Phillips land inquiry document back in 1923.147 Resolving the dispute, a 
new association was formed in a state of high emotion ('tears of joy') at the 
meeting, named Leloma, a synthetic name made up from the names of three 
bubutu: Leanabako, Lolobo and Mali.148 These were the areas that were under 
alienated land in the south. This then was supposed to be the association that 
would handle the refund of the harbour fees that LPT had been paying to the 
government. That the leaders at the meeting could genuinely come together was 
dubious, because two distinct understandings of the bubutu clan divisions were 
represented. Joseph Ita and David Pati were of the view that Leanabako was a 
single large land corresponding to one bubutu, just as they said was shown on the 
1923 map. Others like David Kura said that Leanabako was just the name of an 
old language district (similar to Nduke) but with separate lands and bubutu 
inside, including Mali (figure 51). Indeed Leloma appears to have falk~n apart 
within the month. Timothy Koete and Joseph Ita fell out over the LPT logging 
royalties for Kohinggo.149 Furthermore, the issue of who should get the LPPL 
plantations came to a head. 
The plantations issue had been brewing for some time, with rumours that the 
pro-LPT North New Georgia Timber Corporation was angling to get the 
plantations, and then rumours that the Leanabako Development Company was 
associated with this move.150 A month prior to the Leloma meeting the 
Leanabako Development Company party had approached LPPL about 
purchasing the estates. By this time, Leanabako had formalised their internal 
structure into three 'groups' they also called 'tribes' . These were the Evo (later 
Iqolo), Ghaso and Eapa groups headed by Steward Evo, David Pati and Joseph 
Ita respectively. In that order, they wanted to gain control of the Lady Lever, 
Vila-Stanmore and Karekana estates, one for each group.151 In the face of this and 
other expressions of interest in the plantations, Levers had arranged that the 
areas would revert to Government to avoid conflict when expiry came up at the 
end of 1984.152 Their preference was that the Provincial Government make a 
decision as to who would get the plantations.153 In reaction to David Pati' s 
pursuit of the plantations, the KCC-backed Lembako faction complained to the 
147 This was not just a reference to the names appearing on the pre-hearing 26/05/1923 
map for Claim 30, but also 54 signatories at the conclusion to the hearing on 
21/09/1923 to a statement that 'in the matter of native land at Kolombangara, we 
wish that land to be regarded as the land of all our people, the land and rights 
appertaining thereto to be common to us and to all our people'. In ·'Notes of 
Proceedings' (TS), Claim 30hearing19/09/23 to 21/09/23 (op. dt.). 
148 Joseph lta became the Chairman and Aelan Betokera (Provincial Member) the 
Secretary. 'Report of a meeting held at Kuji Village Kolombangara Is on 25/ 7 / 84 
hearing Ringgi Cove harbour fee', WPRO file 3/4/6 (GKAC). 
149 'File note 24/08/84 David Pati'. WPRO file 3/4/6. 
150 GKAC meeting minutes 30/11/82-02/12/82; Letter D.B. Hiva (MP Gizo/ 
Kolombangara) to Minister Police and Justice 20/10/83. 
151 Letter, David Pati to Managing Director LPL, 07 /06/1984. WPRO file 3/4/ 6. 
152 G.D. Gilbert to D. Pati 18/06/1984 (a). Form letter. WPRO file 3/ 4/ 6. 
153 G.D. Gilbert to D. Pati 18/06/1984 (b). WPRO file 3/4/6. 
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Province that he did not represent all their interests.154 Following the transfer of 
the plantations to Government, the Area Council (GKAC) was inshucted to make 
the decision as to who the plantations should go to. The Mali group, part of the 
Lembako faction, claimed their interest in the Vila plantation area. on hereditary 
grounds.155 The Iqolo and Ghaso groups, now reconciled with Timothy Koete, 
made their application for the same areas, also on hereditary grounds.156 The 
Iqolo and Ghaso groups jumped the gun and moved into the plantations a.head 
of a GKAC decision.157 This was opposed by the Mali group with KCC backing 
and Jackson Piasi's legal advice.158 They communicated that the land was 'Mali 
Land' and that 'Mali Clan' members would move into the plantation areas as 
well 'to begin clearing for agricultural purposes' .159 Clashes occurred between the 
two groups, but David Pati' s group could not be dislodged. ln the end, TOLs 
were granted to Steward Evo and others for Lady Lever Plantation, David Pati 
and others for Vila Plantation and Peter Akosi and others for Stanmore 
Plantation. Further problems arose when Joseph Ita, now appointed Chief of 
Leanabako, was accused in the GKAC meeting of allocating land to Ma.laitans. 160 
This occurred in the Jack Harbour area, where again KCC members were seeking 
to occupy the land under their small clan version of tenure arrangements. The 
split between Leanabako and KCC widened as a result of these incidents. 
Together the Iqolo, Ghaso and Eapa 'tribes' formed into the breakaway 
Kololeana Council of Chiefs sometime toward 1990. 
Forestry and control of the alienated land 1988-2000 
Successive governments have introduced various large-sea.le development 
schemes on the alienated land area of Kolombangara, and it is the Government 
which has more recently pushed return of land ownership as a condition of 
development. The response by various Kolombangara people seeking that aim 
has also seen an ever-greater use of the discourse of government, and a tension 
between talk of trustees, executives and legal instruments and the village-based 
understanding of land-ownership as based on custom. 
Government reafforestation programme 1976-1988 
As LPT logging operations were finishing in the alienated land area, a 
Government reforestation program commenced. This began in 1976, under the 
Forestry Division, Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources. The project was 
mainly funded by UK Government aid, with technical input provided by the 
154 'File note' 23/08/1984. The deputation was Timothy Koete, Moises Sesa, Eddie 
Moses, Gidion Lakevu and Peter Akosi. WPRO file 3 / 4/ 6. 
155 David Kura 'for Mali tribe' to Chairman, GKAC 05/06/1985. WPRO file 3/ 4/ 6. 
156 Timothy Koete to Secretary GKAC 06/06/1985. WPRO file 3/ 4/ 6. 
157 Letter signed by David Kura 'Mali Chief' and 'members' to GKAC 02/ 07 / 1985. 
WPRO file 3/4/6. The signing 'members' were: Chief James Peti, Chief Joseph 
Ghemu, Maikera, Luke Tetepe, Jack Piziki, Tovilu Dakei, Rosko Alezama, Samuel 
Bae, Dick Betokera, Joshua Kopa, Frank Lave and Jackson Piasi. 
158 ibid. 
159 ibid. 
160 L.D. Qae in GKAC meeting minutes, meeting of 29/09/86 to 03/ 10/ 86. WPRO. 
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New Zealand Government and planned to replant 17,800 ha.161 The replanting 
was concentrated in the north and northeast of the island, with the Forestry 
Division building a township nearby at Poitete to accommodate about 200 
employees. About 8,000 hectares of plantation had been established by the time 
the operation ceased in 1988.162 
There was some landowner opposition to the project in the mid-1980s, about the 
same time that TOL allocations were reaching a crescendo. In September 1985, 
GKAC resolved to recommend to the Provincial Executive that no further 
afforestation be carried out on unafforested alienated land. The reason was that 
these latter areas needed to be allocated to Kolombangara people to develop, 
because the indigenous population was growing.163 A background consideration 
too was that many people still remembered that in the years 1967'-68 the 
Government has promised a resettlement scheme in the north in return for 
agreeing to lease the southwest customary land for logging, and that the 
Legislative Council in 1973 had passed a motion calling for allocation of the land 
as a full perpetual estate. It appeared that the Government, albeit now 
Independent, was going to renege. 
Nevertheless, a proposal to establish a commercial forestry plantation on 
Kolombangara was hatched in Honiara about the same time. The project was 
mentioned in section 15.16 of the National Development Plan 1985-89. In early 
1986 CDC prepared an outline reforestation project proposal, and in the same 
year the SI Government purchased the infrastructure at Ringgi with this 
development in mind. A Forestry Project Feasibility Study was prepared by the 
Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) on behalf of the Solomon 
Islands Government and CDC, and submitted to the Government in 1987 as a 
proposal for a joint SIG/CDC venture. Cabinet approved the project in principle 
on 25 February 1988.164 
The troubled establishment of KFPL, 1988-1991 
The proposals to establish a commercial forestry plantation on Kolombangara 
culminated in a 1988 agreement between the Alebua Government and CDC 
granting a 75-year lease of government land on Kolombangara to a CDC 
company to establish a plantation on areas not planted by the Forests Division. 
An Investment and Cooperation Agreement and a Shareholder's Agreement in 
January 1989 followed on from this. This made provision for eventual 
161 KFPL Plantation Management Plan 1999-2003 (1999), BSW 1977:7 
162 KFPL 1999 ibid. The Forestry Division planting operations between 1976 and 1988 
were later estimated by Groome Poyry Ltd for KFPL by air-photo interpretation in 
1991. The nett stocked areas by planting year were estimated as follows: 1976-80: 5511 
ha; 1981-85: 1402 ha; 1986-90: 806 ha. This presents a total estimated planted area of 
7719 ha. (KFPL Corporate Plan 1994-99). 
163 GKAC meeting minutes, meeting of 25/09/85 to 29/09/85. 
164 'Government of Solomon Islands Ministnj of Natural Resources Forestnj Division and 
Ministry of Economic Planning. Project Document for the Kolombangara Commercial 
Forestnj Venture. June 5 1988'. Cabinet paper. TS, 16 pp. and appendices. 
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participation by the Western Province Government and the people of 
Kolombangara by acquiring ICSI shares.165 These agreements effectively allowed 
the company to begin its operations. 
In the original agreement, KFPL was to be funded by cash contribuitions from ICSI 
(Investment Corporation of Solomon Islands) and CDC. This changed after 
February 1989 when the new Mamaloni government changed the previous policy 
on investments, and announced he wanted to stop the project. Mamaloni later 
clarified his policy, saying that the Government was not to become an investment 
partner in any new projects, but rather to leave investment to private developers; 
'the Kolombangara landowners, Western Province Government or any other 
interested groups or individuals in Western Province', said Mamaloni.166 ICSI 
subsequently advised CDC that they were no longer able to fund the project.167 
The Government was firm that no further cash grant would be given to the 
project beyond the $6.0M that had been committed prior to the change of 
Government, and that either the Government would have to pull out or the 
existing agreement renegotiated.168 Meanwhile, the initial capitalisation from ICSI 
and CDC was sufficient for the operation to proceed independently of the 
political uncertainty over the longer-term future of the company, and planting 
which had commenced anyway in July 1989 continued.169 At the~ same time as 
Mamaloni announced his opposition to the project, he stated that it would need 
to be restructured to include participation of the Kolombangara landowners, 
Western Province government and other interested parties in the west. He 
mooted that the previous Government investment in the project would be 
converted to shares that would be transferred to these groups.170 
As KFPL began planting operations in mid-1989, landowner opposition grew 
against the company. It was claimed in the July 1991 G.KAC meeting that KFPL 
was developing areas down to the seashore in some places, and that 'KFPL never 
respected the TOL holders'. The solution was seen to be giving the TOL holders 
perpetual estate title.171 So far there have been no moves to awaid either fixed 
term or perpetual estate title en-masse to the TOL block-holders. 
With the advice of Jackson Piasi the KCC had already in 1986 proposed to the 
Commissioner of Lands that title to the alienated land on Kolombangara should 
be transferred to Kolombangara trustee-chiefs. This proposal would then mean 
165 The Investment and Cooperation Agreement between SIG, ICSI and CDC; and the 
Shareholder's Agreement between ICSI and CDC were both signed on 10January1989. 
(KFPL 1999 op. cit., pp. 7-14). See also Solomon Nius 23January1989. 
166 Solomon Star 05May1989, Solomon Nius 9May1989. 
167 KFPL Plantation Management Plan 1997-2001 (1997) . 
168 Solomon Star, 22December1989. 
169 Solomon Star, 14July1989, 22 December 1989. 
170 Solomon Star, 5May1989. 
171 G.KAC meeting minutes, meeting of 09/07 /91to12/ 07 / 91. 
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that allocation of blocks would not be the business of Government but would be 
made 'according to tribes'.172 
In mid-1989, the Chairman of the KCC made a media statement about their view 
of the project in the SIDT magazine Link.173 The KCC viewpoint was that the 
Alebua government was wrong to have negotiated the project in 1988 without 
any consultation on Kolombangara because the KCC viewed the alienated land as 
in essence belonging not the Government but to Kolombangara people. Wary 
after the Lever's logging experience, there was concern on the island that such 
large-scale development may have negative benefits for Kolombangara people, 
both environmentally and in terms of the opportunity cost of tying up the land. 
The Link article carried a quote, translated from Pijin, from Solomon Ka]('\a, then 
the KCC Chairman: 
We feel that the government has forgotten about the people of 
Kolombangara. We have known all along that this island belongs to its 
people ... As regards the KFPL project, central Government has never let 
us negotiate with CDC ... We were only allowed to observe meetings, 
not participate. We sent word to the Government that CDC couldn't start 
their project here unless Kolombangara people and the Western Provinci~ 
Government were involved. But here they are, and they are going ahead 
despite our legitimate inquiries. 
Solomon Kana went on to raise the issue of what profits would be shared with 
Kolombangara people from the project: 
I believe CDC would like to co-operate with our requests [to become a 
shareholder] but the Government insists we contribute cash. We have no 
cash, only land, and the Government refuses to admit that the land is in 
fact ours to rent, lend or give, not theirs. 
A further point of disagreement with the project was over land for native 
development. The idea of a one-and-a-half mile coastal strip for customary 
occupation was believed to have been introduced by the BSIP Government 
during the original LPT negotiations of the late 1960s. This has become a 
benchmark for occupation rights on the island, and Jackson Piasi (MP for Gizo-
Kolombangara) raised the issue of a 1112 mile strip around the alienated land in a 
radio interview around this time.174 Around late 1989, the KCC also formulated a 
position that KFPL should stay out of the 1Y2 mile belt. The GKAC passed support 
of this recommendation in their meeting in January 1990.175 
By February 1990 the Government's position had firmed. In a Cabinet meeting at 
that time the Government decided to withdraw its interest in KFPL, decided 
again not to contribute any further cash grants to the venture, and was looking at 
ways to legally effect the transfer of shares to Kolombangara landowners and the 
172 GKAC meeting minutes, meeting of 29/09/86 to 03/10/86. 
173 Link, June/July 1989 issue. 
174 Jackson Piasi, undated SIBC radio interview transcript c. 1989-90. 
175 GKAC meeting minutes, 12/01/90. 
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Western Province. The transfer was not to be made in cash but a:s equity in the 
Forestry Division plantations.176 
In response to the February 1990 Cabinet decision to transfer the Government 
equity in the project to landowners, six members of KCC, assisted by Jackson 
Piasi, met in May 1990 with the Minister of Agriculture and Lands and other 
Government leaders. They asked for both a new agreement to be negotiated 
between KFPL and CDC that included Kolombangara landowner interests, and 
asked the Government to provide the means by which Kolombangara 
landowners could assume equity in the company. This was put as a request for 
either the title to the leasehold land on which KFPL was operating, or the money 
to pay for the shares.177 Apparently no concrete agreements to land or equity 
transfer were made during the delegation's visit. 
In December 1990 Mamaloni proposed meeting with CDC to renegotiate the 
funding of the project, indicating this was preferable to withdrawing from the 
project.178 It seems that nothing actually eventuated, and the situation stagnated 
for another year. There is no indication that Jackson Piasi or the KCC made any 
initiatives to revitalise the talks, and at that stage there was no other group 
representing Kolombangara interests. The KCC seems to have been diffident 
toward the project because of the unresolved issues of land transfer and project 
benefits to Kolombangara. 
The land transfer issues revolved around danger of disputes between 
Kolombangara people as to what were the true tribal divisions of the island, and 
who were the chiefly representatives of these groups. To recap, th12 land disputes 
of the late 1970s had led to differences of opinion as to the tribal divisions of the 
western Kolombangara coastline. Some believed in a four-way division between 
Viuru, Voko, Zorutu and Kiuai lands, while others believed in a single Viuru 
tribe covering that whole area. It was partly in order to resolve these issues that 
KCC formed between 1978 and 1981. In the south, Joseph Ita had split away in 
1989 from the KCC and had formed the Kololeana Council of Chiefs, whose 
existence was branded as illegitimate by the KCC. In November 1991 the KCC 
held a workshop on Kolombangara customs and genealogy. KCC's expert 
genealogist and folk historian, Piasi Buie, led this. The KCC wanted to clarify the 
genealogies and land tenure arrangements before proceeding with taking the 
land alienation issue to the Government.179 Piasi Buie' s versions of genealogy 
were the same as he had given in the original VZK-Viuru dispute in 1968. This 
offended the Viuru chiefs, who walked out of KCC at this point, never to return. 
There was talk that Kololeana should join with Viuru and form an alternative 
council of chiefs to allocate ownership around the island.180 This never formally 
176 Solomon Toktok12/02/1990; Solomon Star16/02/1990. 
177 Solomon Star 01/06/1990. 
178 Solomon Star 12/12/1990. 
179 'Kolombangara Council of Chiefs Workshop: Culture, Custom and Tradition', 
Hunda, 4th to 8th November 1991. (TS, 44 pp.). 
180 AB. pers. comm., 2000. 
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happened but their alliance of interests remained strong. KCC was bogged down 
in controversy over rightful ownership of the island in terms of customary land 
politics. 
The KCC-KLTF dispute of 1992 
As time went on, it seems that the KFPL management was increasingly desperate 
to find a solution to the impasse, since the original agreement only capitalised the 
project until the end of 1991. The General Manager of the company convened a 
meeting in Ringgi, probably around January 1992, expressing that the company 
would have to wind up unless there was progress with the Government:.181 The 
outcome of the meeting was an agreement that a delegation of Kolombangara 
employees of the company, members of the Water King Workers Association 
(Kolombangara employees at KFPL), would travel to Honiara and attempt a 
solution.182 
The five members of the delegation went to Honiara. They were given 
allowances by the CDC manager of SIPL to stay for a series of meetings. The 
delegation first met with Jackson Piasi. He told them that the issue of Waiterking 
members' employment prospects if KFPL was wound up had to be seen in the 
light of a larger problem; that the interests of Kolombangara people as a whole 
were not accommodated in the agreements leading to the company's 
operation.183 Kolombangara stakeholder representation in the delegation was 
also considered and as a consequence Thompson Turueke of the Kololeana 
Council of Chiefs was persuaded to join the delegation.184 The delegates then 
held a planning meeting with members of the Honiara-based 'Kolombangara 
Association' (Kolombangara government employees in Honiara) on 16 February 
1992.185 
181 In 'Minutes: Joint meeting of the Waterking Employee Association (KFPL) and 
Kolombangara Association Honiara', 16/02/92: 'Mr Betokera explained that due to 
the uncertainties surrounding the Company's operation, the Management has issued 
a notice to all employees that they will have to suspend further capital inspection and 
confine its activities to care and maintenance. Effectively it means the workforce will 
have to be reduced and hence will have considerable effects on the employees.' 
182 AB. pers. comm. The 'Water King Workers Association' formed in mid 1989. In 
September 1989 its members were: Adrian Ghele, Oda Lilo, Derek Wale, Javi Taika, 
Sutcliffe George, lvulu Itikera, Eric Koti, Israel Piobule, Bennet Bulehite and Lester 
Alezama. At that time a constitution for the Association was being drafted by Jackson 
Piasi. (from 2pp. TS untitled document signed 'Adrian Ghele, Chairman' and hand-
dated 12/09/89). 
183 AB., pers. comm. 
184 AB., pers. comm. 
185 'Minutes of the joint meeting of the Waterking Employee Association (KFPL) and 
Kolombangara Association, Honiara', 16 February 1992. Participants (Kolombangara 
Assoc.): Holmes Saeve, Ian Rove, Samson Piasi, George Ghumi, Jonathal!l Bona, 
Saevasi Saeve, Thomson Turueke; (Waterking Employee Assoc.) Adrian Ghele, Allen 
Betokera, Henry Ghumi, Lester Alezama, Eric Havea, and A vasi Saeve. 
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The Water king delegates, led by Adrian Ghele, went to Honiara and met up with 
with members of the Honiara-based 'Kolombangara Association' (Kolombangara 
government employees in Honiara) apparently in the second week of February. 
The joint delegation held meetings during the second week of February with 
ICSI, CDC, the Minister of Natural Resources, Commissioner of Lands and the 
Minister of Finance and Economic Planning. During these meetings, proposals 
were firmed for a new entity, the Kolombangara Land Trust Foundation (KLTF), 
to effect the issues of land and shares transfer that was vexing the KFPL 
development.186 The outcome of that first week was a draft cabinE~t paper by the 
Minister for Natural Resources, which invited Cabinet to approve that -
1. the Government would hold in trust the perpetual estate title for the Bohu-
Varu land on behalf of the landowners of Kolombangara, and that the 
landowner's interest would be represented in the dealings by KLTF, 
2. the ICSI share in KFPL ('represented by the capitalisation of the accumulated 
rental over a period of 30 years, FD [Forests Division] reafforestation 
plantation and assets at Ringgi Cove') be transferred to the Kolombangara 
landowners, 
3. KLTF would be the receiver for income to the landowners from KFPL, and 
that KLTF would then distribute that income to the landowners, according to 
a set procedure that remained an internal matter for Kolombangara people to 
deal with, and that 
4. Cabinet endorse CDC and SIG assistance to KLTF for its establishment.187 
In a meeting on the following Monday, the Prime Minister told the delegates that 
he supported the proposed approach.188 In another meeting that afternoon with 
the General Manager of ICSI, ICSI supported the proposed approach as 'the most 
practical commercial approach to resolve the issue of landowner participation in 
the venture' .189 
A meeting was organised by the joint Waterking-Kolombangara Associations, 
which was held at Ringgi between 4-6 March 1992. About 80 people including 
KCC, the Kololeana Association, Waterking and Honiara Association members 
attended it. The Commissioner of Lands and General Manager of ICSI also 
attended one day. At this meeting Gordon Darcy explained that KLTF would 
consist of two committees, one an executive committee that 'should include the 
so-called elite of Kolombangara', which would 'do all the paperwork in 
preparation for the agreement'. The other body in KLTF would be the Board of 
Trustees made up of the chiefs of Kolombangara, 'chosen by their own people', to 
'deal with the internal matters of the lands'. The meeting, including all the 
186 'Report of Waterking Executive's trip to Honiara', 14February1992. In this the listed 
members were: Waterking: Adrian Ghele (leader), Allan Betokera, Lester Alezama, 
Henry Ghumi, Eric Havae; Kolombangara Assoc.: Thompson Turueke, Holmes 
Saeve, Ian Rove, Kilroy Lilo, George Ghumi, and Gordon Darcy. 
187 Solomon Islands Government, Cabinet Memorandum by the Minister for Natural 
Resources, 14/02/92, 'Kolombangara Forest Products Limited' . 
188 'Minutes of meeting with Honourable Prime Minister and joint delegation of the 
Kolombangara Association', 17February1992. 
189 'Minutes of meeting with ICSI', 17February1992. 
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mentioned stakeholder groups, passed a motion to form the KFPL, and appointed 
an interim executive committee with Gordon Darcy as Chairman, Holmes Saeve 
as Treasurer and Numa Darcy as Treasurer. The new chairman told the meeting 
that the draft constitution of KLTF would be 'put before the chiefs' committee for 
final adoption' .190 
The Foundation's lawyer, Andrew Nori drafted a constitution, on 12 March.191 
Membership of the Foundation was deemed to be anyone who had a 
genealogical tie to 'any of the indigenous tribes' of Kolombangara, and people 
who have been adopted into those groups. The draft constitution required 
appointment of 
1) a board of trustees made up of two representatives of each of ten tribes that 
were yet to be listed in the constitution, and 
2) an executive committee of ten or more people, four of whom were officers 
elected for 3-year terms by an annual general meeting of members. Six more 
were elected by an annual general meeting, and more could be coopted by 
existing executive members.192 
KLTF registered under the Charitable Trusts Act on 20 March 1992.193 KLTF then 
went into negotiations with the Government and the Commissioner oJf Lands, 
which resulted a week later in an agreement by the Government to trarlSfer the 
perpetual title for the full area of alienated land on Kolombangara to KLTF within 
two years. The agreement was contained in a Deed of Trust signed on the 27th of 
March between KLTF and the Commissioner of Lands. 
A further KLTF meeting was held in Ghatere village on 6-7th April. This meeting 
notified people on Kolombangara of the passage of the Deed of Trust. 
Apparently the meeting also discussed asking KFPL for $81,015 to open a 
Honiara office for six months and run a hire car (subsequently KFPL agreed to 
this request). In the wake of the KLTF's Ghatere meeting, the KCC dissociated 
itself from KLTF. KLTF had in fact signed the agreement with the Commissioner 
of Lands before the Board of Trustees had been appointed and the constitution 
ratified by the chiefs. It seems members of the KCC reacted strongly to this. 
190 'Joint meeting of Kolombangara Council of Chiefs, Kololeana Association, Water 
King Employee Association Ringgi Cove and Kolombangara Association Honiara. 
Ringgi Cove, Kolombangara Island, Western Province (4th to 6th of March 1992). 
Minutes'. The 10 members of the interim executive committee were: Gordon Darcy, 
Holmes Saeve, Numa Darcy, Jackson Piasi, George Ngumi, Samson Maena, Matao 
Holmes, Thompson Turueke, Pat Loe, Olupatu Amiki and Robert Moses. 
· 191 Letter, A.H. Nori, Barrister and Solicitor to Gordon Darcy, Chairman, Kolombangara 
Land Trust Foundation, 12/03/92. 
192 'Kolombangara Landowners Trust Foundation Incorporated: Constitution' . 
193 'Kolombangara Landowners Trust ·Foundation Incorporated: Constitution' (lOpp. 
and lpp. 'First schedule', 2pp. 'Second schedule'). 'Kolombangara Landowners Trust 
Foundation Incorporated: Financial instructions' (17 pp. and 8 pp. appendices). The 
executive members were: Gordon Darcy (chairman), Thompson Turueke (vice-
chairman), Holmes Saeve (secretary), and Luma Darcy (treasurer), and five other 
members including Jackson Piasi (Solomon Star 11/06/92). 
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The KCC held a meeting at Hunda on 17 May 1992, where they passed a 'Bohu-
Varu Landowners Trust Foundation Constitution'. The foundation's members 
were to be 'any person who has genealogical ties with Lolobo, Mali, Kekereu, 
Kahiro, Ririva, Riumatana, Loqina, Ngedoana, Ghalavasa and Kiuai landowning 
groups', and people adopted or married into those groups.194 This was then 
formalised as the Kolombangara Island Landowning Groups Tmst Foundation 
(KILGTF), an instrument of the KCC. The KILGTF then issued a 'Statement of 
Nullification' (undated). In this, signed trustees from Lolobo landl to Kiuai land 
(i.e. from the land-group areas from Bohu to Varu) stated that they did not 
authorize the Honiara/Ringgi Associations to represent them, that they did not 
know of or participate in the election of the KLTF executive and that they did not 
participate in writing the KLTF constitution.195 
The next week a very large delegation (over 30 people), mostly att1endants at that 
Council of Chiefs meeting, flew to Honiara. In a meeting with the Commissioner 
of Lands and the Minister of Agriculture and Lands, the KCC delegation 
demanded that the Deed of Trust signed with KLTF be withdrawn. The KCC 
delegates told the Commissioner and the Minister that KLTF did not represent 
the Chiefs and landowners of Kolombangara and had in this respect misled the 
Government in its negotiations prior to the signing of the Deed of Trust.196 The 
194 'Minutes of the meeting held in Hunda on the 17 May 1992', Kolombangara Island 
Landowning Groups Trust Foundation/Council of Chiefs; 'Bohu-Varu Landowners 
Trust Foundation Constitution' (10 pp.). Members noted in the minutes as present: 
Silas Bio, Reuben Tiripa, James Vaghita, Piokera, Miseka Tiu, William Rove, Albert 
Ghidi, Samson Hunter, Billy Piokera, Jim Zutu, Will Pada, Jack Piziki, Vincent 
Maekera, Hilly Lilokevu, Lore Ghotokera, Alec Lambert, Taleki Sal1e Bulehite, Hiva 
Rurai, Lavu Pio, Mark Hemi, Wally Naqu, Kopae Gideon Lakevu, Evini Naqu, John 
Betokera, Kereni Maekera. The chiefs listed (Timothy Koete, Philemon Maekera, Etu 
Pio, David Kura, John Renisi, Solomon Kana, Isiah Bana, Aniri Sipili, Sovutu Kele, 
Nason Rerese) are not explicitly noted as present, but listed in at the head of the 
minutes in a section titled 'Chiefs and blocks ofland represents Bohu·-Varu'. 
195 'Statement of nullification: a Constitution registered by Kolombangara Honiara/ 
Ringi Cove Employees Association intended for a Kolombangara landowners Trust 
Foundation.' Undated (c. April-May 1992), signed by: Lolobo: Etupio, James Rizu, 
Mark Hemi, Roland Masa, Bruce Pitu; Mali: David Kura, Rosco Alezama, Elijah 
Ghemu, John Hivai, Jack Piziki; Kekereu: Philemon Maekera, Walter Rizu, Keri John 
Kabolo, Livingi Piasi, Qiri Mede; Kahiro: Timothy Koete, Peter Akoasi, Allan Mone, 
Victor Keli, Joshua Koete; Ririva: John Renisi, Frank Wickham, Reuben Tiripa, Inia 
Maqiti, Vale Namu; Riumatana: Wilson Vivili, Kelebi Ranga, Dan lta, Jonathan Bana, 
John Lenti; Loqina: Aniri, Eric Koti, Vincent Maikera, Will Padla, Chris Naqu; 
Ngedeona: Solomon Kana, Lilokevu, Joseph Ghemu, Renea Solomon, Hill Lilo; 
Ghalavasa: Sovutu, Pias Bule, Lisipio, Steven Salusu, George Ghasi, Mada Qora, 
Belden Ghemu, Rezi Pita, George Lilo, Frank Lave, Terry Matekolo, Laurie Zama, 
Alick Matekolo; Kiauai: Neson Rerese, Likiti Ghomo, Peter Ghele, Hetili Gideon, 
Colin Piokera. 
196 'Minutes of meeting by the Kolombangara Council of Chiefs (KCC) with the Minister 
of Agriculture and Lands and Commissioner of Lands', 21 May 1992. Present: G. 
Luilamo (Minster of Agriculture and Lands), J. Riogano (Commissioner of Lands), J. 
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Minister and Commissioner expressed their sympathy with the view that the 
Deed of Trust should be withdrawn. In a meeting later that day with the Minister 
of Natural Resources and the Commissioner of Forests, the reasons for opposing 
KLTF were made clearer: 
... the [Kolombangara and Waterking] Associations have made a secret 
constitution and its registration without any approval or knowledge or 
endorsement from landowning groups. This is total disrespect to the 
chiefs and will require compensation ... These associations have no right 
to represent the KCC over land matters.197 
The Minister's response was that the matter was a dispute internal to 
Kolombangara, and that the KCC and the Association needed to reconcile so that 
development could proceed. 
To summarise the KCC position, the issue seems to be that a 'young, educated 
elite' of Kolombangara or 'part-Kolombangara' people had appointed themselves 
as the main agents in the Government land and share transfer negotiations 
without sufficient consultation with or submission to the KCC chiefs, and had 
taken $81,000 from CDC and began consuming it to their own ends. In the 
newspaper article reporting the split, Jackson Piasi made a statement to the 
media that was reported as: 
This competition for ownership rights has led the landowning chiefs 
from the Western Province to warn people to be careful of their own sons 
and daughters who might play dirty to get the resources for themselves. 
. . . Mr Piasi said the Kolombangara chiefs have issued this warning 
following the formation of a committee of the Island's young people who 
have gone ahead to say they represent the chiefs of the island.198 
Jackson Piasi wrote a 'Draft Deed of Trust' that represented 'Lolobo, Mali, 
Kekereu, Kahiro, Ririva, Riumatana, Loqina, Ngedoana, Ghalavasa, and Kiuai 
landowning groups and lands' (the area from Bohu to Varu). The Kolombangara 
Island Landowning Groups Trust Foundation (KILGTF) then held a general 
meeting at Hunda on the 17th and 18th of August, 1992. Jackson Piasi spoke to the 
meeting about why KCC did not agree with KLTF. He said the KCC did not accept 
the KLTF constitution, trustees, executive and the Deed of Trust because the' elite' 
educated young people of the Waterking/Kolombangara associations who 
prepared these documents did not own land in Kolombangara. Further he said 
Piasi, and 'chiefs' : Etupio, Sovutu, Timothy Koete, Elopala, Laurie Ghoto, Neson 
Rerese, Walter Rizu, Joseph Ghemu, Piasi Bule, Lilokevu, Maekera, Asea Bana, David 
Kura, Lenti; 'sepeles': Rosko Alezama, Miseka Tiu, Gideon Lakevu, Zepa Lilito, Sasi 
Ghoto, Hetily gideon, Billy Piokera, George Ghasi, Tony Koti, Sale Bulehite, Kae 
Lakevu, Kereni, Reuben Tiripa, John Hivae, Niven, Vivili, Wale; 'other members: 
Silas Peter, Bruce Pitu, Amos Pitu, Simeon Alezama, Likiti Ghotokera, Tara Piziki, 
Kopae Gideon, Saevasi, Jack Piziki, Silas Bio. 
197 'Minutes of meeting with Minister of Natural Resources, Commissioner of Forests, 
Deputy Commissioner of Forests, Kolombangara Council of Chiefs and its 
delegations', 21/05/1992. Present: more or less as at the prior meeting on 21 May. 
198 Solomon Star? Undated newspaper cutting, 1992, held by KFPL. 
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the documents were prepared and executed secretly 'without the consent of the 
chiefs' . The new KILGTF constitution and the KILGTF draft Deed of Trust were 
presented to the meeting, which accepted them. Office bearers, registered 
shareholders (i.e. two chiefs and three executive members 'responsible for 
negotiation and executing the purchase of shares on behalf of' KILGTF) and a 
board of directors for KILGTF were all voted in. Jackson Piasi then. declared that 
all documents were complete and ready to be lodged with the Government.199 
These documents were apparently lodged in Honiara and supplementary 
material also sent to the Prime Minister and apparently the Ministers for 
Agriculture and Land, Natural Resources, and Finance and Economic Planning. 
Letters to these members again spelt out the KCC condemnation of KLTF and put 
forward the alternative KILGTF model of land and shares transfer.200 
KLTF representatives held a concurrent meeting on the 18th of August in Kuzi. 
Also in attendance at that meeting was Ebon Runi Metu, whose rE~signation from 
the post of KCC secretary had just been accepted in the Hunda meeting that 
morning.201 In this meeting were members of the Waterking and Kolombangara 
Associations, Kololeana Association, 'Viuru tribe (part of them)', a 'few from 
Boboe', from 'Iqoana (part)' and 'mix race'. In other words, this was a meeting of 
those opposing the views expressed at the Hunda meeting. The meeting 
199 'Minute of the Kolombangara Island Bohu Varu Landowning Groups Trust 
Foundation general meeting', Hunda, 17 / 08/92 and 'Kolombangara Landowning 
Groups Trust Foundation: minutes of the general meeting', Hunda l:B/08/92. Present 
on 18 August: Chiefs: David Kura, Lilokevu, Etupio, Timothy Koete, Sovutu Kele, 
Nason Rerese, Joseph Ghemu, Piasi Buie; Members: Steven Salusu, :tvfiseka Tiu, Colin 
Piokera, Silas Bio, George Ghasi, Billy Piokera, Belden Ghemu, Stanley Rizu, Ghemu, 
Rosko Alezama, Mada Qora, Bruce Pitu, Reggie Pita, Kopae Gideon, Poghoso, John 
Hivae, Max Mada, Walter Rizu, Gora Joseph, Kae Lakevu, Eric Koti, Gideon Lakevu, 
Elijah Ghemu, Tamana Aseri, Rinnie, James Rizu, Sasi Ghoto, Roland Masa, Leniti, 
Chris Naqu, Itikera, Keri Kabolo, Silas Pita, Jack Piziki, Cyril Tiu, JRoili, Isaac Vula, 
Piani, 'and others' . Voted in KILGF office bearers: Timothy Koete (chairman), Renea 
Solomon (secretary), Chris Naqu (treasurer), David Livingstone (clerk); KILGF 
registered shareholders: Chief Joseph Ghemu, Chief Nason Rerese, James Rizu, 
Jonathan Bana, Bruce Pitu; KILGF Board of Directors: Jackson Piasi, Renea Solomon, 
Tamana Aseri; KILGF deputy office bearers: Isaac Vula (deputy general secretary), 
Colin Piokera (deputy treasurer), Frederick Napthali (deputy clerk). [Note that the 
reverse side of each page of the 'Bohu-Varu Landowners Tmst Foundation 
Constitution' were signed by T. Koete on 18/08/ 92, but the date was subsequently 
overwritten on each page with the new date 17 / 05/92. Note too that the 'Minutes of 
the Meeting Held in Hunda on the 17 May 1992', (17 / 05/92 was a Sunday) was on 
KILGF letterhead which only otherwise appears in KCC/ KILGF correspondence on 
and after 18/08/ 92] . 
200 Letter, Renea Solomon, General Secretary of KILGF to Minister of Agriculture and 
Lands, 03.09.92; Letter, Hon. J. Piasi to Prime Minister, 16/ 09/ 92. 
201 Minutes of the KILGF meeting at Hunda, 18/ 08/92: 'we received a letter from Ebon 
Runi ... requesting to resign; voted that we accept his letter of resignation' . 
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apparently was not to make any decisions but to thoroughly brief attendants as 
to the KLTF actions and general strategy.202 
In spite of the split, the Government seemed satisfied that landowner 
participation was now in place, or would be once internal Kolombangara 
disputes were settled, and KFPL could be supported. A new financing agreement 
between ICSI and CDC was arrived at in October 1992.203 In this, the Government 
renegotiated their contribution, investing the 8,000 hectares of Forestry Division 
plantations in the project. Effectively ICSI' s equity in the company became these 
forests rather than cash. Commercially this financial restructuring was successful 
because ICSI' s contribution enabled harvesting of mature timber in these older 
plantations to generate income for further reafforestation by the company..204 
Concurrently with the restructuring negotiations, KLTF representatives went 
ahead and discussed with ICSI and the Prime Minister the process by which 
ICSI' s 49% shareholding could be transferred to Kolombangara people. These 
discussions occurred in the latter part of 1992, and were in the context of 
implementation of the Government's privatisation policy in which ICSI' s shares 
in NBS! and Solomon Telekom were also being sold. The general manager of ICSI 
told the media he intended to complete the transfer of its KFPL shares to JKLTF by 
the end of the year. The shares, which in terms of real assets comprised. the FD 
plantations, were to be transferred to KLTF at no cost.205 
Political stalemate, 1993-1999 
The share transfer did not eventuate, and there was a general election on May 26 
the next year. This brought in a new government, that of Billy Hilly, in which 
Jackson Piasi was a member. What happened in the six months benveen the 
announcement of the share transfer and the change of government is not clear. 
However the KLTF /KCC split weighed heavily on Kolombangara in the lead-up 
to the election. Gordon Darcy, chair of KLTF, ran against Jackson Piasi. The sides 
were drawn between two groups that could be characterised as the 'grassroots 
traditionalists' (the KCC faction) and the 'Honiara elite' (the KLTF faction). Darcy 
lost by 223 votes, a result that caused strong feelings in the Kolombangara 
villages.206 A few months after the election, Billy Hilly himself went to open the 
Vavanga micro-hydro project. He also took time to meet with the KCC in Iriri 
village. At that meeting, the chiefs told the PM that they would destroy KFPL 
property unless the landowners could develop to the one-and-a half-mile limit.207 
KLTF's momentum finally ran out with the change in Government, and the land 
issue did not progress until 1995. 
202 Letter, Ebon Runi Metu to Jackson Piasi, 21/08/92. Contains 2pp. TS, 'Kolombangara 
Association (Honiara) Meeting. Date: 18/08/92' 
203 The Restructuring Agreement and the Supplement Restructuring Agreement 
between SIG, ICSI, CDC and KFPL were all signed on 2 October 1992. 
204 KFPL 1997, 1999:7. 
205 Solomon Star 03/11/1992. 
206 Solomon Nius 30/06/1993. 
207 Solomon Nius 06/09/1993. 
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In November 1995 a new group was formed to attempt a resolution to the stalled 
)and and shares transfer. This was the 'Working Committee', whose stated 
objective was to find a resolution between the KCC and KLTF positions 'for the 
benefit of Kolombangara people' .2os This committee requested funds through the 
chiefs from the villages to further the objectives.209 Frank Lave, the committee 
secretary went to Honiara and met with the Commissioner of Lands, with 
Gordon Darcy and attempted to meet Jackson Piasi without success. The 
Commissioner of Lands said that the land transfer would go ahead if the two 
sides could be brought together. At that time, Jackson Piasi did not support the 
work of the committee. In consequence Renea Solomon, the chairman, withdrew 
his support from the committee as well, and the venture failed.210 
Another group, the Kolombangara Working Committee, was formed in July 1997 
at a meeting in Iriri organised and attended by Luma Darcy, and apparently 
sponsored by Jackson Piasi from his CDF (Community Development Fund) 
allocation.211 At this meeting five trustees were appointed to act to 'complete the 
formalities' of the Bohu-Varu land transfer.212 A further ten directors were 
appointed to form a Kolombangara Business Arm, which was proposed as the 
vehicle for the transfer of the ICSI shares to Kolombangara people.213 
Luma Darcy organised the drafting of the documents legally required for 
registering a private company, and a meeting at Iriri on the 5th of February 1998 
208 'The Working Committee minutes', minutes of a meeting in Vavanga on 08/ 11/ 95. 
Present: Maelo Bae, Neson Rerese, Timothy Koete, David Bulehite,. Allan Betokera, 
Gideon Mark, Evan Sale, Adrian Peter, Frederick Napthali, Leritti, Nevolo jack, 
Kaekevu George, Douglas Hiva, Teu Zingihite, Rogio, Isaac Laidolo, Liliokevu, 
Steward Evo, Willie Jack, Soloni, Henry Taqo. Members appointeGl to the working 
committee were: Renea Solomon (chairman), Frank Lave (secretary), Allan Betokera, 
Willie Jack, Rosco Alezama, Lenti, Steward Evo, Timothy Koete, Evan Sale, Frederick 
Napthali, Donnie Kuma, Marka Hemi, David Bulehite, Gideon Marlk, Isach Mulebei, 
David Pati, Douglas Hiva, Oda Lilo, Luther Lilopio, Edolo Isach, Elijah Ghemu. 
209 'The Kolobangara Working Committee fund raising'. Letter to Kolombangara chiefs 
from Frank Lave, Secretary of the Working Committee, 16/ 01/ 96. 
210 F.L., pers. comm. 
211 'Kolombangara Working Committee. Report on transfer of perpetual estate title Bohu 
to Varu on Kolombangara Island', dated 12 March 1998. This document says the Iriri 
meeting was held on 28/07/97, but that minutes were 'not available'; 'Report of 
Waleluma Darcy trip to Iriri', dated 28/07 /1997. This document lists the members of 
the committee: Luma Darcy (chairman), Allan Betokera (vice-dtairman), Renea 
Solomon (secretary), Mark Hemi, Donald Stewart, Benjamin Renee, Frank Lave, Elu, 
Monica Kenneth, Stennet Bulehite, Livingi Piasi, Kova Mulebei. 
212 These five trustees were not recorded in the original report of the July 1997 meeting 
dated 28/07 /1997, but later were recorded (in letter, Waleluma Darcy Chairman 
KWC to Commissioner of Lands, 17 /08/1999) as 'Steward Evo (Kolombangara tribe), 
Renea Solomon (Ngedoana tribe), David Bulehite (Viuru tribe), Allan Betokera 
(Ghalavasa tribe), and David Pati (Leanabako tribe)'. 
213 Names of the ten directors were not recorded in the original report dated 28/ 07 / 1997 
meeting nor in subsequent documentation. 
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approved the name 'Kolombangara Development Corporation'. The meeting also 
accepted the ten directors approved in July the previous year become the board 
of directors for the KDC.214 To date, Kolombangara Development Corporation has 
not been registered, forgotten it seems by a further tum of events. 
The initiative of the KWC soon met with difficulties, since it met with opposition 
by both Jackson Piasi and Leanabako Association.21s Jackson Piasi wrote to Luma 
Darcy in April 1998, concerned that KWC was skewing toward the mode of 
operation that he felt marked KLTF, a tendency to rule by executive elite rather 
than by village consultation. He recommended a new entity, different from both 
KCC and KLTF, should be formed to carry the land transfer.216 
Others too were concerned. In a letter written to KWC in late February, a recent 
university graduate from Kolombangara working as a Government manager said 
he wanted to see a wider representation on the board rather than the situation 'at 
present' where it consisted of 'mostly educated people'. He went on to say that 
these people needed to be chosen by the 'traditional method of selecting 
representatives', whereas at present 'the foreign concept of establishment [of 
organisations like KWC/KDC] have caused us to be confused and forget about 
our traditional and heritage method of selecting representatives' .217 
KWC held a third meeting in May 1998.218 At this meeting Luma Darcy p1resented 
four possible legal instruments that could receive the land title. These were KCC, 
KLTF, a 'new body' or an Act of Parliament. He argued that the time and expense 
of creating a new body was not warranted, and that any new entity would 
represent the same people anyway. He then put two recommendations to the 
attendants. The first was to accept the original deed of trust between the 
Commissioner of Lands and KLTF. The second was to elect new office bearers for 
KLTF. The minutes record a consensus agreement that the two recommendations 
be accepted, and that KWC should handle the process of land transf12r to its 
completion. 
214 'Minute for Kolombangara Working Committee (KWC) with people of 
Kolombangara', meeting held in Iriri on 05/02/98. (no list of attendees, no record of 
who were the 10 directors chosen). See also 'Memorandum of Association of 
Kolombangara Development Corporation Limited' and 'The Articles of Association 
of Kolombangara Development Corporation Limited'. 
215 A.B., pers. comm., 2000. 
216 Letter, Hon. Jackson Piasi, Minister of Lands, to Chairman KWC, 27 /04/ 98. 
217 Letter, (name supressed) to KWC, 26/02/98. 
218 Minutes, 'Combine Meeting for Kolombangara People (third meeting)', dated 28 May 
1998. Members of KWC were listed in the minutes as: Waleluma Darcy (Chairman), 
Allan Betokera (Vice-chairman), Renea Solomon (Secretary / Treasurer), Stenneth 
Bulehite, Kova Mulebei, Donald Sive, Elu James (all present), Mark Hemi, John Renee 
and David Livingstone (absent). Other attendants recorded as speaking were 
Steward Evo, Jackson Poloso, Joseph Ghemu, Silas Bio, Lore Zama, Colin Piokera, 
Timothy Koete, Palmer Lam'peza and Nao Rovu. 
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Events resumed a year later. The KWC chairman requested the Commissioner of 
Lands to proceed with transfer of the land title to KLTF.219 Jackson Piasi quickly 
responded, officially notifying the Commissioner of Lands that he himself (by 
then as Minister of Lands) and the Council of Chiefs would handle the issue.220 In 
mid-2000 the issue of shares transfer, which had lain dormant since the end of 
1992, reappeared. The General Manager of KFPL had made recommendations, on 
request from the Minister of Finance, as to how the ICSI share of Kolombangara 
could be privatised. The Minister of Finance accepted these recommendations 
and drafted a Cabinet Memorandum on the divestment.221 This proposed that 
ICSI releases most of its shares to a private investment partner (yE~t to be found), 
retains a very few itself and grants to a Kolombangara landowner entity 
(identified as 'Landowners Trust Foundation') a 3.6% share in the company. This 
share 'represents the value of land use by KFPL' .222 
Leanabako tries again 
The Leanabako Association reformed as the Leanabako Tribal Association, with 
its first meeting on 28th August 1999. The meeting voted to withdraw from KLTF 
to form 'a separate identity based on genealogy and customary inherited rights'. 
Instead, as chairman Steward Evo stressed, 'the Leanabako tribes . . . will be the 
rightful beneficiaries to any development in the Leanabako land. The meeting 
supported the proposal that Steward Evo properly documents the Leanabako 
genealogy so that beneficiaries are all identified.223 
The withdrawal from KLTF was based on a feeling that KLTF mainly represented 
the interests of the western side of Kolombangara. If land and shares were 
transferred back through KLTF, it would act as a 'middleman' and consume 
income that could otherwise have come directly to landowners. Questions were 
raised too about KLTF' s probity, since Thompson Tureke, the Leanabako 
representative in KLTF, was never given a financial report of KLTF's expenditure. 
In any case it was noted that the KLTF executive had long expired under the 
terms of its constitution. In October of 1999, the LTA met again, this time to vote 
on the executive of the Association, and to nominate a board of directors for 
LTA's business arm, the Leanabako Development Company.224 LTA was 
incorporated in November 1999.225 
219 Letter, Chairman KWC to Commissioner of Lands 17/08/1999. 
220 Letter, Hon. Jackson Piasi to Commissioner of Lands, 25/ 08/ 1999. 
221 Cabinet of Solomon Islands: memorandum by the Minister of Finance. Divestment of 
Shareholding of Investment Corporation of Solomon Islands in Kolombangara Forest 
Products Limited. Dated 18/05/2000. 
222 Cabinet of Solomon Islands: memorandum by the Minister of Finance. Divestment of 
Shareholding of Investment Corporation of Solomon Islands in Kolombangara Forest 
Products Limited. Dated 18/05/2000. 
223 Minutes of LTA meeting at New Mala, Kohinggo, on 28/08/ 99. Participants came 
from Kuzi, Ilitona, Boboe, Nim'nimu, Bere, Vila, Teme, Jack Harbour, Vao and New 
Mala. 
224 Minutes of LTA meeting at New Mala, 11/10/99. At this meeting lthe Association's 
executive was voted in: Steward Evo (chairman), David Pati (vice-chairman), Konseti 
Alekevu (secretary), Laurie Wickham (treasurer), Bro Joseph, Dan lfta, Steven Jimmy 
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Entrepreneurial landowners on the rise? 
Events since 2000 have continued to evolve rapidly, to the point that much of 
what had been described of the island politics might in the end be called 'old 
Kolombangara', the time when clan land still mattered. A major change has been 
the election of a new MP to replace Jackson Piasi, who was in power for 12 years. 
Replacing him is Gordon Darcy Lilo. Whereas Jackson Piasi had a commiitment to 
Melanesian customary politics and favoured small-scale development under 
customary leaders, Gordon Darcy was Mamaloni' s right-hand advisor in the 
1990s, who, like Mamaloni, favours foreign direct investment approaches to 
development. In a meeting on the island in 2001 just following his election, he 
reportedly has outlined his vision of Kolombangara as that where clan estates are 
done away with as stakeholders in development, because they act as a hindrance 
to the large-scale development options he envisages. He favours an island entity 
to manage development, that is staffed by the new professional class that has 
formed from Kolombangara' s educated elite. 
With Jackson Piasi's departure, the KCC has been reformed as the KICC 
(Kolombangara Island Council of Chiefs), now based at Ringgi Cove in a 
building supplied by KFPL. The intention is to create a strong working 
relationship between the two parties to resolve issues over land use in the 
alienated land area. The main personnel have changed, with Steward[ Evo, a 
long-time opponent of KCC now the KICC Chairman. Whether KICC will move 
away from its support for the smallholder view of land and iresource 
development to one of large-scale foreign direct investment on larg12 quasi-
private landholdings, which is the vision of those such as the principles of 
Kololeana Development Company, remains to be seen. 
-<I> -
and Samuel Todonga. The three principal shareholders of LDC were named: Keriko: 
David Pati, Nedariko: Laurie Wickham; Kivara: Donald Sai. A board of Directors for 
LDC was nominated: Keriko: Redily Vango, Konseti Alekevu, Harold Amiki; 
Nedariko: Laurie Wickham; Kivara: Donald Sai. LDC's initial capitalisation is 
$250,000, shared equally among the three shareholders. 
225 Letter, registrar of Charitable Trusts to LTA, 09/11/99 notifying that a Cerltificate of 
Incorporation had been given to the Leanabako Tribe Association Trust Bo;ard (Inc.) 
under the Charitable Trusts Act. 
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Figure 46. Developments in Kolombangara land tenure, c.1973. 
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Figure 47. Demonstration against the High Commissioner, Mr. D.C. Luddington 
at Hunda, November 1973. 
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Figure 48. Lever's Pacific Timbers operations, Kolombangara 
1968-82, showing approximate area logged . 
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Figure 49. LPT round log exports from Kolombangara 1968·-80. 
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Figure 50. Customary land forest lease negotiation areas surveyed 
by the BSIP Government in 1968 for Levers Pacific Timbers. 
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Figure 51. Coastal borders of the bubutu estates, according to the 
Kolombangara Council of Chiefs, c. 1992. 
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Figure 52. Kolombangara bubutu land estates, according to the 'five-tribes' model. 
(Estates are indicated here by their coastal extents). Note that there is variation of 
opinion as to which of the five bubutu some areas come under. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis has attempted to show the current divisions in Solomon Islands 
society in terms of differences over paths of development. It has been particularly 
concerned with the nexus between landowners and the State over development 
of forest resources. To understand why and how development is a field of 
political conflict, it has argued for significant changes to the way that Solomon 
Islands society is understood, particularly at the local level of society and in its 
linkages to the wider provincial and national levels of society. 
The early chapters of this thesis demonstrated that society in Solomon Islands 
has changed significantly over the twentieth century, which saw changes all the 
way from introduction of colonialism and the impact of the missions, through to 
national independence and then the rise of the post-colonial national elites. 
Throughout these changes, the aspect of local society that is concerned with 
subsistence and small-scale market production from agricultural land has 
remained conservative, due to the continuation from pre-colonial to present 
times of the locally-managed system of smallholder plot inheritance and rights. 
Other aspects of social organisation have changed radically. The composition of 
the local group changed from the pre-colonial system that was focussed on inter-
island maritime exchange to one concerned with descent and land-holdings in 
response to both colonial interest in land and the coloniaJL emphasis on 
insularised smallholder copra production. In this way the so-cailled traditional 
culture, now regarded as that part of the society that has to do with chiefs and 
land, was highly metamorphosed by pre-war colonialism. Various new 
structures were incorporated into governance at the local level, including mission 
authority and articulation to government via local representatives in the elite. 
These structures are fully integrated with modified traditional structures, and do 
not comprise a dichotomy at the local level between an unchanged authentic 
tradition and inauthentic modem overlays. 
Consideration of island-level politics on Kolombangara has led to a 
characterisation of society into the crosscutting phenomena of stratification and 
fractionation. High social mobility, particularly since Independence, has led to 
formation of the 'Honiara elite' stratum of local society. This elite has not cut ties 
with village life; on the contrary many elite members maintain a high 
involvement with their village relatives. The twin currents in Melanesian public 
culture of kastom and business have augmented island-level orientations toward 
'large development' seeking quick profit and 'small development' valorising a 
community kastom orientation. On the one hand are local level actors seeking to 
gain as large a forest resource pool possible under single 'landowner' status in 
order to develop via logging, while on the other are actors content: to preserve the 
forests as a hinterland for smallholder-based activitie~. At the elite level are those 
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who form alliances with the entrepreneurial landowners, providing the 
mechanisms to form development corporations and invite in foreign investment 
partners (logging companies). Also at the elite level are a few who act more as 
guardians of smallholder interests. Kolombangara has seen these elite 
orientations personified in their national politicians: a 'guardian' traditionalist 
during the 1990s who set up the Kolombangara Council of chiefs and advocated 
smallholder governance of land and resources, who was replaced by the current 
MP who advocates large landholdings under modem legal frameworks, seeking 
opportunities for foreign direct investment. Although the tide has turned on 
Kolombangara, the tension between the two orientations to development: is likely 
to remain. The analysis of crosscutting fractionation and stratification may apply 
more widely in Solomon Islands. 
Further study needs to be undertaken at the provincial and national levels to 
improve the analysis of fractionation in relation to stratification in those contexts. 
In particular, alluded to in chapter one was entrepreneurial landowners in 
alliance with entrepreneur leaning elites as a central feature of Western Province 
political action which engaged in a successful direct confrontation with the 
national state in 2000-01. Although identified at an island level, further study in 
political sociology needs to be carried out at the western Province leadership 
level and a further study carried out looking at comparative agendas of Western 
Province and Malaita Province. 
At the island level, the tension between landowner politics remains vex1~d, as do 
the issues of governance and development. There are a number of observations 
that can be made. Firstly, it is the entrepreneurial landowner fraction in the west 
is currently frustrated by the National Government's centralised hold on resource 
legislation, and is the fraction in the West that is driving contestation against the 
State. 
Secondly, the basis of contest is control over the disposal of natural resources, 
particularly the forested lands. I have argued that the elements of the present 
social structure appeared over time as a response to attempted State control of 
development of forested land. In attempting to reform the articulation of the 
State with the local level, mobility is an important consideration. Any options 
that cut down high social mobility of the elite will lead to problems. It is not sure 
that if State Government comes in, that this will not restrict mobility and place 
further entrepreneurial pressure on resources in order to generate revenue for 
elite aspirations. Development-based political overlays, such as island 
associations, are rapidly colonised by the entrepreneurial fraction who are 
interested in prestige development outcomes. The landowner entrepreneurial 
fraction both fights among itself and is countered by smallholder-based 
contestants seeking human security outcomes. 
If reform is considered, all the grounds of modem governance at the local level 
need consideration, not just 'traditional leaders'. As landowners and allied 
entrepreneurial elites consolidate their grip on State power, capitall will be 
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generated but smallholders risk disenfranchisement - as is already happening. 
The state needs to pay careful attention to articulation with local level 
governance if the intention is to balance development with human security 
outcomes. Finally, caution needs to be exercised in reforms for articulationd the 
local level with the state that involve 'descent group estates' as their governance 
unit. These are open to dispute as they are the basis of competing claims for 
resources. 
- <I> -
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APPENDIXl 
N duke in the nineteenth century 
Changes within the history of the Iqoana local group may reflect wider changes 
in the region. In the earlier discussion of maritime exchange, there was some 
indication that conditions had changed right across the western Solomons during 
the nineteenth century. The history proposed here is organised in a sequence of 
four periods: early contact, late contact, early frontier and late frontier. 
In putting together a history of Nduke in the nineteenth century, three difficulties 
arise. The first is simply that so little is really known, so history becomes a matter 
of making a story from little evidence, a kind of 'phantom history'.1 The second 
difficulty relates to the genealogies that are used for dating events and 
determining relationships. Modern genealogies differ in some ways from 
Hocart' s, leading to some uncertainty as to which version, if any, is correct. The 
third difficulty is that while a great body of oral history exists in current-day 
Nduke, unfortunately many of the stories are linked to land disputes and are 
then themselves disputed within Nduke. My approach has been, as discussed 
previously, to use Hocart' s genealogies in preference to modern genealogies and 
to use current-day oral history with caution. That leaves a great deal of room to 
write other histories of nineteenth century N duke based more on local legend. 
The history put forward here may have to be regarded by indigenous Nduke 
historians as an unconventional view, disregarding as it does to a large extent 
their own oral histories and genealogies; but at least it is one that avoids drawing 
on material known to be disputed. 
Pre-nineteenth century and the early contact period 
Nduke prior to 1800 is hardly known. Nduke language is a member of the 
Oceanic language family, with great lexical and grammatical similarity to the 
nearby Oceanic languages such as those of Simbo and Roviana. It: seems that the 
New Georgia Oceanic languages have a common stem.2 It is commonly assumed 
that introduction of Oceanic language into an area is accompanied. by presence of 
Lapita style pottery. Late Lapita ceramics found on Kolombangara have been 
dated to the late second millennium BP, so that Oceanic languages may be 
estimated to have been present in New Georgia for a little over a millenium.3 
Non-Oceanic languages in the region (Bilua, Lokuru and Lavukaleve) are 
dissimilar from one another and this suggests much greater antiquity.4 Human 
phenotype variation between the Oceanic and non-Oceanic speaking areas of the 
1 The term 'phantom history' to describe this sort of endeavour was coined by Peter 
Sack in the context of Bougainville (Sack 2001). 
2 Ross (1988). 
3 Summerhayes and Scales (in press). 
4 Terrill (1999). 
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western Solomons appears low, suggesting the entire population may have 
antiquity in line with the oldest languages in the region.s If so, then it follows that 
the Oceanic influence was not primarily a process of human migration but of 
cultural adaptation, perhaps in the context of maritime exchange. The 'Oceanic 
toolkit' of material culture and concepts seen in western Solomons is shared 
across a very wide area of Meso-Melanesia and beyond to the east, the direction 
of supposed introduction.6 This includes canoe technology, suggesting 
burgeoning maritime capability in the western Solomons was contemporary with 
the introduction of the Oceanic languages into the area.7 The only surviving 
evidence of these earlier cultural times are the scatters of pottery and occasional 
obsidian found along the shores of the islands. These scatters also exist on 
Kolombangara. Examination of the ceramic fabric of the Kolombangara. pieces 
reveals a variety of clay and temper sources, also suggesting inter-island 
exchange in antiquity.8 
The sporadic references to canoes, trading and native armament by the Spanish 
explorers in Ysabel in 1568, the 1768 account by Bougainville in Choiseul, 1769 
account by Surville in Isabel, and Shortland in Simbo in 1788 all suggest the 
pattern of seafaring, exchange and warfare, documented with more elaboration 
in later times, pre-dated European contact.9 If the period following European 
contact resulted in intensification of warfare, the problem, as discussed earlier, is 
that this has been argued as stemming from just one source: the activity of 
American whalers and later English traders in the New Georgia region. Yet 
European activity was wider spread, and in particular could well have occurred 
frequently in the Bougainville Straits area, although admittedly there is no 
documentation of it. The whole region from Bougainville Island to New Georgia 
was, as was shown earlier, linked through trade. If intensification was occurring 
in the Bougainville Straits as well as New Georgia, it could explain effects 
unaccounted for in the 'single source' hypothesis put forward by McKinnon 
(1975). It is the evidence from nineteenth century Nduke about to be discussed 
here that raises these questions. At the local level in Nduke, it will become clear 
that the nineteenth century was a time of rapid change in political circumstances. 
The mixed composition of the Iqoana local group as seen by Hocart in 1908 was 
most likely an effect of this change. 
5 There has been no genetic research in the western Solomons devoted to this question, 
but on the more general question of geographic proximity and linguistic affinity in 
Oceania that supports this view, see Lum et. al. (2002). 
6 Gosden (1992). 
7 Canoes are planked in a similar construction to those of the Molluccas sug:gesting a 
common ancestry (Freiderici 1912, Haddon and Hornell 1937:83, and see Horridge 
1978 for the specifics of Mollucan plank built canoes). Note that these discussions of 
comparative technology are now terribly unfashionable in academic circles, e.g. 
caution in Pawley and Osmond 1999. 
8 Preliminary analysis of pottery fragments found at Poitete and Tan'huka on 
Kolombangara has been done with Dr. Glenn Summerhayes at the Australian 
National University. See Summerhayes and Scales (in press). 
9 See citations in Woodford (1909). 
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The life and times of Balighutu (c. 1840s-50s) - late contact period 
The most ancient ancestor for whom Hocart recorded any detail in N duke was 
Balighutu. According to Hocart's genealogies, Balighutu was from Kubo in 
Viuru. Balighutu married Tua, a woman from Kok'riana in Viuru.10 Reckoning 
from the genealogies, Balighutu was a young man during the period around 1840 
or possibly earlier.11 As Qovara told Hocart, the Nduke people in Balighutu's 
time lived in high altitude settlements and did not frequent the coast. The 
incentive to plant coconuts for European trade had not yet arrived: 
In Mbalighutu's time they stopped in soloso, did not come down to shore; 
did not plant cocoanuts; ate pig, lahi (Rov. manue = opossum). Came 
down later and made clearings and planted cocoanuts.12 
There are indications that a number of elements of social organisation and other 
aspects of culture were different in this earlier period. In the histrnry Qovara gave 
to Hocart, Balighutu seemed to mark the last of this older culture, just as his 
successor in war and leadership, Veqoboso, seemed to bring in a new age. It 
appears that a difference of the older social order from the new was a wider 
regional political association under, apparently, a single bangara lavata, 'great 
leader': 
No mbangara li:rvata now: all dead now. Tokoana of Viuru was big 
mbangara before (same as Mbalighutu).13 
Balighutu was also marked as the last to build a zelepade ('war hall') in Nduke. 
Hu di related Qovara' s story of having seen one: 
Mbalighutu made one and those people of old; Nggovara & Tandi (not 
pres[ent].) saw [one]: very narrow Nggovara saw told them, man lying 
across touch one side with feet & other side with head: very steep; no 
entrance on sides. In Kumho, Natangge, Nggevala, Ndaepanggo 
zhelepande before.14 
The places mentioned in this passage (Kubo, Nak'taqe, Qevala, Daepaqo) are all 
places in the mountain range of Nduke (see figure 20). In 1908, Qovara and Tadi 
10 This information is all derived from Hocart's genealogies 160 and 168. Current oral 
traditions tell a slightly different arrangement (esp. of origins and number of 
children). 
11 The method of reckoning is crude. Pizaka (father-in-law of Kuhl and one of Hocart' s 
informants) married Balighutu's grand-daughter Horomali, and by 1908 had two 
unmarried children by her. Say these children were born during the 1890s. If 
Horomali was a young bride, perhaps she was born around 1880. She was fathered 
by Nena (Balighutu's son) say when he was 20: This means Nena was born around 
1860, and my assumption is that this is around the time Balighutu, Nena's father, was 
a young man. The estimates given here are likely to err on the y•::lung side, i.e. I 
assume all births are to quite young parents. If any parents were older than I assume, 
it may be better to say Balighutu's influence began in the 1840s. Also in the light of 
my reckoning that Veqoboso was born in the 1820s, but married to Balighutu' s wife's 
younger sister, it could be that Balighutu was born by the early 1820s and his 
influence began in the 1840s. Burumali = mother of Tua, mother oJf Dokele, Tua = 
wife of Balighutu. (HFN:1414) 
12 HFN:1421. 
13 HFN:1420. There is no other record of Tokoana in Hocart's material. 
14 HFN:1476. See map in figure 53 for locations. 
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were about 60 years old, and Hudi about 40 years old, according to Hocart' s 
estimate. Hudi had evidently not seen a zelepade but Qovara had, suggesting the 
last had rotted to the ground between the years 1855-1875. Tadi also told Hocart 
that Balighutu 'made suki but men of this day don't'. A suki was a long sound-
producing end-blown pipe used, according to Tadi, 'at Mazhaka', which was a 
'feast for ngetto' ('war canoe'), but Tadi, despite being born around 1845-·50, 'has 
not seen a mazhaka' in Nduke.15 The demise of the zelepade and mazaka feast in 
Nduke might be linked to the cessation in production or distribution of two other 
artefact types around the same time: fret-worked clam-shell plaques (porobatu or 
barava) and thin-walled, scratch-decorated ceramic pots (raro).16 
It was probably during the period of Balighutu' s sway over the Nduke polities 
during the 1840s up until the 1850s that the districts of Ghalavasa, Ng:edoana, 
and Lembako in the north, east and southeast of Kolombangara were destroyed 
largely by warfare. This accords with Phillip's (1923) estimate that all these areas 
were depopulated at the very latest by 1870.17 Further, there are no old coconuts 
on the 'other side' (north, east, and southeast) of Kolombangara, making the 
demise of these districts more likely to have indeed coincided with Balighutu' s 
time when, as noted above people 'stopped in soloso, did not come down to 
shore; did not plant cocoanuts'. That 'people did not come down to shore' 
accords with the settlement pattern observed from remains in north, east and 
southeast Kolombangara which show a pattern of heavy settlement many 
kilometres inland between 400 m and 500 m elevation, associated with an 
apparent absence of shore dwellings.18 Qovara provided Hocart with a few 
details of the demise of these people. It seems raiders from Vella Lavell.a figure 
large in the destruction, added to at various times by raiders from Nd uke and 
Ngedoana. A severe epidemic disease, apparently coming later, finished the 
devastation: 
Men of Ndughore, Ghoghore (Mbilua) Ngendoana killed men of 
Lembako. The reason is unknown even to Nggovara: few survivors died 
not long ago. Nothing on the other side, no gardens, no men all finish. 
15 HFN:1468. 
16 This type of pottery has been found on dry land near the shore around the south of 
the island between Jack Harbour and Varu. Although dating is very unce1rtain, it is 
found in association with sites dating probably from no earlier than the eighteenth 
century and almost certainly no later than the 1850s because Jack Harbour lies in the 
depopulated area (see Miller 1979, and collections held in SINM). They are different 
from the probably much older thick-walled fragments which are also more 
eleborately decorated by dentation and applique, and are now found in the intertidal 
zone. Fretworked clamshell plaques are discussed by Waite (1983). It is known that 
production of these had long ceased by the late 19th century, but actual time of 
cessation is unknown. 
17 Land Commissioner's Report op.cit. (BSIP 18/1/26), p.105. 
18 These features have been noted to some extent from my personal observation, but are 
mainly due to observation by Roland Masa, principal surveyor for KFPL who is a 
Nduke man with many years experience working in the north, east and south-eastern 
Kolombangara forestry areas. 
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Lembako, Ghalavasa: killed by Vella Lavellans. Panusa, Kolomibangara, 
Ngendoana died of sickness.19 
Qovara apparently attributed the sickness to Ave (or Oza, the same thing it 
seems), which had the symptoms of 'shit blood, sore in head, cold iin belly'.20 
The indications of widespread warfare involving total eradication of huge 
populations, and the complex relations between the polities involved are a 
striking aspect of this period. The people of the other side of Kolombangara are 
said in legend said to have been 'as numerous as the needles of the sheoak (naru) 
tree', and by estimate of settlement density seem to have been many hundreds 
strong.21 Supposition of Balighutu's involvement in depopulation of the other 
side of Kolombangara is supported by his capacity to lead what presumably were 
large forces of the combined N duke polities in war against Kusaghe people: 
Kekerana place in Kusaghe: Mbalighutu fought there. Killed 300 men 
there. Old feud (koa kana pukerani) between Kusaghe and Nduke.22 
The following two scraps told by Qovara to Hocart show more clearly the 
alliance groupings persisting during this period: 
Mbalighutu fought against Kusaghe, not against Mbilua & Zhava 
because that is the place of Nduke men: that is Nduke men are tuti to 
Mbilua, & Mbilua tuti to Nduke. Men of Nduke and MbHua are 
turangana.23 
This passage means Nduke people were related in kinship to people from Bilua 
and Zava districts of Vella Lavella, and implies relations to the west were 
founded on strong and stable alliances in Balighutu's time. To the east, things 
weren't so good: 
Men of Roviana, Lokuru, Mbaniata, Kusaghe, Kokorapa, Kalikonggu, 
Munda came to Ndughore. Azha of Lembako went to Randuvu when all 
men of Lembako were dead; he was cross about Lipu his wife; Mbolo 
mbangara of Ndughore took away his wife. Azha went to Randuvu after 
Mbolo taken wife. Invited men of Lokuru, Mbaniata, Saikile, U ghele, 
Kalikonggu, Kokorapa, Munda. They came to fight in Votuana &c fought 
plenty day, 5 men of enemies. Men of Nduke ran away. Mbalighutu, 
Zhiolo, Kile remained & fought. Mbalighutu could not turn back: so 
many spears were stuck in ground behind him. Zhiolo went back and 
told the others: "my father is about to die." Rambahi heard, came and 
19 HFN:1423. 
20 HFN:1423. 
21 A standard Nduke phrase in reference to the population that once existed in the 
Lean'bako area. Estimate of settlement density comes from Roland Masa, that every 
main ridge has evidence of settlement. 
22 HFN:1421. 
23 HFN:1420-21. Tuti = 'lineage' or 'kin'; turangana ='kindred'. I went to Zava in 2000 to 
follow up these leads, but heard three different versions of genealogies to do with the 
area; each informant told me privately that the others were lying. All agreed the Zava 
area was vexed with land disputes. I gained no insight to Nduke history from the 
visit to Zava except to see that Zava has a slightly lagoonal environment backed by 
the high forested hills in which their settlements were once located; not unlike Nduke 
itself. 
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killed with tomahawk plenty enemies: enemy fled, & Mbalighutu could 
getback.24 
This suggests that sometime in the 1840s or 1850s, Nduke fell foul of a powerful 
surviving Lebako enemy from the south of Kolombangara, who managed to 
mount an allied raiding party from Rendova, Roviana and Kusaghe areas to 
attack Nduke. 
It is at the end of this second story that a main factor in what appears to have 
been a period of escalating warfare is mentioned: European forged-iron weapons. 
The role of European traders in the intensification of warfare throug~h their 
introduction of iron weapons, beginning on the eve of the 19th century, has been 
covered by McKinnon (1975). McKinnon argued the introduction was based on 
the development of entrepot centres in Roviana and Simbo, which dealt in turtle-
shell in return for axes and flat-iron, and that the spread of these iron goods 
through indigenous trade networks gave rise to regional political alliances based 
on this indigenous exchange. The increasing power of the alliances fed back to 
increase control over the turtleshell resource and raiding in the nearby areas of 
western Isabel (Sabana) and eastern Choiseul (Lauru). McKinnon argued that this 
dynamic in the system amounted to a 'circular causation of warfare'. 
While McKinnon's thesis seems to work well for the latter part of tlhe 19th 
century, it does not quite fit the circumstances of Balighutu' s actions. McKinnon' s 
model assumes that warfare was concentrated around the Manning Straits where 
turtles were to be had, and involved mainly the Roviana and Sim.ho groups 
directly in contact with Europeans. The wars around Kolombangara seem too 
early to be part of this dynamic, especially since Qovara said it was Veqoboso, 
Balighutu' s successor, who 'began wars against Sabana and Lauru'. Balighutu' s 
earlier wars, it seems, were quite unrelated to the iron-trading/ turitleshell-
gathering cycle based in central New Georgia. Instead it involved massive and 
sustained action by groups from Vella Lavella and Kolombangara who were 
peripheral to the central New Georgian contact with Europeans during the late 
contact period. This points to other dynamics occurring in the region, of which 
introduction of iron to central New Georgia was just one. My speculation is that 
iron, or a political flow-on effect associated with it, was coming through from the 
west as a result of early European trade in the Bougainville Straits. Events in the 
Shortland Islands at that time could be argued to support such a thesis. 
Regardless of the causes, the main point here is that there seems to have been a 
major upheaval on Kolombangara in the mid-nineteenth century that affected 
both the politics and underlying social structure of Nduke. 
Veqoboso and Hiele (c.1850s-1890s) - early frontier period 
Veqoboso's first wife was Balighutu's wife's (Tua's) younger sister Nua, 
according to Hocart. Balighutu had presumably already married Tua, andl so was 
(again presumably) older than Veqoboso. It seems Veqoboso was born by 1830, 
24 HFN:1420. 
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and was a young man during the 1850s.25 Kuhl and Qovara told Hocart that it 
was Veqoboso who 'began wars against Sambana and Lauru' and ithat before that 
time Nduke men 'did not go across' to those countries.26 So it is likely that the 
Sabana/Lauru raiding began in the 1850s or 1860s, not before. Corroboration for 
this comes from Jackson who dates the introduction of headhunting into Santa 
Isabel (i.e. Sabana) as occurring between the early 1840s and 1860.27 There is 
nothing more that Hocart says about Veqoboso, but already mentioned above is 
the current-day story that Veqoboso migrated to Iqoana from Voko soloso. 
Perhaps that move coincided with the wider political events of the 1850s-60s, the 
collapse of the social order of Balighutu' s time and the formation of new alliances 
with central New Georgia groups that was likely to have been a part of the 
Lauru/Sabana raiding under Veqoboso. 
Veqoboso's son and successor as bangara was Hiele. He was incumbent during 
the apogee of the headhunting spiral of the late 19th century. 
Hiele, Ririhi mbangara varani went to Sambana and & Lauru: they killed 
one day 150, one day 100 one day 50 men in Sambana.28 
Hiele fought Sirumbae, not Zhava, Ndovele or Zhurio, or Mbilua. 
Doesn't know who made mbule with Sirumbae.29 
It seems too that he was the last of the bangara varane ('warrior chiefs') of Nduke. 
That he was the last can be presumed from an aside told to Hocart by Rove that 
Hiele knew vovoso, tit'gharata, liqomo: they were lost on his death.30 
Tit'gharata and vovoso are propitiation charms associated with bonito fishing 
rituals. 3l Liqomo was a protection charm used to make the holder alert to enemies 
when fighting, and was carried on headhunting raids.32 That Hiele was the last in 
Nduke to know these charms suggests he was the last man able to summon all 
the subliminal powers pertaining to the domains of warfare and the bonito hunt. 
25 Again the reckoning is rough. Hiele, Veqoboso's first child (a son to Nua) led the 
attack on the Esperanza in 1880. Ririhi, Veqoboso's 6th child (a son to his 2nd wife 
Pitabana) was leader in Kekereu when Lauro raiders attacked that: place in c.1890. 
Hiele fathered Harubule; Harubule had died by 1908 but had by then adopted 
(pausu) Kuhi on the death of Haro; this is only meaningful if Kuhi still a child at the 
time and Harubule already mature. Kuhi was c.25 y.o. in 1908. If Kuhi was born 
c.1883, Harubule was born say in the 1860s. Say then Hiele was born in the 1840s-
early 50s; and Ririhi his brother in the 1850s-60s, this leads to the assumption that 
Veqoboso was born during the 1820s. A story related to Hocart by lPizaka, probably 
detailing events of c.1890, figures Veqoboso as still alive (HFN:1458-9). 
26 HFN:1420. 
27 Jackson 1975:65. 
28 HFN:1420. 
29 HFN:1477. Sirubae, Dovele, Jurio and Bilua are all districts of Vella Lavella. Buie 
glosses as 'peace'. 
30 HFN:1467. 
31 See HFN:1423, 1434, 1436, 1437 and 1467 for mentions of ure vovoso amd tit' gharata in 
relation to the building of bonito canoes. 
32 For liqomo see HFN:1423, 1437 and 1467; also HvocS, HW:312 and Tippett, A.R., 1967, 
Solomon Islands Christianity: a study in growth and obstruction, Butterworth Press 
London, p .5. 
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It also suggests that they weren't passed on as his death approached because they 
had ceased to be relevant by the time he died, perhaps in the 1890s. 
Coconuts were already being planted for trade with Europeans along the coast in 
Nduke by the 1860s-70s. This is presumed because traders were calling in to 
Nduke by 1880 to buy copra. It was in fact over copra that Hiele rose to notoriety 
among the traders and Navy men in the islands. This he achieved by massacring 
the crew of a trading ship that had anchored in Haqipe bay (Ariel Cove) at 
Ghatere. The ship was Esperanza, a 44-foot schooner registered in Sydney.33 She 
had anchored in Haqipe on 16th May 1880 for copra. During the exchange on 
that day, Hiele and his company captured the ship, killed all on board, looted 
then burnt her.34 On board were at least two Australians, James Mcintosh and 
Peter Gaffney, along with between four and eight Islanders.35 Copper keel 
sheathing and powdery framing timbers from the ship are still buried in the sand 
where she sank in Haqipe bay, tangible evidence of the event.36 
33 Esperanza was built in NSW in 1875. She was jointly owned by the Cowlishaw Bros., 
Sydney ship-owners, and Alex Ferguson, a Roviana trader. She was a two masted 
fore-and-aft rigged wooden schooner of 43.6 ft registered length and 17 tons gross. 
These details are from the Register of Ships, port of Sydney: Esperanza O/N 73322 
register number 95/1875. (Collector of Customs, Sydney. Registers of British Ships: Port 
of Sydney, single number series (ii), vol. 7. Australian Archives microfilm CRS A7580 
C2 roll 4. ). Esperanza is given as being 40 tons in 'List of merchant vessels trading among 
the Solomons and adjacent islands under British Colours' dated 30/9/1879 in RNAS 15, 
but the Register of Ships is the more reliable source. 
34 The principal accounts of the incident are three letters in the RNAS archives and one 
in the WPHC archives. RNAS holdings: Australia Station, Royal Navy. Records of 
Commander-in-Chief, vol. 15: 'Pacific Islands, vol.3, 1879-81' . New Zealand Archives, 
Wellington. Microfilm: RNAS15, reel 14A. Contains: Ferguson to Wilson 1/8/1880. A 
report on the incident by the trader A.M. Ferguson to the Commodore of the 
Australia Station; Richards to Bower 29/9/1880. Letter from Lieut. Commander 
Richard to Lieut Commander Bower, which is a covering letter for the Jones 
statement; Jones statement n.d. (c. Aug 1880). A statement by the trader J. Jones of 
Roviana lagoon, taken by Richards. WPHC holdings: Louis Nixon to Commissioner Sir 
A. Gordon, 10 August 1880. Western Pacific High Commission, Secretariat. Series 4. 
Inwards Correspondence, general, 1875-1903. Letter, Nixon to Gordon, item 118 of 
1880. Mitchell Library (NSW) microfilm FM4/5718 (M.P. 88/79-132/80). In addition 
there are four newspaper accounts: Sydney Morning Herald, 21 Aug 1880, p.5. 
'Murderous Outrage by Solomon Islanders'; Sydney Morning Herald, 9 Sept 1880, 
p.8. 'Atrocities in the South Seas'. (But note that this article is a reprint of the above 
article, originally printed on 21 August 1880); Mackay Mercury, 1 Septemlber 1880. 
(QU CENB MIC2978); Sydney Daily Telegraph, 6 Dec 1880. The Register of Ships, 
Sydney, also provides a version of the incident closing the register entry for 
Esperanza. There is also a local legend of the event that accords well with the archival 
evidence. 
35 It is likely that three white men were on board. Nixon to Commissioner Gordon 
names the third as George Eldson, and the reports Ferguson to Wilson, 1/8/1880 and 
Jones n.d. both say three white men were on board. SMH 21/8/1880 gives the names 
of only two. 
36 The remains of the keel structure was exposed during my stay in 1998 by an. unusual 
combination of currents that removed overlying sand. Currents have since shifted the 
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This event was not an isolated case. During the late 1870s and early 1880s were a 
number of killings of traders and ship's crew across the New Georgia region.37 
Ferguson, the ship's owner, wrote in his report on the Esperanza massacre that 
The district for 100 miles around is now seriously disaffected and great 
fears are entertained for the safety of the numerous small vessels now 
trading in the vicinity.38 
The significance of the upsurge in violence against Europeans was that it 
indicated that the increasing trade activity was not accompanied by political 
integration of the traders into the wider exchange community, which left them 
without sufficient allies to protect them if they traded away from their home 
base. Nor was there an effective military backup from the colonial powers. Both 
these points are also in evidence in Ferguson's letter to Commodore Wilson. His 
letter to Wilson expressing his fears for the traders implied an appeal for colonial 
military protection. When Ferguson discusses the motive for the attack, he says 
the attack was not from enmity but for theft and bravado: 
I know of no extenuating circumstances that would provoke the 
massacre. The late Captain Mcintosh was well and favourably known 
throughout the islands and in Sydney, Hailey the chief of the place 
acknowledges that all he wanted was heads and Trade Goods.39 
Ferguson himself was killed later that year in an attack on his ship the Ripple off 
the coast of Bougainville. This was enough outrage, and the Royal Navy sent in 
the steam-powered warship HMS Emerald early in the New Year 1881 to retaliate 
against the year's backlog of strife. The tour was ineffective in its objective to 
apprehend the various perpetrators, and the visit to Haqipe to apprehend Hiele 
was no different. Captain Maxwell's report of the episode demonstrates how 
impervious Nduke was to attack, beyond the reach of the empire as much as 
beyond that of local enemy raiders. Maxwell eventually located the correct area 
in Nduke and the Emerald stood offshore: 
I therefore returned a couple of miles to where I had in passing seen 
some houses in a group of cocoanuts, and sent the boats in with 
Lieutenant Clarke to destroy them. This he did, cutting down cocoanut 
trees, and tried to penetrate inland, in order to look for more habitations, 
but was forced to give it up, finding the bush impenetrable. 
We saw several houses perched, one here and one there, about the 
mountain sides and ridges, but at heights and distances that placed them 
quite out of reach. I tried a couple of shell at extreme elevation, but the 
guns would not range near the distance. 
The island is [ ... ] densely wooded to the very summits: a country quite 
impossible to search out, and in which the native retreats are wholly 
inaccessible. It is needless to say that not a native was visible. 
Having got the boats back at noon I proceeded slowly round to the 
northward, and finding no sign of any more habitations near the coast, 
sand back. UfM grid coordinates (Gizo 1968 datum) are approximately 277400, 
9107480. 
37 Detailed by Taylor (1975). 
38 Ferguson to Wilson 1/8/1880. 
39 Ferguson to Wilson 1/8/1880. 
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and nothing more practicable to be done, I stood over towards Choiseul 
Island to try and find the locality of the 'Zephyr massacre.40 
Suppression of attacks on Europeans and headhunting in general only began to 
have real effect after the establishment of the Gizo District station in 1899 by the 
British under Mahaffy, who employed a local militia to respond punitively to 
attacks.41 
Headhunting in Hiele' s later years 
The pacification efforts of the British took some years to take full effect, and so 
headhunting continued right up to the turn of the century. Some of Hocart's 
informants, including Pizaka, and the old hands Tadi and Qovara, had 
themselves been raiders. By the time of Hocart' s visit, all this was old history. 
Pizaka told Hocart a story of the return of one of these later raids to Vaghena by 
Heheuku and other warriors. The story shows that while Hiele remained the 
owner of the qeto ('war canoe') and took part in the ceremonial events of 
headhunting, during the later years he stayed home and did not actually 
participate in the raids. From this we can infer that Pizaka' s recollections 
probably refer to events around 1890, by which time Hiele was an aging man. 
The raids themselves would then have been carried out largely by younger men 
like Pizaka. 
On these raids they would depart Ghatere and sleep the first night in Tuki if 
headed to Sabana, or in Tobulu if headed to Lauru.42 On one raid to Sab<ma they 
went across to Reqe in Vaghena, then Hamibaghea, then Sikopo (still in 
Vaghena), then Ghaghe, Kia and around the coast of Sabana before going inland 
to Logh'loza. Tadi told Hocart he killed three in Logh'loza.43 On another raid 
they went to Poro in Lauru but there was nobody there so they went on to 
Doroko, also in Lauru.44 There, Pizaka told Hocart, he killed and beheaded two 
men and two women.45 Hocart was told the story of a typical return from such a 
raid. From Vaghena they returned to Rei, and then to Pepele. At Pepele they 
landed and sent one man off to alert those in Ghatere to prepare food for peka 
ghore, the arrival home of the raiders. The home people harvested sika ('taro') 
from the lologha ('taro ponds'), and pounded it in a ceremonial hao ('trough 
mortar') inside a ridge-top paele, probably that at Heriana. This made a kind of 
pudding called rahi, which was made ready for the arrival. The raiders would 
40 Maxwell to Wilson 31/1/1881, reporting action at Kolombangara on 8 January 1881. 
Reporting Proceedings. Fram Captain W.H. Maxwell to Commodore J.C. Wilson, .D.C &c, 
Senior Officer. HMS Emerald, at Sydney, 31st January 1881, (printed report), 
paragraphs 54-60. In: Australia Station, Royal Navy. Records of Commander-in-
Chief, vol. 15: 'Pacific Islands, vol.3, 1879-81'. New Zealand Archives, Wellington. 
Microfilm: RNAS15, reel 14A. 
41 Land Commissioner's Report for native Claims Nrs 30-37, 55 &c. BSIP 18/ I/ 26. 
(SINA) p.34; Bennett 1987:107. 
42 HFN:1458 - Tadi. 
43 HFN:1458 - Tadi. 
44 HFN:1458 - Tadi. 
45 HFN:1458- Pizaka. 
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wait one or two nights in Pepele, depending on how quickly the preparations 
were made.46 
When they arrived back to Ghatere and the war canoes were dose upon the 
shore, the men in the canoe iranga (shouted). Hiele and Veqoboso came down 
from the paele to the shore. They performed kepoto (struck the ground with a 
tomahawk) and called across to Heheuku, the bangara in the canoe, 
'Chore tu ghoi, ghore tu ghoi'! 
'Come down, come down'! 
Hiele asked, 
'Ova mule ghoi'? 
'Where have you been'? 
Then Veqoboso asked, 
'Sagha teku ghoi'? 
'What have you caught'? 
Heheuku then gave his story, 
'Legho pa Rei, ngau ighana mule mai ra hoi. Ghemu gho mekamu gho sana ra 
pehoqu. Egho, ke toka pa Rei la pa Vaghena keka vonu i mule mai ra h.oai. Ra pehoqua 
sana. Egho, toka pa Vaghena lagho pa Ovuku titi rai, beti saghe rai la teku keka 
malet' pevu i ngau rai i mule mai rai pa sau hoa'. 
[This transcription seems to be muddled. In essence, it seems to be saying 'I 
went via Rei to Vaghena, left there and anchored at Ovuku, where I went up 
and took a coconut [euphemism: a head]. Then I came back to this landing 
here.'] 
Hiele responded, 
'Egho, mai ghore tei, koni ghua ia ta rai sana'. 
'Alright, do come down, if that is so then it [the head] is mine'. 
Upon this Heheuku and his men came ashore.47 
Hocart was then told of the general sequence of events after arrival of the raiders 
back in Ghatere. After coming down from the canoe, they threw bokolo ('arm 
rings'), poata ('shell rings') and tobacco into the water from the shore. Then they 
turned the canoe around and anchored it, where it remained for four days.48 
They then went up to Heriana, visited the kuli and ate the prepared rahi.49 They 
performed barasi batu boso. To do this they stuck each head on a stick and washed 
them at the shore. After this they roughly made barasa ('lime markings') on the 
heads, drawing right down across the face.so Three or four days later they burnt 
off the hair in a fire. This was called nako boso ('burn the victim'). Hiele would 
make a vavara ('prayer') at nako boso, although nobody could recall the vavara for 
46 HFN:1458- Pizaka. 
47 Arranged from the transcription in HFN:1458-9. 
48 HFN:1459, 1482. 
49 HFN:1459. 
50 HFN:1460. 
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Hocart.51 They lodged the batu boso ('victim's heads') in the roof of the puele.52 If 
they didn't get the head of the victim, they would put up a coconut instead.53 On 
the fourth day after return, Hiele would use two hailers (lipaha) made of poporo 
('pandanus leaf') to bail out the qeto, reciting a vavara as he did so.54 The canoe 
would then be hauled up into the paele. Sometime later ('30 nights after return'), a 
payment ceremony, tudu, was held.55 At the tudu the men and women dressed up 
(zari) and ate rahi. Hiele, as owner of the qeto, gave poata ('shell rings') to those 
who had killed, and the women brought them cloth and baskets. Hiele gave one 
poata per head of bosa.56 The poata were laid on the ground, and the claimant 
would come up and stick the end of his axe handle into it, slip up the poata and 
carry it away.57 
This period represents the twilight years of headhunting by Nduke warriors. 
Headhunting was being actively suppressed by the British during the 1890s, and 
by about 1900 was completely stopped across the New Georgia islands.SS 
Occasionally outsiders had attacked Nduke. One incident, remembered in 
current-day legend, happened in what seems to be sometime around 1885-95. 
Ghanongga people made an attack on Ivivu, a fortified hilltop overlooking the 
Dughore River. One attacker was killed and the others ran when Pizaka. fired a 
gun, supposedly a gun taken from the Esperanza.59 There is another incident in 
legend about a massacre at Vonga (near Hipera) just prior to pacification. This is 
said to have been the result of disputes within Nduke, but using hired killers 
from another island for the deed. Possibly the last major attack in Kolombangara 
occurred around 1890, just before the establishment of the Gizo District 
headquarters by Mahaffy. Choiseul raiders attacked in war canoes, killing people 
at Kekereu, a high ridge settlement overlooking the Vila River, five or six 
kilometers inland. This was documented during the Phillips Land Inquiry of 
1923.60 It seems that this raid finished off the people living in the Lebako area. 
Bubule, the witness who told the story, said that afterwards he himself 'ran away 
51 HFN:1459. 
52 HFN:1459. It is not clear if the heads were kept in the paele at Ghatere or the paele at 
Heriana. 
53 HFN:1460. 
54 HFN:1482. 
55 HFN:1460. Interestingly, Hocart was told in Roviana that they (the Roviana people) 
did not have tudu, and that it was a 'Vella Lavella custom' (HFN:1014). 
56 According to Pizaka, if one man holds boso and the other kills him, both get pay -
HFN:1460. 
57 HFN:1460. 
58 Notable events in pacification were the Royalist attack on Roviana in 1891 (UKRNAS 
v.17 Davis to Scott 18-10-1891) and Mahaffy's creation and use of a seafaring Santa 
Isabel militia in New Georgia during the 1890s. See Bennett 1987:107. 
59 Silas Bio (Ghatere vlg), pers. comm., 1999. 
60 See the evidence of Bubule in the 1923 Phillips Land Inquiry Notes of Proceedings 
(TS) for Claim 30 (page 47), and evidence of Iqolo on p .40 of same. The original, once 
held at SINA, now appears to have been lost or stolen. Probably it is the document 
'Western Pacific High Commission: British Solomon Islands Protectoralte Lands 
Commission 1920-24, BSIP item 18, part I, number 16, 'Particulars of native claims 30-37 
originally submitted bt; the Deputt; for Natives' . (My reference is from a photocopy). 
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to Roviana'.61 Qovara told Hocart that the last few survivors in the Lebako area 
had 'died not long ago. Nothing on the other side, no gardens, no men; all 
finish'.62 
By the time Hocart visited Nduke, raiding in the New Georgia region had been 
largely suppressed for 10 or 15 years. The last qeto ('war canoe') to be housed at 
Ghatere and used in the raids narrated by Pizaka and Tadi, must have been 
destroyed, rotted or confiscated by the time Hocart visited, for he did not see it. 63 
As noted above, the various charms for raiding and hunting had been lost by 
Hocart' s time as well. The period of frontier warfare that had started with 
Veqoboso around 1850 with its central motives of, as the trader Ferguson had 
said of Hiele, 'Trade Goods and Heads', had ended. Indigenous trade activity 
with its traffic in European cargo clearly had not ceased, but it had been cut off 
from the associated cult of headhunting. Hocart himself argued that there had 
been no new motif for political power in the region, with the result that 
previously powerful leaders now 'stop nothing' ('stay with nothing to do').64 
That can only have been a statement of relative levels of activity, because Hocart 
and others still documented the occurrence of feasts that drew together large 
groups and promoted the influence of the organiser.65 Rather what seems to have 
happened was a new almost total reliance on the sale of copra to Europeans in 
order to gain the trade-store goods that drove demand in the indigenous trade 
circuits. Obtaining these goods was still a motive for action, but th.e resources for 
the new economy lay in the land itself, not in coalitions to raid for turtleshell as in 
the old days. Different areas in the New Georgia region had differing access to 
the new economy, because not all had invested in coconut plantations to the 
same extent. Roviana clearly had, but Nduke was probably a small producer 
when calculated in tons of copra per head.66 Simbo was likely to have similarly 
been a small producer.67 The comment about 'stop nothing' that Hocart recorded 
in Simbo could as easily have been a reflection of people who were becoming 
marginalised in the new economy as it might have reflected nostalgia for past 
prestation. There is no evidence by which to assess the economic change as it 
affected Nduke, but there is no account of Nduke ever figuring large in the 
previous era of raiding Sabana and Lauru as Roviana and Simbo had done. In 
that era Nduke already seems to have been a small although independent player, 
running its affairs with Vella Lavella groups on the one hand and Roviana and 
61 Evidence of Bubule, p.47of1923 Phillips Land Inquiry Notes of Proceedings ap. cit. 
62 HFN:1423. 
63 Legend has it that the qeto was called Manogh' Lima. No doubt it would have been 
similar in appearance to other war canoes of the New Georgia region .. 
64 Hocart TS 'Chieftainship', p.12. 
65 See figure 25 of a vavolo celebration in Simbo, c.1909. 
66 See Zelenietz 1979:105 for a brief summery of published evidence; also note that the 
planter economy began in Roviana, which probably encouraged indigenous 
smallholder activity. Nduke probably had little because there wais no planter or 
trader activity there. 
67 Although note Hocart's mention of a Simbo man who bought a whaleboat with 
'80,000 copra', with another 'four or five' whaleboats also on Simbo, presumably 
bought at a similar price (HTS:TM:U). 
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Simbo on the other.68 The effect of a changing economy may not have greatly 
altered its relative position with regard to neighbouring islands. While events 
like the tudu feast with its small redistribution of wealth may have ended in the 
early 1890s, it is clear that in 1908 Nduke was still in the business of trading taro 
and Canarium to neighbouring islands, and would have been selling what copra 
they had to traders. It is likely, but unfortunately not demonstrable vvith the 
evidence available for Nduke, that Nduke people had responded to the changes 
by planting more coconuts, as was certainly the case as they entered the colonial 
period. 
Settlement pattern in frontier N duke 
Looking at settlement pattern in frontier Nduke gives further clues as to the 
character of residential grouping within the soloso. A picture of settlement has 
been built up from Hocart' s notes and other documentary sources, oral history 
and, in great part, by field archaeology. 
Field archaeology in Nduke 
The intention of the field archaeological survey was to cover the whole Dughore 
catchment area, with particular emphasis on old hilltop settlement sites. The 
hilltop area chosen for detailed mapping was centred on the hilltop fortress site 
of Hiruka. Figure 53 is a site map for the Hiruka study area, shov.ri.ng the 
distribution of features found. Observations from the survey have been 
interpreted in the light of early ethnographic accounts (particularly Hocairt's) and 
cautious use of more recent oral history. 
Much attention was put to locating the places mentioned by Hocart in Nduke 
and thereby better understand the comments he made about those places. The 
map already presented in figure 20 shows the result of this work. The field 
survey required the use of knowledgeable guides, and raised the question of 
quality of the information they provided. That question had two aspects. These 
were whether the places mentioned by Hocart were still reliably known, and 
whether their location would be given to the satisfaction of all factions involved 
in local land politics. Mention has been made earlier of the problems with oral 
histories and genealogies in these disputatious circumstances. By and large the 
Dughore catchment itself is free of estate-level land disputes. The controversy 
over names of sites that occurs in catchments to the north (to do with the ongoing 
Voko-Viuru dispute) did not seem to affect the Dughore catchment area. In terms 
of reliability, many people living in Ghatere knew the names of lowland and 
coastal places nearby. Knowledge of hill places was generally poorer. A number 
of old people knew names of foothill places, but were unable to walk that far. Of 
greatest help was Amos Pitu of Votuana village, who has had forty years 
experience regularly hunting pigs throughout the Nduke hills. Amos started 
68 Apart from the independence indicated by having a different language, N duke 
people pointed out to Hocart an number of cultural differences between themselves 
and the people of Simbo and Roviana (HFN:1444,48,49,56,60,61,63,65,66,68,70,80,85). 
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hunting pigs in the company of his father, who passed on to him the names of the 
places they visited. Amos was the only person who comprehensively knew the 
names of places in the Dughore catchment uplands and who could also take me 
there. Even so, he recognised only some of the place-names Hocart mentioned, 
while Hocart did not mention many of the names he himself used. The lack of 
recognition of place-names mentioned by Hocart turned out to be a general 
problem, with many of the places mentioned by Hocart having been forgotten 
since the shift to coastal life was finally completed with mission conversion in 
1920. 
I made a number of visits to inland settlement sites with Amos, locating features 
using a satellite navigation (GPS) receiver and eventually gaining my own 
familiarity with much of the area. Most of the detailed site mapping culminated 
in a rainy week in July 2001. This detailed survey was concentrated in the centre 
of the high-altitude Nduke area around the fortress site of Hiruka and extending 
out along the four ridges that meet there, noting all sites detected within this 
area. Each site was pinpointed using the GPS receiver, then the site was surveyed 
by compass bearings and paced-out distancing, with estimates of the heights of 
earthen structures made by eye only. A few GPS readings were talken around the 
larger sites to help in mapping them out. Without excavation, more sophisticated 
survey methods would not have yielded much more data of value. Many sites 
amounted to no more than levelled-off areas found along the ridges. These 
featureless sites were located by GPS and noted, but w e concentrated on 
mapping the more complex sites. These were the fortifications at Hiruka itself 
and the various house sites and ceremonial sites at Habeku, Heriana Soloso, 
Hiruka, Kok'zonga, Kubo, Kukuku, Nak'taqe and Qevala. The survey was 
limited to ridges and hilltops, because the rainy weather made descent into the 
valleys to look for the taro pond systems there quite infeasible. Neither did we 
mark locations of the canarium trees and sago palm groves that survive from the 
nineteenth century. Extending the survey would no doubt allow a better 
description of nineteenth century Nduke, but what has already been found, 
when taken in the context of lowland and coastal site locations and descriptions, 
has provided a good basis for describing the human landscape of the Dughore 
catchment during the frontier period. 
Hiruka study area - a preliminary sketch 
The most striking structure in the Hiruka area is the fortress at Hiruka itself. The 
original hilltop, composed of soft volcanic ash stone covered by red residual soil, 
has been carved into a structure of three levels, each reached by climbing the 
sheer cut face of the earthworks. The very top level is a square-topped lookout 
with parapets around two sides. Standing up there on a clear day gives a view of 
the New Georgia islands from Bilua in the west to the mountain of Vangunu far 
away to the east. Although Hiruka is five kilometres inland from Ghatere, fishing 
canoes can be seen in Haqipe bay, and any other movements around the Nduke 
coast by sea are easily seen. Accessible only by narrow ridge pathways leading to 
the blank face of the first and highest escarpment, Hiruka must have been a very 
defensible refuge. These days the sheer faces have w eathered and have sprouted 
trees that provide foot and hand-holds to clamber up and down, but in its 
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heyday the only way up would have been by use of notched poles as ladders or a 
liana used as a handheld rope. 
The closest site to Hiruka is about 100 m from the base of the fort. Here can be 
seen the foundations of a hamlet now known as Kok'zonga (figure 54). 
Kok' zonga is not a name found in Hocart' s notes, so it may have had another 
name in the past. It is located on a knoll at the end of a short ridge running out 
from Hiruka hill. It is a relatively compact site, with a narrow central pathway 
ascending between a stepped series of platforms on each side. Without 
excavation it is impossible to say how many of the seven platforms in the cluster 
actually supported houses, and which, if any, may have been open space. 
Located almost halfway between Kok' zonga and Hiruka is a small isolated 
platform just 2 metres (one fathom) wide. This is seen on the lower left of figure 
54. It is well formed with sides that bow slightly outwards and with a ditch 
clearly separating it from the surrounding ground. In ranging about the Nduke 
uplands a number of platforms similar to this last one were found. These seem 
too narrow to have supported a house, so a different function seems more likely. 
At this point it is clear that there has to be some interpretation of the sites found 
based on the ethnographic evidence available and by comparison between the 
sites themselves. 
Ethnographic evidence of settlement pattern 
Most Europeans apparently never ventured inland in any of the New Georgia 
islands. When they did, they were evidently not moved to write descriptions of 
what they saw. The few accounts that are available are at least consistent with 
each other, even though they are about different places in the New Georgia 
group. It seems that once allowance is made for differences between coastal and 
bush settlement forms and for the differences in areas where European presence 
was high, there are some common elements to housing and settlement pattern 
found across the island group. This is most clearly reflected in old photographs 
taken of the houses, and the occasional descriptions of house structure to be 
found in Hocart' s field notes, which demonstrate similarity in architectural forms 
across the group. As to usage and settlement pattern, there is less to go by. 
Hocart drew a difference in Simbo between 'houses' (SIM: vona) and 'halls' (SIM: 
paele). In houses there was to be found a variety of domestic goods, tool<>, stored 
food and valuables. In one that Hocart described, 
there was a mbariki, bottles made of coconut shells (pie) and bamboo; 
mortars and pounders; baskets; modem knives; ... fish bones and skulls, 
the memorials of feasts; net bags; rope for climbing trees; a trade box, 
metal lamp, kettle with hook; a paddle. On the shelf (njaraka) an~ 
generally stored nuts, nets, spears and so forth; various baskets are hung 
up containing cooked food, maybe, or poata. 
but the 'hall' as Hocart described it was more basic: 
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between the palapala ['purlins'] and the thatch; canoes rest on two forked 
stumps.69 
It would seem that people did not leave their own property in a public 
environment like a coastal paele, where almost any male who was kin to the 
regular members there could turn up. Instead it seems they preferred to keep 
their possessions in a more private environment. This shows that at least in the 
populous coastal areas of Simbo, there was a differentiation between the open 
paele and the domestic vona. A similar distinction might have been made by 
Hocart in Nduke, where as noted previously, Heriana had both a paele and a 
'women's house', in the latter of which men could also sleep with their wives.70 
In Roviana too Hocart noted a wide range of domestic utensils inside a 'hut' (as 
opposed to a paele presumably), while Williamson in Roviana commented that 
Most dwellings are divided into two parts; one is used for sleeping 
purposes, whilst the other is occupied in the day time.71 
Williamson's comment suggests that in a variation on an underllying principle 
the division between domestic and public could be, in Roviana, maintained in the 
same structure. One principle in settlement structure then seems to be that a 
balance was maintained (from a male point of view) between the sociality of the 
paele and the privacy of the vona, or even just a room inside the paele, where it 
was possible to sleep undisturbed with your wife and keep track of your own 
possessions. 
As to dispersion or clustering of houses, and the overall appearance of 
settlements, there is little to go on. Reisenfeld summarises Baessler and de Tolna 
to say that on Simbo: 
The houses are not grouped together in closed village compounds but 
stand singly or in twos at some distance from one another upon dry built 
stone foundations about 2 feet high.72 
This is consistent with the sight observed by Captain Maxwell as he attempted to 
range his guns on the Nduke hill villages in 1880: 
We saw several houses perched, one here and one there, about the 
mountain sides and ridges, but at heights and distances that placed them 
quite out of reach.73 
In both these accounts, it is apparent that settlements are small and dispersed, 
often being no more than a single house. While most of the accounts already 
given relate to populous coastal areas, there is one brief account of an inland 
settlement in 1910. Of all the surviving accounts, it is probably the most valuable 
for imagining what the settlements in the Nduke uplands once looked like. It is a 
69 Hocart TS 'The House' . Item 15, MS Papers 60, Alexander Turnbull Library, p.8. 
70 It might also be possible that the reference to a 'woman's house' at Heriana has to be 
taken literally (although Hocart never saw it himself), because HFN:1484 notes that 
while 'married men may sleep in woman's house', 'hiama may not go to woman's 
house', these comments apparently referring directly to this house at Heriana. This 
semi-restriction is similar to the transitional state of the rua discussed earlier. 
71 HFN:1264; Williamson 1914:87. 
72 Reisenfeld 1950, after Baessler 1900:339,344 and Festetics de Tolna 1903:339. 
73 Maxwell 1880 op. cit. 
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diary entry by AB. Lewis, who visited two settlements inland of Mudimudi on 
the northwest coast of Vella Lavella in November 1910.74 Mudimudi itself was a 
Methodist mission outpost, with just two houses as Lewis describes it, one the 
Samoan catechist's house and the other a larger house 'in which a number of 
people live'. Lewis describes the layout of this latter house briefly: 
There are 3 canoes in the center, and on each side several platforms, 
which are occupied by different people.75 
The two villages Lewis visited inland were Kubokana and Bakovara. Kubokana 
was about an hour's walk in from the coast and Bakovara another 11/2 hours 
further on. He described these briefly, and took two photographs which still 
survive (figure 55): 
The two bush villages are on hill tops, and consist of 2 parts - an earthen 
platform about 3 ft. high (faced with stones in part) on which are two 
sheds, facing each other, for the men, and the woman's or family houses 
to one side. Mbakowara had 3 family houses, and one open shed outside, 
and the other place 6-8 family houses, but most of them in very bad 
repair. These average about 5 by 10 ft with floor about 3-4 ft. high (under 
part often used for pigs). The sheds on the platform are 10-25 ft. long, 
and about 8 ft. deep, with floor about 4 ft. high, or built out from the 
platform. In each place I should say there were not over 4 families.76 
There is an accompanying cross-sectional sketch showing an earthen platform 
with a house on either side, and an earth oven between them (figure 56). 
In this description, Lewis distinguished between a type of house for men, and 
another type he called women's or family houses. Both types had a floor or 
platforms built about a metre off the ground. Lewis in effect said that the hamlets 
inland of Mudimudi consisted of two parts. His expression could have been 
clearer, but it is fairly sure that he means that centrally there were two paele-like 
men's houses built side by side on the earthen platform with a space between 
that was wide enough to be occupied by an earth oven. 'To one side' of these 
were the 'family' or 'women's' houses of the hamlet. Although each of the 
villages Lewis saw had a number of houses, if the sites were to be rediscovered 
today they would appear as little more than one or two earthen platforms toward 
the centre of a larger, fairly level area located on a hilltop. This is the cue to 
examine the platforms found in Nduke. 
Earthen platfonns in Nduke 
Earthen platforms were found at a number of the sites in the Hiruka study area. 
A pattern emerged during the survey of two typical platform types. One type 
was of isolated, well-formed rectangular platforms of about 4 metres (2 fathom) 
wide by 8 metres (4 fathom) long. There were ten clear examples of this type with 
a few more a little smaller or of more elongated proportions. The second type 
74 Welsch, R.L. (ed.), 1998. An American Anthropologist in Melanesia: A.B. Lewis and the 
Joseph N. Field South Pacific Expedition 1909-1913. University of Hawai'i Press, 
Honolulu. 
75 Lewis diary, 17 /11/1910. In Welsch (1998). 
76 Lewis diary 17 /11/1910 ibid. 
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was of smaller isolated platforms which had bowed sides, making; them wide in 
the middle and narrow at the ends. Three examples with similar form were seen, 
all regular and well-built, although the dimensions were variable. They were 
between 2 and 2.5 metres wide and 5.5 to 8 metres long. The scattergram in figure 
57 plots the platforms by their length and width, revealing two slightly indistinct 
clusters that nevertheless support the typology. In fact,. while on earlier field 
surveys in Nduke we had already made the distinction, and ascribed functions to 
the two types: house platforms and ceremonial platforms. Ceremonial platforms 
were distinguished by their narrowness and their sometimes slightly bowed 
outline in plan. House platforms were usually wider, lower and rectangular, and 
could sometimes be found in terraced complexes. 
House platforms can be interpreted with the assistance of the ethnographic 
accounts cited above. Ceremonial platforms, which do not have any 
contemporary ethnographic description, have to be interpreted by different 
means. The clearest examples of ceremonial platforms that we found were at 
Hena, which is just outside the main study area . The site appeared to be redolent 
with ceremonial function, and there were no house platforms nearby. There are 
two platforms at Hena, two to three feet high and shaped long and narrow (2.3 to 
2.8m by 7 to 9m). They are both faced with ornately carved stone block-work and 
capped on their face ends with stone flagging. The carvings on the block-work 
are of faces marked across with a diagonal stripe that is characteristic of New 
Georgian ancestral representations (figure 58, see particularly the figure on the 
right). At the faced end of one platform is a circular stone mortar about 500 mm 
across with a shallow depression (figure 59). Just in front of this platform is a 
small standing stone. Between the two platforms are two concentric stone arcs 
laid on the ground, with a stone structure at their centre that looked like it had 
probably once contained dam-shell valuables and then been damaged by 
modern treasure hunters. The presence of the stone mortar indicated that 
puddings of taro, nuts and possibly other ingredients were made here. The small 
size of the mortar indicated it was not intended to feed large numbers of people. 
Most likely is that it was used to pound taro and nuts togE~ther for namu 
puddings to ritually feed to dead ancestors, in the fashion related many times to 
Hocart by his informants. In those accounts, the pudding was scorched in a kavu 
('ceremonial fire') in the vicinity of a shrine while ancestral prayers were recited. 
Near the centre of the site was the stone arrangement mentioned above, which 
appeared to be a type of kuli, although identification was made difficult by the 
apparent fairly recent dismantling of it by locals who would have been looking 
for poata to sell to tourists in town. Even so, the overall assemblage consisting of 
the shrine, small pudding mortar, carvings of what were probably ancestral 
deities, standing stone and the narrow earthen platforms themsE~lves suggested 
strongly that the site was a ceremonial one. Description of the kind of ceremony 
that may have occurred here is given in the discussion on Canarium nuts below. 
There turned out to be some ethnographic evidence from Nduke to support the 
classification of earthen platforms we had made. As just mentioned, Hocart' s 
field notes make mention of places where ritual sacrifices of food were made to 
ancestors, for example to propitiate good harvests, or to pay homage to the dead 
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in mourning. The fires or fireplaces in which the ritual food was cooked were 
given a particular name, kavu. Nao Rovu, one of the last very old men with a 
wide knowledge of the upland sites in Nduke, on hearing my account of the 
platforms that I regarded as ceremonial, told me that such platforms were known 
as koku, the place for 'vuvukihi pa kavu' (ritual flaming of food at a kavu 
fireplace).77 I heard no such esoteric word in Nduke for the earthen platforms 
used for houses; informants simply referred to them as ghughusu. Nonetheless, a 
distinction is on Rovu's word made in Nduke between koku 'ceri~monial 
platform' and ghughusu 'house platform'. 
In any one place along the high ridges around Hiruka there may be a variety of 
discrete structures, although as represented in figure 53, they can be generalised 
into just three classes based on appearance. There are the house platforms and 
the ceremonial platforms just discussed, and one other, which will be met with 
below: that of standing stones. House platforms sometimes occurred in 
apparently solitary settings on narrow ridges. This was the case for three 
examples, although in each case other structures were within 50 metres. Most 
house platforms appeared in clusters, with other structures often present. At 
Kukuku a linear arrangement was found on a fairly level and artificially widened 
ridge saddle (figure 60), consisting of two house platforms and a ceremonial 
platform. At the lower end of the site was a small, roughly circular or elliptical 
platform ringed by stones of unknown function (but presumably some sort of 
house), and two very small platforms also ringed by stones, of unknown function 
(to do with fire perhaps) but close to the second house platform. As noted earlier, 
at Kok' zonga, about 100 metres from Hiruka fort, is a cluster of seven adjoining 
terraces and platforms stepping up along a ridge that terminates with a steep 
drop on the far side (figure 54). The terraces and platforms are arranged on either 
side of what appears to be a central pathway running up between them. A 
ceremonial platform lies along the ridge saddle midway between this site and the 
indefeasible Hiruka. At Kubo (figure 61) there is also an arrangement of two 
platforms with what appears to be a pathway running in between. A la:rge area 
has been levelled just down-ridge of this, and a long side-terrace runs back 
around the hillside not far below, possibly the site of platformless houses. There 
is one further house platform near the point this side-terrace joins the main ridge. 
At Varu, which unfortunately we had no time to survey, there is again a series of 
stepped platforms ascending along the ridge with a narrow 'pathway' running 
down between them. 
At Nak'taqe a roughly circular arrangement of structures was found, ringing the 
hilltop. The hilltop had been terraced although the escarpments were quite low, 
and at its summit was a shrine consisting of standing stones accompanied by 
some shell rings. Around the terrace were three house platforms and one 
ceremonial platform. Nak'taqe was mentioned earlier as the site of a zelepade 
('war hall') in the time of Balighutu, but there was nothing distinctive about any 
of the house platforms we saw there that would suggest we had found its 
foundation. At Heriana Soloso, a small terrace had been cut around the hilltop in 
77 Nao Rovu (born c.1925), Patupaele, 27 /07 /01. 
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a similar fashion to N ak' taqe and the summit surmounted by three standing 
stones (figure 62), but there was no sign of platforms on the terrace or even 
enough width to site them. At Habeku a central hilltop had again been cut away 
around its sides and the top levelled, and also supported a summit shrine with 
standing stones. This central hilltop is flanked below by two platforms, both 
apparently ceremonial, and both with a large flat stone placed on the front edge 
(figure 63). One platform contained a cache of ceramic shirt buttons, glass 
fragments apparently from a clock face, a steel axe and a number of shell rings. 
The ridge running down from Habeku toward Nak'taqe was apparently 
intensively occupied, with almost a dozen levelled sites running down the ridge 
toward a stream. This latter once supported taro terraces before their destruction 
by logging bulldozers in 1995-6. 
I could not discover any particular name in Nduke for the stanmng stones seen 
on these three just-mentioned summits, other than the generic term patu ('stone'). 
Neither does Hocart make any mention of them in Nduke. In Simbo, Hocart did 
record similar standing stones, where they were known as qele (''upright stones 
on shrines') .78 He recorded in a couple of instances what these represented. In 
one case, a standing stone was set up in honour of a Simbo man killed in Ysabel, 
and in another that referred to a slain victim, 'if a man's head is not forthcoming 
it is represented by an upright stone called nggele'. Of those deceased who haunt 
the bush like haq'mate, qohele dukele or mat'maza discussed earlier, 'no upright 
stones are put up to them' .79 In Nduke the general idea that the stones represent 
certain of the dead may hold, but their positioning is often striking. At Nak'taqe, 
Heriana Soloso and Habeku they occur in a clusters of three at the very summit 
of a triangle of hilltops each carved to an almost regular circle, with a low 
escarpment separating these circular spaces from any other structure. These 
circular spaces are consistent in size and shape with pavasa ('dance circles'). In the 
case of Hena, an upright stone is placed centrally in front of an impressive stone 
wall where every stone is carved as a face. These stelae do not have the 
appearance of ad-hoc addition to a cluttered shrine site such as those seen in old 
photographs from Simbo, or even that of Nusa Koba on the coast at Ghatere. 
Instead, they have a sparing minimalism and the sense of being the central 
design element of a wider architectural landscape extending across several 
hectares of mountainous terrain. 
At Qevala was another fortress site built on several levels. On two sides the 
hilltop dropped away steeply, but the approach side although scarped lacked the 
formidable sheer walls that face a visitor to Hiruka. We found that we could see 
from Qevala up to our shelter built on top of Hiruka, and iranga ('call out') across 
the 750 metre intervening valley to Tony, Amos' son, who stayed there that 
morning. Although it took an hour to walk between the two fortresses, we had 
instant communication between the two. Perhaps if the whole area was fairly 
clear rather than thickly forested as it is now, this sense of visual and auditory 
closeness may have been felt through more of the uplands. Today the opposite is 
78 Gloss from HvocS. 
79 Hocart 1931:304, Hocart1922:92, 261. 
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the case, with the landscape covered in a heavy closed canopy, the quietness and 
dim green forest light imparting an eerie feel that surely would have been absent 
in the 1880s and 90s when these sites were home to perhaps 150 to 200 people 
who could easily iranga ('shout out') from one ridge to the next. 
Although there was nothing to be seen at Sinei except that the hilltop had been 
levelled, Hocart noted that were heqere ('hunting shrines') located at Sh"lei and 
Manau. These shrines were marked by a reqe, which was a post madie of an 
inverted tree-fem trunk stood upright in the ground {NDU: dodove). The reqe was 
inhabited by a qohele ('spirit'), which had the power to yield a conquest in 
hunting. At the reqe in Sinei various shell valuables such as poata and hinuili were 
left in homage to the qohele.80 At these heqere shrines the dogs were consecrated so 
that they became siki heqere ('tabu dogs' or 'pig hunting dogs' ). Without 
consecration they would remain siki hoboro ('ordinary dogs'), which ·'do not 
hunt' .81 The siki heqere all had names, some of which were Koloheqere, Sipoti, 
Mukiti and Varaze. Lui described to Hocart how he would make a taro and 
coconut pudding (NDU: hula) at the reqe, chew four lumps of the resulting meme 
('pulp'), and give it to the dogs when they were young.82 When he gave the dog 
the meme he said a vavara ('prayer') to consecrate it: 
San' meme siki 
ngau boghoro ghoi 
muke buse ghoi 
varani tu. 
That is dog pulp 
may you attack pigs 
you must not be afraid 
be brave.83 
On return from successful hunting, the pig was cooked in the bush and the 
kukurumu ('part of throat') was scorched in a ceremonial fire at the shrine. The 
pig meat was then placed at the reqe, saying 
Sana ghemi ghamu heqere, 
mana tu boghoro 
That is your offering you heqere, 
Bless the pigs.84 
The shrine at Sinei was also used in canarium nut rituals, which will be described 
later. 
There are in all four multi-featured sites radiating out from Hiruka; Kok'zonga, 
Habeku, Kubo and Kukuku, with Nak'taqe more far-flung. There is a wide 
80 HFN:1472. 
81 HFN:1447. 
82 HFN:1472. 
83 HFN:1447. Giving the dog chewed food suggests the familiar action of giving chewed 
food to a small child. 
84 HFN:1472. 
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variation in site layout. Much of the overall site patterning has been determined 
by the landform itself, ranging from thin ridges to rounded hilltops. This 
landform limits the area that can be built upon in any one place, and may have 
been be a factor in determining the dispersed pattern of settlement we observed. 
The populations lived in separate small hamlets on the ridges and hilltops, 
separated by distances of 100-200 metres or so. Interspersed with the hamlets 
were various ceremonial sites probably used to make ritual offerings to ancestors 
with nuts, taro and pig in the way noted in many instances by Hocart. 
We saw three sites in upland valleys where small taro terraces had. been made on 
narrow stream-side flood benches. Undoubtedly there would be many more, 
with most of these upland streams having narrow, discontinuous flood benches 
that could support small taro terraces placed here and there. 
Associated sites elsewhere in the Dughore catchment 
On the ridges and hilltops in the foothills near Ghatere lie a number of hamlet 
and ceremonial sites that were mentioned by Hocart and successfully revisited 
by us. These include Kavuae, Heriana, Moholomo, Domana, Pat'sugha and 
Hedorehe. They were all apparently in use either during, or in the years just prior 
to, Hocart' s visit. Hocart mentioned Kavuae as a shrine site, andl a large kuli is 
sited there on a wide ridge, but now smashed and robbed. Moholomo was 
mentioned by Hocart as Qovara' s place, and while it would have been possible to 
build a house on a level part of the ridge there, the only thing evident now is the 
papa (figure 64), still intact because the location is unknown to local shrine 
robbers. The stone outline of a house exists at Hedorehe, and nothing was found 
atDomana. 
Pat' sugha was a hilltop site with combined residential and ceremonial functions. 
Although we visited it, no detailed survey was made because I was aware that it 
had been carefully surveyed and a map drawn of it by American archaeologists 
in 1971.85 A house platform and outlines in stones of two more houses, three papa 
containing skulls and shell valuables, a shrine with a standing stone, and 
possibly a kavu are sited there. Hocart mentions a paele at Pat' sugha, but that by 
the time of his visit this had 'broken down' .86 Tit'kele and Humanga were 
canarium nut rituals held at Pat' sugha. 87 
Although Pat' sugha is an extensive and still well preserved site, the one with 
most ethnographic linkage through Hocart is Heriana. Hocart' s attempt to reach 
Heriana was not successful, so his description is not first-hand. After visiting the 
taro ponds at Aghara while on a tour inland, Hocart had set out to Heriana but 
the accompanying senior men, Rove and Qovara, were opposed to the idea. They 
protested that nobody went to Heriana unless to make a sacrifice of pahalo or 
namu (taro or taro-canarium pudding). They said that if they went with Hocart 
85 Yen, Kirch and Rosendahl. See notes on their work in discussion of taro fields below. 
86 HFN:1484. 
87 HFN:1424, 1426. 
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then they, Rove and Qovara, not the 'small men', would die because Heriana was 
inhabited by a 'big qahele pukerani' (a powerful ancient spirit).88 This illustrates 
the degree of ancestral power thought to suffuse the area around major ritual 
sites. Hocart was told that the old paele had fallen, and a 'very small one erected 
instead', and he himself observed from his partial journey there that the path to 
Heriana was' evidently not much used: we had to cut through parts of it' .89 
The site of Heriana was pointed out to me right at the end of my archaeological 
survey. Located at about 200 m elevation on the shoulder of the main ridge 
separating the Dughore valley from the Rapeana catchment to the north, Heriana 
would overlook Ghatere and the sea beyond except for the forest now grown up 
over the site. Heriana lies close to the only direct ridge path between Ghatere and 
the upland settlements of Ghus'paele and Hiruka. Along the ridge running 
inland are a number of kuli (shrine sites) quite close to Heriana. The largest of 
these, and one mentioned in Hocart' s genealogies, is Kavuae. Between Heriana 
and Ghus'paele are a number of level areas that were likely settlement sites, but I 
was not able to correlate these with the various names I heard for the sites said to 
exist along the ridge.90 We found at Heriana a well-formed house platform, very 
likely that of the paele mentioned a number of times in Hocart's notes, and a 
couple of papa ('skull repositories') on a nearby knoll.91 To the south of the 
platform is a level area that could have carried another house, and there are one 
or two other cut benches within 60 metres that could do likewise. 
The picture that emerges from a number of references to Heriana scattered 
through Hocart' s fieldnotes is of a site consisting of a paele, a 'woman's' or 
'ordinary' house, a garden shrine (NDU: pata inuma) and a papa ('skull 
repository').92 We can surmise from Hocart's notes that Heriana was a major site 
in Iqoana from at least the early 1890s up until a few years before Hocart' s visit. 
Already noted is the story by Pizaka that on return from raiding, they would go 
up to the paele at Heriana and eat rahi ('taro pudding'), then sometime later they 
would mount heads of their victims in the rafters there.93 This presumably was 
the 'old paele said to have fallen', and by the time Hocart arrived all was in a state 
of decay. 
88 HFN:1476. Rove himself had a strong association with Heriana, since Heriana was 
described as 'Rove's village in Ghatere' (HFN:1410). 
89 HFN:1476. 
90 Among these names I heard from the late Paul Hudi the places Kukudu (kuli site), 
Vav'lodu (canarium trees) and Daratovo (village site, canarium trees and sago palm). 
91 I was told that the archaeologists Yen, Kirch and Rosenthal made a detailed survey of 
the site in 1971, but their work has neither been published nor made available to me. 
Correspondence from Kirch informed me that he held the 1971 fieldnotes and he still 
intended to publish the results of their investigations on Kolombangara some time. 
92 HFN:1484, 1488. 
93 HFN:1459 
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Heriana also figured in the rites for the new canarium nuts, Tit'kele.94 This will 
be discussed in the section on canarium nuts. Further, there was a pot' inuma 
('swidden-garden shrine') at Heriana. If food did not prosper, they would higha 
lahi ('climb for possum') and make hula ('taro and coconut pudding') at this 
shrine. The pot' inuma was a reqe ('tree-fem post') inhabited by qohele ('spirits'). 
As at the reqe in Sinei, this one was accompanied by shell valuables including 
bariki, hinuili and poata. One of the men would burn a little possum and hula, 
saying 
Hula na lahi ta mi ghamu pot' inuma, 
manani tu ngingina, 
sika lo/ogha, /ukata, podi, mahiri. 
Coconut pudding and possum for you of the garden shrine 
bless the food 
swamp taro, bananas, potatoes and yams. 
Hocart was told that 'anyone' could perform this ritual, but presumably this just 
meant any senior member of the house group. The men would eat the rest of the 
possum and hula, but not the children looking on.95 Heriana also featured in the 
Koabangara feast, which was held for the New Year {NDU: Sube). Starting six days 
before the new moon marking the New Year, they would climb foir possums and 
take the dogs to hunt for pigs in the bush. They would also go to the coast to 
spear and net fish in Haqipe bay. Taro was harvested. All this activity would go 
on over three days. The next day they would do nothing.96 On the last day of the 
month they would go to the paele at Heriana. There they would cook the pig, 
possum and fish over a fire, take the taro and mash it with coconut in a hau 
('trough mortar'), then bake it in a motu ('earth oven') . When flaming the meat, 
one spoke out to the ancestors 
Koabangara, koabangara ghami 
Mana tu ghamu 
Lahi, boghoro, ighana, hula ghuta 
ghamu qohele sara 
We are making the Koabangara feast 
Give your blessing 
on these possum, pig, fish and hula pudding 
you the ancestors. 
In the evening they would go back to sleep in their own houses. Next morning 
they would deal out the food in a big feast. Everyone would take the food, then 
burn some of the pudding, pig and fish in their houses. They would say at the 
nanako (sacrifice of food) 
Na boghoro, na namu, na ighana ghuta 
94 'Begin Tit'kele in Ndughore at Tironggonggono & Epangga, then in Kauai, Heriana, 
Pat'sugha, Nusa Komba' (HFN:1426). 
95 HFN:1444, 1488. 
96 So Hocart records, although any fish they caught would go off if left for a day, unless 
baked in a motu. 
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tamu ghamu qohele, 
poghosi tu 
/ami ria 
These pig, pudding, fish 
are yours, you spirits 
Carry them, 
go away with them. 
Anyone, man, woman or child could do this. They would then blow the conch, 
iranga ('shout out') go out on the roads shouting, shooting guns and beating the 
walls of houses to drive away the qohele hikeredi (bad spirits). These undeparted 
spirits were those of people who had died badly; the men who had fallen from 
trees (qohele dukele), women died in childbirth (haq'losovo), and those murdered by 
their own kin (mat'maza).97 
Around Haqipe bay and its environs are a number of sites mentioned by Hocart. 
The most widespread sign of frontier-period activity are the coconut groves 
which run along the coast, sometimes overhanging the sandy beach, at other 
times obscured behind belts of mangroves. These coconuts now cover almost all 
the area that was once dry coastal forest, which grew upon the strand and the 
raised coral terraces. Although much of this was planted after the mission came, 
a photograph by Williamson shows the plantings had extended all to way from 
Nan' iso to Votuana by 1910, and I was told they also extended to Mar'bea and 
Nusa Koba in the other direction. In addition to these just-mentioned places, 
Hocart recorded the coastal sites of Kolom'huqa, Kukusuru, Kukusiri, Paele 
Belama, and of course Ghatere itself. The only other visible remains of the 19th 
century settlement pattern are stone arrangements, in particular those at 
Kolom'huqa to the north of Haqipe, and on Nusa Koba, the island at the entrance 
to Haqipe. The location of a further two sites are also held in local memory. One 
is the Ghatere paele ('canoe house') located at the head of the bay that has already 
been extensively discussed. The other is a ceremonial site at Naniso, the coral 
knoll on the south side of Haqipe bay. The centre of this site is said to lie 
underneath the present-day Ghatere church. The main village path is 
decoratively lined on each side by a large number of basalt river stones, and 
these are said to have come from the original structure at Nan'iso. Local oral 
history also has it that a number of kuli were located at Nan' iso. 
At Nusa Koba, the small island at the entrance to Haqipe bay was an inaru 
('bonito fishing shrine' - figure 65). The island was an important site for bonito 
hunting and the rituals surrounding it. There were also a number of kuli in Nusa 
Koba, and these were important sites in the canarium nut rituals. Because both of 
these activities will be discussed later, the discussion of Nusa Koba is deferred 
for now, with the remark that it was a coastal ceremonial site. The island of Piro 
off Votuana also supported a fishing shrine, a few remains of which still exist. 
There is some speculation that the wooden figurine carved capped by a bowler 
97 HFN:1442 
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hat that was photographed by Williamson in Kolombangara was part of this 
shrine at Piro. 98 
The lowlands also supported the largest of the Nduke canarium nut groves and 
taro pond complexes. There are two very extensive taro irrigation areas on the 
Dughore River. One is the Aghara field complex, running along both sides of the 
river for about 300m. The other is the Kobaha-Buna complex, running 
discontinuously on one or the other side of the river for about 2 km, although 
sections of the river that run as a gorge through pyroclastic flow deposits make 
these pondfields more of a discontinuous ribbon along alternate stream sides. As 
to the canarium nuts, large canarium groves and copses stand in a belt across the 
lowland plain between the foothills and the coastal swamps. 
The antiquity and history of maintenance of these resources is difficult to 
establish. The taro pond fields were obviously a product of cultivation, and the 
large stands of lowland canarium are said in oral history to also have been 
intentionally planted. The canarium trees now reach a height of perhaps 120 feet 
(40 metres) with large buttresses, many appearing to be quite old. The carpet of 
the 'magic' gingers papasa, ango and bibiri that grow companionably underneath 
them are said to have been planted prior to missionary activity in the valley. If 
coconuts were being planted on the coast in the 1860s-70s, there is no reason to 
suppose that the planting of canarium trees on the plain had not also begun by 
then, if not earlier. More so than the scattered canarium trees of the uplands, it is 
easy to conceive that the two or three hundred canarium trees on the Dughore 
plain must produce a substantial yield each year. The taro ponds received 
attention from a team of American archaeologists in 1971. Douglas Yen, Patrick 
Kirch and Paul Rosendahl spent some weeks in the Dughore catchment area 
surveying foothill and mid-altitude sites and the taro pond fields at Aghara. 
While most of their work remains unpublished and unavailable, radiocarbon 
dating of deposits from the Aghara pondfields was reported.99 A sample of 
98 RAI nr. 11436. Williamson's inscription was 'A taboo in the headland over a shallow 
bay on Kulambangra Island'. Amos Pitu suggested the figurine may have been from 
Piro shrine. Aside from this conjecture, the only evidence for presuming the photo 
was taken at Piro is circumstantial. It can be assumed that the figurine would only 
have been placed on the coast if it was a fishing shrine. Hocart did not describe 
anything of the sort at Nusa Komba, but he did not visit Piro. Williamson's other 
photographs suggest that Williamson was working his way down the coast between 
Ghatere and Votuana with his camera. He may therefore have ended up at this site, 
which could be construed to fit Williamson's vague description, but only if the island 
(really a kind of ismuth) was termed a headland, and the reef, or perhaps the small 
lagoon backing the ismuth, was termed a 'shallow bay'. Williamson cannot however 
be credited with a facility for accurate and precise description ('careless' rather comes 
to mind), so the question remains open. 
99 In Black and Green 1975:14 and Yen 1976:69-70. Kirch communicated in 2001 that he 
still intends to publish the full results at some stage. At any rate, he apparently holds 
the field records of the survey. Local informants established that the team fully 
surveyed Aghara, Pat' sugha, Heriana and its environs, Ivivu and probably Hena. An 
amount of cultural material was taken from these sites, but its present location is not 
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dispersed charcoal was collected from the lower of two layers found in an 
excavation of the pondfield, at a depth of 40 cm. Ages of 230+ /-90 and 237+ /-90 
BP were returned, which indicated to Yen et. al. that the irrigation system was 
established 'sometime in the seventeenth century A.D.'100 The oral history given 
to Yen et. al. suggested that the large lowland pondfields were a later 
development following on from irrigation conducted previously at higher 
altitudes.101 The question then is whether the fields were maintained during the 
contact and frontier periods when the population lived in high altitude inland 
settlements. The upland fortresses attest that this inland dwelling must have been 
at least partly from fear of inter-island raiders, and it is conceivable that this fear 
led people to abandon their lowland assets. There is some evidence on which to 
base an answer to this question. Aghara was visited by Hocart on one of his 
excursions. His few notes were that the pondfield 
consists of a series of terraces about 5 by 10 m or thereabouts; each 
terrace about 50 cm above other: all dammed in with stones through 
which water trickles. Taro planted in rich mud with about 1 cm of water 
upon it. 1 lot belongs to Pizhaka another to Tandi.102 
Certainly the pond fields were active then. There are some other indications in 
Hocart' s notes that use of the pondfields had been continuous through at least 
the late frontier period. He noted that Pizaka had four pond fields in Aghara, and 
that 'Nggovara made it first'.103 He also noted Kuhi's inheritance of pondfields 
(ROV: ruta) at Aghara: 
Ruta of Kuhl in Aghara: 2. One made himself: 1 given by Areke when 
Kuhi married Lupanggula, 1 belong Nggua, Lupanggula's mother. 2 
belonged to Hiele & came to Kuhl through Rove.104 
The mention of these figures from an older generation as the earlier oi;vners or 
builders of individual fields within the complex suggests continuous use of the 
fields since at least the 1880s. But again, since we can assume the coast was being 
planted in coconuts by the 1870s, and even that a war canoe appears to have been 
maintained at Haqipe bay since Veqoboso's time in the 1850s, there is no reason 
to assume the lowland taro fields of Nduke were entirely abandoned due to fear 
of raiders from other islands. 
established. Yen 1976 also mentions surveys along the Pepele River, presumably 
meaning the taro pond fields at Koara. Two site maps drawn by the surv1ey, one of 
Aghara and one of Patusugha are held in the Bishop Museum Anthropology 
Department, file for Project Nr. 051, 'Kolombangara'. Kirch also published a photo of 
a shrine at Pat'sugha in Kirch (2000:133). 
100 Black and Green 1975:14. Another way to present the age of the charcoal samples as 
stated above is to say they could have been deposited at any time betwe1~n 1510 to 
1770 A.D. 
101Yen1976:69. 
102 HFN:1476. 
103 HFN:1479. 
104 HFN:1476. 
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Figure 55. Bush village, Vella Lavella, 1910. Either Bakovara or Kubokana, inland of Mudimudi. 
Top: open-sided house built on the earth platform (right), house on piles on platform edge (left), and an 
open house just appearing in right foreground. Bottom: interior. A slow fire on the earth floor smokes 
suspended canarium nut packages likely intended for trade. Two traded shields are packaged on left. 
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Figure 56. Sketch by A.B. Lewis of an inland village in Vella Lavella, 1910. 
This shows the arrangement of houses and house platforms that indicates 
the arrangements that may have also been in use in Nduke at the time. 
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Figure 58. Carved stone faces on the platform at Hena. 
Figure 59. Stone mortar on a carved stone p latform at Hena. 
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Figure 60. Kukuku archaeological site plan and elevation profile. 
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Figure 61. Kubo archaeological site plan and elevation profile. 
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Figure 62. Standing stones on the summit of H eriana Soloso. 
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Figure 64. Ancestral skull shrine at Moholomo. 
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Figure 65. Fishing shrine at Nusa Koba. 
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APPENDIX 2 
A.M. Hocart, fieldnotes, N duke, Solomon Islands 
Percy Sladen Trust Expedition, 1908 
Transcribed and edited by Ian Scales, Department of Anthropology, Research School of 
Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian National University, 2003 from the original 
manuscript held in the Alexander Turnbull Library, New Zealand, Hocart MS Papers 
60, item 64, pp. 1408-1490. The introduction, indexing and editorial comments are 
copyright of Ian Scales. An earlier (1999) version of this transcript is held in the 
Alexander Turnbull Library as MSX-5207. 
This transcript of Hocart' s manuscript fieldnotes is included here because of its 
use in constructing parts of the argument in chapters 4 to 8, where reference to 
the original notes will be hindered by their illegibility for readers unfamiliar with 
Nduke language. Transcription was made from the microfilm of Hocart's 
fieldnotes held in the Department of Pacific and Asian History, RSPAS, 
Australian National University. The transcription has been made with few 
changes to the original. To make comparison between the transcript and the 
original easier for readers, each page of the transcript corresponds to a page of 
the original; so that there are 83 pages in both the original and the transcript. The 
transcription is complete, there are no sections left out. Square brackets are 
reserved for editorial comments, while round brackets represent Hocart' s use of 
brackets in the original. 
General arrangement 
Hocart's notes are a series of 'sections' ranging from a couple of lines to a few 
pages long. Often, but not always, these are separated by a line. llhe sections are 
often headed by a title. On the right hand side of the title is the name(s) of the 
informant(s), and next to that is the name of the interpreter. 
Languages used 
The fieldnotes are written in a mix of English, Pidgin, Nduke, Roviana and 
Simbo languages. Often Hocart glosses the Nduke words in the t:ext, although it 
is common for him to gloss only into Simbo or Roviana. Nduke words can be 
further glossed by reference to my dictionary of N duke, but this is not available 
as yet for general readership. At times a Simbo or Roviana word is used to stand 
in for a Nduke word Hocart does not yet know.1 These may th•en appear to be 
Nduke words, but are not. 
1 For example, the use on HFN:1464 of Simbo njanjaraka ('shelf') and Simbo teve ('scare-
ghost'). Reference to Lan yon-Orgill' s dictionary (1969) is useful in these 
circumstances. 
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Orthography and spelling 
The system Hocart used to spell the sounds he heard in the western Solomons is 
no longer used in the region. However Hocart's orthography has the advantage 
that it is clear and unambiguous. The only problem for transcription has been 
where Hocart used markings over the vowels to show if it was sounded long or 
short. Due to computer software limitations these are not reproduced hen~. 
Hocart's ability to hear Nduke sounds correctly was excellent. His spelling is 
correct in almost all cases, judged by modem speakers. Only in some cases does 
Hocart spell a word in a way now regarded as incorrect. It is likely, at least in 
some of those cases, that Hocart really did mis-hear the word. However, in most 
cases Hocart' s original spelling has been preserved. In the case that Hocart spells 
a word in more than one way, a single consistent spelling is usually applied here. 
The problem of illegibility 
Hocart' s handwriting in the fieldnotes is often difficult to follow. This, along with 
the need for text-searching capability, was a major reason for transcription. Most 
illegible passages have now been resolved with the help of N duke informants. 
Those few sections that cannot be read are marked thus: [- - ], the number of 
dashes representing the number of missing words. If the illegible word has been 
guessed, it is marked e.g. [kile?]. Combinations of these are possible, e.g. [-to?]. 
Common abbreviations used in the text 
1st 
acc. 
do. 
Mand. 
mb. 
Rav. 
Quotations 
first 
according to 
ditto 
Mandeghusu 
mbangara 
Roviana 
succ. 
s.o. 
d.o. 
h.o. 
w.o. 
f.o. 
succeeded by 
son of 
daughter of 
husband of 
wife of 
father of 
Hocart recorded a number of phrases, apparently word-for-word, in Nduke 
language. Older present-day speakers of Nduke can understand this material, 
although this understanding is promoted if the choice of breaks between words 
is arranged differently for modem speakers. Consequently the emphasis marker 
tu has been separated from the preceding verb in the transcript. In some cases 
informants think Hocart was amiss in his record, so further 'corrections' are 
noted in square brackets. 
Kinship lists 
The kinship lists are usually arranged in four columns. The third column shows 
the kinship term which the first-named person uses to describe his or her 
relationship to the second-named person. The fourth column shows the kinship 
term if the two people are the other way around. For example: 
I Kuhi calls I Haru: I tamanggu I tunggu 
shows that Kuhi says Haru is tamanggu ('my father'), and Haru says Kuhi is 
tunggu ('my son'). 
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Genealogical diagrams 
In genealogical diagrams, Hocart denoted males by writing the name in upper 
case letters (e.g. KUH!), and females in lower case (e.g. Legho). Marriages and 
other arrangements producing offspring are represented as equals (=) signs. 
Hocart underlined a name to indicate the person was still alive when he visited. 
In the earlier pages of the fieldnotes, there are some references to 'gen. 10', etc. 
These refer to the chart numbers of Hocart' s field version of the genealogies he 
elicited (MS papers 60 item 47). 
Wools' 
The sections titled as 'Wools' list the results of testing various people for colour 
vision using Holmgren' s wools. These were seven differently-coloured wool 
strands shown to each subject.2 Hocart noted the results for W.H.R Rivers' use. 
2 Their use is described by Rivers in A.C. Haddon and S.H. Ray (eds.), Reports of the 
Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits, v.2, pt.1. Cainbridge University 
Press, pp. 49-50. 
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1408 
Nduke 
Monday 7 /12/08 Varii 
In Ghatere on West coast 
Kukuti = to write - Sika = taro - Lukata = banana - Pondi = panakai -- Pondi 
vaka - Nonggoro =firm core inside cocoanut - pevu = cocoanut - (Inda is 
often used in Mandeghusu = the fruit of cocoanut tree in general without 
distinction of sura, mbulo, karukaru.) - Semba: basket (mani.) - Mbilu =lime 
gourd - Kakasi = mila-mila in Rov. - Hea =betel-nut- Hape= betel leaf. -
Poko = calicoe, cloth. - Kondere = small pounder - Tutu = tutu Mand. - Lave 
= shield - Mazha =tomahawk - Mola= canoe - Nggeto = war canoe: - Tita 
= tita Mand. - Lako = lako - Vunu = vunu Mand. - Vele= small ridge on 
which the vunu rises - Lambete = board - Natu = puru. - Natu - JLambete 
ghamghumbutu - Honda vovose - Loloko. - Ghaighondoro - Vunul'rnlle. At 
bow: Natu - Honda - Vovose - Kikilmbue - Nanggot(o)pae (small board 
inserted at top) - Sopilo in ordinary canoe; in nggeto = kapukapu - Leviri -
Ghaghavara = ghaghavara. 
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Ivo: cane with which lako are bound- Veve= rope - Koe= cocoanut shell -
Leana= good - Hikerina: bad - Eyo: yes - Ndake: no - Iso = bonito. 
Counting 
1: keka- 2. kori - 3. kuhe - 4. mande - 5. lima - 6. wonomo - 7. vitu -
8. vesu - 9. sia - 10. manogha - 11. manogha keka - 12. manogha kori -
13. manogha kuhe - etc. - 20. rambete - 21. rambete keka - 30. 
uheng(a)vulu - mantle ng(a)vulu - lima ngvulu - 60. ona ngavulu - 70. vitu 
ngvulu - 80. vesu ngvulu - sia ngvulu- kek' ghoghoto - kor(i) ghoghoto -
kuhe ghoghoto - mande ghoghoto - lima ghoghoto etc. - 1,000: keka tina-
keka( a) vuro -
Mbangara Rove. Kuhi 
Rove mbangara in Ghatere in Votuana. Going round Nduke in direction of clock 
hours. Votuana - Tonggo - Pepele - Meresu - . Kukundu -- Hambere -
Kokuae - Lotu - Pa Mumorano - Pat' paele - Ove - Sausama - Mongga 
- Vanga - Tombulu - Londumae - Rei hite - Rei lata - Tuki -
Sosoroana - Nuvusu - Pipiro - Hombombu - Kumishnau - Vao - Kokove 
- Nuvusu (2 Nuvusu exist) - Peteke - Mbambare - Ghoroto - Mboki -
Mbimbiu -Ndolu-Teme -Vila (on shore)- Pipiro - Ringgi (on shore) -
Vovohe - Hapi - Mov(u)lae - Ndulo - Malangga - Rare - Hunda -
Votuana. 
Langgu (= taloa) rai Ghatere = place - Hanggipe = entrance to cove. Roku 
mbangara in Vavavana. In Tonggo: Koha - Hunda: no mc!n now; Rare: 
Ngongozha. Savanga =passage(= Rov. Sangava) 
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Roe = mbangara Votuana. 
Sau = shore place - Ghughusu = house 
(men of Nduke call Mandeghusu Simbo) Ghatere: sau - Votuana is S. of 
Ghatere. Hendendorava place of Kuhi in mountain belongs to Ghatere. Hcndorehe 
belong Votuana. Heriana = Rove's village in Ghatere. In Ghatere: Rove, Hulm, 
Kuhi - In Votuana: Roe, Uva, Pendaka, Kopu. Hiele: Rove mbehi (Man. 
tonggombei); Venggomboso mbangara before Hiele; V .mb [Venggomboso] 
successor to Hiam(a)Kurezhu - Huku succeeded Heheuku - He. sue. ?. His 
father = Venggomboso. Kuhi sue. ? mbuhina to Rove. Harumbule mbangara 
before Kuhi, son of Hiele. 
Roe suee. Rangguhu - Ra. suce. Mehu - Me. sue. Nggehulu. 
Uva suee. Katia - Ka. sue. Tukata -
Pendaka sue. Nggoha - Ngg. sue. Zhiolo. 
Kopu sue. Sakembule - Sak. sue. Zhiru. 
Pendaka mbangara of Heto. 
Pe(le )pele big name in which Koara small. 
Pepele, Vavanga, Ghatere are small names. Viuru is big name. 
Ndu(ke)ghore is in mountain, Hunda on shore. 
Soloso seems to be used as ghusu in Mandegh[usu]. Common question Where's 
your soloso? Opposed to soloso is Sau on the shore. Kikolo = nameless boy -
Kose = nameless girl. Hendendovara, Hendorehe, Heriana + Lou = ghughusu. 
Nggovara belongs to Moholomo in lnggoana, his wife Isa is of 
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Zhava; Pizhaka his son given as of Zhava. When I inquired what pl.ace P. belong I 
heard Kuhi inquire about 'tinamu' . 
N ggorazhiru given as of Sambana, Kuhi added something about tinana. Alepanda 
belongs to Saikile, they discussed it and said popoa tinana. Ovai = pavei. 
Wools. Ghatere. 
Kuhi, c.22-23, s.o. Haru 
Pizhaka s.o. Nggovara 
Hundi s.o. Mene 
Save s.o. Mene 
Vaghi s.o. Rove, c.12 
Koba s.o. Ndokele c.40 
Kinship 
Vice versa 
Kuhi calls Haru: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Rapa: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Sughurande elder: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Sulu: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Rove: turanggu turanggu 
" " Kuini: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Lima: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Mbara: ivanggu ivanggu 
" " Vaghi: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Tako: lulunggu lulunggu 
" " Vorete: ivanggu ivanggu 
" " Nambi: lulunggu lulunggu 
" " Huku: ivanggu ivanggu 
" " Pata: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Tondemate: turanggu turanggu 
" " Nua: turanggu turanggu 
" " Legho: tinanggu tu111ggu 
" " Hiele: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Tove: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Sughurande II: turanggu turanggu 
" " Penggu: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Polarande: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Itu: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Soku: tamanggu [tunggu ?] 
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Kuhi calls Kana: 
" " Luparande: 
Kita pa Mandegh. = Ili in Nduke 
Kinship 
turanggu 
tinanggu 
Kuhi calls Lupanggula: manggotanggu 
Turanggu acc. to Kuhi = mbuhinggu in Rov. 
Rov. turangia = tokea 
turanggu 
tunggu 
Ku hi 
maleanggu 
Rov. turanganggu = Nduke turanganggu, e.g. Rove, Haru, Rapo, Lima,, Vaghi, 
Tonde, Penggu, Nua are turangana ofKuhi. 
Kuhi calls Singga (younger sister of tunggu 
Lupanggula): 
" " Pizhaka: roanggu 
" " Nggua: roanggu 
" " Holasambe: tinanggu 
Kuhi 2ce said tasinggu where Hundi corrected to lulunggu. 
Tuesday 8-12-08 
tamanggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
tunggu 
Could not explain why N ggovara belongs to lnggoana, only reason is that 
Zhirumbuko father of Moluvuru is of Inggoana. Pizhaka to-day professed 
Sunguvanga is in Konggu even after theoretic discussion in which it was declared 
that if father is of Nduke, mother Sambana, child is of Sambana; if other way 
round child is ofNduke. In these discussions only soloso ever taken into account. 
Nggovara calls 
" " 
Tandi " 
Nongga " 
Ingge " 
Varisevi " 
Isa " 
Tandi: 
Volindau: 
Isa: 
Varisevi: 
Maeke: 
Maeke: 
Volindau: 
tasinggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
tamanggu 
tam(a)rorotona 
tam( a )rorotona 
Mbangara in Tonggo: Koha (pres.) Tupele (pres.) & Roku 
Kuhi calls Vozha: tinanggu 
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tasinggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
roanggu 
Kuhi. 
tam( a )rorotona 
tam( a )rorotona 
Tonggo men & Kuhi. 
tunggu 
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Koha succ. Ndokele; Nd. succ. Mbalighutu. 
Tupele succ. Ngasea; Ng. succ. Toka 
Roku succ. Ndake; Ndake succ. Kimbo. 
Wools in Ghatere 
Pahu, s.o. , 21-24. 
Ghemu, s.o. Rove, c. l 0. 
Lui, Sambana, c.40. 
Zhoki, s.o. Lui, c.13-14. 
Mavu, s.o. c.35. 
Ropa, Sambana, 40-45. 
Nggorapuru, s.o. Areke. 
Penggu, s.o. Haru. 
Muke, c. 35-40. 
When I told them my flutes made by Pandanjiru they said he was a man who kills 
with his eyes, a pela. In Munda Kera very positive that he pela. 
Kuhi & his wife are tamatasi. 
Wools in Ghatere 
Mbae, c.30. 
Kaesoliu, c.9. 
Tonde, s.o. Vorete. 
Koha calls Lilivuru: 
" " Ungge: 
Naki " Ungge: 
roanggu 
tamaroroto 
tamanggu 
Tamiana = man and wife: Kuhi and Lupanggula 
Tamatina = Lupanggula and Nggularande 
Tat(a)mana = Kuhi and Nggularande 
Tam(a)tasi = Vaghi and Ghemu 
Akori tam(a)turana: Kuhi and Rove. Akori = ghammi kara 
Tamaroana: Pizhaka and Kuhi 
Tamaivana: Kuhu and Kuhi 
Koha and Lilivuru: tamaroana 
Naki and Ungge: tatmana = tatamana 
roanggu 
tamaroroto 
tunggu 
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Kuhi & wife are tamatasi. 
Muke & wife are tamatasi. 
Inheritance Vuru (Koba) Kuhi 
Poata = poata. Koha got Ndokele's poata. Legho had no poata: here not 
same as in Sydney; women don't own poata. 
Koha inherited cocoanuts ofNdokele; Legho had none. Some women have 
cocoanuts. Kuhi inherited land of Ndokele as tura of Ndokele: Mburumali = 
mother of Tua, mother ofNdokele, Tua = wife of Mbalighutu. Tua is tinana Kuhi. 
Mburumali mother ofTekalo, mother ofNua, mother ofHiele, Legho. 
[diagram 1414-01] 
Melaka (land) of Koha in Savangga lata: belonged to Hilia before. Savar1gga lata 
in Viuru. 
[diagram 1414-02] 
Zhoki & Kai sons of Lui will inherit Koha's land. Lui is pinausu to Hiele. Lui 
calls Hiele tamanggu (tunggu). Hiele calls Ndokele turanganggu. 
Kuhi's land will go to Tonde son of Tako (& Vorete) notice that when I 
asked who Tonde they said son of Tako & I had to ask who father when doing 
genealogies. Kuhi is not quite certain about father & mother though beginning to 
understand that father = tama, yet has perpetual tendency to ask mother 1st when I 
ask father. 
Tako p.1. Tonde is tura to Kuhi. 
(Mbei = to drink. - Ngangau = to eat. - Ghughusu = house). 
Kuhi's child will get land in Hunda. Women may "tagho" melaka. Tagho 
=to own in Nduke. Land in Hunda belonged to Sivata before: belonged to Ngari, 
Nggua inherited from Ngari, Lupanggula from Nggua. - Mua Hunda 
inKonggu. 
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[genealogical diagram HFN: 1415-1] 
Nggulurande calls Sivata tamanggu (sic)- tunggu.!!! Hundi has land in Ghatere 
belonged to Valaka ( <J) tamana Hundi: 
[genealogical diagram HFN:1415-2] 
This also represents order of inheritance 
Pizhaka has land Sughuvanga: belonged formerly to Ringge ( <J ): tamana Pizhaka. 
Ringge =father oflsa. On Ringge's death Kavala inherited. Pizhaka calls Kavala 
tamanggu. Kivara came from Zhava to Nduke. 
[genealogical diagram HFN 1415-03] 
Keru has no turana he is alone. Valaka telena too: no turana. (I asked why Mundo 
got Keru's land & not Keru's turana. Kavala has no turana. Nggora's land is in 
Sambana; has no land here: Inggoana place where Nggora makes garden: the land 
belongs to Areke; got land of Keru. 
[genealogical diagram HFN 1415-04] 
Hundi inherited land of Areke: turana. Hundi has land in Tombulu, belonged to 
Kimbo before: Kimbo = tamana Hundi. Nggora has land in Voko: belonged to 
Putuvanggara before: tamana Putu. 
[2 genealogical diagrams HFN:1415-5, HFN:1415-6] 
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[genealogical diagram HFN-1416-01] 
I was told before that N ggora had land pa tamana. No importance to be attached to 
:Hmiffi. Hundi has land in Inggoana belonged to Keru. No importance to be 
attached to Hundi's statement that he got Areke 's land, except as showing what 
theory is: it only seemed to occur to him as result of inference: by 2 roundabout 
ways I could get no confirmation. Similarly Nggora doubtless has land of father, 
though in theory his land is in Sambana. 
Haoro =vino & year. - Koke = ngari. (Vua heni in Rov: heni in Rov. acc. to 
Kuhi means to put different kinds of kaikai in a heap and mix up). 
Tula: smoke - Koreghana: new - Haoro koregha = new-year - Ikuhu: fire -
namu = Mand. yamu. Mbombore =Man. pote, Rov. ndenga. 
Roviana seems understood by all and plenty speak Roviana fluently; when a boat 
arrives they always hail it in Rov. 
8-12-08 
Nopihi =tongs for shifting hot stones: these made of ivo plant (tikulu in Rov.) 
bent in two and pointed at both ends and adorned with notches. Each arm about 20 
cm long; used like sugar tong. 
Mbangara 
Ringge mbangara in Sunguvanga - Kavala succ. mbang in Sunguvanga -
Venggulu succ. Kavala: mbangara in Konggu: Venggulu called Kavala tamanggu. 
- Eo or Nggala succ. Venggulu mbangara in Suluvanga: Eo calls Venggulu 
turanggu (gen. 8,9). 
Roro = mbangara gen 6 or 9. 
Formerly mbangara could have plenty wives as now too; but ordinary man may 
not unless he varani. Tandi = man who has killed plenty = mbangara varani (in 
Anggo' s drawing where 
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one man dances on shore (peka angga in advance of others they said he was 
mbangara varani). Varani & mbangara varani are not same: mbangara varani = 
mbangara who has killed plenty; tinoni homboro who kills plenty is varani. 
Vinia: has no successor in mbangaraship. Mbaravesu was mbangara before 
her: tamana Vinia. see gen. 9. Mbaravesu = mbangara Konggu. Vile succeeded as 
mbangara Konggu. Rerevo succ. Vile; Honggasa succ. V. ; Maenggetto succ. 
Honggasa. 
Roro ( ~ ) mbangara successor to Zhukama ( ~ ) . Zhukama succ. by Pezha 
simply, Pezha succ. by Mbaloka. 
[2 genealogical diagrams HFN-1417-01 , HFN-1417-02] 
(Uva: is nanamboko his wife is dead. Spontaneous). cont. p. 1418. 
[genealogical diagram HFN-1417-03] 
Wools 
Tandi, s.o. Rambahi, c.55-60. 
Kapa, s.o. Bundi, c.9-10. 
Nggovara, s.o. Rambahi, 58-60 
Mbara, s.o. Sambana, 30-35. 
Tonde, s.o. Rove, c. 11-12. 
Sipilave, s.o. Vukisi, 50-55. 
Eo & Hake called each other turanggu before marriage. Takolo & Mande were 
tamatasi before marriage. gen. 10. 
[genealogical diagram HFN-1417-04] 
Hake calls 
Tako (sister of 
Kuhi) calls 
Vaghicalls 
Mehu: 
N ggularande (daughter 
ofKuhi): 
Rapo: 
tamanggu 
tunggu 
tinanggu 
For Nggora puru write Nggora mbangara. 
Ovemate and N dia are tamatasi acc. gen. 10 
tunggu 
tinanggu 
tunggu 
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from 1417. 
Mbaloka mbangara succ. by Sakembule; after Sakembule: Zhiru his brother gen. 9 
& 1 O; after Zhiru: Pendaka turana Zhiru; Pendaka son of Ndia luluna Zhiru. 
Colour names 
Hundi&Co. 
B: Zhimiri: A. B. P. 
F: Meava D.H.K.L 
I: Mbalairi 
M:Nggila 
Q: Lumutu 
Mbomboe G 
Nggila N 
Ea 0 
Kuhi, Nggovara 
B Zhimiri A.C. 
F1: Meava G 
F2: Mbomboe 
l.M.: Mbalairi 
Q: Nggila N 
Ea N 
Nggila Meava 
H.K. 
Zhimiri Meava G 
Lunggu L 
Nggila memeava: 0 
Zhimiri ngginggila P. 
Keoro: this paper 
Mbara. Kuhi 
Mbara's melaka in Sambana. Makes inuma (= garden in Nduke) on Ndomana, 
land belong Rurusu, Rurusu has no children so land belongs to Huku; Hiele = 
turana of Rurusu. 
Rove. K. 
Rove has land in Koara belonged to Hiele formerly. Sulu's land now held by Eo 
(Nggala) his turana. Rove has talo planted in water (ruta) in Koara. 
Ghatere is in Inggoana: identified on chart with Wilson Cove, the island being 
Nusa Komba and the other end of lagoon closed by breakers I toghogho (better 
than tovovo) = Tonggo). Heto identified with small cove south marked 47 with 
river; Sararughombe with small island off "Village conspicuous cocoanut 
plantations" south of Ariel Cove. Acc. 
Kopala (floats) of vanggara (big net) made by different people; Kuhi knew most 
of the makers of each. Some plain, of rest most = man squatting, 1 man beheaded, 
1 arm, 1 leg, 1 pair of men back to back, 1 pair birds back to back, several 
ornamental floats. 
Malivi (Rov.) = Ili (Nduke)-Pipinitoghi ili = vivinei Malivi. 
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Colours 
Sun: keoro - Moon: zhimiri - Sea: nggila - Nduke man: nggila - Sambana 
man: zhimiri - white man: keoro - (Chinese: zhimiri: has seen one) - Sky: 
nggila - Pina leaf: vuvuru - Leaves used for oven: nggila -Himu (simu 
Mand.) leaf: nggila-Wood of my tomahawk: colour of mahogany: zhimiri. 
Tonde kuti ghoi pa pepa: = Rov. ele kumbere si ghoi. 
Kuhi estimates population ofNduke at 200. 
Varani. 
Tandi only Varani in Nduke alive+ Nggovara (mbangara). 
Dead: Oro, Mbeo, Mene, Hanggo, Ndokele, Hik'rani, Nggorakana, Ririhi 
(mbangara), Nggoha, Ngasea, Hangga, Ghani, Harumbule (Kuhi' s adopted father) 
Rurusu, 
Kolongguhele is in Viuru. Tusa in Ndughore. 
Mbangara 
Nggovara - Vozho - Ghorembangara - Kakatia 
The inquiry into possession of land has no value only represents nationality as 
man says this is my melaka meaning "my country" 
9-12-08 
Wools. 
Pela, Sambana, c.50 
Haghe, Sambana, c.45 
Vorete, s.o. Nggorakana 
Siana, s.o. Nggorakana, c.35 
Mbangara 
Nggovara 
Kuhi. 
1. Nan'mazha mb. in Viuru. After N.: Kopo, tasina Nggorakana; aft. Kopo 
Nggorakana. Kopo calls Nan'mazha turana. Nggorak. mb. in Viuru. 
2. Kak'tia mb. in Viuru; succ. by Uva (tura) mbangara in Votuana (lives there). 
1. N ggorakana succ. by Soku; Soku by Haru; Haru succ. by Kema. N ggorakana 
calls Soku tasinggu. Haru calls Nggora K. tasinggu. 
Kuhi is mbangara kalina tinana, on mother' s side; Rapo mbangara in Inggoana; 
Rapo [succeed?] 
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3. Ghorembangara: mbangara 
Kendua mb. succ. by Kimbo; Hoke; Ghorembangara mb. in Viuru. Hoke:: mb. in 
Yoko in Ndaepanggo, Kukene, Hore, Valavasa. 
4. Vozho has no mbehi. Vozho is varani. Ghorembangara is varani. Mban.gara not 
varani can marry plenty times; varani he no mbangara ditto. 
5. Nggovara mbangara in Inggoana succ. to Zhirumbuko. 
Mbangara in Inggoana: Rove, Nggovara, Kuhi, Huku. 
(Votuana belongs to Ndughore) 
No mbangara lavata now: all dead now. Tokoana of Viuro was big 
mbangara before (same as Mbalighutu). 
Men of Rov. Lokuru, Mbaniata, Kusaghe, Kokorapa, Kalikonggu, Munda 
came to Ndughore. Azha ofLembako went to Randuvu when all men ofLembako 
were dead; he was cross about Lipu his wife; Mbolo mbangara of Ndughore took 
away his wife. Azha went to Randuvu after Mbolo taken wife. Invitedl men of 
Lokuru, Mbaniata, Saikile, U ghele, Kalikonggu, Kokorapa, Munda. They came to 
fight in Votuana & fought plenty day, 5 men of enemies. Men ofNduke ran away. 
Mbalighutu, Zhiolo, Kile remained & fought. Mbalighutu could not turn back: so 
many spears were stuck in ground behind him. Zhiolo went back and told the 
others: "my father is about to die." Rambahi heard, came and killed with 
tomahawk plenty enemies: enemy fled, & Mbalighutu could get back. 
Hiele, Ririhi mbangara varani went to Sambana and & Lauro: they killed 
one day 150, one day 100 one day 50 men in Sambana. Venggomboso began wars 
against Sambana & Lauro before did not go across. Mbalighutu fought against 
Kusaghe, not against Mbilua 
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& Zhava because that is the place of Nduke men: that is Nduke men are tuti to 
Mbilua, & Mbilua tuti to Nduke. Men of Nduke and Mbilua are turangana. 
Kekerana place in Kusaghe: Mbalighutu fought there. Killed 300 men 
there. Old feud (koa kana pukerani) between Kusaghe and Nduke. 
In Mbalighutu' s time they stopped in soloso, did not come down to shore; 
did not plant cocoanuts; ate pig, lahi (Rov. manue =opossum). Came down later 
and made clearings and planted cocoanuts. 
Marriage 
Vozho married Vindo he was esesu (tuturu): it is tuvana (tambu). They were not 
cross against him. 
Tondemate may not marry Nua: tuvana. If they marry make men of Nduke cross. 
Now marriage like that of Muke & Pizhu is allright. Tondemate may not marry 
Nggulurande. Formerly marriage of Muke & Pizhu tuvana; the mbangara would 
have been cross; Tome was cross (mother of Pizhu): Muke gave her a poata & 
there was an end of it. 
Could not find out what was done old time. 
Nggulurande may not marry Penggu 
" " " V aghi 
Marriage of Oru & Mande allright: if they are distant ("seu" Rov.) it is all right. 
Nambi calls Huku turanggu: it is all right. 
Save may not marry Eni on decease of Maepingge & Hundi: tuvana. They are 
roana. 
Ro vu might not marry Hi tu on decease of N ggulasambe & Kema: tuvana. 2 roana 
may not marry. 
Hundi & Maepingge might not marry on decease of Save & Eni: they are 
tamaroana. 
Nggovara calls Volindau: 
tan di " Isa: 
roanggu -
roanggu-
roanggu 
roanggu. 
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Property. Nggovara. Kuhi. 
Ng. has cocoanuts in Naniso & Zhozholo in Maramba on opposite side of 
Wilson's entrance to Naniso. 
Nggovara & Tandi planted theirs. 
Pizhaka will get Nggovara's nuts. Tandi's will go to Pahu tuna Areke 
whom he pausia. Nggovara inherited no poata because Rambahi hid them in 
ground, so Nggovara acquired his own. 
Nggovara's garden in Lok'tako & in Paturoro Inggoana: Mbaravesu 
owned the land before. Tandi has gardens in same places. Tamatasi, tama turana 
& tatamana have gardens in same place: fashion of black man. 
Kuhi's gardens in Rambi, Viuru: gardens belonged to Haru before. (Haru 
= Kuhi' s father on whose death Harurnbule adopted Kuhi). Sipilave has garden 
(ruta) in Kolomburi: belonged to Kuzhu before, his mother. His father from 
Saikile. His melaka is in Ndughore. 
Nggovara's nuts plenty in Inggoana: belonged to Zhirumbuko before; 
passed to Nuro, turana Nggovara, son of Tava, son of Valamali. Pizhaka will 
inherit them; then Pizhaka's children will inherit from him. 
Sipilave's nuts in Ndughore: belonged to his mother. Alepanda will inherit 
Sipilave' s nuts. Alepanda calls Sipilave tarnanggu; son of a turana. 
Soloso Kuhi 
lnggoana - Viuru - Ghalavasa (extinct) - Ngendoana (extinct) - Pa nusa (extinct) -
Lembako (extinct) - Lolombo (extinct) - Kolombangara (extinct) - Konggu -
Ndughore - Inggoana: going with hands of clock. 
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Men of Ndughore, Ghoghore (Mbilua) Ngendoana killed men of Lembako. The 
reason is unknown even to Nggovara: few survivors died not long ago. nothing on 
the other side, no gardens, no men all finish. 
Lembako, Ghalavasa: killed by Vella Lavellans. 
Panusa, Kolombangara, Ngendoana died of sickness. 
Ave: epidemic: shit blood, sore in head, cold in belly. Ozha =Ave. 
Pina usu Ku hi 
Ghase, Mihi' s wife (gen. 8). Mihi went to Munda & stole her. Embembo 
mbangara in Munda, her father, was cross & threatened to kill Ghase but never 
did so. 
10-12-08. 
Inaru = inam - Kenjo = kezho - Mbolana = mbolana (Huku, Pela) - Kita: Ili 
(Kezho ili : kenjo kita) - Tambuna (Rov.) = Sumbe - Hangg' mungge = Angge 
mate - Inenggere = Henggere - Tambuna katukatu = Nggohele katukatu -
Tambu koma: Tambu koma - Paro: Paro - Mateana - Langono = langono -
Mamarana = pota keasa - Pinihala: a thing man eats and is cross and is not afraid 
kills man - Hinindi = hinindi - Njama = pela - Mbaha = mbaha - Ure = ure: 
ure langono, ure mamahelo (to make canoe go quick), ure mate mbangara, ure 
vovoso, ure linggomo, ure viniputa, ure inaru, ure nggusini - rengge = rengge 
belongs tomate, langono, siokale, pot' inuma - siokalle = siakale - tambuna (= 
Mand.) = kuli - Hiama: hiama - Ranggoso molu = pinihala molu - Tighe 
(Rov.) = tighe - Zhulenia: tuvana on small child - Sambukae: ghorili -
Hambukaghi: ditto - Mbegholo: mbegholaghi - Taghoro: vavazhonga -
Taghoro- / 
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Ghorili: to talk to tomate with ring: arm swings round & round - in 
Hambukaghi: the ring used, hand held up & merely quakes. 
At Haoro koregha they have Humanga feast - Tit'kele, susuni = Nduke 
feast - Vakuru = vahimbi. They begin Humanga in Nduke alias Ndughore -
then Inggoana - then Konggu - then Viuru. In Ndughore Periki climbs haoro at 
Humanga & gives to nggohele (= tomate). They go to kuli : make fire - Vakuru 
belongs koke. 
In 5 months ie beginning of May Humanga cook taro & make pudding 
(ruzha = kinja) (min'mine or vamine =pound up nuts). 
Make small fires: 4,3,2,1 sometimes 9 ace to number of nggohele; 1 fire 
for each mate mbangara, for nggohele tinoni 1 fire for all. Sometimes make namu 
at home & take to kuli. If mate mbangara make namu at kuli. In Ndughoire Periki 
puts pudding in fire; in Inggoana etc. any one may, in Inggoana Nggovara if 
present. Periki is not hiama: his mother(+) belongs to Epangga so that Periki he 
got melaka in Epangga. Before Periki Mati, turana - after Periki Pendaka turana. 
Mati has male children, e.g. Sivata; Periki none. 
In Ndughore Kuli of Tironggonggono Periki's kuli: mate mbangara of old. 
Tironggonggono & Epangga are "keke nongo"; after them Hunda, finish. 
In Inggoana, Kauai, then Pat'sugha, then Kolomhungga (which is tambu: 
men who goes there dies) then Kusikusiri, Kukusuru, Nusa Komba (open to 
visitors), Patu mambula. Kuhl does not know why may not go to Kolomhungga: 
they make humanga for tomate there in Nusa Komba. In Kauai mate mbangara. 
Tamasa made Ndughore 1st time: thinks no one knows: Mat' sava of 
Epangga originator, no tamasa, but man before - statement that tamasa made 
N dughore 1st may mean anything. 
They put namu into fire at humanga (nanako 
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= vavamine). "Namu ta ghammu mate mbangara ta ghammu nggohele /alavata ta 
ghammu taghoa nguti haoro tuti ni haoro tuti ni nguti moti ndukele tinoni moti 
komboso kapala haoro moti keka/a tinoni moti kopoto veve tin 'managhi ghammi 
tinoni ngau vor' kakaha ngau sa keka hia ghuni tu ghammi haoro lwregha ovanga 
mamaino ho zhirumalini tu ghammi tinoni" 
Nguti = Rov. muti (Kuhi says same in Rov. so that Rov. probably nguti. 
(Kuhi uses make to translate tagho (to own) so for tamasa he mak1e Ndughore 1st, 
read he own) 
Taghoa nguti haoro: who can count the months up to time of nuts. (Tasa = to 
count) Tutini: applied to months; to reckon out; explained a man "mbalambala 
sindara" and then he counted on his fingers. Moti = meke. Ndukele: to fall -
Komboso = Rov. moku not poraka but branch in komboso is broken off -
Kopoto: to break of rope - Tinamanaghi = no sick, no die, no fall - N gau: to eat 
- vor' kakaha: ghore vura: to eat and not die, fall, be sick. - Sa kakahia: to eat 
again next year: no name in Rov. - ghuni tu = Rov. ghuniatu - Ovanga: to 
make 6 like wind, rain etc. - mamaino ho: all same he come: mai. Zhirumalini 
tu: not die, be sick, fall have no wounds in fight, not slip on branch. Mana Rov. = 
mana Nduke. - Vavara = varavara. 
Then eat namu all eat together: children of age of~ ;renggu may not 
eat: they may go & sea. Women not allowed. Penggu put back by [- -?] 
probably 
If woman dies tinoni homboro she is put in kuli mate mbangara: if man 
tinoni homboro dies, ditto. All kuli are kuli mate mbangara. Mbangara and wife 
inhabit same kuli; all the kuli of Kauai etc. can contain women. 
Tit'kele = Rov. rumbe rumbe 
Leghete = Nduki not same as Tit'kele. 
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Begin Tit'kele in Ndughore at Tironggonggono & Epangga, then in Kauai, 
Heriana, Pat'sugha, Nusa Komba. 
They go & break nuts at kuli: new nuts; take rnindi (pipiruku) make susuni 
(= suni) 4 nuts on 1 pipiruku & stick this one pipiruku in stones of the kuli, then 
stick another in the kavu, another in other kavu, then another in the kavu, another 
in other kavu, then another in another kavu (fire place): number not fixed: stuck in 
big kavu: not name to distinguish big or small fire - No namu: nut eaten, no 
nanako: Vavara when sticking in susuni: "Haoro koregha susuni tit'kele ghammi 
mana tu ghammu, nga ' kenu tu ghammu nggohele ghammu mate mbangara 
ghammu poroni nguti ghammu tutuni nguti mana tu ghammu kavisa hite tu 
humanga ghammi susuni tit 'kele ho ghammi" 
Ngau kenu: eat ist. Poro ni: nggohele poro ni (Rov. ari nia) equivalent to tagho 
muti. Hite tu humanga: nguia tu kina mine. 
Tit'kele comes 5-10 nights before Humanga. (Humanga = to smell). 
Vakuru. 
Take koke carry into house: leghete (leghete = nduki); take taro go to kuli. Light 
fire in kavu, break nuts, pound. Don't take off skin of taro, at humanga they do 
take it off. Several kavu: cook taro, then pound from each kavu separately. Then 
light fire at each kavu again & at each make nanako with its respective pudding. 
Men don't eat koke till vakuru is over. "Namu vakuru ta ghammu nggohele mat' 
mbangara mana tu ghammu manania tu ghammi tinoni, leght ' koregha mai 
ghammi vakurunia pa mi ghammu manani ghammi tu tinoni" 
Mai va kurunia: mai muzhara. No susuni. Pammi ghammu = Rov. koa ghammu. 
Kezho Hoper' taleve Mbara. Kuhit 
If spear strikes ~an in body, it is sore & unless treated man dies. 
Taleve = tatamasa. - leve = tamasa. 
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Takes any wood sticks in ground splits top & inserts leaves: 2 plants of kulo. 
"Turu ho hai ghoi tinoni ia mai ngau hea gho ke hopere ghoi kezho." 
Hea: betel nut. goke: kanggu? 
Ghore kezho: whips kezho with mbiri (hirua): "Ghore lamu ghoi kezho ngau 
ghammi ghema hea muke vaghiti ghammi ghoi ghammi." 
Ghema: ngau ghammi ghema: here kaikai belong altogether. - Vaghiti: kezho 
catches man & makes him sore. Throw away kezho. 
Salanga: mbumburu (4 leaves). Rubs neck the only part hit by the leve with them: 
"Ghore Zana kezho ia vaghiti taviha salangi rai taviha maghoghoso tu." Taviha = 
tie he Rov. = N ggulea. 
No kurupia (kusurunia). No pakunia. No mboua (massage). 
Rurusu taught him. Paid mbokolo (= mbokolo) to Rurusu. 
Tighe Tandi. Kuhi 
Ine (Rov. ghuzhala): 4 leaves rubs on belly upwards. Ango: patient (tinoni ia 
salangia rau) eats ango. Man & wife eat and are massaged. Indinda: application of 
warm leaf to belly: 4 mbembehi leaves: "lnde nggu rai tinoni hoa puku t ' 
hangganggena." Hangganggena: knot: the hangganggena is tied up. 
Nuro taught Tandi: gave no pay. 
Kezh' mboreva 
Mboreva: boil in inner aspect of thigh = if not cured man dies. 
Places a stone inside split stick. " Vaturu tu hoai ghoi kezho mboreva ia tinoni 
ngau p evu vagh 'ti tu ghoi." 
Ghore kezho: takes it out without hiru. "Ghore nggu rai kezho hoa muke vaghiti 
ghoi tinoni." 
Salanga: rubs koronggoti ( 4 leaves) on boil. 
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"Ghore t' lamu ghoi muke vagh 'ti tinoni kezho mboreva salangi nggu rai ia." No 
pakunia. Finish. 
His inother taught him: Moluvuru. 2 poata. 
In Kezho hopere leve spear of Mbara nggohele in neck; get abcess - Mbara does 
not know name of leve. Belonged to Pirizhi formerly no man has seen. Pirizhi: 
Rurusu learned from Pirizhi. 
4 days salanga: no day for tomate. Some leave day for tomate: any time of 
month. No namu made. patient eats anything. 
Tandi 
Tandi salanga 4 days: 1 day belongs nggohele. Any time of month. No namu. No 
prohibited food. Patient may mbarasa (ghinjaghinja). 
Tambu animals 
Tandi. K. 
Mbara may kill shark, alligator, not tambu in Sambana. 
Mbara. 
Tandi may not kill tape. Tape pondo tinana: sick man cures himself. 
Suvutu leaf plenty, rubs between hands (ngazha) and rubs all over. 
Tandi may kill but may not eat, Kuhi do. Vorete: do. (Kuhi transl. "kill'" vaghti). 
Pizhaka: do. 
Kuhi belongs to Viuru but of old his family belonged to Inggoana: Hiele told 
Rove, Rove told Kuhi Tandi and Nggovara belong to Inggoana because 
Zhirumbuko belongs to it: on enquiry they declare belong both to father and 
mother's place: fashion belong black man. Moluvuru's land = Mbulugha, 2 
Korununi, 3 Sindei, 4 Poporaka, 5 Areve, 6 Pat' Hivala, 7 Tamasa, 8 Enga rano, 9 
Tonggo, 10 Vavanga 
1 . 2 Konggu, 3 Ndughore, 4 Poporaka: Inggoana 5 . 6 Inggoana. 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 
Viuru. Land belonged to Mbaravesu: partly planted partly bush. 
V orete belongs to Viuru through father; his mother belongs to Piko his 
mother belongs to Ndughore Vorete said on mother's 
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side; In confronting with genealogies said on father's side she belonged to Voko. 
V orete may not kill tape because some men of Viuru and some of Ndughore may 
not kill, some not eat tape. 
Siana and Vorete may not kill tunasa (= onggoe): may not kill on account 
of leve who walks about sea. Zhizho makes rani mbongi: Ndake told them not to 
kill. 
Vambule Siana. Vorete. 
Take cocoanut hold in left and in right stones with which rubs cocoanut 
"Mbule ghammu vaembule kolenia Matavaghi, mbule ghammu vaembule kolenia 
Te/eve, mbule ghammu vaembule kolenia Uzhamba, mbule ghammu vaembule 
kolenia Marai, mbule ghammu vaembule kolenia Mboara". In praying rubs stone 
on equator forward on ending prayer strikes with stone and breaks. 
Matavaghi: in Sambana - Televe: Lauru. Uzhamba: Ghoghore. Marai: 
Nduke. 
Does so in rani mbongi if want to go to Lauru Sambana -
If rani mbongi overtakes them at sea they say mbule: throws aghana into 
water: no varavara. They mbegholaghi to tomate "Ghammu !eve ghammu?" they 
ask when they mbetu "Yes" say leve. "Vaembule of Matavaghi?" - "Yes" "Leve 
in Televe" - "Yes" says Leve and so on. Mboara: in bush in Viuru. Finish. 
Ndake (a) taught them. 
Kolenia = koania in Rov. -Vaembule = leve. They have a kuli in Mboara 
where leve stops (kuli leve) made of wood: contains poata, hinuili, pangg'sia, 
mbareke, mbokolo. Hinuili = ovala. 
Make nanako with taro: cook taro, take off skin, make mine, pound, make 
nanako. "Namu tamm ghammu /eve vambule tu ghammu" Do so at Humanga, 
Vakuru (no leading question; Tit' kele; also after a storm been [lain?] (vambule). 
Pizhaka 
Pizhaka has no kezho: ties pseudo-kezho round co-
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coanut tree to frighten men; he has got no kezho from Nggovara because all 
tuvana: if he makes one he is sick, and cannot cure man ill of disease. If Pizhaka 
sees (Mbara may not eat rice: under treatment) thief of his cocoanuts he 
varihunggi = varimbarori. When they have done wrestling they are mbaire. 
Pizhaka. K. 
Pizhaka may not kill tape nothing else 
Serumbule Ku hi 
"Mbule, mbule ghammu serumbule pa Tandoki sana, pa Mehaka sana pa 
Hungg 'hunggu sana pa Kaltkolo, pa Matavaght sana, pa Meaka sana, pa Kalapa 
sana, pa Veala sana, mbule rondomo sana, mbule tu kola." 
Mehaka: in Ulusaghe. Hungg'hunggu: Ulusaghe - Kalikolo: Ulusaghe -
Meaka: Ulusaghe - Kalapa: in Nduke - Veala: in Lauru -
Sana = isa. Serumbule = leve. 
Take mbiri : eats root and kurupia (= kusurunia). - (Makes mbelaghi as 
for V ambule) 
In canoe: says mbule, throws mbimbiri stick with leaf To make vambule 
takes 4 sticks of mbimbiri puts in sea with stone on top. 
Speaks varavara then spits 4 times. 
Puts stick of mbimbiri into water in Vaghena to make ranimbongi,, water is 
trouble and kohalle vonu (turtle) came ashore to lay eggs: formerly used when 
afraid of enemies coming by sea. 
Vavara: "Tekole nggu rat ghae ta ghammu serumbule mae na rant 
mbongi" Tekole =to leave (tetitia = vatitia). 
Death Kuhi 
If man dies, they cry. Dead body remains 1 or 2 night; 2 nights for 
mbangara: place body in tot' polo (tonggo polo, position with chin on hands. If 
dies in morning he is taken to bush same day or 1 or 2 nights in house. 
(Kuhi may not eat suara, a fish (Rov. kunizhi) tuvana of Siakalle: because Rove 
knows Siakalle) 
All men cry while body in house. Wrap body 
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in lou (Rov. poro), carry him on pole to bush; make a framework of wood= lakiri: 
4 upright sticks: on 3 sides intermediate upright sticks. [diagram HFN:l431-1] 
Some way up from ground 4 horizontal sticks making sides of a platform higher 
up 3 horizontal sticks: none on side on which there is no intermediate upright: on 
platform nggohele sits. [diagram HFN: 1431-2] Lay calicoe, poata broken inside 
base of structure; 1 whole one is sopele on one of the uprights on intermediate 
upright on left of nggohele; lave same place; tomahawk on right back comer 
upright, spear oblique across left side (From model.) Some mbokol.o broken, some 
kept by children; children get plenty poata, break 1, 2, 3. 
Body remains 8 days then they take head while still rotting & smells bad; 
leave it on way after 10 nights go take it & put it in basket and tie to ghaso (Rov. 
ghaso): remains 1 year when put into kuli; sometimes after 1 month, 2, 3, 4 etc. 
(For mbangara long time don't count nights). 
When 1st take head: put stick in ground make a cup with sticks clustered 
round top: [diagram HFN:143 l-3] head put in it & poata on one of the branches of 
this kukura: poata taken from lakiri. No kaikai then. When take head from kukura 
to house they make kaikai in house: eat namu, pig, fish, iso, Make nanako in 
house with namu: any one may nanako. "Namu imbu mi ghammu sando ghammu 
pa tinggere telughe ghammu". Imbu: meke sighiti tie, meke moho, meke 
mbughoro tomate. Sando = pusia. Tinggere: inside of house. Telughe: Rov. 
vanungguria; lughe: all same boy he stop over there he come, come, come long 
house: to enter. 
Teghore nggohele: take head down and put into papo (Rov. era) make 
feast: pudding, pig: night before make kera, lukana (Anggangga unknown here): 
hang up tarnbaika, mbokolo, poata. Don't eat at night: in morning cook 10, or 5, 6 
pigs. Feast= Peghuru. Don't hang up lave, 
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in pauses between singing they hambukaghi. Don't eat pig day before; but namu 
only; next day pig, taro, namu. Eat in house. Any man bears head. Kuli = place 
where nggohele stops, the ground & heap altar e.g. Nusa Komba = kuli. Papo = 
the skull house. 
They make poholo at home; cook pig at home; don' t cook pig at kuli, but 
nanako poholo at kuli. If they didn't kill pig when they made the papo 1st, then 
they don't kill pig when a nggohele is put in, only poholo: in either case don't 
nanako pig. Open the papo 1st burn the poholo as imbuna then put the head inside 
and close. Any one may nanako poholo: "Poholo sana imbu mi ghammu sia mate 
mbangara koleni pa papo hoa, mai ghammu silangia papo muk' vav 'lotu 
ghammu, muk' vaghiti tinoni vaghiti mboghoro mana tu ghammu." Sia = nine 
"pozhana": no explanation. Silangia: to take the door-slab from papo. 
(When head put into basket, poata put in 1st) 
Hiama takes kundolu leaf 4: 2 on each side of head; hold head between 
hands & presents 4 times to papo; puts head inside. Put man & wife side by side. 
Hiama says nothing then. Then 1 man take kamburu in veruhe leaves 2 made like 
a dish lays down: dips kori mbatuna mbembei in it 4 times & hahile (passes over 
palms from wrist to tip) hands ofhiama & men who have held the head: the hiama 
and others hold out their hands as if to receive water. "Hahile (4 times) ghore 
pangania nena mate mbangara" or "nena na nggohele hoa''. Nena= Rov. mboui 
= dirt. Ghore panga: Rov. ghore pania. - Pangania. 
No nanako in house. Put 2,3,4,5,6 poata or mbokolo or hinuli with head 
into papo. When head in, hiama says come on, they come up and make huili 1 
man comes leaves poata, another man follows with poata, hinuli or mbokolo & so 
on; then hiama takes them and put into papo: not broken: also mbakiha (mbakiha). 
Nothing in eyes, or ears, or round head of nggohele. "Mbeto hondia o mai huili 
ghamu o" says Nggovara after putting in head. Hondia: "zhava" 
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If man dies make namu next day; sometimes same day: pig and namu; 
make namu every day until 10th day. Or else one day namu, one day taro. 
Wools. 
Nggoramboso alias Sisiki 45: R: R.P - G: G-B - P: P - Y: Y - B:: G to G-B - V: 
V - . Nggoramboso belongs to Saikile by mother. 
11-12-08 
Tambu animals Kuhi 
Kuhi speared an alu alias ghohi (2 names in Nduke) he could not eat it because it 
is his tuvana, because man of Sambana made ine (= ghuzhala) on him to stop 
sores. Sambana man = Nggulatali (t): Nggularande may eat, wife too -
Tondemate may eat, only tambu to Kuhi. 
Inaru Rove. Pela. Kuhi 
Inaru of Pela in Nusa Komba: not seen yet: rengge, mbeku, mbulau, hinuli. 
Mbeku = Voka. Rengge = rengge mbelama. 
Voka man of Kumbokota; he died and is now nggohele. - Mbelama sits on 
rengge (totu). 
1 kavu for cooking taro, 1 for namu. Cook namu at haoro koregha & vakuru. 
If catch 10 iso in old or new canoe one for men one for women: cook iso of man 
at inaru: they hendo iso (= mottu): hiapana (= tiana) is cooked (nanako) for inaru. 
(So far information not from Pela, from Rove & Kuhi: same inaru for all inaru 
Rove knows oae ia }l"usa Komaa another). Vavara: "!so sana ghammu inaru 
manani tu ghammu n iso hambu tu ghammi Voka o Rengge mbelama." 
Women's iso cooked in house no nanako: they eat & that's all. 
Mol' koregha 
Makes nggula with alomo (2 leaves): begins at ndongana (= ndonga): stands kali 
ghende & rubs kali matau all the way to tavatava where the sasamburu (fishing 
rod) lies: there finishes & throws away leaves. No vavara. While canoe in water. 
Tit' gharata 
Hea: repia (= rausia) wood: wraps in any leaf 
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places in tita in kendakenda tatava on honda. "Tit' gharati nggu rai mo/a ghamm ' 
inaru manatu ghammu." 
Nggula belongs inaru. 
Tit' gharata made when tita put on whole canoe. They go catch iso 4 days (or 8 
days if don't catch in 4 days): go out at sunrise return at sunset. 1st iso caught = 
apo mol ' koregha: men who catch iso eat not men who stop at home: cooked at 
inaru. Tambu to fuk woman; if does, catches no iso: men who go catch iso may 
fuk on lffilala eana (= raghana) mbuha, poko vaka. 
Make nanako with apo "Manani tu ghammu mola hambuni tu ghammi mola''. 
On return make namu; owner gives 1 poata to tatava, 1 to ndongana, others 
receive poko or mbokolo - ovovaka: no nanako at inaru. 
KolOzhiri (Rov. = kolozhiri): after ovaka catch one iso, take to inaru and men in 
canoe eat. "Kolozhiri tammu ghammu inaru mana tu kolozhiri mola ha." After 
kolozhiri in old canoe if catch 10, the next they catch whether same or next day is 
kolozhiri: kolozhiri in old canoe cook at inaru. If catch 10 in new canoe: 1 for 
men 1 for women; if old canoe catch 10 woman get one iso, no iso for men; the 
kolozhiri taken to inaru. Hiele taught Rove, Rove taught Pizhaka, Kuhi, Pela. 
Kuhi paid one mbokolo. 
Inaru Malakeke 
Another inaru in Nusa Komba of Rove: Malekeke man who died before:: man of 
Kalikonggu ofNitara. Tula taught Rove man ofKazhuala in Kalikonggu. 
Tit' gharata 
Heheu a grass: 4. Y grass with forked head of tatava. "Tit ' gharata nggu rai 
manani tu mola gho Malakeke ketoni iso." Ketoni = Rov. ringgihi = to catch 
makasi. 
4 mbatuna of nou (Rov. zhovi) puts in water stands on pa ghende rubs left side of 
bow after dipping leaves in water 4 times then walks along rubbing side (not rim) 
to head of sasamburu 
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then throws away (in former nggula rubbed not side but rim of canoe; went 
likewise to mbatu sasamburu). 
Catch iso 4 days; apo, if catch, belong man; if 2, 1 for man 1 for woman; men's 
cooked at inaru: fashion of all inaru. 
"Apo mola sana mana tu keto tu ra iso". ra = ara. 
Kolozhiri cooks anywhere pa nusa, pa mbambata, no nanako. 
If catch 10 in old canoe: 1 belongs to men, 1 to women: both cooked in house 
belong woman. Men and women eat the other 8. No nanako at inaru. 
Langono Rove. K. 
Take 1 vung' hea (Rov. kata heta): hang it up above kekenda tatava (opp. 
to the kenda ndonga). "Ure tammu ghamm' Langono rereghe tu ghammu mola 
toka pa vevelu varereghe pa mumurongana". Rereghe: to go quick. Toka pa 
veluvelu: go away at evening, he go long island long evening he catch him long 
evening. Murongana = morning. 
Men, not women or children, eat the betel-nut. Don't take take down bunch: each 
man eats any day thereafter. 
Make 1 fire at kekenda donga, 1 at kekenda tatava: take 4 piece wood (mokuna) 
ofmamat' ighana (Rov. do.): 1 day: 4 days after putting in tita "Tule nggu ra mola 
mana tu ghammu langono rereghe tu ghammu nggohele renggetea Nggazhaka, 
Hivu, mana tu ghammu." 
Renggete: man he die: man ofLembako. Other 2 ditto. Hiele taught Rove. 
Mam'helo 
All same Langono. 
Ure: hangs up kekenda tatava. "Tetiti ure mam 'helo mana tu nimbaka tu 
mamaroko." Very imperfect. Nimbaka. Nimbaka: "rereghe sisigh.ilti" he savvy go. 
Mamaroko does not know Rov. equivalent belong to Sambana and Nduke: all 
same canoe "taloa sisighiti? 
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Marnata: heavy. Marna ndekana light. Marnahelo: ndake marnata. Makes fire pa 
kekenda tatava: puts in ghae (any kind) and tail of lipa fish: 4 days after tit' 
gharata. "Nako nggu ighana hoa mana tu mam 'helo mamaroko mola mana tu 
ghammu kamande mbaroghoso pa laina, mana tu ghammu Hiele-o". Hiele taught 
Rove. Kambongetto of Sarnbana taught Rove. 
Ure mate mbangara 
Takes vung' hea and hangs over middle of canoe. "Ure ta ghammu mate 
mbangara sana manani tu ghammu mboso, manani tu hinambu, vonu, iso, ighana, 
ghu ghammu mate mbangara". Vonu: turtle. ghu gharnmu = Rov. gh.ua tu si 
gharnmu. 
Hiele taught him. Man belong before, before he no savvy when; tutina leve. 
Vavara of nggula of Malakeke: "Nggula nggu ghoi Malakeke sana manani tu 
hinambu nggula panga nggu nggiru, nggula panga nggu mbosi, mana tu ghoi". 
N ggiru: fish he no catch him, turtle he no catch him; all same. 
Viniputa Rove. K. 
Man who knows viniputa goes to Lauru walks about on road, house, in canoe men 
don't see him he can kill them. 
If makes nggetto takes ure hangs up over canoe anywhere. "Te titi ure viniputa 
mana tu ghoi manani tu mboso vaeghua pezha ngetto". Vaeghua pezha: you catch 
him quick man. Vaeghua: Rov. tuture. Pezha: he catch him quick man. 
Takes pahu (aroso): ties around bow of canoe. No vavara. Pahu = parnou. 
Popondolo (Rov. nggeholo): tree. Hirumlazhi (mamaroko Rov.). Popondolo: 2 
leaves in ndonga in zhozhora (zhozhora) of canoe: i.e. angle between raised end. 
Puts hirumlazhi on lako of ndonga. "Pahu vin 'puta ta ghammu vin 'puta mana tu 
lammu manani tu 
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mboso, manani tu mo/a vaeghu pezha muke mule ghale varivaghore tu nggetto". 
Mule ghale: to return without heads = mule ghale. 
Ure inaru Rove. 
Yung' hea in kekenda tatava. "Mana tu ghammu inaru vaeghua apo mo/a''. 
Vaeghua apo mola: he go catch him iso I st time quick. If catch I 0 = vaghi; if one, 
apo. Men eat betel nut pihala (= piala) 
Nggusimi 
Hanggava (= Rov. heta hokara): wild betel nut. Piru = wild; manavasa: 
tame. Hangs up the hanggava in house above nggeto in making nggeto use ure 
mate mbangara, viniputa, nggusimi, linggomo, vovoso; mate mbangara also 
belongs to mola. Hangs up anywhere over nggeto. "Ure nggusimi malata undu 
mateana hite mana tu ghammu vaeghua pezha nggeto". Malata undu: talk of 
Ghoghore = pa nusa lavata. Mateana hite: small mateana: turangia nggusimi. 
N ggusimi = nggohele esesu = to mate tuturu: all same he go long Lauru Sambana 
kill him man, all man stop long house, one man he take piece wood make 
nggusimi. Go to Lauru go up to bush, find men there kill them finish, stop long 
house on spot. A man or W'oman of Lauru, without knowledge of ) tduke men take 
leaf; goes to man ofl'tduke. One of men they go and get leaves for they go and get 
lea¥es A man of another village goes to get leaves (vaho) to make oven: takes 
some leaves them on road, goes on leaves them on road and so on with intent to 
take them up on return home; but falls in midst ofNduke men and is killed. 
They don't eat the ure of nggusimi. If don't put up ure nggusimi the man 
does not come to get killed: he is esesu (pekipeki). 
Hiele taught Rove: Hiele got it from Kovo a man of Kuava. 
Tamasa 
Veona, Nakovala, Hirikateu, Highalozhi 
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Helevenui, Papakandiki, Koititi, Lake, Kinggo mata, Nggoratataka, Zhizhengana, 
Ngguruhendi, Tambarambara, Vakinau, Lomizhiku, Sisikarendeo, l tulu pa 
ranggomo, Mandematana = Tamasa Ndughore. 
(Nggovara.) K. 
Rove 
Nakovala took hunda in mountain, tree = ndondove (head of a fern sprout 
curled like a crozier [diagram HFN-1438-01] large and very hairy), & put inside 
era, Heleveni saw him, what' s this said Heleveni. All same tomate he said: no this 
is no tomate said Heleveni. "Dog, rat and hermit crab go to Lauru, took mbaha: 9 
baskets (tela = Rov tela) came down from bush to Poro on shore & cooked nendo 
(Rov. kane all same marihi pinomo ): Dog, rat & crab, Finish cook, they ate; then 
"let us go" took canoe; dog and rat farted: why you too much fart; no good" said 
crab, they went and as approached N duke crab farted canoe broke, crab and 
baskets sunk; dog & rat swam ashore, crab went right down & took one basket & 
crawled on bottom to Nduke. The other swam rat caught ear of dog, & reached 
shore: "Where you come?" said dog "Lingi lingilingi ia ia ia" said rat. "Saghai, 
saghai (what, what) said dog "Long talinga belong you" said rat. Dog he cross, 
dog wanted to eat kurezhu, rat made whole in ground & went down, dog scratched 
and scratched, all same wind he come: this hole is in Simbo, the rat and dog had 
got to Simbo. Dog [took wind?] to Roviana. (curled head of ndondove = 
mbangara ndondove) 
Heleveni was in bush & came down to shore where he saw one basket of 
mbaha; he went down to shoot fish with mbuala. Took basket & nanasia - what 
name you said he; Linggomo?" - no - Henggere?" - No - "Mbaha" - yes. 
Heleveni took it & went up to Rano. [1 ?] man he no die said Nakovala, man he no 
fright plenty [man?]. Altogether man he savvy too much said[- ?] tingetonga; no 
said 
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Heleveni. Man he no die, ndondove he tomate said Nakovala "No bymby this 
island too small, too many men. Took heta ofNakovala, made tambu long mbaha, 
Nakovala he die; if Heleveni had no made mbaha man no die. N akovala he die, 
men took his head & put in oru. Now one man he pela, one man good, one man 
mbaha - another good one man knows kera, another not, one man. he knows tuva 
(swelling under skin) another not. Had Heleveni hearkened to Nakovala men had 
not died. 
Nakovala' s widow went to bathe in river on 4th day after N 's death: she 
was turned into stone in big river that comes out in Vila. Ndondove would have 
been tomate had Nakovala prevailed; but Heleveni thought head better. 
Veona 
Veona made big paele in Rano. When he had finished it, Veona told Herikateu to 
go & get an opossum. Her. want to take manue in a hole (mbae) took out one & 
threw away, then another & so on threw away all Veona's opossum. 1 remained 
inside with plenty hinuli on legs, & tail, H. took him: Veona saw: it was the 
opossum ("manue hopena") he liked. Veona was cross: "Why did you take this 
one" said he that' s wrong. He was cross, & went to shore to Manogha -ztma, 
launched tomoko; took kaikai & plenty things into canoe, woman & child. He 
went to Vaghena in Manogha Zima, cook food; then went to Tauloho, made house 
there, and big place. "Me go wash" said Vakinau Veona' s wife; she look back on 
Rano; child cried; "why you cry?" this is not your place; your place is Rano which 
we left behind. Veona heard her, put canoe on water took food & went on to 
Mbeulu, & made place there. Mbeulu is in Sambana. Men of Mbeulu can talk 
Nduke. 
Tatambarambara 
= snake lived in Vavalakihi river 
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called Vavalakihi in Rano & Vao down below. 4 tamasa walk about long leana. 
One koloriu (Rov. pakarau) which calls out kol'riu kol'riu told to go long big tree 
nggema: T. went up & 4 tamasa saw him long water, saw his reflexion in water 
they bailed out water the whole day; couldn't catch him. The 4 leve wemt down 
into the big pou, evening approaching they look up at sun & saw Tambarambara. 
They went up the nggema. Eo (= Rov. Eo) sang out eo, eo, eo: T that was twined 
around tree drew up his tail & made circle around tree [diagrams HFN: 1440-1, 
HFN:1440-2]: 4 men went up one on each of 4 sides of tree & came within the 
crown formed by T on top: T drew himself together & caught them against tree. 
T. took out Nggema & went off & threw 1 leve in Lauru, 1 in Sonto, 1 fvfuaniata 
& 1 in Rano. Went off to big river in Kusaghe, said "Tamabarambara, 
Talanggema" & left the nggema, Went long river in Mbole: "Tambarambara 
rvfuole" but did not cross river because T too large so turned back; went to 
Vaimbu "T. Vaimbu" said he & crossed over & went to bush (after rvfuole went to 
Mase said "T. Mase" but did not cross - T. was following the course of the river 
till rvfuole: but there river so narrow he could proceed no further so turrn~d back). 
At Vaimbu river was wide enough to let him pass. 
Tambarara also called Lom' zhiku. In Vila called Lom'zhiku; went to 
Vavalakihi in Leana in Nduke & there called Tambarambara. Came to Vaimbu & 
there called Tambarambara vaimbu: stops in Kusaghe; mbeto. 
He threw the tamasa about: Mantle Vivogha = the 4 leve. 
Nggema a species of tree in Nduke. 
Know no more of making of mountain in Nduke. 
Hirikateu 
Hirikateu went to Vaghena. V eona while in canoe took his kile and husked his 
betel nut in throwing away his husk, let go the kile which sank. My kile 
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has fall turanggu, said Veona. H. jumped in, Veona spurted, H. caune up and saw 
not the canoes: he became a big stone. Veona was cross because of the opossum. 
No more about Veona in Mbeulu 
Heleveni gave languages to men. 
"Kole (Rov. tio: I say) say Nduke men, in Mbilua they say ngoela, in Simbo 
nggokolo, in Kusaghe ae (yes), in Ulusaghe nggua tie (I say), in Ughele kaigha 
(kasa Rov.), in Mbaniata ptepteptep, in Sambana ghema (I say), in Lauru mbo 
(yes). 
Highalozhi 
Came down and made hehipi in Kundukundu N of Ghatere. Men of Zhava 
come to Nduke: they saw him from a distance: he big fellow too much; as they 
neared he grew smaller and smaller till he was like a child. Canoe of mbangara in 
Zhava came and took him - this is my pinausu said mbangara: he took him and 
went back to Zhava. In Zhava queen took him: gave food; at night he was big and 
fuked the mbangara' s wife in day time was child; in night fuked mbangara' s wife. 
"He no picaninny, he all same man belong queen, he mbambarata''' king said. Men 
were cross and wanted to kill him: but he put 1 foot on Rano aind 1 on Zhava: 
"Mbetu saghoraghi pia tu mbatun ' pa Rano pia tu mbesun' pa Ghore komburu 
nggamu ghunau nemburu nggam ' ghunau Tutu" and step over to Rano. Mbetu: to 
sway like a canoe from side to side or like metronome. Mbetu to incline forward, 
saghoraghi backwards. Pia tu = hie tu. Mbesuna = head also (cf. mbesumbesu) 
"Komburu ghuna ghammu kaighua tie nomanggu lavata" = Rov. for komburu 
nggamu etc? "Me picaninny you altogether, me no picaninny me big man. 
Highalozhi climbed up a mbeta tree and made it sway backward and forward. 
Mbatuna = head of Rano. 
Tape 
Kika of Hoava is tutina tape: Kuhi & Co. are his tutina: he married Tekalo & 
thence they have got this tuvana. 
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Hoava: includes Nggerassi: Nggerassi is on coast, Hoava 1s m mountains. 
N ggovara knows no more about it. 
Sum be 
They take dog and go hunt in bush for pig; kill pig, ighana, manue: 6 days 
before moon goes away they hunt pig, go fish with vanggara, spear fish: three 
days then return; next day do nothing; next day last of month they go to kuli: 
prepare talo, pig fish; prepare hula(= Rov. nunggara ngohara and cook it in paele: 
burn pig; they don't go to the papo but to paele in Heriana close up to the papo 
and part ofkuli: there they cook the food. 
Nanako in paele: "Koambangara, koambangara ghammi mana tu ghammu 
lahi, boghoro, ighana, hula ghu ta ghamu nggohele sara." 
Koambangara: Rov. lumana: in Rov. they go make pudding, cook fish etc. and 
cook at all the hope, Koambangara name of feast. Lahi. = opossum. ghuta ghamu: 
Rov. isara tammughammu. Nggohele sara = tomate isara. 
Come back to sleep. In morning make big kaikai: tahoa (= rahi.), pig, fish. 
Burn a little rahi., pig, fish in ordinary house then make ngguhele (conch == kuvihi.) 
iranga (to shout u. u. u.). At nanako: "Na mboghoro na namu na ighana ghuta 
tammu ghammu nggohele poghosi tu lami ria." Poghosi: to carry. Lami = we go. 
Ria = Rov. arini. Thi.s = nanako in ordinary house: man, woman, chi.Id c~an make 
it. In paele at kuli : women don't go but chi.ldren may. 
Then go out on ways and shout, shoot guns, beat houses to drive away 
nggohele hikerendi: nggohele ndukele, hangg'losovo (= tomate savo, Rov. zhira 
mate: died in vahori), mat'mazha (Nduke man killed by Nduke man). 
No "hi.ru" on shore. 
"Ghoghoto namu o, ghoghoto mboghoro o, 
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ghoghoto lahi, ghoghoto ighana, ghu ho ghami ghammu poghosi tu ghammu ave 
poghosi tu ghammu ozha, ghua tia poghosi tu ghore lami, muke mulenia kera 
muk' mule ghammu kikiumbu muk' mule ghammu nenepo ia namu mboghoro 
ighana ia mule ni ghammu." Then go out on road and make noise. Ghoghoto: 100: 
all same call him: not true. Ghu ho ghami ghammu: Rov. ghuamu si ghammu. 
Poghosi tu: take it away. Muke mulenia: meke pule mai. Kikiumbu: whistle: you 
take back pig, you no take kikiumbu: 100 namu you catch him you go, etc. you no 
catch singsingi. Nenepo "broom" Rov. sasara. Sa muleni ghammu: you take him 
go back: early in morning after putting pudding into fire. Kera: sing. 
Pota Keasa Nggovara. Rove. K. 
"Ropete pa Ghizo ropete hehe mami ropete nene mami mananit ' ghammi 
ghammi mami ke ndukele". Ropete tomate who holds fast to rope, branch: stops in 
Ghizo. - Hehe: hand, arm. This is sung out while they (::limb the tree: 
demonstrated by Nggovara. Known to plenty men e.g. Kuhi. 
Nggovara makes ine when season approaches. One man 1 ine (ghuzhara): 
pakua meke mbeto: no varavara. Puts on man same day as he makes it. 
Zhirumbuko taught Nuro, Nuro Nggovara. Nuro told him these are the hopendi, 
do it. 
Keasa = to climb 
Kuhi can make the ine too. 
Mat' sava: Nggovara knows nothing about him. 
Hiama Nggovara K. 
Venggomboso made N ggovara hiama. V = not hiama but big mbangara. 
(Nggovara = malata (Rov. palambatu) not mbangara. Malata lavata like Sito). 
Venggomboso salanga papo = simply to make 
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papo. Salangia = tavitia. 
Puts head 4 times into papo & then withdraws: Nggovara became hiama on 
holding Venggomboso's head. 
Nggovara repia 2 stick (Nduke people like all others make great fuss about telling 
name of tree when they can't show specimen; if ask name they say it is in soloso) 
= popondolo; hangs on neck 2 mbatu of nameless plant. Takes dust of popondolo 
& eats after putting in head. 
Hiele vaka taught Nggovara potana. Hiele was not hiama. Nggor'hiama 
was hiama before Nggovara. Ngginggi before succ. by Kutu succ. by 
Nggor'hiama. 
Heads of tinoni homboro put in by hiama too: but hiama spoken of as one 
who holds heads of mate mbangara. 
No hiama leve. If food does not prosper, they higha (Rov. mbaghere) (to 
climb tree in search of opossum. They go and rahi pevu (make hula) at pot' inuma 
(rengge) in Heriana: they bum a little opossum and hula: "hula na lahi tammu 
ghammu pot' inuma manani tu nginginau sika lologha lukata pondi mahiri". Any 
man makes nanako. Men eat opossum and hula, children don't; men do. they 
withdraw walking. Men eat plenty. 
No nanako made for Highalozhi or any of that class ofleve. 
No rengge of leve in Nduke. 
Catching pig with net is a 'Mbilua' fashion not Ndukian- Seghai =who? 
13-12-08 
Excursion 
At JS1 break in reef to N. a little stream: Savanga. N. of this on what is island at 
high tide kuli = pota hambu = Mandekukuvu (something about susuri) coral 
stones in circle at foot of petu tree. Island = rengge. Mbele of Viuru knows can't 
walk. Savanga belongs to Viuru. No rengge - One Nusa Rengge in Vaghena. 
In Savangga no houses only 1 shed for copra cooking. 
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In Nusa Rengge shed to sleep in when they fish. Leana = river. 
Tonggo S of Savanga a paele burned by Partington one big canoe. Other one 
taken by Partington. Only one canoe left in Viuru. 
(3 canoes in Ghatere all at least three men. Children sleeping in my paele 
frequently go fishing at night with burning cocoanut leaves or tutusa. In daytime 
will rush out sometimes to spear fish: wonderful way in which they detect fish and 
follow it when I can see no sign of it. Only a paele in Ghatere: men go up to bush 
every evening and come down in morning hardly seen any iso fishing. 
Ghasi to make fire by friction "matchis ta Veona". 
Pepele belongs to Viuru: no house. A kuli with papo nggohele which may 
not be visited. Nanako is made in neighbouring paele; which is tuvana and no 
longer exists. Another paele is not tuvana instead almost in ruins and almost 
abandoned. 
Hao = kokalle (long variety) 
In Kundukundu Highalozhi' s hindi (Rov. hehipi) a reef projecting into sea and 
covered over at high tide; H. wanted to make one as far as Ghizo when Vella 
Lavella men took him away so he never finished it. 
Tumbu =rotten (Rov. muzhi) - Loto = sore. 
14-12-08 Monday 
Tambu animals 
I asked Kuhi why they did not spear a senggolo: he said it was tuvana pa 
Serumbule. Senggolo = shark. Kusui (porpoise) also tuvana pa Serumbule. May 
kill shark, not eat; may not kill kusui. Men of Nduke altogether don' t eat shark or 
porpoise: for some not tuvana but don't like to eat. 
Besides pazhara (fish): tambu for inine of Nggulatali in Sambana. 
Nggulatali + wife of Harumbule. Same tuvana as Alu: did not mention name of 
Siakale, it belongs to some tomate in Sambana of which knows not name. 
Nggohele salanga: they don' t know him: he belongs Sambana. 
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Kezho Iii Hundi, K. 
Teturu: Ili =Mand. Kita= Rov. Malivi. 1 letu = cocoanut leaf makes viviri i.e. 
twines 4 folioles together on each side: stands the letu up with folioles pointing 
upward: then bends down the lower folioles: the twined fol. represent arms, the 
turned down = legs. 
[diagram HFN: 1446-1] 
Man who eats is presently small and thin. "Ili kezho o oo (sung out) rosi konda o 
uru ma-ngge ngo olla pamu soloso.". Rosi= VellaLavella for penis (Nduke zhile 
ghondoro) konda also = zhile (penis). Urumangge: place in bush of Sirumbae. 
Ngo ola: you go. Pamu soloso: to your place = talk belong Nduke. 
Teghore: takes 4 stones throws them at the cocoanut leaf. "Ili kezho rosia 
konda, uru mangge ngo peuru ngo koni ola zhe kingu ola [- ?] zhe". ngo peuru: 
your place: Kingu: bush. The prayer at teturu is: Ili kezhovo rosia konda uru 
mangge ngo olla pamu soloso." 
Rosi of Ili: "long fellow cock you go, you no stop here." 
Salanga: Hapepipi 1 mbatuna hung in back of patient (Rov. kundolu) . No 
nggula, no hiru, no kusurunia. "Ili kezho etc. same as in taking down kezho. pamu 
soloso: evidently slipped into Nduke language. 
Hiru on kezho at tetufu te ghore: comes after the stones: with 4 ghaina (= 
ghau) mbiri. 
Ponda: turana of Hundi taught him, belonged to Ndake in Viuru. "ure 
mangge ngo ngo peuru [- - ?] 
Ili lives not in Nduke but in Sirumbae. 
Pinihala Molu Hundi. K. 
Tupana riro (skin of riro Rov. - riro) rubs on pregnant' s stomach; kundolu 
(Rov. kundolu another kind from hapepipi; 1 tip of heu (Rov. ndunduli) a grass. 
Gives kundolu to pregnant to eat. 
With heu nggula tia same time as riro. "Vavaighua ghore rek' manggota 
leana komburu" Rek' manggota or re manggota? 
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One day after one month of pregnancy. Have no means of making boy or girl. 
Don't know whether child is man or woman until it is born (pondo pa melaka), 
don't know while child is in belly (pa tiana). 
Mundo tasina Reke, tuna Kern taught Hundi. 
Henggere Lui. K. 
Manau: mbeku in Manau in Viuru. Makes hula (nunggara nghohara): 
makes nanako. Mbeku made of ndondove = nggohele = henggere. "Tana na hula 
ta ghammu Henggere manani tu mboghoro ngau tu siki mboghoro". Then goes 
hunt. 
Eats taro gives to dog: "San' meme siki ngau mboghoro ghoi muke mbuse 
ghoi varani tu". Varanitu: he no fright. Mbuse: Rov. mataghutu. Meme: Rov. 
pome: to eat and give to small child, dog, etc. Dog = KorovesUl O' siki tuvana. 
Kolohenggere, Sipoti, Mukiti, Varazhe are all tambu dogs = sik' henggere. Siki 
homboro that do not eat meme do not hunt. 
No nanako with pig. 
Hiele taught Lui: Hiele = tamana Lui, Lui is his pinausu. 
Ku hi 
Lui's Serumbule is same as Kuhi's 
Rengge Various Mbilua men on vis:it to Nduke. 
In Zhiu of Vella Lav. in Mbilua = rengge. Rengge ulivanga .. No rengge of 
mbangara (not sure Lui asked him); only rengge on Ulivangana. 
Arare: if food does not come up go: arare = mbeku of mbangara nameless. 
If food is no good they set up a mbeku: make singgata with ngasu (Rov. nunggara 
nghohara), any man may singgata: "Kota ngo singgasingga mba ngara uri ko 
eloko inda." Uri = good. Elo: nditu (Rov. sari ) inda = garden. Rov. Leandi sari 
ghinani. Wood used = kokoro (= Nduke ndondove). 
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Mandeghusu is not a place of ghinani they got no tamasa. I objected they have 
plenty, but they don't make good food said they. They only have bananas, have no 
taro. 
Death Kuhi. 
Make namu any time of day ten days: don't make nanako; men eat of it. 
On 4th day make hula & go to place in bush where nggohele; take stick of 
zhazhala with leaves on: insert it through a hinuli point stick at nggohele: "Xxxx tio 
mule mai tu" ( 4 times raising stick each time) Then leave the zhazhala in bush: 
they eat the hula on spot without nanako & withdraw; some cannot eat because of 
stench. 
When they go they leave the body they make no pakua, no vaimbu: plenty 
men go & see the body in the meantime until they take away the head. 
Don't break any cocoanuts; taviti homboro hula. 
For ten days make namu & eat at home no nanako. Then finish; nothing on 20th 
day or thereafter. 
Widow = namboko: she remains in house after 20-30 days. No kuipi as in 
Rov. goes all over house. No mbilu, no lime marks, may piala pialavaka, may not 
fuk (tuvana), eana (= Rov. kalala). Crouches when goes out but no mat. 
Mbangara's widow remains 100 nights. When widow comes out goes to wash in 
leana: goes alone; nothing happens. 
Mbangara's wife stays in lose (= kuipi): sits totu polo. When she comes 
out, she washes thats' s all. 
Wife formerly used to hang herself frequently: woman alone de:cided to 
hang herself. She is not namboko in that case, merely nggohele: they put her body 
side-by-side with that of husband. 
Teku hung herself for Mbeo Nggovara's wife. Mbeo died in evening, Teku 
hang herself in next morning. Teku watched whole night, ate plenty sacks of 
tobacco & she was faint (elelu): they showed how her head hung down; she made 
vasar1 
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put on mbokolo, tutupa (= tutupa), etc & did not cry. Plenty men went with her to 
bush. Hung herself in night; ate no papasa. Hung herself with raghami (Rov. 
raghami - [maleo?] Mbilua): made 4 knots in it & applied them to the throat so 
that it was broken. 
No ngguhele for namboko: fashion ofRov (ari pa Roviana). 
On coming out of house pays 2 poata to tamana, tasina, turana, tuna, tinana of 
deceased. 
Namboko may cut her hair when she eti (to fuk) = eti namboko. If does not 
varieti, she keeps her hair. When she varieti relatives of deceased vari hunggi man 
who catches her, they varimazha: they don't hit body but strike the shield only; 
old time they would kill. Man who caught namboko pay poata to relatives of 
deceased. Namboko does not fight. 
Mbembesu: man's mother, turana, tuna, tasina, tamana: does not cut hair, 
or lime it, some men keep it 100 night, some one year. When cut hair kill pig, fish, 
namu, kera at night etc= Peghuru same time as they put head into papo. Any man 
cuts off hair: no pay; it is Roviana fashion to pay mbokolo to man who cuts off 
hair; no pay for cutting off hair of namboko. Hair of both thrown into leana. 
Widower = namboko: after 10 days he can walk about, if goes to pepeana 
goes straight up. If child dies, father & mother remain I 0 days in house. Widower 
does not wash for 10 or 20 days. Father mother don't wash for ten days. 
If man dies, men come and sleep in house 10 nights. They sing 2 or 3 
nights; after that sleep: they can wash= kokomate (Man. kokomat1e). 
If they chose to burn basket they burn [then?] don't count nights, kill pig 
make kera: same time as Peghuru: may burn baskets before taking head. Lukana 
where burn basket any man or woman may burn baskets: mbokolo inside basket, 
namu, pig. 
If man dies goes to Sonto; goes away after 
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5 days: in the meantime stays about: no man sees him: only talk. Goes to Simbo 
1st; Kuhi does not know place but a Mbilua man present said Ove. Kem = keru: 
don't know what nggohele does in Sonto. Don't know what's in Sonto. 
Puku = puku: Any man keeps it. Put into fire when done with it; burn it all. 
No vavara. 
Ngohi =breath. - no man sees tomate in Nduke -
Man of Sambana's head kept: keep heads ofLaum men too. 
Popoku = poponggu: head put into papo. 
If man falls down from tree: they leave body at place where fell: they can't go and 
see. 
Woman died in hungga left there: child if living is taken. Set up stone or wood: 
mbeku by papo: this Rov. fashion: here no men died in water. If man killed in 
Sambana or Laum put up a mbeku. Nggohele sits facing setting sun: lomboha 
sope. Saghe sope = ghasa rimata. Wears eana or mbuha or poko, put on roku 
(ham be) on nggohele male or female, in lifetime belongs to woman. 
Kirenge = Kirengge 
Nggohele hengga: eats tumbu nggohele. Does not make men sick. Hengga =bush. 
Varna= njou. No vama put inside papo. 
To Peghum comes men ofNduke, lnggoana, etc. Men ofMbilua don't come. 
Only men eat hula at Mande; women eat namu made on 10 days after death, [-?] 
namboko. 
All papo here of stone, no om. 
Namboko' s food cooked in same house as he stop in, i.e. deceased's house; same 
food as they all eat. 
(Ghemu about 1 year old when Hundi came back from Rov. Hundi stayed 3 y. in 
Nduke 3 in Rov. 
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3 in Nduke so that Ghemu about 10 y. Kapa about 10 months younger. Vaghi then 
Tondevaghi, Njuki, Tondemate, Ghemu, Kapa) Ghemu look 9 but is said to be old 
for his age). 
No man can talk to tomate like Kundaite now all dead finish. 
No sambukae at Humanga or V akuru. 
Kesoko Kuhi 
Kesoko lives in Pature in Rara: all same Mbolana. Kesoko goes catch fish long 
island. One of the kopala on the vanggara in Ghatere = 2 Kesoko back to back 
sitting in totu polo position made by Huku who knows the mbolana. Mbolana 
comes from Saikile whence Huku learned it. Men of Roviana know vivinei; These 
people don' t: Kesoko said to men "go catch fish in vanggara" all same mbegholo; 
Kesoko makes mbegholo; if Kesoko rutinganja they don't catch fish. 
Marriage etc. Kuhi 
Vineke = komburu manggota - Manggota: manggota - Mbarikalengge: 
manggolata -
Man who breaks girl men of Nduke don't varivosa in Nduke they go to varivosa 
in Ghoghore, Roviana, - afterwards admitted man of Nduke varivosa they pay, 
mbokolo for 2 or 3 nights; before Kuhi told me that they paid 1 mbokolo for 1 
night as in Mbilua. 
When wants marry pays 1 mbakiha to father, then takes 20 poata 5 days later: 
goes to manggota same day. No namu made. Umbo = 20 poata. 1 mbakiha = 
pindili susu (= Rov. piniruvettu). Pindili = dry; nenevu = wet. "They say this 
mbakiha belong you, you make him kaikai, says he to mother of picaninny, & 
make her big" 
Make kaikai on day of taria (Rov. luaria) when man goes to sleep with woman. 
Namu: relatives of man & wife. Woman cuts hair: mbilu mbarasa (= 
ghinjaghinja), with lime & nimbi, a red stone,: made with pipiruku: make mbilu 
1st 
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then put on nimbi. Man puts on ndala mbatu, mbakiha, lave, mbuha, nduvi (= 
lakori), he puts on lime but no nimbi. 
Susu are pindili before childbirth; afterwards pie susu. 
Wools. 
Pavaghi s.o. Areke c. 9, younger than Ghemu: R: R. - G: G-P: P- Y: Y -B: G-
B-V - V: V.B.Gr-V. 
Mb aha 
Ghase wife of Mihi was mbaha. Mbaha takes hik'hika i.e. whatever man throws 
away when eats, & wraps up in leaf: man is sore in belly. Ghase killed by men in 
Rov. not here. Formerly if man mbaha they hung him up by hands until he 
confessed "arau mbahia asa sa tie'', Did not strike him etc. Could not find 
whether he revealed spot: Kuhi could not understand question. 
Taghoro. Gardens Sipilave 
Ronggo knows taghoro belongs to pondi: belongs to planting. Men in Roviana 
know it. Lologha = Rov. ruta. 
They used to make gardens before; some men now don't know. Make mta 
lologha. Pondi made in ruta. Lukata also Rita lologha. A lologha does not and is 
never changed. Lologha Rita: plant in water: plant homboro. Pot' inuma belongs 
garden: used when garden food is new. Don' t make anything for new ruta, comes 
up of own accord; tamasa pondo & it comes up. 
Plant the garden & after a year eat produce:· after 10 months. Not same as 
garden where they pakutu (Rov. hambu) take out the taro, & then plant again, but 
simply plant again the same day they take out. Pondi come up after 3 months. 
Pondi sosoto take 10 months, pondi vaka 3 months, taro 13 months pondi sosoto 
used to translate luzhu hokara. 
Sipilave pretends has no kezho, says nothing if man takes his cocoanuts. 
Kezho Viviri Lui & K. 
Sore head, eyes wander about, all place seems to move. Viviri = Rov. viviri. 
Teturu: not kezho sosoto: huhu: 1 branch bends in two and inserts in hunda 
homboro split at top. No vavara. 
Teghore: takes 4 mbatu letu, 4 mbatu vuvuru 
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(a leaf) pevu "Hiru ghore nggu ra kezh' viviri ghore tu lamu muke vaghi tinoni" 
Salanga: 2 leaves of valangge in each hand strokes sides of head while speaking. 
Make pakua with 1 mbatu of valangge, while leaves are used for nggula. Pakua in 
back. "Salangi na viviri na tinoni maghoghoso tu ghore la pa pevu pa hea ghoi 
maghoghoso tinoni" 
Hiele taught Lui. (Hiu: to wash, bathe). 
Veona 
made ghasi. Nothing known further about it 
House Ku hi 
Turu = turu. Side post: mbalitotu. V aruoto = beam resting on the mbalitotu. Ghaso 
= ghaso. Varovotona (1) = beams lengthwise above the varuot:oto. Tavunga = 
beam resting on the turu. Tambetavungana lies upon the tavungana. Hinula = Rov; 
Mbekoto =thatch. Nggoe =ivory nut leaf. Tavungana =ridge, besides being ridge 
pole. 
[diagram cross-section of house, HFN:1453-1] 
This paele = tavungana kik'logha (Sambana)-Tavungana Kambao: 
[diagram HFN:1453-2] in Kambao leaf is bent over the tavungana pole. In 
Kikilogha: 10 mbekoto on each side. Kambao fashion belong Ndughore. Huhu = 
apse. The cane that forms the support of the huhu = ivo. Hanggava =sticks tied to 
the edge of the roof & resting on the varutoto: they are flat and pointed: they are 
placed at intervals of 15 to 20 ems all along & serve to carry sticks & so forth. 
[diagram HFN:1453-3] 
To put up the roof= titi hinula. 
Hang up ure outside house when the turu & mbalitotu are up; before ghaso are up. 
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Varivoto also up. After ure: ghaso, then varighoto haleke (haleke = Rov. 
Hapehape) then next varighoto, then next, then the tavungana; then they put on 
roof. Mbekoto in Nduke is the stick inside the ivory nut leaf; the whole is called 
hinula. 
Ure: all same he make him quick house. No vura-vura; when finis:h house 
they nggiu ure i.e. they impel it so that it swings impel it four times. "Nggiu raia 
ure hoa mana tu ghammu nggohele mami ndekana paele" Then they eat it. They 
nggiu 2 days or so after titi. Mam'dekana = Rov. mamihelo = all same man he 
make him paele he make him finish quick" 
(Could get no explanation oflosovo in Hangg'losovo). 
After putting up hinula make kaikai. No pay given to men who make the house. 
Birth Kuhi 
Woman goes to Hungga: she goes thither when the child is about to come 
out. Remains 10 days in hungga. Then goes to rua: stays in rua 2 or 3 months, 
may walk about. While she is in hungga her food is cooked in hungga: altogether 
woman 10 or 20 or so stop with her in hungga. Woman who has child may not go 
to kuli or she dies: not for 5 months. Woman who has child cooks her food in rua. 
see p. [1449?] 
When she comes out from hungga they make no namu. Her husband may 
sleep in rua. No vaimbu when she comes out ofhungga. When she comes back to 
main house nothing is done no vaimbu, salanga etc. If woman not in hungga man 
may go close up. Rua close to house (Rov. kivi). Hiama may not go near rua: tie 
homboro may sleep in it. 
Lalagha: to step over; woman may not lalagha. If woman lalagha over man it is 
"hopena hokara, lopu mboghoro". If woman is seated man may lalagha. 
Making kopala of vanggara: the figures are roughly hewn with the adze mid then 
cut with the knife and polished with the vari tape: Hundi used the vari unmounted 
on wood. 
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Motona 
Rov. kezho. Tam'otona = man & woman who have had intercourse before 
marriage = Rov. tama kezho. They may not speak together = hopena sisighiti: 
they may be in neighbourhood of each other. 
Maulu 
= tokoria vineke; make maulu meke hambaia tu. Fashion of now, not of old. Man 
who wants to marry girl takes 1 poata gives to one boy he savvy maulu, father of 
girl. Father of man wants to marry gives poata "Pea na hopa semba ta aia pu 
kapo ma/ea tasina turana tuna na tinoni" Pea: to shit: na hopa: ghua tugho pa 
Rov. The man who wants to marry tasina etc. x =father x = vilneke Explained 
with stones x = turangana vineke who makes maulu makes it unasked of father. 
To make maulu finish the man who desires woman takes poata & puts into basket 
of man who make maulu; in default of him the father of the girl. Sembo nggelo = 
rough basket, sunggumu = ordinary basket carried about. The man who makes 
maulu returns nothing. 
No kuli popoku in Nduke, in Munda in Pugha near Lambete. Njiri pele & Sea 
unknown. 
From Ghatere: Landa Ghizo - Landa Simbo - Landa Roviana -- Landa Mbilua 
- Tete la pa soloso (saghe Rov.) - Mbambata la pa Votuana. Inggoana: to 
Ghatere: ghore la. to Ndughore: karovo landa. 
Nambi calls 
Tako " 
Vorete 
Huku 
tamanggu 
tamanggu 
Maleghoi keke: unknown leve belong to Rov. 
tunggu 
tunggu 
Ronggo Sambana born: R: R.P - G: G-B-G - P: P - Y: Y - B: G-B, B:V - V: V-
B.B-G - . c. 50. Lui also about 50. 
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15-12-08 Tuesday 
The hinula kambao began with tavungana & then downward. 
La 
I go etc.: langgu(a); lamua, aia lana, landa, (akori) lamarni, lamia, (ri kuhe) landia. 
No man said to know Esesu; but these negatives not of great importance as Kuhi 
conscious to avoid vivinei. Could find nothing about prohibition to marry woman 
who has supplied food: but Kuhi may not have grasped the question, certainly did 
not understand it fully 
Save calls 
Hundi " 
" " 
Eni: 
Lilinduri: 
Maepingge: 
Bundi alone 
roanggu 
roanggu 
Pipinei toghi: vivinei Malivi Rov: men of Rov. know plenty Nduke men know 
little. 
Ndole Kuhi. Bundi. 
Ndole = snake 
Mbumbutongo: in salt water in kolo (lavata) eats iso. Kuhi: pa mati (= 
shallow waters) 
Tambakua, urongo, virakai, kukoni, Pirihanga in bush. 
Tambakua belongs to Pot' inuma in Rov. noki ekoko. Don' t know what he does 
only know that it is pot' inuma. 
Men ofNduke can kill ndole. 
Twins Ku hi 
Pakiri (Rov. vivi): no special term apparently acc. as of same sex or of different 
one both = pakiri. If 1 of twins told that other is brother he dies: one remains with 
mother, one is adopted by another woman. If 2 twins born they are killed; in Rov. 
they remain; in Nduke still kill them. They don't like twins: none living. Kill them 
whether same or different sex. 
Kezho Kuroto. K. 
Kuroto professes to know no kezho. Kuroto born in Nduke. Pahu knows no kezho. 
Kuhi pretends has no kezho. 
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Nambe mboso: man who copulates with mboso. 
Stars 
Ambia = star. Comet = ambia tula: of no importance. Hongo: shooting star: name 
-Tambu rondomo sope Rov. tamunia hupporo rimata: nothing done -Tambu 
rondomo rea: nothing done -
Kolondavi & Iroto mbangara unknown 
Leve 
Tamasa pa kolo = leve 
Shark is leve (leading question) - also: kusui, Hopena pa tamasa: Men of 
Ghoghore know tamasa, here only V orete and Siana. If man eats kezho, kusui 
breaks canoe & shark eats man (when out in canoe last Sunday Hundi took 2 
shells & struck together rapidly in water to frighten away porpoise)= karamaho. 
No apparent purpose. 
Various Kuhi 
Nguzhunguzhu = nguzhunguzhu. Not tuvana vinasaru tomoko. 
Raghomo: medicine for wounds made by spear etc. Nggovara knows. 
Kuhi made no difficulty about mentioning name of mother in law. 
Mate zhile = Rov. mate zhore: cock won't stand up when man wants to fuk 
woman. No salanga. 
Arisi professes to know no kezho. 
Nggohele Vonu Tandi. Kuhi. 
some men in Nduke know it 
Tandi makes ine with varu: ties it on right wrist. "Te saghe nggu rai ine mana tu 
gho vonu pelahi tu ra vonu". Puts it on in Nduke. Makes nanako in Vaghena: 
orungu (blood). "Hia mi orungu ghammu nggohele ghammu pota vonu manani tu 
ghammu vonu." 
Singge. backmost scale: puts into seki & leaves in house. Mbembelama is not 
hopena. 
Varna is the name of the ine, but it is not vama really. 
Seki is a basket. 
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No man knows Saulele. 
Warfare Tandi. Kuhi 
Go & sleep in Tuki in Ngendoana (soloso) next to Ghalavasa (Ghalavasa 
is deserted no houses or cocoa palms on shore - Rano lies between Viuru & 
Ghalavasa). 
Then to Rengge in Vaghena, then to Hamimbaghea then Sikopo 
(Vaghena), then Gaghe, Kia then they mbambatia Sambana. Went to fight in 
Logh'lozha in bush of Sambana. 
Going to Lauru: to Tombulu in Ghalavasa; then to Poro: no men in Poro, 
then to Ndoroko in Lauru, they fought there-Tandi killed 3 men in Logh' lozha. 
Pizhaka. 
Ku hi. 
P. has fought in Ndoroko: men ofLauru were in garden. The men ofLauru 
ran away (huku). Men of Lauru sang out kukuku as they ran: men of Ndluke ran 
after them & smote them. Women there. Men of Lauru had [- ] some escaped 
some killed. Pizhaka killed 3: 2 men & 2 women. Got heads. 
Went down to shore & set off as went, made voru (blew conch). landed in 
Pepele; one man went off to Ghatere to bid them make kaikai: 2 nights in Pepele: 
if they were quick with food would remain only 1 night): they peka ghore in 
canoe singing ae e ou while holding tomahawk on right shoulder & shield on left 
arm, turn slightly to right or left, with a jerk, then squat & turn right & left then 
rise with knees half bent repeat [- then?] stand up completely. 
Men on shore peka too: women peka with lave in hand (lave koregha, 
some having no lave take poro, in right hold piro, kokongga ghai (kokongga = 
log, stick). 
"Ghore tu ghoi'' says mbangara on shore. the men in canoe make iranga 
(shout). When canoes close up; mbangara (Hiele, Venggomboso) came out of 
house; Heheuku mbangara in canoe. Mbangara on shore made kepoto: struck 
ground with tomahawk saying "ghore tu ghoi" 
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"Ova mule ghoi" said Hiele: Venggomboso "Sagha (or sava) teku ghoi? Inggo 
mai [rai,] varereghe hoi - [then reply of Heheuku:] Legho pa Rei ngau ighana 
mule mai ra hoi - Ghemu gho mekamu gho sana ra pehonggu - Egho ke toka pa 
Rei la pa Vagheni keka vonu i mule mai ra hoai" - [Heheuku continues:] "Ra 
pehonggua sana - Egho toka pa Vaghena lagho pa Ovuku titi rai, mbeti saghe rai 
la teku keka malet' pevu i ngau rai i mule mai rai pa sau hoa - [Hiele or 
Venggomboso say] "Egho ma ghore tei [,] koni ghua ia ta rai sana'' Whereupon 
they came ashore. 
Vagheni is usual word prob. spell Vaghen'i (and) so mbet'i 
Ova or ovai as usual the final a is often followed by an i especially at end of 
sentence e.g. lama lamai, ra: rai, ova: ovai. 
Sagha teku ghoi: what have you caught? -
Inggo mai etc: sasi henaia aghoi meke mai hoghoto (varereghe) here? - Rei: 
ovuku in Nduke: ovuku =mouth of river - Rape: ra pehonggu: arau koronggu. 
Ghemu gho etc fellow me no like be belong you fellow. i mule: rneke pule - Titi: 
to anchor. Malet' pevu: Rov. matena (matena pevu in Rov. seemed to be used as 
equivalent to old ripe cocoanut.) Egho etc. all right, you come, this fellow belong 
me. Tei koni. 
Then throw mbokolo, poata, tobacco (viri) into water from shore. Then 
kekere (Rov. iiliu) turn canoe around and anchor. Come to house & eat rahi. 
Tundu is later. This is called peka ghore - Go to kuli in Heriana eat rahi: they 
stick the mbatu mboso in roof of paele. 
Go nanako hair of mboso: nako mboso: four days or 3 or 2 (Note 
constantly begin by higher number cf legend of Mbangara pa Tatava). Men who 
knew nako mboso made it e.g. Hiele. Don't know now the prayer of nako mboso. 
Leave the ears on the head. 
If Pizhaka catches pinausu and wants 
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to keep it gives one poata to Biele as owner of canoe; if Biele wants the pinausu 
gives poata to Pizhaka. If Biele goes in own nggeto & catches pinausu it belongs 
to Biele. 1 poata per head of mboso; owner of nggeto pays. Acc. to Kuhi if one 
man holds mboso & the other kills him: both get pay. 
Tundu: rahi; Biele gives poata to men who killed men; women briing cloth 
& baskets for men. The poata are laid on the ground the claimant comes forth & 
sticks the end of his mazha into it slips it up and carries it away. No mbimbolo at 
Tundu. Mbimbolo is fashion of Ghoghore & Roviana. They make zhari (= sari) 
men & women. - They mbarasi mbatu mboso: stick heads on stick take [em?] to 
shore & make mbarasa on head: don' t make it well but right across face: all the 
men wash and make this mbarasa. 
If don't get the head of killed enemy put a cocoanut in roof. 30 nights after 
return Tundu. 
Wose paro: if enemy waits on shore, they rush ashore: men of Rov. know, 
not men of Nduke. Takala: if friendly place comes on a visit man of Nduke 
[seems?] them, goes & tells men ofNduke who come down with shield and spear 
& kepoto. (Takala, kepoto are Nduke words). Fashion ofRov, Nduke, Mbilua. 
Kineasi: a mbangara who killed plenty men not in Sambana, Lauro but 
Rov. Mbilua Simbo etc: he is bad man tinoni vak' tinoni (tie seke tie) 
Mbehi: if man of Nduke is killed in Sambana, Lauro, men of Roviana go 
to same place & on return leave head in Nduke. They give poata namu, (pig if 
any) to Roviana men. Throw head away in bush. Before throwing away women 
taken head & break with stones. Have no custom of shitting & pissing on captive. 
Zhele: big kaikai still make it nowadays 
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all same Xmas: keep pigs for purpose & hold feast when have 20 or 30. 
Take talo 2,3,4 days. they take zhinu (sinu); then vaho (leaf); then vamine; 
in morning cook taro in fire hendo: at noon silanga (Rov: epulu) take off skin. 
Then put taro into hao: then wrap up puddings up to 1000 or 2000 & hendo 
(motu). In early morning tie up mboko, cut up pig, cook, then silan.ga; then [count 
him?]. Take kopoto mbatu (of pig) i.e. head, shoulders, chest, forelegs, give to all 
the mbangara present, then give to all other guests who eat then go. Corresponds 
to Inevanga in Rov. Does not belong to nggeto. They'll make it when they like. 
Mbangara gives the word. They pausia mboko now. 
Nggeto sasau =old canoe. If catch heads in old or new canoe it is just the 
same. Veala: not here: custom of Rov. 
Tandi. Tandi has cooked 1 man: in Kalikonggu. 
Kuhi. 
Men ofNduke used to kill men in Lauru or Sambana & eat them good kaikai: they 
ate the man in Sambana. 
If make new paele: Pezha paele. Mbangara announces will make paele; 
men go catch head for paele: on return make ngguhele as they go :into paele. Also 
new nggeto, not papo. Put heads into paele. 
Men of Inggoana did not fight Viuru or Ndughore 
Man who dies in old age without being married = komburu malea. No man here 
who never married or had intercourse with woman. Only man like it is Iriru in 
Saikile. No name for such a man. 
Pota varoro = Rov. vinaroro. Mbele knows. 
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Taghoro Ronggo. K. 
Hiru, vama: 1 mbatu vama makes hiru on pondi in baskets (nggelo pondi) 
in house. Then plants. "Mana tu ghammu taghoro manani tu pondi sika pondi 
poraka kilena poraka ndeona rambutu saitina, lumbasa nenggi" 
Poraka = Rov. poraka. Kile: black-lip shell. Ndeo: another shell used to scrape. 
Rambutu: break. Saitina. Nggelo; basket for carrying roots. Saiti: hapuele. 
Lumbasa: the weight breaks through the basket. Rambutu =tom. Nenggi: to put 
cooked food into basket or cooked itself not all explained in Rov. as ghinani 
kinandi. 
When takes out pondi makes no tuvana. Vakinau taught taghoro: Vakinau 
is a leve. Doesn't know who Vakinau taught it to. Maeke his "tama" taught him. 
Ponggo says does not know kezho: he was small when died; only taught him 
taghoro. 
Tuvana. 
Suara, kulele, marukukuhu. 
Suara: fish: zhimiri, small - Kulele: red fish, small - Marukukuhu: is a big fish 
& red. Suara: a string put on his neck in Sambana by Sambana men: preventive 
against sores; had no sores when small & escaped them by [cure?] (as matter of 
fact he had 2 small sores which he showed me to explain meaning of lo to) (N .B. 
Ndote in Narovo told me that his kiko was cured when I inquired a day or two 
after he had been treated, although it was still unwell judging by its continual 
fretful cry). 
Kulele: do. 
Marukukuhu: do. 
Dress etc. 
Liming is hardly in use among adults males seen no man with hair quite bleached: 
some have it slightly singed. Children practise it & some have their hair quite 
white. Tarpai in use: seen no zhari man: usually nduvi (= lakori) not many titivi; 
adults generally wear a nduvi of calicoe & ranggoso (ndokoho) of calicoe both put 
on without care about matching or making pleasing 
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effect. Mbokolo not much in use. Ears pierced. 
Vuvu (in Rov. zhama' lata) make tula under mola: it is Rov. fashion not known in 
Nduke. 
2 children adopted by same man are tamatasi: may not marry. 
Woman in "vahori" may eat any kind fish. 
Iso Ku hi 
Tam' gharata: if iso eatehes tam'gharata new canoe: good thing: behind plenty fish 
he catch him. No vineghita: Hundi has heard it in Rov. but not existent here. 
Merely say hu when iso bites. 
No pahu (= aroso) put on when fish in new canoe. Men of Rov. are tie kolo 
turania ndonduru likalai. 
(No tuvana to catch opossum if tree is good man sees opp. & catches; if tree is 
bad, sees none) 
If they eat head of iso, iso does not see ghaili; if eat tail, iso goes away, canoe 
can't reach them. Men eat Tatava eats vasingina, flesh of stomach, breast, may not 
eat head or tail; ndonga etc. may eat head or tail. 
Cut apo lengthwise. 
Doesn' t matter if dog eats iso lying in house & caught with new canoe: in Rov. 
Hundi knows custom but Rov. have plenty tuvana, here only a little bit. 
Nusa Komba 
1 papo of stone in Rov. style, 1 rengge which I took for two: much smaller than 
Mandeghusian type & bearing abundance of rough poata & ring. Men may go 
close up. Women not allowed in Nusa Komba. Rengge divides in 2 close to base. 
[diagram of forked tree, HFN:1463-1] [this stays?]. Kuhi stood close up & 
touched altar: fire on altar on which papo erected. - A mbeku roughly carved 
head of stone set up by Hiele = inaru of Rove, Pizhaka Kazhuala, Tula. 
Island swanns with hermit crabs (komba). 
On same island on a big throne of coral an altar set up 1 mbeku of wood: stone 
one has 
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taken place of a wooden one: both full size figures, while on other inaru only 
head. 6 upright stones & long (long = mbughiri). Mbeku of wood = Malalkeke; all 
mbeku & upright stones are Malakeke. Small stick on which are spitted 2 poata 
and many mbokolo & mbulau. Next to it pseudo papo made by children: taviti 
homboro. 
Only 1 fire made at 3 papo aforementioned. 
Behind malakeke a papo containing[-] ofRove's wife and Ghemu' s mother. No 
nanako made: no head. 
On inaru malakeke shells of nuts broken at V akuru. 
16-12-08 Excursion Wednesday 
Paele mbelama S of Ghatere: house of Sipilave Kerovo & Ronggo. Poor 
specimen like all the paele hitherto. Platforms to sit on. 1 five or six man canoe. 
As usual no "njanjaraka": things laid on the hanggava: in this case the hanggava 
forms the ghaso of the lower portion of the roof which is more level than ithe main 
roof. 
[diagram - cross section of roof, HFN:1464-1] 
Parrot as pet: very common in Rov. This like many imported from Sambana. 
Huhu at both ends as in Ghatere, only the tip of cone reaches the ridge pole not as 
in Rov. which is thus 
[two diagrams - Nduke and Rov. roof styles, HFN:1464-2, HFN1464-3] 
Present: Ronggo, Kerovo, Suti & Lehokolo [, Njuka] & Njuka' s wife, & child 
adopted by Kerovo, Kerovo's wife (So far have not met a single person not in 
genealogies). No teve nor any signs ofleaves of taboo; doors. 
Stick placed across from one varovotona to other: no name simply placed. there to 
support tips of sasamburu of which base rests on the ivo of the huhu. 
Hanggohanggo = wall. Door = sanda. Another stick laid on lower vrurovotona 
bearing saiti (M. ira); one long pole horizontal tied to the turu & [bearing?] mats= 
rorovana (Sipilave said "pusia homboro"). [diagram HFN:1464-4] Canoes in 
house often rest on 2 forked stumps (as in Mand. - Roviana). 
hangg' hanggo or hangganggo: hard to say. 
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Sanda= doorway. Simba =mat of cocoanut leaves used as door. 
Votuana (Ndughore) paele with back in Rov. fashion [diagram HFN:1465-1], 
facade straight down. Platforms all round. 1 canoe: 8 or 9 men. (Only seen 2 one 
man canoe in Rov. plenty in Vella Lav.) 
Uva mbangara Votuana ill: coughs, noise in chest on breathing: lung 
evidently full of matter. Roe made salanga on him 2 vama leaves tom lengthwise 
but not right asunder hung in roof over him: treated for hopere nggohele. Tono 
present & 4 boys. 
Tono sick with hopere nggohele 2 similar vama leaves over him: sore in 
small of back. Both treated for hopere nggohele by Roe. Tono seemed all right as 
far as lungs go. Uva' s lung trouble (bronchitis) said to be hopere nggohele. Roe 
present. Uva also has cold in head. 
Hopere nggohele 
Pela also treated Tono for hopere nggohele: 1 "aroso" on left & 1 around waist. 
Roe says has no varavara but Kuhi in habit of suggesting while putting question 
that there is no varavara. 
Mbimbiri 
Hetto: 2 paele, 1 big well finished house in Rov. style with platform all round. 
Hetto = name of passage; sau = Mbimbiri. Ndughore. Zhiru s.o. Nggoha 
mbangara here. Present Suti, Lekolo his son & 4 boys above, Hati pinausu Lauru 
of Zhiru. 
In house pet pidgeon (pausia), no one besides above men + all iln bush. Men of 
Nduke make mbomboro. High platform all round copied from Kere's house in 
Epangga. 
In small paele the ivo of the huhu instead of being horizontal form a 
zigzag [diagram HFN:1465-2] on one side: [diagram HFN:1465-3] on other. 
In big paele nothing of note, 2 canoes; 3 on shore; 1 in small paele . 
Ghorare: in Konggu: small island opposite. 1 paele one shed; paele well built: 2 
canoes; 1 lose; platform on 1 side. 
Net making: needle used= vunavuna: a thin stick split at both ends: the twine is 
passed through one end and then back through other end [back and forth ?] & so 
on. [diagram HFN: 1465-4] 
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a flat piece of wood about 8cm long & 1 cm wide is used to make the loops round 
it: the needle is passed through a mesh, under this piece of wood (kemanda) then 
brought back above it & needle passed through next mesh & so on. Net== zhapu. 
Twine = ine. This ine comes from Lauru: Lauru men make it. Purchased. 
[diagram HFN: 1466-1] 
Present: Leve, Hembala, Ere, Loposo, Ngonghozha, Ornate, Zhairi. J[sland = 
Sararughombe; village = Ghorare. 
Wools 
Hati pinausu Lauru 17: R: P-G: G to Y - Y: Y to V. - V to G-B. V: V. G-B -G: 
G-Y-G-P: P-R: P. 
Alepanda s.o. Hou pausia Zhiru c. 12. R: P - G: G. lB. 1 Gr. V. - P: P. - Y: not 
sat. -B: G-B, B, B-V, Gr.-V. - V: B-G to V. 
Kezho Kahuri Pela. Kuhi 
Pain in small of back Applied to Tono 
Teturu: any stick split at top: inserts Kakaro leaf 2 leaves ("Mana tu ghamu 
nggohele muke vaghiti tinoni" prayer at salanga). No vavara. 
Taking down: Nou 4 leaves makes nggula 2 leaves in each hand; then takes out 
kezho and throws away leaves ofnou. "Nggula nggu ra kezho ghore tu lana muke 
vaghiti tinoni mana tu ghammu". 
Salanga: mbama hivoko (pahu = aroso) round belly (ranggosia = Rov. ndokohia). 
Nakili told him: "t:amanggu rai" 
Rove does not know Puhi; Huku does 
Zhulenia Rove. K. 
Kekele: wood 4 sticks puts into fire and t:ulea the child; holds him close to fire & 
with hand drives smoke towards him. "Mana tu ghammu nggohele na vitighi 
mbuli komburu hoa." Done on all children 4 months old. 
N gganggae Mbangara 
not known here, belongs to Simbo & Ghoghore. They don't know mbangara pa 
tatava. 
Siakale: Ghorembangara knows not Rove, 
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Hiele knew vovoso, tit' gharata, linggomo: they were lost on his death. [-too?]. 
Mateana Rove. K. 
Mateana connected with zhulenia: lives in sky. Mateana manani komburu meke 
moho. Mateana vatoai tie. Men don't see him. Mateana kills people in other 
places in Ghoghore, Simbo, Roviana. 
Salanga Mbaha Rove. K. 
R. take zhilatongo (Rov. zhilatongo) rubs between hands & mbou (mouo) with 
tips of fingers meeting in middle of belly then draws apart. 
Pahu: ingga (Rov. lenggata) right side. "Mana tu ghammu nggohele toa tu tinoni 
mik' vitighi mbuli mana tu ghammu". 
From Ghoghore: Pondala of Marivari in Mbilua. (Zhulenia from Karutopa of 
Mbilua. Mateana has no kuli in Nduke.). 
Does not catch mbeturnbetu, Zhiu of Mbilua can. 
Rove's kezho Iii is same as Hundi's 
Papa Kandiki Rove. H 
Pap' Kandiki takes man into bush, he is esesu. He goes to house of P. P. 
took Ropa before, Riva. P = a lives in Nughusu in Nggumoro: not house but 
stone. If man kills pig of P. P is cross & kills him. Man walks about place. Man 
who esesu pulls at pahu in bush. 
Pig of Pap' Kandiki about 2, 3, 4 have only 1 ear & plenty grease. Victim 
does not eat or sleep but walks about; Pap' Kandiki after 2 or 3 days takes him 
back to shore he is no more esesu. 
If man is missed, some one make sambukae & Pap' Kandiki explains: give 
me hinuli, mbokolo, tobacco. If they put it anywhere in bush, P. ceases to be cross 
& boy returns & Pap' takes ring etc. into bush. 
No kezho esesu: Pap' Kandiki = nggohele. 
Koiti, Nggeru tu hendi, Sisikondia, Lake nggohele hengg - Pap' Kandiki asa 
taghoa tie 
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Koititi. Lembako men knew about him. 
They all 4 have no vivinei: don't do anything. 
Ranggomo near Tonggo. Mandematana in Heto. All the other in the list: of leve 
have no stories attached to them - they are at once nggohele & leve. 
Kuhi would not go sleep at his house because Nggularande was ill & people don't 
go and sleep in house where sick person. Ghiumba in Nduke = Vioro in Rov. 
Kuhi would be ghiumba; Nggularande would be very sick. No salamga for 
ghiumba. 
Lobe - Mazhaka Kuhi de. 
= suki used at Mazhaka. Mazhaka = feast for nggeto. Mbalighutu made suki men 
of this day don't. Mazhaka when canoe has been 2, 3 times on expedition, when 
canoe rots. Kill pig, make rahi. Make pavasa in which they suki & peka; Have 
seen the Mazhaka ofHinggava but not here Tandi has not seen a mazhaka 
Kuhi would not tell about girl who copulated with dog because other men were 
present & she is tasindia. 
No teve it is Roviana fashion. 
Manggoro. Pulonggo Sipele. 
2.17 m & 75 cm. Wood = pulonggo: handle = manggoro. Formed by 2 sticks 1 
about 2m17 other 75 cm at 45°: when wanted for use take net & tie to both sticks 
so that both are curved. The net is held vertically in water with angle up, when 
fish strikes against net it is suddenly turned flat & hauled out of water by long 
handle. Used at night because low tide. 
[Diagram HFN-1468-01] 
When Ropa was gone Kuhi announced he could tell about girl who copulated with 
dog. Pezhandonga ~ still living on Korare wife of Ngongozha. Had no man & 
wanted to have intercourse took dog & inserted dog's penis into 
(N.B. I saw the lady now old, without knowing it.) 
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her cunt & penis of dog did not come out: "Mate nggua said she & I am sore" The 
parents heard, came & pulled dog away. Were not cross with her. 
Formerly women of Nduke used bananas - They know custom of Ulusaghe of 
using root of poroporo. 
Malivi = small axe 
No houses between Mizho & Raro 
17-12-08 
Thursday 
People of Mandeghusu have an evil reputation for freedom in relation between 
sexes. I've never heard them accused of perversity but their wom<~n are very free : 
this agrees with opinion of white men. In Rov. Mandeghusu people were said by 
Kere to do nothing but eat bananas & "fuk" . Kuhi said women of Mand. know 
much about varieti (Both in Nduke & Rov. they never speak of Mandeghusu, but 
always of Simbo & distinguish Simbo proper as Simbo nusa) . 
People of Mbilua camping N. of Pepele to collect thatch for houses. While I was 
in Ghatere Kati came in a boat from Mbilua: came to see relatives. In Rov. they 
marry much. 
Adultery Kuhi (Hundi) 
Man who steals another man's wife is mbambarata. The others are cross: formerly 
relatives of injured husband would kill sometimes the womarn sometimes the 
woman's brother. Kill pig in paele, & make poholo at papo. No nanako for 
nggohele in paele: they cut it, "Mboghoro mai nakoa pami ghammu nggohele 
mbambarata tinoni via tu ghammu, via tu ghammi tinoni*". Via = Rov. vavia; to 
produce calm in sky & on sea so that men may walk about. At papo they cook 
poholo & make nanako: "Nako poholo tammu ghammu sara ghammu nggohele 
muke vaghiti tinoni ghammu mata ghammu via tu ghamu." Hinuli put in papo 
without vavara. If omit ceremony at [- ?]men die. 
Parni ghammu: koaghamu (Rov) 
* Via isumi matami ghammu 
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via tu isumi matami ghammu, via tu isuma matama ghami (to insert at end of 
prayer above) 
The relatives of wife pay 1 poata to husband. Adulterer also pays poata. Husband 
returns no poata to adulterer. Mbangara does not speak: he does not like: it. Via: 
mbumbule see p.14 79 
Highalozhi Kuhi 
Doesn't know tale of Highalozhi when underneath canoe & had intercourse with 
woman inside canoe 
Did not have mbimbolo at Mazhaka in Nduke: it was tuvana. Custom of Rov., 
Simbo. 
Married man= malata - married woman= manggota lata - Unmarried man ~ 
woman: komburu malea ~ manggota 
Mbangara Kuhi 
Kalaho = wife of mbangara - Mbangara manggota is another kind e.g. Roro ~ 
wife of Sipuru: she is mbangara over men and women like mbangara malea. 
Exceedingly difficult to know what mbangara does both in Mandeghusu & 
Nduke: Kuhi first said they "are mbangara" that's all; when I insisted said makes 
paele, mo la & said that was all: had to pull rest out of him 
Komburu tavia = son of mbangara: all children are tavia e.g. Vaghi, Tondevaghi, 
Ghemu. 
Tesaghe mbokolo: on arm (not on leg as in Rov) 5, 6. No kaikai. Here they don't 
sit on poata: this Simbo fashion(!?!) 
Malata lavata: makes kaikai e.g. zhele [like?] mbangara, does not nggolena: 
mbangara does that; does not order mola valusa or nggeto, only makes zhele. 
Pu hi 
Heap of stones at foot of post in my paele in tuvana part of paele: 2 slabs of coral, 
1 [hewed?] 
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carved in stone & very geometrical: one small stone mbeku blackened; about 
height of man's head are 2 mbariki: 1 flat against post, one perpendicular to it: I 
suspect all intended to be perpendicular. Mbariki made by Leve = Tamalea: 
owned Nan'iso, the point (kekele) closing Ghatere cove to S.: nothing more 
known of him. 
Nanako made by Huku at altar. Puhi is not leve but nggohele: make rahi. If 
don't give to Puhi they don't have much food, when asked what food said rahi no 
plenty; doubt whether understand each other, Puhi does not belong to inuma, Kuhi 
doen' t know what he belong to. Huku knows. 
Siakale: belongs hopere, mazha: that spear may not hit mark (ghoto =reach), to 
miss = sea. 
Hangg'mungge: makes men sick: lives in Vaghena. Hangg'ma1te laghia (steps 
over) man: in sleep; man does not dream; he is sick afterwards, he is cold, sick 
day & night, finds no relief. Hangg'mungge catches no fish. Huku knows as 
knows also salanga' moho Vaghena. 
Kahuri = name of nggohele in bush, not many; if sees man who has eaten tokoro 
strikes in shoulder, small of back. 
If married man catches a girl, his wife is cross, but he is not mbambarata; no talk. 
Zhazhala: the one used by Kundakolo in salanga Mamandara is planted at papo in 
N duke = zhazhala nggila: also plant zhazhala zhimiri as in Rov. 
Tambu animal Vorete. Kuhi. 
Vorete may not kill shark; belongs to tamasa ofVaembule: only tuvana. 
Vorete does not know Kezho kil'kava: Kilikava =stem of cocoanut leaf at thick 
end. They don't know it in Nduke. Same as " tokoro kiso". 
Pengga of Viuru made kezho sianggolo on Vorete' s cocoanuts, Vorete has no 
kezho. 
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Henggere Vorete. Kuhi. 
Rengge: in Sinei (name borrowed from Sydney): leaves poata, hinuli, etc: nako 
namu at Humanga & V akuru. Meme makes 4 (chews and spits into hand: when 
dogs are small 
No vavara: cook pig in bush. On return makes nanako with kukurumu (part from 
throat of pig) "Sana ghemi ghamu henggere, mana tu mboghoro". Ghemi ghamu 
= tammu ghammu. 
Vorete's father taught him. 
Varazhe, Mbaghea [= Sianggolo]: both tuvana 
Leaves 
pages refer to blotting paper in herbarium. 
20:heheu 19: letu 18: mbumburu 1 7: valangge 
16: mbiri 15: kakaro 14: nameless 13:ndondove 
(Nggovara' s) 
12: hangg'vuvulu 11 : koronggoti 10: nou 9: hapepipi 
(for putting head 
into papo) 
8: kulo 7: varu 6: ingga 
Excursion 
Mbikevaka: house inhabited by Nggovara, Kuhi in Rov. fashion with 2 big huhu 
& 2 slopes to roof. 1 mbariki perpendicular to post of house: has no meaning. 
Mbikevaka lies in plain near river: new place about 1 mile as crow flies. 
Malanggu: 50 yds from Mbikevaka also new place 1 cooking house with beds; 2 
houses. 
Kuhi calls lngge: tinanggu 
" " Kana: turanggu 
" " Muletako: tinanggu 
" " Kana's child: tasinggu 
" " Hun di: tamanggu 
" " Kapa: tasinggu 
" " Pizhaka: roanggu 
" " Nggovara: roanggu 
Kiha father of Nua, Mene, Hanggo 
[diagram: genealogy ofVenggomboso, HFN:1472-1] 
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[genealogical diagram HFN:1473-1] 
Kuhi calls Varisevi: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Hamba: tamanggu 
" " Mandokalo: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Nggeulu: tamanggu 
" " Riva: tinanggu 
" " Venggomboso: tamanggu 
" " Nua: tinanggu 
Vaghi" Sembi: tinanggu tunggu 
Kuhi " Luparande wife of Kana: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Vila hus. ofMuletako: tamanggu 
" " Eko wife of Soku: tinanggu 
" " Regha d. of Soku: lulunggu lulunggu 
" " Siana h. ofRegha: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Ngguandau d. of Siana: turanggu turanggu 
" " Mbae h. ofNgguandau: roanggu roanggu 
" " Vindo d. ofVozho: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Kimbo tamanggu tunggu 
" " An de tinanggu tunggu 
" " Ndake Kimbo: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Londonga Ndake: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Ndandavuru Kimbo: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Keru h.o. Ndandavuru: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Mundo d.o. Keru: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Mene h. o. Mundo: tamanggu by 
blood 
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Kuhi calls Pesele s.o. Keru: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Ngilu w.o. Pesele: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Mbule s.o. Pesele: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Ni to d.o. Pesele: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Kolu h.o. Nito: ivanggu ivanggu 
" " Zhaupaka s. Kolu - Neto: turanggu turanggu 
Vaghi " Ambana tasinggu 
Kuhi " Piko d.o. Londonga: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Nggorakana h. o. Piko: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Vorete both tasinggu & ivanggu 
" " Samberande tinanggu tunggu 
" " Kiko lo of Vila & Muletako: tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Mbolo s.o. Nggeulu: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Hip'ndonga w.o. Mbolo: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Sombo s.o. " tamanggu tunggu 
" " Maliavara w.o. Sombo: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Ndia d.o. tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Vindo d.o. Mbolo: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Tana d.o. Nggeulu: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Zhiolo h.o. Tana: tamanggu tunggu 
" " Nggoha s.o. " tamanggu tunggu 
" " Ali hi w.o. Nggoha: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Sakembule s.o. " turanggu turanggu 
" " Kina w.o. Sakembule: tinanggu tunggu 
" " Kopu s.o. " tasinggu tasinggu 
" " Zhazho d.o. " lulunggu tasinggu 
" " Roro d.o. Nggoha: tinanggu 
" " Sipuru h.o. Roro: turanggu turanggu 
" " Pezhandonga d.o. Zhiolo: tinanggu 
" " Ro mu s.o. Regha: turanggu turanggu 
" " Seghe s.o. Soku: tasinggu 
" " ~ w.o. Seghe: roanggu 
" " Tite d.o. Seghe: tunggu 
" " Kema s.o. Vindo: tasinggu 
" " Hitu w.o. Kema: roanggu 
" " Nggulasambe d.o. " tunggu tamanggu 
" " Pisa s.o. " tunggu 
" " Ro vu h.o. turanggu 
Nggulasambe 
" " Mua d.o. " tunggu 
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Kuhi calls Kopakolo s.o. Hembala: tasinggu 
" " Tua d.o. 
,, tasinggu 
" " Ghorembangara tamanggu 
" " Tepakalo w.o. Ghorem.: tinanggu 
" " Samberande d.o. 
,, 
tinanggu (kali 
pa tamanggu) 
" " Saviuru f.o. Vozho: tamanggu 
" " Vina m.o. 
,, tinanggu 
" " Nan'mazha s.o. Saviuru: tamanggu 
" " Pu ta tinanggu 
" " Mbimbi d.o. Nan' mazha tinanggu 
" " Atuvuru d.o. Saviuru: tinanggu 
" " Hang' mate h.o. Atuvuru: tamanggu 
" " Vangana s.o. Hang' mate: turanggu 
" " Angga w.o. Vangana: tinanggu 
" " Mbambata s.o. " tasinggu 
" " Nose d.o. 
,, tasinggu 
" " Nggua m.o. roanggu 
Lupanggula: 
" " Isa w.o. Nggovara: roanggu 
" " Nonggo f.o. Nggua: roanggu 
" " Ngari m.o. 
,, 
roanggu 
" " Singga d.o. ,, tunggu tamanggu 
" " Nggorazhiru s.o. Holasambe: tunggu 
" " Holasambe tinanggu 
" " Tandi roanggu 
" " Volindau w.o. Tandi: turanggu & roanggu 
" " Kilu* w.o. Tandi: tinanggu & roanggu 
" " Nepolo s.o. Nggovara: roanggu 
Vorete " Lupanggula tamana before marriage 
Tako " " 
Maepingge " Eni tamrorotona 
Malindau w .o. Hake tam'palu 
Nggala 
Nggora calls Muke (4) ivanggu 
Tandi " Vila (5) tam' rorotona 
Sembi " Kuini 
" " Ra po ivanggu 
" " Haru tamanggu (as pinausu 
of 
Rurusu) 
Tove w.o. Hiele Nongga d.o. Venggomboso ivanggu 
" " Maeke h.o. Nongga: tamanggu (pinausu of 
* Kilu pausia Lupanggula, but roanggu even if not case. 
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18-12-08 
Ruta 
In Aghara beside river that has no name. Ruta consists of a s:eries of 
terraces about 5 by 10 m or thereabouts; each terrace about 50 cm above other: all 
dammed in with stones through which water trickles. Taro planted in nich mud 
with about 1 cm of water upon it. 1 lot belongs to Pizhaka another to Tandi. 
Set out to Heriana much opposition said it was far at last when we had 
gone some way along difficult path it came out that Rove & Nggovara, karua 
palambatu were opposed to my going: men don't go to Heriana unless to make 
sacrifice, poholo, namu; if we went Rove, Nggovara not small men would die: in 
Heriana big nggohele pukerani. The old paele said to have fallen: a very small one 
erected instead. - The path to Heriana evidently not much used: we had to cut 
through parts of it. 
Rove being ill sore in head and eyes was transferred to a hokalle (Rov. hi pi) a 
shed in bush where he will be left to recover: no good he stop in house. 
Reached Onggerama where village used to stand Zhiolo mbangara. 
Re Rove: a man if doesn't recover in one place is shifted to another & then 
another till recovers. 
Saghe la to Ghizo, Roviana, Kusaghe, Ulusaghe 
Ghore la to Simbo, Ghanongga, Ghoghore. 
Karovo la to Vaghena, Sambana, Lauru 
Roviana people ghore to Ghizo, Nduke, Ghoghore, Simbo, 
" " saghe " Kusaghe, Ulususaghe 
Zhelepande Hundi. Kuhi. 
Mbalighutu made one and those people of old; Nggovara & Tandi (not pres.) saw 
none: very narrow Nggovara saw told them, man lying across touch one s:ide with 
feet & other side with head: very steep; no entrance on sides. In Kumbo, 
Natangge, Nggevala, Ndaepanggo zhelipande before. Zhelepande in Nduke 
language. 
Made ghinani. 
Ruta 
of Kuhi in Aghara: 2. One made himself: 1 given by Areke when Kuhi married 
Lupanggula, 1 belong Nggua, Lupanggula's mother. 2 belonged to Hiele & came 
to Kuhi through Rove. Lupa calls Areke tuna. 
(Tandi is esesu he adopted Pahu then Volindau 
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& then married Volindau). 
Hundi's ruta plenty some from mother, from Mene, from himself. Haghe has no 
ruta of his own. Hundi's in Lombombongo, in Tirivu, Rambese, Pat' Kopi. 
Sharks eat mbambarata; if tinoni leana bathes in salt water shark passes him 
without biting. 
Alligator eats mbambarata; Soku was eaten by crocodile because he karovo 
namboko: karovo namboko is tuvana. 
A man may marry a namboko (asa leana) if the 1st husband's poata have been 
returned; ifpoata not given back it is tuvana. Don't fight if poata returned. Karovo 
namboko = to henggo namboko without marrying = turangana mbambarata they 
kill pig, burn poholo for it: in that case no longer namboko. 
Hiele fought Sirumbae, not Zhava, Ndovele or Zhurio, or Mbilua.. Doesn't know 
who made mbule with Sirumbae. 
Doesn' t know big name of Ghanongga, Lungga, Kumbokota; then after reflexion 
Kela; Kela also name of small hill in Lungga etc. Likewise Nduke or Ndukeghore 
= name of small hill in Ndughore (or Nduke: general name for island = Nduke or 
Ndukeghore or Ndughore). 
No tambu koma here: in Ghoghore (! ! 
In net described 1468: Mbele knows tuvana of sipele; but Hundi & Pela sipsipele 
homboro. Sipele =net. Nene small stick. Manggoro - long stick. 
[diagram HFN:1477-1] 
Stars 
Hambia rani = star that comes up in morning. Star appears when sun goes down: 
malanggu ghusi. Reason of name unknown. 
Other stars: Hok'mbongi, mola valusa, mbimbolo, oru, tape, kurungau, vanggara, 
sagharu, panga. Sagharu = reef. Panga = fish spear with double point. 
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Kurungau = Rov. mbaruk.u - Hok'mbongi: Rov hok'mbongi - others are 
exactly same as in Rov. 
Malanggu ghusi: mataghutu pisi (ghusi =to fart) . - Hambia rani = Rov. Jpinopino 
rani. Only names no stories. 
Pina usu 
On adoptive father's death pinausu (paus ' karovo) passes to son or in default of 
son to turana. When I put case of no son but 1 turana & 1 brother' s son, pinausu 
might pass to either of two. 
Nakili caught Pela, passed to Ririhi on Ririhi's death to Vaghi son of Rove: Vaghi 
calls Ririhi tamanggu. Nakili pausia Kuini. 
Rurusu caught Mbara, then Huku: Rurusu pausia Huku. Hiele calls Rurusu 
turanggu. 
Haghe bought by Rove; will pass to Vaghi his son & to Kuhi. Haghe from Kia 
was big when bought: Pela & Mbule held: he calls both tamanggu. 
Kuroto: father pinausu of Hiele, mother of Rurusu; Kuroto pinausu of Rurusu, 
nowHuku. 
Ronggo of Ririhi, then Zhozheke (turana), mbeto now suvere homboro 
mbaroghoso 
Ropa ofNggoha, then Sakembule (tuna), Zhiru (tasina), now suvere homboro. 
Lui ofHarumbule, now ofKuhi, Vaghi, ghammi ndonduru. 
Sembi' s father = Reki pin. of Hiele, mother = Hasu pinausu of Rurusu; Sembi 
belonged to Hiele. 
Ghiroghai something put into lime to make which they piala to make men cross & 
not afraid so that he kills man. Ndokele knows, broth. ofMbele (Mbele is dying). 
Ghorili (1424) used if man likes, hambukaghi if preferred. Begin with ghorili, if 
lasts long, go on to Hambukaghi. 
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Lologha 
Lologha = Nduke word; ruta = Rov. word. Pizhaka has 4 in Aghara: Nggovara 
made it 1st. 
In walking about bush Kuhi showed me a long dead tree with the base of top 
branches broken off: that is what's used to make rengge: evidently rengge are not 
tree died on spot, but tops of dead tree cut off & stuck in ground. 
Suara Kuhi says is tuvana of inine made by Sambana man. When reminded him of 
1431 said mar' kukuhu, suara are tuvana of Siakalle; may not eat any fish bitten 
by shark: e.g. if shark eats bit of iso, Kuhi may not eat rest. Tutina Hiele lie under 
tuvana. 
NewPapo 
[nothing else written here] 
Mbambarata 
at end of prayer after via tu ghami tinoni add: via tu isumi matami ghammu, via tu 
isuma matama ghami - Via = mbulembule isu mata that they may see fish etc. 
Stars 
Mola valusa = Orion's belt & sword - Mbimbolo = cluster of small stars (Kuhi 
says 6) Oru = a triangle with apex upward when Orion is upside down. 
Kok'mbongi was at 9.30 pm visible below cocoanut tops angle of about 25 - 300 
East. Oru = triangle in Taurus -Mbimbolo is small 6-cluster in same. 
[labelled diagram of constellations, HFN-1479-01] 
Paro - who does rengge belong to - Oru -
Hiama may not go near rua; woman who has child cooks her food in rua: any man 
may eat except hiama. Man may not eat food cooked in Hungga: woman may eat 
of it. 
Oz ha 
At Heto over door were hung 2 leaves of arara on each side by Roe: against Ozha 
pami ghamu = Rov. koa ghamu: pa+ mi + ghamu 
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When I wanted to go to Pat'sugha they said I should have to ask leave of Ropa 
then they declared some people do not like white man to come to this place & 
would be cross with Kuhi if I was taken there. Could not get leave to go to 
Pat' sugha: I heard them talk about nggohele which seems to be the objection; I 
was readily allowed to go to Hendendorehe by Tono (s.o. Kak'tia): He:ndorehe 
place of same age as Mbikevaka: belong to Tono, Uva, Roe; this place in 
mountain is Linde. 
Hopeni, Hir'kana, Rapihana, have inhabitants, in mountain. Hopeni (Siana, 
Vorete), Hir'kana (Hoke) Rapihana (Roku). 
Tono's lologha in Ovovo nggohele: Uva made first. Uva is tasina to Tono. Did not 
exist before Uva. 
Wools 
Tupele s.o. Ngasea40: R: P-G: G-Y, G-B-P: P- Y: Y -B: B, B-G- V: V 
Tupele's lologha in Kekerana: 8. Toka made 1st= tamana Tupele. Toka father of 
Ngasea. 
Cocoanuts in Vavanga: Toka owned them before. Toka has no tambu animal: 
abstains from pondi vaka because makes him vomit. Tupele knows kezho viviri 
same as Lui' s. Hiele told Tupele. 
Oru is Mbilua style of hope made of wood. Mbilua people make skull houses of 
ivory nut. 
Paro 
Ere knows it. Like a light walks about on beach. Man vomits blood, sore: know 
little about him: Roviana men are supposed to know. 
Mbimbigho 
Ave makes mbimbigho on land, sea, island. If see mbimbigho they say bymby 
there will be sickness. I objected many times mbimbigho & yet no man is sick: 
explanation is that if Ave makes him, men are sick; no sickness if no mbimbigho. 
Ilongo 
different from Mateana. Ilongo is very small: falls on ground from sky. Mateana 
passes through sky 
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without falling: it is large. Ilongo falls when day is nigh. 
Don't know whether Mateana is star: it passes through sky & mak1~s ndu. In night 
not day. Kapi = lightning; Mateana = another kind. Kuhi compared Mateana to 
my candles. Tandi says Mateana makes ivo ( ovanga). 
Milky way identified on map of stars with Milky way; when I asked is it lei, said 
yes. Tamba keoro = Rov. lei. 
Drawings 
N.B. prisma always set upright. 
Pizhaka long puzzled by task of drawing prisma, suggested that lying 
down it would be a house. Drew it with advice from Hundi and Kuhl. 
Kukiti homboro seems to mean draw from imagination not model. 
Iso drawn by Pizhaka instructed by Kuhl and Kuroto: who gave such 
instructions as saghe lagho, karovo, polo. 
Book - Cook's voyages etc. in Everyman's Library standing 'ii open with back 
turned to draughtsman. 
Kuhi; in cube the interior transverse line is a mistake. Given a tin of 
Bischoff's Packing c0 tinned fruit with side marked BP he 1st drew a circle and 
announced he had draw the mbatu when I told him to draw the whole, he added 
the rest. 
Then Dietz lantern: Pizhaka suggested to draw 1st the titi (handle) then 
mbulinau which Kuhi explained by pointing to glass. Drawn upside down. The 
book was drawn with the book in normal position so that drawing app. at right 
angles to vertical position. 
A mazha stuck in ground with lave hung on it were there for model but 
were not so used. 
Hundi. I always give prism 1st but they draw 1st at bottom of page. 
In Hundi' s drawings book in normal position. H. Pointed out that he had 
drawn the 'vikulu' in tin: i.e. the scutcheon containing letters BP. 
Lantern drawn upside down 
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(The [diagram HFN: 1482-1] ornament on Kunda' s drawing of vanggolo was 
called nene komba by Pizhaka). 
Man with shield and axe by Hundi. 
Legend ofTambaramabara by Kuhi 
[diagram - labelled sketch map, HFN:1482-2] 
From lower Kopi to other is path of Tamabarambara to the Nggema. Pakarau & 
next to it Eo. "Eo eoa said Eo (Eo = Nduke for bush turkey) & then Tamb. took 
position shown in drawing. The 4 men had come up the Vavalakihi river: they 
climbed together holding hands so as to embrace the tree. (demonstrated by 4 
men: in demonstration the snake represented by a string tied at one end to stick in 
middle of 4 performer & held out so as to pass between 2 outside circle by Hundi 
who passed it round the 4 & drew them "mate ari" kamandi komburu. 
[diagram showing arrangement of men, HFN:1482-3] 
Ghore Peka Pizhalka K. 
Nggeto on return from Sambana Lauru remained anchored 4 days. Use poporo to 
lipaha 4th day. Lipaha = Mand. lipa. make 2 lipaha. Hiele lipaha: 2 with each 
lipaha. Spears put into house on return. What he said they don't know. 
Drawings 
by Kuroto as in all preceeding no attention paid to model. Object always in same 
place to right. The lantern was observed. In drawing lave and mazha stuck in 
ground no use made of model. Ponggehe = big bird (Rov. nao) in bush eats rute, 
pizhoko, lahi etc. Rute =a kind of lizard, pizhoko lives in rotten wood: just heard 
one: sounds like sawing wood. 
Pahu no use made of models. 
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Mbulina = Rov. tinina - Vikulu =all things hung in ear. 
Tupele: the vikulu in the tin drawn at suggestion ofHundi. 
Pausia Roe. Bundi 
Lologha of Roe in Ovonggohele: has 15. Rangguhu tamana (pausia) made it 1st. 
Rangguhu = tamana to Roe before adoption. Roe' s cocoanuts in Votuana 
belonged to Rangguhu. Disclaims all kezho. Now denies having hung leaves in 
paele. Roe only made passes on head without leaves: makes it homboro has no 
vavara, no nggohele. 
Roe pausia Runa a s.o. Hik'hika: Runa called Roe ivanggu, his tasi is wife to 
Roe. 
Tupele pausia Mamu (a ) son Hoke: Hoke = ivana of Tupele, Tome Mamu's 
mother= sister to Tupele. 11 & 14. 
Kuroto childless not pausia. 
Muke and Nggora not pausia: Nggora newly married. Koha has children but 
pausia Kae son o. Lui. 4. Rove pausia Nggularande: she lives with Rove & Sembi: 
no reason why Rove pausia N ggularande except that she is tuna. 
Roku pausia Vari d.o. Siana, Lemono s.o. Kema, Sima tuna Tu1pele. Roku calls 
Siana turana, Kema tasinggu, Tupele tunggu. Sipilave not pausia, Kerovo pausia 
Nui tuna. Pozha tuna Kerovo. 
Ronggo, Mbae don't pausia, Mbule ditto, Sisiki, Raghoso. Sipuru pausia Pitu tuna 
Lekolo: Sipuru, Lekolo are tamatasi. p.6 
Hae no pausia. Mbae: newly married. 
Ririhi pausia none. Mango:ditto 
Nggala pausia ~ tuna Nalo, Ghole a tuna Mboso. Ngg. calls Mbana: tasinggu, 
Mboso = tamana Nggala. Mbana = 1st husband of Nalo. Mboso = Nambemboso 
or Pezhele. Muno= [tamtina?] Mbana. 
Drawing by [Save. no remark?]. 
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Wools 
Hopa s.o. Hie: R: P.R. -G: G, G.B. -P: P-B:G-B, V - V: V, G-B, G 
They call wools varihindi by which translate "shuffle" at cards. V arihindi 
= game in which each player sets up pipiruku one behind other & place a shell of 
nut on each; each then takes husks of betel nut & alternately throw at opponent's 
pipiruku: if knocks down first, puts one stone or any counter aside, if knocks 
down 2nd two if both 5; in addition if knocks down 1st or 2nd has right to 1 more 
tum; if knocks down both (rarusu) has right to 6 more turns. 
Drawings by Roe: N.B. all these drawings made same day. [No remark?]. All 
these drawings probably perfunctory. 
Know of no mbangara kineasi here 
NewPapo Kuhi 
Papo koregha; make poholo: tamana & turana of dead man order new 
papo. For Heriana: Rove, Nggovara, Rurusu. Get stones in Jeana. All the men 
make the papo. Sleep in paele at kuli 10 nights: get taro, tatahoa (= rahi). Take out 
nggohele then make papo. When papo is finished make tatahoa, pig if any, poholo 
if any. Tatahoa made in "womans house" women may not eat; poholo made in 
paele in kuli: women may not eat poholo; pig in paele: women may not eat. Rahi 
and pig not sacrificed only poholo: any man makes nanako. 
"Poholo imbu mi ghammu mate mbangara" Said no vavara, nako homboro 
then went on with these words evidently this does not count as vavara. Paele in 
Pat'sugha broken down, for some papo sleep on spot; in other cases remain at 
home. Hiama takes out & puts in heads. No nggohele. Women & children go & 
sleep in paele. Tatahoa eaten in house: pig & poholo at papo. At Heriana there is a 
woman's house besides paele where women not admitted. Hiama may not go to 
women' s house; married men may sleep in woman's house; does not 
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know whether he may "fuk woman" or not. 
There is not much ado about new papo as they do in Rov. for oru. Children 
may not eat pig or poholo. 
Keka Komburu Manggota Pizhaka. Loe 
Loe mission boy 
Men lived in a big place (solo so). They went to fruit of tiromboe to eat it. 
Women said: Take fruit on 1 side; don't go on other. Women went back; 1 young 
girl went round tree, & a serpent entered her hole, "I am dead, I am dead" cried 
young girl. She went home, went to house & asked people to take thing out of 
inside, nobody would take it out; went to another house & asked but nobody 
would, went to all house, nobody would. She went down to shore. One small fish 
ran away (kopilo = fish) "My fish, my word me want this fish; spose I got spear I 
catch him." This snake came out. Snake he go catch fish; girl he run away. Snake 
want to return inside girl but she was gone, snake followed scent. Snake went; one 
crab took Jew's harp (crab= tupe. cocoanut crab Rov. ruruhu Mand. tupe). Tupe 
said: ''who are you? where are you bound?" "Me" said girl "What's matter" tupe 
said. "Oh I run away. I'm afraid of a snake. If you're afraid, you pay me & I'll put 
you inside my house. "What do you want said girl, you want ring, poata, mbuha, 
what - ? - you want to marry me said girl - No - What's it you want - you want 
some place belong me? - No - The snake was still hastening on. "What you want 
you want cocoanut?" yes that's my pay said tupe - Allright you go inside & lie 
on my bed. Girl went in - tupe took Jew's harp & played on it. Snake came up to 
tupe. Snake came up: where's my wife? said snake-I don't know I did not 
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see her; you go and find her somewhere I did not see her. Snake smelt all about 
but found nothing; snake smelt inside house of tupe & smelt girl - "She's inside, 
you gamman." -No said tupe. I no gamman I see no one; I play Jew's harp day 
& night. Tupe said: girl is inside, if you want to see go in. Tupe opened claws: "go 
in" said he. Snake went through. Tupe closed claw (livo) & killed snake. Girl said 
0 finish you kill that snake all cocoanut here are yours, I go back to father & 
mother. She went and finish. 
Mande Nggohele Pizhaka. Loe. Kuhi 
There were 4 old women, 4 Ili in mountain. 4 old women lived on shore & went 
up to soloso to make garden. 4 malivi stood up & earth quaked. "The 4 ogres are 
about, the earth is shaking let us go back." Left garden & went up to hill, 4 Ili 
stamped ground; 4 women heard: "Ili are near". 4 old women took off lakori & 
lay down with knees drawn up. The 4 ili came up & saw 4 nggoele: here is food 
they said. Flies were swarming about women's privates. "Come let us eat said 4 
ili. Ili said: "Let us smell & see whether they smell good or bad whether alive or 
dead", each put finger in one woman' s hole & smelt it, it smelt bad. "They are 
high (tumbu) they have been dead long & smell bad said 4 Ili come let us go, they 
have been dead long, said the 4. When the 4 Ili were go, the 4 women stood up & 
went home to shore. Ili he go carry dog, man, pig & went home again. The 4 
women slept, at early morning went up to garden again. When sun well up; 4 Ili 
stood up & earth quaked. The earth is quaking, let us go up again to ton.ggere & 
lay down. 4 Ili came along "Ei said Ili, here is rotten food; it is as before rotten 
bad & left thus there. The 4 malivi 
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went away; one turned round and saw stomach heaving with breath. They are 
living said they & returned. Malivi put finger inside hole. Women stood up & 
embraced Ili & varieti whole day: sun went down. They were faint & the 8 of 
them died. 
Husband & wife story Kuhi 
There was husband & wife in soloso; one husband & wife pa masa.. The couple on 
shore made oven; couple in mountain made oven. "Go & get a hao" said 
mbaroghoso in masa to wife. "Go & get a hao'' said woman in mountain to her 
husband. A house stood Y2 way between shore & mountain. Woman from shore 
entered at 1 end; old man from mountain at other. Man held one side of hao, 
woman other side. They pulled each their own way whole day (vari ketonia: 
pulled each own way): they did not speak to each other: "why does not 
mbaroghoso return" said woman in mountain. Why doesn't she return said old 
man on shore. The one went down, the other up & took the tutu ea.ch at one end & 
pulled at it whole day: they struck at each other with & they all 4 were faint & 
returned home. 
Has heard from plenty men. 
Pizhaka has from " " both his tales. 
Kopilo the fish in tale of young girl & snake = periopthalmus. - Pie = bottle, 
cocoanut used as bottle. 
Sagharughombe 'Gizo: minute island lying towards Nduke no other island 
between it & Nduke: identified by myself & Loe as double dot 
4
14
- 13 east 
of Long island. Latitude Is. = Nusa Tupe; Long Is = Mbambanga; Epangga = 
nameless island between Nusa Tupe & Mbambanga - Shelter Island = Logha. 
My 1st maps quite wrong 
Sagharu = reef. 
River of Vila identified by Loe with river E of Eliot Cove & near Devil Island. 
Lebrena Pt = Pature - Gheliama = island further E of those that continue 
Wonawona below Lebrena Pt. 
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Fairway I. = Makuti - Paleranggoso = largest of Univiu Is. Manogha Lima 
identified by Loe and Kuhi after Sipilave's instructions as 2 points N of a river 
with figures 15 
9 
140 &0 40 oa B eoast. 7°59'20". 
Tambarambara went to Vao: river on E. coast about 7°56'50". 1st river S of larger 
river S of Waugh Rock; between 6 and 16: 1st beginning N of series of 4 rivers. 
Sararughombe about 8°7'20" 
Puhi Loe 
Puhi man who eats day & night & yet is not big, is never satiated. If don' t give 
kaikai to Puhi he steals all the kaikai of all; they have not plenty Rahi for it 
finishes quick. Puhi stops in Roviana; men of Rov. know him. If man makes big 
kaikai for Loe, Loe gets Puhi to help him ties something around neck & wrist; he 
goes into house they eat but he is not satiated. They don't know what tambu they 
put on. 
Heriana 
1 paele, 1 papo, 1 pot' inuma. 
Pot' inuma: rengge, mbariki, pota, hinuli 
Papo: poata 
Paele: no puhi. 
Used to be puhi in Nduleho, [now in?] Ghatere only 
Rengge belong: pot'inuma, inaru, henggere, finish. 
Kuhi 
Sambana 
Haghe has 
language. 
Hagh1e, Kuhi 
not been long in Nduke he does not yet speak properly Nduke 
Has no tuvana he may not eat. Men of Sambana has kezho. I object Kia men have 
kezho but said Kia nother kind. Haghe comes from near Bugotu. 
Mbariki Kuhi · 
Leve made mbariki: found in bush. They are different from mbariki which they 
buy & sell in Rov. This 
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mbariki of Puhi in my paele are small veveru shells merely pierced with hole: this 
hole evidently artificial. 
Mbira = roe (so called my tinned cod's roes) is in belly: belong to pondo 
komburu. Belongs to female. In male = mbira also with which makes children. 
Fish varihenggo, at least Makoto does: has not seen other fish; but Makoto swim 
together pass each other & varigharata. Pizhaka does not know whether fish 
varihenggo. All birds copulate. Only one kind of mbira namely like the hard roes. 
Flutes 
Pizhaka plays flute by holding it in his mouth so that the comer of his mouth is 
about 5 mm below blow hole; blows out of comer of mouth. 
Kekenu - mundighatu (tuti) - hilu (= roma). flute = kekenu - mundighatu 
(kevu) - hilu (= singing) 2 hilu-. Sometimes 1 kevu & 2 hilu 
Lukana 
[diagram, flute notation, HFN: 1489-1] 
different kind of lukana are played on funeral nights this is one specimen as 
played by Kuhi & Pizhaka. The 6th bar is sometimes varied slightly the tuku 
ndapu (Mand.) being omitted, though the exact form it takes I don't know. These 
have no name. 
They have a lukana called kurungau (bush pidgeon) come from Roviana or 
Ughele. 
[diagram, flute notation, HFN:1489-2] 
lvi meka 
[diagram, flute notation, HFN:1489-3] 
etc. 
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lvi meka is played by 1 flute & 2 singers, it is a lukana. 
In the preceding lukana (nameless) the #J' is blown with more strength & is 
varied as to intensity & length but very slightly. 
Papaluku 
(1 flute & 3 singers) 
[diagram, flute notation, HFN: 1490-1] 
meka = single 
Pina usu 
Pinausu of mbangara remain, don't die. Pinausu may succeed father as 
mbangara if "father" has no tuna or turana; may succeed if mbangara has 1brothers. 
It is necessary that mbangara should get pinausu when small & pausia. Rove does 
not pausia Haghe: H = pinausu. Rove wanted Haghe to climb trees work for him. 
As matter of fact Haghe is almost always sitting doing nothing. Mbangara in 
Marihi, was paid for Haghe: 2 mbakiha paid. In Sambana they make mbakiha. If 
pinausu was mbaha hung him up. 
Man is pinausu if both father & mother are, not if either parent is not 
pmausu. 
Nipa calls Nggiu tasina. Ongga is father of Sana & Ongga 
[genealogy diagram, HFN:1490-2] 
Kamboka pausia by Embembo - relationship ? 
Tandi called Volindau tunggu: called Areke tasinggu. Hiha wife of Nambemboso 
does not pausia. 
Tondemate calls 
Tako " 
Vorete " 
Rove: 
Rove: 
Rove: 
tamanggu 
turanggu 
roanggu 
Kuhi laid down rule that brothers and sisters always belong to same place. 
Wools 
Riva f.o. Loe (Sambana). R: R - G: G: G - G-Y - P: P -Y: Y.G.- B: V G - B, [-
?] V: v. 
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Directory Nduke 
Ghorembangara: Siokalle - Tit' gharata pa nggeto. 
Hundi: pinihala molu 
Hocart's Ndukefieldnotes, 1908 
Huku: Hangg'mate (?) - Nggohele Kat'katu - Tambu Koma - Mateana - Puhi -
Mbolana - salanga moho Vaghena 
Kapa: henggere - hiama 
Mbele: pot' roro - Mantle kukuvu - Tuvana sipele. 
Ndokele: ghiroghai 
Nggovara: various ure - zhulenia - salanga Pela - Raghomo - Ave - Langono -
Mbaha - Hiama 
Pela: mbolana 
Periki: climbs trees at humanga 
Pingga: kezho sianggolo 
Regha ( ~ ): pinihala molu 
Roe: kezho hopere leve 
Roku: henggere 
Rove: Vovoso - linggomo - Tit' gharata pa nggeto 
Sipilave: war tambu. taghoro 
Tome:( ~ ): pinihalamolu 
Uva: Nggohele Paro - knows much. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Index to A.M. Hocart' s Genealogies 
N duke, Solomon Islands 
Percy Sladen Trust Expedition, 1908 
Compiled by Ian Scales, Department of Anthropology, Research School of Pacific and 
Asian Studies, Australian National University, 2003. 
This appendix contains a tabulation of data contained originally in Hocart' s 
manuscript genealogical charts held in the Alexander Turnbull Library, New 
Zealand, as Hocart MS Papers 60, item 43, charts numbered 141 to 181. The 
tabulation was done to prepare the genealogies for analysis as described in 
chapter 4 of this thesis, and utility in preparing data for table 6 and figures 20, 21, 
23, 30 and 43. 
Tabulation was made from the microfilm of Hocart' s genealogies (item 43) held 
in the Department of Pacific and Asian History, RSPAS, Australian National 
University. The tabulation of charts 141-181 is complete, there are no names left 
out. At its most basic, the tabulation serves as a look-up index to Hocart' s 
genealogical charts, with the chart numbers cited for each appearance of a person 
in a chart. Other columns record person's sex, one parent of the person, spouses 
(if any), attributed place-names, extra source reference citations and notes. The 
table serves as an index to the charts, which are more effective at displaying the 
overall genealogical relationships. 
Tabulation involved use of a family tree software package as an initial step in 
data transcription. This helped to ensure integrity of the underlying network of 
relationships represented by the charts. Hocart' s charts proved to create one 
complete family network with no fragments. The completed family tree software 
file was then exported as text into a text editor and its fields converted to table 
column headers for import to a spreadsheet. After this, the data was verified and 
notes added, including notes on names mentioned in the fieldnotes text. Some 
names mentioned in the fieldnotes but not in the charts were th.en added to the 
table, so as to complete the utility of the table as a database. In the notes column, 
square brackets are reserved for editorial comments, while round brackets 
represent Hocart' s use of brackets in the original. 
General arrangement 
Hocart' s genealogies (item 43) were arranged as a series of numbered charts. 
Each was cross-referenced to the others by citing the chart number where a name 
occurred also in another chart. Hocart drew at least three versions of the 
genealogical charts. These are held in the Alexander Turnbull Library. They are: 
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Genealogies for Simbo, Roviana and Nduke. Numbered 1-181, 46 pp. MS 
papers 60, item 43. 
Genealogies for Simbo, Roviana and Nduke. MS papers 60, items 47-48. 
(Appears to be initial drafts for the diagrams in item 43). 
Genealogies for Simbo, Roviana and Nduke. MS Papers 60, item 50. 
(Appears to be rough draft for the diagrams in item 43). 
Conventions used in Hoc art's genealogical charts 
In his genealogical charts, Hocart denoted males by writing the name in upper 
case letters (e.g. KU:HI), and females in lower case (e.g. Legho). Marriages and 
other arrangements producing offspring are represented as equals(=) signs. The 
abbreviation 'n.m.' means 'not married', while 'n.c.' means 'no children'. 
Underlining, whether single or double, indicates the person was still alive when 
Hocart visited in 1908. The significance of double underlining has not been 
confirmed but all those whose names were double-underlined were also present 
at the canoe house at Ghatere where Hocart stayed (cf table 6 in chapter 4). In the 
table, the original underlining where present has been represented in the column 
headed 'U /line' as 'U' or 'UU' for single and double underlines respectiviely. 
Data modifications during tabulation 
Some modifications of the data in Hocart' s genealogical charts was necessary to 
standardise the information into a tabular format that could be successfully 
sorted and searched. Changes included spelling conventions, place-name 
conventions, and assignation of index numbers to different people with similar 
names. Particular consideration was made not to alter the relationships of people 
to each other as presented in the original charts or to change the assignation 
Hocart had made of the 'place' to which people belonged. 
Orthography 
The system Hocart used to spell the sounds he heard in the western Solomons is 
no longer used in the region. For convenience the original orthography has been 
replaced by the modern composite orthography detailed on page viii of this 
thesis. 
Personal names 
In most cases personal names are clear in Hocart' s charts. In a few cases, the 
names are somewhat illegible. In this cases a decision was made to adopt a 
particular spelling into the table, while noting the possibility of anothe:r spelling 
in the notes column. Sometimes more than one person has the same name. In 
these cases an index number is assigned in brackets for each person to prevent 
confusion. Sometimes no name has been recorded by Hocart for a particular 
person. It has been possible to infer the sex of the person in these casesJ so index 
numbers MOl ... Mnn for unknown males, and FOl ... Fnn for unknown females 
have been entered. 
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Place-names 
Many of the personal names in Hocart' s genealogies were written underneath 
with place names. These annotations followed a pattern of writing first a 
ghughusu ('hamlet') name followed by a soloso ('district') name (seie discussion in 
Chapter 4, page 66-68 and 76-77). In many cases only a soloso name was recorded. 
Sometimes the soloso was recorded before the ghughusu, and occasionally the data 
is contradictory where a person is mentioned twice in the charts. These cases are 
noted in the 'notes' column, and a choice made in the data columns of the most 
likely correct data, if possible. To aid in correction of inconsistencies, a gazetteer 
was made of all places mentioned in the charts, and then reJference to this 
clarified many doubts. In some cases contradictions have remained. 
Veracity of Hocart' s genealogies 
As mentioned in chapter 4 of this thesis, Hocart' s genealogies differ in many 
instances from modern genealogies first recorded for forest lease adjudication in 
1968 and land dispute court cases from the late 1960s onward. Neither do 
Hocart' s genealogies side with one or other version presented by the disputants 
of the forest lease disputes. There is no way to determine which genealogies, 
Hocart' s or any particular modem version, are correct. Therefore Hocart' s 
genealogies should not be used as evidence in a legal setting of any particular 
family relationships in the past. 
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(JJ 
01 
01 
Name 
(F01l 
IF02l 
(F03) 
IF05l 
1F06) 
ICF07l 
l(F08) 
l(F09) 
(F10) 
IF11l 
(F12) 
(F13) 
(F14l 
(F15) 
l(F16l 
llF17l 
llF18) 
llF19l 
l(F2Q) 
F21) 
(F22l 
(F23) 
(M02) 
(M03l 
(M04) 
Abana 
Ade 
Ado 
Aghoso 
Aleduri 
ALE PA DA 
Aleoiae 
Alesabe 
sx Ghughusu 
f -
f -
f -
f 
f -
f 
f -
f -
f -
f -
f -
f -
f 
f 
f 
f 
f -
f -
f -
f -
f -
f -
m -
m -
m -
f 
f Koloouhele 
f -
f -
f 
m -
f 
f Kokota 
Soloso Parent 
-
- -
- -
Roviana -
Duqhore -
Saban a 
- PEDAKA 
- HEBALA (2) 
Bilua -
Sabana -
Dughore -
-
- -
- -
-
-
-
-
- -
KUHi 
- -
Madeohuqhusu -
Madeghughusu -
Bilua 
-
-
-
Se bi 
Viuru 
- HAQO 
- KET'HOPERE 
in Roviana Quarade 
Saikile AVU 
- AREKE 
Duahore -
Spouse U/line 
RIQE 
POQO 
VALA'r<.A 
SEGHE 
KALE 
KU LAN GA 
n.m. 
n.m. 
(M02) 
ROVU 
TU BARA 
BARAVESU 
TUKATA 
MAKELE 
llM04l 
TOKA(1) 
VALAKA 
MORUTU 
-
OVA 
QORAISO 
QUA ISO 
IF10) 
Riko 
1F16) 
u 
KIBO 
-
HEBALA 12\ 
- u 
u 
VILA 
LINGO u 
Source 1 Source 2 
163 
141 
160 
144 
179 
151 
151 
151 
147 
145 
173 
177 
161 
176 
172 
172 
159c 
152 
144 
163 
163 
163 
147 
159 
172 
141 
144 
158 
151 
178 
162 
159 159a 
141 20 
Source 3 Notes 
HFN 1474 
no children 
no children 
no children 
Strav liaison- not NEOLO 
HFN 1473 
HFN1423 
no children 
~ 
£l 
..... 
.... 
"" ~ 
l': 
~ 
1 
0 ~-
~ 
N 
(.Q 
0 
00 
VJ (Jl 
°" 
Name 
Alihi 
Alo 
Amo 
Aniaula 
Aaa 
AREKE 
ARUMU 
Asa 
As'vuru 
Atuvuru 
Avara 11) 
Avara (2) 
AVU 
SABATA 
BAE 
BAEQETO 
BA KORA 
BALIGHUTU 
BALOKA 111 
BALOKA (2) 
BANA 
BAN GARA 
BARA 
BARAVESU 
BEA 
BELE 
BEO 
BETI 111 
BETI 121 
BETl(3) 
BETI 141 
Bibi 111 
Bibi (2) 
sx Ghu11husu 
f 
f Makoou 
f -
f 
f -
m -
m -
f Makoau 
f -
f -
f Kekehe 
f 
-
m TerPare 
m -
m -
m -
m -
m Kubo 
m Duahore 
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
f Koloauhele 
f 
Soloso Parent 
Saban a -
Koau -
- -
PEQA 
Saban a -
KERU 
Dughore -
Ko au -
- Vinia (2) 
SAVIURU 
Voko TUKATA 
- Sale (1) 
Koou Piae 
- VANGANA 
Sabana DO KELE 
- Hipavuru 
- RUTE 
Viuru VAGHUNU 
Duahore Peza 11\ 
Lauru -
PE SELE 
HIBO 
Saban a -
Koau -
- Kia 
- BALIGHUTU 
- Mo!uvuru 
- Alesabe 
Soaa 
Taaho 121 
Zazo 
Viuru 
Nan'maza 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
QOHA 142 
HIBO 163 
MASO 163 
- u 157 
VANGANA 155 
Ena a 159 
Rade 173 
GHARO 163 
ZUA 163a 
HANG'MATE 154 
MOMO 147 
OQA 141 
Nade u 158 
u 155 
Quad au uu 152 
Pezadonaa 141 u 176 
Luli 151 
Tua (1) 160 
Turavara 150 
Zazo 142 
Naqhorade 151a 
- 163 
Lima uu 141 
(F13) 176 
- 166 
Pajakolo u 160 
Teku 144 
u 141 
u 141 
- u 141 
- u 142 
HOKE 144 
MANGO 154 
Source 2 Source 3 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1475 
155 HFN 1475 
161 
148 
162 
HFN 1475 
160a HFN 1473 
168 HFN 1413, 1414 
HFN 1417 
159 HFN 1483 
HFN 1411 
HFN 1461 
156 HFN 1419 
HFN 1475 
Notes 
no children 
Pinausu Sabana 
no children 
no children 
no children 
Bangara 
Bangara 
Died in Guadalcanal 
Killed in Guadalcanal. 
Sabana born oinausu to Rurusu 
no children 
no children; varani 
no children 
~ 
1:3 
"'-t 
...... 
"' ~ 
i:: 
@"' 
~ 
~ 
i 
,"' 
~ 
<..o 
~ 
(J.) 
U1 
.....;i 
Name 
BIKOHO 
Biku 
Biu 
BOLO 
BOVE SE 
BULE l1l 
BULE 121 
BULEBABATA 
Buni 
Burumali 
Bu tu 
Dadavuru 
DAKE 
Dau 
Dia111 
Dia l2l 
Doka 
DO KELE 
DOLE 
Dona a 
DORE 
DOS ENA 
DOVELE111 
DOVELE 121 aka QORAQAVE 
Duatako aka Tako 
Dun 
Du rid au 
EGHANA 
Eko 
ELA HA 
Elo 
Elu 
Ema 
sx Ghuahusu 
m -
f 
f 
m -
m Kidu 
m -
m -
m -
f Kukuku Hikana 
f 
f -
f -
m -
f Kekehe 
f -
f Kokota 
f -
m Baa ha 
m -
f -
m -
m -
m -
m -
f -
f Kaitina 
f -
m -
f -
m -
f -
f -
f -
Saloso Parent 
- HEBALA 111 
- Hazu 
Duahore KALE 
- QEULU 
Mud a -
- PE SELE 
in Roviana ORO (1) 
- HOKE 
Viuru HOKE 
Viuru -
Vuto 
Viuru KIBO 
- Ade 
Viuru Lilivuru 
- SOBO 
Duahore BALO KA 
Viuru -
Viuru Tua 
- Pura 
- LIPA 
- Kia 
Dove le TOTU 
- Kuzumali 
HARU 
Koau -
. KOi-iA 
- SIANA 
Sirubae KALE 
HAQO 
Roou 
Hioa 
- Hita 
Spouse U/line 
- u 
- u 
RIVA 
Hip'donga 
Raoo 121 
n.m. 
1. lzu 2. Polo u 
n.m. u 
SAVE (1 ) u 
1. KUDE, 2. TOMU 
TAPOZA 
KERU 
Lodonga, Libo 
ROPA u 
-
KEf HOPERE 
KEDUA 
1. Leoho 12l, 2. Poaarade, 3. Luaa, 4. Lisa 
Peha 
VEQOBOSO 
Paito 
- u 
VORETE u 
HEPOLO u 
- u 
- u 
SOKU 
Ovaoiae u 
ZANGONO 
LUA 
- u 
Source 1 Source 2 
152 
180 
179 
141 174 
150 20 
159 
172 
152 
152 177 
156 168 
144 146 
144 159 
144 153 
141 145 
141 
150 151 
144 
152 160 
144 
143 
173 
166 
168 
166 
144 152 
175 
160 
152 
144 179 
149 158 
144 
152 165 
160a 
Saurce 3 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1414 
HFN 1415,73 
HFN 1473 
HFN 1474 
160a 
152a, HFN 1411 
HFN 1473 
Notes 
no children 
no children 
no children 
Banaara 
no children 
Banaara 
no children 
"About 3-4" 
no children 
no children 
Contradiction in oriains 
no children 
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Name sx Ghu11husu Soloso Parent 
Eno a f Sabana . 
Eni f Bilua . 
EO aka QALA . . . . 
ERE m 
Eta f Ru au Viuru . 
EVANGA m • Voko Bibi 
GHANI m • . Leoho l1l 
GHARO m • Kivara 
Ghase f Sabana 
GHASI '1l m • . Nipa 
GHASI (2) m • VORETE 
Ghau f Kukubo Koau . 
GHAVERE . . . . 
GHEMU m • . Kuini (1 ) 
GHOLE m • . Muno 
Ghona f . UVA 
GHOREBANGARA m . . Bibi 
Ghua f Tulelehe Koau TONO 
HABA m • Hiva 
HADA m • Bughotu . 
HAE m • SUSA 
Hag he 
Hake f . . GHONA 
Haku f . Koau . 
HANG'MATE m Kolobanoara Makoau Koau . 
HAPA m . Qua (3) 
HAQA m ~ TOK.A 
HAQO m • Viuru KIKA 
HARRY WICKHAM m • . 
HARU m Savaqalata in Viuru Hi tu 
HA RU BU LE m • Toni 
~ 
00 
HATI . . . 
Hav'riko f Sabana . 
SPOuse U/line Source 1 
AREKE 159 
HUDI u 158 
. . . 
GHOREBANGARA u 144 
Vilo u 144 
n.m . 141 
Asa 163 
MIHI 163 
. u 162 
u 152a 
LIPA 173 
. . 
. uu 141 
. u 177 
KATAVALA u 166 
Mooa, Eta, T epakalo u 144 
SISIKI u 166 
. 141 
Ngame 150 
Leaho 13l 171 
QALA u 141 
RAZA 176 
Horomali, Atuvuru 154 
. u 165 
Uso 172 
Vaze 158 
Ima u 178 
Raco 141 
Qulatali, Zima 143 
u 
RURUSU 158 
Source 2 Source 3 
. . 
HFN:1466, 1480 
158 
HFN 141 9 
. . 
HFN 1451 
HFN 1475 
181 
HFN 1473 
HFN 1477,1490 
166 
155 HFN 1475 
144 HFN 1411 
HFN 1419 
HFN:1465 
Notes 
'Sambana cure' 
no children. "Bilua born' 
see QALA 
Alive at Ghorare 
no children 
Varani 
no children. 'Pinausu Sambana'. 
see HIELE 
Banaara; varani 
no children 
no children. 'Pinausu" 
na children 
'Pinausu' 
no children; varani 
Banaara 
no children; varani 
"Pinausu Lauru of Zhiru' 
no children 
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Name sx Ghu11husu Soloso Parent 
Hazu f Sabana -
HEBA m Tusa KOQU -
HEBALA (1) m - Piko 
HEBALA (2) m KOQuna KOQU -
Hehebakiha f - Saiki le -
HEHEUKU m 
HEPOLO m - - HEBA 
HEQA m - - Kivara 
HIAM'KUREZU m Voko pa Daepaqo Viuru 
HIBO m - - Kivara 
HIE m - laoana KERU 
HIELE aka GHAVERE m Pepele - Nua (1 ) 
HIELEPIRU m - - KULO 
Hiha f - - PESELE 
HIK'HIKA aka TONO . . . . 
HIK'RANI m - -
Hilia f 
Hioa f - Viuru Vinia 11) 
Hioavuru f - - VILE 
Hip'donga f Katauna Dughore NEOLO 
Hila f - DOKE LE 
HITEBETO m Kitwa Koau -
Hilu (1) f Koloquhele Viuru Vinia (1) 
Hilu (2) f - Ngan (1) 
Hituai f Saban a -
Hiva f - - RIQE 
HIVA m - Ro-Jiana -
HOBORO m - Horomali (1) 
HOKEl1l m - Ade 
HOKE{2) m Voko Boara QORAKANA 
Holasabe f - Sabana NENA 
~ 
'° 
HOPA m - laoana I Sabana HIE 
HO QA SA m - - VILE 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
REKI 180 
Ravedonqa 173 
Saberade u 144 
Aghoso u 151 
QIQI 156 
Dun u 175 
Ove 163 
Nag ho 143 
Alo 163 
Tusua 159 
Toni, Tove 143 
- 155 
NAB EBO SO 159 
. . 
-
RIDI 152 
TOVALA 176 
BOLO 141 
MATEZAMA u 160a 
Paao 177 
vozo 144 
KEMA u 144 
PASA 163a 
QEULU 141 
Ho to 158a 
- 155 
Bibi (1) 144 
Tome u 152 
PIZAKA u 156 
uu 159 
Poni 176 
Source 2 Source 3 
175 
152 
HFN 1410 
HFN 1410 
HFN 1410,11,1 4,58 
. . 
HFN 1419 
HFN 1414 
154 
174 HFN 1474 
154 
170 HFN 1474 
163 HFN 1473 
172 HFN 1420 
160 HFN 1412, 1475 
Notes 
'Sambana born' 
no children 
"Banaara' 
no children 
Bangara 
May be Hie 
Bangara 
no children 
see TONO 
Varani 
may be syn. Hipa (152), mo. of Legho (2). 
"pinausu Sabana" 
Banaara 
' lqoana & Sambana' 
no children 
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Name 
Horomali I 1\ 
Horomali 12\ 
Hoto 
HOU 
HUDI 
HUKU 
IAl1l 
IA 121 
IBULU 
IDI 
llu 
Ima 
lae 11\ 
lae 12\ 
Isa 
ITU 
lzu 
JUKA 
KA BO KA 
KAE aka MATEKAE 
KAHE aka IBULU 
KAK'TIA 
KALE 
KANA 
Kana'schild 
KAPA111 
KAPA 12\ 
KATAVALA 
KAVALA 
Kave 
KE DUA 
KEKERE 
KEMA 
sx Ghuahusu 
f Lebako 
f 
f 
-
m -
m -
m -
m -
. . 
m -
f Ghus'oaele 
f 
f -
f Zinui 
f -
m Taourae 
f 
m -
m -
m -
m -
m Rarabese 
m -
m -
-
m -
m -
m Makoau 
m Ketwana 
f 
m -
m -
m Sinei 
Soloso Parent 
Kekereu 
-
Sabana 
Saban a -
-
- Mudo 
Sabana Tove 
SUTI 
SALA 
. . 
Saban a 
DUQhore Legho 121 
- Quarade 
Nua 11\ 
Viuru -
Zava Pao'teku 
MadeahUQhusu -
Roviana 
- -
- SUTI 
- LUI 
- Kuzumali 
Viuru -
Viuru -
in Ove VARISEVI 
KANA 
- Noseoaao 
- Muno 
Koau -
Sunawanaa RIQE 
Viuru -
Viuru 
Paao 
Viuru Vi do 
Soouse U/line Source 1 
HANG'MATE 155 
NGASEA 172 
HIVA 158a 
- u 
Noseoaoo uu 158 
Nabi u 143 
n.m. u 141 
n.m. u 148 
. . 
Peza 121 148 
QERE 142 
HARRY WICKHAM u 178 
VARISEVI 143 
SAVE 158 
QOVARA 156 
Polarade 168 
BULEl21 172 
- u 
Kemisabe u 141 
u 163 
- 166 
Kia Kuzumali 154 
llF061 179 
Luoarade 11 l u 168 
-
uu 158 
u 177 
Ghona u 166 
1. Vinia 121, 2. Kivara 163 
ZIRUBUKO 169 
Doka 144 
- u 177 
Hilu (2) u 144 
Source 2 Source 3 
HFN 1466 
158a HFN 1456, 1472 
144 HFN 1411 
. . 
160 
168 HFN 1472 
181 
167 HFN 1475 
HFN 1411 
HFN 
HFN 1414 
166 173 
HFN 1412,1472 
HFN 1472 
HFN 1472 
163a 176 
170 HFN 1474 
Notes 
'oinausu of HIELE' 
At Ghorare 
Banaara; no children 
see KAHE 
no children 
Same as lae 11\?. IHave swaooed toes. 1 & 21 
'Zhava born' 
no children 
Present in Paele Belama 
Banaara 
Banaara 
Banaara 
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Name 
Kemisabe 
KE MO LO 
KE PO NA 
KE POTO 
KERE 
KEROVO 
KERU 
KET' HOPERE (1) aka OVEMATE 
KET' HOPERE 121 
KEVU 
KEZO 
Kia 
KIBO 
KIKA 
KIKOLO 
KILIPI 
Kilu(1) 
Kilu (2) 
Kina 
Kival1l 
Kiva (2) 
Kivara 
KOHA 
KOLOVIGHOSO 
KOLU 
KOPAKOLO 
KOPO 
KOPU 
KUDAITE 
KUDAKOLO 
KUDE 
KUDILI 
KUHi aka LUSE 
sx Ghuahusu 
f -
m -
m -
m -
-
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
f 
m KotOQuhele 
m Hoava 
m -
m -
f Buluqha 
f -
f Bara 
f 
f -
f Lebako 
m Enaarano 
m KolOQuhele 
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
Soloso Parent 
Mala ta -
Atuvuru 
Viuru Legho (2) 
Muda -
- -
- Kuzu 
IQoana Riko 
- VAVULU 
- RUTE 
Ni pa 
Horomali 11 l 
Oo'reaha 
Viuru Doka 
Ulusaahe 
VILA 
- PaQo 
Koqu As'vuru 
SUV ERE 
KOQu -
Viuru KUDE 
- Burumali 
Kekereu RAZA 
Viuru Leaho 12) 
Viuru Pura 
Sabana -
-
HEBALA (1) 
R!O! 
- SAKEBULE 
- -
- -
Duahore 
KERU 
Ra po 
Soouse U/line Source 1 
LEKOLO u 141 
Pazoi 155 
- 160 
Lili u 148 
-
Paduri u 149 
Dadavuru 144 
Dia (2) u 150 
151 
u 162 
- 155 
KAK'TIA 166 
Ade 144 
Tekalo 156 
- 159a 
- u 177 
TADI 156 
- 173 
SAKE BU LE 142 
REO 168 
- 168 
KAVALA 163 
Naki uu 147 
- 144 
1. Nito, 2. Ngirerade u 159 
- u 152 
Naru 152 
n.m. u 142 
-
-
Burumali 156 
159 
Lupaqula uu 144 
Source 2 Source 3 
HFN 1469 
159 HFN 1473 
151 
173 
HFN 1415,20 
158 
168 HFN 1474 
163a HFN 1475 
HFN 1474 
172 
163a HFN 1415 
160 HFN 1409,12 
159b 163, HFN 1474 
HFN 1475 
HFN 1419 
HFN 1410,74 
HFN 1451 
HFN 1471 
168 
156 HFN 1419 
Notes 
no children 
no children 
'Kere's house in Epangga• 
no children 
'illegitimate', i.e. Fa is not NEOLO 
'ad. by Nggiu' 
Bangara ; hiatus with 144 
no children 
'Pinausu'. Fa inferred from Hgen 176. 
Banqara 
Banqara ; no children 
Bangara 
"No man can talk to !ornate like Kundaite now all dead finish' 
"Banaara kalina tinana" 
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Name 
Kuini 111 
Kuini 12\ 
KUKABANGARA 
KULANGA 
KULO 
Kulu 
KUNUNU 
KU RO TO 
KUTU 
Kuzu 11l 
Kuzu 121 
Kuzumali 
Lamaduri 
LAMI 
LAVE 
LEA SA 
Leaho 11\ 
Leaho 12\ 
Leaho 131 
LEKE 
LEKOLO 
LE MONO 
LEVE HEBALA 
LEZO 
Liavara 
Libo 
Li ii 
Lilidau 
Liliduri 
Lilivuru 
Lima 11\ 
Lima 121 
LINGO 
sx Ghu11husu 
t Kalikoau 
t 
m -
m -
m Tirioala 
t -
m -
m -
m -
t -
f 
f -
t -
m -
m -
m Kotauru 
f Koara Peleoele 
f Kokuriana 
t -
. . 
m -
m -
m -
m -
f -
f Koloauhele 
' I 
f -
I -
f Kekehe 
f -
t 
m -
Soloso Parent 
Saikile -
Hazu 
- Raoo 
VAVULU 
Viuru Horomali (1) 
Saikile -
laoana Mudo 
Saban a REKI 
- -
Dughore -
- Nioa 
Vinia(11 
PIOKO 
- Kia 
- HOKE 
lnoana I Duahore -
Koara Nua l1l 
Viuru Hi pa 
Sabana -
. . 
Saban a SUTI 
Paao 
- KErHOPERE 
Libo 
- Puru 
Viuru Midi 
- SALi\ 
Lilivuru 
Maepiae 
Viuru MOMO 
Kuini (1) 
Sabana HUDI 
- SUTI 
Spouse Ulline Source 1 
ROVE 141 
- 180 
- 144 
llF071 151 
PutudoOQa 155 
MAMI 151 
158 
Vela uu 160 
-
VUKISI 141 
- u 162 
KAK'TIA 154 
- u 148 
- 166 
n.m. u 152 
Zukana 164 
SULU 141 
DO KELE 152 
HAE 171 
. . 
Soqa u 141 
- u 177 
Noohorade 111 u 151 
n.m. 144 
LIPETE 144 
DAKE 144 
KE POTO u 148 
PADA u 141 
u 158 
UQE 141 
BARA u 141 
- u 158 
Alesabe u 141 
Source 2 Source 3 
143 . 1411 
180 HFN 1481,83 
HFN 1444 
149 HFN1422 
166 
173 
143 HFN 1411 
160 HFN 1414 
. . 
148 HFN 1465 
26 HFN 1466 
153 
147 
HFN 1411 
Notes 
no children 
no chi ldren 
no children 
Hi a ma 
no children 
see SIANA 
In Heto 
no children. laka Hebala (3)) 
no children 
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Name sx Ghuahusu Soloso Parent 
LIPA m - Oo'reqha 
LIPETE 11) m Koloauhele Viuru -
LIPETE (2) m - Viuru TUKATA 
Lisa I - Sabana 
Liu mu I - - Ngirerade 
Livuru I Muda -
Lodonaa I Duahore Duohore -
Lodu I MakOQu I Kituva KOQU Sale (2) 
Loduvuru I - - Ade 
LOE m - - Biu 
LOKA m - - AREKE 
LOPOSO 
- -
Lou'vuto f MakOQU KOQu -
LUA(1) m Voko Boara 
-
LUA (2) m - Lodonaa 
LUAKOLO m - - HEBA 
Luba I Makoau Koau -
LUI m - Sabana 
Luli (1) I Bara Duohore 
-
Luli (2) I - - QORAKANA 
Lupa (1) I Roviana -
Luoa (2) I Roviana Quarade 
Luoa 13l I Parnukere - -
Luoadua I - in Viuru Quarade 
LupaQula f 
-
Qua (1) 
Luoarade 11) I Ove Made<ihuohusu -
Luoarade (2) f - Saban a -
Luaa I Sabana 
LUSE aka KUHi . . . . 
Made(1l I Paza 
Made 12l I - - Paza 
w Madokalo f - - Hiva 
8j MAEKE m - Sabana -
Spouse U/line Source 1 
Ghau 173 
Liavara 144 
Rorozo 161 
DOKE LE 160 
- u 159b 
PIOKO 148 
DAKE 144 
UVA 163a 
MAK' HAO 144 
uu 179 
159 
- u 
VILE 176 
Elu 152 
- 144 
- u 175 
REREVO 176 
Qua (3) u 165 
BAK ORA 151 
152 
NAKILI 143 
TU PELE u 172 
PADA (2) u 175 
- u 178 
KUHi u 144 
KANA u 142 
NEHO 163 
DO KELE 160 
. . 
142 
ORU 150 
n.m. 141 
Noaa 143 
Source 2 Source 3 
160a 
HFN 1415,1473 
166 
HFN 1466 
165 
HFN 1414 
178 
156 HFN 1412,14 
168 HFN 1412, 1473 
. . 
150? 
173 
HFN 1473 
HFN 1462 
Notes 
no children 
no children 
"Sambana born" 
Mission bov 
AtGhorare 
no children 
"oinausu to Hiele" 
no children 
"Sambana pinausu" 
no children 
see KUHi 
Possiblv same as Made in 150 but different Fa aiven. 
no children. Mav be soelt "1\Jde. 
no children 
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Name 
MAEKERA 
Maeoiae 
MAEQETO 
MAKELE 
MAK' HAO 
Mali 
Maliavara 
Malidau 
Malisabe 
MAMI 
Mamo 
MAMU 
MANGO 
MASA 
MASO 
MA TEKAE aka KAE 
MATEKOLO 
MATEZAMA 
MATI 
MAVU 
MEHU 
Mele 
MENE 
Midi 
MIHI 
MIMIHELE 
Mizu l1i 
Mizu (2) 
Molwuru 
MOMO 
MOMOSO 
IMoaa 
MO RU TU 
sx Ghuahusu 
m -
f 
m -
m Makoau 
f -
f Tusa 
f Kitwa 
f Hioera 
m -
f -
m -
m -
m Duahore 
m -
m • 
m -
m -
m -
m Lau 
f -
m -
f -
m -
m -
f 
f 
f Bulugha 
m -
m -
f Hoava 
m -
Soloso Parent 
- Paqo 
Saiki le Zule 
VILE 
Koau -
Dovele -
Dughore 
Ko au PE SELE 
Koau Alo 
- RUTE 
- BANA 
HOKE 
Koau Sale (2) 
Duahore -
Sabana -
. Qua (3) 
- HOKE 
Sabana 
Saban a 
Dughore Voza 
PEQA 
Viuru KIKA 
Zukana 
- HIBO 
- TU BARA 
- SUSA 
- TALAHA 
Koau Qelebari 
Sirubae llF10) 
Qua 12) 
Ulusaghe -
- -
Spouse U/line Source 1 
- u 177 
SAVE u 158 
l(F15l 176 
Lodwuru 144 
TOTU 168 
SOBO 141 
QALA u 141 
SIPILAVE u 149 
Kulu 151 
- 151a 
n.m. u 152 
- 163a 
Peza 11l 150 
Amo 163 
. . 
n.m. u 152 
Hi ta u 160a 
Taaho 12l u 141 
0po (1) 141 
- u 157 
Mudo 158 
ZAVARA 153 
Ghase 163 
Regha 173 
- 171 
u 171 
RA BAHi 156 
Avaram 147 
n.m. u 141 
GHOREBANGARA u 144 
l(F19) 152 
Source 2 Source 3 
181 
HFN 1417 
HFN 1474 
159 
163 
159 
HFN 1483 
164 
. . 
HFN1424 
163 HFN 1410 
159 HFN 1473 
164 
169 HFN 1412,28 
161 
Notes 
Banaara 
no children 
no children 
'Dovele born" 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
See KAE 
Banaara 
no children 
no children 
no children 
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Name 
MOSA 
MOSE 
Mual1l 
Mual2l 
Mual31 
Mu do 
MUKE 
Muletako 
Muma 
Muno 
MUZIKI 
NABEBOSO 11) 
NABEBOSO 12l 
Nabi 
Nade 
Naaho 
Naohorade I 1 l
Naahorade 12l 
NAI 
Naki 
NAKILI 
Nalo 
NAN'MAZA 
Nareaha 
Naru 
NEDI 
NEHO aka VEQULU 
NENA 
Neo 
NEOLO 
NEPOLO 
Noame 
Naameaala 
sx Ghuahusu 
m -
m -
f 
f 
f -
f Kavuae 
m Kekehe 
f Kooata 
f -
f -
m -
m Her'mule 
m Kaitina 
f -
f Duahore 
f Loohornalea 
f -
f 
m -
f Tekele 
m -
f -
m Tiricala 
f -
f Saruou l?l 
m Tirooou 
m . 
m -
f -
m -
m -
f 
f 
Soloso Parent 
- KEMA 
- Alesabe 
- Qulasabe 
KErHOPERE 
- HEBALA l1l 
laoana KERU 
Viuru KOHA 
Viuru VARISEVI or SAVE 
- PADA 12) 
- Hioavuru? 
- Ghona 
Koau -
Koau 
-
- Raoo 
Duahore ELA HA 
Duahore -
Roviana -
- -
- Muno 
Koara Avara(1l 
- Pitabana 
- -
Viuru Vinial1l 
KIKA 
-
- -
Sunouvanaa K!v~ra 
Viuru BALIGHUTU 
- Raoo 
DuQhore 
- QOVARA 
- Peza l1l 
- Alesabe 
Soouse U/line Source 1 
u 144 
- u 141 
u 144 
- u 151 
- u 152 
MENE 158 
Pizu uu 152 
VILA u 159a 
u 175 
NABEBOSO 176 
- u 166 
lvtlno 176 
Hiha 159 
HUKU u 143 
AVU 158 
HIAM'KUREZU 143 
LEVEHEBALA u 151 
BANA 151a 
- u 177 
KOHA 147 
Luo a 143 
BANA 
Pu ta 154 
SUSA 158 
KOPO u 152 
Zule 181 
Luoarade 163 
Ooo(3) 160 
- u 144 
Riko 159c 
156 
HADA 150 
- u 141 
Source 2 Source 3 
152 HFN 1414,74 
159 HFN 1415 73 
160 
168 158, HFN 1472 
177 HFN 1415 
177 HFN 1483 
144 HFN 1411 
162 
159 
160 
HFN 1483 
155 HFN 1419,75 
171 
HFN 1416 
174 
HFN 1475 
Notes 
no children 
Two versions of Fa. 
Same as NABEBOSO 12l? ; aka BOSO aka PEZELE 
no children 
no children 
no children 
llleo ible comment in 159, ref to 26 
Banaara 
no children 
Banaara 
no children 
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Name 
NQari 
NGA SEA 
Naazu 111 
Ngazu (2) 
NQilu 
NGIREBULE 
NGIRENUSA 
NQirerade 
NGIREZIRU 
NGONGOZA 
NGONO 
NGO PA 
Niavaza 
Ni pa 
Ni to 
Noqa 
NOQ0(1l 
NOQOl2l 
Nose 
Nosepaao 
Nua 111: 1 
Nua (1): 2 
Nua 121 
NUI 
NURO 
Ornate 
Orne 
Opo (1) 
Ooo 12) 
Opo (3) 
Op'reoha 
OQA 
ORO (1) 
sx Ghughusu Soloso 
f 
m - Viuru 
f -
f - -
f Puzereka Koau 
m - -
m -
-
f 
m -
m Makoau Koau 
m - -
m - Bilua 
f Kitwa Koau 
f -
f -
f -
m Kukuku Viuru 
m -
f -
f Saban a in Roviana 
f Peoele Viuru 
f -
f -
m -
m Varu fqoana 
- -
f -
f Kitwa Koau 
f Sabana 
f Saban a 
f DU<lhore DuQhore 
m Ziburuna Duahore 
m -
Parent Spouse U/line 
HAQO NOQO 
TOKA Horomali 121 
KErHOPERE VEQOTO 
SUSA -
- PE SELE 
TONO - u 
Sale (1) -
- KOLU 
Avara (2) -
- Pezadonaa 131 u 
OR0(1) 
Pap'teku 
PESELE PEDAKA u 
Peza (2) POZA u 
PE SELE KOLU 
Nua (1) MA EKE 
- NQari 
REO -
VANGANA - u 
- HUD! 
TEKALO VEQOBOSO 
Burumali VEQOBOSO 
VORETE - u 
Nioa u 
Qelebari Podovuru 
- - u 
SOKU -
Kivara MEHU 
- SUTI u 
NENA 
- TU BARA 
Avara 
REO Tiro 
Source 1 Source 2 
158 170 
172 
151 
171 
159 
166 
141 
159b 163 
148 
151 
172 
167 
151 159 
148 162 
159 159b 
143 
158 170 
172 
155 
158 158a 
143 158 
158 168 
152a 
162 
153 169 
144 
141 163 
142 
160 
173 
142 148 
172 
Source 3 
HFN 1414,75 
HFN 1413,19 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1409,66 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1475 
HFN 1475 
168, HFN 1472 
HFN 1473 
HFN 1411 
HFN 1427 
HFN 1466 
Notes 
BallQara 
no children 
Banaara : no children 
no children 
' in Vuraghuri [?] Roviana' 
Version 2 of parentaQe in 143, and see HFN 1472 
Version 1 of oarentaae in 158. 
no children 
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Name 
OR0(2l 
ORU aka TAKOLO 
OVA 
Ovapiqe 
Ove 
OVEMA TE aka KErHOPERE 
PADA(1) 
PADA (2) 
Paduri 
PAHU 
Paito 
Paiakolo 
PAKE 
PANIA 
Papa 
Pap'teku 
Paao 
PASA 
Pata 
PAVAGHI 
Paza 
Pazoi 
PE DA KA 
Peha 
PELA 
PEQA 
PEQU 
PERIKI 
PE SELE 
PETI 
Peza (1) 
Peza 12l 
Pezadonga (1) 
sx Ghu11husu 
m Kukuku 
m Tusa 
m -
f -
f Kituva 
. . 
m Tusa 
m -
f -
m -
f -
f -
m -
m -
f Makoau 
f 
f 
m -
m -
f -
f -
m Liu 
f 
m -
m -
m . 
m -
m -
f IMoeaha 
f -
f -
Soloso Parent 
Viuru -
Dua ho re Rade 
- RIQE 
Saikile VUKISI 
Koau 
. . 
DuQhore 
HEBA 
Saban a 
Sabana AREKE 
- Kia 
Saban a -
- VORETE 
- REO 
KOQU -
Zava 
Koqu Muno 
- As'vuru 
AREKE 
Ouqhore Peza (1) 
Sabana -
Duqhore KET'HOPERE 
Saban a -
- -
- Zale 
Rapo 
- KERU 
Zazo 
DuQhore Zukana 
Avara (2) 
ZIOLO 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
Vurutali 158 
Made (2) 150 
l!F21) 163 
ELA HA 149 
HEQA 163 
. . . 
Lilidau u 141 
Lupa (3) u 175 
KEROVO u 149 
Quladau u 159 
DOSENA 166 
SELE 160 
- u 152a 
172 
PODOKO 163a 
NGO PA 167 
HITEBETO 177 
Hituai 163a 
159 
QOHA 142 
KE MO LO 155 
Niavaza u 151 
DOLE 144 
-
Vizi u 157 
- u 144 
NQilu 151a 
u 142 
MASA 150 
IDI u 148 
n.m. 142 
Source 2 Source 3 
173 
158 
. . 
165 
HFN 1411 
150 
159 HFN 1410,18 
HFN 1478 
HFN 1471 
HFN 1411 
HFN1424 
159 HFN 1474 
164 HFN 1417 
HFN 1474 
Notes 
no children 
no children. Not abs sure is same as 173 
no children 
see KET'HOPERE 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children. 'Pinausu Sambana' 
Banaara 
no chi ldren 
Pinausu 
Bangara 
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Name 
Pezadonqa (2) 
Pezadonqa (3) 
Pezadonga (4) 
PIALA 
Piko 
PIOKO 
Piae 
PIRU 
PISA 
Pitabana 
PITO 
PITU 
PITULANGONO aka ROKU 
PIZAKA 
Pizu 
Pizurade 
PODA 
PODOKO 
Podovuru 
Pok a 
Polarade 
Polo 
Poni 
POQarade 
POQO 
POZA 
PUKE 
Pura 
Pu so 
Pu ta 
Putudonqa 
PUTUVAQARA 
QALA aka EO 
sx Ghughusu 
f -
f -
f MakOQu 
m -
f Boar a 
m -
f 
m -
m -
f -
m -
m -
m Hooeni 
m -
f Kukuku 
f 
m -
m -
f -
f -
f -
f 
f 
f Koraoa 
m Lau 
m Kaitina 
m Ghori 
f Koloauhele 
f Loahomalea 
f 
f Tirioala 
m Koloquhele 
m Viauru 
Soloso Parent 
- RUTE 
VAVULU 
Ko au 
- LIPA 
Voko Lodonga 
in Muda SALA 
Kuzumali 
- Horomali (1) 
KEMA 
Roviana -
- Hioavuru 
- Soqa 
Vokosoloso Libo 
Zava Isa 
Viuru HOKE 
SOKU 
- KERU 
Vinia (2) 
Midi 
- Vinia 121 
VARISEVI 
Roviana -
Roviana -
Dughore -
Duahore -
Koqu RANGA 
Dughore 
Viuru Roau 
Duahore Naaho 
Horomali 111 
Viuru -
Viuru Dok a 
Koou MEHU 
Spouse U/llne Source 1 
151 
NGONGOZA 151 
BAEQETO u 176 
- 173 
QORAKANA 144 
Livuru u 148 
RANGA 162 
- 155 
- u 144 
VEQOBOSO 143 
- 176 
u 141 
Usu u 144 
1. Qua 11l, 2. Holasabe. u 156 
MUKE u 152 
- 144 
- 159 
Pao a 163a 
NURO 153 
RIDI 163a 
ITU u 168 
BULE 12) u 172 
HO QA SA 176 
DOKELE 160 
(F02) 141 
Nip a u 148 
Varu 164 
vozo 144 
RUTE 143 
NAN' MAZA 154 
KULO 155 
Roqu 144 
1. Quni, 2. Hake, 3. Malidau u 141 
Source 2 Source 3 
152 HFN1429, 1474 
166 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1483 
160 HFN 1409,12 
160 170, HFN 1412,1472 
160 
169 
HFN 1411 
162 
151 
155 HFN 1475 
HFN 1415 
159 166, HFN 1416 
Notes 
no children 
Bangara ; no children; aka ROKU 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
no children 
is her name Peso? 
Bangara 
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Name 
QELE 
Qelebari 
QERE 
QEULU 
QIQI 
Qiu 
QOHA 
QORA 
QORABULE 
QORAISO 
QORAKANA 
QORAQAVE aka DOVELE (2) 
QORAZIRU 
QORE 
QORABANGARA 
QORIMM 
Qose 
QOVARA 
Qua l1l 
Qua (2) 
Qua (3) 
Quadau 
QUA ISO 
Quarade 
Quini 
Qui a 
Quladau 
Qularade 
Qularoro 
Qulasabe 
Qulatali 
Quni 
RABAHI 
sx Ghughusu 
m -
f -
m Ba<iha 
m Pokota 
m -
f -
m -
m -
m -
m -
m -
. . 
m -
m -
m -
m KolOQuhele 
f 
m Moholomo 
f -
f Bara 
f -
f Hiku 
m -
f 
f -
f 
f -
f 
f 
f -
f -
f -
m Varu 
Soloso Parent 
- Sale l1l 
BARAVESU 
Viuru Tana 
Huda POQO 
-
- SALA 
- Tana 
Saban a -
- OROl1\ 
in MadeahUQhusu NEHO 
Hioa 
. . 
Sabana Holasabe 
Viuru SUSA 
- AREKE 
Viuru ROQU 
- PASA 
laoana Moluvuru 
Naari 11\ 
Ko au 
Voko LUA 
Viuru SIANA 
GHARO 
Sabana -
Saban a -
Lauru -
Qual3) 
Lupaqula 
SIANA 
KEMA 
Saban a -
Lokuru -
Viuru Burumali 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
- 141 
TAVA 169 
llu 142 
Voza, Hiva, Sale 141 
Hehebakiha 156 
VAGHll2\ u 148 
Paza, Alihi 142 
Veladuri (2) u 160 
- 172 
'F22) u 163 
Piko 144 
. . 
- u 156 
n.m. 171 
Veladuri uu 159 
Vu to 144 
163a 
Isa uu 156 
PIZAKA 156 
UZOMO 141 
LUI u 165 
BAE u 152 
llF23) u 163 
ZEKE 178 
RAGHOSO 158 
RIRIHI 143 
PAHU u 159 
u 144 
u 152 
ROVU u 144 
HARUBULE 143 
QALA u 141 
Moluvuru 156 
Source 2 Source 3 
176 
160 
163 HFN 1473 
HFN 1444 
150 HFN 1410,74 
HFN 1415,1416,1483 
152 HFN 1474 
. . 
HFN 1411,75 
HFN1413 
146 HFN 1444 
HFN 1418 
167 HFN 1410,1472 
170 HFN 1412,1475 
160a HFN 1473 
165 
152 HFN 1474 
169 HFN 1420 
Notes 
no children 
Parentage different in HFN 1417 
Hiama ; no children 
no children 
Banaara 
no children. 
see DOVELE (2) 
no children · aka QORAPURU 
Hiama ; aka QOR'HIAMA 
Banaara ; varani 
no children 
no children 
"Sambana slave" 
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Name sx Ghughusu Soloso Parent 
Rade f - TUBA RA 
RAGHOSO m - - ELAHA 
RANGA m Tusa Koau 
Rapo (1) f Bara Viuru Legho (1) 
Raoo (2) f - - BALOKA 
RAQUHU m 
Ravedon<1a f - Bilua SUVERE 
RAZA m - Koau BARAVESU 
Regha (1) f - - SOKU 
Re<iha (2) f - Ghanoaa -
REKI m - Sabana -
REMIS! m - - UVA 
REO m Varu Viuru CF16l 
REREVO m - VILE 
Riabana f Makoau Koau -
RIDI (1) m Bara Koau MORUTU 
RIDI (2) m Bulugha Koqu -
Ri<1he f Makoau Koau Horomali (1) 
Riko f - Duahore VALAKA 
RIQE m - Sunguvanga -
RIRIHI m - - Pitabana 
RIVA m - Saban a -
RODEC1l m - KERU 
RODE (2\ aka UVA . . . . 
ROE m - OQA 
ROKU aka PITULANGONO m • . . 
ROMU m - Re<iha 
ROPA m - Sabana 
ROQO m -
Roau f Koloquhele Viuru -
Rorom f - - Riko 
VJ Roro (2\ f Patusu<1ha laoana Paza 
2:1 Roroduri f - Hi ta 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
ARUMU 173 
Quini u 158 
Piae 162 
HARU 141 
BOVE SE 150 
HEBA 173 
Haku 176 
SIANA u 144 
MIMIHELE 173 
Hazu 180 
- 166 
Kiva (1) 168 
Luba 176 
TONO u 166 
Hioa 152 
Pok a 163a 
vozo 144 
NEOLO 159 
(F01) 163 
Tati, Tana, Qula 143 
Biu u 179 
- 159 
. . 
Vazaduri uu 148 
. . . 
n.m. u 152 
Dau u 141 
Voliduri uu 160 
PUTUVAQARA 144 
- 174 
SIPURU u 142 
- u 160a 
Source 2 Source 3 
166 
144 HFN 1411,19 
20 
HFN 1410 
175 
152 HFN 1473 
172 
HFN 1417 
154 
155 
159c 174 
HFN 1415,16 
HFN 1419 
HFN 1490 
. . 
166 HFN 1410 
. . 
HFN 1474 
145 
148 HFN 1474 
Notes 
no children 
Bangara, 'Rapa mbangara in lnaaoana' 
Bangara 
no children 
Sabana born 
Banaara 
no children 
ln159 Hus id onlv as male; dill offsorn<1, ' illeQitimate'. See KERU 
' Banaara in Sunauvanaa' 
Bangara ; no children 
'Sambana born" 
see UVA 
Ban<1ara ; no children 
no children. s.o. Sabana mo and fa. 
no children. lsee note on Sakebule - same oroblem.l 
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Name sx Ghuahusu Soloso Parent 
Rorozo f - Bilua -
ROVE m - SULU 
ROVU(1l m Aerikana Kukuku Viuru HOKE 
ROVU (2) m - Sabana -
ROVU (3) m - - ORO l1l 
RUNA m - - TONO 
Ruru f Rarabese DUQhore Kia 
RURUSU m - - KIKA 
RUTE m Manuru KOQU 
Sabeduri f - AREKE 
Saberade f - Viuru GHOREBANGARA 
SAKEBULE m - - Paza 
SALA m - - Avara 12l 
Sale (1) f 
-
Saikile 
-
Salel2l f - Vinia (2) 
SAMU m - - Lili 
Sari f Muda 
SARIKEVU m Duahore Duahore -
SAVE (1) m ViuQurae KOQu NAB EBO SO 
SAVEl2l m - Mu do 
SAVIURU m Koloauhele Viuru -
Se bi f - Saban a Hazu 
SEGHA m - PADAl2l 
SEGHE m - - SOKU 
SIANA aka LEKE m Hiku Viuru Piko 
Sima f - TU PELE 
SiPilAVE m • - VUK!SI 
SIPURU m - - Avara (2) 
Sia a f - PIZAKA 
SIRU m - VARISEVI 
SISIKI m Tusa Duahore Zule 
VJ SIVA TA m Mati 
;:] SOBO m Patuahozu Duahore BOLO 
Soouse U/line Source 1 
LIPETE (2) 161 
1. Kiuini (1), 2. Sebi u 141 
Qulasabe u 144 
llF11) 145 
- 172 
u 166 
VAVULU 151 
Hav'riko 158 
Pu so 143 
- u 159 
HEBALA (1) u 144 
Kina 142 
Sari 148 
QEULU 141 
SOSO RU 163a 
- u 148 
SALA 148 
Zale 144 
Buni u 152 
1. lae 2. Maeoiae uu 158 
Vinial1l 154 
ROVE u 141 
- u 175 
IF05) 144 
ReQha uu 144 
u 172 
Malisabe u 149 
Roro (2) u 142 
- u 156 
- u 168 
Ghua u 166 
Maliavara 141 
Source 2 Source 3 
143 180, HFN 1411 
152 HFN 1474 
HFN 1483 
166 
HFN 1418,27 
151 
152 HFN 1474,1475 
HFN 1418,74 
157 
177 
181 
HFN 1475 
180 HFN 1483 
HFN 1474 
152 HFN 1473 
163 HFN1422 
148 HFN 1474 
HFN 1412, 1475 
181 
HFN 1414,15 
HFN 1474 
Notes 
no children 
Varani 
BallQara 
no children 
HFN1475 savs fa of Vozo but H154 shows as fa of Vozo's wife, Hilu 
"Born in Nduke' 
no children 
no children 
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Name sx Ghuahusu Soloso Parent 
SOKU m - - Hitu 
SoQa f - - Peza 12\ 
SOSO RU m MakOQU KOQU -
SUBI m - - VANGANA 
Suohurade (1) f Legho (1) 
Suahurade (2) f - Lima 
SULU m Heto Votuana Hiva 
SUSA m Biribori Dughore 
SUTI m - Duohore Sale (1) 
SUVERE m - - (F12) 
SUVEREBULA m - - Riko 
Suvu f - Saban a Holasabe 
TADI m Looh'tako laoana I Koau RABAHI 
Tagho (1) f - Hioa 
Taoho 12l f - - SUTI 
T aka aka Duatako . . . . 
TAKOLO aka ORU . . . . 
Takorade f - - HEBA 
TALAHA m - SUSA 
Talidau f VORETE 
Tana (1) f Viuru -
Tana 12) f - - QEULU 
TAPOZA m - Saikile -
TARA m - - Kina 
Tati f - Viuru -
TAVA m - laoana ZIRUBUKO 
Tekalo I I - - TOMU 
Teku f - Eko 
Tepakalo f - Bilua 
TiQU (1) f - - NosepaQo 
Tiau 12l f - Qua 13l 
(.)) Tiravara f - Pezal1l 
~ Tiribakiha f - LUA 
Spouse U/line Source 1 
Eko 144 
LEKOLO u 141 
Sale 163a 
u 155 
- 141 
- 141 
Leg ho 141 
NareQha 158 
Oool2l u 141 
Zia lo 173 
- 174 
- u 156 
1. Kilu, 2. Volidau uu 156 
-
152 
MAVU u 141 
. . . 
. . 
u 175 
Tiroaooe 171 
152a 
RIRIHI 143 
ZIOLO 141 
Bu tu 144 
u 142 
RIRIHI 143 
Qelebari 169 
KIKA 156 
BEO 144 
GHOREBANGARA u 144 
- u 158 
- u 165 
- 150 
n.m. u 165 
Source 2 Source 3 
179 HFN 1411,19 
148 
HFN1411 
HFN 1411 
143 HFN 1411,18 
171 
HFN 1465 
159 163a, HFN 1475 
. . 
. . 
142 HFN 1474 
146 
176 
158 HFN 1414 
156 
HFN 1475 
Notes 
BallQara 
lnHeto 
Varani 
see Duatako 
see ORU 
no children 
no children 
no children 
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Name sx Ghughusu Soloso 
Tiro I Saiki le 
Tirooooe I - Sabana 
Tile f - -
TODEMATE m - -
TODEVAGHI m - -
TOKA(1) m Kukuku Viuru 
TOKAl2) m -
TOKOANA m - Viuru 
Tome f Kuku Raoihana Ghanooa 
TOMU m - Dughore 
Toni I Viuru 
TONO aka HIK'HIKA m -
TOTO LO m - -
TOTU m - -
TOVALA m - Bilua 
Tove f - Saban a 
Tua(1l I Kokuriana Viuru 
Tua (2) f - -
Tuana f -
TU BARA m -
TU KATA m - Dughore 
TU PELE m - Sabana 
TUPITI m - -
Turavara I Bara Koou 
Tusua f Sabana 
UQE m Lio Dug hare 
Uso f Duohore 
Usu f Kukuku Viuru 
UVA aka RODE (2) m Lide Duo hare 
UZOMO m - -
VAGHl{1) m -
(J.) VAGHI (2) m - Roviana 
c:;5 VAGHUNU m Kubo Ghalavasa 
Parent Spouse 
- ORO 
- TALAHA 
SEGHE -
VORETE -
Kuini (1) -
IF16) llF17) 
HIBO Vuru (2) 
OROl1) HOKE 
- Burumali 
- HIELE 
Kuzumali Riabana 
Horomali (1) -
Burumali Mali 
- Hipavuru 
- HIELE 
Burumali BALIGHUTU 
HEBALA (1) 
VILE 
1. Op'regha, 2. (F12) 
-
1F14) 
NGA SEA Lu pa 
KEMA -
- BALOKA 
- HIE 
Sale (1) Lilivuru 
- HAQA 
Leoho (2) PITULANGONO 
Kia Lo du 
Vaz.a Qua 
Kuini (1) 
- Qiu 
- IF03l 
Ulllne Source 1 Source 2 
172 
171 
u 144 
uu 152a 
uu 141 
172 
u 163 
u 152 172 
156 
143 
u 166 
155 
168 
176 
143 
160 168 
u 152 
176 
173 
161 
uu 172 178 
u 144 
150 
159 
141 147 
172 
u 144 160 
u 163a 166 
141 
uu 141 
u 148 
160 
Source 3 Notes 
HFN 1474 
HFN 1411 
no children 
HFN1420 'Banaara' 
confused: see 168, see KUDE 
HFN 1465 
HFN 1480 
HFN 1411 
HFN 1475 
HFN 1417 also TURUBARA 
HFN 1410 
HFN 1413 Bangara 
"Pinausu" 
no children 
no children 
HFN 1411 
no children 
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Name sx Ghuahusu Soloso Parent 
VAL.AKA m Kavuae lqoana 
Valamali 
VANGANA m - - Atuvuru 
Vari f - SIANA 
VARISEVI m - Dovele TOTU 
Varu f - - -
VAVULU m Patulide t BerkidnnA Duohore I Koou Peso 
Vazaduri f Tusa Koqu TONO 
Vaze f Bara Koou -
Vela f - Saiki le Poqarade 
Veladuri (1 ) f Kukuriana Viuru -
Veladuri 12) f - Koara KOHA 
VEOOBOSO m - Voko Naqho 
VEQOTO m - Sabana -
VEQULU aka NEHO . . . . 
Vido(1) f - vozo 
Vido(2) f - - BOLO 
VILA m - Sabana 
VILE m - - RAZA 
Vilo f Bara Koou Vaze 
Virvuru f - - Lodonga 
VINE m - - TOKA 
Vinia 111 f Tabu Viuru -
Vinia (2) f - Koqu RAZA 
VIN'TOTU m - - Paqo 
VIVOSO m - - KEMA 
Vizi f Koloauhele Vi um -
Volidau f - Sabana AREKE 
Voliduri f Poqarade 
VORETE m Vavanoa Viuru QORAKANA 
Voza f Lau nunhore -
(µ vozo m Koloquhele Viuru Ade 
~ VUKISI m - Saiki le 
Spouse U/Jine Source 1 
(F18) 159c 
Aqa u 155 
- u 152 
lqe(1) 143 
PUKE 164 
Ruru 151 
ROE u 148 
HAQO 158 
KU RO TO u 160 
QOREBANGARA u 159 
QORA u 160 
1. Nua (1), 2. Pitabana, 3. Donoa 143 
Noazu 151 
. . 
vozo 144 
n.m. 141 
1. Muletako 2. Alepiqe u 158 
Lou'vuto 176 
EVANGA 144 
- 144 
- 172 
SAVIURU 154 
KAVALA 163 
u 177 
u 144 
PEQA u 157 
TADI u 159 
ROQO 160 
Duatako aka Tako uu 144 
QEULU 141 
Pura, Hilu, Vido, Righe 144 
Kuzu 141 
Source 2 
168 
166 
166 
180 
158 
. 
144 
159 
158 
176 
152 
154 
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Name sx Ghughusu Soloso Parent 
Vurade f - Saiki le ELAHA 
Vuru (1) f - - Sebi 
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Zazo f - - SAKEBULE 
ZEKE m Dude Roviana -
Zialo f Bilua -
Zima (1) f - Koou -
Zima(2) f Tagho (2) 
ZIOLO m Ghus'oaele Dughore I Viuru -
ZIRU m - - Paza 
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ZOKI m - - Qua(3) 
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Garden blocks 
Coconut groves 
Canarium groves 
Sago palm cultivation 
Teak re-afforestation (since 2001) 
Taro pondfields (abandoned 1950s) 
Regrowth I disturbed areas 
LPT logging (1980) regrowth 
Mangrove ~· 
Swamp 
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• Garden houses 
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Notice: The boundaries shown on this map are indicative only, 
based on rough survey work with variable coverage, and they 
should not be used for evidence of any land claims. 
Mapping based on GPS survey in 2000, with teak plantation survey 
added in 2003. Base mapping from aerial photography 1966 Lands 
R2-B, 1969 Lands-R4, 1976 SN3890-R5, 1979 SN5448-R7, with 
grid reference from DOS 1:50K series 81156/4 edition 2 (1968-B9). 
Datum: DOS Gizo 1968 on UTM zone 57E 
Figure 40. Map of srpallholdinl gs and land use in the Iqoana land estate. Plate 36 
